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PREFACE 

 

Flame of Edrith is a project that has been long in coming to fruition. It began seven years ago, in 

1998, when I was fourteen. At that time it was only six pages long and contained the bare bones 

required to conduct a one-off role-play adventure. Since that time it has been under an almost 

constant process of growth and revision; at times growing fifty pages in a month, at others 

languishing with little change for over a year. Though I now sometimes cringe as I look at earlier 

versions, they were necessary steps towards the final result that you see here: a complete, 

comprehensive and self-sufficient fantasy role-playing system. 

 

Even once I had decided to publish, the process of transforming a system used by a group of friends 

in to a publishable document was not an easy one. Many quirks, omissions and areas of vagueness 

and inspecifity had to be ironed out. In consequence, I would like to thank the following people for 

their much appreciated assistance: 

Jonny Evans, for an excellent cover design; Alex Shannon, Alex Wright, Julia Goedecke and Steve 

Burgess for much painstaking proof reading (though any errors that remain are entirely my 

responsibility), Katy Roberts for help with linguistics and all but the last of the above, particularly 

Alex Wright, as well as Daniel Parrett, David Till, Issam Ahmed, Nick Wood, Paul Wood, Richard 

Frame, Tom Wood and Victor Medina for many years of play-testing, fault-finding, error-exposing 

and helpful suggestions, a large number of which have, over time, found their way in to the final 

document. 

 

Flame of Edrith was updated in 2012 with a number of minor amendments. 
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Introduction and Character Creation 
Preamble 

 

For the purposes of this manual, the male shall embrace the female. 

The term “person” refers to any person, animal or creature. 

The terms “mission” and “adventure” are used synonymously. 

“GM” stands for “Games Master”, the person running the role-play. 

All time spans refer to game time. 

If a character can do x to a person, he can also do it to himself unless it says otherwise. 

A “natural one” means if a “one” is rolled on the die before modification. A natural six, twelve, and 

so on has a similar definition. 

Many tables require making a d200, d300, etc. roll. In such a case use a random number button on a 

calculator, or other similar randomiser. 

 

Before the game commences, each player must create a character. He must choose: 

 

Race And Standard Characteristics 

 

A player must choose to play as one of a number of different races. The race you select affects your 

characteristics and your abilities in your profession. There are three standard races: elf, dwarf and 

human. These races should almost always be available to be played, unless the GM has an 

extraordinary reason otherwise. A brief description of each race follows: 

Elf: Is agile and good with a bow, but weak. Good professions for an elf are wizard, priest or thief. 

Medium professions for an elf are diplomat, explorer and warrior. The worst profession is engineer. 

Dwarf: Is strong and tough, but slow. Good professions for a dwarf are warrior or engineer. Medium 

professions are diplomat, priest or explorer. The worst professions are wizard, or thief.  

Human: Is a good all-round character. Good professions are warrior, explorer, priest or wizard. 

Medium professions are thief or engineer. The worst profession is diplomat. 

 

Some characteristics are fixed and can’t initially be changed. These are dependent on your race. 

These are listed below: 
 ELVES DWARVES HUMANS 

STRENGTH (S) 3 5 4 

FORCE (F) 1 3 1 

TOUGHNESS (T) 1 2 1 

AGILITY (A) 2 0 1 

Bonuses Plus 1 Dexterity Plus 1 Endurance Plus 1 Intelligence 

Handicaps Minus 1 Endurance Minus 1 Dexterity Minus 1 Will 

Starting number of VC 

points 

14 14 14 

Honour Starts at 6 Starts at 5  Starts at 4. 

Base magic resistance 7 7 7 

Mana per intelligence 

point (if a wizard) 

10 8 10 

Hit Ability (HA) 0 0 0 

SPEED Short 35ft 25ft 30ft 
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(Sp) Long 

distance 

33km 28km 30km 

Strength, Force, Toughness, Agility, H.A. and Speed are known as standard characterics (SC) 

A description of each follows: 

Strength: This is how much you can carry. You can carry a weight allowance of up to 20 times your 

Strength. Strength can never be reduced to less than 1. 

Force: This is how powerful your blows are and a measure of how much force you can exert at one 

time. 

Toughness: The higher your Toughness, the less damage will be done to you by blows or poisons. 

Agility: This is how easily you can dodge blows, or how easily you can, e.g. walk on a rope or do 

somersaults etc. 

Hit Ability (HA): How likely you are to hit someone (also depends on weapon used).  

Speed: How quickly you can run. Note that in no circumstances can Speed  be reduced to less than 

10ft/5km.  

The table above gives you your base Speed – approximately. To find out your exact Speed, roll 2d6 

and look on the table below. Add or subtract the modifier given to get your exact Speed. This only 

changes your short distance Speed, not your long distance Speed. 

 
RACE 2 3 4-5 6-8 9-10 11 12 

Elf -3ft -2ft -1ft 0 +1ft +2ft +3ft 

Dwarf -3ft -2ft -1ft 0 +1ft +2ft +3ft 

Human -3ft -2ft -1ft 0 +1ft +2ft +3ft 

Orc -3ft -2ft -1ft 0 +1ft +2ft +3ft 

Isp’te’ra -3ft -2ft -1ft 0 +1ft +2ft +3ft 

Gryphon -10ft -6ft -3ft 0 +3ft +6ft +10ft 

Mountain 

troll 

-3ft -2ft -1ft 0 +1ft +2ft +3ft 

 

Honour: The higher Honour you have, the better people will treat you. You gain Honour by, for 

example, protecting people or helping people rescue kidnapped people. You lose Honour by, for 

example, killing innocents or stealing from your allies. If your Honour reaches zero then you will be 

classed as “evil”. This means that “Detect Evil” spells will detect you. Many societies place “Detect 

Evil” spells around their cities and have laws that provide for the automatic imprisonment or 

execution of “evil” people so having Honour less than 0 is usually effectively a death sentence. 

Honour is important in many areas including diplomacy, government promotion and a number of 

prayers.  

 

In addition to this, you should roll on the tables at the end of this document to determine your height, 

weight and personal appearance. 

 

In addition to these races, there are also four discretionary races: orcs, isp’te’ra, mountain trolls and 

gryphons. These races are all more dissimilar to each other (and to the standard races) than the three 

standard races are. Whether or not these races are available as playable characters should be at the 

discretion of the GM, bearing in mind the following advice. 

Orcs are on a par with elves, dwarfs and humans with regards to starting power. There thus should 

usually be no harm in allowing a player to play as an orc. The exception would be if the missions and 
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campaign were to feature extensive wars with orcs, in which case it could prove difficult to have an 

orc in the group (though there are possibilities; e.g. an orc renegade). 

Isp’te’ra are slightly more powerful than the standard races. An isp’te’ra’s effective level is equal to 

“actual level + two primes”. However, due to their physical characteristics isp’te’ra are simply unable 

to do a large number of things (e.g. climb ladders). This could be a problem.  

Gryphons and mountain trolls should almost never be allowed to be played if joining a level 1 party. 

A gryphon or mountain troll’s effective level is thus “actual level +  four primes or two levels, 

whichever is higher”. However, playing a gryphon could be acceptable if you were joining a high 

level party, providing you started at a lower level. The large size of gryphons, particularly, could be a 

problem if a mission was to take place largely in a city. 

A brief description of each race follows: 

Orc: Orcs are innately inclined to evil; however, they are not totally beyond the pale. In consequence, 

an orc player faces a constant struggle with his own nature in order that he shall not succumb to the 

lure of evil. Strong, powerful fighters, orcs have much of the strength and toughness of dwarfs, 

without being hindered by their slowness. However, orcs make poor wizards (though they do have 

access to some semi-evil spells with no penalties) and, in addition, the prejudice against orcs can be a 

problem. Good professions for an orc are warrior or explorer, medium professions are thief, priest or 

engineer, and poor professions are wizard or diplomat. 

Isp’te’ra: Isp’te’ra are large intelligent insectoids, similar in appearance to giant termites. They walk 

on 4 legs and use their forelimbs for handling things and fighting. Due to their physical nature they 

could not, for example, climb a ladder or ride a horse (they are, however, capable of carrying a 

person). Like termites, isp’te’ra have various classes and in consequence your characteristics will 

depend greatly on your profession. There are three classes that are playable characters: warriors (used 

for warrior and explorer), mage (used for wizards and priests) and worker (used for engineer, 

diplomat and thief). Isp’te’ra mages are extremely powerful; however, they only have defensive 

spells (though these, particularly the array of shields, are far superior to those of other races). The 

worker class of isp’te’ra is fairly weak, and thus isp’te’ra make fairly poor engineers, priests, 

diplomats and thieves: the best professions are warrior, wizard or explorer. 

Gryphon: Gryphons have the body, talons and claws of a lion, but other than that closely resemble a 

giant bird of prey. They have a body about 6ft long and a wingspan of 12-14ft and are capable of 

carrying a person. They are feathered all over and are superb fliers – can fly swiftly and change 

direction quickly; can gain and lose altitude very swiftly and can fly high (several thousand feet up). 

Due to the fact that they are used to flying at high altitude they can tolerate cold and reduce any 

penalties due to cold by two. They have very keen eyesight. Gryphons are innately very powerful 

creatures, and in consequence are an extremely proud race. In addition, gryphons are magical 

creatures and all gryphons have some magical abilities, meaning that gryphon wizardry is rather 

complicated (see below). Gryphon magic is extremely powerful; however, it is principally offensive 

and weather magic and there are no defensive spells, as this would go against their ethos. Gryphons 

are strictly areligious and may not have a faith or be priests. Good professions for gryphons are 

warrior, wizard or explorer; a medium profession is diplomat and poor professions are thief (due to 

their size) and engineer. 

Mountain Troll: Mountain trolls are not only stronger and tougher than their lesser brethren, they are 

also more intelligent. Standing 10-11ft high and extremely powerful, mountain trolls are not stupid, 

brutish creatures like most trolls; rather they are an intelligent race. Mountain trolls do not usually 
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build large cities or towns, instead they usually have a tribal or village existence; this does not stop 

them, however, forging their own weapons and armour or making other simple goods they need. A 

mountain troll will typically wear heavy armour and wield a mighty greatsword or axe; in combat 

they are deadly and a company of mountain trolls together will cut a path through almost any 

opposition. Ordinary trolls will almost always recognise the authority of a mountain troll and 

mountain trolls typically command normal trolls when fighting. The orcish spell “troll command” has 

no effect on mountain trolls. Like orcs, mountain trolls are innately inclined to evil though are not 

totally beyond the pale and have been known to fight on the side of good. Mountain trolls have no 

magical ability although are capable of clerical magic. In addition, the prejudice against mountain 

trolls can be a problem. The best profession for a mountain troll is warrior; good professions are 

explorer or engineer, average professions are diplomat or priest and the worst profession is thief. 

They may not be wizards. 

 
ORCS 

STRENGTH 6 Other things 

FORCE 2 Lose 2 Honour at the end of each mission.  

Each time you would gain Honour, you gain one less 

Honour than you otherwise would do (you always gain 

at least one though). 

Gain a +2 Will modifier for any rolls due to injuries. 

An orc will never gain more than 1 favour point due to 
increasing a level (excluding gains made from increasing 

Wisdom).  

Orcs get a –3 on all government promotion tables. 

Orc mages only gain 7 mana for each Intelligence point. 

TOUGHNESS 2 

AGILITY 0 

Bonuses Plus 1 Reactions, plus 1 

Endurance 

Handicaps Minus 1 Wisdom 

Starting number of VC 

points 

14 

Honour Starts at 3 

Base magic resistance  6 

H.A. Standard 

SPEED Short 30ft 

Long 

distance 

40km 

 
ISP’TE’RA ISP’TE’RA WARRIOR ISP’TE’RA MAGE ISP’TE’RA WORKER 

STRENGTH 5 4 8 

FORCE 2 1 2 

TOUGHNESS 2 1 2 

AGILITY 3 2 2 

Bonuses Plus 2 Reactions; plus 2 

Will 

Plus 2 Intelligence; plus 1 

Will; plus 2 Wisdom 

Plus 2 Will; plus 2 

Endurance;  

Handicaps Minus 2 Dexterity Minus 2 Dexterity, -1 

Endurance. 

Minus 2 Dexterity 

Starting number of VC 

points 

14 14 14 

Honour Starts at 5 Starts at 5  Starts at 5. 

Base magic resistance 8 8 6 

H.A. (claws) 6 (parry = 3) 1 (parry = 1) 3 (parry = 2) 

SPEED Short 90ft 45ft 45ft 

Long 

distance 

70km 40km 40km 
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Other Isp’te’ra fight with their claws. They may not use any other weapons, though they may 
use a shield. Their claws may be enhanced by runes (maximum of three runes per 

claw). 

They may not ride a horse or do anything else that their shape would prohibit them 

from doing. They do not have a great deal of Dexterity in their claws, and thus have 

difficulty doing many things with hands.  

They may wear armour, though it costs twice as much. 

An isp’te’ra may carry a person in the same way that a horse can; however, the 

isp’te’ra must have the skill Equitation to fight simultaneously with the person it is 

carrying. 

An isp’te’ran mage gains 10 mana per intelligence point. 

 
GRYPHONS 

STRENGTH 7 Other things 

FORCE 5 Gryphons can fly. They can carry a person on their 

backs. Though they may use other weapons, it is 

generally fairly pointless as their natural weapons are so 

powerful; however, ranged weapons can be a useful 

asset, as can shields. Their claws may be enhanced by 

runes (maximum of three runes per claw). 

A gryphon may not fly whilst wearing heavy or full 

plate armour; however, they may fly whilst wearing light 

armour. All armour costs 3 times as much and weighs 
twice as much as normal. Dual weaponry allows them to 

attack with both claws at once. If attacked in the air the 

attacker receives a –2 on the to hit table (-3 if firing a 

bow at long range). 

Gryphons may not have a faith or be priests. 

Gryphons are already classed as having the skill “fly”, 

though not “improved fly.” 

TOUGHNESS 1 

AGILITY 3 

Bonuses Plus 3 Reactions 

Handicaps -1 Dexterity 

Starting number of VC 

points 

Variable 

Honour Starts at 7 

Base magic resistance 13 

H.A.  6 (beak and claws); 

otherwise standard 

SPEED Short 120ft 

Long 

distance 

150km 

Gryphonic Magical Abilities 

Gryphons are magical. Therefore, all gryphons possess magic and can learn gryphonic spells. There are four classes 

of gryphon mage: novice, conjurer, mage and sorcerer. Only mages and sorcerers are classed as wizards by 

profession (they start with twice their Wisdom level in spells). Novices and conjurers must choose another 
profession (and only receive 1 times their Wisdom level in spells). 

Novice: Receives 5 x Intelligence of mana. May not use gemstones, spell books, agarvé or agarvémar. May not gain 

the spells Channel Matrix, Empathic Sacrifice or Imbue Objects. May not gain the skills Tap Leylines or Tap Nodes. 

May not cast any spell with a spell power greater than 1. Starts with 18VC points. Effective Magical Level (solely 

for terms of penetrating magic resistance or spells) = level –1. 

Conjurer: Receives 8 x Intelligence of mana. May not use gemstones, spell books or agarvémar. May not gain the 

spells Channel Matrix or Imbue Object. May not gain the skills Tap Leylines or Tap Nodes. May not cast any spell 

with a spell power greater than 3. Starts with 16VC points. Effective Level (solely for terms of penetrating magic 

resistance or spells) = level. 

Mage: Receives 12 x Intelligence of mana. May not use agarvémar. May not gain the skill Tap Nodes. May not cast 

any spell with a spell power greater than 7. Has the gryphonic ability Wingspell to imbue spells in to his wings (one 
spell on each wing). This causes the spell energy to reside in the wing and may be unleashed instantly at a moment’s 

thought (as if an imbued object). However, the spell will fade and be lost after the end of the mission.   Starts with 
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14VC points. Effective Level (solely for terms of penetrating magic resistance or spells) = level +1. 
Sorcerer: Receives 15 x Intelligence of mana. May use any magical item and may gain and use all  skills and 

gryphonic spells. Has the gryphonic ability Wingspell to imbue spells in to his wings (maximum one spell on each 

wing). This costs the casting cost of the spell. This causes the spell energy to reside in the wing and may be 

unleashed instantly at a moment’s thought (as if an imbued object). However, the spell will fade and be lost after the 

end of the mission.   Starts with 12VC points. Effective Level (solely for terms of penetrating magic resistance or 

spells) = level +2. 

 
MOUNTAIN TROLLS 

STRENGTH 13 Other things 

FORCE 6 Lose 2 Honour at the end of each mission.  

Each time you would gain Honour, you gain one less 
Honour than you otherwise would do (you always gain 

at least one though). 

Mountain trolls get a –2 on all government promotion 

tables. 

Mountain trolls may not be wizards. 

TOUGHNESS 5 

AGILITY 0 

Bonuses Plus 2 Will, plus 3 

Endurance 

Handicaps Minus 1 Wisdom, minus 1 
Dexterity. 

Starting number of VC 

points 

14 

Honour Starts at 3 

Base magic resistance 14 

H.A. Standard 

SPEED Short 35ft 

Long 

distance 

30km  

 

Physical Statistic Tables 

 

Use these tables to generate random statistics such as height and weight for your character. 

 

Height 

 

Multiply the 4
th

 and 5
th
 columns together, and add the answer to the 3

rd
 column. 

Race Gender Base height Random element Multiplier 

Human Male 5ft  3d6 1” 

Female 4ft 7” 3d6 1” 

Dwarf Male 4ft 6” 3d6 ½” 

Female 4ft 6” 3d6 ½” 

Elf Male 5ft 6” 2d6 1” 

Female 5ft 4” 2d6 1” 

Orc Male 5ft 8” 3d6 ½” 

Female 5ft 7” 3d6 ½” 

Isp’te’ra* Warrior 5ft 4”  4d6 1/6”  

Worker 5ft 2” 4d6 1/6” 

Mage 4ft 2” 4d6 1/6” 

Gryphon** Male 11ft 4” 4d6 1 ½” 

Female 10ft 6” 4d6 1 ½” 

Mountain 

troll 

Male 10ft 4d6 1” 

Female 9ft 6” 4d6 1” 

*Length. Note that all isp’te’ra which might be adventuring will be neuters (technically female) 
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**Wingspan 

 

Weight 

 

Multiply the random element from the height table by the random element from the weight table and 

the weight multiplier, then add to the base weight. (NB: multiply by 1.78 to get approximate weight 

in lbs). 

 
Race Gender Base weight Random element  Multiplier (weight 

units) 

Human Male 70 2d6 ¼ 

Female 60 2d6 ¼ 

Dwarf Male 65 4d6 1/8 

Female 65 3d6 1/8 

Elf Male 60 3d6 ¼  

Female 55 3d6 ¼ 

Orc Male 85 4d6 1/8 

Female 82 4d6 1/8 

Isp’te’ra Warrior 180 2d6 1/16 

Worker 190 4d6 1/16 

Mage 110 4d6 1/16 

Gryphon Male 240 3d6 ¼ 

Female 210 3d6 ¼ 

Mountain 

troll 

Male 290 3d6 1/6 

Female 260 3d6 1/6   

 

Personal Appearance 

 

To find your personal appearance roll 3d6 and add the following racial modifiers: 

 

Human: +0; Dwarf: -1; Elf: +2; Orc: -3; Isp’te’ra (warrior or worker): -2, (mage): +1 Gryphon: +2; 

Mountain troll –1. 

 

This will give you a number between 0 and 20. If you are an isp’te’ra, add or take away half the 

modulus of (10 – your score) to make your number nearer to 10. 

 

When dealing with members of the opposite gender of the same race your personal appearance may 

have the following effect on diplomacy: 

16-20: +3 

13-15: +2 

9-12: +1 

6-8: 0 

1-5: -1 (fwhen speaking to anyone) 
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Profession 

 

One of the first things you must choose is your profession. Your profession will shape your entire 

game and play style. Although some variations are possible within each profession, the underlying 

influence will still always be there. You should thus choose your profession with care. Note that 

“Priest” is a little different from the other professions as it is the only profession which other people 

may (sort of) become later. There are seven different professions: 

 

a)Warrior 

b)Wizard 

c)Thief 

d)Diplomat 

e)Engineer 

f)Explorer 

g)Priest 

     

After level one you will be able to, if you wish, specialise within your profession. This will allow you 

to better mould your character to suit your play style. There are two specialisations within each 

profession, meaning that in total there are 21 different options. 

 

Warrior:  Berserker 

  Knight 

 

Wizard: Researcher 

  Battle mage 

 

Thief:  Assassin 

   Ranger 

 

Diplomat: Spy 

  Orator 

 

Engineer: Craftsman 

   Siege specialist 

 

Explorer: Trader 

  Pioneer 

 

Priest:  Healer 

   Archivist 

 

Scholar: Philosopher 

  Archaeologist 
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You should consider specialisations when choosing your profession. If you would like to be an 

assassin, for example, you will need to choose thief as your starting profession. 

 

A Note on Specialistion 

 

Specialisation is a means of choosing a sub-profession within your profession, and thus allowing you 

to mould your character in a way to better suit your play style. It should be emphasised that you do 

not have to specialise: the “standard” professions are neither better nor worse than any of the 

specialities. Although some specialisations involve an immediate gain of skills and gain or loss of 

VCs, which could be done over time anyway, all of the specialisations also involve gains or penalties 

that would never otherwise be available to your character. Specialisation is thus an important 

decision. 

 

If you are going to specialise you must specialise at the end of level 1. Any changes take effect from 

the beginning of the mission immediately following – you do not get any bonuses in the “in between 

mission” phase in which you specialise. Once you have chosen to specialise, you may not 

unspecialise, or specialise again.  

 

Important note: in many places there will read sentences such as “receive +2 to this roll if you are a 

Warrior” (or Thief, Wizard, etc.). Unless it specifically says otherwise, you would receive the +2 if 

you were a basic warrior or any type of specialised Warrior (i.e. Berserker or Knight). 

 

Description of Each Profession and Specialisation 

 

In the following descriptions, specialisations do not lose any abilities of the base profession except 

where explicitly stated. The base profession is given in brackets after the name. 

 

Note that each profession begins with certain skills determined by both profession and race. This is 

detailed in a table under “Skills”, below. 

 

Warrior (Warrior) 

A warrior is the fundamental fighting class, skilled in both attack and defence. Though warriors may 

have abilities in other areas, their primary focus is on combat. They are the people who will defend 

the group against a ravening monster or charge an opponent to bring him down. Different warriors 

choose to specialise in a variety of different weapons. 

 

Special:   

 A warrior gains a free combat skill at every even level (i.e. 2
nd

, 4
th
, etc.) 

 Every third level, a warrior gains a “Weapon Master” power (see “Powers”, 

below). He may not use these free powers to gain any other power, including a 

Weapon Master Excelse power. These powers are in addition to the powers that 

everyone gains at level 6 and level 12.  
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Berserker (Warrior) 

A berserker is a warrior who fights without a care for his own safety, intent only upon destroying his 

enemies. berserkers are the ultimate profession at dealing damage; however, they are usually not 

particularly intelligent and have little care for their own defence. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, a berserker gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 +1 Will.  

 –1 Intelligence. 

 At will in a combat, a berserker may go berserk. Once he has gone berserk he may 

not stop being berserk until the combat has ended. Being berserk gives: 

 In hand to hand combat may attack twice as often as normal. 

 May re-roll all Will rolls once.  

 May not use a shield, parry, ride a horse or dodge. 

 May not cast spells or prayers. 

 +1 Force. 

 -1 Hit Ability. 

 Note that a berserker does not gain the free skills or powers that a Warrior gains. 

 

Knight (Warrior) 

A knight is in many ways similar to a warrior; however, a knight tends to specialise in mounted 

combat. In addition a knight is usually honourable and valiant and utilises these facts well. 

Special:  At specialisation, a knight gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Gains +2 Honour at the end of each mission. 

 Every time you would normally gain Honour, gain one more Honour point than 

you would normally get. 

 Gain the skill Equitation. If you already have Equitation, gain Advanced 

Equitation. 

 Receive a basic battle trained mount, a lance and a shield. 

 Gain +1 favour. 

 You must give 5% of all money you find or earn as tithes to the church and your 

chivalric order. 

 A knight does not gain the free skills and powers that a warrior gains. Instead he 

gains a free combat skill every third level and a free Weapon Master power every 

fourth level. 

 

Wizard (Wizard) 

A wizard has the ability to cast spells to destroy his enemies and aid his friends. Spells range from the 

directly damaging (such as Lightning Bolt) through more subtle spells (such as Compulsion or 

Invocation of Summoning) to utility spells (such as Fly, Hide Trail, Scry and Travel on the Ethereal). 

Most wizards choose to learn a mixture, though usually specialise in certain areas. Wizards have a 

limited supply of mana (determined by their Intelligence) and though they can replenish it from 

gemstones, these are quite rare. Wizards are usually somewhat weak physically though do usually 

have some combat ability (often with a ranged weapon). The spells that a wizard may learn will be 

determined by his race. The magic and spell system is described in more detail under “Spells”, below. 
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Special:   

 A wizard has the ability to learn and cast spells. 

 For more details see “Spells”, below.  

 

Researcher (Wizard) 

A researcher is a wizard who has devoted his time to study. He will typically know more spells than a 

normal wizard but will have less mana.  

 

Special:  At specialisation, a researcher gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Gain the ability to learn the spells of one other race (specified when you specialise) 

in addition to your own. 

 Gain one extra spell at the end of each level. This includes an extra spell at the end 

of level 1 (an exception to the general rule regarding specialisation bonuses). 

 Your maximum mana is only 70% of what it would otherwise be. 

 

Battle Mage (Wizard) 

A battle mage is a wizard who has specialised in combat. He relies on his martial prowess as much as 

he does his spells and typically fights in the front line, though will not be as quite as powerful as a 

warrior in martial combat. A battle mage typically knows fewer spells and has less mana than a 

wizard, due to the attention that he devotes to martial activities. In addition, this additional area of 

expertise (combat and magic) means battle mages are poor at clerical magic. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, a battle mage gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 +1 Endurance 

 Gain a weapon skill (of your choice). 

 Gain the ability to fight at full effectiveness and cast a spell in the same combat 

round. 

 -1 Wisdom 

 All favour is halved (a half point of favour is unusable; a character with n + ½ 

favour effectively has n favour). 

 

Thief (Thief) 

A thief is a man of stealth. Thieves are experts at sneaking unseen, acting as scouts and finding things 

out. Note that to have the profession “thief” does not mean that you are necessarily an actual thief (in 

terms of stealing other people’s possessions) though of course this path is one which you would be 

adept at. Most thieves are skilled at physical skills such as climbing, hiding or rope throwing. Some 

may be able to pick pockets or forge documents whilst others may be able to disarm traps or pick 

locks. In combat, thieves specialise in striking their opponents from stealth (see “Striking from 

Stealth”, below), rather than in trying to stand toe to toe with an armoured foe. 

 

Special:   

 The special ability Stealth. 

 The ability to search for illegal objects.  
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 Many other bonuses, for example in government promotion; in running illegal or 

fraudulent business and so forth.  

 

Assassin (Thief) 

An assassin is a thief that specialises in striking from stealth. With one weapon, usually a ranged 

weapon, an assassin will be adept, often able to take down even the most powerful of foes without 

warning. However, the path of an assassin is a path of dubious virtue and your Honour will suffer 

accordingly.  

 

Special:  At specialisation, an assassin gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Gain +1 HA, +1F with one weapon (specified at specialisation). 

 Gain an additional +1HA, +1F when striking from stealth. 

 Lose two Honour at the end of each mission. 

 Every time you gain Honour you gain one less Honour than you normally would 

(minimum one). 

 -1 on government promotion tables. 

 

Ranger (Thief) 

A ranger is the master of the countryside. Here he can blend in to the background without trace, track 

down animals or enemies. Like an unspecialised thief, rangers tend to rely on their stealth and their 

physical abilities to keep them out of trouble. In addition rangers have great affinity with animals and 

know their ways. However, this devotion leaves them with less time to spend on other activites. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, a ranger gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 +1 Reactions 

 +2 to any stealth rolls made in the countryside. 

 Gain the skills Track, Animal Affinity and Animal Lore. 

 Gain the power “Nature’s Friend.” 

 You may cast the spell “Animal Speak” n(n+1)/2 times per mission at no cost 

where n is your level. 

 -1 Dexterity. 

 -1 to any stealth rolls made in the city. 

 Can only do one “in between mission activity” between missions instead of two; 

however, they may Train a Wild Animal once in between each mission without it 

counting against this total. 

 

 

Diplomat (Diplomat) 

A diplomat specialises in the field of dialogue. His talents will lie in negotiation, persuading other 

people to do what he wishes them and finding things out. Most, though not all, diplomats are 

relatively poor at combat, preferring to specialise in mental skills, particularly languages. 

 

Special:   

 A diplomat receives +2 on all diplomacy rolls. 
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 A diplomat receives a +2 on all government promotion tables. 

 At level 4 a diplomat gains the special ability Honeyed Tongue. This applies when 

making an opposed diplomacy roll against someone who has one or more people 

aiding them. If your roll is 15 or more than the roll that anyone aiding your 

opponent got, then you may add the bonus conferred by the aider on to your score 

rather than on to your opponent’s. 

 Each level receive a free rudiments of a skill to be invested in any language. 

 

Orator (Diplomat) 

An orator takes the way of the diplomat to its greatest extreme, utterly disdaining combat or physical 

abilities. Orators are the pre-eminent negotiators in the world and are particularly skilled at 

persuading large groups of people at once. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, an orator gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Gain one of either Perception, Lie, Empathy or Charisma. 

 +1 Intelligence. 

 +1 Will. 

 Gain an additional +2 (total +4) on all diplomacy rolls. 

 Gain an additional +2 (total +4) on government promotion rolls. 

 At 4
th
 level, instead of gaining the special ability Honeyed Tongue, an orator gainst 

the special ability Mass Oratory. The normal penalty to a diplomacy roll for trying 

to persuade more than one person at once is n
1/2

 –1. However, for someone with 

Mass Oratory the penalty is only (½n
1/2

 – 1). An orator does gain the free language 

skills that a diplomat does.  

 -1 Hit Ability. 

 -1 Force. 

 -1 Endurance. 

 -1 Reactions. 

 

Spy (Diplomat) 

A spy is a diplomat who does not always operate purely in the open. He is equally at home sneaking 

around on the roof tops or negotiating in an embassy. His diplomatic skills are not usually neglected, 

but he has far more up his sleeve than that. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, a spy gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Gain the special ability Stealth (identical to that of thieves). 

 +1 Dexterity. 

 Gain either the skill Dagger Throwing or the skill Agile Combat. 

 -1 Wisdom. 

 -3 Honour. 

 A –1 (total +1) on government promotion tables. 

 Loses twice as much Honour when breaking oaths or otherwise betraying people. 

 A spy does not gain the special ability Honeyed Tongue though does continue to 
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gain the free langauage skills that a diplomat does (and retains the bonus to 

diplomacy). 

 

Engineer (Engineer) 

An engineer relies on his skills to let him construct things which may be useful, for example 

improvising a raft to cross a river. Their unique Jack of All Trades ability gives them extreme 

versatility, often allowing them to perform many tasks untrained. Most engineers are also fairly good 

in combat and are sometimes knowledgeable or good at diplomacy. 

 

Special:   

 An engineer receives the special ability “Jack of All Trades”. Any time an 

engineer performs any activity in which it would be useful to have any applied 

skill he may use this. The engineer rolls a d12 and adds his level. If he gets 10 or 

more then he is counted as having rudiments in that skill for the duration of the 

task; if he gets a 15 or more he is counted as having the full skill. (If he already has 

rudiments he needs to get a 15 to benefit – getting 10 does not bump him up to the 

full skill). Roll once per potentially beneficial applied skill per task. 

 

 

Craftsman (Engineer) 

Craftsmen are engineers who have specialised in the manufacture of goods for use. They typically 

rely on the potions and runes that they craft and neglect combat.    

 

Special:  At specialisation, a craftsman gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 +1 Dexterity 

 Gain +1pp per mission in the alchemists’, blacksmiths’, carpenters’ or jewellers’ 

guild. 

 Gain the skills Rune smithing and Alchemy. 

 You may learn any specific rune skill or any specific potion skill for half cost. 

 You may not get specific weapon skills. 

 -1 Force. 

 You take a penalty of –1 to your Jack of All Trades rolls. 

 

Siege Specialist (Engineer) 

A siege specialist is an engineer who has specialised in combat, making him almost as good as a 

warrior. However, his devotion to combat leaves little time for other things and his military service 

can carry risks.  

 

Special:  At specialisation, a siege specialist gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 You may use any weapons, including unconventional weapons, as if you had the 

rudiments in that skill (note: you do not actually have rudiments in the skill). 

 Gain the skill Siegecraft. 

 Gain a beast hunter dog. 

 +1 Endurance. 
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 You may lose one more Endurance point than normal before becoming 

incapacitated due to either pain or total incapacity. 

 -1 Intelligence 

 -1 Agility 

 You must use at least one of your between mission activities to do military service. 

 You take a penalty of –1 to your Jack of All Trades rolls. 

 

Explorer (Explorer) 

An explorer is usually reasonably good at most things, including combat (though less good than a 

warrior) and physical skills such as climbing and equitation. Many are also reasonably competent at 

diplomacy and have knowledge of far-off lands. Their speed makes them excellent scouts, well able 

to handle themselves should they run in to trouble. An all-rounder rather than a specialist is the way 

to think of an explorer. 

 

Special:   

 Every third level, beginning at level two, an explorer’s Speed increases by 10ft. In 

addition, he may add this Speed bonus (minus 10ft) to the Speed of his mount (e.g. 

horse, tarathin, etc.) provided the explorer is as skilled as he can be in riding that 

animal (i.e. has Advanced Equitation for a horse or Master Tarath Handler for a 

tarathin). This means his mount will get a +10ft Speed bonus at level five and a 

+20ft at level eight.  

 His long-distance Speed is also increased by 5km every third level, beginning at 

level two. As with his normal Speed he add this bonus, minus 5km, to his mount 

(so his mount gets a +5km bonus at level five and +10km at level eight). 

 Each level an explorer receives a free rudiments of a skill in Geographical Lore or 

in any Focused Lore or Complete Lore under the aegis of Geographical Lore. 

 Every second level an explorer receives a +1 bonus to spot and listen against 

stealth.  

 At third level an explorer receives the special ability Greater Rider. Provided that 

the explorer has the skill Animal Affinity and is as skilled as he can be in riding 

that animal (i.e. has Advanced Equitation for a horse or Master Tarath Handler for 

a tarathin), then every time the explorer’s mount is hurt (by magical or mundane 

means), the explorer may attempt to turn it in to a “glancing blow” to reduce this 

by damage by half (i.e. heavy wound reduced to light; lightning bolt does only one 

Endurance damage). Roll a d20. If the number shown is less than or equal to 

(explorer’s level+explorer’s Reactions) then the explorer is successful and damage 

to the mount is halved; if not, damage is done to the mount as normal. 

o Light wounds are negated. 

o Heavy wounds are reduced to light wounds. 

o Endurance points damage (from an effect such as the spell Lightning Bolt 

that does direct Endurance damage) are halved. If it is an odd number of 

Endurance points damage, round down but consider the mount to have 

taken an additional light wound to the head. 

 At fourth level an explorer receives one of Boats, Ships or Navigation. 
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Trader (Explorer) 

Traders are the money makers of the world. Usually adept at diplomacy, they have a natural ability to 

make money and will usually quickly start building a business empire as soon as they can. However, 

this mercenary attitude does not endear them to the gods, making them poor at clerical magic. Unlike 

other professions, they do not rely on their natural abilities to get them out of trouble but instead 

place their faith in their equipment – usually the best that their ample supplies of money can buy. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, a trader gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 May do 3 things in between missions instead of 2. 

 Gain 15% extra money from all things that cause you to gain money other than 

picking up treasure/loot. 

 Many advantages and bonuses when investing in businesses (see “Businesses” 

below). 

 -1 Wisdom. 

 All favour is halved (a half point of favour is unusable; a character with n + ½ 

favour effectively has n favour).. 

 A trader does not receive any of the explorer’s bonuses with the exception of the 

free Lore skills and the free skill at 4
th
 level. 

 

Pioneer (Explorer) 

A pioneer is in many ways like an explorer but more self-reliant and a lot tougher. He has resistance 

to heat, cold and poison as well as regular damage. However, his independent nature means he 

dislikes magic (including potions, items and so forth but not including clerical magic) and will lose 

Honour if he uses it. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, a pioneer gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Gain a hardiness towards heat and cold (i.e. the equivalent of wearing heavy warm 

clothing for coldness, or –2F against fireballs/dragon fire). 

 Gain resistance to poisons: a –2 (note: low numbers are good) on all poison rolls. 

 +2 base magic resistance. 

 +1 Toughness. 

 Whenever you use a magic potion, lose –1 Honour, and whenever you gain a 

magical item lose –3 Honour. 

 -1 on government promotion tables. 

 A pioneer does not receive an explorer’s Speed bonus, Greater Rider ability or free 

skill at 4
th
 level; however, he does receive the bonus to spot and listen and the free 

Lore skills. In addition, he may take these Lore skills in either Geographical Lores 

or Creature Lores. 

 

Priest (Priest) 

Priests gain their powers from their god and cast prayers using favour. They are far more powerful in 

this area than ordinary worshippers and are of comparable power to wizards. However, priestly magic 

leans heavily towards protection, healing and aiding your own group rather than smiting your 

enemies. Having said that, most faiths do have at least one or two decent offensive prayers (e.g. 
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Justice, Polymorph, Hydroblast, Weapon of Chandark). At higher levels they have access to some 

extremely powerful rituals. Priests should not be underestimated as they can be devastatingly 

powerful. However, they are physically the weakest of the professions and weapon skills cost double. 

 

Special:   

 Many priestly powers and abilities. See section on “Faith and Priests” below. 

 

Healer (Priest) 

Healers are priests that have specialised in healing prayers, making their healing prayers twice as 

effective whilst their others are no weaker. However, their ethical code hinders them from harming 

others and they will lose Honour if they do so.  

 

Special:  At specialisation, a healer gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Gain the skill Heal if you do not already have it. 

 May cast all healing prayers with double effectiveness. 

 May learn and use any clerical healing prayer or ritual of any faith. 

 +1 Honour per level. 

 Every time you kill or badly injure (i.e. fatally or cripplingly) any enemy you lose 

1 Honour.  

 Lose 1 Honour if you refuse to help someone who needs healing. You do not 

necessarily need to heal them magically though should do so if appropriate. 

 

Archivist (Priest) 

An archivist is a priest who has specialised in the study of knowledge. Usually very wise and learned, 

their studies can sometimes bring them surprising powers.  However, they are physically even weaker 

than normal priests. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, an archivist gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Immediately gain Read (if you don’t have it) and one Lore skill; if you have Read 

gain two Lore skills. 

 +1 Wisdom 

 Hidden lore: every time you gain a prime you have a 1 in 3 chance of finding some 

useful knowledge in the archives. If you do you may choose to learn one extra 

prayer or ritual which may be from any order. 

 -1 Hit Ability. 

 -1 Force. 

 Every time one of your physical characteristics (any SC, End, React, Dex) would 

normally increase there is a 50% chance that it won’t. 

 

 

Scholar (Scholar) 

Scholars are seekers after knowledge. Some study history, seeking to search out forgotten lore in 

ancient tomes; others ponder the mysteries of natural philosophy; still others study foreign cultures, 

distant lands or the rarified air of pure mathematics and logic. Skilled in the art of the mind, scholars 
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have learned to dabble in the esoteric secrets of the arcane arts: whilst they may not be able to 

command the same powers as wizards, they are nevertheless able to harness powers and forces 

beyond the ken of most mortals. 

 

Special:   

 Gain 5 mana per intelligence point. 

 Gain (Wisdom – 1)  spells at character creation. 

 Gain a free Lore skill at every level 

 Learn languages at half cost. 

 

Archaeologist (Scholar) 

Some scholars abandon the library for a life of fieldwork, searching out ancient secrets in abandoned 

temples, lost cities and buried ruins. Adept at avoiding the traps frequently left by the guardians of 

such sites, archaeologists typically have a greater ability to look after themselves than the average 

scholar; however, their spell work is typically rusty due to lack of study. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, an archaeologist gains the following characteristics and abilities:  

 Mana is only 4 per Intelligence point instead of 5. 

 Gain 1 Reactions 

 Lose 1 Wisdom 

 Gain one specialist weapon skill. 

 Gain +2 on all Traps rolls. 

 Gain the ability ‘comprehend artefacts’. Upon  discovering an ancient artefact an 

archaeologist may make a roll on a d12 and add his level. If the result is equal to 

the artefact’s PR, the archaeologist can understand and comprehend its use. If the 

result is equal to the artefact’s PR – 5, the archaeologist can partially comprehend 

it, though may be in error about some aspects. The archaeologist can also activate 

any artefact he has fully or partially comprehended at a cost of mana=PR/2. Two or 

more archaeologists may aid each other; each aiding archaeologist who receives 10 

or more on this role adds +1; each that receives 15 or more adds +2. 

 The archaeologist retains a scholars free lore skills and ability to learn languages at 

half cost. 

 

 

Philosopher (Scholar) 

Some scholars choose to go deeper, delving in ancient tomes in search of esoteric knowledge and 

long forgotten lore. Placing a premium upon pure logic and the power of the mind, they have 

improved their spell casting abilities and frequently are able to access a breadth of spells that would 

impress even wizards. Masters of moral relativism, in their search for knowledge they will frequently 

justify to themselves many decisions that others  would consider highly dubious, to say the least; 

however, excessive time spent amongst dusty scrolls has weakened their physical abilities beyond 

even those of normal scholars. 

 

Special:  At specialisation, a philosopher gains the following characteristics and abilities:  
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 Mana is 6 per Intelligence point instead of 5. 

 May learn any spell, regardless of race, by paying double cost. 

 Lose one less honour than you would normally do any time you would lose 

honour. This means many dark spells and death prayers may be learned and cost 

without losing any honour. 

 Lose 1SC at random each time you gain a level, including at level 2. 

 The philosopher retains a scholars free lore skills and ability to learn languages at 

half cost. 

 

 

  

 

Variable Characteristics 

 

A player has a number of points (specified under the description for his race, above) that he must allot 

to the following six categories: 
 

WILL(W)     INTELLIGENCE(I)    WISDOM(Wi)    REACTIONS(R)    DEXTERITY(D)    ENDURANCE(E) 

 

These are known as variable characteristics (VC). 

 

The first point that you invest in any category costs one point; the second point also costs one. 

However, the third and fourth points cost two. For example, to give yourself a score of two in Will 

costs two points (one + one) whereas to give yourself a score of three would cost four points (one + 

one + two). You may not give yourself a score of more than four or less than zero (before racial 

modifiers). In general, three or four is good, two is average and one bad. It is feasible to play as a 

character with zero in a characteristic (particularly Wisdom or Reactions), however, it will be a 

serious penalty.  

Should your abilities ever fall below zero in any characteristic you will be extremely severely 

impaired. 

 

After allocating your points, adjust your variable characteristics according to the racial modifiers for 

your race. This may take some characteristics above four or below zero: this is allowed. 

 

A brief description of each now follows: 

 

Will: This is how determined you are. It determines how likely you are to be able to act if you are 

wounded or afraid, how likely you are to be corrupted and how well you can get other people to 

follow you. Is also significant in mind magic.  

Intelligence: This is how clever you are and is useful in solving problems. This is frequently 

represented as extra time. For example, if you had 5 minutes to solve a problem before a trap 

activated, a highly intelligent character could be given 10 minutes of real time by the GM to solve it, 

whereas a stupid character might only get 2 minutes. In addition, characters with high Intelligence 

gain bonus mental or applied skills and the end of each mission. 

Wisdom: This is how knowledgeable you are. It will frequently be activated automatically, enabling 
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you to tell the group about an item you have just seen. Is also the basis of clerical magic.  

Reactions: This is how quickly you can react to something, either an enemy’s blow, a trap or 

anything else. It also determines who will go first in battle. 

Dexterity: This is useful for things such as throwing ropes or objects, catching things, or doing 

anything requiring skilful hands such as tying knots etc. 

Endurance: This is how injured you can be before dying. Endurance points will be lost by taking 

heavy wounds to the head and body, through poison, through lack of water in a desert, through falls, 

through fire, through trying to exert yourself too much when badly wounded, through spells, and 

through many other reasons. You will regain all your Endurance at the end of a mission; Endurance 

can also be restored by spells and prayers. All references to Endurance loss refers to temporary 

Endurance (i.e. so you will regain it and the end of the mission), unless explicitly stated, for example, 

“Lose one permanent Endurance.” 

 

The following table is a guide as to which VCs tend to be more important for the different 

professions. It should be stressed that it is only a guide as a variety of character concepts are possible 

within each profession, especially when you take in to account specialisations. In addition, even if 

your profession doesn’t need a certain characteristic, it may still be useful to be good at it. 

 
PROFESSION VERY IMPORTANT 

CHARACTERISTICS 

QUITE IMPORTANT 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Warrior Endurance, Reactions. Will.  

Wizard  Intelligence, Wisdom. Will 

Thief Dexterity Reactions 

Diplomat Will Intelligence 

Engineer Force (an SC), Wisdom Dexterity, Endurance 

 

Explorer Endurance Reactions, Intelligence, Dexterity 

Priest Wisdom Will 

 

 

Skills 

  

Skills are divided in to four categories, physical, mental, applied and combat skills. Intelligence is 

important in learning certain skills. A person with 0 or less Intelligence must pay double cost to learn 

applied skills; a person with 1 or less Intelligence must pay double cost to learn mental skills. 

 

Some skills are marked with the symbol #. This indicates that after the skill has been taken once it 

may be taken again in order to give you bonuses on rolls to do with activity (see “Fundamental Game 

Mechanics”, below). Each rudiments you spend after the initial skill is marked by an * next to the 

skill name; so, if you had taken the skill Climb and then spent another skill and a half on it you would 

have Climb***. You may not gain more than five * in any single skill. 

 

Skill List 

 

Physical Skills 
#SWIM     #ANIMAL AFFINITY 
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EQUITATION    FLY 

#CLIMB    IMPROVED FLY 

#HIDE     #JUGGLE 

#LASSOO    DIVE 

HEIGHTS    IMPROVED DIVE 

PIVOT     FAST REACTIONS 

#PICKPOCKET    LOW MOVEMENTS 

#TRAINED LOOKER  CHARGE 

#JUMP     #RUN 

DODGE 

 

Mental Skills 
READ     HERB LORE 

CHARISMA    UNWRITTEN CODES 
PERCEPTION    GEM LORE 

#CODE-BREAKING  ANIMAL LORE 

LIE     CREATURE LORE 

LANGUAGE SKILLS  MAGIC LORE 
EMPATHY    HISTORICAL LORE 

DAUNTLESS    GEOGRAPHICAL LORE 
MAGE-SIGHT    FOCUSED LORE 

TAP LEYLINES    COMPLETE LORE 

TAP NODES    LEADERSHIP 

TAP VITAL ENERGIES  CHIVALRY 

SCHOLAR    THEOLOGY 
DARK RITES    #MATHEMATICS 

BARTER    POLYMORPH CONTROL 

ALL SPELLS    SPELL ENHANCEMENT 

ALL PRAYERS 
 

Applied Skills 
#HEALING    #MINING 

CARPENTRY    #VETERINARY 

METAL-WORKING  ADVANCED EQUITATION 

#REPAIR    #SHIPS 

#TRAPS    #FURRIER 

#BOATS    (MONSTER) HANDLER 

#PICKLOCK    MASTER (MONSTER) HANDLER 

#TRACK    #NAVIGATION 
#MUSICIAN SKILLS  #CHARIOT DRIVING 

#IMPROVED CARPENTRY #IMPROVED METAL WORKING 

RUNE-SMITHING  ALCHEMY 

SPECIFIC RUNE SKILL  SPECIFIC POTION SKILL 

#SIEGECRAFT    #JEWEL SMITHING 

#OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS ARTIST    

 

 

Combat Skills 
SWORDS    DEFENSIVE COMBAT 

BOWS     SPECIFIC WEAPON SKILL 

POLEARMS    SHIELDS 

HEAVY WEAPONS  IMPROVED DAGGER THROWING 
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DAGGER THROWING  IMPROVED DUAL WEAPONRY 

DUAL WEAPONRY  AXE THROWING 
AGILE COMBAT  IMPROVED AXE THROWING 

PARRY     ANTI-CAVALRY FIGHTING 

SHIELD BASH    HOLD THE LINE 

CHARIOT COMBAT  BRAWL 

DAGGER    TRIP 

IMPROVED TRIP 

FIREARMS* 

QUICKDRAW* 

 

*Firearms campaigns only. 

 

Depending on your race and profession, you start off with some skills. 
 Elf Dwarf Human Orc Isp’te’ra Gryphon Mountain 

Troll 

Warrior Bows, 

Longbow 

Heavy 

Weapons, 
Axe 

Swords, 

Polearms 

Swords, 

Dual 
weaponry 

Dual 

Weaponry,  
Climb 

Bows, Dive Swords, 

Heavy 
Weapons 

Wizard Gem Lore, 

Perception, 

2*Wisdom 

of spells 

Gem Lore 

2*Wisdom of 

spells 

Gem Lore, 

Magesight 

2*Wisdom 

of spells 

Gem Lore 

2*Wisdom 

of spells 

Gem Lore, 

mage sight 

2*Wisdom 

of spells 

Gem Lore, 

Wingspell 

(special 

ability), 

2*Wisdom 

of spells 

N/A 

Thief Hide, 

Stealth 

(special 

ability) 

Traps Picklock  

Stealth 

(special 

ability) 

Stealth 

(special 

ability), 

traps 

Traps Code 

Creaking 

Picklock 

Diplomat Lie, 

Charisma 

Perception, 

Charisma 

Read Lie Geographic

al Lore 

Empathy, 

Perception 

Perception, 

Geographic

al Lore 

Engineer Carpentry Carpentry, 
Metalworking 

Carpentry, 
Repair 

Traps, 
Metal 

Working 

Mining Repair Metal 
Working, 

Rune 

Smithing 

Explorer Animal 

Lore, 

Equitation 

Track, Boats Ships, 

Equitation 

Climb, 

Polearms 

Track, Run Improved 

Fly, Healing 

Dauntless, 

Heights 

Priest Theology, 

Healing 

Healing Theology, 

Read 

Theology, 

Swords 

Theology N/A Theology  

Scholar Read 

Scholar 

Read Read 

Scholar 

Scholar Perception 

Scholar 

Magic Lore 

Scholar 

Historical 

Lore 

Scholar 

 

You then must choose three skills. Instead of choosing a skill you can choose to have rudimentary 

knowledge in two skills. Depending on your profession, you must choose at least one skill from a 

specific section: 

Warrior: Combat skills (note that gryphon warriors may choose a physical skill instead of a combat 

skill). 

Wizard: Mental skills. 
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Thief: Physical skills 

Diplomat: Mental skills 

Engineer: Applied skills. 

Explorer: Applied skills  

Priest: You may choose prayers instead of skills here. In fact, one of your three choices must be a 

prayer.  

 

In addition to any normal languages they know (due to where they grew up), wizards, priests and 

scholars begin with one archaic, semi-archaic, scholarly or dead language at basic. 

Diplomats begin with one modern, widely used language at intermediate. 

 

You will gain skills whenever you increase a level (see table under “Experience” below). You may 

also learn skills as an in between mission activity, when specialising, when becoming ordained and 

sometimes in other ways.  

 

In addition, after every mission (whether or not you go up a level), then, in the period when you are 

doing in-between-mission-activities, you automatically gain skills based on how intelligent you are. 

These skills must be either mental or applied (or may be spells or prayers); many people use these 

skills to learn languages or lore skills. If you would only gain a rudiments you may learn “half a 

spell” or “half a prayer” – you cannot cast the spell or prayer until you learn the other half (which 

takes another rudiments). The number of skills you get is (½ indicates rudiments): 

 

Intelligence 2 or less 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 (2n-1)-2n 

No. Skills 0 1/2 1 1 1/2 2 2 1/2 (n-1)/2 

 

Skill Descriptions 

 
SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

Advanced 

Equitation 

Can do more complex things on a horse; for example 

jumping high fences, or carrying out manoeuvres such 

as rolling off one side of your saddle going under the 

horse and coming up on the other side (advanced 

manoeuvres such as this would require an Agility roll 

of varying modifiers). Gives you (and your horse) +1 

Agility when on a battle trained mount (or hrethran). 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Agile Combat Can fight with bare hands, doing flips, kicking, 
rolling etc. HA=Agility; F=Force; F=+1 if carrying a 

dagger and have the skill ‘Dagger’ (Runes on the 

Dagger can also give benefits). 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Alchemy Must already have the skill Herblore. Gives you 

knowledge of potions. Is required in order to gain any 

specific potion skills. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Animal Affinity Can calm animals and works well with them (e.g. 

could calm horses to stop them giving an alarm if you 

broke in to a stable and a dog of theirs would be less 

likely to bolt, etc.). Gives some skill in this way with 

wild animals. 

As the full skill, but not as well. 
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SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

Animal Lore Necessary for the looking after of rare animals. You 

may not buy or own rare animals unless someone you 

are with has the skill Animal Lore. +2 on Wisdom 

rolls to do with natural animals. Allows you (with 

equitation) to ride an elephant 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Anti-Cavalry 

Fighting 

When attacking a horse (or similar beast, e.g. a 

hrethran) or its rider, the target gets –1 Agility. If 

using a spear or pike with the full or rudimentary skill 

in polearms, you also get +1HA, +1F (in addition to 

the normal +1HA, F). Anyone trying to trample you 

gets –1 to their “to hit” roll. If you have a shield you 

get +1 to the opposed Force roll if being trampled. If 

someone on a horse charges you, they are denied their 
mounted bonuses for charging (though may still get 

the normal bonuses for charging if they have the skill 

“charge”). 

When attacking a horse (or similar 

beast, e.g. a hrethran) or its rider, if 

using a spear or pike with the full or 

rudimentary skill in polearms, get +1 

HA. 

Anyone trying to trample you gets –

1 to their “to hit” roll. 

If someone on a horse charges you 
you do not get the Agility penalty. 

Artist May draw, sketch and paint very well May draw, sketch and paint a little 

bit. 

Axe Throwing May throw a throwing axe at HA=Dex-4; F=3. Range 

= 40ft. 

May throw a throwing axe at 

HA=Dex-5; F=2. Range = 50ft. 

Barter Requires a diplomacy rating of at least 10, Charisma 

and Perception. Gain 5% discount on buying all 

goods (this additively stacks with any other bonuses). 

Gain +2 to any diplomacy rolls involving trade. 

Requires a diplomacy rating of at 

least 10, Charisma and Perception. 

Gain 2% discount on buying all 

goods (this additively stacks with 

any other bonuses). Gain +1 to any 

diplomacy rolls involving trade. 

Boats Can use a boat Can use a boat, but not in strong 

currents, rapids etc. unless in a boat 
with someone who has the full skill. 

Bows Can use any weapon classed as a “Bows”. Can use any weapon classed as a 

“Bows” with difficulty. 

-2 H.A., -1 F, can only fire half as 

often. Range is halved. 

Brawl Receives +1HA, +1F for unarmed (non-Agile) 

combat; i.e. HA=HA+1; F=F-2). May choose to deal 

lethal damage in unarmed combat. Received +1HA, 

+1F with improvised weapons. 

Receives +1F for unarmed (non-

Agile) combat and with improvised 

weapons. 

Carpentry Can make stuff with wood. What you can make 
depends on what tools you have. 

Can make simple things out of 
wood. 

Carpentry, 

Improved 

Can make very advanced things with wood. Is 

required in order to make wooden artefacts. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Charge You gain +1HA, +1F when charging. You gain +1F when charging 

Chariot Combat You gain +2HA, +1F and +1A when fighting in a 

chariot. 

You gain +1HA, +1A when fighting 

in a chariot. 

Chariot Driving You can drive a chariot. See section under “Chariot 

Combat” for more details. 

You can drive a chariot but not very 

well. See section under “Chariot 

Combat” for more details. 

Charisma You can persuade people that you are right and that 

that they should do as you say. See “Diplomacy” 

section for more details. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 
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SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

Chivalry Gives +1 Honour per level, effective immediately. 

Also, 1 Honour will also be gained whenever you 

advance a level. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Climb You can climb steep slopes, walls or trees, especially 

with the right equipment. 

You can climb but not very well.  

Code Breaking Can solve codes or combination locks. (Intelligence 

roll will be required). 

Can solve simple codes or 

combination locks. 

Complete Lore This skill is actually a selection of skills. You may 

take complete lore on any subject that it is possible to 

learn everything about in approximately one month. 

You are then treated as having all that knowledge, 

meaning you will not need to make Wisdom rolls to 

find something out about that topic. Note that you 

only learn the information that is available: if 

something is a state secret (or just generally 
unknown) you will not find it out. Possible topics for 

Complete Lore would be “The nature of all known 

demons”; “How to find all known oases in this 

small/medium desert”; “The battles of a small war”. 

Note that Complete Lore is often gained by 

experience in-game and, in such cases, does not need 

to be written down. 

This skill functions exactly as 

Complete Lore but you may only 

take it a subject that it is possible to 

learn everything about in a fortnight. 

For example, “The military ranks 

and uniforms of Pelagos”; “The 

names and location of the Royal 

Family of Siluria.” 

Creature Lore Gives you +2 on any Wisdom rolls to do with 

creatures/beasts/monsters. 

Gives you +1 on any Wisdom rolls 

to do with creatures etc. 

Dagger Receives +2HA, +1F to using a dagger. Allows you to 

use a dagger in Agile Combat. 

Receives +1HA to using a dagger. 

Dagger 

Throwing. 

Can throw a dagger (needs Dexterity). Range = 50ft. 

H.A.= Dexterity-3, F=0. May also throw a shuriken at 

HA = dex –4 (unless have skill shuriken, in which 
case HA = dex –2). 

Can throw a dagger with 

difficulty(needs Dexterity). Range = 

30ft. 
H.A.= Dexterity-4, F=-1. May also 

throw a shuriken at HA = dex –5 

(unless have skill shuriken, in which 

case HA = dex –3). 

Dark Rites Gives +1 favour per two levels, effective 

immediately. Also, 1 favour will also be gained for 

every two levels you advance. Lose 20% Honour 

(minimum 2) when you learn this skill. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Dauntless Can re-roll all combat Will rolls once. Can not reroll 

Will rolls to do with, for example, mind magic. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Defensive 

Combat 

If you do not attack in a round then in that round you 

can use a shield at +1 and parry at +2 (assuming your 

weapon can parry) against one assault, or can parry 

and use a shield twice at full effectiveness against two  
assaults. 

Can use either the shield ability or 

the parry ability if does not attack. 

Dive You can only use this skill when you are flying. It 

allows you, when attacking at the end of a dive, to 

add +1HA, +1F to your attack. A dive is a full round 

flying move action in a straight line. See “Charging, 

Diving and Trampling”, below, for more details. 

You can only use this skill when you 

are flying. It allows you, when 

attacking at the end of a dive, to add 

either +1HA, or +1F to your attack. 

A dive is a full round flying move 

action in a straight line. 

Dodge If moving out of combat and/or through a threatened You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 
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SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

area, you may make an agility roll to avoid an attack 

of opportunity. If you fail the roll you take the attack 

of opportunity as normal. Roll separately for each 

person who could make an attack of opportunity 

against you. 

Dual Weaponry You can use two weapons at once, provided they are 

not two-handed weapons. See detailed rules for Dual 

Weaponry, below.  

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Empathy Can relate to a person very well. The other person 

will realize this and probably respond. See 

“Diplomacy” section for more details. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Equitation You can ride and fight on a horse. The full skill is 

required to ride a battle trained mount. 

You can ride a horse but not  fast 

and not in combat. 

Fast Reactions Receives +2 to any Reactions rolls used when 

determining who goes first. 

Receives +1 to any Reactions rolls 

used when determining who goes 

first. 

Firearms 
(Firearms 

campaigns 

only) 

May use rifles, muskets and pistols.  May use rifles, muskets and pistols 
at -2HA, -1F. 

Fly Is an expert flier when under the influence of the 

appropriate spell/prayer/potion. 

Can direct yourself in flying to some 

extent when under the influence of 

the appropriate spell/prayer/potion. 

Focused Lore This skill is actually a variety of skills. Taking a 

focused lore skill means that you have studied a 

subject in more depth than you would if you just had 

a more general lore such as “geographical lore.” You 

must already have the more general skill lore first. 

The skill gives you an additional +2 on Wisdom rolls 

to do with that subject. For example, a person could 
have Geographical Lore and then take Focused Lore: 

Siluria indicating that he has studied Siluria in greater 

depth. Suitable topics for Focused Lore would be, for 

example, “History of Siluria”; “Mountainous 

regions”; “Evil creatures”, etc. 

Acts as the full skill but you only 

receive an additional +1 on Wisdom 

rolls to do with that subject. 

Furrier Allows you to make clothes from dead animal skins if 

not too badly damaged. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Gem Lore Can identify gems and can use them in magical spells. Can identify gems. 

Geographical 

Lore 

Gives you +2 on any Wisdom rolls to do with 

geography/ the land. 

Gives you +1 on any Wisdom rolls 

to do with geography etc. 

Healing Can heal people non-magically. This skill is vital for 

someone in the group to patch up wounds: the prayer 

“Heal” will not close wounds although it will restore 

Endurance. 

Can heal light wounds, and can keep 

someone with serious wounds alive. 

Heavy 

Weapons 

Can use any weapon classed as a “Heavy Weapon”. Can use any weapon classed as a 

“Heavy Weapon” with difficulty.(-2 
H.A., -1 F) 

Heights Is completely unafraid of heights. You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Herb Lore You have a good knowledge of plants and their 

properties. You can make plant searches, can make 

poison for weapons and food, fire protection unguents 

You can identify and know about 

some plants. You can make plant 

searches at a penalty. You can make 
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SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

and stone to flesh ointments. poison for weapons and food. 

Hide Grants bonuses to hiding. See “Stealth”, below, for 

more details. 

Grants bonuses to hiding. See 

“Stealth”, below, for more details. 

Historical Lore Gives you +2 on any Wisdom rolls to do with 

history/society 

Gives you +1 on any Wisdom rolls 

to do with history etc. 

Hold The Line A charging attacker with the skill Charge is denied 

the bonuses he gains from having this skill. Also 

helps against trample attacks. 

A charging attacker with the skill 

“charge” is denied the bonus to HA 

he gains from having this skill. 

Improved Axe 

Throwing 

May throw a throwing axe at HA=Dex-3; F=3. Range 

= 60ft. 

Can throw an axe at HA = Dex-5; F=4. Range = 30ft. 

Can throw a battle axe at HA = Dex-6; F=5. Range = 

20ft. 

May throw a throwing axe at 

HA=Dex-3; F=3. Range = 50ft. 

Can throw an axe at HA = Dex-6; 

F=4. Range = 20ft. 

Improved 

Dagger 

Throwing 

Must have the skill Dagger Throwing. Allows you to 

add your Force to the Force of the thrown dagger. 

Range = 80ft. HA = Dexterity –2. May also throw a 

shuriken at HA = dex –3 (unless have skill 
“Shuriken”, in which case HA = dex –1). 

Must have the skill Dagger 

Throwing. Allows you to add half 

your Force (round down) to the 

Force of the thrown dagger. Range = 
70ft. HA = Dexterity –3. May also 

throw a shuriken at HA = dex –4 

(unless have skill “Shuriken”, in 

which case HA = dex –2). 

Improved Dive Must have the skill Dive. You can only use this skill 

when you are flying. It allows you, when attacking at 

the end of a dive, to add an additional +1HA, +1F to 

your attack (stacks with the bonus from “dive”). A 

dive is a full round flying move action in a straight 

line. See “Charging, Diving and Trampling”, below, 

for more details. 

Must have the skill Dive. You can 

only use this skill when you are 

flying. It allows you, when attacking 

at the end of a dive, to add either an 

additional +1HA or +1F to your 

attack (stacks with the bonus from 

“dive”). A dive is a full round flying 

move action in a straight line. 

Improved Dual 
Weaponry 

You can use two weapons at once, provided they are 
not two-handed weapons. See detailed rules for Dual 

Weaponry, below.  

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Improved Fly Must have the skill Fly. Whilst flying you may move 

in and out of someone’s reach without provoking 

attacks of opportunity (i.e. you can fly down, attack 

them and fly away again without being attacked).  

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Improved Trip +1 to trip attacks in attack and defence; tripping does 

not provoke an AoO; may make counter trips;  

+1 to trip attacks in attack and 

defence; 

Jewel Smithing Must have the skill Metal Working. Can cut gems and 

make jewellery. 

Must have the skill Metal Working. 

Can cut gems and make jewellery a 

bit. 

Juggle Can juggle very well. Can juggle a little bit. 

Jump Lets you jump an extra 2ft +2d6*2 inches lengthways 

and an extra 2d6 inches upwards. 

Lets you jump an extra 1ft +d6*2 

inches lengthways and an extra d6 

inches upwards. 

Language skills See “Languages” section under “Diplomacy”. See “Languages” section under 

“Diplomacy”. 

Lasso +2 to rolls to throw a rope over something. You can 
throw a bola (see “Equipment”, below) or a lasso. To 

throw a lasso, make a Dexterity roll. You must then 

make an opposed Force roll each round to trap the 

+1 to throw a rope over something. 
Can throw a bola or throw a lasso 

over someone but take a –2 to your 

roll. 
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SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

target’s arms by their side and make them helpless. 

 

Leadership Gives all comrades +1 to their Will rolls providing 

you are conscious and not incapacitated or panicked. 

More than one person with leadership has no effect. 

Also grants you +2 to diplomacy rolls in all situations 

where you are in a leadership role. 

Grants you +1 to diplomacy rolls in 

all situations where you are in a 

leadership role. 

 Lie Can lie very convincingly. See “Diplomacy” section 

for more details. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Low 

Movements 

Suffers no penalty to fighting/ manipulating objects if 

crawling or rolling along the floor etc. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Mage-sight Allows you to see magical 

fields/leylines/enchantments. You cannot distinguish 

what they are without using a detect magic 

spell/prayer, but you can see where magic is present 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Magic Lore Gives you +2 on any Wisdom rolls to do with magic Gives you +1 on any Wisdom rolls 

to do with magic 

Master 
(Monster) 

Handler 

Must already have (Monster) Handler for that monster 
(either tarath, aralan, hrethran or grakim). As with the 

(monster) handler skill, a master (monster) handler 

skill allows you to control monsters. With a master 

(monster) handler skill you receive a +2 to any rolls 

that you might need to make in times of difficulty 

(e.g. controlling a panicked monster). Also, the 

master handler skill allows you to control up to 6 

monsters. However, you may never have more than 3 

monsters of all types that you do not have a master 

handler  skill for. E.g. if you had the skills Master 

Grakim Handler, Tarath Handler and Aralan Handler, 
you would only be able to have at most 3 monsters 

which were not grakim. If you have Master Tarath 

Handler it gives you (and your mount) +1 Agility 

when riding it. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Mathematics Knows advanced mathematics; e.g. trigonometry, 

basic calculus, etc. Could calculate catapult 

trajectories, navigate a ship, etc. 

Knows some advanced mathematics; 

e.g. fundamentals of trigonometry. 

Could assist in, e.g. navigating a 

ship, calculating catapult 

trajectories, etc. 

Metal Working Can make things out of metals. Can make simple things out of 

metals. 

Metal Working, 

Improved 

Can make very advanced things with metal. Is 

required in order to make metal artefacts. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Mining Knows the principles of mining and would, e.g., if 

digging their way out of a cave-in, know how to do so 
without bringing the roof down. 

Understands the principles of mining 

a little. 

(Monster) 

Handler 

A monster handler skill allows you to look after and 

control the appropriate monsters (e.g. Aralan Handler 

allows you to control aralen). At any time you may 

control up to 3 monsters. If you have two monster 

handler skills you may still only control 3 monsters – 

however, they may be a mix of the different types of 

Allows you to control one monster 

with difficulty. 
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SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

monsters. All monsters are relatively difficult to 

control and will not obey you as absolutely as, e.g. a 

dog. It is more like having a tame tiger. If totally 

scared and panicked, the monster might run amuck. 

Note: Tarath handler allows you to control tarath and 

tarathin. 

Musician Skills A musician skill must be taken in a particular 

instrument, for example violin, flute, voice, etc. The 

skill allows you to play and perform to a reasonably 

high standard on this instrument. 

A musician skill must be taken in a 

particular instrument, for example 

violin, flute, voice, etc. The skill 

allows you to play and perform to a 

poor standard on this instrument. 

Navigation Would be able to fully and competently navigate a 

large ship out of sight of land for weeks at a time. 

Requires mathematics. 

Knows most of the principles of 

navigating a ship out of sight of 

land. Requires mathematics. 

Occupational 
Skills 

This category of skills includes the many undefined 
skills that ordinary people use to make a living; for 

example ploughing, cooking, tanning, basket making, 

sheep shearing, butlering, gardening, etc. Usually 

only NPCs will have these skills; however, a PC may 

take one if he wishes. 

May do any of the things that falls in 
to the category of occupational skills 

but less well. 

Parry You may parry one extra time per round with each 

weapon that you could normally parry with.  

You may parry one extra time per 

round with each weapon that you 

could normally parry with. However 

you receive a –1 to each parry.  

Perception You can see hidden things or sense if something is not 

right (an Intelligence roll may be required). Also has 

bonuses in diplomacy. See “Diplomacy” section for 

more details. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

 Picklock Can pick locks. Can pick simple locks.  

Pivot You can pivot quickly and then start/continue running 
at full speed. 

You can turn and start running 
quickly if stationary or stop quickly 

if moving. 

Polearms Can use any weapon classed as a “Polearm”. When 

attacking a horse (or similar beast, e.g. a hrethran) or 

its rider with a spear or pike you get +1HA, +1F. 

Can use any weapon classed as a 

“Polearm” with difficulty. 

-2 H.A., -1 F; ½ parrying. 

For a spear or pike, the penalty is 

only –1HA, ½ parrying. When 

attacking a horse (or similar beast, 

e.g. a hrethran) or its rider with a 

spear or pike you get +1HA, +1F. 

Polymorph 

Control 

You can an extra shift on the polymorphing table (add 

extra shift after calculating all other shifts) both when 

casting the spell and when defending against it. In 
addition, when defending, your counter shifts can 

actually shift the target creature form, rather than just 

resisting the shifts of the caster. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Quickdraw 

(Firearms 

campaigns 

only) 

+2 to Reactions rolls, provided your first action is to 

fire a pistol. May (with Dual Weaponry) fire two 

pistols in a round (if they are loaded). Stacks with fast 

reactions. 

+1 to Reactions rolls, provided your 

first action is to fire a pistol. Stacks 

with fast reactions. 

Read You can read and write your native language or any You can read and write some words 
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SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

other language with the same alphabet. Note that this 

may not let you read other languages (see section 

“Languages”, below, for more details). 

but not fluently 

Repair Can repair broken things. 

 

Can repair simple broken things. 

Run Increases your Speed by 4ft. Your long distance 

Speed is unchanged. 

Increases your Speed by 2ft. Your 

long distance Speed is unchanged. 

Rune-Smithing Must have the skill Metal Working. Gives you 

knowledge of runes. Is necessary to get any specific 

rune skills. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Scholar Gives +½  skill (which must be either mental or 

applied) whenever you complete a mission. 

Alternatively, you may learn “half a spell” or “half a 

prayer” – you cannot cast the spell or prayer until you 

learn the other half (which takes another rudiments). 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Shields Is better at using a shield (+1 on shield rolls).  Can’t get rudiments in this skill.  

Ships Understands the principles of sailing a ship, 

fundamentals of navigation, steering, putting up sails, 
and has some knowledge of how ships are 

constructed. 

Knows a little of the principles of 

sailing a ship. 

Siegecraft Knowledge of sieging, siege weapons, castle 

construction, etc. 

Some knowledge of sieging, siege 

weapons, castle construction, etc. 

Shield Bash A person may hit an opponent with his shield. A 

shield cannot be parried but may be dodged or 

blocked. The attack has HA=0, F=0, user’s Force can 

be used. A shield bash counts as an attack (i.e. you 

can’t bash and attack with a sword (unless you have 

dual weaponry)). 

A person may hit an opponent with 

his shield. A shield cannot be parried 

but may be dodged or blocked. The 

attack has HA=-2, F=-1, user’s 

Force can be used. A shield bash 

counts as an attack (i.e. you can’t 

bash and attack with a sword (unless 

you have dual weaponry)). 

Specific Rune 

Skill 

Is actually a set of skills, one for each rune. Allows 

you to make that rune. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Specific Potion 
Skill 

Is actually a set of skills, one for each potion. Allows 
you to make that potion. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Specific 

Weapon Wkill 

Is actually a set of skills. A character can get a 

specific weapon skill in any weapon (e.g. short sword; 

crossbow; spear; etc.). He must already have the full 

skill for this class of weapon (e.g. polearms,bows etc.) 

This gives him +2HA in that weapon. A character can 

have any number of specific weapon skills, but no 

more than one for each weapon. Gaining the specific 

weapon skill in any bow or javelin also means you 

can shoot at the full range of this weapon with normal 

accuracy. 

Gives only +1HA for that weapon. 

Gaining the rudiments in specific 

weapon skill in any bow or javelin 

also means you can shoot at the full 

range of this weapon with -1HA 

accuracy. 

Spell 

Enhancement 

Must have the spell Channel matrix. When casting 

any spell you may choose to use a gem (no more than 
one) of the same domain in addition to paying the 

normal casting cost. This will give you a bonus to 

your roll to beat magic resistance. See “Magic 

Resistance”, below, for more details. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Swim You can swim strongly and well and do things while You can swim a little distance in 
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SKILL WHAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH 

RUDIMENTS. 

swimming. calm water. 

Swords Can use any weapon classed as a “Sword”. Can use any weapon classed as a 

“Sword” with difficulty. 

-2 H.A., -1 F; ½ parrying 

Tap Leylines Gives +2 mana per level, effective immediately. Also, 

2 mana will also be gained whenever you advance a 

level. 

Gives +1 mana per level, effective 

immediately. Also, 1 mana will also 

be gained whenever you advance a 

level. 

Tap Nodes Gives +2 mana per level, effective immediately. Also, 

2 mana will also be gained whenever you advance a 

level. 

Gives +1 mana per level, effective 

immediately. Also, 1 mana will also 

be gained whenever you advance a 

level. 

Tap Vital 

Energies 

Gives +2 mana per level, effective immediately. Also, 

2 mana will also be gained whenever you advance a 

level. Lose 20% Honour (minimum 2) when you learn 

this skill. 

Gives +1 mana per level, effective 

immediately. Also, 1 mana will also 

be gained whenever you advance a 

level. Lose 20% Honour (minimum 
1) when you learn this skill. 

Theology Gives +1 favour per two levels (round up), effective 

immediately. Also, 1 favour will be gained for every 

two levels you advance. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Track Can trail people. 

 

Can trail people if the trail is simple. 

Can assist someone with the full 

skill. 

Trained Looker Gives you +3 when trying to spot someone. See 

“Stealth”, below, for more details. 

Gives you +1 when trying to spot 

someone. 

Traps Can disarm and detect traps. A separate roll for 

disarming and for detecting must be made. 

 

Can disarm or detect simple traps.  

Trip Receive +2 to trip attacks (attack only); may make a 

trip attack as an attack of opportunity. 

Receive +1 to trip attacks (attack 

only) 

Unwritten 

Codes 

You understand several codes such as sign language, 

semaphore etc. 

You can’t get rudiments in this skill. 

Veterinary Can heal animals when they are ill or wounded. Can keep ill or wounded animals 

alive as long as their wounds aren’t 
too serious. 
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Faith and Priests 

 

All characters other than gryphons will have a faith, which they will choose when creating their 

character. A faith cannot usually be changed. Each faith follows a different deity and gives access to 

certain prayers, based on the Order. Prayers, also known as clerical magic, are principally affected by 

a characters wisdom, as well as their level. 

 

There are six different orders which you may follow, all of which serve a different deity and all of 

which have different emphases. The table below shows the main features of each order.  

 

 
PRIESTHOOD Order of Order Order of Life Order of Earth 

DEITY SERVED Andur (male) Llennarvin (female) Drynnioch (male) 

EMPHASES Strength, power, honour, 

justice, righteousness 

Agility, healing, speed, 

health, nature 

Steadfastness, courage, 

protection, unyieldingness 

BONUSES WHEN 

JOINED 

+1 HA, +3 Honour +1 Agility, +3 Honour + 1 Toughness, +3 Honour 

SKILLS GAINED WHEN 

JOINED 

Equitation Agile Combat Track 

STARTING PRAYERS Heal, Detect Magic, 

Detect Evil, Justice. 

Heal, Detect Magic, 

Detect Evil, Bless 

Heal, Detect Magic, 

Detect Evil, Courage. 

 
PRIESTHOOD Order of War Order of Silence Order of Chaos 

DEITY SERVED Chandark (male) Ruth (female) Gratharrlis (male) 

EMPHASES Fighting, combat, 

strength, discipline, 

comradeship. 

Stealth, silence, patience, 

calm, knowledge. 

Chance, recklessness, 

boldness, ferocity, luck. 

BONUSES WHEN 

JOINED 

+1 Force, +3 Honour +10ft Speed (+5km long 

distance Speed), +3 

Honour 

+1 Strength, +3 Honour 

SKILLS GAINED WHEN 

JOINED 

Dual weaponry Hide Dauntless 

EQUIPMENT GAINED 

WHEN ENROLLING AT 

LEVEL 0 

Axe, shield, light 

armour, medical 

supplies. 

Moccasins, longbow, 

dagger, cloak (forest, 

desert or winter), medical 

supplies. 

Mace, helmet, wine, horn, 

torch, medical supplies. 

STARTING PRAYERS Detect Magic, Detect 
Evil, Heal, Holy Weapon 

Detect Magic, Detect Evil, 
Heal, Invisibility 

Detect Magic, Detect Evil, 
Heal, Chaos Bolt 

 

If you become a cleric and you already have the skill that is gained, you may choose another skill of a 

similar nature (consult with the GM as to an appropriate skill).  

 

A cleric begins with favour equal to twice his wisdom. If, at any time, a character who is a cleric has 

his Wisdom score increase (or decrease), his maximum favour changes by (2 x Wisdom change).  

 

Important note: following a faith does not require one to be particularly devout, nor does it imply that 

one does not believe in the other gods or faiths. To the contrary: in the world of Flame of Edrith, the 

gods  are very real and only an imbecile would not believe in them; however, almost all people will 
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end up drawn to one deity more than the others and singling that deity out for particular worship. 

That is your deity. One need not be honourable, pious, intelligent or devout to have a faith, though 

some people are.  

 

Priests 

 

Unlike being a simple worshipper of a faith, becoming a priest is a much more serious step. All of the 

deities are served by devoted orders of priests, and to be a priest means joining these ranks. As such, 

a priest is a full profession, similar to being a warrior or wizard. 

 

You may become a priest from the very beginning (by choosing to start as the profession “priest”). 

You may also choose to join the priesthood later in life: in this case you will retain the characteristics 

you had before, but will also be subject to all of the effects of being a priest. To do so costs 3,0,0 x 

level squared. Note that because some of these effects are cumulative, someone who becomes a priest 

later in life “a Warrior Priest” or a “Wizard Priest” will usually be less good at priestly activities than 

a priest who has been a priest all his life; on the other hand, the person who was always a priest is 

likely to be worse at other activities. Two other points: 

1) You may not stop being a priest. 

2) Only someone who became a priest at the beginning (i.e. chose the profession priest) may 

specialise in to the two priest specialities (archivist and healer). 

 

Effects of Being a Priest 

 

Disadvantages 

 Priests are expected to spend quite a large amount of time serving their god in a temple. 

Therefore at least one of their “in between mission activities” (see “In Between Mission 

Activities”, below) must be used to “Work and pray in a temple.” 

 All priests tithe to their god. They must pay 10% of all money they find, earn or otherwise 

receive to their temple. 

 Their devotion to their god leaves them less time to devote to secular activities. It costs them 

double to learn any weapon skills. 

 If a priest’s Honour ever falls below 11 his god will smite him. For every Honour point below 

11, the priest will immediately (and permanently) lose 1 random VC. If it falls to 8 he will 

lose an SC, and again if it falls to 5 or 2. Furthermore, if at the end of each mission (including 

in between mission things) his Honour is still below 11 he will be smitten again. 

 You lose any advantages gained from your former profession; for example Weapon Master 

powers, Speed bonuses, etc. 

 

Advantages 

 A priest receives three favour per Wisdom point instead of the usual three. He also gains one 

extra favour point at each level (including level 1). Note that if you became a priest at level 6 

then you would instantly gain an extra favour per Wisdom point (to take you up to three) but 

you would not gain the 6 favour that would have been earned from levels 1 to 6. 

 A priest may ignore all the restrictions concerning levels and favour regarding casting prayers. 
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In other words he may learn and cast advanced prayers at level 1, and keep casting them even 

when he has less than 7 favour left. 

 When you become ordained as a priest you gain 4 Honour. Every time you complete a 

mission you gain 1 Honour. 

 Every time you gain a level you gain one extra prayer, including at level 1.  

 A priest is beloved by his god and thus can not be harmed by any prayers of his own order.  

 A priest of level 5 or above may learn a blessing (appropriate to his faith) as a prayer. If you 

became a priest later you must have been a priest for at least 4 levels to cast blessings. He may 

then cast this blessing on someone (not himself) once per mission at a cost of 1 favour (cast as 

a basic prayer). The blessing lasts for 24 hours and he may only cast a blessing once per 

mission. At levels 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 and 17 the number of times per mission he can cast a 

blessing increases by one.  

 At level 2, a priest can bless water, creating one flask of holy water per mission. At level 4 he 

may create 4; at level 6, 9; at level 8, 16 and so on. For a person who became a priest later, 

count the number of levels that they have been a priest in order to determine how much holy 

water they can create. 

 When casting prayers (not rituals), a priest counts his level as being one higher than it is. This 

means he receives +1 to all rolls made to overcome magic resistance and also helps in prayers 

which say, for example, “affects caster’s level people”. 

 Only a priest can do various things; e.g. make artefacts that grant favour; preside in rituals, 

etc. 

 

NOW YOU HAVE A CHARACTER 
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Fundamental Game Mechanics 
 

There will be many times in the game where your character wishes to do something at which there is 

a finite chance of failure. The rules in this section explain the fundamentals of what to do in these 

circumstances. Note that the sections “In-Depth Game Mechanics”, “Diplomacy” and “Magic”, 

below, contain far more detailed rules about specific circumstances; however, they are all based upon 

the fundamentals described here. A principle of Flame of Edrith is that the specific always overrides 

the general: in other words, if the specific rules (for a certain spell, skill or circumstance) are in 

contradiction with the general rules then the specific rules should be taken as valid. 

 

 

The Revised d6 

 

The revised d6 is a fundamental concept in Flame of Edrith. It is a means by which you can use an 

ordinary d6 to represent numbers with a greater spread than 1-6. The revised d6 takes the following 

values. 

 
Value shown 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Value used -2 1 3 4 5 6 + reroll a 

normal d6 

and add this 

value to the 
6. 

NB: The second roll (if you rolled a 6 the first time) is on a conventional, not a revised d6. 

NB2: A d6 roll that is not a revised d6 is referred to as a “conventional d6”.  

 

The revised d6 is used for many purposes in Flame of Edrith. Unless there are specific instructions to 

the contrary it is used in: 

 HA and F rolls in combat. 

 All Will rolls against fear, panic, incapacity and so forth. 

 All non-opposed ability rolls. 

It is not used for: 

 Any opposed ability rolls; for example the opposed Will roll for Compulsion, the opposed 

Intelligence roll for lying. 

 Rolls for working out a random variable such as height, income, radius. 

 All spell effects (such as Force from a Fireball), unless the spell description says differently. 

 Any time when you are rolling 2d6. 

 

The meaning of the above terms will become clear very soon. 

 

Ability Rolls 

 

Most non-trivial things which you wish to do will involve an ability roll. An ability roll consists of 

rolling a revised d6 and adding the appropriate ability (either an SC or a VC score) to it. If your total 

is 7 or higher you succeed; if it is 6 or fewer then you fail. There may be modifiers to this roll, 
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perhaps from skills or perhaps imposed by the GM: for example if the thing you are doing is hard 

(such as climbing a difficult wall). Modifiers refer to the number you add to or take away to your roll 

so an ability roll with a –2 modifier is harder than a normal ability roll. 

 

In some cases there are specific instructions as to what type of roll you must make (for example, if 

you fall off your horse you must make an Agility roll). At other times it is up to the GM’s discretion 

as to what type of ability roll it is. Here are some examples: 

 

Climbing:    Agility 

Picking a lock:  Dexterity 

Finding a trap:   Intelligence 

Disarming a trap:  Dexterity 

Swimming:   Force (short time) or Endurance (long time). 

Perception:   Intelligence 

Reacting to an ambush:  Reactions  

Breaking down a door: Force 

Fear or panic:   Will 

Knowledge of something: Wisdom. Note that these rolls may typically have extremely high 

modifiers (up to –13) in order to gain full information about something 

very obscure, but people getting lesser scores may still have partial 

knowledge about something – the GM must use his discretion, (e.g. 

“You’ve heard of these creatures. You think they’re poisonous” as 

opposed to giving the full statistics from the bestiary). 

 

Note that Strength, Speed and HA are not usually used in ability rolls. 

Note also that for actions where partial success has some meaning the GM may use his discretion in 

granting a roll of, for example, 4,5 or 6 partial success. 

If two abilities are intrinsically bound up with an action, the GM should rule that a person must make 

two rolls, one for each ability. This should not occur very often. 

 

The Use of Skills 

 

Unless there are specific rules to the contrary (for example for lying or for swimming), the following 

guideline should be used when working out what modifier having the relevant skill gives: 

 

For Ability Rolls based on SCs; e.g. climbing and the skill Climb 

Full skill: +2  

Rudiments: +1 

No skill: +0 

 

For Ability Rolls based on VCs; e.g. disarming a trap and the skill Traps 

Full skill: +0 

Rudiments: -2 

No skill: -3 
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In both cases, someone with the full skill assisting will normally give a +2 modifier; someone with 

rudiments will give a +1 modifier. It is up to the GM’s discretion in each specific circumstance as to 

whether multiple people assisting will give additional assistance. 

 

These are guidelines; it is up to the GM’s discretion as to what occurs if a skill only partially applies 

or if more than one skill applies. In addition, the GM may rule that some things cannot be done by 

someone who does not have any skills in the area. 

 

Aiding Another 

 

If the aid is such that can be usefully communicated by words (for example, in climbing, a person 

with the skill Climb could tell someone without the skill which places were best to step) then the 

unskilled person will gain a +1 to their roll. In addition, it may be possible to aid another physically 

(i.e. by literally helping them across). In such a case, the aider should first make their own roll. The 

amount that they exceed seven (after modification) is the amount that a person they are aiding may 

add to their own roll. If they are aiding more than one person, the bonus must be split between all the 

people being aided. 

 

Opposed Ability Rolls 

 

An opposed ability roll is made whenever you are in direct competition with an opponent. Examples 

are: 

Tug of War:   Opposed Force roll 

Lying:    Opposed Intelligence roll  (see “Diplomacy” section). 

“Compulsion”:  Opposed Will roll (see spell “Compulsion”). 

Racing another to untie knots:Opposed Dexterity roll 

Who goes first:  Opposed Reactions roll 

 

In an opposed roll you roll a conventional d6 and add it to the appropriate ability. Whoever scores 

highest wins. The more you win by, the greater your victory (for example, in a tug of war, winning by 

one would mean you gained a little ground, winning by five would mean you gained a lot). In some 

situations, such as a tug of war, a tie means that simply nothing happens that round. In others, such as 

“Who goes first” where either one person or the other wins, in case of a tie the person with the 

highest base ability score (i.e. before the d6 is added) will win. If it is still a tie then reroll.  

 

Note that in certain circumstances, if two abilities are intrinsically bound up with an action, the GM 

may say that each person must add both abilities to the d6 roll.  

 

Combat 

 

Combat is complex and there are many rules governing Speed, stealth, charging, attacks of 

opportunity, magic, and so forth in the section “In-Depth Game Mechanics”. This section is intended 

to give a broad overview of the fundamentals. 
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Combat is broken up in to rounds, each round lasting five seconds. In each round, each person usually 

has a chance to act. People take it in turns to act based on their Reactions scores. In your round, you 

may usually either attack and move, cast a spell or prayer and move or move twice (this is a gross 

oversimplification; there are many more options than this but we will not discuss them here). This 

section primarily concerns what happens if you try to attack someone. 

 

There are three main steps: 

1) You try to hit the target. 

2) If you succeed then they try to dodge and block. 

3) If they fail then you roll to see how much damage you do. 

 

1) You try to hit the target 

Say who or what you want to hit. The default place to target is the body (largest “good” target); 

however, you may target a leg or arm at –1 to HA or the head at –3 to HA.  

 

To Hit Table 

(roll a revised d6 and add to the weapon’s HA) 

1 or less 2 3 4 5 6+ 

Miss Miss Somewhere 

else 

Somewhere 

else 

Hit Hit 

If you get “somewhere else” then roll randomly to see where the blow lands. It lands with equal 

probability upon the five other parts of the body (see “Injuries”, below) that you were targeting. 

 

Typical modifiers to this roll: 

Add your HA. This includes any modifiers from skills, magic, etc. 

Parrying. If the target can parry, subtract this from your HA. Any modifiers to the target’s (though 

not their weapon’s) HA (e.g. if that person’s is +1) also apply to parrying.  

 You can only parry once per combat round (unless you have Dual Weaponry, Parry or another 

property that lets you attack more than once; in this case, each parry must be applied to a 

separate attack).  

 You cannot parry certain weapons (e.g. bows).  

 Natural weapons are parried at a –2 (except parrying natural weapons, which are treated for 

this purpose as standard – i.e. non-natural – parrying weapons). 

 When parrying, you suffer a penalty to parrying equal to (attacker’s force – (your force + 6)), 

where attacker’s force is the force of the attack before rolling a die and your force is the force 

with which you would make an attack with the weapon with which you are parrying before 

rolling a die.  

 

 

Note that someone parrying a parrying weapon may parry for an extra +2. 

Some injuries reduce HA (see “Injuries”, below). 

Situational modifiers. The GM may put in these at will (e.g. for shooting a bow in the rain; for trying 

to hit an eye). 
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2) They try to dodge and block. 

Dodge Table 

(roll a conventional d6 and add to dodger’s Agility). 

1 or less 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+ 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Dodge Dodge Dodge 

 

 

Typical modifiers to this roll: 

For every person beyond the first who you have dodged this round you receive a –1 to the dodge roll; 

i.e. the first person in a round you dodge at (Agility), the second at (Agility –1), the third at (Agility –

2) and so on. You may choose whether or not to dodge someone. 

A natural 1 means you either fail or, if it would have been modified to a successful dodge, you must 

reroll; for this second roll your Agility counts as (Agility –5).  

If the attacker has a natural HA of more than 7 (before rolling the dice, but after other modifiers 

(including parrying)), then he does not need to roll. You will take a penalty of (HA-7) to your dodge 

roll. 

Some injuries reduce Agility (see “Injuries”, below). 

 

Blocking With a Shield 

Someone with a shield will have a shield value. For a normal shield this is 2; for a normal buckler it 

is 1. However, things such as runes or the skill Shields may increase this value. 

To block a blow you must roll a conventional d6 and add it to your shield value. If you get seven or 

more then you successfully block the blow.  

You may block more than one blow in a round; however, for every blow beyond the first which you 

have blocked this round you receive a –1 to the shield roll; i.e. the first blow in a round you take no 

penalty, the second a –1 penalty, the third a –2 penalty and so on. You may choose whether or not to 

block a blow. 

 

3) You roll to See How Much Damage You Do 

 

Results Table 

(roll  a revised d6 and add to (Force of weapon – Toughness of target)) 

1 or less 2 3 4 5 6+ 

Nothing  Nothing Light wound Light wound Heavy 

wound 

Heavy 

wound 

 

Typical modifiers to this roll: 

Some weapons allow the user’s Force to be added to the dice roll. 

Armour and many other things such as spells increase the Toughness of the target.  

Some injuries reduce Force (see “Injuries”, below). 

 

Injuries 
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You can be wounded in six different places, listed below. The most damaging areas to hit someone 

are the body and the head – hits to other places, unless they are devastating, will just impair your 

enemy’s fighting performance. All effects of injuries with the exception of Endurance loss recover 

once the injuries are patched up. 

 

 

 
 
Place on body. 

Effect of light 

wound 

Effect of 1
st
 

heavy wound 

Effect of 2
nd

 heavy 

wound 
 
body 

No effect -1F; -1 end. -1HA; -1 end. 

 
head 

No effect -1HA; -1 end. -1F; -1 end. 

 
left arm 

No effect -1HA -1F 

 
right arm 

No effect -1HA -1F 

 
left leg 

No effect -1Agility -10ft Speed, -5km long-

distance Speed. 
 
right leg 

No effect -1Agility -10ft Speed -5km long-

distance Speed. 

 

 The result for the third heavy wound is the same as that for the first, the fourth the same as the 

second, etc.  

 Four heavy wounds on an arm or leg mean that it is effectively crippled for this combat. 

 Speed is never reduced below 10ft, nor long distance Speed below 5km. 

 Two light wounds = one heavy wound.  

 Suffering heavy wounds, especially to the body or head, may result in Will rolls being 

required in order to keep fighting. More wounds would be required for higher level 

combatants. More details can be found in “A Note on Combat.” 

Note that these results only apply to humans and humanoids. Some creatures, for example undead or 

elementals, are likely to be immune to all effects of wounds other than Endurance loss. 

 

For playability reasons, Flame of Edrith assumes that once a person has been bandaged and cared for 

by someone with the skill Heal and then had one night’s rest, all effects of wounds (other than the lost 

Endurance) are removed. 
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Goods and Equipment 
 

Weight and Encumbrance 

 

You must choose your weapons and equipment. You start with 2,4,0C. Before choosing them, it is 

necessary to understand the concepts of weight and encumbrance. Every item and creature in the 

game has a weight, which is expressed in arbitrary units (note that for some creatures the weight is 

not given as you wouldn’t need to carry them). Some items, e.g. gems, have a negligible weight. On 

average, one weight unit is somewhere between 1lb and 1kg (approximately 1.78lbs on average); 

however, it varies for different objects as bulky objects are given a slightly higher “weight” than 

those that are easy to carry. 

 

Your character has a Carrying Capacity of 20x(Strength). He can carry up to this amount of 

equipment without any difficulty. He can carry up to 50% more than his Carrying Capacity but will 

be encumbered (-2 Agility, Speed reduced by 1/3) and up to 100% more than his Carrying Capacity 

but will be heavily encumbered (-4 Agility, Speed reduced by 2/3).  

 

A person can wear and use as many amulets, rings, medallions, etc. as he wishes and will benefit 

from them all (providing their effects stack). He may not wear, for example, two sets of armour or 

two pairs of boots. 

 

If a character has a donkey, mule, horse or other such beast of burden he may load some of his 

equipment on to that animal. A beast of burden can carry up to its Carrying Capacity normally or up 

to 50% more and be encumbered (-2 Agility, Speed reduced by 1/3).  A beast of burden cannot carry 

more than its Carrying Capacity +50%. A beast of burden’s weight limit is tripled if it is pulling a cart 

or wagon on wheels. Naturally, if you are riding a beast of burden it cannot carry as much as it could 

otherwise.  

 

Flying creatures can carry, flying, up to their Carrying Capacity. If they are carrying more than their 

Carry Capacity they will be encumbered (-2 Agility, Speed reduced by 1/3); they may not carry more 

than their Carrying Capacity +25% and still fly (if they are not flying they are treated as if they are a 

normal creature. 

 

 

Coinage 

 

The standard monetary unit in the game is the gold crown, a large, golden coin that weighs 

approximately 4.3g. There are 8 silver marks in one crown: the mark is a silver coin that weighs 3.8g. 

There are 24 copper pennies in one mark: a penny is a small copper coin that weighs 2.1g. Monetary 

units are shown like this: x,y,z which means x crowns, y marks, z pennies. Large sums are frequently 

shown as 1500C meaning 1500 crowns. The daily wage for a peasant labourer might be around 6p-

16p. Marks may also be shown as yM and pennies as zp. Any other monetary systems should be 

converted to this in order to understand the pricing system. 
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Rarity and Legal Status 

 

It is not always possible to buy any item that you want, even if you have enough money. Some items 

may be rare, whilst others may be illegal. In consequence of this each item has both a rarity status and 

a legal status. 

Rarity Status: An item may be either common, uncommon or rare. 

Legal Status: An item may be either unrestricted, government restricted or illegal. 

The two statuses are independent, meaning there are nine possible statuses for an item: 

 
 UNRESTRICTED GOVERNMENT 

RESTRICTED 

ILLEGAL 

COMMON e.g short sword; bucket e.g. naphtha, caltrops No examples 

UNCOMMON e.g. potion of Strength; 

imbued item of teleport 

e.g. holy water; ethereal 

gateway 

e.g. poison for weapons, 

poison for food. 

RARE e.g. crystal mail; diamond e.g.cloak of invisibility; 

mage shield; 

e.g. poison gas vials; 

bloodstones. 

NB1: Illegal items are almost always rare. 

NB2: If the status of an item is not mentioned it is assumed to be common and unrestricted. 

 

Note that these classifications are guidelines and may vary from country to country. For example, in 

one country, poison for weapons may be legal whereas in another it may be illegal or government 

restricted; camels, normally rare, would be very common in a desert town. The final classification of 

each item is at the discretion of the GM. 

 

Rarity 

 

Rare items 

Rare items cannot always be found, even in large cities. The fact that an item is rare will be indicated 

by it having a rarity number (e.g. “10”) next to it. If you wish to purchase a rare  item then you must 

search for it; a rare item search can usually only be done in a large town or city that might reasonably 

be expected to have a chance of having it.  

 

A rare item search costs 1 crown. Only one search per item per party per city can be done per mission 

(however, you may search for any number of different items). To search roll 2d6. If you get equal to 

or higher than the item’s rarity value then you have successfully found it. Note that some extremely 

rare items have a rarity value which looks like this: “12/8”. To find such an item you must first roll a 

12 on 2d6; you must then roll 2d6 again, this time getting the second number (in this case an 8) or 

higher to find it. 

 

For the purposes of continuity between the two scales (important for cases where they say things such 

like “increase the rarity by 1”) the scales go: …10,11,12,12/5,12/6,12/7… 

 

Sometimes you may find more than one of an item. Most rare items will have three numbers of the 

form 1,2,3 in a column saying “how many do you find?”. If you succeed in finding the item, roll 1d6 

and use the table below to determine how many you find. 
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1-3 4-5 6 

Descripion 1 Description 2 Description 3 

 

If there are more people who wish to buy an item than there are items present then the people must 

bid against each other.  

 

Uncommon items 

Uncommon items, though more common than rare items, are still not readily available. Although you 

will usually find at least one of an uncommon item you will not always be able to buy as many as you 

would like.  

 

Uncommon items are designated by having a rarity value of the form “2d4” or “d3+1”. If you are in a 

town or city that is large enough that it might reasonably be expected to have the item in question 

then, if someone in the party wishes to buy the item, then roll the dice described in the rarity value. 

The total is the number of that item that are available to buy at that time. Note that if this total is zero 

or negative (as might be the case if the rarity value was “d4-1”) then this item is not available to be 

bought at this time. As with rare items, you may make one roll per item per party per city per 

mission. 

 

Legal Status 

 

Illegal items 

In order to buy an illegal item a thief (any kind) is required. If you are not a thief then you ought to 

negotiate with the thief in your party to buy it for you (it is very reasonable of him to demand 

payment given that there is personal risk involved); if there is no thief in your party then details of 

how to hire a thief are described below. 

 

Assuming that you (or someone in your party) is doing the locating yourself, three rolls must be 

made. All three rolls must be made once you decide to go ahead with the process: you may not stop 

just because one fails: 

a) Assuming the object is rare then you must see if it is available as you would with any other 

rare item. As always, this costs 1 crown. 

b) As illegal items will not be openly on display, even if there is one in the city you must see if 

you can locate the item. To do this roll 2d6 and add your level. If you get a ten or higher then 

you have succeeded in finding it. 

c) The criminal world is dangerous. As a result, the thief must roll 2d6 and take away his level. 

If he gets a 2 or higher then he will be injured and must roll on the military service injury 

table. An unmodified 12 always results in injuries. The result of this roll, providing that the 

thief is not killed, does not affect the success of the search.  

Note that other factors, for example membership of the thieves’ guild or ownership of illegal 

businesses, also give modifiers on these rolls.  

 

A thief may also attempt to buy legal items on the black market (i.e. illegally). If he has searched 

unsuccessfully for an item he may, if he wishes, search again illegally. The procedure for doing so is 
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identical to that of searching for an ordinary illegal item, including the fact that the Honour loss is the 

same. 

 

It should be noted that buying any object illegally will cause the buyer to lose 1 Honour. If the buyer 

is not the same person as the thief who searched for it the thief will also lose one Honour. 

 

If you wish to hire a thief rather than using someone in the party then the rarity of the object is 

increased by 1 and the price by 30% (the thief’s commision). When making roll (b) the thief is 

assumed to be level three; it is not necessary to make roll (c). You may hire a more experienced thief 

to increase your chance on roll (b); to do so, add (thief’s level –3)
2
x10% of the base price to the price 

of using a level 3 thief. It is not possible to hire a thief of lower than level three. 

 

Government restricted items 

Government restricted equipment refers to equipment that is not usually available on the open market. 

Usually a character will need to be a member of or working for an organisation such as the 

government, a major temple, or have senior status in a guild, be a noble, etc. in order to buy it. It is up 

to the discretion of the GM as to exactly what criteria must be met for a character to buy a piece of 

government restricted equipment.  

 

If you are not eligible to buy government restricted equipment it is possible to buy it illegally. This is 

done in the same way as if you were buying an illegal item. 

 

 

Selling items 

 

Items can be sold at any major town and some villages. Normal items are sold at half their normal 

cost. Rare items are sold at ¾ of their full cost. Uncommon items are sold at 2/3 of their full cost. 

Additionally, you may auction “unusual” items. 

 

Auctions 

 

   Auctions are used to allow characters to dispose of special items (e.g. stone statues of a basilisk; a 

rare painting) that do not have a fixed market value. In an auction, the character will first receive 

(from the GM) an estimate of the price it will sell for. A character with the skill Barter or with rank in 

the merchant’s guild should receive a slightly higher estimate. He can then decide whether or not to 

auction it. 2d6 are then rolled. If a 7 is rolled, the item sells for the estimated price. The difference 

between the number rolled and 7 multiplied by 10% is the difference between the estimated price and 

the actual price the item sells for, with higher numbers meaning the item sells for more (i.e. a 10 

would mean the item sells for 130%). Once a character has decided to auction an item he must sell it: 

he cannot decide not to once the actual price is determined.  

    Any rare items can also be sold at auction (rare items are normally sold at ¾ cost), with the 

estimated value being 70% of the market value. A character with master status in the merchant’s 

guild may take the estimated value as being 75% of the market value, as may a character with the 

skill Barter. If both conditions apply, the estimated value is 80% of the market value,. 
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Weapons and Armour 

 

Weapons 

 
WEAPON TYPE COST/

C 

HIT  

ABILITY 

FORCE WEIGHT 
 

PARRY OTHER 

Greatsword Sword 7,4,0 4 5 + User’s  
Force 

25 2 Cannot be wielded 
by dwarfs (as 

dwarfs are too 

short: the sword is 

5ft long) and the 

wielder must have 

a Force of 2 or 

greater.  Two 

handed weapon. 

Broadsword Sword 1,6,0 4 3 + User’s  

Force 

15 2 None 

Longsword Sword 1,7,0 4 2 + User’s  

Force 

15 2 -1 to defender’s 

agility. 

Scimitar Sword 2,1,0 3 3 + User’s  

Force 

15 1 -1 to defender’s 

agility. 

Shortsword Sword 0,5,0 4 2 10 2 None 

Cutlass Sword 0,3,18 2 2 + User’s 

Force 

8 1 Rudiments gives 

only –1HA, 

instead of –2HA, -

1F. 

Sabre Sword 0,6,4 6 1 7 4 None 

Rapier Sword 0,7,0 6 1 7 2 Ignores armour 
bonus for chain 

mail (i.e. light 

armour and crystal 

mail). 

Dagger Sword 0,1,0 2 -1 1 1 Can be thrown (up 

to 2 per round 
with full 

Improved Dagger 

Throwing skill). 

Shuriken N/A 0,1,6 Dex 

dependent 

0 1 0 Can throw up to 

two a round (with 

full Dagger 
Throwing skill). 

Force is +1 

against an 

unarmoured 

opponent, -1 

against an 

armoured 

opponent. 

Great Axe Heavy 

Weapon 

5,6,18 0 7 + User’s  

Force 

30 0 Wielder must 

have a Force of 4 

or greater. Two 
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WEAPON TYPE COST/

C 

HIT  

ABILITY 

FORCE WEIGHT 
 

PARRY OTHER 

handed weapon. 

Battle Axe Heavy 

Weapon 

1,1,8  

0 

5 + User’s  

Force 

15 0 None 

Axe Heavy 

Weapon 

0,4,16 0 3 + User’s  

Force 

10 0 None 

Throwing axe  Heavy 

Weapon 

0,4,0 1  (melee) 2 (melee) 7  0 Can be thrown 

once per round. -1 

(throwing) 

3 (throwing) 

Warhammer Heavy 

Weapon 

2,0,0 2 4 + User’s  

Force 

12 0 None 

Morning Star Heavy 

Weapon 

2,4,0 0 3 + User’s  

Force 

16 0 Two handed 

weapon. Can’t be 

parried. Same 

length as a spear. 

Trip weapon. 

Mace Heavy 

Weapon 

0,6,12 0 2 + User’s  

Force 

10 0 None 

Longbow Bow 0,2,16 0 1 12 0 Can fire twice 

each round. Two 

handed weapon. 

Can’t be used by 

dwarfs and person 

must stand to fire. 

Range = 180yds. 

Longbow, 

composite 

Bow 2,2,0 0 0 + User’s  

Force 

12 0 Can fire twice 

each round. Two 

handed weapon. 

Can’t be used by 

dwarfs and person 

must stand to fire. 

Range = 210yds. 

Crossbow Bow 2,1,0 2 3 12 0 Can fire twice 

each round. Two 

handed weapon. 

Range = 240yds. 

Hand crossbow Bow 12,4,0 1 2 6 0 Can be fired once 

every three turns. 

Can be hidden 

easily.  Range = 

45ft. 

Shortbow Bow 0,1,20 -1 0 7 0 Can be fired from 

a horse. Can be 
fired once per 

round. Range = 

90yds. 

Shortbow, 

composite 

Bow 1,5,0 -1 -1 + User’s  

Force 

7 0 Can be fired from 

a horse. Can be 

fired once per 
round. Range = 

120yds. 
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WEAPON TYPE COST/

C 

HIT  

ABILITY 

FORCE WEIGHT 
 

PARRY OTHER 

Halberd Pole-arm 1,3,12 3 3 + User’s  
Force 

18 N/A Two handed 
weapon. +1 HA 

+1F against horses 

(or similar 

creatures). Trip 

weapon 

Spear Polearm 0,1,9 2 2 15  1 +1 HA +1F 

against horses (or 
similar creatures). 

Trip weapon 

Javelin Polearm 0,3,4 2 (melee) 2 (melee) 12 0 

 

Can be thrown 

once per round. 

Range = 75yds. 

Trip weapon 

1 

(throwing) 

2 (throwing) 

Pike Polearm 0,1,10 0 2 20 0 Two handed 

weapon. +2 HA 

+2F against horses 

(or similar 

creatures). 

Lance Polearm 2,2,0 4 5 + User’s  

Force 

10 0  Can only be used 

on a horse. Is 

longer than a 

spear or 

morningstar but 

not a pike. 

Can only be used 
when charging. 

Can't be parried.  

Quarterstaff Polearm 0,2,4 2 2 + User’s  

Force 

12 2 Two handed 

weapon. Trip 

weapon 

Firearms  (Firearm campaigns only) 

Rifle Firearm 85C 4 5 12 N/A Two handed 
weapon. Range 

360 yds 

Musket Firearm 5,0,0 1 5 12 N/A Two handed 

weapon. Range 

120 yds. 

Battered 

musket 

Firearm 2,0,0 0 5 3 N/A Two handed 

weapon. Range 90 

yds. 

Pistol Pistol 1,6,0 2 4 3 N/A Range 30 yds. 

 

Notes 

 A shield may not be used whilst wielding a two handed weapon. However, you may use a 

buckler with a two handed weapon. 

 No missile weapons can be parried. 

 A crossbow takes one full round of reloading it (in which you can’t shoot anything else or 
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attack) before it can be fired again. 

 When firing a bow or throwing a javelin, if you are throwing at a target in the furthest third of 

its range you incur a penalty of –2HA, -1F. Having a full Specific Weapon Skill in that 

weapon will eliminate the HA penalty but not the F penalty. 

 A longbow counts as the same weapon as a composite longbow for determining and applying 

Specific Weapon Skills. Similarly a short bow and a composite short bow. However, a hand 

crossbow is not the same as a crossbow. 

 Full details of throwing daggers, shuriken and throwing axes can be found in “Skills”, above, 

under the appropriate skill descriptions. 

 

 

Masterwork weapons 

 

A masterwork weapon is one that is made with special care and attention to detail. It will have +1 to 

one of either HA, F or parry compared to a normal weapon of that type.  

 

A masterwork weapon typically needs to be custom-made and costs (20+5xbase cost)C, where base 

cost is the cost of a standard weapon of this type. 

 

A masterwork weapon may only be made by someone with the skill Improved Metal Working and at 

least 3 dexterity and 3 wisdom and usually takes between 3 and 15 days to make. 

 

 

Armour 

 
Armour Cost/C Weight Bonus to 

Toughness 

Penalty to 

Agility 

Rarity Status Other 

Light armour 0,7,8 15 +1 0 Common L None 

Heavy 

armour 

3,5,0 25 +2 -1 Common L None 

Full plate 
armour 

24,4,0 40 +3 -2 Common L None 

Crystal mail 325 5 +3 0 9 (1,1,1) GR None 

Crystal 

armour 

14,750 10 +4 -1 11 

(1,1,1) 

GR None 

Crystal full 

plate 

38,500 15 +5 -2 12 

(1,1,1) 

GR None 

Helmet 0,4,16 5 +1 (head 

only) 

0 Common L None 

Ogre-horned 

helmet 

42 5 +2 (head 

only). 

0 7 (1,1,1) L None 

Horse mail 5,6,0 25 +1 -1 Common L Can only be worn 

by a battle trained 

mount or hrethran. 

Horse 

armour 

17,2,0 40 +2 -2 Common L Can only be worn 

by a battle trained 

mount or hrethran. 

Crystal horse 625 10 +3 -1 10 GR Can only be worn 
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Armour Cost/C Weight Bonus to 

Toughness 

Penalty to 

Agility 

Rarity Status Other 

mail (1,1,1) by a battle trained 

mount or hrethran. 

Crystal horse 

armour 

22,000 20 +4 -2 12 

(1,1,1) 

GR Can only be worn 

by a battle trained 

mount or hrethran. 

Shield 1,1,12 8 0 0 Common L Will block a blow 

or an arrow on 5-6.  

Buckler 0,4,10 4 0 0 Common L Will block a blow 

or an arrow on 6. 

 

 Armour does not protect the head. Only helmets grant Toughness bonuses to the head. 

 A shield cannot be used in conjunction with a two-handed weapon or whilst dual wielding. A 

buckler can. 

 Armour for isp’te’ra costs twice as much as standard armour and weighs 50% more. It must 

usually be specially made. 

 Armour for gryphons costs three times as much as standard armour and weighs twice as 

much. It must usually be specially made. 

 

Oversized Weapons and Armour 

 

Larger creatures, for example mountain trolls and giants, may use larger weapons than those 

described here. Naturally, a large creature would be capable of using a standard weapon (and could, 

for example, wield a greatsword in only one hand); however, it could also wield much bigger (and 

thus more powerful) weapons. We will define six categories of weapons: 

 

Small:   Used by creatures less than 3ft 11” tall. 

Standard:  Used by creatures greater than 4ft and less than 8ft 5” tall. 

Large:  Used by creatures greater than 8ft 6” and less than 14ft 11” tall. 

Huge:  Used by creatures greater than 15ft and less than 24ft 11” tall. 

Giant:  Used by creatures greater than 25ft and less than 44ft 11” tall. 

Titanic: Used by creatures greater than 45ft tall. 

 

Use the following method to work out the statistics of a weapon of a different size category. Each 

time you move from one size category to the category one degree larger: 

 Weapon’s Force increases by 2. 

 Weapon’s Smash Rating increases by 1. 

 Weapon’s weight doubles. 

 Weapon’s price increases by 50%. 

 

A large creature would handle a large weapon in exactly the same way that a standard creature would 

handle a standard weapon. 

Note that long bows and short bows cannot be made in different size categories.  

 

In the case of armour, the only change when moving to a larger size category is that the cost and 
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weight increases. The cost increases by 50% and the weight doubles. 

 

 

Standard Equipment 

 
ITEM WEIGHT COST ITEM WEIGHT COST 

Armoured boots 5 0,7,8 Lockpick set 10 2,1,15 

Beads 1 0,0,1 Lute 4 1,7,0 

Bedroll 2 0,0,3 Medical supplies 2 0,2,12 

Bola 14 0,1,6 Metal work set 20 1,0,20 

Bucket 2 0,0,2 Mirror 3 0,5,14 

Carpentry set 20 0,6,12 Moccasins 1 0,1,20 

Cloak, desert 2 1,2,0 Net 2 0,5,18 

Cloak, forest 2 1,2,0 Pitons (8) 15 1,2,12 

Cloak, winter 2 1,2,0 Road pass 0 0,3,0 

Cloth (1yd by 

1ft) 

1 0,2,10 Rope (40ft) 5 0,1,4 

Compass 0 1,6,8 Rope ladder 

(20ft) 

2 0,3,20 

Crowbar 10 0,2,16 Safe 5 0,4,3M 

Dog whistle 0 0,01 Shovel 10 0,3,2 

Drum (small) 5 0,6,6 Snow shoes 5 0,2,22 

Drum (timpani 

size) 

25 2,6,0 Stone to flesh 

ointment 

0 15,1,0 

Flute 2 2,2,0 Telescope 5 18,5,0 

Furs (e.g. from 1 

bear) 

4 0,6,7 Tinderbox 5 0,1,2 

Gauntlets 5 0,7,4 Torch 1 0,0,1 

Grappling hook 3 0,1,17 Travelling pouch 0 55,0,0 

Hammer 12 0,2,22 Trowel 1 0,0,14 

Hammock 2 0,1,5 Violin 5 6,7,0 

Harp 7 9,6,0 Warm clothing 2 0,6,4 

Horn 5 1,2,0 Warm clothing, 

heavy 

4 2,6,0 

Juggling balls 3 0,0,3 Waterskin (litre) 1 0,0,5 

Lead (Pb) (10oz) 1 0,1,2 Wine (gallon) 5 0,1,8 

Leather buoy 2 0,0,7 Writing 
equipment 

2 0,4,10 
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Government Restricted Equipment 

 
ITEM WEIGHT COST ITEM WEIGHT COST 

Abacus 2 0,6,9 Chariot (for 2 
horses, 2 people) 

-450 54,0,0 

Amulet of 

Protection, 

minor 

0 16,7,0 Chariot (for 4 

horses, 4 people) 

-1200 96,0,0 

Amulet of 

Protection 

0 95C Fire protection 

unguent 

0 6,8,0 

Amulet of Mind 

Magic 

Protection, 

Minor 

0 11,4,0 Holy water 

(flask, 1litre). 

Uncommon; d4. 

1 2,5,20 

Amulet of Mind 

Magic 

Protection 

0 72C Naphtha. 

Uncommon; 

2d3+1.  

2/flask 1,1,6 

Boat(rowing, 6 

people) 

320 1,7,0 Pain-killing 

herbs 

0 0,2,3 

Caltrops (for 

20). 

2 0,7,6 Portable Hole 1 236,0,0 

Camouflage 
cloak 

2 14,2,0 Siege tower 
(small) 

2000 34,0,0 

Certifications 0 2,4,0 Snorkel 2 0,3,14 

Clock 10 13,1,0 Sphinx (normal 

size) 

3600 270C 

  

 

Magic Potions 

 

Certain potions have a limiting level. Only characters of this level or higher may use this potion: 

lower level characters would find the power too great. The limiting level is shown in brackets. Magic 

potions have effectively no weight. All magic potions are uncommon. For explanation of the dispel 

cost see Dispel Magic in Appendix B.  

 
POTION RARITY COST POTION RARITY COST 

Antidote (1). Cleanses the body of all 

poisons.  

3d6+2 0,5,0 Potion of Courage. (2) 

+3 to Will rolls for the next 5 

hours. Dispel cost: (9(3)/2). 

2d4 7,6,0 

Potion of Sleep. (1). Puts someone to 

sleep for 8 hours. Dispel cost: 

(6(2)/1). 

d6+1 1,2,0 Potion of Truth (1). When 

given to someone it makes 

them tell the truth (although 
does not force them to 

answer) for 1 hour. Dispel 

cost: (9(3)/2). 

2d6-1 2,6,0 

Potion of Endurance. (2) Has the same 

effect as the prayer “renewal”(only on 

the drinker). NB: Does not restore 

Endurance points.  Dispel cost: 

(6(2)/1). 

2d4+1 0,7,5 Potion of Strength. (3). 

Has the same effect as the 

spell “Warrior” (plus one 

melee attack per round). 

Dispel cost: (12(3)/3). 

d2 22C 
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POTION RARITY COST POTION RARITY COST 

Potion of Speed (2) Grants drinker 
+30ft Speed and +15km long distance 

Speed. Lasts for 2hrs. Dispel cost: 

(9(3)/2). 

d6 7,6,0 Potion of Invisibility (3) 
Has the same effect as the 

spell “Invisibility” (invisible 

unless attack). Dispel cost: 

(9(3)/2). 

d3-1 27C 

Potion of Flight (4) 

Has the same effect as the spell 

“Flight”. Dispel cost: (12(3)/3). 

d3+1 45C Potion of Hope. (3) 

For the next 30mins, gain +2 

Agility, +2 Force and the 

skill Agile Combat. Dispel 

cost: (15(4)/3). 

d3 24C 

Potion of Polymorphing (3) 

Allows someone to polymorph. Shifts 

depend on level (See “Polymorphing”, 

below). Lasts for 6 hours. Dispel cost: 

(9(3)/2). 

d4+1 8,4,0 Potion of Righteousness. (4) 

Has the same affect as the 

Medallion of Righteousness. 

Dispel cost: (22(5)/4). 

d4-1 51C 

Potion of Immunity (5). 
Gives someone +9 magic resistance to 

magic and 50% protection against 

dragon fire, gaze attacks etc. May not 

use a potion of immunity and a potion 

of invulnerability at the same time. 

Lasts for 30 seconds. Dispel cost: 

(31(6)/6). 

d3-1 84C Potion of Insight. (3) 
Allows someone to see inside 

the mind of another, divining 

their thoughts and intentions 

(but not influencing them). In 

addition to its obvious uses, 

in combat the drinker gains 

+2 Agility if attacked by that 

person, and that person 

suffers –1 Agility against the 

drinker’s attacks. Only one 

mind at a time can be entered. 
Lasts for 45mins. Dispel cost: 

(18(5)/3). 

2d2 29C 

Potion of Magic Resistance (2). 

Gives someone +3 magic resistance. 

This potion does not stack with any 

spells or prayers. Lasts for 20mins. 

Dispel cost: (9(3)/2). 

d4+2 16C Potion of Invulnerability (5). 

Gives someone +4 Toughness 

against all conventional 

weapons. May not use a 

potion of invulnerability and 

a potion of immunity at the 

same time. Lasts for 30 

seconds. Dispel cost: 

(31(6)/6). 

d3-1 92C 

Potion of Greater Magic Resistance 

(4). Gives someone +5 magic 
resistance. This potion does not stack 

with any spells or prayers. Lasts for 

20mins. Dispel cost: (22(5)/4).  

d3 55C Potion of Mind Blank (1). 

The drinker of this potion has 
their mind blanked. They will 

stand still or wander 

aimlessly. They cannot fight, 

cast spells or prayers or 

defend themselves. They will 

follow the instructions of 

anyone standing nearby, 

providing these instructions 

are simple (e.g. “move there”, 

“sit down”, etc.). Lasts for 

3hrs. Dispel cost: (14(4)/3). 

d4-1 68C 
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Runes 

 

    Weapons can be enhanced by the use of runes. These can be placed on weapons by blacksmiths, 

and consist of mystical runes that will enhance the power of a weapon, giving it magical accuracy, 

power or other properties. Note that putting a rune on a weapon does not make it a “magical 

weapon”. No more than 3 runes may be put on any weapon and no more than 2 on a shield. Runes 

will fade in time, as their magical power dissipates, and thus will only last for one mission. To renew 

a rune (e.g. at the beginning of the next mission, when your old one has just dissipated) costs only 

half the price, as the basic pattern of energy can still be made out. Most runes can be put on any 

weapon, but some will be more beneficial on some than others (e.g. Rune of Mastership could be 

very useful on a javelin). 

 
RUNE COST  RUNE COST 

Rune of Accuracy. +1HA to that weapon. 16,2,0 Rune of Shielding. Grants a +2 to the Magic 
Shielding value of a shield. Can only be used 

on a shield or buckler. 

74,6,0 

Rune of Force. +1F to that weapon 19,4,0 Rune of Smashing. The weapon’s smash 

rating is increased by 1.  

25,5,0 

Rune of Cleaving. Negates any bonuses given 

to defence by armour. (cannot be used for 

bows) 

67,0,0 Rune of Weightlessness. The weapon has no 

weight or encumbrance.  

13,2,0 

Rune of Warning. The weapon will glow 

when evil is near. 

9,5,0 Rune of Fear. Each time the weapon is swung 

in battle, the opponent must take a Will roll, -

1 modifier. (cannot be used for bows) 

49,0,0 

Rune of Mastership. The weapon will come to 

its owner’s hand when called. 

24,6,0 Rune of Range. Increases the range of any 

missile weapon by 50%. 

19,2,0 

Rune of Parrying. +1 parrying. (can only be 

used on parrying weapons). 

14,1,0 Rune of Magic. This weapon can harm 

magical creatures. 

28,0,0 

Rune of Defence. Can only be used on a 

shield or buckler. Gives an extra shield roll (at 

–1 to the normal shield value). 

18,6,0 Rune of Resistance. Protects the object 

targeted from corrosion, rust and magical 

spells such as Shatter, Rust or Honour in War. 

8,3,6 

Rune of Catching. Allows you to reroll all 
shield rolls against missile weapons. Can 

onlybe used on a shield or buckler. 

15,7,0   

 

Permanenced Items 

 

These are items that have been created with the spell Permanence. The price is given for an item that 

lasts for one year and for one that will last a century. The yearly maintenance charge is also given; 

this must be paid each year in order to maintain it; if this is paid yearly the item will last for ever, if 

not it will fail in 2 years (or 100 years, depending on which type you buy). Any other prices for 

permanenced items should be worked out from first principles (see “Permanence”, below). All the 

objects are essentially weightless. 

 
ITEM STATUS RARITY PRICE/2 

year one 

MAINTE-

NANCE 

PRICE/ 100 

year one 

Rarity (100 year 

one) 

Ring of See 

Invisibility 

L 8 1500C 24C (10 

mana) 

2580C 9 
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ITEM STATUS RARITY PRICE/2 

year one 

MAINTE-

NANCE 

PRICE/ 100 

year one 

Rarity (100 year 

one) 

Ring of See Truth GR 8 1500C 24C (10 

mana) 

2580C 9 

Amulet of Detect 

Magic (I) 

L None 80C 4C (2 mana) 110C None 

Amulet of Detect 

Magic (II) 

L 4 310C 11C 

(5mana) 

475C 5 

Amulet of Detect 

Magic (III) 

L 7 2010C 24C (10 

mana) 

3250C 8 

Amulet of Detect 

Magic (IV) 

GR 10 4200C 39C (15 

mana) 

6870C 11 

Amulet of Detect 

Magic (VI) 

GR 12 42 200C 200C (50 

mana) 

70500C 12/6 

Communication 

balls (2) 

L 9 3650C 56C (20 

mana) 

6000C 10 

Communication 

balls (6, hub 

based network) 

L 11 15 500C 264C (60 

mana) 

23 700C 12 

Communication 

balls (6, all can 
talk with all). 

L 12 48400C 264C (60 

mana) 

63 500C 12/4 

 

Rare Items 

 
ITEM STATUS RARITY VALUE NUMBERS Weight 

Agarvé L 7 680C 1,2,1 2 

Agarvémar GR 11 28650C 1,1,1 3 

Amulet of Mind Magic Protection, 

Major 

L 8 460C 2,2,3 0 

Amulet of Mind Magic Protection, 

Greater  

L 11 1830C 1,1,2 0 

Amulet of Protection, Major GR 7 2250C 1,1,2 0 

Amulet of Protection, Greater GR 11 13500C 1,1,1 0 

Amulet of the Four Winds L 8 3800C 1,2,1 0 

Armbands of magic dampening GR 9 120C 1,1,1 3 

Boots of Flight L 10 1490C 1,1,1 2 

Boots of Jumping L 7 390C 1,2,3 2 

Cloak of Invisibility GR 10 3245C 1,1,2 2 

Ethereal Gateway GR Uncommon 5C d3-1 2 

Ethereal Guide GR 10 265C 1,2,3 1 

Fabry-Perot Interferometer GR 10 1750C 1,1,1 10 

Gem matrix GR 9 3800C 1,1,1 3 

Hydrocloak L 9 123C 1,1,2 2 

Mage Buckler GR 11 3690C 1,1,1 4 

Mage Shield GR 11 4870C 1,1,1 8 

Medallion of Righteousness L 8 960C 1,2,1 0 

Crystal (enough to make 1 crystal 

mail, 1/3 heavy armour or gryphon 

light armour; ½ horse mail). 

L 8 250C 1,2,3 5 

Tarathin Cloak of Invisibility GR 12 7470C 1,1,1 6 
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ITEM STATUS RARITY VALUE NUMBERS Weight 

Ring of Poison Resistance L 6 85C 2,2,3 0 

Ring of Poison Resistance, Greater L 10 930C 1,2,2 0 

Spell book GR 10 2380C 1,1,1 7 

Ward Stones GR 8 145C 1,2,1 1 

Wyvern’s Claws L Uncommon 1,2,0 6*d3 0 

Wyvern, Greater’s, Claws L 5 3,4,0 6*d2 0 

 

 

Illegal Items 

 
ITEM RARITY VALUE NUMBERS WEIGHT 

Poison for Food (deadly) Uncommon  4,6,20 2d3+1 0 

Poison for Weapons (0/3) Uncommon 4,6,20 d4 0 

Poison for Weapons: Advanced (+2/4) Uncommon 7,5,0 2d2+1 0 

Poison Gas Vials 8 6,5,0 1,2,3 1 

Skeleton Keys 7 8,2,0 1,2,2 0 

Poisoned Gauntlets (w/o poison) 7 4,6,0 1,1,1 5 

Weapon of Fear 11 2950C 1,1,1 Weapon 
dependent 

Weapon of Poison 11 1675C 1,1,1 Weapon 

dependent 

Wyvern’s Egg 11 42C 1,1,1 2 

Wyvern’s Blood 10 39C 1,1,2 1 

Unicorn Blood 11 41C 1,1,1 1 

Gryphon Egg 12 65C 1,1,1 2 

Basilisk Blood 11 42C 1,1,1 1 

Morgalan Brain 12 62C 1,1,1 1 

Lesser Dragon Egg (Gold) 12/8 285C 1,1,1 3 

Lesser Dragon Egg (Bronze) 12/8 285C 1,1,1 3 

Lesser Dragon Egg (Red) 12/8 285C 1,1,1 3 

Lesser Dragon Egg (Silver) 12/8 285C 1,1,1 3 

Lesser Dragon Egg (Green) 12/8 285C 1,1,1 3 

Lesser Dragon Egg (Blue) 12/8 285C 1,1,1 3 

 

 

Description of Some Unusual Equipment 

 

Agarvé: Can only be used by a wizard. +25% maximum mana; all spells that cost over 10 mana to 

cast cost 20% less. Note; you cannot use more than one agarvé, an agarvé and an agarvémar, or more 

than one agarvémar at the same time. 

Agarvémar: Can only be used by a wizard. +50% maximum mana. All spells that cost over 5 mana 

cost 20% less; All spells that cost over 10 mana cost 30% less; All spells that cost over 20 mana cost 

40% less. Note; you cannot use more than one agarvé, an agarvé and an agarvémar, or more than one 

agarvémar at the same time. 

Amulet of Detect Magic(I): Glows and becomes warm if there is any magic within 5m. The glow and 

warmth are proportional to the strength of the magic. 

Amulet of Detect Magic(II): The wearer will immediately become aware of any magic within 5m. 
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He will also know what the magic is and what it is doing. 

Amulet of Detect Magic(III): Glows and becomes warm if there is any magic within 100m. The 

glow and warmth are proportional to the strength of the magic and the distance away from it. 

Amulet of Detect Magic(IV): The wearer will immediately become aware of any magic within 50m. 

He will also know what the magic is and what it is doing. 

Amulet of Detect Magic(V): The wearer will immediately become aware of any magic within 500m. 

He will also know what the magic is and what it is doing. 

Amulet of Mind Magic Protection, Minor: Grants wearer a +1 bonus on any rolls made against mind 

magic, for example Compulsion or Cloud of Horror. 

Amulet of Mind Magic Protection: Grants wearer a +2 bonus on any rolls made against mind magic, 

for example Compulsion or Cloud of Horror. 

Amulet of Mind Magic Protection, Major : Grants wearer a +3 bonus on any rolls made against 

mind magic, for example Compulsion or Cloud of Horror. 

Amulet of Mind Magic Protection, Greater : Grants wearer a +5 bonus on any rolls made against 

mind magic, for example Compulsion or Cloud of Horror. 

Amulet of Protection, Minor: Grants wearer +3 magic resistance. 

Amulet of Protection: Grants wearer +5 magic resistance. 

Amulet of Protection, Major: Grants wearer +7 magic resistance. 

Amulet of Protection, Greater: Grants wearer +9 magic resistance. 

Amulet of the Four Winds: All damage resulting from natural wounds (including those caused by 

weapons, teeth, claws etc. but not including damage from spells, fire, poison etc.) will be negated for 

the wearer if he person rolls a 5-6 on a d6. Roll for each wound separately, as it occurs. 

Armbands of Magic Dampening:  Prvents the wearer from using all wizardly and clerical magic. 

Basilisk Blood: Can drink to gain +1 maximum Endurance, but lose (Honour Band) Honour and 1 

favour. 

Bola: Can be thrown (with a succesful Dexterity roll) up to 70m. Person who it hits will be knocked 

prone. 

Boots of Flight: Allows you to fly at will, as if affected by the spell Flight. 

Boots of Jumping: Allow you to jump longways an extra 2ft + 2d6*2 inches and upwards an extra 

2d6 inches. 

Caltrops. If someone steps on them with unprotected feet they will suffer a light wound to the leg and 

must make a will roll or scream. A horse may also panic (Will roll for horse with –2 modifier). One 

unit of poison is enough to coat four caltrops. 

Camouflage Cloak: A cloak with the property to change colour such that it will blend in with the 

background (it effectively combines the desert, winter and forest cloaks in one item, and is more 

effective than either). Grants a +2 bonus when hiding. 

Certifications: Full documents detailing your rank and position and commanding ordinary people to 

aid you if necessary. (Note: these are only useful if you have a rank or position, though you could buy 

forged ones illegally). 

Cloak of Invisibility: Makes wearer (along with what they are carrying) completely invisible. They 

are not, however inaudible and shadows or reflections of weapons etc. can be seen. Attacking or 

casting a spell or prayer makes the person become visible for two rounds. 

Cloak, Desert: A cloak that blends in to the desert. Grants a +1 bonus to hiding in the desert. 

Cloak, Forest: A cloak that blends in to the forest. Grants a +1 bonus to hiding in the forest. 
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Cloak, Winter: A cloak that blends in to the snow. Grants a +1 bonus to hiding in the snow. 

Communication Balls: Someone using a communication ball can see and speak to someone using 

another communication ball which is keyed to it. A ball can only communicate with others keyed to 

it; this means it is often cost effective to build a hub-based network (in a hub-based network, one (or 

more) of the balls can communicate with all of the others; the other (non-hub) balls can only 

communicate with their hub). 

Ethereal Gateway: Allows you to enter the ethereal plane. Each has 10 charges; when they are used 

up it is useless. 

Ethereal Guide: Wielder may add 2 to his ES. 

Fabry-Perot Interferometer: If used by someone with magic lore, mage sight and a Wisdom score of 

at least five will totally determine all properties of a piece of magic. Takes half an hour to use. 

Fire Protection Unguent. If rubbed over someone that person may reduce the Force of any fire that 

harms him by 2. Lasts for 2hrs. 

Gem Matrix: +50% mana from gemstones. If using the gemstone as part of a spell you still get 50% 

of the base mana of the gemstone to count against the mana part of the spell. This may lead to you 

gaining mana from casting a spell. 

Gryphon Egg: can eat to gain +1 maximum Dexterity, but lose (Honour Band) Honour and 1 favour. 

Holy Water: Useful as a component in rituals. Can harm some evil creatures.  

Hydrocloak: The wearer may reduce the Force of any fire that harms him by 2. 

Lesser dragon egg (blue): Can eat to gain +1 maximum Strength but will lose 2x(Honour Band) 

Honour and 2 favour. 

Lesser dragon egg (bronze): Can eat to gain +1 maximum Force but will lose 2x(Honour Band) 

Honour and 2 favour. 

Lesser dragon egg (gold): can eat to gain +1 maximum hit ability but will lose 2x(Honour Band) 

Honour and 2 favour. 

Lesser dragon egg (green): Can eat to gain +1 maximum Agility but will lose 2x(Honour Band) 

Honour and 2 favour. 

Lesser dragon egg (red): Can eat to gain +1 maximum Toughness but will lose 2x(Honour Band) 

Honour and 2 favour. 

Lesser dragon egg (silver): Can eat to gain +10ft maximum Speed but will lose 2x(Honour Band) 

Honour and 2 favour. 

Lockpick set: Trying to pick a lock without a lockpick set will result in a –2 penalty to your Dexterity 

roll. 

Mage Buckler: A buckler with a Magic Shielding value of 2. 

Mage Shield: A shield with a Magic Shielding value of 3. 

Medallion of Righteousness: May be activated once per mission. When activated, the wearer will 

ignore all effects of wounds other than Endurance loss. He will not suffer penalties to statistics, 

incapacity due to wounds or need to make Will rolls due to pain. This applies to all wounds, whether 

caused by weapons, fire, magic, poison or any other means. Lasts for 3 hours. 

Medical Supplies: No healing can be done without a medical supplies box. Each one contains five 

units. One unit can heal a light wound and two can heal a heavy wound. Use GM’s discretion for 

anything that does not come in to these categories.  

Moccasins: Grant a +1 bonus when moving silently. 

Morgalan brain: Can drink to gain +1 maximum Will, but lose (Honour Band)  Honour and 1 
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favour. 

Naphtha: Oily substance that burns without a wick (but must still be lit). If thrown or poured over 

something and then set alight it will burn vigorously. If someone is caught in its flames it deals fire 

damage at F=3 for 5s, decreasing to F=2 for the next 5s, then F=1 for the next 5s and finally F=0 for 

the last 5s. Cannot be put out by water (unless there is a lot of water; e.g. jumping in a river). If there 

is flammable material near which the naphtha can set fire to it may burn for much longer.  

Poison gas vials: When break, all caught in them must roll a d6: 6; -1 end, unconscious; 5; 

unconscious; 3-4; -1 end and –1 HA/F/A; 2; -1 HA/F/A; 1; No effect. Rags soaked in water give a –1 

modifier. Also must make a poison roll (-1/1) (though even if you fail you will not lose another 

Endurance point). Have a 15ft radius. Someone unconscious will remain unconscious for 30mins or 

until water is poured on them and they are shaken vigorously for one round. 

Poisoned gauntlets: Gauntlets with needles in which come out and stab someone when you hit them. 

The needles have poison in and are good for one use. To repoison each gauntlet requires ¼ of a 

“poison for weapons” 

Poison for weapons: Each poison for weapons (including “advanced” versions) may be used to 

poison two melee weapons or 4 arrows/bolts/daggers. When the weapon is used, the poison rubs off. 

Portable hole: A cloth, 3ft diameter, and 8ft deep which, when put on a flat surface creates a hole to 

another dimension. Things can be put in this hole and carried when the hole is closed. It may store up 

to 150 weight units. 

Ring of See Invisibility: Allows the wearer to see all invisible things. 

Ring of See Truth: Allows the wearer to see through all illusions, mind confusions, etc. 

Spell book: +1 spell at end of each mission. A wizard does not benefit from having more than one 

spell book. 

Sphinx (normal size): See “Bestiary”, below. 

Stone to flesh ointment: If rubbed over someone who has been turned to stone they will turn back to 

flesh. 

Tarathin Cloak of Invisibility: A cloak of invisibility of size to fit a tarathin. 

Travelling pouch: Small pouch which is a portal to another dimension. The opening is 8inches in 

diameter. It may carry up to 30 weight units and remain weightless. 

Unicorn blood: Can drink to gain +1 maximum Wisdom, but lose (Honour Band)  Honour and 1 

favour. 

Ward Stones: May be activated once per mission. Creates a stationary ward, inpenetrable by any 

force, person, creature, spell or magic (saving only direct divine intervention) around an area of a 

maximum of 20ft radius that lasts for 3hrs. Can only be broken by the spell Destroy Wards. 

Warm clothing: Keeps you warm and reduce penalties due to cold by 1. 

Warm clothing, heavy: Keeps you warm and reduce penalties due to cold by 2. 

Wyvern’s blood: Can drink to gain +1 maximum Reactions, but lose (Honour Band)  Honour and 1 

favour. Greater wyvern’s blood has the same effect. 

Wyvern’s claws: Can be used as arrows for +2F.  

Wyvern, Greater’s, Claws: Can be used as arrows for +3F, -1HA. 

Wyvern’s egg: Can eat to gain +1 Intelligence, but lose (Honour Band) Honour and 1 favour. Greater 

wyvern’s egg has the same effect. 
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Ritual Ingredients 

 
ITEM STATUS RARITY VALUE NUMBERS Weight 

Basilisk heart I 10 65C 1,1,2 2 

Chain of iron and granite. L 5 32C 1,1,1 0 

Chameleon killed as changing 
colour. 

GR Uncommon 3,2,12 3d6 0 

Cinnamon from a tree in which 

a cinomolgus has nested 

GR 10 36C 1,2,3 0 

Dorsal feather from an adult 

gryphon 

I 9 28C 2,4,5 0 

Essence of feverfew (1 pint) I 8 24C 1,1,2 1 

Feather from a 17yr old owl L 7 19C 1,2,2 0 

Firedrake scales (from 1 

firedrake) 

GR Uncommon 5C d3 1 

Flawless shard of obsidian GR 10 62C 1,1,2 2 

Freely given blood of a bronze 

dragon 

GR 12/10 13500C 1,1,1 1 

Fur of a faithful dog L 5 8C 2,2,3 1 

Heart of a lesser dragon (all 

types the same and can be 

searched for separately) 

I 12/7 10700C 1,1,1 5 

Hesperana berry L 7 14C 2,2,3 0 

Jerjuna roots GR 11 55C 1,2,2 1 

Meteorite, iron (1lb) L 8 41C 1,2,1 1 

Meteorite, stony (1lb) L 7 35C 2,1,1 1 

Petals of an iranthia flower GR 9 15C 1,1,2 0 

Saliva from a hydrus (1 pint) GR 9 15C 2,3,4 1 

Silver nutmeg L Uncommon 4,6,0 4d4 0 

Tooth of a mountain giant L 6 6C 3,5,8 0 

Unicorn milk (1 pint) GR 10 22C 1,2,1 1 

White Crown of Senren flower GR 8 20C 2,3,4 0 

White szelkhi flower picked in 

a lunar eclipse 

I 10 76C 1,1,2 0 

Wolfsbane L Uncommon 2,2,0 2d8 0 

Wyvern scales (from 1 

wyvern) 

GR 6 8C 2,3,4 1 

Yale milk from a pure white 

yale (1 pint) 

GR 12 11C 1,1,1 1 

 

 

Magical Weapons and Equipment 

 

Weapons 

 

It is possible to buy magical weapons. These weapons are better than ordinary weapons but are much 

more expensive. The price for a magical weapon depends solely on the enhancement: the difference 

in costs between different types of weapons (e.g. a sword and an axe) is negligible and can be 

ignored. 
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Runes can be added to magical weapons in exactly the same way that they can be to ordinary 

weapons. This means, for example, that a broadsword of +1HA can be increased to +2HA using a 

rune of accuracy. 

 

Magical weapons can be bought with a PR (power rating) of up to 3. To work out the power rating of 

the weapon you wish to buy, look at the table below. This table gives the various attributes that can 

be applied to the weapon. Choose one or more attributes and add the PR together to find the total PR. 

You may then search for and, if you find it, buy that weapon. You may conduct any number of 

searches for items of a given PR, providing that each search is for a different item (i.e. either a 

different attribute or a substantially different item; for example, searching for a broadsword of 

accuracy, a broadsword of Force and an axe of Force would all constitute different searches). Note 

that no attribute may be added more than once: you cannot have a weapon of +2HA. 

 
Power Rating Value Rarity Number 

1 480C 10 1,1,2 

2 2700C 11 1,1,1 

3 13 900C 12 1,1,1 

 
ATTRIBUTE PR EFFECT 

Accuracy 1 +1HA 

Force 1 +1F 

Parrying Parrying 
weapon 

1 +1 to parrying for a weapon that can usually parry. 

 Non-parrying 

weapon 

2 +1 to parrying for a weapon that usually cannot 

parry. 

Warning 1 Glows when X (you must choose X) is near. 

Returning 2 Returns to caster’s hand. 

Magic 2 Can harm magical creatures. 

Range 1 +50% range (missile weapons only). 

Weightlessness 1 Is weightless. 

Power 1 +1 to its shield smashing rating. 

Cleaving 3 Ignores armour. 

Energy Flashing 3 Each time it penetrates the skin of an enemy, a flash 

of energy takes off 1 Endurance. 

Focused 1 +1HA, +1F against one race only. 

Shielding 3 +1 to the shield value of a shield or buckler. Does 

not stack with “Catching.” 

Warding 2 Can ward of magical attacks. 

Catching 2 +1 to the shield value of a shield or buckler against 

missile weapons only. Does not stack with 

“Shielding.” 

Armour 2 Armour gives +1 Toughness. 

 

Equipment 

 

The way of working out the cost and rarity of magical equipment is similar to the way it is done for 

weapons. The table below gives the PR rating of various enhancements. Choose one or more 

attributes and add the PR together to find the total PR. As with weapons, the maximum PR is 3 and 
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you may not pick the same attribute more than once. In addition, unless otherwise specified, two 

magical items of the same kind will not stack: for example, two rings of +1 Will will not give you +2 

Will. The cost and rarity of the items is as for weapons. 

 

When you buy a magical item you should specify the form of it, e.g. a ring, a medallion, shoes, etc. 

The actual form has no effect on the attributes or cost of the item (with the exception that if the form 

itself has value – e.g. it is made of solid gold – you must add the price of the form on to the price of 

the item) but it should be noted in case your equipment is ever taken away from you or you are 

searched. Note that if you wish you may add the attributes in the list below to weapons, either 

mundane or magical (though if magical, the PRs of both the weapon attributes and the equipment 

attributes should be added together). 

  
ATTRIBUTE PR EFFECT 

+1VC 2 This attribute may be chosen more than once but for different VCs. 

+1SC 3 This attribute may be chosen more than once but for different SCs. 

Favour 1  Grants +2 favour. 

Mana 1 Grants +10 mana. 

Luck 1 Once per mission, you may call for one dice roll affecting you to be 

rerolled. You can have multiple items of luck. 

Persuasion 1 +1 to diplomacy rolls. 

Knowledge 1 Grants holder knowledge of a skill, spell or prayer. 

Casting 1 Casts a spell or prayer of spell power 1 once per mission. 

Greater Casting 2 Casts a spell or prayer of spell power 2 once per mission. 

Shrewdness 1 You gain +5% money from all money gained other than from picking 

up loot. 

 

Evil Magical Weapons and Equipment 

 

Some magical items are evil. All such items are illegal and, therefore, the normal difficulties and 

Honour penalties of buying illegal items apply. In addition, evil items make use of dark forces to fuel 

their powers. This has two effects: firstly, evil items can be more powerful and secondly, you will 

lose an amount of Honour each mission that you carry it.  

 

Evil items are divided in to three categories: items of minor evil, items of evil and items of major 

evil. These have the following properties: 

 

Items of minor evil 

 Must have a PR of 1,2 or 3. 

 You lose 1 Honour per mission. 
Power Rating Value Rarity Number 

1 550C 12 1,1,1 

2 2900C 12/5 1,1,1 

3 14 500C 12/6 1,1,1 

 

Items of evil 

 Must have a PR of 4 or 5. 
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 You lose 2 Honour per mission. 
Power Rating Value Rarity Number 

4 3250C 12/6 1,1,1 

5 15 000C 12/7 1,1,1 

 

Items of major evil 

 Must have a PR of 6. 

 You lose 3 Honour per mission. 
Power Rating Value Rarity Number 

6 15 500C 12/9 1,1,1 

 

All the attributes that may be added to ordinary magical weapons and equipment may be added to evil 

ones. However, in contrast to normal items, evil items may increase any attribute twice; i.e. a weapon 

with +2HA or a ring of +2 Dexterity. The only exception to this rule is that you may not pick the 

powers “Catching” or “Shielding” more than once. 

 

There are also a number of additional attributes that are unique to evil items, due to their capacity for 

greater power: 
ATTRIBUTE PR EFFECT 

Berserking 4 Target can go berserk at will, as if a berserker 

Fear 2 Each round, target that it is swung against must make a Will roll. 

Greater Fear 3 As Fear but the Will roll receives a –1 modifier. 

Mighty Fear 4 As Fear but the Will roll receives a –2 modifier. 

Deadly Fear 5 As Fear but the Will roll receives a –3 modifier. 

Poison 2 All who are wounded must make a poison roll or become poisoned. 

Greater Poison 3 As Poison but poison has a +1 modifier. 

Mighty Poison 5 As Poison but poison has a +2 modifier. 

Stealth 4 Grants the special ability “Stealth” (as if a thief). 

Major Casting 4 Casts a spell or prayer of cost rating 3 once per mission. 

Greater Major Casting 5 Casts a spell or prayer of cost rating 4 once per mission. 

Note that you do not need to use any of these additional attributes to make an evil item. 

 

Gemstones 

 

Gemstones are a subclass of rare items, and all rules regarding rare items apply to gemstones. All 

gemstones are legal and not government restricted, with the exception of bloodstones which are 

illegal. 

 

There are many different types of gemstones, all of varying value and rarity. Unless you have the skill 

Gem Lore, it is often difficult to determine whether or not a gem in genuine, or merely a coloured 

piece of glass. A valuation will typically cost 4M. In addition, many gems have uses: all can be used 

by a wizard to gain mana, and many act as components of spells. Only a wizard with the skill gem 

lore can use gems in his magic. Gems (and bloodstones) can only be searched for at a major town or 

city, unless the adventure is otherwise scripted.  

 

Each gem has its domain specified. A gem will be the “Primary Gem of Water” or the “Secondary 
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Gem of Earth”. If a gem just says, e.g. “Gem of Conflict” then in this domain there is no division in 

to primary and secondary (if, at any point, a distinction is necessary it will be classed as primary). 

More than one gem can fulfil the same roll. Some gems say “Gem of Opposed Water” (or other 

domain): such a gem is opposed to that domain and can be used to counter spells cast from that 

domain. More information can be found under “Magic”, below, and and in “Appendix B: Spells, 

Prayers and Rituals”, below. 

 

When searching for gems, you may, as with any other rare items, search for each type of gem 

individually. Alternatively, a “gem search” can be made, costing 1C, for gemstones. Five random 

gemstones (not bloodstones) will be found. These can then be bought. To calculate a “random 

gemstone” (either for a gem search or to script finding them), use a d400 random roll (i.e. random 

number button on calculator or two d20s sequentially (do not multiply!)) and the gem found will be 

the value below the gem in the column “gem”. Up to 5 “gem searches” can be made per town, in 

addition to searching for each individual gem once. 

 
GEM/ random  DESCRIPTION 

 

RARITY NUMBERS VALUE MANA 

GAIN 

USES 

Diamond/ 400 Clear and 

crystalline. 

12 1,1,1 75C 30 Hard; sharp; primary 

gem of Power. 

Ruby/ 397-399 Red. 11 1,1,1 50C 20 Primary gem of Fire. 

Emerald/ 394-

396 

Green. 11 1,1,1 50C 20 Primary gem of Earth 

Sapphire/ 391-

393 

Blue. 11 1,1,1 50C 20 Primary gem of Air 

Pearl/ 385-390 White and 

round. 

10 1,1,1 45C 15 Primary gem of Water 

Opal/ 375-384 Milky and 
opalescent. 

9 1,2,2 40C 13 None. 

Red Tiger’s 

Eye/ 365-374 

Red 9 1,2,2 36C 12 Gem of Opposed Earth 

Amethyst/ 355-

364 

Violet. 9 1,2,2 32C 10 Secondary gem of Fire. 

Turquoise/ 

340-354 

Blue/green. 8 1,2,3 32C 10 Secondary gem of Air 

Tiger’s Eye/ 

325-339 

Yellow 8 1,2,3 30C 9 Secondary gem of Earth 

Snowflake 

Obsidian/ 310-

324 

Black speckled 

with white 

8 1,2,3 28C 9 Gem of Opposed Fire 

Sunstone/ 295-

309 

White and pink 8 1,2,3 25C 8 Gem of Opposed Water 

Topaz/ 280-

294 

Yellow. 8 1,2,3 17C 8 Gem of Healing. 

Peace Agate/ 

265-279 

White 8 1,2,3 15C 7 Gem of Opposed 

Conflict 

Obsidian/ 250-

264 

Black 8 1,2,3 15C 7 Gem of Opposed Fire 

Leopard 
Jasper/ 235-

249 

Red and black 8 1,2,3 15C 7 Gem of Opposed Mind 
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Aquamarine/ 
213 - 234 

Blue-green 7 1,2,3 12C 6 Gem of Opposed Water 

Onyx/ 191 –

212 

White and black 

bands. 

7 1,2,3 10C 5 Gem of Conflict. 

Amber/ 165-

190 

Orange (amber 

coloured) 

6 1,2,4 9C 5 Secondary gem of Power 

Jasper/ 139 - 

164 

All colours 6 1,2,4 9C 4 Gem of the Mind 

Agate/ 113 – 

138 

Reddy brown; 

grey 

6 1,2,4 8C 4 Gem of Conflict 

Zircon/ 87 – 

112 

Clear and 

crystalline. 

6 1,2,4 7C 3 Gem of the Mind. 

Lapis Lazuli/ 

61 – 86 

Deep blue. 6 1,2,4 5C 3 Secondary gem of 

Water. 

Garnet/ 31 - 60 Red 5 1,3,5 1C 2 None 

Jade/ 1 -30 Green. 5 1,3,5 1C 2 None 

  

Bloodstones are a subclass of gems. Gemlike in appearance, a bloodstone is formed when any 

draconic creature is killed in such a way that it bleeds. The bloodstone is the coagulated last drop of 

blood. Bloodstones may be used by a wizard to gain mana, typically producing more mana than a 

similarly priced ordinary gem. They may also be used to regain Endurance points. Bloodstones are 

also valuable components of many evil spells, and, furthermore, can be used to break blood magic 

(i.e. that cast using bloodstones). Any use of a bloodstone causes the user to lose 1 Honour and 

causes the bloodstone to be destroyed. The more powerful the creature that produced the bloodstone, 

the more powerful, valuable and rare the bloodstone will be. Bloodstones are illegal, and so can only 

be bought in the same way as other illegal items can be bought (see “Rare Items”, above). 

 
CREATURE RARITY NUMBER COST MANA GAIN ENDURANCE GAIN 

Great golden dragon 12/12 1,1,1 550C 100 10 

Other great dragon. 12/9 1,1,1 380C 60 6 

Golden lesser dragon 12 1,1,1 120C 40 4 

Other lesser dragon 11 1,1,1 95C 35 3 

Wingless worm. 10 1,1,2 72C 30 2 

Greater wyvern 10 1,1,2 65C 25 2 

Wyvern. 9 1,2,3 55C 20 2 

Basilisk. 8 1,3,3 34C 10 1 

Fire drake. 7 1,3,5 13C 5 1 

 

Animals 

 

All animals are fully trained and obedient (although may bolt etc.) Special abilities and statistics of 

some animals are explained, although for most just use discretion (e.g. it is known that mongooses 

kill snakes). In order to buy rare animals, someone in the party must have Animal Lore (to look after 

them). In order to heal animals, the skill Veterinary is required. Equitation is required to ride any 

horse-like animal. Equitation and Animal Lore are required to ride an elephant. To ride a hrethran 

(even a “tame” one), the skills Advanced Equitation, Hrethran Handler, Animal Lore and Animal 

Affinity are required. All details of the creatures are given in the bestiary. 
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ANIMAL COST BONUS 

WEIGHT 

STATUS RARITY 

Beasthunter dog 1,2,12 0 GR Common 

Camel 0,6,20 200 L 8 

Cat 0,1,0 0 L Common 

Donkey 0,4,3 155 L Common 

Elephant 1500C 1400 GR 10 

Ferret 0,0,19 0 L Common 

Firedrake 360C 0 GR 11 

Homing pigeon 

(different city, 

same continent) 

0,3,0 0 L 6 

Homing pigeon 

(different city, 

different 

continent) 

1,0,0 0 L 8 

Hawk 2,2,0 0 L 6 

Homing pigeon 

(same city) 

0,1,0 0 L Common 

Horse (battle 

trained mount 

See below Varies L Varies 

Horse (farm) 0,7,0 210 L Common 

Llama 0,6,18 200 L 8 

Mongoose 0,4,20 0 L 7 

Monkey 6,2,0 0 GR 9 

Moorcat 3,4,12 0 GR 10 

Mouse 0,0,2 0 L Common 

Mule 0,5,20 190 L Common 

Otter 1,2,16 0 L 9 

Owl 1,7,0 0 L 6 

Parrot 3,4,0 0 L 9 

Snake (non-

poisonous) 

0,1,20 0 L Common 

Snake 

(poisonous) 

5,4,0 0 GR 9 

Squirrel 0,0,9 0 L Common 

Tortoise 0,1,16 0 L 5 

Wolfhound 0,7,18 0 L Common 

MONSTERS     

Aralan 23C 0 GR 11 

Grakim 26C 0 GR 10 

Hrethran 24C 0 GR 11 

Tarathin 36C 205 GR 10 

Tarath 10000C 3800 GR 12 

 
Horses 

 

The horse is the primary servant of man, used widely in farming, commerce, transportation and war. 

A good horse can save its rider’s life and, as a result, the best horses are in high demand. Whilst any 

farmer can buy a farm horse for less than a crown, horses suitable for battle cost far more. Even the 
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cheapest battle trained mount will cost over 10crowns and a truly good horse, a mount that the 

nobility would ride, can easily cost 100crowns. The best horses can cost even more, but these are rare 

– it is not often that you find a horse of that quality. 

 

The following rules assume that the horse concerned is battle trained. Note that, in a desert campaign, 

a GM might decide to adapt these rules for use with camels. 

 

The basic statistics of the cheapest battle-trained war horse are as follows: 

 

Speed: 85ft  Long distance Speed: 50km.   Trample rating: d4 

Strength: 12  Toughness: 1   HA:3    Force:2   

Will:2   Endurance: 1  Reactions: 3  Agility:2 

 

Such a horse costs 11,6,0C.  

It is possible to buy horses which are better than this in a number of ways: 

Speed:   A horse’s Speed can be anything up to 105ft 

Long distance Speed: A horse’s long distance Speed can be anything up to 60km. 

Trample rating: Some heavy, powerful horses have a trample rating of d4+1. 

Strength:  Some powerful horses can have a Strength as high as 15. 

HA:   Some horses, naturally good in combat, have a HA of 4. 

Force:   Some strong horses have Force 3. 

Agility:  Some horses are supremely agile and have Agility 3. 

Will:   Some steady horses are fearless and have Will 3. 

Endurance:  Some sturdy horses have Endurance 2. 

 

In order to buy a horse it is first necessary to work out the Horse Rating (HR) of your horse. For each 

characteristic of the horse you are improving look at the table below. Then add the HR from each 

characteristic together to give the total HR. Finally, look up the total HR on the table below that to 

find the cost and rarity. For example, if you wished to buy a horse with Speed 93ft, long distance 

Speed 51km and Agility 3 then it would have HR=5+1+8=14, would have a rarity of 7 and would 

cost 72 crowns. 
 

Speed increase/ft* HR Long distance Speed increase/km HR Other Characteristics HR 

+2 1 +1 1 Strength = 13 2 

+4 2 +2 2 Strength =14 4 

+6 3 +3 3 Strength =15 7 

+8 5 +4 5 Endurance = 2 8 

+10 7 +5 7 Agility = 3 8 

+12 9 +6 9 Will = 3 4 

+14 11 +7 11 HA = 4 5 

+16 14 +8 14 Force = 3 5 

+18 17 +9 17 Trample rating = d4+1 5 

+20 20 +10 20   

*When you buy a horse with a Speed increase of +X, roll a d6. On a 1-3 it actually has a Speed 

increase of +(X-1). You  may not make this roll until you have actually bought the horse. 
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HR Cost/C Rarity HR Cost/C Rarity HR Cost/C Rarity 

0 11,6,0 Common 20 127 9 40 490 12 

1 13,1,0 Common 21 136 9 41 530 12/6 

2 16,2,0 Common 22 144 9 42 575 12/6 

3 19,2,0 Common 23 153 9 43 620 12/6 

4 22,4,0 Common 24 162 9 44 670 12/7 

5 26,1,0 Common 25 172 10 45 730 12/7 

6 30 Common 26 183 10 46 790 12/7 

7 39 5 27 195 10 47 850 12/8 

8 44 5 28 210 10 48 920 12/8 

9 50 5 29 220 10 49 1000 12/8 

10 55 6 30 235 11 50 1090 12/8 

11 60 6 31 255 11 51 1180 12/9 

12 61 6 32 275 11 52 1280 12/9 

13 66 7 33 295 11 53 1390 12/9 

14 72 7 34 315 11 54 1510 12/10 

15 79 7 35 340 12 55 1630 12/10 

16 87 8 36 365 12 56 1770 12/10 

17 95 8 37 390 12 57 2930 12/11 

18 105 8 38 425 12 58 2100 12/11 

19 115 8 39 455 12 59 2270 12/12 

 

Horse Equipment 

 

Horses can be given any type of equipment that would fit on them (for example an amulet of 

protection) and it will protect them as it would a human. Potions have no effect on them – the horse’s 

body mass is too big. In addition, however, there is some equipment specially designed for horses. 

Note that a horse can only have one saddle, one set of horseshoes and one bridle. All horse equipment 

can be adapted for other similar creatures (e.g. donkeys, hrethran). 

 
ITEM STATUS RARITY VALUE NUMBERS WEIGHT 

Horse mail. L Common 2,6,0 N/A 20 

Horse armour L Common 17,2,0 N/A 40 

Crystal horse mail GR 10 825C 1,1,1 10 

Crystal horse armour GR 12 22000C 1,1,1 20 

Horse cloak of Invisibility GR 11 5330C 1,1,1 2 

Horseshoes of Speed L 8 1795C 1,2,3 2 

Horseshoes of Endurance L 8 1560C 2,1,2 2 

Horseshoes of Force L 9 2310C 1,1,2 2 

Horseshoes of Accuracy L 9 2250C 1,1,2 2 

Horseshoes of Jumping L 7 1225C 1,2,2 2 

Horseshoes of Agility L 10 4250C 1,1,1 2 

Horseshoes of Snow L 7 810C 1,2,3 2 

Horseshoes of Water GR 10 8250C 1,1,1 2 

Horseshoes of Air GR 11 15670C 1,1,1 2 

Saddle of Stability L 8 860C 1,2,3 5 

Saddle of Bearing L 6 450C 2,3,4 5 

Saddle of Ownership L 7 760C 1,2,3 5 

Bridle of Calming L 9 1355C 1,1,2 3 

Bridle of Mastership L 5 390C 2,2,3 3 
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ITEM STATUS RARITY VALUE NUMBERS WEIGHT 

Bridle of Communication GR 11 6730C 1,1,1 3 

Bridle of Biting GR 9 1510 1,2,1 3 

 

Horse Brasses 

Horse brasses are minor magical items that can be hung on a horse which will very slightly increase 

its abilities. A horse can have at most 2 horse brasses. All horse brasses are legal and common. 

 
ITEM VALUE WEIGHT ITEM VALUE WEIGHT 

Horse brass of Luck 5,3,0 2 Horse brass of Speed 6,5,0 2 

Horse brass of 

Friendship 

3,6,0 2 Horse brass of 

Endurance 

6,1,0 2 

Horse brass of Kinship 3,5,0 2 Horse brass of Rain 3,2,0 2 

Horse brass of 

Sunshine 

4,2,0 2 Horse brass of Cold 5,6,0 2 

Horse brass of the 

Eunuch 

3,2,0 2 Horse brass of Nutrients 4,5,0 2 

Horse brass of the 

Mare 

3,7,0 2 Horse brass of Water 5,3,0 2 

Horse brass of the 

Stallion 

2,7,0 2 Horse brass of Predation 6,2,0 2 

Horse brass of Insects 3,1,0 2 Horse brass of Twilight 4,4,0 2 

 

Description of Items 

Horse mail:    Increases horse’s Toughness by 1. 

Crystal horse mail:   Increases horse’s Toughness by 3. 

Horse cloak of Invisibility:  Makes horse invisible (acts like a human cloak of invisibility). 

Horseshoes of Speed:  Increases horse’s Speed by 10ft. Long distance Speed is unchanged. 

Horseshoes of Endurance:  Increases horse’s long distance Speed by 5km. Short distance Speed is 

unchanged.      

Horseshoes of Force:  Increases horse’s Force by 1. 

Horseshoes of Accuracy:  Increases horse’s hit ability by 1. 

Horseshoes of Jumping: Increases horse’s jumping distance by 2ft (long) and 1ft (high) 

Horseshoes of Agility: Increases horse’s Agility by 1. 

Horseshoes of Snow:  Allows horse to run over snow or sand as if it was firm ground. 

Horseshoes of Water:  Allows horse to run over water as if it was firm ground. 

Horseshoes of Air: Allows horse to gallop freely through the air as if it was ground. 

Saddle of Stability:  Gives the rider a +1 on any rolls to keep his seat. 

Saddle of Bearing:  Increases the horse’s weight allowance by 40. 

Saddle of Ownership:  If anyone other than the owner attempts to sit on the horse the  

    horse will go wild and try to throw them off. It will not stop  

    unless the saddle is removed. 

Bridle of Calming:  The horse receives a +1 to all Will rolls against panic. 

Bridle of Mastership: The horse will always immediately come to its owner when called. 

Bridle of Commuication: The horse and rider can communicate telepathically. 

Bridle of Biting:  Gives the horse a +1 on its roll to try to bite another horse. 

Horse brass of Luck: If the horse is killed roll a d12. On a 12 the horse manages to survive, 
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though will be severely wounded.  

Horse brass of Friendship: The horse is unlikely to kick and bite other humans. 

Horse brass of Kinship: The horse is unlikely to aggravate or be aggravated by other  

    horses. 

Horse brass of Sunshine: The horse will be less affected by travelling in the hot sun. 

Horse brass of Rain:  In a heavy rainstorm, the horse will get less wet than it should. 

Horse brass of Cold:  The horse has mild resistance to cold (the equivalent of wearing  

    warm clothing for a human). 

Horse brass of the Eunuch: If placed on a stallion, the stallion will be uninterested in mares. 

Horse brass of the Mare: If placed on a mare, the mare will not get pregnant. 

Horse brass of the Stallion: If placed on a stallion it will make the stallion want to mate  

    with any mares that are in heat and will increase its likelihood  

    of doing so successfully. 

Horse brass of Insects: Insects will tend not to bite or sting the horse. 

Horse brass of Speed:  The horse’s Speed is increased by 1ft. 

Horse brass of Endurance: The horse’s long distance Speed is increased by 1km. 

Horse brass of Nutrients: The horse will be able to make do on less good food for several  

    days, though the lack will eventually catch up with it. 

Horse brass of Water:  The horse will be able to cope with less water better than other  

    horses. 

Horse brass of Predation: If a predator comes near two horses, one of which is wearing a  

    horse brass of predation, then the predator will always take the  

    other horse. If a predator is hungry (or still hungry) and there is 

    no other easy prey then the horse brass will not help. 

Horse brass of Twilight: The horse can see slightly better in low light. 

 

 

Imbued Objects 

 

An imbued object is one that has been made to contain a spell using the spell Imbue Object. An 

imbued object can be almost anything, ranging from an extremely expensive golden necklace to a 

rough carving made from wood. The only restiction is that it must have is a gemstone (which will 

have been magically fused with the object), as this is the power focus of the spell which has been 

stored. Only wizard’s spells can be imbued in to objects; clerical prayers cannot. 

 

Imbued objects are typically one use items, though it is possible to imbue an object with more than 

one spell (or the same spell twice). In such a case the object can be used as many times as it has 

spells. After the spell(s) have been used the gemstone which acted as the focus for that spell will be 

consumed, and the object will become an ordinary, non-magical item.  

 

Any profession may use an imbued object; they are not just the provenance of wizards. However, it is 

necessary to have an Intelligence of at least a certain value (specified under “Min. Int” in order to use 

an object (Intelligence required depends on potency of spell). A spell released from an object is done 

almost instantaneously and thus has no effect on the number of other things you can do that round 
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(for example, fighting). For purposes of game mechanics, any spell cast from an imbued item is 

classed as a “quick spell” and the same rules apply (see section “Magic” under “Advanced Game 

Mechanics”). Being able to use them does depend on being able to reach the object; for example, if 

you were fighting a furious duel then you would probably not have time to reach more than one 

object (unless it was in your shield or weapon) in a round, as much of your attention would be spent 

in fighting. 

 

In general, imbued objects are extremely expensive, and most are rare. They are not particularly good 

value for money, and are certainly too overpriced to be used as a matter of course (unlike potions, 

which are good value for money). It can, however, be useful to have one or two to be kept in reserve, 

for instances like the following: 

a) The wizard in your party has been knocked unconscious and you have no spell-casting ability 

in the group. 

b) To support your wizard in a duel with any enemy mage. If more than one person directs spells 

against him at once, he will find it harder to defend himself. 

c) Perhaps most importantly, because of their instantaneous casting time. Even if you are a 

wizard who could cast this spell normally, access to it instantly (meaning you could still cast 

another spell that round) could be invaluable. Likewise, if a non-wizard, it could give you a 

crucial edge in combat against a strong opponent. 

d) To gain access to a spell of a different race from that of the party wizards. 

 

For wizards, having the spell Imbue Objects is extremely useful; in fact, by the time they reach, say 

level five (at most), all wizards should really have it. Despite the fact that an imbued spell costs more 

to cast (e.g. an imbued F=2 Fireball costs the equivalent of 28 mana rather than 15), it does represent 

the only way of “storing” your mana from one mission to the next. In addition, the instantaneous 

casting time, as said before, is invaluable.  

 

All dark spells are illegal, and the normal rules regarding buying illegal items apply. In addition, if 

you cast a dark spell using an imbued object you will lose the Honour that you would have if you had 

cast the spell normally. The exception to this rule is if you are the wizard who originally imbued the 

object (as then you will have already lost Honour to make it).  

As said before, any object can be imbued with any spell (providing that spell can be imbued in to an 

object). The prices given below are for cheap objects (such as a carving that a character with 

rudimentary Carpentry skill could whittle in a couple of hours) with essentially no weight. The 

“common object” is merely a guideline: if you wish the imbued object you buy to be of a different 

form then you may simply choose it to be (with the discretion of the GM). However, if you wish the 

object to be valuable in its own right (e.g. made of gold; be a sword; etc.) then you will have to pay 

extra. Similarly, if an object would normally have weight, you will have to carry it. If you wish to 

buy an item which has two spells imbued in to it then rarity =rarity of the rarer object +3 and cost = 

sum of cost of both objects + 10. Status is the status of the more restricted item. 

 
SPELL COST MIN. 

INT. 

STATUS RARITY NUMBERS COMMON 

OBJECT 

Air Shield 23C 3 L 9 1,1,2 Tiny metal 

shield 
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SPELL COST MIN. 

INT. 

STATUS RARITY NUMBERS COMMON 

OBJECT 

Animal Friend 51C 3 L 8 1,2,2 Carved animal 

Animal Speak 35C 2 L d4+1 N/A Carved animal 

Arc Lightning 108C 4 GR 11 1,1,1 Rod 

Balls of Light 37C 2 L 4 2,4,5 Polished round 

stone 

Beacon 12C 1 L 2d3 N/A Polished stone 

Benevolent Aura 132C 5 GR 12 1,1,1 Ring 

Blizzard 58C 3 GR 10 1,1,1 Carved 

snowflake 

Block Mind 31C 2 L 7 1,2,3 Polished stone 

Breathe 85C 3 L 8 1,1,2 Carved nose 

Claw Shock 22C 2 L 10 1,1,1 Metal claw 

Claws of Accuracy 21C 2 L 9 2,2,2 Metal claw 

Claws of Adamant 21C 2 L 9 2,2,2 Metal claw 

Cloak of Winds 89C 4 GR 8 1,1,2 Medallion 

Compulsion 39C 3 GR 8 1,2,2 Ring 

Confusion 36C 3 GR 7 1,1,2 Twisted metal 

Defence of the Four 

Winds 

125C 4 GR 12 1,1,1 Amulet with 

compass rose 

Dephlogisticate 55C 2 L 6 2,2,2 Carved rain 

drop 

Earth Fall 53C 3 GR 8 1,2,2 Lump of rock 

Earth Tremor 35C 2 L 6 1,2,3 Lump of rock 

Earth’s Resistance 128C 4 GR 12 1,1,2 Circle 

Elemental 

Endurance 

56C 3 L 8 1,2,2 Amulet 

Empathy 28C 2 L 5 1,2,4 Ring 

Energy Discharge 23C 2 L 6 2,3,4 Star shaped 

metal 

Escalate Conflict 18C 3 GR 9 1,2,2 Amulet 

Fiery Torch 34C 2 L 6 2,2,3 Carved torch 

Fireball (f=0) 45C 1 L 4 2,3,5 Rod 

Fireball (f=2) 56C 2 L 7 1,2,3 Rod 

Fireball (f=4) 68C 3 GR 9 1,1,2 Rod 

Fireball (f=6) 97C 4 GR 11 1,1,1 Rod 

Fireball (f=8) 114C 5 GR 12 1,1,1 Rod 

Fireball, Homing 

(f=0) 

56C 2 L 8 1,2,3 Rod 

Fireball, Homing 

(f=2) 

68C 3 L 11 1,1,2 Rod 

Fireball, Homing 

(f=4) 

79C 4 GR 12 1,1,1 Rod 

Fireball, Homing 
(f=6) 

114C 5 GR 12/8 1,1,1 Rod 

Fireshock 25C 3 GR 8 1,2,2 Rod 

Flight 44C 2 L 7 1,2,3 Small, carved 

wings 

Fly True 17C 1 L 2d2 N/A Arrow/bolt 

Force Duel 36C 3 GR 6 2,3,4 Small carved 

sword 
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SPELL COST MIN. 

INT. 

STATUS RARITY NUMBERS COMMON 

OBJECT 

Ghostly Claws 25C 2 L 9 1,2,3 Metal claw 

Glow of 

Righteousness 

158C 5 GR 12 1,1,1 Amulet 

Hailstorm 51C 3 GR 8 1,2,2 Glass icicle 

Heal (spell) 33C 3 L 8 1,2,2 Glass bead 

Hide Trail 44C 2 GR 5 1,2,3 Carving of a 

nut 

Hydrate 20C 2 L 7 1,2,2 Carved 

raindrop 

Ice Lance 24C 2 L 9 1,1,2 Metal icicle 

Ice Lance, Homing 33C 3 L 11 1,1,1 Metal icicle 

Illusion 18C 3 L 8 1,1,2 Amulet 

Induce Charge 19C 2 L 5 1,2,3 Piece of iron 

Invisibility 41C 2 GR 6 1,2,3 Medallion 

Lightning Bolt 45C 3 L 7 1,1,3 Rod 

Magic Resistance 19C 2 L 9 2,3,4 Circle 

Magic Resistance, 

Greater 

141C 4 GR 12/5 1,1,1 Circle 

Mass Summoning 153C 5 GR 12 1,1,1 Carved 

creature 

Meteor Shower  

(F=-1) 

52C 3 L 6 2,2,2 Medallion 

Meteor Shower 

(F=2) 

75C 4 GR 9 1,1,2 Medallion 

Miragic Form 20C 2 GR 7 1,2,3 Ring 

Mist (100sq mile) 78C 3 GR 9 1,1,2 Medallion 

Mist (1sq mile) 44C 2 L 6 1,2,4 Medallion 

Mist (house size) 12C 1 L 4 2,3,5 Medallion 

Non-lethal Fire 37C 2 L 5 2,3,5 Piece of flint 

Nourish 126C 4 GR 11 1,1,1 Carved egg 

Phosphorescence 15C 1 L d2 N/A Amulet 

Poison Immunity 46C 3 GR 10 1,1,1 Carved snake 

Projectile Feathers 36C 3 L 10 1,1,2 Feather 

Rainstorm 19C 2 GR 7 1,2,4 Medallion 

Renormalise 124C 4 L 10 1,1,2 Rod 

Ring of Earthfire 128C 5 GR 12 1,1,1 Medallion 

Rust 95C 3 GR 10 1,1,2 Rusty piece of 

iron 

Scry (normal) 22C 2 L 2d6 N/A Small crystal 

Scry (communicate) 30C 3 L 2d4 N/A Small crystal 

See Truth 28C 3 L 5 2,3,3 Small crystal 

Shatter 22C 2 L 7 2,2,3 Rod 

Shield (spell power 

1) 

25C 1 L d3 N/A Medallion 

Shield (spell power 
2) 

90C 2 L 8 1,2,3 Medallion 

Shield (spell power 

3) 

110C 3 L 10 1,1,2 Medallion 

Shield (spell power 

4) 

130C 4 GR 11 1,1,1 Medallion 
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SPELL COST MIN. 

INT. 

STATUS RARITY NUMBERS COMMON 

OBJECT 

Shield (spell power 

5) 

150C 5 GR 12 1,1,1 Medallion 

Shimmering Veil(1 

person, 5/6) 

15C 2 L 7 N/A Piece of silk 

Shimmering Veil(1 

person, 4/6) 

25C 3 L 9 2,3,4 Piece of silk 

Sphere of Silence 36C 3 GR 11 1,1,2 Carved ear 

Stabilise 85C 4 L 10 1,1,1 Lump of 

quartz 

Summon Unicorn 68C 3 GR 8 1,1,2 Carved 

unicorn 

Summon Whales 100C 4 GR 11 1,1,1 Carved whale 

Sun’s Rays 38C 2 L 8 2,3,4 Carved 

sunburst 

Sun’s Splendour 83C 3 GR 12 1,1,1 Carved 

sunburst 

Teleport (1 person) 15C 2 L 2d4+2 N/A Amulet 

Teleport (6 people) 85C 3 L 8 2,2,2 Amulet 

Tornado (1) 55C 3 GR 9 1,2,3 Corkscrew 

Tornado (5) 105C 4 GR 11 1,1,1 Corckscrew 

Toughen Armour 21C 2 L 8 1,2,3 Tiny metal 

breastplate 

Toughen Armour, 

Mass 

32C 3 L 11 1,2,2 Tiny metal 

breastplate 

True Sight 24C 3 L 6 2,2,3 Small crystal 

Wall of Fire 52C 2 L 7 2,2,2 Medallion 

Wall of Madness 43C 3 GR 8 1,1,2 Amulet 

Warrior 28C 2 L 6 2,2,3 Miniature 

sword 

Weaken 35C 2 L 8 1,2,3 Ring 

Windstorm 66C 3 GR 9 1,1,2 Miniature 
weathervane 

DARK SPELLS 

Animate Corpses  128C 5 I 12 1,1,1 Bone 

Berserk Curse 28C 2 I 6 2,2,3 Ring 

Create Beast Hound 

Dog 

76C 4 I 9 1,1,2 Carved dog 

Dark Curse 45C 2 I 7 1,2,3 Rod 

Destroy Wards 85C 3 I 8 1,2,2 Amulet 

Dread 52C 3 I 10 1,1,2 Medallion 

Imbue Weapons 122C 4 I 11 1,1,1 Miniature 

weapon 

Possession 68C 3 I 8 1,2,2 Ring 

Raise Undead 19C 2 I 5 2,3,4 Bone 

Sicken 118C 4 I 11 1,1,1 Medallion 

Terror 45C 2 I 8 1,2,3 Rod 
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Services 

 

The prices given in this section can vary widely depending on location and quality. They are given as 

approximations (for example, the price of a room in an inn can vary hugely). 

 

Transport 

 
TRANSPORT USUAL PRICE TRANSPORT USUAL PRICE 

Travel by tarath (3 + √d)C where d is the 

distance in leagues 

Travel by tarathin (2+2√d)C where d is the 

distance in leagues 

Travel by fast coach 1C per day Travel by wagon 1M per day 

Horse hire (normal) 1M per day (must usually 

leave a deposit) 

Horse hire (battle trained) 1C per day (must usually 

leave a deposit) 

Riverboat passage 12p-6M per day   

 

Magic and Healing 

 

Healing 

Most temples will not actually turn anyone away who needs healing. People who cannot afford to pay 

will be asked to work for the temple in lieu of payment. In order to fund this generosity, the temples 

ask you to give what you afford, suggesting that roughly a week’s income is a fair price. Of course, 

you can pay less, but this would lose you Honour. If you wish, you can estimate what a week’s 

income is for you; if not, suggested prices per level are: 
LEVEL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

PRICE 5 

crowns 

or 1 

week’s 

labour 

10C 20C 50C 100C 200C 500C 1000C 2000C 5000C 

For other prayers (i.e. non-healing ones), temples charge this much though they will estimate what 

you can afford to pay. Advanced prayers cost the price quoted above x the number of favour it costs 

to cast. 

 

Rituals 

To perform a ritual for you, the cost is: ½RC(1+RC/500) crowns. Note that a priest will only perform 

a ritual for you if he is satisfied that it is for a good reason. 

 

Magic 

A wizard will typically perform a spell for the following amount: 

2Ax(1 + (B/50)). 

A = mana cost not including gemstones. 

B = mana cost including gemstones at mana equivalent (if a gemstone only spell). 

 

You are usually required to provide any gemstones for a spell; if the wizard has to provide it he will 

usually charge around 3x the market price for using it. 
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Accommodation and Food 

 
Accommodation Price/night 

Very disreputable and cheap inn. 3p 

Cheap but respectable inn (i.e. unlikely to get mugged 
in the night). 

12p 

Reasonably good quality accommodation 2M 

Expensive, quite luxurious but not extremely so (e.g. 

moderately wealthy merchant). 

1C 

Luxurious (wealthy merchant, minor nobility, etc.) 10C 

Very luxurious 30-50C 

Food Price 

Basic food for one day (e.g. for a peasant) 1p 

Better food for a day (e.g. including meat) 6p 

Average food spent per person per day for, e.g. a 

carpenter. (i.e. would have meat some days). 

3p 

Cheap meal at an inn (e.g. stew) 2p 

Decent meal at an inn or cheap restaurant 12p 

Good meal at an affordable restaurant (e.g. the a 

skilled carpenter might go to once a year) 

4M 

Meal at a good quality restaurant frequented by 

merchants 

2-3C 

Luxurious meal at a high quality restaurant 25C 

Pint of beer 1/4p 

Cheap wine (bottle) 4p 

Average wine (bottle) 2-4M 

Expensive wine 3-5C 

 

 

Dwellings 

 

It is possible to buy a dwelling place. This will give you a permanent place in which to live, a place to 

meet companions or those whom you are dealing with and, depending on the dwelling type, may 

provide a place of safety in times of danger. There is no limit to the number of dwellings that you 

may own: many of the nobility, for example, might own a large countryside manor and also a 

luxurious town house in the capital. In addition, you may spend extra money buying things for your 

dwelling; for example a sphinx to guard your door, additional ballistas for a castle or simply spend 

some money on lavish furnishings and paintings. 

 

Dwelling Statistics 

 

In the table below all buildings have the following statistics: 

Dwelling name: What the dwelling in question is; e.g. “Large house” or “Medium tower”. 

Potential Occupants: Gives an example of the sort of person who might own such a dwelling. 

Purchase price: The price that you must pay to buy the dwelling. This price is the same whether you 

are buying it or building it. 

Number of occupants: The number of occupants of approximately the same social status as the 

dwelling owner that this dwelling could comfortably house. It does not include servant and guard 
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quarters, hence it would be possible to pack more people in if necessary: the total number a dwelling 

can sleep is equal to the number of occupants plus twice the number of servants plus the maximum 

number of guards.  

Number of servants: The number of servants required to adequately run the dwelling. If better 

service is required, one may hire more servants, up to twice the number given here. Each extra 

servant adds 5 crowns to the maintenance cost. 

Number of guards (min/max): Many dwellings (e.g. most houses) have 0 as the minimum number of 

guards; however, some (e.g. castles) have a certain minimum required to prevent it being occupied by 

bandits or such like. The maximum number is the maximum number that this building can 

comfortably house (i.e. that it could sleep). Each extra guard adds 10 crowns to the maintenance cost. 

Building time: The time it would take to build the dwelling if it is necessary to construct it from 

scratch. 

Maintenance cost: The maintenance cost in order to keep the dwelling in good condition. The 

maintenance cost given in the table includes the wages of the minimum number of guards and the 

normal number of servants (the full maintenance cost may be higher if you employ extra guards or 

servants). If this minimum maintenance cost is not paidd each mission then the property will begin to 

deteriorate. Each time the maintenance cost is not paid then the value of the property decreases by 3% 

of the current value. In addition, there is a (1- (current value (after decease)) / (full value)) chance that 

major damage (e.g. a fire, collapsing timbers, etc.) will occur which will immediately drop the value 

of the dwelling by 30%. It is noticeable to observers if a dwelling has not been maintained. Once the 

value of a dwelling falls to 30% of the original, it will not decrease further but will be all but 

unliveable in. To restore a dwelling to its rightful condition it is necessary to pay the difference 

between the current value and the full value. It will also take time – a proportion amount of the full 

construction time proportional to the damage that must be restored. For example, a dwelling whose  

current value was only 67% of its full value would take 33% (i.e.100-67) of the building time to 

restore. 

 

Types of Dwelling 

 

Houses: Houses are buildings that are primarily places of residence, intended to be lived in some or 

all of the time. A house could be the small, modest house of a carpenter and his family or a noble’s 

grand town house, suitable for entertaining large numbers of guests. Houses are usually built in 

towns, cities or villages; however, the price of a house will vary rapidly between a small village and a 

large town. For that reason, the purchase price of houses (not the maintenance cost) must be 

multiplied by a modifier, as follows: 

Village: x0.5; Small town: x0.8; Large town/small city: x1.0; Major city: x1.2; Capital city (or 

similarly major city): x1.5. 

It is usually possible to buy a house from someone else, rather than constructing it. However, one 

cannot usually find houses of size large or higher in a village, of size grand or higher in a small town 

or of palatial size in a small city. 

Manor: A manor is a large stately dwelling, usually the country seat of landed gentry or nobility. A 

manor will always include reasonably extensive grounds; in many case the lord of the manor will 

own much of the land around (however, this is not necessarily so and is not included in the price). It 

is usually possible to buy small or medium manors; however, large and especially grand will 
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sometimes have to be constructed. 

Fort: A fort is a building built purely for defence. It will have rooms for a number of soldiers. It is 

not usually intended to serve as permanent living quarters for anyone not in the garrison, though most 

have a couple of guest rooms. 

A fort can sometimes be bought but is more usually constructed. In either case one would usually 

own the land and would need to have a valid justification (e.g. to protect against an upsurge in 

bandits) and/or high military or appropriate government rank as most countries look rather askance at 

private citizens (or even nobles) constructing military buildings for no apparent reason.  

Tower: A tower is a dwelling designed to be both lived in and used for defence; in many ways it is 

like a smaller version of a castle. It will have permanent living quarters and potentially other facilities 

(e.g. a banquet room, a library) for the owners as well as quarters and barracks for servants and 

guards. 

Small towers can often be bought, medium towers sometimes and large towers rarely. A government 

is less likely to be suspicious of building a tower as it is a dwelling place (and, after all, many places 

are dangerous enough for someone to wish their home to be defensible) rather than being a purely 

military building. It is still, however, usually beneficial to have some kind of rank or status in a 

country before constructing a tower, especially a medium or large one. 

Castle: A castle is a large, easily defendable building which serves as both the home of the lord of a 

region and the foundation of his military strength. Castles are usually well garrisoned and, in times of 

trouble may serve as a refuge for the local population. Inside the castle, the lord will conduct his daily 

business of administrating the region; in addition there are likely to be foundries, stables, banqueting 

rooms, etc. 

Castles may rarely be bought, except in very unusual circumstances (in fact, it is more likely that you 

would be given one if, for example, you were made duke of a region). In addition, one should be a 

person of high status and position (often a lord of a region) before one begins constructing a castle, 

unless you wish to find a battalion of soldiers on your doorstep asking you what you are doing. 

Palace: A palace is the ultimate luxury home of the nobility or royalty. Unlike a castle it is not 

constructed for defence (though will usually have some small gestures – enough to hold off a riot, 

rather than an invasion) and is thus usually only built in settled regions where the need for defence is 

not seen as high. A palace will usually be lavishly furnished and decorated and will have many rooms 

for the occupant, their family and many potential guests. Large numbers of servants are needed to 

maintain a palace. 

Like castles, palaces may rarely be bought. Unlike castles, you are unlikely to be stopped from 

building a palace, though usually only the richest and most powerful can afford it. 

 
Dwelling 

name 

Potential 

Occupants 

Purchase 

price / 

crowns 

No. 

occupants 

No. 

servants 

No. 

guards 

(min/max) 

Building 

time / 

months 

Maintenance 

cost / crowns 

HOUSES*  

Small  Modest carpenter; 

clerk. 

20 6 0 0/0 1 1 

Medium  Successful 

carpenter; minor 
merchant. 

80 8 1 0/0 2 8 

Large  Wealthy 

goldsmith; average 

350 12 6 0/2 3 45 
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merchant. 

Grand Wealthy merchant; 
minor nobility. 

1300 20 14 0/6 4 105 

Palatial Wealthy nobility. 4500 30 25 0/12 6 180 

MANOR  

Small Wealthy gentry or 

landowners 

850 15 16 0/5 3 120 

Medium Minor nobility 3500 25 28 0/12 6 250 

Large Intermediate 

nobility 

13 000 45 42 0/20 9 550 

Grand Major nobility 43 000 65 60 0/30 12 1300 

FORT 

Small Garrison against 

bandits 

250 2 0 6/20 1 80 

Medium Border with wild 

country or 

barbarians, etc. 

800 5 4 15/100 2 190 

Large Guarding against a 

region of many 

hostile tribes or an 

enemy nation. 

2500 8 10 50/300 4 650 

Linchpin Key border fort 

with opposing 

nation. 

12 000 12 20 80/1000 8 1100 

TOWER 

Small Minor lord or 
eccentric dignitary 

1800 8 5 10/35 2 175 

Medium Border lord; 

underling of a 

more powerful one 

8500 16 12 15/120 4 320 

Large Medium lord (of a 

moderate region) 

34 000 27 20 25/250 6 650 

CASTLE 

Small Minor lord 32 000 22 35 30/200 12 750 

Medium Powerful lord 95 000 65 85 80/1000 24 1800 

Large Very major lord or 

king. 

225 000 120 175 250/3000 48 5500 

Colossal Powerful king 850 000 175 265 750/10 

000 

120 16 000 

PALACE 

Small Powerful lord; 

minor royalty. 

85 000 95 160 15/60 18 1800 

Medium Royalty 210 000 170 310 25/125 30 3400 

Large Wealthy royalty 440 000 290 470 50/300 72 5200 

*Remember location modifier for house prices only. 
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On the Construction of Material Goods 
 

 

Alchemy and Herb Lore 

 

There are many plants and herbs to be found in the world, some of which are very useful in making 

potions. A person with the skill Herb Lore may search for herbs as  he travels. Each day of travelling 

he has a 1 in 6 chance of finding some useful herbs. Assuming he does, he should roll 2d6. On a 12 

he found 3 useful herbs; on a 10-11 he found 2 useful herbs and on anything else he found one useful 

herb. He should then make the appropriate number of rolls (using a 1-200 randomiser) on the herb 

table, below. 

 

Note that this one in six chance only applies if the person is moving at an ordinary travelling pace. If 

he is riding a horse at top speed he will not be able to search. Similarly, if he was in inhospitable 

terrain such as a desert then many of the herbs would not grow there: if one of these came up on his 

random number then he would simply not find anything. Furthermore, depending on the herb he may 

have to stop for a few minutes to gather it; his companions would either have to wait or else go ahead 

and let him catch up.  

 

If a person spends a whole day searching an area rather than travelling through it then he gets an extra 

chance of finding a herb (i.e. he throws the d6 twice instead of once; any sixes mean he finds herbs). 

Repeatedly searching the same place day after day, however, will not help. A person who only has 

rudiments in Herb Lore only has a one in twelve chance of finding a herb per day. 

 

After finding a herb, a person must roll on the “number found” table to see how many units of the 

herb he finds. On any finding the person may choose to instead take double the number of units it is 

stated that he found by stripping the entire patch of herbs (and thus preventing it from growing back). 

Doing this loses the person 1 Honour. 

 

The table below lists the herbs (and some other ingredients) that are used to make all the major 

potions. 

 

Herbs and Other Ingredients 

 
Herb Description and notes Cost Number 

found 

Random 

number 

Agaric A bitter herb with a mottled leaf 6,1,8 1,1,2 1-6 

Atresa A dark green evergreen plant. Has a 

distinctive smell 

0,2,16 1,2,1 7-20 

Avoligna bark A medium sized tree with irridescent silver 

bark and a star shaped leaf 

25,4,0 2,2,2 21-23 

Basil root The root of basil 0,0,22 1,1,2 24-37 

Comfrey A herb and woodland flower 1,1,2 1,2,2 38-46 

Crown of Senren 

flower 

Red, delicate flower, said to have first 

sprouted miraculously 

13,4,0 3,2,1 47-51 
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Herb Description and notes Cost Number 

found 

Random 

number 

Dried chameleons Five chameleons make one portion of dried 

chameleon 

1,3,22 N/A N/A 

Emerith A plant with small, pale blue, flowers 1,1,5 1,1,2 52-65 

Garandol The leaves and stems of the garandol plant, a 

large fern 

15,5,0 2,2,3 66-69 

Giant’s blood The giant must be only just dead 21,5,0 N/A N/A 

Huradan 

toadstools 

A large brown and white toadstool 12,6,0 1,2,1 70-74 

Lissuin A sweet smelling plant with medium sized 

pink flowers 

0,6,0 1,2,3 75-88 

Naphlidin A silver flower that grows in the grass 13,6,0 1,1,1 89-92 

Orilda root A thorned shrub 4,1,4 2,3,4 93-99 

Pain killing herbs Many kinds 0,1,16 1,2,3 100-113 

Poisonous herbs Many kinds 1,1,8 1,2,2 114-127 

Powdered 

feldspar 

As stated. May only be found by someone 

with knowledge of mining 

2,2,8 2,3,3 128-138 

Powdered wyvern 

teeth 

One wyvern provides two units of powdered 

wyvern teeth. One greater wyvern produces 

three units. 

9,1,4 N/A N/A 

Pumice Ground pumice. May only be found by 

someone with knowledge of mining 

2,2,3 1,2,3 139-148 

Silverberry 

berries 

A large shrub that produces beautiful (and 

poisonous) silver berries for a short time each 

year 

0,2,10 1,1,2 149-162 

Solyana Star-shaped golden flower 10,2,0 1,1,1 163-166 

Snake venom One poisonous snake can provide 2 units of 
snake venom per mission (providing you can 

milk the venom (requires Animal Lore and 

Animal Affinity)) 

0,0,18 N/A N/A 

Swift tail feathers One swift provides one unit of tail feathers. 0,4,20 N/A N/A 

Sycamore sap Sap from the sycamore tree 0,1,5 2,2,2 167-180 

Telvain A small flower with sweet smelling white 

flowers and a forked leaf 

3,3,2 1,1,2 181-187 

Unicorn milk Milk from a unicorn 20,0,0 N/A N/A 

Willow bark As stated 0,1,12 2,2,3 188-200 

  

Potions 

 

A person with the skill Alchemy and one or more Specific Potion Skill may make any potions for 

which he has the skill, the ingredients and the required VCs. Most potions require Dexterity ≥2 and 

Intelligence ≥ 2. The potions marked with a * require Intelligence and Dexterity ≥ 3.  

 

The ingredients listed below are the active or costly ingredients (i.e. the table does not list “water” 

and such like). Unless otherwise stated, a potion only requires one unit of each named ingredient. A 

potion takes a certain amount of time to prepare, during which time the maker must be actively 

attending to it, and then a certain amount of time to brew. During this time the maker can be doing 

other things but could, not for example, be carrying it with him as he travelled. It should be noted that 

both herbs and potions are sold at half cost (though potions are sold at ¾ cost if you are in the 
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alchemists’ guild). 

 

The table below lists the potions that can be made. The items listed under “not potions” only require 

the skill Herb Lore to make; other than that everything that was stated above applies. 

 
POTION INGREDIENTS TIME 

(PREP) / 

days 

TIME 

(BREW) / 

days 

COST 

(TO 

BUY) 

COST 

(INGRE

DIENTS) 

Antidote Atresa, Snake venom 1/3  2 0,5,0 0,3,10 

Courage Orilda root, Comfrey ½ 3 7,6,0 5,2,6 

Truth Emerith, Lissuin 1/3  7 2,6,0 1,7,5 

Strength* Powdered wyvern teeth, Comfrey, 

Agaric, Basil root 

2 6 22,0,0 16,4,12 

Sleep Willow bark, Lissuin 1/2 4 1,2,0 0,7,12 

Invisibility Powdered feldspar, Basil root, 

Garandol, Telvain 

1/3 12 27,0,0 21,3,8 

Endurance Atresa, Silverberry berries. 1 5 0,7,5 0,5,2 

Hope Solyana, Agaric, Sycamore sap, 

Atresa 

1 11 24,0,0 16,7,5 

Speed Swift tail feathers, Basil root, 
Silverberry berries 

1/3 4 1,6,0 1,0,4 

Righteousnes

s* 

Powdered wyvern teeth, Lissuin, 

Crown of Senren flower,  Solyana, 

Telvain 

1 8 51,0,0 37,2,6 

Insight Emerith, Silverberry berries, 

Powdered feldspar, Huradan 

Toadstools, Orilda Root 

1/2 9 29,0,0 20,4,5 

Polymorphin

g 

Telvain, Dried chameleons, 

Comfrey,  

1 2 8,4,0 6,0,2 

Invulnerabilit

y* 

Avoligna bark, Giant’s blood, Basil 

root, Agaric, Comfrey, Telvain, 

Naphlidin  

3 22 92,0,0 69,3,6 

Immunity* Unicorn milk, Willow bark, 

Solyana, Garandol, Huradan 

toadstools, Agaric, Sycamore Sap  

2 14 84,0,0 65,1,1 

Flight* Sycamore sap, Lissuin, Naphlidin, 

Garandol, Pumice 

1 12 45,0,0 32,4,8 

Magic 

resistance 

Agaric, Orilda root, Powdered 

feldspar 

1/2 7 16,0,0 12,4,20 

Magic 

Resistance, 

greater* 

Agaric, Orilda root, Powdered 

feldspar, Crown of Senren flower, 

Naphlidin 

1 ½  18 55,0,0 31,6,20 

Mind blank* Naphlidin, Symbelmyne, Garandol, 

Snake venom, Huradan toadstools 

2 16 68,0,0 52,3,18 

NOT 

POTIONS 

     

Fire 

protection 

unguent 

Orilda root, Atresa, Willowbark 

 

½ 1 6,8,0 4,5,8 

Stone to flesh 

ointment 

Emerith, Agaric, Lissuin, Telvain 

 

½  1 15,1,0 11,3,15 
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POTION INGREDIENTS TIME 

(PREP) / 

days 

TIME 

(BREW) / 

days 

COST 

(TO 

BUY) 

COST 

(INGRE

DIENTS) 

Pain killing 

herbs 

Pain killing herbs 0 0 0,2,3 0,1,16 

Poison for 

weapons  

3xPoisonous herbs 1/3 3 4,6,20 3,4,0 

Poison for 

weapons 

(advanced) 

5xPoisonous herbs 1/3 5 7,5,0 5,4,16 

Poison for 

food 

3xPoisonous herbs 1/3 1 4,6,20 3,4,0 

 

 

Rune Smithing 

 

It is possible to learn how to craft your own runes. To do so requires the skills Metal Working and 

Rune Smithing as well as a Specific Rune Skill for any rune you wish to create (e.g. Rune of 

Accuracy). Rune smithing is a skilled and arduous process; in order to create certain runes a 

minimum level of Wisdom, Dexterity and Endurance is required. Rune smithing also costs some 

money (albeit less than the amount runes are sold for) as trace amounts of rare metals and chemicals 

are used to create the rune. To create a rune you must work on the rune constantly for the entire 

creation time, tracing the rune and chanting the words as you do so. Although the magic of the 

process will sustain you to some extent this explains the need for high Endurance. The time includes 

any recovery time afterwards. Note that no more than three runes may be put on any weapon and no 

more than two on a shield. 

 
Rune Min wis Min 

End 

Min 

Dex 

Time/ days Cost/ 

materials 

Value 

Accuracy 1 2 2 2 8,3,8 16,2,0 

Force 1 3 1 3 7,3,20 19,4,0 

Cleaving 2 6 3 6 25,1,5 67,0,0 

Warning 1 2 1 1 6,5,12 9,5,0 

Mastership 2 2 1 2 8,4,16 16,4,0 

Parrying 1 2 2 2 7,1,6 14,1,0 

Defence 1 3 1 3 6,7,0 18,6,0 

Shielding 2 6 3 6 20,6,15 54,6,0 

Power 2 3 2 3 11,2,12 25,5,0 

Weightlessness 1 2 2 2 5,7,20 13,2,0 

Fear 2 5 3 5 18,7,22 49,0,0 

Range 2 3 1 3 7,0,8 19,2,0 

Magic 1 4 2 4 10,3,8 28,0,0 

  

Renewing a rune takes half the time and a third of the cost. 

 

Building 

 

When building something, such as a fort, many things must be taken in to consideration, including 
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the price of basic materials, additional components, transport of goods and labour. This section 

provides a base for detailing the wages of certain types of labour and goods. 

Wages 

 

All the wages given here are the average for an average person in that category. An extremely skilled 

blacksmith might, for example, command far more than 1-2C per week, whereas an apprentice scribe 

could be had for much less than 2,4,0 per week. 

 
Broad category Examples Wage 

Unskilled labour Digging holes, wall building 
(under supervision), etc. 

6-16p per day 

Semi-skilled Wagon driver, Miner 5M-1C per week 

Skilled Carpenter, Mason, Blacksmith 1-2C per week 

Highly skilled professional Siege engineer 5-10C per week 

Specific Scribe 2,4,0 per week 

Military Basic guard 1C per week 

Skilled military Cavalry, better guard, etc.  3C per week (use military 

service table as a guide) 

Scout Skilled scout or ranger 5C per week 

Hiring a high level NPC of level 

X. 

Powerful mage, warrior, etc. Roughly exC per week. (Very 

approximate). Less if chance of 

reward, bonus, etc. 

Specific Healer 6-8C per week 

Specific Musician 6-8C per week 

 

Materials  

 
ITEM  WEIGHT  COST  ITEM  WEIGHT  COST  

Stone  100/ft3 2p/ft3 Thatch 3/ft2 0.8p/ft2 

Boiling oil 5/tub 1,2,0/tub Steel 120/ft3 1,5,8/ft3 

Wood 30/ft3 0.4p/ft3 Wagon (2 

horse) 

-800 3,4,0 

Ballista 70 62C Wagon (4 

horse) 

-2000 6,2,0 

Catapult 85 74C Wagon (6 
horse) 

-5000 10,2,8 

Ballista bolts 5/bolt 1M/bolt Food (basic 

daily ration) 

2/day 1p per day. 

Scaling ladder 1/foot 8p/foot Glass 3/ft2 1,1,0/ft2 

Tiles 5/ft2 4p/ft2 Bolts/arrows 2/20 4p/20 

 

Times 

 

 Two unskilled men can build a stone wall 2ft thick by 5ft high by 10ft long in one day 

providing the stones are cut. 

 One stone mason can shape enough stone for five people wall-building, providing he is given 

quarried stone (i.e. already cut in to rough blocks). 

 It takes half a man-day to dig a one person-sized pit trap.  
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 One cook can cook enough food for 25 people. 

 

Magical Items and Artifacts 

 

There are a number of different types of magical items. This section does not concern itself with 

potions, runes, etc. which are dealt with elswhere, nor does it concern itself with those items which 

are really “devices”; for example an ethereal gateway, a hydrocloak, etc. Rather this discusses rarer 

items such as magic swords with innate properties, wizard’s staffs, etc. Such magical items are 

categorised by their power rating: items with a power rating (PR) of 3 or less are known simply as 

magical items whereas those with a greater power rating are known as artifacts. Artifacts can only be 

created by characters of level 11 or greater. 

 

Items or weapons used by powerful people can sometimes begin to take on an innate identity and 

powers of their own. Any character of level 7 or greater can choose to begin creating such an item. 

This is essentially done by sharing his experience with the item. The item gains 1/5 of the experience 

that the character would each time he completes a mission; this essentially means the character must 

complete 5 missions to increase by four primes (or, at level 7, to go up a level). After five missions, 

the item will have gained “one prime” of experience; this can either be immediately “traded in” 

(usual) for an attribute or saved if the character wishes to create an item with a power rating of 2 or 

more. An item that is becoming magical will be noticeably magical (even if it does not yet have any 

powers) to a “detect magic” spell or someone with magesight.  

 

The item concerned must be one which has a lot of contact with the person. For example, a wizard’s 

staff; a weapon the person uses frequently; an amulet they are wearing, a ring which is always on 

their finger, etc. The power chosen should also be “appropriate” to the item. If you wish to make the 

item do a spell or prayer you must both have and frequently use that spell or prayer. Similarly, a thief 

could make a ring of stealth but a warrior could not. However, to increase the HA of a weapon by 1 

you do not need to know rune skills or have +1 HA: all you are doing is making the weapon better at 

hitting. Basically you cannot make an item do something which you cannot fundamentally do. 

 

A magical item cannot be increased above a PR of 3. In addition it cannot have any single attribute 

(e.g. HA) increased above 1. Truly powerful items – artifacts – must be made, and there are few who 

have the skill or the inclination to do so. 

 

Artifacts 

 

Only a person of level 11 or greater can create an artifact. In addition, a large number of skills are 

needed, though this will be discussed in more detail later on. Making an artifact takes a large amount 

of time and effort; it also is very draining for the creator. In creating the artifact, the creator loses a 

number of primes equal to the PR of the artifact. If this results in the creator decreasing a level then 

they will do so, immediately losing all stats and other things (such as skills) gained when they went 

up the level. However, a person may not expend so much experience in creating an artifact that their 

level is reduced to below level 11. 
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More than one person may share in the creation of the artifact which can reduce the levels lost by 

each person. However, the following criteria must be met: 

 

 One person must be the prime creator. The prime creator must expend at least 1/3 of the 

primes used to create the artifact. 

 The prime creator must not be drained to below level 11 in the creation of the artifact. 

 No person less than level 7 can assist in the creation of an artifact. 

 No more than 1/3 of the primes used to create the artifact may be expended by people of less 

than level 11. 

 No person may be drained to below level 7 in the creation of the artifact. 

 Between them, the prime creator and everyone assisting must have all the skills needed to 

create the artifact. 

 The prime creator must have at least 2/3 of the skills needed to create the artifact. 

 If a person assisting has a fraction, f, of the skills needed to create the artifact then they may 

not supply more than the same fraction, f, of the primes used to create the artifact. 

 

Having more than one person working to create the artifact does not decrease the time taken to create 

it. This is because it is not as if lots of people can be working on it at one time; the length of time 

represents not work hours but the time it takens to chant spells, engrave runes, etc. to cause the magic 

to sink in. However, not all the people working on it will need to be there for the full length of time 

(though the prime creator will almost always need to be there). 

 

It takes many months to create an artifact. The number of months is equal to PR + n(n+1)/2 where n 

is equal to the PR/5 (round up). A PR 4 artifact would take 5 months; a PR 12 artifact would take a 

year and a half (18 months). There is theoretically no limit to the PR of the artifact, providing the 

creators are powerful enough and wish to spend enough time on it. Remember that there are typically 

only two level 11 people per 100million of population, and that not all of these will necessarily be 

interested in artifact creation. 

 

Finally, purchasing magical items. In general, the cost of a specific magical item is as follows, +/- 

25% (roll 2d6, 7= putative value, 2 = -25%, etc.) 

Power Rating Value Rarity Number 

1 480C 10 1,1,2 

2 2700C 11 1,1,1 

3 7 500C 12 1,1,1 

 

Artifacts are so rare that they are never available to be bought under normal circumstances; they are 

usually kept by their makers or given to a specific person and then kept as an heirloom, or else found; 

if one goes on sale that is a stunningly rare event (in other words, it will be because of a plot decision 

by the GM). As a putative value they can be considered to have a value of 450*PR
5/2

C. 

 

Artifact Creation 

 

This section will detail many of the attributes which can be given to an artifact, together with their PR 
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and the skills (or spells, or prayers) needed to create it. To create any artifact from wood the skill 

Improved Carpentry is needed; to create an artifact from metal Improved Metal Working is needed. 

An artifact made of both wood and metal will require both skills. To imbue an artifact with the ability 

to cast a spell or prayer (whether as a one off, for reduced cost, or anything else) then that spell or 

prayer is needed. A wizard must be involved in the creation of any artifact that directly involves 

magic (i.e. spell casting, mana storage, etc.). Similarly a priest must be involved with any artifact that 

involves prayer casting. Finally, it should be pointed out that not all powers are listed here; the cost of 

any additional ones will have to be decided using these as a guide. 

 
Increasing HA on a weapon. Skill 

required: Rune of Accuracy 

Increasing F on a weapon. Skill 

required: Rune of Accuracy 

Increasing Toughness of armour. 

Spell/prayer required: Toughen 

Armour 

Modifier PR Modifier PR Modifier PR 

+1 1 +1 1 +1 2 

+2 2 +2 2 +2 5 

+3 3 +3 3 +3 9 

+4 5 +4 5 +4 14 

+5 7 +5 7 +5 20 

+6 9 +6 9 +6 27 

+7 11 +7 11 +7 35 

+8 14 +8 14 +8 44 

+9 17 +9 17 +9 54 

+10 20 +10 20 +10 65 

      

To increase a VC whilst 

wearing/holding the object. 

Required: At least 2n+1 in that 

VC yourself.  

To increase an SC whilst 

wearing/holding the object. 

Required: At least n over base in 

that SC yourself (with base being 

4,1,1,1,0,3). 

To increase favour. Required: 

must be a priest. 

Modifier PR Modifier PR Modifier PR 

+1 2 +1 3 +2 1 

+2 4 +2 6 +4 2 

+3 6 +3 9 +6 4 

+4 9 +4 13 +8 6 

+5 12 +5 18 +10 8 

      

To increase mana. Required: 

Channel Matrix; must be a 

wizard. 

Luck bonus. Required: the 

power Lucky (up to 5) or Very 

Lucky (up to 10). Each value 

gives you one reroll either in a 

mission or in between missions 

(must be specified). You must have 

at least twice as many for “in 

mission” as “in between” or pay 1 

extra PR for each 1 that you exceed 

this ratio. 

Persuasion. Required: Power 

Golden Tongue or prayer Golden 

Tongue. 

Modifier PR Luck value PR Diplomacy 

bonus 

PR 

+10 1 1 1 1 1 

+20 2 2 2 2 2 
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+30 3 3 3 3 3 

+40 5 4 4 4 4 

+50 7 5 5 5 5 

+60 9 6 7 6 7 

+70 11 7 8 7 8 

+80 14 8 9 8 9 

+90 17 9 11 9 11 

+100 20 10 12 10 12 

      

Magical resistance. Skill 

required: Shield 

Cause fear. Skill required: Rune 

of Fear.  

Parrying. Skill required: Rune of 
Parrying.NB: double PR if the 

weapon is not normally a parrying 

weapon. 

Type PR Modifier to Will 

roll 

PR Bonus PR 

1 3 +1 1 +1 1 

2 8 0 2 +2 2 

3 15 -1 3 +3 3 

4 25 -2 4 +4 5 

  -3 5 +5 7 

Raises/lowers an attribute 

amongst those nearby (i.e. can 

see it/hear it etc.). Required: a 

spell or prayer that has the same 

effect. Note: this is for a once-per 

mission use. Multiply by n for use 

n times per mission. If it is one that 

can be used at will with a short 
duration (a minute or so; e.g. a 

horn) then square the PR (or 

double it, whichever is greater). If 

it is a permanent effect then cube 

the PR (or treble it, whichever is 

greater). If more than one attribute 

is raised, add the PR cost for each 

attribute; do not add up the 

attributes and then work out the 

PR. Anything that lowers an 

attribute for enemies is worked out 

in exactly the same way. 

-4 7 +6 9 

Increased 

attribute in 

those nearby. 

PR -5 8 +7 11 

1 1 -6 10 +8 14 

2 2 -7 12 +9 17 

3 3 -8 15 +10 20 

4 4     

5 5     

6 7     

7 8     

8 10     

9 12     
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To imbue a spell or prayer. Required: Imbue objects (for a spell); that spell or prayer. 
Times per mission 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Spell 

power 

1 1 2 3 5 6 8 10 12 15 

2 2 4 6 10 12 16 20 24 30 

3 4 8 12 20 24 32 40 48 60 

4 5 10 15 25 30 40 50 60 75 

5 7 14 21 35 42 56 70 84 105 

6 10 20 30 50 60 80 100 120 150 

7 12 24 36 60 72 96 120 144 180 

8 15 30 45 75 90 120 150 180 225 

9 18 36 54 90 108 144 180 216 270 

10 21 42 63 105 126 168 210 252 315 

11 25 50 75 125 150 200 250 300 375 

12 30 60 90 150 180 240 300 360 450 

 You may create an artifact that allows the wielder to cast a spell whenever he likes for half the 

cost. The PR for this is equal to the PR for making an artifact that would allow the wielder to 

freely cast that spell twice per mission. It is possible to do this with prayers as well; however, 

you always round up the mana or favour it will take to cast (so for a 1 favour prayer you 

couldn’t really do it). 

 If you want to allow someone to cast a spell without a gemstone component then the PR = 

(mana gain from gemstone)/5 (round up). 

 All spells or prayers that do not require the wielder to pay mana/favour are quickspells. All 

spells or prayers that do require the wielder to pay mana/favour are not quickspells. 

 Double the PR if you wish the artifact to cast the spell automatically at some given time (e.g. 

twice per mission the artifact will automatically cast Immolation if the wearer is hit by fire 

would have a PR of 16). 

 
Attribute PR Required Attribute PR Required 

Give someone 

knowledge of a 

skill/spell/prayer whilst 

using the artifact. 

1 The skill spell or 

prayer concerned. 

To increase the shield 

value of a shield by +1 

against missile weapons. 

2 The skill Rune of 

Catching 

Glows in the presence 

of orcs/evil/magic 

1 The skill Rune of 

Warning 

Minor Wielder Shaping. 

When picked up, 

permanently alters the 

wielder causing him to 

lose and gain 

skills/characteristics. He 

must lose half as much 
again as he gains. Count a 

VC as 1, an SC as 2, a skill 

or prayer as 1, 2 favour as 

1 and 10 mana as 1. This 

can cause someone to gain 

up to 4 points. 

3 The prayer 

Bargain 
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Attribute PR Required Attribute PR Required 

Returns to wielder’s 
hand. 

2 The skill Rune of 
Mastership 

Wielder Shaping. As 
Minor Wielder Shaping 

but this can cause someone 

to gain up to 8 points. 

5 The prayer 
Bargain 

The ability “Can harm 

magical creatures” 

2 The skill Rune of 

Magic 

Major Wielder Shaping. 

As Minor Wielder Shaping 

but this can cause someone 

to gain more than 8 points. 

12 The 

prayer“Bargain 

Longer range 1 The skill Rune of 

Range 

An attribute that causes a 

bow to create bright light 

that illuminates an area of 

30ft and lasts for 1 minute 

at the place where each 

arrow falls. 

5 The spell Balls of 

Light 

Weightless  1 The skill Rune of 

Weightlessness 

Poisonous blade (0/3). Add 

n(n+1)/2 to the PR for 
every positive modifier to 

the poison roll. 

2 The spell Imbue 

Weapons 

Resistance to rust, 

corrosion, etc. 

1 The skill Rune of 

Resistance 

Grants Invisibility 4 The spell 

Invisibility. 

The ability to smash 

enemy shields etc. 

1 The skill Rune of 

Power 

Can Polymorph at will 8 The spell 

Polymorph. Must 

come with a 

drawback (e.g. 

honour loss). 

The ability to ward off 

magical attacks 

2 The skill Rune of 

Shielding 

Can cause the wielder to 

go berserk at will, as if a 

berserker. 

3 The spell Warrior 

Cleaving (ignores 

armour) 

3 The skill Rune of 

Cleaving 

Forces the wielder to go 

berserk in every combat. 

1 The spell Berserk 

Curse 

To increase the shield 

value of a shield by 1. 

3 The skill Shields 

and the skill Rune 
of Defence 

Can grant “Righteousness” 

to the wielder n times per 
mission 

n The spell Glow of 

Righteousness 

The ability not to break 

(for a small (weapon-

sized) artifact) 

1 The spell or prayer 

Toughen Armour 

Gain plus n% to all money 

earned other than from 

picking up loot. Let p = 

n/5 (round up). Let q = 

p(p+1)/2 

q The power 

Financial Acumen 

(up to 15%) or 

Financial 

wizardry (up to 

35%). 

Gives the wearer the 

ability “Stealth”. 

4 The special ability 

Stealth. 

If weapon penetrates the 

skin it releases a flash of 

energy causing the victim 

to lose an Endurance point. 

3 Domain Mastery: 

Power 

Gives the wearer the 

ability “ Improved 

Stealth”. 

7 The power 

Improved Stealth. 

Can change someone’s 

mind, forcing them to do 

what you want (not as 
absolutely as compulsion – 

they won’t do anything 

drastically against their 

nature like attack their 

companions.). 

11 Spell: 

Compulsion 

Gives the wearer the 11 The power Great Gradually corrupts 7 Must be evil (i.e. 
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Attribute PR Required Attribute PR Required 

ability “Great Stealth”. Stealth. someone until they are 
fully evil. 

have negative 
Honour). 
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Lowering the Cost 

 

There are several ways of lowering the cost of an artifact. These are listed below. 

 Having the power Great Craftsmanship. This reduces the cost by 1/5 (round up). 

 Making the artifact specific. By reducing who can use the artifact: e.g. “can only be used by 

elves”; “can only be used by worshippers of Order or Life” you reduce the PR by 2 

(maximum reduction is ½ that of original). This is because it is easier to make an artifact if it 

is aimed at a certain target wielder. There is, however, a limit to this: there must be a reason 

for it. For example, a longbow crafted by an elf could be specifically for use by an elf; a staff 

that taps the power of the Earth might only be usable by a worshipper of Earth. If the artifact 

can only be used by 1 race/order/profession then you can reduce the PR by 2; if it can be used 

by two then the PR is only reduced by 1. Likewise, if an artifact gives full benefits to one race 

and only some to all the others the PR is only reduced by 1. Note that saying “this weapon 

cannot be used by dwarfs” does not reduce the PR: this is considered to be an advantage rather 

than a specificity. 

 Using evil forces. Those who are willing to use evil methods will be able to create artifacts of 

great power; however, using such an artifact will cause the wielder to lose Honour. The 

maximum reduction achievable by this method is 1/3 of the normal cost (i.e. 11 could be 

reduced to 8). For a weapon that has a definite activation (e.g. shoots a spell; blowing a horn, 

etc.) then you may choose to make it so that the person loses n Honour points each time he 

uses this power. n may not be greater than half the PR of the attribute it is attached to. This 

reduces the PR of the artifact by n. Alternatively you may use dark forces in the creation of 

the artifact itself. If this is the case then someone carrying the artifact will lose m Honour per 

mission; however, the PR of the artifact will be reduced by m/3.  

 

Order in which to calculate PR. 

1) Work out the base PR of the artifact by adding up the PRs of all its attributes. 

2) Apply specificity modifier (if any). Max. reduction of 1/2. 

3) Apply evil forces modifier (if any). Max reduction of 1/3. 

4) Apply Great Craftsmanship modifier (if applicable). Reduction = 1/5. 

 

There are many magical artifacts to be found, with many different properties. Here are some of them. 
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Known Artifacts 

 
ARTIFACT PR DESCRIPTION PROPERTIES 

Aethnar’s drinking horn 1 A large ox horn This horn will change salt water in 
to the finest ale as you drink from it 

(NB: you cannot just pour the ale 

out; you must drink from it) 

Amulet of Khendar 1 Small silver amulet, carved with 

poems in honour of the legendary 

hero Khendar. 

The amulet invokes the luck of 

Khendar. In between each mission it 

allows the wearer to give a +1 or –1 

modifier on any one roll for 

anything done “in between 

missions” (this includes rolls on 

government promotion but not rare 

item searches).  

Armour of Girin 5 Heavy armour Excellent armour (T=3). Once a day 

it can absorb any offensive spell cast 

specifically at the wearer. This 
makes it brittle and its Toughness 

drops to 1: it could potentially be 

shattered. The wearer can then point 

his weapon and release the spell, 

targeting it at someone else. 

Axe of Grunadon 5 A large steel axe. Axe said once to have belonged to 

the legendary hero Grunadon. Axe is 

HA1, F6, can harm magical 

creatures. Once per mission it allows 

you to cast the War Prayer “Beast 

control”. 

Bead of Vitality 7 A large golden bead, covered with 

intricate ruins 

If placed inside a statue or other 

inanimate object the statue will 
come to life (stone turning to hair, 

etc.) It will return to a statue if killed 

or if the bead is removed. 

Bow of Fire 7 Crossbow, inset with rubies HA3, F5, Can shoot a fireball (F=2) 

once per mission. Can harm non-

fiery magic creatures. 

Cirantor 3 Horn, made from the tusk of a 

wingless worm.  

When blown, comrades will hear it 

and come, if possible.  

Cloak of Death 1 A dark hued cloak. If you wear this it improves your 

ability to hide (+4 on hide rolls). If 

you cover your face completely with 

it then your appearance becomes like 

a rotting corpse, complete with 

worms etc.  

Cloak of Lothian 2 A large fur cloak made from the fur 
of a grizzly bear. 

The cloak acts as very advanced 
warm clothing (reducing all negative 

cold modifiers by three). Once per 

month the wearer can summon the 

spirit of the grizzly bear to fight 

alongside him. 

Cloak of the Wolf 1 A cloak made of wolf’s skin Gives the wearer the ability to track 

as well as a wolf. 
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ARTIFACT PR DESCRIPTION PROPERTIES 

Coat of Teeth 7 A mail shirt (light armour) made out 
of the teeth of lots of different 

animals attached to the metal. 

You can pull a tooth off the shirt 
(you don’t have to be wearing it) and 

summon the spirit of the animal 

whose tooth it was. The animal spirit 

is exactly like the animal except it 

doesn’t need to eat or sleep and will 

disappear when killed. You can 

summon a maximum of one animal 

at a time, and the animal will stay till 

dismissed or being killed. Each tooth 

can only be used once, whereupon it 

crumbles to dust. Unless you spend a 

minute looking for a tooth, you get a 
random animal. The coat has teeth of 

all kinds of animals, from rats to 

wyverns, but only has d4-1 of each 

type of tooth. The coat can be 

recharged. If you are freely given a 

tooth by an animal or if you defeat 

an animal in single combat you may 

attach its tooth. Only one tooth per 

animal and no normally sapient 

creatures may have their teeth used. 

Crown of Dominion 34 Golden crown, studded with 

diamonds. One of the Regalia of 
Dominion. 

+2Int, +2 Will, +30 mana. Gain the 

ability, once per month, to cast 
Shimmering Veil (4-6 version) and 

Celestial Might, both of which affect 

the wearer only. True Sight and See 

True permanently. Nimbus at will. 

Domain mastery Power (this stacks 

with Domain Mastery and Domain 

Dominance from normal powers). 

Dagger of Iron Bane 7 An oaken dagger. HA4, F1. Any metal struck with this 

immediately rusts and corrodes, 

disintegrating. If any elf is killed 

with the dagger a tree instantly 

sprouts, growing a foot for every 

decade of the elf’s life. 

Drum of the March of Fire 4 A dark red leather drum If played on steadily, it allows all 
within clear earshot to march 

without need for rest or food (though 

they will be very tired and hungry at 

the end). Essentially this duplicates 

the effect of someone continuously 

casting the prayer “Renewal”. This 

lets a group move at 3-4 times its 

speed. Also, while the drum is 

playing, all within earshot may take 

–3 of the Force of any fire that burns 

them. 
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ARTIFACT PR DESCRIPTION PROPERTIES 

Ectharn 4 Bronze javelin. +1HA, +1F, Can harm magical 
creatures, returns to caster’s hand 

when thrown. 

Figurine of the Celestial 

Llama 

3 A figurine of a squatting llama 

(about 1ft high). 

It is impossibly heavy; i.e. it would 

take a team of horses to drag it. By 

channelling 1 favour through it an 

Earth worshipper or priest can 

transfer this heaviness to another 

object or person within 50ft, 

rendering it immobile. The llama 

then becomes movable. The 

heaviness of the other object lasts 

for half an hour. 

Galarden 3 A large steel broadsword. HA5, F4; glows when orcs nearby. 

Does not have ability “harm magical 
creatures”. 

Gauntlets of Stone 25 Large stone gauntlets that are as 

flexible as metal. 

These gauntlets may only be used by 

a dwarf or a worshipper of Earth. 

For anyone else they are just like 

normal gauntlets. However, for a 

dwarf or Earth worshipper: 

Person gains +3 Force, +2 

Endurance and +5 Strength. Can 

dispel any magical attack once per 

day. Can tear through walls or other 

stone things. Can cast spells such as 

“Earthfall” by gripping the sides of 
the tunnel. Can hurt magical 

creatures if attacking with bare fists. 

However, his weight increases by 

300 and he gains a –2 to Agility, 

Reactions. Speed is reduced by 20ft 

(never below 10ft). Maximum 

effective Dexterity = 1. They cannot 

be removed other than by death (you 

could kill someone and then 

resurrect them). 

Geranius 2 A large steel broadsword HA4, F4, If a lie is told within 

hearing distance of the wielder 
Geranius will speak silently to its 

wielder saying “He speaks untruth.” 

Goriasa 6 A bronze javelin with wavy lines 

down the sides. 

Can be thrown for HA3, F2, can hurt 

magic creatures. Will return to your 

hand. 

Great Axe of Doom 4 The steel head is tinged with red; the 

handle is a black wood with a wide 

large grain. It will not break. 

A great axe with HA1, F8, can harm 

magical creatures, can parry for a  

–1. It will not cut through wood: if 

you try it will twist in your hands 

and cut you. When you kill someone 

with it there is a 1 in 36 chance you 

will go berserk and attack your 

nearest neighbour for 2 rounds.  
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ARTIFACT PR DESCRIPTION PROPERTIES 

Harp of Liiransin 8 A harp made of willow, intricately 
carved with entwined leaves and 

gold embellishments. 

If played in a battle will give all 
friendly parties +1 Agility and +1 

HA; and will give all enemies –1 

Force and –1 Agility. 

Helm of Thunder 13 A steel helm Can only be used by a worshipper of 

War. Once per mission, the user can 

cast “Arc Lighting.” Three times per 

mission, the user can cast “Lightning 

Bolt”. Five times per mission the 

user can cause a very loud 

thunderclap. 

Htrek Oruug 5 Black steel broadsword that seems to 

eat light. 

HA4, F4. Each time swung, people 

very near must take a Will roll with 

a –2 modifier. 

Izuma-li 11 Black sword.  If held, that person is utterly 

corrupted to evil purposes. HA6, F6. 

Lifebringer 5 Birch staff, inset with small topazes. +10 mana, +1 Endurance, can cast 
the spell Heal Wounds at half cost. 

Longbow of Light 10 Yew longbow, with sunburst 

carvings. 

Longbow, HA2, F2. Can harm 

magical creatures. Whenever an 

arrow lands it creates a bright light 

that illuminates an area of a 20ft 

radius for 1 minute (gradually fades 

during that time). 

Lord Tuath’s Tax Documents 7 Detailed set of accounts 

documenting the financial 

machinations of Lord Tuath, a 

rebellious noble of the Triune 

Empire. 

These documents contain the secret 

of financial success. The person 

possessing them will gain +20% to 

money earned from having a 

government office or having shares 

in a business.  

Mage Bane 8 A greatsword which appears totally 
ordinary. 

Mage bane grants the wielder +4 
base magic resistance. It has normal 

statistics but can harm magical 

creatures. It does 1 extra Endurance 

point of damage against magic 

creatures or mages. In addition, if it 

hits a mage then that mage will lose 

d6x5 mana. 

Magenyar 4 A large steel broadsword HA 5, F=4. Will come to the hand 

when called (by the command “To 

me!”). Does not have ability “harm 

magical creatures” 

Medganar 7 A shiny steel sword. H.A. 6, Force, 4, can parry for a –3, 

no weight, glows when evil 
creatures are near.  Can harm magic 

creatures and summonings. 
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ARTIFACT PR DESCRIPTION PROPERTIES 

Multifunction Bow 5 A short-bow with three strings. All 3 strings: normal. 
String 1: a rope appears joining you 

to the arrow when arrow strikes. 

String 2: Arrow turns in to a small 

ball of light and disappears up in to 

the sky. 

String 3: Arrow creates a 5ft deep 

hole where it lands. 

1,2: Arrow becomes 3 arrows which 

attack different targets (close 

together). 

2,3: Arrow becomes invisible (can’t 

dodge or block). 
You must have dex=4 or greater to 

use anything other than all three 

strings. 

Net of Khendar 1 A large net Net said once to have belonged to 

the legendary hero Khendar. +1 in 

throws to cast the net; is hard to cut 

(can be cut if you hack hard at it, but 

not just by running a knife through 

it). 

Nutmeg of Rodents 1 A carved wooden nutmeg The holder can communicate with 

rodents. Rodents will be drawn to 

the holder, and the holder to rodents. 

Ocanthe 3 A large steel broadsword. HA 5, F = 4; glows when orcs 

nearby. Does not have ability “harm 
magical creatures”. 

Pouch of Acquisition 2 A small bag resembling a travelling 

pouch. 

Inside the bag there is always some 

black dust. If a pinch of dust is 

placed on an item and the command 

word “telet” is spoken, the item will 

appear in the bag. The bag must be 

within 10ft of the item. The item 

must be able to fit in through the 

mouth of the bag (6” diameter) 

Ring of Benevolence 5 A golden ring, inset with a dragon 

bloodstone and inscribed with 

lifelike rippling undulations.  

All spells cost 2/3 as much mana. 
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ARTIFACT PR DESCRIPTION PROPERTIES 

Ring of Earth 8 A rough stone ring Note that you cannot voluntarily 
choose to ignore any of the 

restrictions here if you want to cast a 

spell on yourself. You are immune 

to any spells that change your shape. 

You cannot lose more than 2 

Endurance points from any one 

attack. Any spells which would 

enhance your body or mind 

(including healing spells) or that 

would impede it will fail on a 50%. 

Any radical change such as losing a 

limb will not occur on a 5-6. Death 
will not occur on a 6. Earth 

elementals will not attack you ever 

(unless you attack them). Over the 

course of months your personality 

becomes more and more stable. You 

do not experience mood swings or 

changes of mind; no berserk ability 

works, etc. 

Ruby Sceptre 23 Golden sceptre with 8 large rubies 

on top. One of the Regalia of 

Dominion 

+1 int, +1 Reactions, +20 mana. 

Domain Mastery Fire (this stacks 

with Domain Mastery and Domain 

Dominance from normal powers). If 
you know how to cast any fire spell 

then you can channel fire energy 

through it and it will be focused like 

a laser. Hard to aim, but does (mana 

expended / 2) Endurance of damage 

to anything it hits (in the head or 

body). It could also, e.g. shoot off a 

lock. If any powerful fire spell (>20 

mana)) is known, the laser will 

explode when it hits something.  For 

example, 50 mana through it would 

destroy a city wall. Can have up to 
70 mana of use with safety, then 

becomes unstable: 80mana: explodes 

on a 5%, 90 on a 15%, 100 on a 

30%, 110 on a 50% etc. (increases 

linearly between numbers ending in 

0; e.g. 82 is 7%). It dissipates 10 

mana of use per day. Hard to aim: 

must practice with hit: takes 1000 

shots to get full accuracy (miss a 

head on a 1/36), 10 for not totally 

random; 200 for HA=0. 
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ARTIFACT PR DESCRIPTION PROPERTIES 

Sarnan Cloak 10 A black cloak, laced with dark grey 
geometric patters. 

User can polymorph in to any 
animal (not monster, demon, undead 

or elemental) at will. Can become 

mainly invisible (faint 

outline/shadow can be seen in bright 

light). Each use means the user loses 

2 Honour. 

Shield of Adamant 4 An adamantine shield, with no 

pattern or design. 

Protects on a 4-6; will not break. 

Shield of Treachery 2 Small shield with a wide rim. Gives a +1 on the shield roll, and an 

extra roll whenever defending 

against missiles. However, all 

enemies get a +2 to hit when 

targeting anyone else in the group, 

and other people get a –1 on their 
shield rolls. If you flee whilst 

carrying this, the enemy gets a +4 to 

hit. 

Staff of Andur 23 A polished oak staff engraved with 

mystic runes. 

Gives +10 mana. Lets the wielder 

cast Starburst. The spell costs 

40mana but does not require a 

diamond. Can harm magical 

creatures if used as a weapon. 

Staff of Might 3 A mahogany staff, reinforced with 

prayers written in steel. 

Can only be used by a worshipper of 

Order or Earth. HA 2, F4; +2 favour, 

+1 Endurance. 

Staff of Rebirth 7 An elm staff, inlaid with amber.  +10 maximum mana; can cast the 

Life prayer Resurrect for a cost of 5 

mana. 

Star of Narilan 6 A bright steel dagger, engraved with 
trumpets and stars. 

HA 4, F1; If penetrates skin, releases 
a flash of energy, causing the victim 

to lose an Endurance point. Can 

harm magic creatures. 

The Unopenable Box 6 1ft large wooden box, dark red in 

colour with veins of lighter and 

darker red. A fine seam and a 

keyhole suggest it can be opened. 

The box cannot be opened. Ever. It 

is empty. 

Thorothang 5 A dark steel sword.  HA5, F6, Glows when in the 

presence of magic, no weight. 

Tooth of the Dragon 8 Broadsword of burnished red steel HA 5, F5, can harm magical 

creatures. It does 1 Endurance point 

of damage in addition to normal 

from burning (it is wreathed in fire 

when pulled from its scabbard). 
Does 2 Endurance extra damage 

against undead and cannot hurt fire 

elementals. The fire will not harm 

demons, though the sword itself will. 

Twig 3 A broad sword that perfectly 

resembles a twig. 

It fights as a normal broad sword 
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ARTIFACT PR DESCRIPTION PROPERTIES 

War Horn of the Mountains 18 Large carved war horn carved from 
the very stone of the mountains. 

So large that only a mountain troll 
could use it. When blown, the sound 

echoes out to 10 miles away, 

startling low and rising to a mid 

pitch. The sound will rally all 

friendly people within range, and 

also give them +5 to any Will rolls 

for the next 5 minutes (the bonus 

decreases by 1 each minute). All 

enemies must make a Will roll with 

a – 4 modifier (usual decrease with 

time). Can only be blown once per 

hour. 

Warhammer of Thodar 19 A large warhammer, covered in 
dwarven runes. 

When pick up, -1 int., -1 wis., -1 
random skill, -1 random prayer, -2 

favour, +2 Will, +2 Endurance. Can 

be wielded for HA4, F10, can harm 

magical creatures, Smash Rating of 

8, can use as a shield with a Magic 

Shielding value of 5. 

Wyvern bracelet 4 Silver, engraved with wyverns, 

elven runes on it. 

If an elf recites the words it will 

summon a wyvern. It may take time 

for the wyvern to fly to you. The 

wyvern will obey you (within 

reason) 

Zankrastrian Ring 8 A heavy golden ring, inset with a 

ruby. 

Can use to change someone’s mind, 

forcing them to do what you wish 
them too (not as absolutely as 

“compulsion” – they won’t attack 

their comrades). If you do this, lose 

3 Honour. 

Zenaladir 13 A light steel rapier HA5, F=1, can parry for a –4, can 

attack and parry twice per round. If 

up to 66% of the blade is sheathed in 

anything (e.g. a scabbard, wood, 

someone’s flesh) it will burst in to 

flames. This would do 1 Endurance 

point per round of damage to 

something, but could also start fires 
(it can’t be sheathed safely). 
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In-Depth Game Mechanics 
 

Speed, Diving, Charging and Trampling 

 

Speed 

 

Combat Speed 

In combat, how fast a creature can move is determined by their Speed. All creatures have a base 

Speed in feet which determines how fast they can move. This Speed only applies to moving short 

distances (e.g. in combat); all creatures have a separate long-distance Speed, given in kilometres, 

which determines how far they move in a day (see Long Distance Speed, below). Note that some 

spells, potions, etc. may say things such as “all characteristics increase/decrease by X.” 

Whenever this applies to Speed, your Speed will increase or decrease by X*10ft. Speed can 

never be decreased to less than 10ft. 

 

Note that the skill Run increases your Speed by 4ft. Each * increases your Speed by a further 2ft. 

The skill Run does not affect your long distance Speed. 

 

In combat, a person may move up to their base distance and still attack,cast a spell, drink a 

potion, etc. If they wish, they may run (i.e. spend their entire turn moving): in such a case they 

may move up to twice their base distance but may not attack (exception: dive and trample 

attacks), drink potions, cast spells, etc. Note that someone riding a horse which moved twice its 

base distance would still be able to cast spells or attack, though the horse would not. 

If you are lying down then getting up counts as moving your base distance, though you may 

make an Agility roll with a –1 penalty to see if you can get up in effectively no time. 

 

Pursuits 

If two people or creatures are chasing each other and their Speeds are reasonably similar then use 

the following procedure to handle the pursuit. 

 It is assumed that both people/creatures will be running at full speed, i.e. moving at twice 

their base distance per round. 

 To work out how far each person moves in the round, use the following formula: 

 Distance moved = 2xBase Speed + 2dX –Y. 

o If mean of people’s Speed <49ft, X =6 and Y=7. 

o If 50ft<mean of people’s Speed <149ft, X =12 and Y=13. 

o If mean of people’s Speed >150ft, X =20 and Y=21. 

 Do this each round until either one person has caught the other or one person has got a 

significant distance ahead of the other. 

 Note that this method should also be used if, for example, two people were running 

towards a certain point in between them, each trying to get there first. 

 

Long Distance Speed 

How far you can move over long periods of time is determined by your long distance Speed and 

by your Endurance. It is given as a distance in kilometres; this distance is the distance that you 
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can move in a day. 

 

To determine your long distance Speed, use the following formula: 

 

“Net long distance Speed* = (base long distance Speed + 2xEndurance)km. 

 

*This formula assumes reasonably flat terrain. In difficult terrain this could be decreased by as 

much as ¼ or even ½ or more at the discretion of the GM. 

 

Whenever anything (for example magical influence, gaining experience, aging, etc.) increases or 

decreases your Speed by 10ft your long distance Speed increases or decreases by 5km. Note that 

base long distance Speed can never be decreased below 10km. 

 

This formula factors in time for resting, eating and making camp and assumes that the people are 

setting a good but not a killing pace. People may choose to “forced march” i.e. push as fast as 

they can. In such a case you may increase the distance travelled by 50%; however, the people are 

likely to be tired and may suffer penalties (e.g. to HA, Agility) if fighting. For every day beyond 

the first that you make a forced march your net long distance Speed will decrease by 10% due to 

exhaustion. It will not recover until you spend at least half a day resting. 

 

People may also choose not to sleep and to march through the night. In this case the distance 

travelled will increase by 100%; however, for each day that you do this your net long distance 

Speed will decrease by 20%. It will not recover until you spend at least a full day resting. 

 

Diving, Charging and Trampling 

 

Diving 

Flying creatures may make a dive attack. In order to make a dive you must move at least your 

base movement before attacking. The dive must be in an approximately straight line and must be 

at an angle of no less than 30° to the horizontal. At the end of the dive, despite the fact that you 

have moved more than your base movement, you may attack. Creatures with the skills Dive or 

Improved Dive gain bonuses from making a dive attack. Depending on how far you have moved 

before you attacked, you may continue moving after your attack (though may provoke attacks of 

opportunity), but no more than half of your base movement. In any case, you must not move 

more than twice your base movement in total. 

 

Charging 

Land-bound creatures may charge in a similar way to which flying creatures can dive. Like a 

dive, a charge must involve moving more than your base distance and must be approximately in 

a straight line. Like a dive, you may attack at the end of your charge, despite having moved more 

than your base movement. Unlike a dive you may not continue moving after attacking (with the 

exception of creatures with trample attacks, see below). 

The skill Charge” gains you bonuses when charging; in addition, someone with the full skill in 

Advanced Equitation who is riding a horse (or horse-like creature) will gain a +1HA, +1F and –1 
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to the target’s Agility.  

 

Trampling 

A number of creatures, primarily large creatures with four legs, may make trample attacks. You 

may only attempt to trample creatures smaller than yourself (for example, a horse could trample 

a human but not a troll). To make a trample attack a creature must have charged. It may then 

attempt to trample any creature in its path, up until it is either stopped (see below) or runs out of 

movement. Unlike a normal charge, a trampling creature may continue to move after it tramples 

the first creature it reaches (though may provoke attacks of opportunity), although it may not 

move more than half of your base movement after the first trample. In any case, it must not move 

more than twice your base movement in total. For each creature that is being trampled: 

 

1) Make a “to hit” roll. The HA is equal to ((your Speed minus target’s Speed)/20ft) (round 

normally; may not be parried). If trampling a creature which has the skill “anti-cavalry 

fighting” you get a –1 modifier. 

a. If the result is “somewhere else” it is a glancing blow; the struck creature suffers a 

hit on its body equal to your Force (it may dodge or use a shield as normal). 

b. If the result is a hit, then the creature may dodge as usual (it may not use a shield). 

Proceed to step 2. 

2) Make an opposed Force roll (use a normal d6).  

a. Providing the trampler has at least Speed 4 it gets an automatic +1 modifier to the 

roll.  

b. A defending creature with a shield and the skill Hold the Line gains a +1 to this 

roll; a creature with the skill Shields and a shield gains an additional +1.  

c. If the defender’s score is equal to or higher than the attacker’s then the attacker is 

stopped in its tracks and may not do anything else. 

d. If the attacker’s score is higher then the defender is knocked prone and will be 

trampled. Proceed to step 3. 

3) The defender, now prone, will be trampled. He loses a number of Endurance points equal 

to “trampler’s trample rating minus defender’s Toughness.” The defender may count his 

armour when calculating his Toughness. Examples of trample ratings are “d4” (for a 

horse) and “2d4 +2” (for an elephant). 

 

Note that someone making a trample attack may attack other creatures during the course of their 

trample using any of their attacks that are not involved in the trample; for example, an elephant 

may attack with its trunk but not its feet. 

 

 

Jumping 

 

Note that for both long jumps and high jumps, any distance allowance that involves rolling dice 

means that the dice should be rolled each time you jump: this introduces an element of 

uncertainty as to whether or not you can make jumps at the edge of your range. 
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Long jump 

You can jump a distance equal to: 

your height + (thrice your Agility + 3)ft +2d6*2 inches. 

 The skill Jump allows you to jump an extra 2ft +2d6*2 inches. 

 If you improve Jump further, each * lets you jump an extra 1ft + d6*2 inches. 

 Mountain trolls must reduce the distance they can jump by 1/3. 

 Isp’te’ra must divide the distance they can jump by 4. 

 These calculations assume a running jump. Halve the distance for a standing jump. 

 

High jump 

The distance that you can jump here is given as the distance that you could jump on to 

something, for example a ledge.You can jump up a distance of: 

1/2height + (Agility/2)ft + 2d6 inches.  

 The skill Jump allows you to jump an extra 2d6 inches. 

 If you improve Jump further, each * lets you jump an extra d6 inches. 

 Mountain trolls must reduce the distance they can jump by 1/2. 

 Isp’te’ra must divide the distance they can jump by 4. 

 These calculations assume a running jump. Reduce the distance by 1/3 for a standing 

jump. 

 If you are jumping up to reach something, you can reach this distance + your height + 1/3 

your height. 

 

 

Swimming 

 

A person with the full skill Swim will always be able to swim in reasonably calm waters. If they 

are swimming in rougher waters they may (at the GM’s discretion) be required to roll to see if 

they can swim. This roll is an Endurance roll; naturally, the rougher the water is the more severe 

the penalties are. Any increases (i.e if they have swim *) provide the usual +1 bonus to this roll.  

 

In reasonably calm water, a person will need to make an Endurance roll after two hours to see if 

they are still able to swim. Assuming that they pass, every hour after that they will need to make 

another roll: each roll after the first is made with an additional –1 penalty (so the third roll (the 

second after the first) has a –2 penalty). If someone has increased their Swim skill, each * that 

they have increases the base time before they need to make the first roll by half an hour. In 

rougher waters, the GM may reduce all of these times. 

 

Someone with the rudiments of the skill Swim can swim slowly and not well in very calm 

waters. He will make swim rolls at a –3 penalty and will need to make his first Endurance roll, 

even in the calmest water, after half an hour and then again (with a further –1 penalty each time) 

every ten minutes after that.  

 

If you have no skill at swimming and end up in water then you must make a swim roll every 

round; these are taken at a –6 penalty compared to someone with the full skill Swim. You will 
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also need to make your first Endurance roll after ten minutes and then again (with a further –1 

penalty each time) every five minutes after that. 

 

If you have the rudiments of the skill Swim you may swim at ¼ your normal Speed. If you have 

the full skill Swim you may swim at ½ your normal Speed. For every * you have you may add 

0.05 to this; so, if you had Swim*** you could swim at .65 of your normal Speed. If you do not 

have the skill Swim then you may swim at 1/8 your normal Speed (assuming you pass your swim 

roll). 

 

Someone with the rudiments of the skill Swim will suffer –3HA, F and A whilst in the water. 

Someone will the full skill Swim will only suffer –2HA, F, A. In addition, if they have one or 

more * they may roll a d6 and add the result to the number of * they have. If they get a 7 or more 

then they only suffer –1HA, F, A. Someone without the full skill Swim will suffer –4HA, F, A. 

Note also that when attacking something underneath the water (whether or not you are 

swimming yourself) you suffer –2HA, -1F. 

 

Someone who fails a swim roll will begin sinking. They are unable to move of their own volition 

or to take any other physical actions. Each round (providing they remain conscious) they may 

make another swim roll. If they fail an Endurance roll, however, they will start sinking and will 

not be able to take more rolls to rectify the situation. It is assumed that, each round, a person 

sinks a distance that it would take another person (with the full skill Swim) two rounds to rescue 

them (or four rounds if the rescuer only has rudiments in Swim). It would take a person with the 

full skill Swim half a round to swim back up themselves; someone with rudiments or no skill in 

Swim would take one round.  

 

Someone who is underwater will remain conscious for the following number of rounds: 

Full skill in Swim:  (8xmaximum Endurance) rounds. (each * adds one extra round per  

   Endurance point). 

Rudiments in Swim: (5xmaximum Endurance) rounds. 

No skills in Swim: (3xmaximum Endurance) rounds. 

 

After these rounds have ellapsed they will become unconsious and lose an Endurance point. 

From here on, every five rounds that pass they will lose an Endurance point until they die.  

 

 

Mounted and Chariot Combat 

 

Riding a horse in battle can give you a significant advantage, particularly if the horse is battle 

trained. To ride a horse of any kind in combat you need to have the full skill in Equitation: if you 

only have rudiments then you will take a –2 to HA, F and A. If you have the skill Advanced 

Equitation then as well as this giving you bonuses (detailed below) you may make Agility rolls 

to do things such as leap from one horse’s saddle to another. 

 

Assuming that you have the full skill in Equitation then riding a horse gives you the following 
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benefits: 

 Much greater Speed. 

 You may add your mount’s Agility to your own when making dodge rolls. 

 You gain +1F to all melee attacks. 

 Opponents get a –1HA when targeting you. 

 You may make trample attacks. 

 If your horse is battle trained then it may fight for you (see the Bestiary under “Horse, 

battle-trained” for details).  

 If you have the skill Advanced Equitation and you are riding a battle trained mount then 

your mount is treated as having +1 Agility (meaning that you will also gain +1). If you 

are riding a hrethran you must also have Master Hrethran Handler for this bonus to count. 

 If you have the skill Advanced Equitation and are are riding a battle trained mount then if 

you charge you will gain +1HA, +1F. This bonus stacks with the bonus from the skill 

Charge. 

 

Naturally, enemies may try to target your horse. You may parry or use a shield to block any 

blows directed at your horse just as if they were directed at yourself. Your horse may also dodge 

(remember, if you have Advanced Equitation then your horse gets +1 Agility).  

 

If a horse becomes frightened then it may panic. To determine if the horse panics make a Will 

roll for the horse (most horses have Will 1; some have Will 2 – see section on buying horses, 

above). The following modifiers apply: battle trained mount: +2; Advanced Equitation: +1; 

Animal Affinity: +2; in telepathic or other such communication: +1; only have rudiments in 

Equitation: -1; no equitation skills: -3. 

 

The following things will potentially frighten a horse: 

 Being wounded. A light wound – no modifier; a heavy wound –1 modifier. More wounds 

will mean more severe modifiers. 

 Fire, lightning, other such things. The closer they are the more terrifying. 

 Loud, unexpected noises. 

Modifiers are at the discretion of the GM. 

 

Note that if the rider panics then the horse will automatically panic. 

 

If a horse panics then it will bolt, running as far away from what frightened it as possible. Whilst 

bolting it will try to throw you: to see if you are thrown make a Reactions roll on the revised d6. 

The following modifiers apply: Advanced Equitation: +1; Animal Affinity: +1; In telepathic or 

other such communication: +1; Severley wounded (heavy wound or greater): -1; Panicked 

yourself: -1; Only have rudiments in equitation: -1; No equitation skills: -3. 

 

Each round (assuming you are not panicked) you may try to calm the horse. This involves the 

horse making another Will roll. Just as with a human, each round the modifier becomes one more 

favourable. 
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If you are thrown from your horse (or if it is killed underneath you) then make an Agility roll 

(with your natural Agility – no bonuses from your horse). If you pass then you land, unharmed, 

on your feet. If you fail then roll a d6: 

1-3: Unharmed but prone. 

4: Light wound in a random place and prone. 

5: Heavy wound in a random place and prone. 

6: Heavy wound on your head, prone and stunned for a round. 

 

Riding a Tarathin 

 

The bonuses granted from riding a tarathin are similar to those gained from riding a horse.  

 

 Much greater Speed and the ability to fly. 

 You may add your mount’s Agility to your own when making dodge rolls. 

 You gain +1F to all melee attacks. 

 Opponents get a –2HA when targeting you, (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). 

 You may fire a missile weapon downwards at normal range; however, anyone trying to 

shoot up at you can only shoot upwards a distance of 1/(√2) of their normal range. 

 If you have the skill Master Tarath Handler then your mount is treated as having +1 

Agility (meaning that you will also gain +1).  

 If you have the skills Improved Fly, Dive or Improved Dive you may benefit from their 

bonuses as if you were flying by yourself. 

 

A tarathin may become panicked or bolt just as a horse may. The rules for these are the same. 

 

 

Chariot Combat 

 

Fighting in a chariot, providing it is going at speed, also gives you significant advantages. If the 

chariot is stationary, the only advantage you get is +1F. 

 

If the chariot is moving, the following bonuses apply: 

 Gain +1F. 

 Suffer a penalty of –1HA. 

 All opponents get –2HA when targeting you. 

 If you have the skill Chariot Combat then you gain a furher +2HA, +1F and +1A. These 

bonuses are in addition to those already stated, giving a total of +1HA, +2F, +1A. 

 Note that the driver of the chariot may benefit from all of these bonuses. 

 You may make trample attacks. A small, two horse, chariot has a trample rating of 2d3 

+1. A large, four horse chariot has a trample rating of 2d4+1. 

 

To drive a chariot the skill Chariot Driving is required. Every * that you have gives you a +1 to 

all rolls related to driving the chariot and lets you add 2ft to the Speed. A small chariot has a 

Speed of 75ft; a large chariot a Speed of 65ft. The driver of a chariot cannot use a bow (other 
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than a hand crossbow) or other two handed weapon and cannot use a shield (though he can use a 

buckler).  

 

If you only have rudiments then the chariot’s Speed is reduced by 10ft. In addition, each round 

roll a d12: on a 12 the chariot will be wrecked (see below). If you only travel at half wpeed you 

don’t have to make this roll. If you are trying to drive a chariot without the skill then each round 

make a Reactions roll with a –2 modifier. If you fail, the chariot is wrecked. A natural 1 always 

fails. 

 

If any of the horses pulling a chariot is killed then the chariot cannot progress further. Assuming 

the horses are not panicked then the driver may stop the chariot and people may dismount. 

 

If, at any point, one horse panics then all the horses panic. However, because horses take comfort 

from the company of their own kind, each horse gains a +1 to its Will rolls. Other modifiers to 

this roll are: driver has Animal Affinity: +2; horses are battle trained: +2; driver is in telepathic 

or similar communication with the horses: +1; every * the driver has in the skill Chariot Driving: 

+1; driver only has rudiments in Chariot Driving: -1; driver has no chariot driving skills: -3. Note 

that if the driver is killed or panicked then the horses automatically panic. 

 

If the horses are panicked then they will bolt, running away fast. People cannot dismount unless 

they make an Agility roll: if they fail then the must roll for injuries as if they fell off a horse. 

Each round there is a 1/6 chance of the chariot being wrecked. If this occurs then the procedure 

is the same as if a horse is killed: an Agility roll followed by (if you fail) a roll for injuries.  

 

 

Combat 

 

The basics of combat (i.e. one person striking another) were explained in “Fundamdamental 

Game Mechanics”, above. These hold true; what this section does is explain combat in more 

depth, describe how to manage a combat between a number of people on each side, explain rules 

that apply to special circumstances and explore some of the options that a person has in combat. 

The issues concerning how much a character can do in one round are dealt with in “Speed, 

Charging, Trampling and Diving”, above. 

 

Who Goes First? 

 

At the start of a combat, each person should make a Reactions roll using a conventional d6. If 

two people get the same, the one with the highest base Reactions goes first; if these are also the 

same then roll to decide which of them goes first. Note that a GM may choose, if he wishes, to 

make only one roll for a group of identical creatures (e.g. 4 orcs) and then they will all take that 

roll’s value. The reaction roll may, of course, be modified; for example if some people were 

striking from ambush or from invisibility (invisibility would result in a very large modifier, 

perhaps +4). 
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Characters will then take it in turns to play in order of decreasing reaction scores. The order will 

then repeat until the combat is concluded. Note that this order may occasionally be altered if, for 

example, it appears desirable to the GM to conclude all actions in one section of the battle first. 

Certain cases, for example chases, do not use these rules (see “Speed, Charging, Trampling and 

Diving”, above). Note also that realistic conventions apply. For example, if a person with a short 

sword attacks a person with a spear or a bow, the one with the spear or bow will always be able 

to attack the other person first (unless, perhaps, caught totally by surprise). 

 

A person may elect to delay his action until a later person’s round. In this case his position in the 

Reactions order will drop to the position where he acts and will remain there for future rounds. 

 

Single combat is dealt with differently. In single combat, at the beginning of each round each 

player makes a Reactions role (which may, of course, be modified). The winner will gain the 

initiative in this round and go first. If the GM considers it appropriate he may choose to treat a 

one-on-one situation in the middle of a larger battle as a single combat. 

 

Attacks of Opportunity 

 

Certain actions may provoke an attack of opportunity. An attack of opportunity means that you 

may attack that person when it is not your round; in addition, this attack does not count against 

the attacks for your round. (Note that in the same way, defending against attacks of opportunity 

does not count against your normal defence rolls, i.e. you could dodge an attack of opportunity 

and then dodge in your opponent’s round without the normal –1 penalty for dodging twice). To 

make an attack of opportunity you must meet the following conditions: 

 Have at least rudiments of the weapon skill in the weapon you are using or a full melee 

weapon skill in another weapon class. 

 Be next to the person you wish to attack with the attack of opportunity. 

 Not be prone, unconscious or incapacitated. 

 Not be panicked. 

 Not be using a bow. 

 You may respond to n attacks of opportunity per round, where n = Reactions/2 (round 

up). 

 Any action can only provoke one attack of opportunity per person. 

 You may not use an attack of opportunity in response to an attack of opportunity that was 

caused by one of your own actions. 

 

The following actions provoke an attack of opportunity: 

 Leaving combat or trying to dodge past someone in combat. 

 Moving through an area which someone can attack. Thus if you attack someone holding a 

spear whilst you are using a sword you will provoke an attack of opportunity (as the spear 

can attack at a longer range than the sword). 

 Doing an unconventional attack (e.g. trying to ram someone with your body). 

 Firing a bow when in melee combat.  

 Anything physically awkward: e.g. drinking a potion, anointing your sword with poison, 
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getting off your horse, etc. 

 Making an attack of opportunity. 

 

The following actions do not provoke an attack of opportunity: 

 Entering combat. 

 Casting a spell or prayer. 

 Attacking normally with a melee weapon. 

 Using a shield, dodging, parrying. 

 

Whether any other actions provoke an attack of opportunity is up to the discretion of the GM. 

 

Attacking Without Skill or With Unconventional Weapons 

 

Someone fighting without a weapon skill in that weapon receives a –4HA/-3F in attack and may 

not parry. If they have a full weapon skill in another melee weapon class they only receive –

3HA/-2F (but still may not parry). Someone attacking with an unconventional weapon (e.g. a 

shovel) also receives –3HA/-2F or –2HA/-1F if they have a full weapon skill in a related weapon 

class (e.g. heavy weapons for a shovel). The weapon stats for unconventional weapons are at the 

discretion of the GM. 

 

Attacking unconventionally (for example, ramming in to them for behind) is typically done at 

HA = HA (standard HA = 0) and F = F-3. If you have something in your hands (e.g. a shield) 

then F = F-2. Such attacks usually can not take off Endurance points but may, e.g. knock 

someone over or distract them. Hand to hand fighting (e.g. punching someone) is dealt with 

using the same system – unless you have the skill Agile Combat. 

 

Attacking Someone Prone 

 

Attacking someone prone gives you a +2 to HA and to Force. The person receives –2 to dodging, 

-2 to parrying and –1 to any shield rolls. Someone who is prone may get up and attack in the 

same round. 

 

Pushing People in Combat 

 

There may be times in combat when you wish to charge in to someone, pushing them back (for 

example, to push them over a cliff). The rules for this are as follows: 

 

 Attacker adds together his Force, his Speed/10ft* and 1d6.  

 Defender adds together his Strength, his Force and 1d6. 

 If the defender gets equal to or higher than the attacker, nothing happens. 

 If the attacker gets more than the defender then the defender is given backwards 

3x(attacker’s score – defender’s score)ft, with the attacker following him (note that the 

attacker may choose to push the defender less than the full amount). 
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*Round normally. The attacker may only use his Speed if he has made a run up. For every 5ft he 

runs before hitting the defender, he may add 1 point of Speed bonus, up to the maximum (i.e. 

someone with Speed 40ft who ran 15ft would add Force + 3 (from Speed) + 1d6).  

 

Important points to note are: 

 

 This sort of attack will provoke an attack of opportunity. 

 You may not push someone who weighs more than four times your maximum weight 

limit. 

 The defender may dodge exactly as if this was a normal attack. 

 The defender may try to block with his shield as if it was a normal attack; however, if he 

succeeds he merely gets a +1 modifier rather than preventing the attack. 

 

Modifers to the roll are as follows: 
CIRCUMSTANCE MODIFIER 

Defender has a shield (and successfully blocks with it on his shield roll). Defender +1 

Higher ground (for either party) +2 

Defender has four or more legs +2 

One party is more than 50% bigger than the other +1 

One party is more than twice as big as the other +3 

 

Smashing Opponents’ Shields 

 

A strong person wielding a powerful weapon may sometimes be able to smash an opponent’s 

shield on a particularly powerful blow. In order to attempt to smash an opponent’s shield, the 

following conditions must be met: 

 

1) The enemy caught the blow on his shield. 

2) A “6” was rolled on the Force roll. 

3) The full Force of the blow was at least “12” (before deductions for Toughness, armour, 

etc.) 

 

If all these conditions are met then throw a d10. Add the “smash rating” of your weapon to the 

d10 and if the total is 15 or more then the shield is smashed. The following modifiers may apply: 

 Add 1 if you are trying to smash a buckler rather than a shield.  

 Add 1 if the Force of your blow was 24 or greater. 

 Subtract 1 if the shield has a rune of resistance on it. 

 The rune of smashing increases the smash rating of a weapon by 1. 

 Other magical modifiers may apply. 
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The smash ratings of each weapon are: 
Weapon Great 

Axe 

Great 

sword 

Battle Axe Warhammer Broadsword Morning 

star 

Mace 

Smash Rating 7 6 5 5 4 4 4 

 
Weapon Axe Lance Throwing 

axe 
Short 
sword 

Sabre Rapier Spear 

Smash Rating 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 

 
Weapon Pike Javelin Quarter 

staff 

Crossbow 

(all types) 

Bow (all 

types 

Dagger Shuriken 

Smash Rating 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 

 

 

Tripping 

 

Tripping makes use of two skills, Trip and Improved Trip. 

 

Trip: +2 to trip attacks (attack only); rudiments = +1 to trip attacks. 

Improved trip: +1 to trip attacks in attack and defence; tripping does not provoke an AoO; may 

make counter trips; rudiments gives the +1 bonus only. 

 

A player may make a trip attack at any point instead of an ordinary attack. The trip takes the 

place of all conventional attacks he could make in that round – for example a player with dual 

weaponry could not trip once and attack once – though a battle mage could still trip and cast a 

spell. Tripping provokes an attack of opportunity. 

 

Tripping may be made unaided or with the assistance of a weapon – either a spear, javelin, 

halberd, quarterstaff or morning star. A significant advantage of using a weapon is that the 

person who you are tripping may not be in range of you and therefore may not be able to take 

advantage of the attack of opportunity that you provoke. 

 

If a trip attack is successful the target is knocked prone but suffers no other ill effects. If a horse 

or similar is tripped, its rider falls of the horse in the normal way. If a trip attack fails, nothing 

happens. Trip attacks may be dodged but not parried. 

 

To trip: 

 Add the attacker’s agility + force + d6 (force cannot contribute more than agility, so force 

in excess of agility is wasted) 

 Add the defender’s agility + strength +d6 (full value of each can count). 

 If the defender’s score is equal to or higher than that of the attacker, the trip attempt fails.  

 

NB1. d6 are normal, not revised, d6. 

NB2. Negative agility scores should be counted as their true value, not as “0”. 
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The following modifiers apply: 

 Attacker has rudiments in Trip: +1 to attacker 

 Attacker has the skill Trip: +2 to attacker 

 Attacker or defender has the full or rudiments of the skill Improved Trip: +1 to the one 

with the skill 

 Defender has skill Hold the Line: +1 to defender 

 Defender did not move last turn: +2 to defender 

 Defender charged or double moved last turn: -1 to defender (-2 if speed ≥ 60ft) 

 Attacker or defender on higher ground: -1 to the one higher 

 Defender has speed ≥ 60ft and moved last turn: -1 (cumulative with double move 

penalty) 

 Attacker is using a trip weapon: 

o Spear or javelin: +1 to attacker 

o Quarterstaff or halberd: +2 to attacker 

o Morningstar: +4 to attacker 

 Attack is made using a trip weapon and defender is wielding any weapon other than bow, 

short sword, dagger, sabre, rapier, throwing axe, pike or lance: +1 to defender  

 Defender has 2n+2 legs: +n (maximum 3) to defender 

 Opponent is one size category larger than you: +1 to smaller party 

o You may not trip someone two or more size categories larger or smaller than you. 

 

Counter tripping 

If you have the skill Improved Trip and someone tries to trip you you may make a counter trip, 

provided they are in range. You may counter trip someone even if they have Improved Trip 

themselves. This does not remove your ability to make an attack of opportunity. 

 

When counter tripping, both players make separate trip attempts on the other but with a –1 to 

their defence value. The attacks are resolved simultaneously and may thus end in both players 

falling prone. 

 

 

Grabbing 

 

To grab another creature make a roll with HA = HA. This may be parried as a natural weapon, 

blocked or dodged and, as an unconventional attack provokes an attack of opportunity. If you 

succeed you grab the other person.  

 

To break free, a grabbed creature must make an opposed force roll. This is a quick action, but 

one that may only be taken once per round. If the creature does not break free it may only take 

actions compatible with being held in that place.  

 

A large creature attacking with a natural weapon (e.g. a dragon) may attempt to grab someone as 

part of the attack. If it does so it deals damage as normal, takes –2 to HA and will only be 

successful on the grab if it hits the area it was aiming at (“somewhere else” results do damage 
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but do not grab). 

 

 

Dual Weaponry 

 

The skills Dual Weaponry and Improved Dual Weaponry allow you to wield more than one 

weapon at a time, though you may never dual wield whilst using a two-handed weapon. You 

may not use a shield if you are dual wielding, though you may use a buckler, which will cause 

you to suffer –1HA, -1F, -1parry with your off-hand weapon. 

 

Dual wielding may mean that you cannot wield each weapon as effectively as if you were only 

using one weapon. Each weapon can be allocated to a category: 

Small:   Dagger, Pistol 

Light: Short sword, sabre, rapier, cutlass, throwing axe (melee) 

Standard: All other non-two-handed weapons 

Two-handed: Two-handed weapons 

 

When dual wielding, the weapon you wield in your primary hand will not affect your penalty to 

use. However, smaller weapons are easier to wield in your off-hand. Refer to the table below for 

your penalty, if any: 

 
Off-hand weapon Small Light Standard 

With Dual Weaponry -1HA,F,parry to each 

weapon 

-1HA,F,parry to 

primary weapon;  

-2HA,F,parry to off-

hand weapon 

May not dual wield 

With Improved Dual 

Weaponry 

No penalty -1HA,F,parry to off-

hand weapon 

-1HA,F,parry to 

primary weapon;  

-2HA,F,parry to off-
hand weapon 

 

 

Losing More than One Endurance Point at Once 

 

There are a number of ways in which a person can lose more than one Endurance point. The 

majority of these are clearly scripted; for example, the spell Lightning Bolt”causes the target to 

lose two Endurance points. However, there are some occurences such as being hit by a sword 

that would normally cause the person to lose 1 or 0 Endurance points to lose more than 1, if the 

blow was a particularly powerful one. In these cases, the basic “results” table is no longer 

sufficient.  

 

The various types of things that need additional tables are shown below. In each case the number 

quoted refers to the final, modified result that you would normally use on the results table.  

 

a) Being hit by a weapon in a critical area (head or body) 
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5: lose 1 End 

12: lose 2 End 

18: lose 3 End 

6n: lose n End 

NB: A hit of this damage elsewhere will do the number of heavy wounds equal to the amount of 

lost Endurance specified here. 

 

b) A purely Force effect ) (e.g. falling) in a critical area (head or body) 

 

5: lose 1 End 

18: lose 2 End 

30: lose 3 End 

12n-6: lose n End 

NB: A hit of this damage elsewhere will do the number of heavy wounds equal to the amount of 

lost Endurance specified here. 

 

 

 

 

c) An effect such as fire (which does not already say that the person loses 1End) 

 

5: lose 1 End 

9: lose 2 End 

12:lose 3 End 

16:lose 4 End 

4n:lose n End 

 

Injuries and Incapacity 

 

Injuries temporarily reduce characteristics (see “Injuries” under “Fundamental Game 

Mechanics”, above). After taking a large number of wounds someone may be in so much pain 

that they will be incapacitated. The amount of wounds that can be sustained depends upon the 

person’s maximum Endurance points and Toughness. When working this out, count up the 

number of Endurance points lost in this combat (or burst of activity; e.g. a chase through a 

forest). Include Endurance points restored by the prayer Heal (i.e. if you have lost 3 points and 

had them healed you will still be counted as having lost 3 for this purpose). Endurance points lost 

to “non physical” causes (e.g. poison, the spell Dark Curse (but not spells such as Fireball)) do 

not count against this total. The spell Heal Wounds reduces the total and various prayers also 

help to reduce it. Then compare it with the table below. 

 

For Incapacity due to Pain 

Number lost = maximum Endurance/2 (round up). 
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For Total Incapacity 

Number lost = maximum Endurance  + IF(Toughness ≥ 2 then (Toughness*max end.)/10 

     + IF(Toughness = 0-1 then 0) 

     + IF(Toughness ≤ -1 then (Toughness*max end.)/10 

NB: The minimum value for total incapacity is always 2 Endurance points.  

 

Any person who has lost the Endurance points listed in “incapacity due to pain” must take a Will 

roll each time they are wounded or else lie screaming on the ground, crawling or staggering 

away at ¼ Speed. A person who has lost the number of Endurance points listed under “total 

incapacity” is exactly the same except that passing a Will roll merely allows them to regain 

control of themselves (e.g. stop screaming, crawl for help, play dead, etc.). Will rolls for 

incapacity (due to pain or for total incapacity)  receive a modifier equal to the minimum 

thresholds listed above minus the actual number of Endurance points lost. Like all Will rolls, 

they become one more favourable each round. Any wounds inflicted against a person 

incapacitated for any reason deal double damage. 

 

NB: These rules only apply to sapient humanoids (i.e. that might usually be played by 

characters). Creatures such as undead or elementals will never suffer incapacity due to 

Endurance loss. In the case of animals, these rules give a good guide as to when they might be 

put to flight but should be interpreted liberally. 

 

Panic 

 

A person who is panicked due to fear (from either a terrifying monster, a spell, etc.) will run 

away or try to hide. They may still defend themselves but may not attack, unless totally 

surrounded (in which case they will only attack in so far as this aids their escape). 

 

GM’s Discretion 

 

Some things should be left to the discretion of the GM – how much is up to the style of the GM. 

For example, people shooting in to a crowd may hit their own sides if their shooting strays, or a 

person who luckily just managed to catch a very powerful and accurate axe blow on their shield 

might nevertheless be knocked backwards and prevented from attacking this round.  

 

Poisons 

     

    If someone is hit by a poisoned weapon (or sting, needle, etc.) then they may become 

poisoned. A roll on 2d6 is made. If the roll is equal to or less than twice their Toughness plus 

their current Endurance +2 then they are not poisoned. If not, they become poisoned. There can 

be modifiers to this roll (e.g. a person with wet cloth over his face would have greater resistance 

to an airborne poison). 

    A poisoned person will initially lose one Endurance point. From then on they will lose one 

Endurance point per hour, until they are either cured or lose the maximum Endurance points that 

can be lost from that poison. Someone can be cured by: 
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a) Drinking an antidote 

b) Using the prayer Heal (an Endurance point will not be restored as well) 

c) Using a more powerful spell or prayer such as Revitalise. 

 

All poisons should be listed as follows: “+1/3”. The first number gives the modifier to the poison 

role; i.e. if the modifier is positive the poison is “better” (harder to resist). The second number 

gives the maximum number of Endurance points that can be lost to the poison (do not include the 

initial Endurance point lost when the person was first hit in this total). If unstated, a poison is 

assumed to be 0/3. 

 

A poisoned person may be poisoned again (i.e. become “doubly poisoned”). They will lose one 

Endurance point immediately, as before. From then on they will lose 2 Endurance points every 

half an hour and it will be twice as hard to cure them (e.g. two antidotes). Someone who 

becomes “triply poisoned” or “quadruply poisoned”, as well as losing 1 Endurance point 

immediately, will be incapacitated and will lose an Endurance point every two rounds. Someone 

who becomes “quintuply poisoned” will die instantly. 

 

Firearms (Firearm campaigns only) 

 

Firearms weapons must be reloaded after every shot. You do not need to keep track of 

ammunition. A musket or rifle takes a full round to reload (like a crossbow); a pistol can be fired 

once each round. Pistols, unlike muskets and rifles, may be fired - but not loaded - in melee w/o 

provoking an AoO.  

 

Only two pistols may be "easily accessible" at any one time (i.e. can reach w/o provoking an 

AoO) at a time. You may obviously not use poison in conjunction with them. Runes may be put 

on firearms - the usual three per weapon. Firearms may be dodged as normal.  

 

To fire them you need the skill "Firearms". You may also get specialist weapon skills "musket" 

and "pistol" which function as normal. 

 

 

Magic 

 

Magic here refers to both wizard’s spells, clerical prayers and any other form of magic such as 

that derived from magical items, imbued items or artifacts. In this subsection only, the word 

“spell” refers to all forms of magic.  

 

In general, a spell takes one round to cast. Some spells are “quick spells” and are marked as such 

in the spell description. If a spell is a “quick spell” it takes almost no time to cast, and you may 

cast it and do something else (such as fight or cast another spell) in the same round. In actuality, 

of course, even a quick spell takes some time to cast, so if you cast two quick spells in a round, 

you cannot cast any more spells or fight. A person may cast a spell and do other things in a 

combat round, providing these other things are not particularly taxing. For example, a person 
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could spell cast and move, but not fight (unless he was a battle mage) or climb a cliff. All magic 

is cast purely using the mind (gestures are not necessary), though many mages do use gestures or 

words for added emphasis. 

 

Whenever anybody casts a spell, all other people have the opportunity, if they wish, to cast a 

spell to counter it. This could be either a direct counter (e.g. Counterspell or Shield) or an 

indirect counter (e.g. Phlogisticate, Heal or Magic Resistance). They may not cast a spell that 

does not in some way counter the original spell. These two spells are assumed to take place at the 

same time; however, for the person who cast the second spell it is as if he used his next round (he 

remains at the same place in the Reactions order) to cast a spell; in that round he may not do 

anything that he could not have done if he had cast a spell conventionally in that round.   

 

A person may not counter more than one spell in this way in a round, unless they have an ability 

such as Fast Caster which means they could normally cast more than one spell that round. There 

is no limit to the number of people who may counter a single spell. Furthermore, if eligible, the 

counter spell may itself be countered (though not by the person who cast the initial spell).  

 

 

Hiding and Stealth 

 

There are many times when a character will wish to hide or to sneak past someone. Any 

character may attempt this; however, thieves and spies (who possess the ability “Stealth”) are 

usually the best at doing so. The ability to spot someone is also enhanced by the ability “Stealth”.  

 

There are two ways that a person may be noticed: by someone seeing them or someone hearing 

them. Someone who is not moving will not need to roll to see if someone is hearing them. 

Similarly, an invisible person will not need to make a roll to see if someone can see them (unless 

their shadow is visible). Similarly, if the only person who could see you is constantly facing the 

other way you would only need to roll on the hearing table. 

 

Both the “to see” and the “to hear” rolls make use of opposed checks using a d12. If the person 

spotting gets higher than the hider then they notice them; if not, the converse is true. Reroll any 

ties. Both rolls have modifiers which are described in the table below. 

 

“To See” table 

Hider Spotter 

Circumstance Modifier Circumstance Modifier 
Stealth +5 Intelligence modifier of X. +X 

Improved Stealth +9 Stealth +2 

Great Stealth +13 Improved Stealth +4 

Rudiments in the skill “Hide” +1 Great Stealth +6 

The skill “Hide” (every * gives you an 

additional +1). 

+3 Casual glance -3 

Wearing a forest/desert/winter cloak 

appropriately 

+1 Within 10ft  +7 

Wearing a camouflage cloak +2 Within 20ft +3 
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Hider Spotter 
Wearing heavy armour -1 Within 30ft +1 

Wearing light armour -1 Further than 50m (negated with 

telescope) 

-2 

No cover -8 Further than 100m (negated with 

telescope) 

-5 

Almost no cover (note that lying prone 

in darkness or twilight counts as almost 

no cover, not no cover). 

-3 Further than 200m (negated with 

telescope) 

-8 

Moderate cover (e.g. bushes, etc.) 0 Elf +1 

Heavy cover (thick undergrowth) +2 Gryphon (also multiply all distances 

which give penalties by 10 (e.g. ≥500m 

for a –2).  

+2 

Twilight (near a torch can create the 

equivalence of twilight). (not lying 
prone) 

+1 The skill Trained Looker +3 

Darkness (w/ or w/o moon) (not lying 

prone) 

+3 Rudiments in the skill Trained Looker +1 

Totally stationary +1 Ranger in countryside +2 

Slight movement (e.g. reloading 

crossbow, taking something out of 

pocket) 

-1  

Significant movement (e.g. crawling, 

walking) 

-3 

Ranger in countryside +2 

Is a mountain troll -4 

Is a gryphon on the ground or an 

isp’te’ra 

-2 

NB1: The GM may add any other situational modifiers that seem appropriate. 

NB2: Any stationary hider can be found by a sufficiently determined search. 

 

“To Hear” table 

Hider Listener 

Circumstance Modifier Circumstance Modifier 
Dexterity modifier of X +X Intelligence modifier of X. +X 

Stealth +5 Stealth +3 

Improved Stealth +10 Improved Stealth +6 

Great Stealth +15 Great Stealth +9 

Wearing moccasins +1 Trying to listen (suspecting someone’s 

there – not just normal guarding) 

+2 

Wearing light armour -1 Within 5ft +3 

Wearing heavy armour -3 Within 10ft  +1 

Wearing crystal mail 0 Within 20ft 0 

Wearing crystal heavy armour -2 Within 30ft -2 

Wearing armoured boots -1 Greater than 30ft -5 

Moderately bad ground (e.g. twigs) -1 Elf +1 

Very bad ground (lots of twigs, scree) -3 Isp’te’ra +2 

Moving very slowly (about 1/2mph) +2 Ranger in countryside +1 

Moving slowly (1-2mph) 0  

Moving rapidly (fast walk) -1 

Running slowly -3 
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Hider Listener 
Running fast -5 

Totally unobstructed +1 

Some obstructions -1 

Many obstructions  -3 

Ranger in countryside +1 

Is a mountain troll or gryphon on the 

ground 

-4 

Is an isp’te’ra -2 

NB1: The GM may add any other situational modifiers that seem appropriate. 

 

Striking from Stealth 

 

This refers to any attack made where you strike your opponent when he is completely unaware 

(e.g. if you were hiding in a bush or invisible). Any character may do this, though characters 

with the “Stealth” ability (thieves, rangers, assassins and spies) are particularly effective at 

achieving this total surprise. Striking from stealth is most commonly done with a missile 

weapon, though can be done with any weapon. 

 

The person struck will normally (though not always) get a Reactions role (with typically at least 

a  –2 modifier) to see if he can react in time. If he passes the Reactions role then even if he is still 

hit (i.e. he fails to dodge or block) the normal combat rules apply: this is not striking from 

stealth. If, however, he fails to pass the Reactions role then, providing your attack is on target 

(you do not get a “somewhere else” on the “to hit” table), the attack does double damage. For 

example, a “strike from stealth” on the head would do two heavy wounds, taking away 2 

Endurance points and making the person suffer –1HA, -1F.  

 

An extremely skilled attacker can target a specifically vulnerable area – for example the chink 

between body armour and a helmet. To target in this way results in a –6 to hit on the “to hit” 

table but also means the strike gets +2 to F and ignores all armour on the “results” table. This 

sort of attack may only be done when striking from stealth; note that if the person passes their 

reaction role then this is not striking from stealth: in such a case you do not get the +2 to Force or 

ignore armour. However, if such a strike is successful, the attack does triple damage. 

 

Negative VCs 

 

Let us consider the possibility of ability scores of 0 or less. It is possible for you to give yourself 

a score of 0 or –1 when starting a character and it is possible for scores to drop below this later. 

In general a score of 0 means a fairly large ineptidute in the characteristic (i.e. the gap between 0 

and 1 is bigger than that between 1 and 2). In other words, a score of 0 may have effects beyond 

those which having a low score would normally do. Negative values mean severe impairment 

and usually have even more deleterious effects. Furthermore, a negative value in a score should 

always be doubled when using it (for example in making a Reactions or Will roll). 
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Intelligence 

 

0: High bestial Intelligence. Cannot use mental skills. Has difficulty considering or conversing 

about complex concepts. 

-1: Bestial Intelligence. Cannot use mental or applied skills. Cannot speak – can only grunt a few 

words. Cannot really act more than on instinct – must be commanded by his companions in the 

same way as a dog. 

-2:Bestial Intelligence. Basically sparrow Intelligence. Cannot use mental, applied or combat 

skills. Will not really understand commands; cannot be trained. Acts purely on instinct. 

-3:Cannot use mental, applied, combat or physical skills. This includes implicit physical skills 

such as “Breathe”.  

 

Dexterity 

 

0: -1HA, -1F to all attacks. Is very clumsy (often drops things). Is very poor at any dexterous 

activities (such as rope throwing). 

-1: -3HA, -3F to all attacks. Can’t do anything which requires any Dexterity (e.g. tying a simple 

knot).  

-2: -9HA, -9F to all attacks. Can barely hold anything. 

-3: Can’t hold anything. Ever.  

 

Will 

 

0: In any combat or scary situation must take a Will roll. There is a 50% chance he will be 

panicked. 

-1: Is automatically panicked in any combat or tense situation. There is a 50% chance he will be 

panicked when meeting anyone new or on walking in to a new area (e.g. a strange room). 

-2: Is permanently panicked unless under the effects of spells or potions. 

-3: Dies of a heart attack. 

 

Endurance 

 

0: First wound which would take off an Endurance point kills you. This of course means you 

can’t benefit from the prayer heal, etc. 

-1: Dead 

 

Reactions 

 

0: Takes a –1 penalty to dodging. Is often slow to respond to things. 

-1: Takes a –3 penalty to dodging. Will take a 2-3 rounds to respond to any major new situation 

(such as a combat). Can’t adequately hold a conversation unless the other person is willing to 

pause for 10-15s in between each sentence. 

-2: Takes a –9 penalty to dodging. Takes 2-3 minutes to respond to any new situation (such as a 

person entering a room). Can’t hold a conversation.  
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-3: Takes an hour to respond to any new situation. A new situation in this case is defined as one 

noticeable thing, however minor, changing within the person’s field of perception. 

 

Wisdom 

 

0: All prayers cost double to cast. 

-1: Can’t cast prayers. Knows nothing outside of the experience of his life so far. 

-2: Can’t cast prayers. Knows nothing outside of his current field of perception. 

-3: Can’t cast prayers. Can only remember things (e.g. an apple is food. You eat it) for a 

maximum of 5 seconds. 

 

 

Stacking Guidelines 

 

These guidelines should be used to determine whether or not two different bonuses stack. In 

other words, if someone has gained +2 Toughness from the prayer Bless, would he gain another 

+2 from the prayer Earth Meld to give a total of +4? The answer in this case is no, he wouldn’t – 

he would only gain +2 Toughness. The guidelines given below are only guidelines; there are 

some exceptions (GM’s discretion). 

 

Bonuses can be classified as either mundane, magical, auxiliary or divine. Examples of mundane 

bonuses are the berserker’s ability to attack twice as often or a ranger’s +1 bonus to stealth rolls 

made in the countryside. Magical bonuses usually result from prayers, spells or potions. 

Auxiliary bonuses are ones which have not acted on you but apply to something you are carrying 

or otherwise using, for example the +1 Force given when wielding a broadsword with a rune of 

Force. Divine bonuses result from either blessings or the direct intervention of the gods or their 

avatars. 

 

Mundane Bonuses 

Nearly all mundane bonuses stack with each other and with all other types of bonus. An 

exception is if the two bonuses are caused by effectively the same thing. For example, a 

berserker receives twice as many attacks per round in exchange for not being able to parry, 

dodge or use a shield. The prayer Righteous Cause similarly prevents the target from being able 

to parry, dodge or use a shield and channels that energy in to their attacks, tripling their attacks 

per round. Both these bonuses result from the same cause and so they do not stack: only the 

higher (Righteous Cause) applies. 

 

Magical Bonuses 

Magical bonuses do not usually stack with each other, but do stack with all other types of 

bonuses (unless, as described above, the bonuses are caused by effectively the same thing).  

 

Auxiliary Bonuses 

Auxiliary bonuses usually stack with all other types of bonus (unless, as described above, the 

bonuses are caused by effectively the same thing). They stack with each other unless the two 
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bonuses are the same; for example, two runes of accuracy don’t stack and nor do two rings of +1 

will. 

 

Divine Bonuses 

Divine bonuses, being divine, stack with all other bonuses. However, they do not stack with 

themselves (for example, a person could not benefit from the same blessing twice). 

 

Multiplying and adding bonuses 

Unless specifically stated otherwise, when putting together two bonuses, one of which multiplies 

something and the other of which adds something to it, one should multiply first and then add. 

When putting together two bonuses, both of which add, use the formula (+A) + (+B) = 

(+(A+B)). When putting together two bonuses, both of which multiply, use the formula (xA) + 

(xB) = (x(A+B-1)). 

 

 

Enforcing Role-Playing and Random Events 

 

In this system, role-playing is enforced by means of pseudo-random events. Good role-playing 

will result in good pseudo-random events and bad roleplaying by bad pseudo-random events.  

 

Approximately every 4hrs of playing time (i.e. once or twice per mission) the GM will make a 

roll for each player on a d200 table. There are seven of these tables to choose from and which 

one the GM rolls on is determined by the standard of that player’s role-playing since the last role. 

Someone who has role-played slightly above average would get a roll on the four or five table 

whereas someone who was quite bad would use the two or three table. By average it is meant the 

average standard of role-playing for the group: naturally in a group of novices the standard 

required to get in to the higher tables will be much lower than in a group of experienced role-

players. Role-playing that is a significant improvement or unimprovement on a person’s normal 

standard should also be recognised. The average for the group over the course of, say, two 

missions should be around 4 to 5. It should be noted that the seven and one tables should only 

rarely be used. The three, four and five tables do not have permanent bonuses or penalties on, 

and so should be used more than the the other tables. 

 

Note that whenever the GM makes a roll for a player he does not necessarily have to tell the 

player what the result was; instead, he simply notes it down and then fits the random event in 

whenever he thinks best, either in the mission or in “in between mission activities”. The event 

should, however, be used at the soonest available opportunity (usually this mission or the next): 

it is not right to, e.g., store up bad events and then hit a player with all of it three missions down 

the line. 

 

Each of the tables involves rolling a d200. In the tables, a # indicates that only certain characters 

can be affected by this. If you get one of these for a character to whom it could not apply either 

re-roll or choose a similar one.  
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In addition to this, the GM may award black marks. A black mark is awarded for very bad role-

playing, for example acting on blatantly out-of-character knowledge; playing in a way radically 

opposed to what your character would do, etc. Essentially black marks are given for things which 

could be described by the words, “That’s not role-playing!” A black mark is also usually 

awarded for failure to produce a character background. Unlike the normal rolls in which the table 

in which you roll on is determined by the standard of the group (and thus everyone will probably 

get bad luck some times), the threshhold required to get a black mark is fixed. In a group of good 

role-players, one should be happy to go for many many missions without giving out a black 

mark. A black mark results in an instantaneous roll on the two table for that player (the player 

should be told). In addition, if a player gets three black marks then they instantly lose a VC (GM 

nominates three VCs and randomly chooses between them). For every black mark you get 

beyond the third you lose another VC. Your black mark total decreases by 1 at the end of each 

mission though it can never be negative. 

 

 

TABLE 7 
199-200 You have been exercising a lot. Gain 1 permanent Strength 

197-198 You have been exercising a lot. Gain 1 permanent Force 

195-196 You pick up some tips on how to dodge better. Gain 1 permanent Agility 

193-194 You’ve been running a lot. Gain 10ft permanent Speed 

191-192 Your weapon skill improves. Gain 1 permanent HA. 

189-190 Healing spell has an extra effect. Gain 1 permanent Toughness. 

184-188 You practice doing dextrous things. Gain 1 permanent Dexterity. 

179-183 You read a very thought provoking book. Gain 1 permanent Intelligence. 

174-178 You pick up a lot of useful facts from a more experienced person. Gain 1 permanent Wisdom 

169-173 Healing spell has an extra effect. Gain 1 permanent Endurance. 

164-168 You manage to hold firm in a potentially terrifying encounter. Gain 1 permanent Will. 

159-163 You train your responses well. Gain 1 permanent Reactions. 

157-158 You pick up a useful skill, spell, or prayer from someone you have been working with (your 

choice). 

153-156 You pick up a useful skill, spell, or prayer from someone you have been working with (GM’s 

choice). 

151-152 You pick up the rudiments of a useful skill, spell, or prayer from someone you have been 

working with (your choice). 

146-150 You pick up the rudiments of a useful skill, spell, or prayer from someone you have been 

working with (GM’s choice). 

#142-143 You learn a spell or prayer of a different faith/race whilst working with someone (GM’s 

choice). 

140-141 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you a lot of money and is very willing to pay. 

137-139 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you a lot of money but is not very willing to pay. 

133-136 Luck: The GM will reroll one die roll affecting you (when it benefits you). 

130-132 Lots of luck: The GM will reroll two dice rolls affecting you (when it benefits you). 

125-129 You gain +3 on searching for something. 

#123-124 Good reputation: Gain +2 on a government promotion roll. 

#119-122 Great reputation: Gain +5 on a government promotion roll. 

#116-118 Good reputation: Gain 5pp. 

#113-115 Great reputation: Gain 10pp. 

#110-112 Lucky posting: +4 on the military service injury roll. 

#107-109 Heroic acts: +3 on the military promotion table. 
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105-106 You meet an old acquaintance. He introduces you to someone who is potentially useful to 
you. 

#102-104 Piety: Restore 1/3 of the favour you have used. 

#99-101 Piety: +1 permanent favour. 

#95-98 Piety: +2 permanent favour. 

#!92-94 Magical zone: can recover 1/3 of the mana you have used. 

#89-91 Magical aptitude: +5 permanent mana 

#85-88 Magical aptitude: +10 permanent mana. 

83-84 You just manage to dodge or duck what would have been a devastating blow. 

#80-82 A spell or prayer you cast has a greater than normal effect. 

71-79 Fortuitous opportunity: Gain a source of income. 

67-70 Prosperous times: Gain +20% on all non-loot income this mission. 

64-66 Prosperous times: Gain +35% on all non-loot income this mission. 

59-63 Good investments: Your businesses increase in value by 10%. 

56-58 Good investments: Your businesses increase in value by 15%. 

51-55 Improving social skills: Your diplomacy value increases by 1, permanently. 

47-50 Great reputation: Gain 2x(Honour Band) Honour. 

40-46 Good opportunities: You get to do an extra “in between missions” thing this round. 

38-39 Good mood: You get +3 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

35-37 Sharp mind: Gain +2 int, +2 Wisdom for 2 days. 

32-34 Sense of purpose: gain +1 Will for a week. 

29-31 Fast recovery: regain an Endurance point. 

26-28 Fighting well: +1HA, +2 Reactions for a week. 

23-25 Feeling quick: +1Agility, +10ft Speed for the day. 

20-22 Limber hands: +2 dext, +1 Agility for 2 days. 

17-19 Furious: +1 Toughness, +2 Will for a day. 

14-16 Feeling strong: +1 Force for the week. 

#9-13 Your pet luckily doesn’t die when it normally would. 

4-8 Gain the special ability to cast a minor spell or prayer once per mission (GM’s choice) 

1-3 Gain the special ability to cast a medium spell or prayer once per mission (GM’s choice) 

 

 

TABLE 6 
199-200 You practice doing dextrous things. Gain 1 permanent Dexterity. 

197-198 You read a very thought provoking book. Gain 1 permanent Intelligence. 

195-196 You pick up a lot of useful facts from a more experienced person. Gain 1 permanent Wisdom 

193-194 Healing spell has an extra effect. Gain 1 permanent Endurance. 

191-192 You manage to hold firm in a potentially terrifying encounter. Gain 1 permanent Will. 

189-190 You train your responses well.. Gain 1 permanent Reactions. 

187-188 You pick up a useful skill, spell, or prayer from someone you have been working with (your 

choice). 

184-186 You pick up a useful skill, spell, or prayer from someone you have been working with (GM’s 

choice). 

181-183 You pick up the rudiments of a useful skill, spell, or prayer from someone you have been 

working with (your choice). 

177-180 You pick up the rudiments of a useful skill, spell, or prayer from someone you have been 

working with (GM’s choice). 

171-176 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you some money and is very willing to pay. 

168-170 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you a lot of money and is very willing to pay. 

163-167 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you some money but is not very willing to pay. 

159-62 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you a lot of money but is not very willing to pay. 
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152-158 You meet an old acquaintance. He introduces you to someone who is potentially useful to 
you. 

148-151 You meet an old acquaintance. He gives you some useful information. 

145-147 Luck: The GM will reroll one die roll affecting you (when it benefits you). 

142-144 Lots of luck: The GM will reroll two dice rolls affecting you (when it benefits you). 

138-141 You gain +2 on searching for something. 

135-137 You gain +3 on searching for something. 

#130-134 Good reputation: Gain +2 on a government promotion roll. 

#126-129 Great reputation: Gain +5 on a government promotion roll. 

#121-125 Good reputation: Gain 5pp. 

#119-120 Great reputation: Gain 10pp. 

#115-118 Lucky posting: +4 on the military service injury roll. 

#111-114 Heroic acts: +3 on the military promotion table. 

#!109-110 Piety: Restore 1/3 of the favour you have used. 

#106-108 Piety: +1 permanent favour. 

#103-105 Piety: +2 permanent favour. 

#101-102 Magical zone: can recover 1/3 of the mana you have used. 

#98-100 Magical aptitude: +5 permanent mana 

#95-97 Magical aptitude: +10 permanent mana. 

91-94 You just manage to dodge or duck what would have been a devastating blow. 

87-90 You score an exceedingly lucky strike (e.g. arrow through the eye). 

#83-86 A spell or prayer you cast has a greater than normal effect. 

80-82 Fortuitous opportunity: Gain a source of income. 

77-79 Prosperous times: Gain +10% on all non-loot income this mission. 

75-76 Prosperous times: Gain +20% on all non-loot income this mission. 

74 Prosperous times: Gain +35% on all non-loot income this mission. 

71-73 Good investments: Your businesses increase in value by 5%. 

69-70 Good investments: Your businesses increase in value by 10%. 

68 Good investments: Your businesses increase in value by 15%. 

66-67 Improving social skills: Your diplomacy value increases by 1, permanently. 

#63-65 You gain an impressive scar. 

58-62 Good reputation: Gain (Honour Band) Honour. 

56-57 Great reputation: Gain 2x(Honour Band) Honour. 

54-55 Good opportunities: You get to do an extra “in between missions” thing this round. 

50-53 Fortunate mistake: Find that an item you have is actually better than you thought (e.g. a 

weapon might have a rune on; a potion might be a better one, etc.) or that you have an extra 

one of an item. 

47-49 Good mood: You get +2 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

45-46 Good mood: You get +3 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

42-44 Sharp mind: Gain +2 int, +2 Wisdom for 2 days. 

39-41 Sense of purpose: gain +1 Will for a week. 

36-38 Fast recovery: regain an Endurance point. 

33-35 Fighting well: +1HA, +2 Reactions for a week. 

30-32 Feeling quick: +1Agility, +10ft Speed for the day. 

27-29 Limber hands: +2 dext, +1 Agility for 2 days. 

23-26 Furious: +1 Toughness, +2 Will for a day. 

19-22 Feeling strong: +1 Force for the week. 

13-18 Person you need to deal with is particularly friendly/gets on well with you. 

#7-12 Your pet luckily doesn’t die when it normally would. 

2-6 Gain the special ability to cast a minor spell or prayer once per mission (GM’s choice) 

1 Gain the special ability to cast a medium spell or prayer once per mission (GM’s choice) 
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TABLE 5 
198-200 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you a little money and is very willing to pay. 

195-197 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you a little money but is not very willing to pay. 

192-194 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you some money but is not very willing to pay. 

186-191 You meet an old acquaintance. He introduces you to someone who is potentially useful to 
you. 

176-185 You meet an old acquaintance. He gives you some useful information. 

170-175 Luck: The GM will reroll one die roll affecting you (when it benefits you). 

161-169 You gain +1 on searching for something. 

157-160 You gain +2 on searching for something. 

150-156 You find a little money on the street. 

141-149 You find a useful minor item by the side of the road. 

#137-140 Good reputation: Gain +2 on a government promotion roll. 

#134-136 Good reputation: Gain 5pp. 

#131-133 Lucky posting: +4 on the military service injury roll. 

#128-130 Heroic acts: +3 on the military promotion table. 

120-127 You just manage to dodge or duck what would have been a devastating blow. 

112-119 You score an exceedingly lucky strike (e.g. arrow through the eye). 

#105-111 A spell or prayer you cast has a greater than normal effect. 

100-104 Prosperous times: Gain +10% on all non-loot income this mission. 

95-99 Good investments: Your businesses increase in value by 5%. 

#86-94 You gain an impressive scar. 

80-85 Good reputation: Gain (Honour Band) Honour. 

70-79 Fortunate mistake: Find that an item you have is actually better than you thought (e.g. a 

weapon might have a rune on; a potion might be a better one, etc.) or that you have an extra 

one of an item. 

65-69 Good mood: You get +1 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

62-64 Good mood: You get +2 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

56-61 Sharp mind: Gain +2 int, +2 Wisdom for 2 days. 

51-55 Sense of purpose: gain +1 Will for a week. 

42-50 Fast recovery: regain an Endurance point. 

37-41 Fighting well: +1HA, +2 Reactions for a week. 

34-36 Feeling quick: +1Agility, +10ft Speed for the day. 

31-33 Limber hands: +2 dext, +1 Agility for 2 days. 

28-30 Furious: +1 Toughness, +2 Will for a day. 

25-27 Feeling strong: +1 Force for the week. 

8-24 Person you need to deal with is particularly friendly/gets on well with you. 

#1-7 Your pet luckily doesn’t die when it normally would. 

 

TABLE 4 
199-200 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you a little money and is very willing to pay. 

198 You meet an old acquaintance. He owes you a little money but is not very willing to pay. 

196-198 You meet an old acquaintance. He introduces you to someone who is potentially useful to 

you. 

194-195 You meet an old acquaintance. He gives you some useful information. 

191-193 Luck: The GM will reroll one die roll affecting you (when it benefits you). 

188-191 You gain +1 on searching for something. 

187 You find a little money on the street. 

186 You find a useful minor item by the side of the road. 

#185-186 Good reputation: Gain +2 on a government promotion roll. 
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#183-184 Good reputation: Gain 5pp. 

#181-182 Lucky posting: +4 on the military service injury roll. 

#180 Heroic acts: +3 on the military promotion table. 

176-179 You just manage to dodge or duck what would have been a devastating blow. 

173-175 You score an exceedingly lucky strike (e.g. arrow through the eye). 

#176-177 A spell or prayer you cast has a greater than normal effect. 

175 Prosperous times: Gain +10% on all non-loot income this mission. 

174 Good investments: Your businesses increase in value by 5%. 

#172-173 You gain an impressive scar. 

171-170 Good reputation: Gain (Honour Band) Honour. 

166-70 Fortunate mistake: Find that an item you have is actually better than you thought (e.g. a 
weapon might have a rune on; a potion might be a better one, etc.) or that you have an extra 

one of an item. 

161-165 Good mood: You get +1 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

156-160 Sharp mind: Gain +2 int, +2 Wisdom for 2 days. 

151-155 Sense of purpose: gain +1 Will for a week. 

146-150 Fast recovery: regain an Endurance point. 

141-145 Fighting well: +1HA, +2 Reactions for a week. 

136-139 Feeling quick: +1Agility, +10ft Speed for the day. 

131-135 Limber hands: +2 dext, +1 Agility for 2 days. 

126-129 Furious: +1 Toughness, +2 Will for a day. 

121-125 Feeling strong: +1 Force for the week. 

106-120 Person you need to deal with is particularly friendly/gets on well with you. 

#101-105 Your pet luckily doesn’t die when it normally would. 

96-100 Bird droppings fall on you at an extremely inopportune moment (e.g. when negotiating with 

someone). 

91-95 You slip and fall at a very unfortunate moment. 

#87-90 Your bowstring breaks at a crucial point in battle. 

83-86 Your weapon twists from your hand at a crucial point in battle. 

80-82 Your shield shatters at a crucial point in battle. 

79 Your primary horse gets lame (can’t ride for a week, and weight allowance reduced by 2/3). 

#77-78 Your horse loses a shoe. Can’t be ridden until you get a new one. 

#76 Your pet turns on you. You might be able to get it to calm down again. 

#74-75 Your mount bolts away at an unfortunate point. 

72-73 Bad mood: You get -1 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

71 Theft: You are pickpocketed and lose a small amount of money. 

69-70 A minor item of yours gets lost or is broken. 

68 You meet an old acquaintance. You owe him a little money. 

66-67 Attack of conscience: Lose (Honour Band) Honour. 

65 Hard times: Lose 10% on all non-loot income this mission. 

64 Bad investments: Your businesses decrease in value by 5%. 

57-63 Bad luck: The GM will reroll one die roll affecting you (when it doesn’t benefit you). 

#56 Bad reputation: Lose 5pp 

#54-55 Scandal: -3 on next government promotion table. 

#53 Superior with a grudge: -4 on the military injury table. 

#51-52 Poor posting: -3 on the promotion table. 

46-50 -1 on searching for an item. 

41-45 Food poisoning: -2HA, -2React for two days (also must be healed at 1 favour point or else –1 

end as well). 

36-40 Sprained ankle: -10ft Speed, -2 Agility for a week. 

31-35 Sprained wrist: -1HA, -2dex for a week. 
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26-30 Concussion: -2int, wis for a day 

21-25 Illness: -1Toughness, -1dex for 3 days. 

16-20 Nightmares: -2 Will for the day. 

11-15 Couldn’t sleep: -2 react, -1 int for the day. 

6-10 Bad wound: -2F, -1 Strength for two days. 

1-5 Bad wound: -1 end (unless this would kill you). 

 

TABLE 3 
195-200 You get a grotesque scar. 

179-194 Bird droppings fall on you at an extremely inopportune moment (e.g. when negotiating with 

someone). 

172-178 You slip and fall at a very unfortunate moment. 

#163-171 Your bowstring breaks at a crucial point in battle. 

153-162 Your weapon twists from your hand at a crucial point in battle. 

145-152 Your shield shatters at a crucial point in battle. 

142-144 Your primary horse gets lame (can’t ride for a week, and weight allowance reduced by 2/3). 

#135-141 Your horse loses a shoe. Can’t be ridden until you get a new one. 

#131-134 Your pet turns on you. You might be able to get it to calm down again. 

#123-130 You are thrown by your mount at an unfortunate point. 

#116-122 Your mount bolts away at an unfortunate point. 

109-115 Bad mood: You get -1 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

106-108 Bad mood: You get -2 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

99-105 Theft: You are pickpocket and lose a small amount of money. 

97-98 Theft: You are pickpocket and lose some money or a minor gem. 

89-96 A minor item of yours gets lost or is broken. 

88 A medium item of yours gets lost or is broken. 

84-87 You meet an old acquaintance. You owe him a little money. 

81-83 You meet an old acquaintance. You owe him some money. 

78-80 Attack of conscience: Lose (Honour Band) Honour. 

74-77 Hard times: Lose 20% on all non-loot income this mission. 

72-73 Bad investments: Your businesses decrease in value by 5%. 

71 Bad investments: Your businesses decrease in value by 10%. 

60-70 Bad luck: The GM will reroll one die roll affecting you (when it doesn’t benefits you). 

#55-59 Bad reputation: Lose 5pp 

#49-54 Scandal: -3 on next government promotion table. 

#47-48 Scandal: -5 on next government promotion table 

#44-46 Superior with a grudge: -4 on the military injury table. 

#41-43 Poor posting: -3 on the promotion table. 

34-40 -1 on searching for an item. 

31-33 -2 on searching for an item. 

28-30 Food poisoning: -2HA, -2React for two days (also must be healed at 1 favour point or else –1 

end as well). 

25-27 Sprained ankle: -10ft Speed, -2 Agility for a week. 

22-24 Sprained wrist: -1HA, -2dex for a week. 

19-21 Concussion: -2int, wis for a day 

16-18 Illness: -1Toughness, -1dex for 3 days. 

13-15 Nightmares: -2 Will for the day. 

10-12 Couldn’t sleep: -2 react, -1 int for the day. 

7-9 Bad wound: -2F, -1 Strength for two days. 

1-6 Bad wound: -1 end (unless this would kill you). 
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TABLE 2 
199-200 Severe injury to hands. Lose 1 permanent Dexterity. 

197-198 Concussion. Lose 1 permanent Intelligence. 

195-196 Concussion. Lose 1 permanent Wisdom 

193-194 Bad illness. Lose 1 permanent Endurance. 

191-192 Shaken by a terrifying experience. Lose 1 permanent Will. 

189-190 You are out of training. Lose 1 permanent Reactions. 

186-188 Rusty: you lose one skill, spell or prayer (random) 

182-185 Rusty: one full skill, spell or prayer is reduced to rudiments (or a rudimentary skill is lost) 

(random) 

181 You lose an eye in battle. 

180 You lose an arm in battle. 

179 You lose a leg in battle. 

174-178 You get a grotesque scar. 

167-173 Bird droppings fall on you at an extremely inopportune moment (e.g. when negotiating with 

someone). 

162-166 You slip and fall at a very unfortunate moment. 

#158-161 Your bowstring breaks at a crucial point in battle. 

154-157 Your weapon twists from your hand at a crucial point in battle. 

150-153 Your shield shatters at a crucial point in battle. 

149 Your primary horse gets lame (can’t ride for a week, and weight allowance reduced by 2/3). 

#146-148 Your horse loses a shoe. Can’t be ridden until you get a new one. 

#142-145 Your pet turns on you. You might be able to get it to calm down again. 

#139-141 You are thrown by your mount at an unfortunate point. 

#136-138 Your mount bolts away at an unfortunate point. 

135 You are accused by the town guard of a minor theft. You have to clear yourself, which may 

well take quite a bit of time. 

130-134 Bad mood: You get -2 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

126-129 Bad mood: You get -3 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

121-125 Theft: You are pickpocket and lose a small amount of money. 

118-120 Theft: You are pickpocket and lose some money or a minor gem. 

117 Theft: You are pickpocket and lose a lot of money or a major gem. 

111-116 A minor item of yours gets lost or is broken. 

108-110 A medium item of yours gets lost or is broken. 

102-107 You meet an old acquaintance. You owe him a little money. 

99-101 You meet an old acquaintance. You owe him some money. 

98 You meet an old acquaintance. You owe him a lot of money. 

97 You meet an old enemy. He wants to kill you. He can’t be dissuaded. 

94-96 You meet an old enemy. He wants to kill you. He might be persuaded otherwise.  

89-93 Attack of conscience: Lose (Honour Band) Honour. 

87-88 Severe attack of conscience: Lose 2x(Honour Band) Honour. 

83-86 Hard times: Lose 20% on all non-loot income this mission. 

81-82 Hard times: Lose 40% on all non-loot income this mission. 

80 Hard times: Lose 60% on all non-loot income this mission. 

76-79 Bad investments: Your businesses decrease in value by 5%. 

74-75 Bad investments: Your businesses decrease in value by 10%. 

73 Bad investments: Your businesses decrease in value by 20%. 

69-72 Bad luck: The GM will reroll one die roll affecting you (when it doesn’t benefits you). 

67-68 Bad luck: The GM will reroll two dice rolls affecting you (when it doesn’t benefits you). 

#64-66 Impious: Lose 1 favour permanently. 

#63 Impious: Lose 2 favour permanently. 
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#62 Impious: Lose ¼ of your current favour. 

#59-61 Energy drain: Lose ¼ of your current mana 

#58 Magic skills get rusty: lose 5 permanent mana. 

#57 Magic skills get rusty: lose 10 permanent mana. 

#52-56 Bad reputation: Lose 5pp 

#50-51 Bad reputation: Lose 10pp 

#49 Bad reputation: Lose 15pp 

#47-48 Scandal: -3 on next government promotion table. 

#44-46 Scandal: -5 on next government promotion table 

#43 Major scandal: Demoted one level in government (can’t roll on promotion table this mission) 

#41-42 Superior with a grudge: -4 on the military injury table. 

#39-40 Poor posting: -3 on the promotion table. 

35-38 -1 on searching for an item. 

31-34 -2 on searching for an item. 

30 -3 on searching for an item. 

27-29 Food poisoning: -2HA, -2React for two days (also must be healed at 1 favour point or else –1 
end as well). 

24-26 Sprained ankle: -10ft Speed, -2 Agility for a week. 

21-23 Sprained wrist: -1HA, -2dex for a week. 

18-20 Concussion: -2int, wis for a day 

15-17 Illness: -1Toughness, -1dex for 3 days. 

12-14 Nightmares: -2 Will for the day. 

9-11 Couldn’t sleep: -2 react, -1 int for the day. 

6-8 Bad wound: -2F, -1 Strength for two days. 

1-5 Bad wound: -1 end (unless this would kill you). 

 

TABLE 1 
199-200 Severe injury of some kind. Lose 1 permanent Strength 

197-198 Severe injury of some kind. Lose 1 permanent Force 

195-197 Severe injury to leg. Lose 1 permanent Agility 

193-194 Severe injury to let. Lose 10ft permanent Speed 

191-192 Severe injury to arm. Lose 1 permanent HA. 

189-190 Debilitating illness. Lose 1 permanent Toughness. 

184-188 Severe injury to hands. Lose 1 permanent Dexterity. 

179-183 Concussion. Lose 1 permanent Intelligence. 

174-178 Concussion. Lose 1 permanent Wisdom 

169-173 Bad illness. Lose 1 permanent Endurance. 

164-168 Shaken by a terrifying experience. Lose 1 permanent Will. 

159-163 You are out of training. Lose 1 permanent Reactions. 

172-176 Rusty: you lose one skill, spell or prayer (random) 

167-171 Rusty: one full skill, spell or prayer is reduced to rudiments (or a rudimentary skill is lost) 

(random) 

163-166 You lose an eye in battle. 

159-162 You lose an arm in battle. 

155-158 You lose a leg in battle. 

151-154 You are accused by the town guard of a minor theft. You have to clear yourself, which may 

well take quite a bit of time. 

147-150 Bad mood: You get -3 to all diplomacy rolls today. 

142-146 Theft: You are pickpocket and lose a lot of money or a major gem. 

138-141 A medium item of yours gets lost or is broken. 

135-137 You meet an old acquaintance. You owe him some money. 
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132-134 You meet an old acquaintance. You owe him a lot of money. 

126-131 You meet an old enemy. He wants to kill you. He can’t be dissuaded. 

120-121 You meet an old enemy. He wants to kill you. He might be persuaded otherwise.  

115-119 Severe attack of conscience: Lose 2x(Honour Band) Honour. 

108-114 Hard times: Lose 40% on all non-loot income this mission. 

101-107 Hard times: Lose 60% on all non-loot income this mission. 

94-100 Bad investments: Your businesses decrease in value by 10%. 

87-93 Bad investments: Your businesses decrease in value by 20%. 

84-86 Bad luck: The GM will reroll one die roll affecting you (when it doesn’t benefit you). 

77-83 Bad luck: The GM will reroll two dice rolls affecting you (when it doesn’t benefit you). 

#73-76 Impious: Lose 1 favour permanently. 

#67-72 Impious: Lose 2 favour permanently. 

#65-66 Impious: Lose ¼ of your current favour. 

#63-64 Energy drain: Lose ¼ of your current mana 

#58-62 Magic skills get rusty: lose 5 permanent mana. 

#53-57 Magic skills get rusty: lose 10 permanent mana. 

#50-52 Bad reputation: Lose 10pp 

#45-49 Bad reputation: Lose 15pp 

#37-44 Major scandal: Demoted one level in government (can’t roll on promotion table this mission) 

#33-36 Superior with a grudge: -4 on the military injury table. 

#30-32 Poor posting: -3 on the military promotion table. 

26-29 Food poisoning: -2HA, -2React for two days (also must be healed at 1 favour point or else –1 

end as well). 

23-25 Sprained ankle: -10ft Speed, -2 Agility for a week. 

19-22 Sprained wrist: -1HA, -2dex for a week. 

16-18 Concussion: -2int, wis for a day 

13-15 Illness: -1Toughness, -1dex for 3 days. 

10-12 Nightmares: -2 Will for the day. 

7-9 Couldn’t sleep: -2 react, -1 int for the day. 

4-6 Bad wound: -2F, -1 Strength for two days. 

1-3 Bad wound: -1 end (unless this would kill you). 
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Diplomacy 
 

Fundamentals 

 

The majority of diplomacy should be done by discretion and by role playing. However, there 

may come times when a slightly more formal system is desired, particularly for the odd crucial 

decision. There are two main types of action: these are persuading someone to do something, and 

determining what and why another person is really saying (including whether or not they are 

telling the truth). There are two VCs linked to diplomacy, with the primary VC being Will and 

the secondary being Intelligence. There are also four primary social skills: Empathy, Perception, 

Charisma and Lie.  

 

Lying 

 

NB: The following does not apply if you know the other person is lying through external 

knowledge. The GM may also wish to apply modifiers if you have reason to be suspicious (or if 

you don’t). 

To determine whether or not a liar is lying, you must make a straight Intelligence roll against 

each other, each adding 1d6 to your Intelligence score. The liar gets a +1 to his roll. If you have 

Perception you gain a +4 to your roll and gain a +1 for each one you have of Empathy and Lie. 

The liar gains a +4 to his roll if he has Lie and gains a +1 for each one he has of Empathy and 

Charisma.  

 

Empathy 

 

The Empathy skill affects some modifiers in diplomacy. It will also allow you to know things 

about the person (e.g. the GM might say “this person seems to be very worried about something 

though is trying to conceal it”). 

 

Persuading Someone 

 

When you try to persuade something of someone you must first work out your diplomacy score. 

This consists of: 

2xWill + Intelligence* + skills modifier + Honour modifier + situational modifier  

*Maximum contribution from Intelligence is equal to half the contribution from your Will 

 

Skills modifier: If persuading someone without Perception or Empathy when you have Charisma 

you get a bonus of +8. This is reduced to +4 if the other person has either Perception or 

Empathy. You get a +2 for Empathy and a +1 for Perception.   

If you are being persuaded you get a +2 for either Empathy or Perception. You will not be 

persuaded if you know the other person is lying.  
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Honour modifier.  
 Persuadee 

Persuader  Dishon Disrep Resp Hon Virt Saintly 

Dishon -2 -2 -3 -4 -4 -3 

Disrep -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 -2 

Resp 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hon 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 

Virt 0 +2 +2 +2 +2 +2 

Saintly +1 +2 +3 +3 +3 +3 

NB: Evil people (i.e. negative Honour) should be classed as dishonourable for the purposesof 

diplomacy. 

 

Situational modifier: 

This is put in by the GM to represent the circumstances. It would include how unwilling the 

persuadee would be to do something, the diplomacy that has occurred already (e.g. if you have 

come up with a good reason you would get a bonus; if you offended someone you would get a 

penalty) and other such matters.  

 

Each person then rolls 2d6 and adds the total to their diplomacy score. The more you defeat them 

by, the more you will have swayed them. For someone who had no strong opinion, simply 

getting higher than them would be enough; for someone who is dead-set against the course you 

are trying to persuade them to follow you might need to beat them by as much as 25. Beating 

them by an intermediate number may partially persuade them (for example, convince them to 

stay neutral rather than help your enemies, even if you don’t succeed in persuading them to help 

you). 

 

 You may reroll this roll every time something occurs (i.e. that you make a new convincing point 

in the argument, or that you receive news that the situation in question has changed, thus 

affecting the situational modifier).  

   

 

Oaths 
     

You may use an oath either in conversation to lend credence to what you are saying (e.g. “I 

swear that what I am saying is true”) or to say that you will/will not do something (e.g. “I swear 

that I will not try to escape”). If you break an oath (by doing/not doing what you said you 

would/wouldn’t or by using one when you are lying), you will lose Honour. The amount of 

Honour you lose is determined by the strength of the oath.  

    There are five different oaths you may use and they are detailed below. Oaths should be 

incorporated in your conversation if you use one (e.g. “I swear on my honour that I am innocent” 

rather than “I’m going to use the swearing on my honour oath now; does it work?”).  

    Obviously, if you are lying or intending to break your oath, you will have to balance how 

much you wish to persuade your targets with how much Honour you can afford to lose. If, 

however, you are telling the truth or planning to keep the oath, it does not necessarily follow that 

you should use the strongest oath all the time. A fairly minor circumstance only warrants a minor 
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oath, and using too strong an oath can actually disadvantage you. For example, if you, in 

civilised country, met a merchant caravan and they were, at first, slightly suspicious of you (but 

not extremely so: they were just taking the precautions that would be natural upon meeting a 

band of well-armed strangers). If you went up to them and said “I swear by my true hope of 

redemption that I mean you no harm” they would probably conclude that you were actually 

bandits/in league with evil forces and thus didn’t care about oath-breaking, and treat you 

accordingly (they’d assume you were fairly stupid, too). If they didn’t think this, the best that 

you could hope for would be that they would think you were some kind of crazy fanatics. To 

give your word, or to swear by your honour, however, might well smooth the situation over. 

The oaths are listed in ascending order of strength. 

 
OATH PENALTIES IF BROKEN 

I give you my word -5% Honour (minimum 1) 

On my honour -10% Honour (minimum 2) 

By my country -15% Honour (minimum 3) 

By my Deity (insert 

appropriate name) 

-20% Honour (minimum 4) 

By my true hope of 

redemption 

-30% Honour (minimum 5) 

 

 

Languages 

 

A person will be able to speak one or more languages. For each language, a person’s ability in 

that language is classified as one of the following: 

 

No knowledge; Rudimentary; Basic; Intermediate; Fluent; Native. 

 

At level 1, a person will automatically be native in whichever language he grew up speaking. 

Wizards, priests and diplomats automatically have some knowledge of another language (see 

“Skills”). He may also, depending on background, know other languages: for example, if one 

parent spoke a different language, he may be fluent in that language; if he grew up in a 

neighbourhood with many foreigners he may have a rudimentary or basic knowledge of their 

language.   

 

Any future languages must be learned. Languages can be learned either through study or through 

being exposed to them. The base cost for learning a language through study is that it takes the 

rudiments of a skill to increase it by one step: i.e. it takes two full skills to become fluent in a 

language. It is not possible to become native in a language purely by study. Note that this cost 

may be modified depending on the language family or group of the language being learned and 

the languages that you already know. 

 

If you are learning languages by being exposed to them, then your fluency in a language is 

ultimately up to the discretion of the GM. The following is an approximate guide though: 

A trader who had made a couple of (reasonably lengthy; i.e. a couple of weeks) trips to a 

country, but staying mainly amongst his own countrymen except when doing business would 
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probably have a rudimentary grasp of the language. 

A person who stayed or travelled through a country for 3 weeks to a month would have a basic 

grasp of the language (this of course assumes that he is not studying it at the same time: if he was 

studying it reasonably intensively at the same time he could get to intermediate level in this 

length of time). 

It takes about two years of living in a country to become fluent. 

To become as good as a native speaker you would have to spend at least 5 years in the country, 

speaking the new language nearly all the time.  

Just as when learning a language through study, these base times may be modified depending on 

the language family or group of the language being learned and the languages that you already 

know. 

 

Relationships Between Languages 

 

Languages do not exist as unconnected entities; rather, every language will be related in some 

way to every other language. Closely related languages often have similar grammar, sentence 

structure and vocabulary. If the language you are learning is closely related to a language you 

already know then it will usually be easier to learn. Furthermore, it may sometimes be possible to 

understand (though not speak) a language to a limited extent based on your knowledge of other, 

closely related languages. 

 

We will adopt the following terminology: 

Family: A language family will contain a number of closely related languages. Real world 

examples include the Romance language family and the Germanic language family. 

Group: A language group will contain a number of somewhat similar language families. Real 

world examples include Indo-European and Sino-Tibetic. 

Using this terminology, Russian would be in the Slavic family in the Indo-European group. It 

should be noted that this terminology may differ somewhat from that standardly used in 

linguistics. 

 

We will also define the following terms: 

Ancient: An ancient language is a language that evolved at least a millenium ago. It will have 

existed a long time and other languages will have evolved from it. Whether or not it is still 

spoken today is irrelevant. A real world example is Latin. 

Modern: A modern language is a language that evolved relatively recently; i.e. less than a 

millenium ago. There will probably be few if any languages that are directly descended from it; 

instead, it and other modern languages in its family will usually trace descent back to a common 

ancient language. Whether or not it is still spoken today is irrelevant. A real world example is 

French. 

Distinct dialects: Almost all languages have many dialects but usually these do not pose a major 

bar to communication. If we say a langage has distinct dialects we mean that it has two or more 

dialects that are different enough from each other that a speaker of one would have difficulty 

understanding a speaker of the other (particularly a foreigner who had learned only one of the 

dialects). A real world example would be High German, Low German and Swiss German. When 
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learning a language with distinct dialects you must specify which dialect you are learning. 

 

When learning a language, the following modifiers will apply. These modifiers apply whether 

you are learning by study or by experience; for example, if it says the cost is doubled then if 

learning by study it will take twice as many skills and if learning by experience it will take twice 

as much time. 

 

 The cost is doubled when learning a language which belongs to a different language 

group to all the languages that you already know (to intermediate or higher standard). 

 The cost is halved when learning a language of a given family if you know an archaic 

language from the same family to intermediate or better or two modern languages from 

the same family at intermediate or higher. 

 When learning your first foreign language (ancient or modern) you must pay one full skill 

to advance it from rudimentary to basic, rather than the normal half skill. 

 If you know a language from a given language family at intermediate level then you may 

understand (but not speak) all other languages in that family at rudimentary level.  

 If you know a language from a given language family at fluent or native level then you 

may understand (but not speak) all other languages in that family at basic level. This only 

applies if you know at least two languages (of any family and group) to basic or higher 

level (this includes your native language(s)).  

 If you also know another language (i.e. two languages total) from the same family 

(ancient or modern) to intermediate or higher level then you can understand (but not 

speak) all other languages within the family to intermediate level.  

 If you speak a language with distinct dialects then you may understand and speak any 

other distinct dialects of that language at one level lower than your ability in the dialect 

you know. It takes a rudiments of a skill to boost another distinct dialect to the level that 

you know the first. Note that native and fluent are counted as two separate levels. 

 

Literacy 

 

If you are illiterate (i.e. do not possess the skill Read) then you will be illiterate in all other 

languages you know. 

 

If you are literate then whether or not you can read another language will depend on the writing 

system used by both languages. If the writing system used by the language you are learning is the 

same as one that you already know and are literate in then you will be able to read anything you 

could understand and write anything you could speak. If not, you may need to invest skills in to 

learning to be literate in your new language. Note that becoming literate can only be done 

through study (investing skills), it can not be gained simply by living in a country.  

 

Writing systems can be classified in to six different categories: 

Alphabet: Each character stands for a consonant or vowel (e.g. Latin, Cyrillic). 

Abjad: Each character stands for a consonant (e.g. Hebrew, Arabic). 

Abugida: Each character stands for a consonant accompanied by a particular vowel and other 
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vowels are indicated by consistent additions to the consonant system (e.g. Sanskrit). 

Syllabary: Each character stands for a syllable (e.g. Japanese, Cuneiform). 

Logosyllabary: Each character represents a morpheme (e.g. Chinese). 

Featural Script: The shapes of characters correlate with phonetic features of the segments they 

designate (e.g. Korean Hangul). 

 

Assuming that you are already literate in one writing system then the following costs apply to 

learn new writing systems: 

 To learn an alphabet or abjad that you are unfamiliar with costs the rudiments of a skill. 

You can then read and write it as well as you can speak it. 

 To learn an abugida or syllabic writing system that you are unfamiliar with costs a 

rudiments to learn it to basic and another to learn it to a maximum of fluent. Note that 

this assumes you already know the language itself to this level. 

 To learn a logosyllabic or featural script writing system costs a rudiments of a skill to 

advance it each degree. Note that this assumes you already know the language itself to 

this level. 

 Note that if your native language has a logosyllabic or featural script writing system then 

gaining the skill Read will cost two skills instead of one. 

 

 

Bureaucracy Tables 

 

These tables can be used as a guideline for any encounters with clerks, guards, petty officials, 

shop assistants, etc. 

 

Basic Table (1d10):  

1. Cheerful.  

2. In a good mood.  

3. Uninterested, does his job like a machine.  

4. Sick of it all, considering a new job.  

5. Problems with his boss.  

6. Somebody just made him angry.  

7. Does not like people exactly like you  

8. The superior is just in the same room...  

9. Absolutely boring and uninteresting.  

10.Special Effect 

 

Bribe Table (1d6):  

1. Desperately needs money right now!  

2. Will gladly accept.  

3,4 Doesn't expect, but won't mind.  

5. Tries to ignore attempts at first, then see 6.  

6. Gets angry and calls the guards! 
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Special Effects Table (1d6):  

(re-roll the Basic Table, ignore a 10)  

1. Is secretly checked by his boss or someone else.  

2. Actively tries to get bribed and is totally obstructionist otherwise. 

3. Unbelievably perceptive at sensing lies/people’s motives.  

4. Denies that the requested service exists. 

5. Drunken (or very hungover).  

6. Insists the PCs fill everything out perfectly. In triplicate. (Or similar pedantry). 

 

 

Honour 

 

    Honour is a very important aspect of the game. It provides bonuses in diplomacy, in certain 

prayers and in government promotion, amongst other things. In addition, if you wish to regularly 

utilise evil spells or artifacts (that decrease your Honour), you will need to offset these Honour 

losses with gains from other sources to avoid becoming evil, and being classified as such. 

 

The amount of Honour you have determines which “Honour Band” you fall in to. The higher 

your Honour, the more bonuses you will get on diplomacy rolls, government promotion rolls and 

so forth. The prayer Detect Evil tells you what Honour Band someone has, as well as its other 

uses. 

 

It should be pointed out that a person’s Honour is partially based on general society conventions 

(e.g. killing helpless children is wrong) and partly based on a person’s adherence to their own 

beliefs and code of Honour. It is, therefore, possible that a bandit or assassin could have 

moderately high Honour, though in general a priest would have higher Honour. Upon meeting 

people, the GM should roll for their Honour as if they were creating a character. At their 

discretion they may give a person lower Honour or higher Honour than this depending on what 

they do (e.g. a criminal, even if powerful, might have low Honour).  

 

Animals and monsters with bestial Intelligence are counted as having 5 Honour, unless they are 

evil in which case they are counted as having -5 Honour. Animals and monsters (also people) 

with high bestial or sapient Intelligence are counted as having Honour according to their 

effective level, with the exception that those with only high bestial Intelligence have a cap of 20. 

 
HONOUR 

BAND 

NUMBER 

HONOUR 

BAND 

HONOUR 

1 Dishonourable 1-5 

2 Disreputable 6-10 

3 Respectable 11-20 

4 Honourable 21-30 

5 Virtuous 31-50 

6 Saintly 51+ 

  

In missions, Honour will be gained and lost depending on your actions. There are also a number 
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of ways in which Honour can be gained in between missions; for example, praying in a temple. 

These ways are all described elsewhere in the manual. The more Honour you have, the easier it 

is to lose Honour. By contrast, whatever your Honour, you gain the same amount for doing good 

things. 

 

Some actions (such as casting evil prayers) have fixed Honour penalties. Others such as oath-

breaking have penalties described elsewhere. The following table is a guideline to the amount of 

Honour that you will lose (note: Honour can be lost for many things other than these – it is just a 

guideline). As there is no Honour cap, the Honour loss in the “Saintly” band is expressed as a 

number or a percentage (e.g. –35 or 60%). The person concerned loses whichever is greater: if 

they had 50 Honour they would lose 35; if they had 100 they would lose 60. 

 

NOTE: In general, the Honour penalty for aiding and abetting is half the Honour penalty for 

doing it yourself. If you would normally only lose 2 or less Honour for doing it yourself then you 

lose no Honour for aiding and abetting. What counts as aiding and abetting depends on three 

factors: 

a) how honourable you are 

b) how bad the action is 

c) how strong ties you have to the person doing it (this can be positive and negative: for 

example, you have greater responsibility on what a sworn comrade does, on the other 

hand, you are less likely to be required to make a stand to kill the said sworn comrade). 

For example, suppose that Lenrick (dishonourable) was going to kill a lone traveller for a not 

very good reason (i.e. he wanted to steal the traveller’s money). His companion Erithar 

(disreputable) would probably be cleared of aiding and abetting if he told Lenrick that it wasn’t a 

good idea and refused to help. On the other hand his other companion, Aelirias (saintly) would 

only be cleared of aiding and abetting if he valiantly tried to defend the traveller and was 

overpowered. 

 

Note that cultural considerations are taken in to account: e.g. killing an innocent woman or a 

child may be much worse than killing an innocent man. 

 
ACTION Dishonourable Disreputable Respectable Honourable Virtuous Saintly 

Killing an innocent for no 

reason 

-2 -3 -6 -14 

 

-20 -35 or 

60% 

Killing an innocent for a 

not very good reason 

-1 -2 -5 -12 -18 -30 or 

50% 

Killing an innocent to 

further an honourable 

cause 

0 -1 -3 -5 -10 -25 or 

40% 

Theft for personal gain 0 -1 -3 -6 -12 -25 
or 30% 

Theft for other reasons 0 0 -1 -4 -8 -20 

or 25% 

Killing enemies once they 

have surrendered. 

0 -1 -4 -12 -18 -35 or 

60% 

Torturing enemies for 

information when they 

0 0 -2 -5 -12 -30 or 

50% 
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ACTION Dishonourable Disreputable Respectable Honourable Virtuous Saintly 

have surrendered. 

Random destruction of 
property. 

-1 -2 -6 -9 -12 -25 or 
30% 

Destruction of property 

for a reason 

0 0 -2 -5 -10 -20 or 

25% 

Refusing to help someone 

in grave need when he has 

offered to pay you. 

-1 -3 -6 -14 -20 -35 or 

60% 

Refusing to help a friend 

in grave need (with or 

without payment) 

-1 -3 -6 -14 -20 -35 or 

60% 

Refusing to help someone 

in grave need when they 

haven’t offered to pay 

you. 

0 -2 -5 -12 -18 -35 or 

60% 

Refusing to help someone 

in moderate need when 

they have offered to pay 

you. 

0 0 -2 -5 -12 -25 or 

40% 

Refusing to help someone 

in moderate need when 

they have not offered to 

pay you. 

0 0 0 -4 -12 -25 or 

40% 

Refusing to help a friend 

in moderate need (with or 

without payment) 

0 -1 -3 -8 -12 -25 or 

40% 

Refusing to help a mild 

enemy or opponent in 

grave need when he has 

offered to pay you. 

0 -1 -2 -4 -6 -15 or 

20% 

Refusing to help a mild 

enemy or opponent in 

grave need when he has 

not offered to pay you. 

0 0 0 -2 -6 -15 or 

20% 

Refusing to help a mild 
enemy or opponent in 

moderate need when he 

has offered to pay you. 

0 0 0 -1 -2 -8 or 
10% 

Refusing to help a mild 

enemy or opponent in 

moderate need when he 

has not offered to pay you. 

0 0 0 0 -1 -8 or 

10% 

 

 

Evil People 

 

A rare number of people in the world are not just dishonourable, but are actively devoted to the 

promotion of evil. An example would be a worshipper devoted to an evil god. They will lose 

Honour in the same way a good person (and should use the “dishonourable” column on the table 

above); i.e. they will lose Honour for killing people, enslaving others, etc. A similar thing is true 
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of evil creatures of high bestial or sapient Intelligence (though the negative Honour for creatures 

of high bestial Intelligence has a cap of –20). People devoted to evil in this way exude a palpable 

aura of evil, easily detectable by any Detect Evil spell, causing all to shun away from them. They 

cannot have any normal dealings with civilisation as, in many settings, the majority of cities 

would have Detect Evil spells at their gates allowing them to detect and arrest anyone with 

negative Honour. 

 

Converting to Death 

 

An ordinary worshipper or priest may convert to the worship of Death. Doing so has the 

following results which occur immediately upon conversion: 

 Lose 30 Honour (or 100%, whichever is greater). 

 Lose the ability to cast all prayers other than those which also appear on the Death prayer 

list. 

 Gain the prayer Raise Undead if you do not already have it. 

 

Worshippers and priests of Death lose Honour instead of gaining it for doing any priestly or 

clerical activities (e.g. praying in a temple; the 1 Honour that a priest automatically gets per 

level). Unlike the other deities, the gods of Death will grant prayers no matter what Honour a 

person has. 

 

A person may convert back to his original order (or to another order) at any time, providing he 

has redeemed himself sufficiently that his Honour is 15 or higher. If he does so then nothing 

happens except that you will now be able to learn and cast prayers of that order. You do not gain 

the SC bonus (though do gain 3Honour), nor do you regain any prayers that you lost when you 

converted to Death; however, you do get the prayers that you would normally receive when you 

first join that order. 

 

Evil Auras 

 

Evil people, creatures, spells, items and so forth give off a palpable presence of evil which can be 

detected by the prayer Detect Evil. Anything evil will have an evil aura with a certain strength. 

This strength is the strength of the aura within 10ft. Outside of this area, the strength of the aura 

a distance Xft away is equal to (10xAura Strength/(distance)). An aura with a strength less than 1 

cannot be detected by the prayer Detect Evil; an aura >1000 can be subconsciously felt by people 

without using the prayer (they will feel uneasy) and an aura >10 000 will be felt by people as a 

palpable presence of evil.  

 

If someone uses Detect Evil within range of the evil aura they will determine how strong the aura 

is and what direction it is coming from. If they have come in to contact with this type of evil 

before then they may be able to recognise it, though this is quite difficult. 

 

The vicinity of something evil is defined as 10ftx√(Aura Strength). If one evil thing is within the 

vicinity of another then add their two aura strengths together and recalculate the total distance 
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the aura can be detected (centre it on the greater of the two evils). You can also recalculate the 

vicinity: if more evil things are now in the vicinity then you may continue iterating this process 

until no more evil things are found within the vicinity. In this way a number of evil things close 

together can give rise to a stronger presence of evil which can be detected further away. 

 

Someone who casts Detect Evil within range of the summed evil aura but out of range of the 

individual auras would just detect a mass of evil in that direction; if they were within range of 

any of the individual auras they would detect those as strong points within the aura. 

 

Evil auras are as follows: 

 For people: Aura = ½*2
Level

. 

o Death worshippers count their level as being one higher than it is. 

o Death Priests count their level as being two higher than it is. 

o People multiply this by their evil Honour Band. (The evil Honour Bands are the 

mirror image of the normal Honour Bands (see “Honour”, below): i.e. someone 

with Honour between –10 and –20 would multiply by 3 and someone with 

Honour less than –50 would multiply by 6. 

o Evil creatures use their effective level and multiply by 5. 

 For magic artifacts: Aura = (√(PR))*2
PR/3

/5. 

 For spells and prayers: Aura = ½(N(N+1))*5 where N is the spell power. 

 For rituals: Aura = RC
2
/6500. 
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Magic 

 
This section of the manual deals with the major concepts of magic. It does not provide details of 

individual spells, prayers or rituals: the full listing of these, both sorted as to race and clerical 

order and listed alphabetically with detailed descriptions and mechanics is given in Appendix B: 

Spells, Prayers and Rituals.  

 

In this section, spells and prayers, the two principal methods of casting magic, are described. 

Following this, rituals, a special and complex class of extremely powerful priestly magic, are 

explained. Next, some general aspects of magical spell casting are explained: the concept of 

magic resistance, the rules governing dispelling spells that you cast yourself, an in-depth look at 

the wizardly use of gemstones in spell casting and the details of wizard specialisation in to 

certain domains. Finally, a number of specific spells and prayers are described: these spells, 

specifically “Invocation of Summoning”, “Miscast Magic and Summon Air Spirits”, 

“Permanence”, “Polymorphing”, “Raise the Dead”, “Travel on the Ethereal” and “Turn 

Undead”, are dealt with here rather than in Appendix B because they each necessitate a rather 

lengthy discussion which, if placed in the appendix, would severely distort the concise nature of 

the spell list table. 

 

 

Spells and Prayers 

 

There are two major forms of magic in the game: spells, which are cast by wizards, and prayers, 

which are classed as clerical magic and based on faith. The full listing of spells and prayers, both 

sorted as to race and order and alphabetically with descriptions is given in Appendix B: Spells, 

Prayers and Rituals. Here we will just explain, in general terms, how they are used. It should be 

noted that neither spells nor prayers require any words or gestures to be made in order to cast 

them. 

 

Spells 

 

Wizards cast spells. A wizard begins the game knowing twice his Wisdom number of spells. In 

choosing these spells he may select any spells from the spell list for his race. Later a wizard may 

learn more spells: any time a wizard could learn a new skill he may choose to learn a spell 

instead.  

 

The quantity that governs spell casting is known as mana. A wizard will receive a certain amount 

of mana based on Intelligence; the exact amount that he receives per Intelligence point depends 

on his race and is stated under “Races and Standard Characteristics”, above. If, at any time, a 

wizard’s Intelligence increases (or decreases), his maximum mana will also alter accordingly.  

 

Each spell costs a certain amount of mana to cast (some more advanced spells may also require 

the use of a gemstone as a component). During a mission, a wizard may cast any spell he knows 

any number of times, providing that he has enough mana. Mana lost will be regained at the end 
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of the mission; mana can also be regained in a number of ways described elsewhere in the manal, 

including from gemstones or by recuperating in a guildhouse. 

 

Gems are an integral part of wizardly spell casting. Wizards, providing they have the skill Gem 

Lore and the spell Channel Matrix can use gems to regain mana, as components in spells, to 

imbue objects and to help penetrate magic resistance. As such, the spell Channel Matrix is a vital 

spell for all wizards and should almost always be taken as one of a character’s initial spells.  

 

All spells belong to one of nine domains: Power, Earth, Air, Fire, Water, Conflict, Mind, Healing 

or Dark. The domain of a spell determines a number of things such as which gems can be used to 

help in casting the spell and is also important with regards to wizard specialisation and higher 

level powers (see “Wizard Specialisation” and “Powers”, below. Some spells belong to more 

than one domain. 

 

The first eight domains are the standard domains. The last domain, Dark spells, are considered 

evil. Dark spells may be learned by a wizard of any race; however, each time you learn a dark 

spell you lose (Honour Band) Honour. Casting dark spells also usually loses Honour; however, 

details of this are given in the spell descriptions. 

 

Prayers 

 

Clerical magic, prayers, take the form of prayers to a deity. Each worshipper or priest will belong 

to one of the six orders: Order, Life, Earth, War, Silence or Chaos. As well as these six orders 

there is a seventh order, the order of Death. Death prayers may be learned by a worshipper or 

priest of any order; however, each time you learn a Death prayer you lose (Honour Band) 

Honour. Casting Death prayers also usually loses Honour; however, details of this are given in 

the prayer descriptions. 

 

At character creation a character will start with four specified prayers based on their faith (see 

“Faith and Priests”, above). Later a  worshipper or priest may learn more prayers: any time a 

worshipper or priest could learn a new skill he may choose to learn a prayer instead.  

 

The quantity that governs the casting of prayers is known as favour and is based on Wisdom. Just 

as with spells, a worshipper or priest may cast any prayer he knows as many times as he likes, 

providing he has enough favour. Favour, once used up is regained at the end of the mission.  

  

There are two types of prayers, basic prayers and advanced prayers. 

 

Basic Prayers 

All basic prayers cost 1 favour. To cast a basic prayer, roll a d6 and add it to your current favour. 

If the total is seven or more than you successfully cast the prayer (so if your current favour is six 

or more you do not need to roll). If you fail then nothing happens, except that the attempt will 

still have cost you 1 favour. If you wish, you may spend an additional favour point to the spell 

cost in order to get a +2 modifier on this roll. You may not perform a basic prayer if your 
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Honour is five or less. 

 

Advanced Prayers 

Advanced prayers have varying methods and costs of being performed. They will be explained in 

the prayer description. To perform any advanced prayer, you must have Honour of 12 or more, 

favour of 7 or more, and be at least level 4.  

 

A major difference between spells and prayers is that prayers, though there are exceptions, are 

more concerned with aiding others and defensive magic. Another difference is that spells, being 

the product of human endeavour, are much more open to manipulation (for example, the use of 

gemstones, the fact that spells may be imbued in to objects and so forth) whilst prayers, being 

from the gods, are much less susceptible to human manipulation: in general you just cast a prayer 

as it is written. 

 

 

Rituals 

 

The full list of rituals, their descriptions and who can cast them is given in “Appendix B: Spells, 

Prayers and Rituals”. In this section we will just be describing how to cast rituals.  

 

Rituals are a special form of clerical magic. They differ from ordinary prayers in that they take a 

long time (ranging from 10 minutes to several hours (or even days)) to perform, frequently 

involve the participation of many priests and clerics and sometimes involve other components 

such as sacrifices and offerings. With a sufficiently powerful ritual, a group of priests could 

cleanse a city of plague, divert a volcano or cause the crops to grow. They could also, if they 

were of a mind, summon a horde of demons upon their enemies or trap a person’s soul. Any time 

a priest would normally learn a prayer he may choose to learn a ritual instead. 

 

In a ritual, one person, who must be a priest of at least level 3 with the prayer Communal Prayer, 

leads. This person is known as the president. All other people who are assisting are known as 

auxiliaries. Usually, the president must be of a certain level in order to perform a ritual; most 

rituals also call for a minimum number of auxiliaries. Either clerics or priests can be auxiliaries, 

though clerics assist as if they were two levels lower than they are.  A priest can only preside at a 

ritual of his own faith. This includes Death: only priests of Death can perform Death rituals. 

However, clerics or priests may assist at a ritual of another faith (see section “Priests and Clerics 

of Different Faiths Performing Rituals Together”). 

 

Every ritual has a Ritual Cost (RC) which reflects how powerful a ritual it is. This ritual cost 

must be met by the ritual, and can be met in a number of ways: 

 

 Number and level of people performing the ritual 

 Length of the ritual 

 Offerings 

o Material goods 
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o Sacrifices 

o Rare items 

 Restrictions on casting it may lower the RC of a ritual (e.g. can only be cast at a certain 

time or by certain people). 

 

The Effect of the Participants 

 

Each participant contributes towards the casting cost of the ritual. All participants must be there 

for the entire ritual, otherwise it will likely fail and result in backlash. Participants in a ritual 

must devote their entire attention to the ritual and may not do anything else, not even speak to 

others. Each participant contributes (level
3
/12) points for every 10 minutes of the ritual’s 

duration. (This formula assumes that all people are priests who became priests at level 0. Priests 

who became priests later should take as their level their actual level minus the level they became 

a priest; worshippers should take their level as (their actual level minus 2). 

 

There is a maximum number of people of each level who can take part in a ritual. The priest of 

the highest level is the president. The number of allowed people is calculated according to the 

following rules: 

 

 For every person of level n, there may be 2
m

 people of level n-m.  

 This is an iterative rule. This means the maximum number for each level should be 

calculated after first working out how many people are actually present in the level 

above. 

 For example, supposing the president is level 6.  

o First we must consider level 5. We are allowed 2 auxiliaries: let us suppose that 

we have both available. We now have 1 level 6 participant (the president) and 2 

level 5 participants. 

o Now consider level 4. We are now allowed 8 level 4 auxiliaries: 4 from the single 

level 6 participant and 2 from each of the 2 level 5 participants. Although we are 

allowed 8, let us suppose there are only 3 available. We now have 1 level 6 

participant (the president), 2 level 5 participants and 3 level 4 participants. 

o Considering level 3. We are allowed 22 level 3 auxiliaries: 8 from the single level 

6 participant, 4 from each of the 2 level 5 participants and 2 from each of the level 

3 participants. 

 Any participant may choose to act as a level lower than he is (e.g. a level 5 priest could 

choose to act as a level 3 priest) in order to meet these restrictions. In such a case he will 

count as the lower level for purposes of calculating how much he contributes towards the 

casting cost. 

 

There is a minimum and a maximum length of time that a ritual can take.  

 

The table below shows the minimum level of the president and the minimum number of 

participants in order to perform rituals of varying cost. 
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Ritual Cost Minimum Level of 

President 

Minimum number 

of participants 

Minimum ritual 

length/ mins 

Maximum ritual 

length/mins 

1-50 3 1 10 30 

51-150 4 1 10 60 

151-300 5 1 20 90 

301-600 6 3 30 120 

601-2000 7 6 30 240 

2001-5000 8 10 60 360 

5001-10000 9 20 90 720 

10001+ 10 50 120 No limit 

 

Despite the fact that the magic of the ritual sustains the participants, lengthy rituals are 

nevertheless demanding and take a toll, particularly upon the president and the more senior 

participants. This is represented by a loss of Endurance – for some, extremely demanding rituals, 

it may result in a loss of permanent Endurance. Rituals longer than 5 full days are not physically 

possible. People may be healed whilst they are in the midst of a ritual; however, any healing 

must be done by people not taking part in the ritual (as the participants must keep their entire 

attention on the ritual). 

 
Ritual 

Length/mins 

Effect on 

President 

Effect on 

Participants 1-2 

levels lower 

Effect on 

Participants 3-5 

levels lower 

Effect on 

Participants >5 

levels lower 

≤30 0 0 0 0 

31-90 -1end 0 0 0 

91-180 -2end 0 0 0 

181-300 -3end; -1 permanent 

end 

-1end 0 0 

301-450 -5end; -1 permanent 

end 

-2end 0 0 

451-720 -7end; -2 permanent 

end 

-3end, -1 permanent 

end 

-1end 0 

721-1440 -10end; -2 
permanent end 

-5end; -1 permanent 
end 

-2end 0 

1441-2880 -12end; -3 

permanent end 

-7end, -2 permanent 

end 

-3end, -1 permanent 

end 

-1end 

2880-7200 -15end; -3 

permanent end 

-10end; -2 

permanent end 

-5 end; -1 

permanent end 

-2end 

 

Naturally, a ritual also has a cost in terms of favour and, for some, powerful rituals, in permanent 

favour. The cost is detailed in the table below. 

 
Ritual Cost Cost for President Cost for 

Participants 1-2 

levels lower 

Cost for 

Participants 3-5 

levels lower 

Cost for Participants 

>5 levels lower 

1-50 1 favour 1 favour 1 favour 1 favour 

51-150 2 favour 1 favour 1 favour 1 favour 

151-300 3 favour; 1 

permanent favour 

1 favour 1 favour 1 favour 

301-600 5 favour; 1 

permanent favour 

2 favour 1 favour 1 favour 
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Ritual Cost Cost for President Cost for 

Participants 1-2 

levels lower 

Cost for 

Participants 3-5 

levels lower 

Cost for Participants 

>5 levels lower 

601-2000 8 favour; 2 

permanent favour 

3 favour; 1 

permanent favour 

1 favour 1 favour 

2001-5000 12 favour; 2 

permanent favour 

5 favour; 1 

permanent favour 

2 favour 1 favour 

5001-10000 15 favour; 3 

permanent favour 

8 favour; 2 

permanent favour 

3 favour; 1 

permanent favour 

1 favour 

10001+ 20 favour; 5 

permanent favour 

12 favour; 2 

permanent favour 

5 favour; 1 

permanent favour 

2 favour 

 

Offerings 

 

Other than the participants, a major way in which the RC of a ritual may be met is by offerings. 

These take three main forms: offerings of items such as gold, jewels, holy water and ornaments 

(frequently crafted in to the shape of symbols holy to the faith); sacrifices (including animal and 

human sacrifices) and the offering of rare items, usually either of special power or sacred to the 

faith (for example, the milk of a unicorn, the teeth of a wyvern). All offerings used in a ritual are 

consumed by the ritual. 

 

Offerings of the First Kind 

Offerings of the first kind are the simplest and are expressed simply in terms of their monetary 

value. Most rituals have a minimum value for this offering – the offering necessary for the ritual 

to work. If the minimum offering = x, each x you offer will count as 2% of the RC. For example, 

for a ritual costing 301-600RC, offering 350 crowns worth of material will count as 14% of the 

RC. Offerings of this kind may count for as much as 20% of the RC. The table below details the 

minimum offering value for different RCs. 

 
Ritual Cost Minimum value of 

offering/C 

1-50 3 

51-150 5 

151-300 15 

301-600 50 

601-2000 150 

2001-5000 500 

5001-10000 2 000 

10001+ 10 000 

 

Sacrifices 

Sacrifices may only form part of a ritual if your faith permits it. For example, all of the good 

faiths do not usually permit human sacrifice (though some, for example Earth, may in certain, 

very proscribed rituals) and the faith of Life does not even permit animal sacrifices – the only 

sacrifice Life will accept is that of a truly willing sacrifice. 

 

Sentient sacrificial victims have three possible statuses: unwilling, semi-willing and truly 
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willing. Unwilling is self explanatory. Semi-willing would refer to a warrior who has consented 

to be sacrificed when the priest asked him because he perceives it to be his duty to his people, 

but who really wishes it wasn’t him and doesn’t want to die (if he was pressured in to it by threat 

of a court martial and death then it would be unwilling; however, pressure of, e.g. “It’s your duty 

to do it” without threats is acceptable). Truly willing sacrifices are those who have freely, 

without coercion (though this does not preclude them having been asked) and entirely of their 

own free will are allowing themselves to be sacrificed, and are truly desirous that this should 

take place because they wholeheartedly believe that the good the ritual will do outweighs the 

cost of their dying. A person who is truly willing may still be afraid. It is very hard to find truly 

willing sacrifices. 

 

Some rituals may specifically call for a sacrifice; however, for those that don’t a sacrifice (or 

more than one) may be made providing that your faith permits it. Note that offering a sacrifice 

when your faith does not permit it is likely to result in the extreme displeasure of your god, the 

ritual failing (and backlash occuring), being smitten and your ability to cast prayers withdrawn 

(possibly permanently, depending on the greviousness of the sin). Note that such punishments 

will affect the president considerably more than any auxiliaries. A Life priest who sacrifices a 

semi-willing victim would suffer these consequences. 

 

Some sacrifices, though not forbidden, may be frowned upon by your faith. Examples of these 

are sacrifices of semi-willing people in the War faith and creatures of high bestial Intelligence in 

the Earth faith. If you conduct a frowned upon sacrifice for a bad cause (e.g. for personal 

revenge) then you will likely be smitten as if you offered a forbidden sacrifice; however, if you 

offer a frowned upon sacrifice in a good cause then you will just suffer minor penalties; typically 

a penalty to Honour (of around 1-2 times your Honour Band in Honour) and some permanent 

favour (usually 1, for 1 sacrifice). Naturally, if you conduct a multiple sacrifice of frowned upon 

things, the penalties will be greater. As before, the penalties will be greater for the president than 

for auxiliaries (who may just lose 1-2 Honour). 

 

The statuses of all the sacrifices in the different faiths are given below. Note that any specific 

rituals that include sacrifices supercede any directions given here (and will have any penalties 

described in them): these are for when you sacrifice voluntarily. I have also included here the 

views of the different orders on using rituals to summon evil creatures such as demons. 

 
SACRIFICE ORDER EARTH  LIFE WAR SILENCE CHAOS DEATH 

Creature of 

bestial 

Intelligence 

Permitted Frowned 

upon 

Forbidden Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted 

Creature of 

high sentient 

Intelligence 

Frowned 

upon 

Forbidden Forbidden Permitted Frowned 

upon 

Permitted Permitted 

Anything evil Forbidden Forbidden Forbidden Forbidden Forbidden Frowned 

upon 

Permitted 

Unwilling 

sacrifice 

Forbidden Forbidden Forbidden Forbidden Forbidden Frowned 

upon 

Permitted 

Semi-willing Permitted Frowned Forbidden Frowned Forbidden Permitted Permitted 
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SACRIFICE ORDER EARTH  LIFE WAR SILENCE CHAOS DEATH 

sacrifice upon upon 

Truly willing 
sacrifice 

Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted 

Summoning 

evil creatures 

such as 

demons 

Forbidden Frowned 

upon 

Forbidden Frowned 

upon 

Frowned 

upon 

Frowned 

upon 

Permitted 

 

 

The amount that different sacrifices can contribute to the RC of a ritual is detailed in the table 

below, as is the maximum that can come from each category. Some of the values in the table 

below can be modified somewhat if the sacrifice is somehow special to the faith: for example, a 

fully white temple bull. In general this means multiplying by around 0.8-1.2; at a maximum 

multiply by 0.5-2.0. Use this table as a guide for creatures not on this table. Note that it is not 

possible to use summoned creatures as sacrifices in rituals. 

 

If you sacrifice a semi-willing victim who turns out to be truly willing, this will result in an extra 

burst of energy. This will cause the ritual to be more effective: perhaps occuring over a slightly 

wider area or the summoned monsters will be more powerful. 

 

 

 
SACRIFICE 

CATEGORY 

Actual sacrifice RC 

contribution 

Minimum level of 

ritual president 

Maximum from this 

category 

Creature of 

bestial 

Intelligence 

Chicken 5 3 200 

Goat 10 3 

Cow 20 3 

Horse 30 3 

Creature of 

high bestial 

Intelligence 

Any creature of this 

description 

CRx20 3 (up to CR3), otherwise 

4. 

Unwilling 

sacrifice 

Standard person  150 4 1500 

Special person (e.g. 

king, general, 

powerful mage) 

150-1500; 

usually 

several 100 to 

1000. 

4-7 4500 

Sentient beast (e.g. 

dragon) 

CRx100 4(CR1 or 2); 5(CR3-6); 

6(CR7-10); 7(CR≥11) 

4500 

Semi-willing 

sacrifice 

Standard person 300 5 3000 

Special person (e.g. 

king, general, 

powerful mage) 

300 – 3000; 

usually 1000-

2000. 

5-7 9000 

Sentient beast (e.g. 

dragon) 

CRx200 5(CR1 or 2); 6(CR3-8); 

7(CR≥9) 

9000 

Truly-willing 

sacrifice 

Standard person 500 4 5000 

Special person (e.g. 

king, general, 

powerful mage) 

500-5000; 

usually 1500-

4000 

5 15000 
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SACRIFICE 

CATEGORY 

Actual sacrifice RC 

contribution 

Minimum level of 

ritual president 

Maximum from this 

category 

Sentient beast (e.g. 

dragon) 

CRx400 4(CR1 or 2); 5(CR≤3) 15000 

 

Offerings of Rare Items 

Usually, offerings of rare items (e.g. unicorn milk) are required for a specific ritual. In such a 

case, the ritual will not work without the item. The cost for specific rituals is given at the top; 

this includes the amount contributed by the rare item (i.e. you may deduct what is contributed by 

each rare item from the total). The amount that the rare item contributes is given in brackets, 

after the item. Rare items can contribute anything from contribute 20 to 2500 RC depending on 

the quantity, value, power and rarity of the item used. When designing your own rituals, 

however, bear in mind that the maximum that can be contributed by rare items is 25%.  

 

Restrictions on Casting a Ritual 

 

Some rituals have restrictions on how they can be cast. Examples of such restrictions include: 

 

 May only be performed under a full moon. 

 May only be performed by a person who knows the subject. 

 Must use an item which the subject has owned. 

 May only be performed once a year. 

 Can only be performed at sea. 

 

There are many more such restrictions. Such restrictions reduce the RC of the ritual by a certain 

percentage. In the specific rituals described, the RC cost includes any deductions made due to 

any restrictions it may have. When desigining your own rituals, the maximum that can be 

deducted from the total is 30%. (NB: The figure used to assess the power of the ritual; e.g. to 

determine the minimum level of the president etc. is the value AFTER you have modified it for 

restrictions). 

 

Priests and Worshippers of Different Faiths Performing Rituals Together 

 

Although it is possible for priests of different faiths to perform rituals together it is difficult. 

Even in the best possible cause it will result in the displeasure of your deity because, by taking 

part in the ritual, you are effectively praying to a different deity.  

 

The faith of a ritual is determined by the president. Any participant of a different faith to the 

deity may contribute to the ritual as if it was one of his own faith but will suffer the following 

penalties: 

 When working out the cost of the ritual in terms of favour, the person uses the column to 

the left of what he normally would (e.g. if he is a priest 3-5 levels lower than the 

president he uses the table for 1-2 levels lower than the president).  

 In addition, he loses permanent favour and Honour as described in the table below: 
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Ritual Cost Additional Cost for other 

faith Participants 1-2 levels 

lower 

Additional Cost for other 

faith Participants 3-5 levels 

lower 

Additional Cost for other 

faith Participants >5 levels 

lower 

1-50 1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

51-150 1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

151-300 1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

301-600 2 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

601-2000 2 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

2001-5000 3 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

2 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

5001-10000 4 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

2 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

1 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

10001+ 5 permanent favour, 15 

Honour 

3 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

2 permanent favour, 3 

Honour 

 

Backlash 

 

It is possible to attempt a ritual using fewer time, people, resources etc. than you need. 

Exception: if a ritual specifically calls for a rare item then you may not omit it. It is possible to 

complete a ritual in this way by contributing up to 30% less of the RC cost to the ritual. 

However, the more RC points you are lacking, the greater the possibility and severity of 

backlash. Being lacking in other ways will also add to your backlash probability. 

 

To calculate your insufficiency score: 

 

 The percentage RC that you are actually under. 

 If you are using a president that is of a lower level than required: 

o 1 level lower = +5 

o 2 levels lower = +15 

o 3 levels or more lower can’t be done. 

 If you are using n fewer people than the ritual requires: 

o Add 2n(n-1)  

 If you are using insufficient offerings of the first kind: 

o 90-99% of required = + 1 

o 80-89% of required = + 3 

o 70-79% of required = + 6 

o 60-69% of required = + 10 

o Less than 60% of required can’t be done. 

 If you are conducting the ritual for a shorter than the minimum time: 

o Up to 10% shorter = +2  

o Up to 20% shorter = +5 

o Up to 30% shorter  = +10 
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o More than 30% shorter can’t be done. 

 

Add all of these totals up. The total must not come to more than 30 or else the ritual will 

automatically fail. Note that contributions from the latter four to the insufficiency total cannot be 

compensated for by using more RC than you require: if you are using a president 1 level lower, 

your insufficiency total can never be less than 5, no matter what else you do. 

 

From your insufficiency score you can calculate your chance of: 

a) Backlash 

b) The ritual failing 

 

Backlash and the ritual failing are independent of each other. If the ritual fails, nothing happens 

other than that the participants all must pay the appropriate favour, Honour, Endurance costs. If 

there is backlash then the ritual proceeds as normal (unless that also fails) but there will be some 

cost to the participants, particularly the president. 

 

The probability of backlash = ((insufficiency total)/30)
2
/1.1 

The probability of ritual failure = ((insufficiency total)/30)
3
/2.5 

 

If you get backlash 

If you get backlash, you must determine how 

severe it is: minor, moderate or major. To do this, 

use the following procedure (see figure to right 

for illustration). 

 Generate a random number between 0 

and 1. Call this x. 

 Let y = insufficiency total/30. 

 Is 0 ≤ x < 1/(1+9y) ? If so, minor 

backlash. If not, go to next bullet. 

 Is 1/(1+9y) ≤ x < 1/(1+9y) + 0.6y? If so, 

major backlash. If not, go to next bullet. 

 Moderate backlash. 

 

 

What does backlash involve? 

Backlash involves something bad happening to the participants in the ritual. The nature of the 

backlash is dependent on the nature of the ritual: in a ritual to cure madness, the backlash might 

cause the participants to go insane; in a ritual to trap the soul, the backlash may cause the loss of 

one of the participant’s souls; if granting courage to an army, the summoner might be turned in 

to a quivering wreck; if summoning a demon, the demon might turn on its summoners. 

Ultimately, the GM should use his discretion in determining the nature of the backlash. A guide 

to what “minor”, “moderate” and “major” means is given below. 

 

Moderate backlash

Major backlash

Minor backlash
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Minor backlash 

 Affects 15% of participants (round down, minimum 1). 

 The president one of those affected on a 1/3 chance (if ≥4 participants; a ½ chance if 3 

participants, a 2/3 chance if 2 participants).  

 Those affected suffer relatively severe but temporary or minor but permanent effects, 

depending on the nature of the ritual (e.g. in a ritual to cure madness, might lose their 

mind for a week, or might lose 1 int., 1 wis. permanently) – decide which at GM’s 

discretion or randomly (50/50). 

 If a summoning ritual, there is a 1/3 chance of each summoned creatures fleeing. At 

GM’s discretion, they may, if they are sentient or have high bestial Intelligence (e.g. most 

demons), bargain with the president concerning additional rewards before they will 

perform their task. 

 

Moderate backlash 

 Affects 40% of participants (round normally, minimum1).  

 The president is one of those affected on a 2/3 chance.  

 1/3 of these (round down, minimum 1), suffer severe, permanent effects (e.g. in a ritual to 

cure madness, might lose their mind  permanently).  

 The remainder suffer effects similar to those described in minor backlash. 

 If a summoning ritual, summoned creatures flee. On a 1/3 chance, each summoned 

creature, rather than fleeing, will be hostile and will attack (it will not necessarily attack 

its summoners – rather it will attack anyone in the room indiscriminately). 

 

Major backlash 

 Affects 80% of participants (round normally, minimum 1). 

 The president is one of those affected on a 90% chance. 

 Half of these, (round normally, minimum 1) suffer severe, permanent effects as described 

in moderate backlash.  

 The remainder suffer effects similar to those described in minor backlash. 

 If a summoning ritual, the summoned creatures turn upon their summoners with 

vengeance and attempt to destroy them. If they are sentient or have high bestial 

Intelligence (e.g. most demons), at the GM’s discretion, there is a 1/3 chance that they 

may bargain with the president concerning additional rewards and then be willing to 

perform their task (these additional rewards would be great – e.g. the life and soul of the 

president). 

 

If a ritual is halted or aborted part way through then, if the ritual is less than 70% complete 

(measured in terms of RC points completed) nothing will happen. If, however, it is more than 

70% complete, it is treated as if the ritual had been completed with a lower RC cost than required 

and the ritual will take effect as normal, making the appropriate rolls for backlash and ritual 

failure. This is one reason why most rituals involving a sacrifice (which often provides a major 

proportion of RC points) have the sacrifice at the end. 
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Magic Resistance 

 

All creatures have a base magic resistance. This is not usually very high; however, if improved 

by artificial means, for example by wearing an amulet of protection, by drinking a potion of 

magic resistance or by means of a spell or prayer, it may become high enough to cause difficulty 

to mages trying to cast spells. Some creatures, such as wyverns, have a natural magic resistance 

that is quite high. Note that the target of a spell or prayer may always choose to voluntarily lower 

his magic resistance to allow a spell or prayer to work. 

 

Magic resistance does not work against all spells. Essentially, spells can be divided in to two 

categories: those such as Fireball which change something about the world which then hurts you 

(i.e. Fireball creates a ball of fire which then burns you) and those such as Polymorph which 

directly affect the target. In general, magic resistance only works against the latter type (though 

other methods can be used to protect yourself against the first type of spells: for example a 

hydrocloak or fire protection unguent could protect against fire). In addition, magic resistance 

does not usually work against mind magic (though again, there are other means of protection). 

Each spell or prayer clearly states in its spell description whether or not magic resistance applies. 

 

For creatures that gain levels, to calculate your magic resistance use the following formula: 

 

Magic resistance = base magic resistance + level + artificial resistance. 

 Two amulets of protection (of any kind, minor, standard or greater) will not stack. 

 Artificial resistance from two different spells/prayers never stacks (unless specifically 

stated). 

 Magic resistance from a potion will not stack with magic resistance from a spell or 

prayer. 

 Creatures that do not gain levels have their magic resistance given in the bestiary. Do not 

add their effective level to this figure, though they could potentially have artificial 

resistance (e.g. if you hung an amulet of protection around a horse). 

 

The character casting the spell must then see if he can overcome the magic resistance. He adds: 

 

Level + VC/3 + Spell Power + other bonuses +d12 

 For spells, the VC to use is Intelligence; for prayers it is Wisdom. Round normally. 

 The spell power of each spell or prayer is clearly stated in its spell description. 

 Chaos Prayers receive a +1 bonus on this roll. 

 The most common “other bonus” is from the powers Domain Mastery and Domain 

Dominance which give a bonus of +3 and +7 respectively. 

 The other common “other bonus” is from using the skill Spell Enhancement. This is 

described in detail below. 

 

If the caster achieves a score less than or equal to the magic resistance then the spell or prayer 

has no effect. If he gets higher than the target’s magic resistance then the spell takes place as 

normal. 
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Magic resistance works against “spell like abilities” (e.g. those of the lesser dragons) in the same 

way as it does on normal spells. In such case use their effective level as their level and assume 

they have a VC equal to their level. 

 

Spell Enhancement 

A wizard with the skill Spell Enhancement may use a gemstone in order to gain a bonus on his 

magic resistance roll. This gemstone is in addition to any that may have been used to cast the 

spell. The gemstone must be of the same domain as the spell and is consumed in the process. 

You may not use an “Opposed” gemstone in “Spell Enhancement”. Only one gemstone may be 

used. 

 
Gemstone Bonus to roll Gemstone  Bonus to roll 

Diamond 5 Amber 1 

Ruby 4 Jasper 1 

Emerald 4 Agate 1 

Sapphire 4 Zircon 1 

Pearl 3 Lapis lazuli 1 

Opal 3 Garnet 1 

Red Tiger’s 
Eye 

3 Jade 1 

Amethyst 2 Bloodstones  

Turquoise 2 Great golden dragon 20 

Tiger’s Eye 2 Other great dragon. 12 

Snowflake 

Obsidian 

2 Golden lesser dragon 8 

Sunstone 2 Other lesser dragon 7 

Topaz 2 Wingless worm. 6 

Peace Agate 2 Greater wyvern 5 

Obsidian 2 Wyvern. 4 

Leopard 

Jasper 

2 Basilisk. 2 

Aquamarine 1 Fire drake. 1 

Onyx 1   

 

 

Dispelling Spells or Prayers that You Cast Yourself 

 

As a general rule you may dispel any spell or prayer that you have cast yourself at will as a free 

action providing the following conditions are met: 

 If cast as a communal prayer/linked spell then only the person leading the link may dispel 

it in this way. 

 If a spell whose target is yourself you may do it at will. 

 If a spell whose target is not a person (e.g. Wall of Fire) you may do it at will. Note that it 

will not get rid of the effects of a spell (e.g. anything that has been set on fire will still be 

on fire). 

 If the target is another person both you and that person must agree in order to dispel it. 
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This does not apply if the other person has high bestial or lower Intelligence. 

 

Note that any instructions in the spell or prayer or description that contradict these general rules 

take precedence. 

 

 

Gems, Chaotic effects, Attuning, Mana crystals and Mood Stones 

  

   As has been stated earlier, gemstones are a major source of power for wizards. They can be 

used as components in spells, are necessary to imbue a spell in to an item, can be used to regain 

mana and can be used to help penetrate magic resistance. 

 

It is necessary for a wizard to attune himself to a gem before he can use it. This takes a time 

equal to (10mins/level). After being used, gems disintegrate in to dust. Any wizard with the spell 

Channel Matrix can use this to create a colourless mana crystal. By focusing x mana in to a lump 

of glass he can transform it in to a mana crystal.The process takes 10x/3 minutes. The mana 

crystal functions as a normal gemstone (that is not attuned to any domain) and provides x/6 mana 

when used. Once used, the mana crystal disintegrates in to dust. 

 

It is also possible for a wizard of level 3 or higher to create a mood stone (provided he has the 

spell Channel Matrix). This is an exceptionally personalised magical object of great value. As 

with a mana crystal, a lump of glass is required but in this case the process takes three days. The 

process involves binding some of the wizard’s very life force in to the stone; it is necessary for 

the wizard to shed his blood upon the stone (which will absorb it) whilst channelling energies 

through it in an almost sacred ritual. 

 

After the process is complete, the wizard will have lost one permanent Endurance point but will 

have gained a mood stone of imperishable and almost unbreakable crystal that will give him 10 

mana when drained. Unlike other gems, though, a mood stone can be recharged when empty: to 

recharge it all that is needed is 10 mana and a drop of the wizard’s blood. In addition to this 

obvious use, a wizard gains the following three benefits from having a mood stone: 

 He receives +5 maximum mana as long as he is carrying it (whether or not it is charged). 

 Once per mission, when drawing mana from his mood stone, he may cast a spell as if he 

had Domain Mastery. This effect stacks with Domain Mastery and Domain Dominance. 

 Gives a +1 on any Will rolls against mind-affecting spells and prayers. 

 

 A mood stone is a personal object: it will change colour and appearance depending on its 

owner’s mood and personality. If calm and happy the mood stone will appear smooth; if angry 

then furious currents of energy will appear to move beneath the mood stone’s surface. The colour 

of the mood stone reflects two things: firstly, the domains chiefly used by the owner 

(power=gold, fire=red, earth=green, water=blue, air=white, mind=brown, conflict = orange, 

healing=yellow, dark=black). Secondly it will reflect his sense of purpose and Honour; the 

higher and more noble his aims, the brighter and lighter the colours will be. These two factors 

combine to give a variegated mix of colours through the stone. Finally, the stone will appear dull 
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when uncharged and bright when charged. 

  

A wizard may first create a mood stone at level 3. He may create a second at level 7 and a third 

at level 12. Mood stones will crumble in to dust if their owner is killed; furthermore, if a mood 

stone is taken away from its owner for more than 24 hours then it will crumble to dust.       

 

A final note about gems is that, when gathered together in large quantities, some interesting 

effects result. Firstly, large concentrations of gems (for example in mines) will attract magical 

creatures that feed off the energies, particularly elementals and certain undead such as wraiths 

and spectres. This can make gem mining particularly dangerous and also poses a danger for 

stockpiling too many gems in a frontier region. Furthermore, large numbers of gems, particularly 

uncut gems, can react chaotically to magic cast in their presence. A mage who casts a powerful 

spell in a gem mine may well create a devastating explosion as the uncut gems resonate 

chaotically with the magical energies coursing through and around them. 

 

Domain Mastery, Domain Dominance and Specialisation of wizards 

 

Domain Mastery and Domain Dominance are powers which can be gained by wizards at level 6 

and level 12. Domain Mastery and Domain Dominance are each chosen for one of the nine 

magical domains (Power, Fire, Earth, Water, Air, Healing, Mind, Conflict and Dark). To gain 

Domain Dominance in a domain you must already Domain Mastery. As well as gaining these 

powers at 6
th

 or 12
th
 level, a wizard can also gain them at any time by specialising. 

 

At any time, a wizard may choose to specialise in a certain domain of magic. Doing so is quite 

distinct from normal specialisation (e.g. becoming a researcher or a battle mage) and is 

something only wizards may do. To specialise in a domain takes one in-between-mission-

activity. 

 

A wizard who specialises in a domain gains the power Domain Mastery in that domain; however, 

he is restricted from learning or casting spells from its opposing domain. A wizard may not 

unspecialise once he has specialised, nor may he specialise more than twice (and he may not 

specialise twice in the same domain). A wizard may not specialise in a domain that he already 

has taken the power Domain Mastery or Domain Dominance in. 

 

The domains and their opposing domains are: 

 

FIRE : WATER 

EARTH: AIR 

DEATH : MIND 

HEALING : CONFLICT 

 

A wizard may not specialise in the domain Power. 

 

It should be noted that a wizard who takes Domain Mastery or Domain Dominance as a 6
th
 or 
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12
th

 level power is not considered to have “specialised” and is thus not forbidden from casting 

the opposite domain. This also means that you may take Domain Mastery: Power or Domain 

Dominance: Power as a 6
th
 or 12

th
 level power. 

 

Spells that belong to more than one domain 

If a spell belongs to two domains, the following rules apply: 

 

You have specialised in one and are forbidden the other: Cast as if you didn’t have Domain 

Mastery. If you have Domain Dominance, cast as if you have Domain Mastery. If using 

gemstones you may only use gemstones from the domain you are specialised in. 

 

You have specialised in one and the other is normal: Treat as if solely from the specialised 

domain, unless you are using a gemstone from the other domain in which case you should treat it 

as if it was from that domain. 

 

You have neither specialised in nor are forbidden either: Treat as normal. 

 

You are forbidden one and the other is normal: Forbidden. 

 

Domain Mastery 

You may cast any spell from that domain more effectively. Duration, range and area are 

increased by 10%. Any numerical value (e.g. Force of a Fireball, rolls for an opposed Will roll 

not including increase or loss of VCs or SCs) receives +1 (or –1 if that is more favourable to 

you). If it is a spell which targets five or more people you may target 1 additional person. You 

receive +3 to any magic resistance rolls made to overcome magic resistance. You may gain this 

power twice (in different domains). If it is not possible to benefit from any of these bonuses (not 

including the range bonus) then the cost is reduced by 10%. 

 

Domain Dominance 

You may cast any spell from that domain more effectively. Duration, range and area are 

increased by 25%. Any numerical value (e.g. Force of a Fireball, rolls for an opposed Will roll, 

not including increase or loss of VCs or SCs) receives +3 (or –3 if that is more favourable to 

you). If it is a spell which targets five or more people you may target 2 additional people. You 

receive +7 to any magic resistance rolls made to overcome magic resistance. You may gain this 

power twice (in different domains). If it is not possible to benefit from any of these bonuses (not 

including the range bonus) then the cost is reduced by 20%. 

 

There are some very rare occasions where you may already have Domain Dominance and you 

are granted (for example from an artifact or from using your mood stone) Domain Mastery in 

that same domain, where it says that this ability “stacks with Domain Mastery and Domain 

Dominance”. If you previously had Domain Mastery then you will now have Domain 

Dominance; however, if you previously had Domain Dominance you will now have Domain 

Supremacy. Note that Domain Supremacy may never be taken as a power. 
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Domain Supremacy 

You may cast any spell from that domain more effectively. Duration, range and area are 

increased by 40%. Any numerical value (e.g. Force of a Fireball, rolls for an opposed Will roll, 

not including increase or loss of VCs or SCs) receives +5 (or –5 if that is more favourable to 

you). If it is a spell which targets five or more people you may target 3 additional people. You 

receive +11 to any magic resistance rolls made to overcome magic resistance. If it is not possible 

to benefit from any of these bonuses (not including the range bonus) then the cost is reduced by 

30%. 

 

 

Invocation of Summoning 

 

By means of the Invocation of Summoning a wizard may summon creatures to serve him and 

fight for him. The Invocation of Summoning is a very versatile spell as a wizard may summon 

any creature (providing he knows of it, i.e. has either encountered one or has studied them); 

however, it is also very dangerous as a wizard who summons too powerful a creature may find 

that it turns upon and devours him. Some wizards (principally orcish) have developed spells that 

summon a specific creature (e.g. “Summon Aralan”). These spells do not carry the dangers but 

nor do they have the versatility of the invocation of summoning and they will not be discussed 

further here. 

 

When a wizard summons a creature he uses the following procedure. 

1) Decides what creature(s) to summon. 

2) If he so desires, he prepares any auxiliary spells (e.g. Circle of Binding) to aid him in the 

ritual. 

3) Casts the spell, expending any mana and gemstones and summoning the creature. 

4) He tries to control the creature. If he succeeds, he controls the creature; if he fails then the 

creature may flee or, more usually, will attempt to destroy him (and possibly others 

nearby). 

 

The entire spell, in the absense of any auxiliary spells, only takes 1 round to cast, just as a normal 

spell. Summoned creatures appear within 25ft of the caster (the caster decides where). 

 

What Creatures to Tummon 

 

The mana required to summon a creature depends upon the creature’s effective level. The cost is 

summarised in a table at the end of this section. Some creatures, specifically those that habitually 

exist in other circles of existence (e.g. elementals, demons, wraiths) are easier to summon. It is 

not possible to summon a creature that does not habitually exist in another circle of existence 

(e.g. a lion, a wyvern); however, by paying an additional mana cost one may summon the spirit 

of such a creature (which will fight and behave in exactly the same way as that creature normally 

would, though under your command). The mana required for both types of creature is 

summarised in the table at the end of this section. 
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Summoning undead or demons is considered evil and you will lose Honour. You lose Honour 

equal to (EL of demon/undead)/3 (round up). You lose an additional Honour for each creature 

summoned beyond the first; for example, summoning 4 spectres (EL=4) would lose you 5 

Honour (2+1+1+1). 

 

It is possible to summon more than one creature of the same kind at once (e.g. 4 fire elementals). 

It is not possible to summon more than one type of creature at once – two separate spells are 

required. Each creature that you summon beyond the first costs only half as much as the first 

one; for example, if they first creature cost 20 mana, the second would only cost 10 (for a total of 

30) and four would cost 50 mana (20+10+10+10). 

 

Creatures summoned last until killed, dismissed or until 24hrs have passed. It is possible to retain 

them for more than 24hrs by paying half of the summoning cost for every further 24hrs that you 

wish them to remain.  

 

Use of Gemstones 

 

Gemstones may be used to contribute to the invocation of summoning. As many gemstones as 

you wish may be used in a spell; however, only gemstones keyed to the appropriate domain may 

be used. The domain of the spell is determined by what creature is being summoned as follows: 

 

Elementals: Depends on type (e.g. fire elemental = fire domain; spirit elemental = power 

domain) 

Demons: Fire domain or Death domain  

Undead: Death domain  

All other creatures: Depends on natural environment of creature (e.g. eagle = air domain; bear = 

earth domain). 

 

The amount of mana given by each gemstone is:  
GEM MANA  GEM MANA  GEM MANA  

Diamond 35 Sunstone 11 Zircon 4 

Ruby 23 Topaz 10 Lapiz Lazuli 4 

Emerald 23 Peace Agate 9 Great golden dragon 

bloodstone 

120 

Sapphire 23 Obsidian 9 Other great dragon 
bloodstone 

70 

Pearl 18 Leopard Jasper 9 Lesser golden dragon 

bloodstone 

50 

Red Tiger’s 

Eye 

16 Aquamarine 8 Other lesser dragon 

bloodstone 

42 

Amethyst 12 Onyx 7 Wingless worm 

bloodstone 

35 

Turquoise 12 Amber 7 Greater wyvern 

bloodstone 

30 

Tiger’s Eye 11 Jasper 6 Wyvern bloodstone 23 

Snowflake 11 Agate 6 Basilisk bloodstone 12 
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Obsidian 

    Firedrake’s bloodstone 7 

NB: A gem matrix increases the amount by 50% as normal. 

 

To summon more powerful creatures a gemstone must be used. The table below shows, for each 

domain, the level at which a gemstone must be used. This gemstone counts towards the casting 

cost and, in addition, you may always use a greater gemstone (within the domain) in place of a 

lesser. 

 
DOMAIN EFFECTIVE LEVEL OF SUMMONED CREATURE BEYOND WHICH A 

GEMSTONE MUST BE USED 

Power Level 3 or greater: secondary gem. Level 7 or greater: primary gem. 

Fire Level 5 or greater: secondary gem. Level 7 or greater: primary gem. 

Earth Level 5 or greater: secondary gem. Level 7 or greater: primary gem. 

Air Level 5 or greater: secondary gem. Level 7 or greater: primary gem. 

Water Level 3 or greater: secondary gem. Level 6 or greater: primary gem. 

Mind Level 3 or greater: gem needed 

Conflict Level 3 or greater: gem needed  

Healing Level 4 or greater: gem needed 

Death Level 3 or greater: fire drake’s bloodstone. Level 4 or greater: basilisk’s bloodstone. Level 5 or 

greater: wyvern’s bloodstone. Level 6 or greater: wingless worm’s or greater wyvern’s 

bloodstone. Level 7 or greater: other lesser dragon’s bloodstone. Level 8 or greater: lesser 

golden dragon’s bloodstone. Level 10 or greater: other greater dragon’s bloodstone. Level 12 

or greater: greater golden dragon’s bloodstone. 

 

 

By using the spell Imbue Object it is possible to bind one or more creature in to a gemstone. To 

do this you must first cast the spell normally. Then, after this, you must use an appropriate 

gemstone (of the right domain and, if the domain has two (or more) gems then if the base spell 

cost more than the base mana release (in the standard gem table) of the higher stone then you 

must use that stone rather than the lesser one). You must then once more make a successful roll 

to control the creature (see below) this time with a –3 modifier. If you succeed then the gem is 

bound in to the gem and can be released by someone in the standard way in which you would use 

an imbued object. If you fail then the creature escapes and may turn upon you (see “Controlling a 

Creature”, below). The person who releases it does not have to roll to control the creature – it 

will obey him automatically but will vanish after 24hrs (or if dismissed or killed). 

 

Controlling a Creature 

 

When you summon a creature you must then try to bind it to your will. To do this you must make 

an opposed summoning check with the creature. You roll nd20 where n is your level and add the 

total to your Will. The creature will roll a number of d20 depending on its level (see table at end 

of section). Compare the two rolls – if yours is higher then you have controlled it; if yours is 

lower than or equal to the creature’s then it has broken free. 

 

If you are summoning more than one creature then you make one roll to see if you control them 

all but for each creature beyond the first you are summoning they roll an extra d20. For example, 
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if you were summoning one level 5 creature its total would be 5d20+5. However, if you were 

summoning three level 5 creatures then their total would be 7d20+5.  

 

A number of modifiers may apply to this roll: 

 Any Circles of Binding or Protection (see below) may give bonuses. 

 A Master of Summoning receives a bonus of 2d20 +2. 

 Demons are easier to summon than other creatures and so receive a penalty of –4. 

 Undead are harder to summon than other creatures and so receive a bonus of +3. 

 If you are trying to bind the creature in to a gem you receive a –3 penalty. 

 

If you are successful in controlling the creature then it will obey you. It will follow your orders 

to attack people, to go somewhere and get something or anything else you wish. It is assumed the 

creatures are superbly trained and loyal, however, what the creature can do is still limited by its 

abilities: for example, suppose you wished the creature to track down some people who had 

escaped somewhere half a day ago and then attack them. If you ordered a cow to do this then it 

would not succeed; a wolfhound would follow the trail but if it lost it (e.g. if the people forded a 

stream) it would turn back, puzzled (it would return to you if you had ordered it to do so if it lost 

the trail) whereas a demon rahvashda would almost certainly succeed in tracking them down. 

 

If you are unsuccessful in controlling the creature then roll a d20 on the following table to see 

what it does (if you have summoned more than one creature then roll for each one individually). 

A creature who has just been summoned who turns on his summoner (or who flees) receives a +2 

to his Reactions roll to see who goes first; the summoner receives a –2. 

 

1-3: Flees. 

Such a creature will attempt to flee. If it is attacked then it may stop fleeing and attack its 

attacker. 

 

4-9: Attacks summoner and then flees. 

Such a creature will turn upon the summoner and attempt to kill him. It will then flee and, if it is 

not disturbed, will not bother anyone else. If, however, other people attack it (for example to 

protect the summoner) then it will start attacking them, even attacking them in preference to the 

summoner if it perceives they are a significantly greater threat. 

 

10-20: Attacks summoner and everyone around him indiscriminately. 

Such a creature will attack the summoner and attempt to kill him. They will then attack everyone 

in the vicinity and attempt to kill them. They will attack the summoner or anyone who has 

attacked them before attacking others (unless the others look particularly weak – e.g. killable in 

one blow).  

 

There are some modifiers to this roll: 

 Creature is greatly outmatched: -2.  

 Creature is somewhat outmatched: +0. 

 Creature is on even or slightly better terms: +1 
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 Creature is on much better terms: +3. 

 Creature summoned is a demon: +3. 

 Creature is undead: -2. 

 Summoner has the power Master of Summoning: -1. 

 

Auxiliary Spells 

 

These spells must be learned in the same way as normal spells (i.e. they take a skill to learn) and 

can be used to aid you in the invocation of summoning. All of these circles are drawn on the 

ground in some way (the medium is not important). You may cast as few or as many of them as 

you wish before casting the Invocation of Summoning. 

 

Circle of Protection (10/5)(P) 

Takes 10 minutes to enscribe. You draw a Circle of Protection on the floor big enough to contain 

yourself. The circle gives you a +1 on the roll to control the creature. However, if the creature 

turns on you, it must first try to breach the circle. To do so, make another roll as if trying to 

control the creature but this time you receive a bonus of +2n where n is your level. If you fail, the 

creature has breached the circle and events occur as normal. If you succeed then the creature is 

unable to breach the circle and will either flee or attack those in the vicinity outside the circle, 

depending on its inclination. 

This spell may be increased up to 3 times. The first increase makes the circle large enough to 

contain 5 people; it takes 15minutes to enscribe. The second increase makes the circle large 

enough to contain 15 people; it takes 20minutes to enscribe. The third increase makes the circle 

large enough to contain 30 people; it takes 30 minutes to enscribe. 

 

Circle of Binding (10)(P) 

Takes 10 minutes to enscribe. You draw a Circle of Binding on the floor large enough to contain 

the creature you are trying to summon. When making the roll to try to control the creature you 

receive a +n to your roll where n is your level. 

 

Greater Circle of Binding (25)(P) 

Takes 30 minutes to enscribe. You draw a Circle of Binding on the floor large enough to contain 

the creature you are trying to summon. When making the roll to try to control the creature you 

receive a +2n to your roll where n is your level. You may not draw a circle of binding and a 

greater circle of binding. 

 

Summoning Costs and Strengths of Creatures 

 

 

 

 
Effective Level Summoning Cost (mana) Creature’s strength 

when trying to control it Creatures from another 

plane of existence 

Spirit of a creature 

from this plane of 

existnce 
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1 10 14 1d20 +1 

2 15 21 2d20 +2 

3 20 28 3d20 +3 

4 30 43 4d20 +4 

5 40 56 5d20 +5 

6 50 70 6d20 +6 

7 65 91 7d20 +7 

8 80 112 8d20 +8 

9 100 140 9d20 +9 

10 120 168 10d20 +10 

11 150 210 11d20 +11 

12 200 280 12d20 +12 

The spell power of the spell is equal to the square root of the summoning cost (round down). 

 

Miscast Magic and Summon Air Spirits 

 

Both of these spells aim to distract other mages from casting their own spells. Though they 

appear devastating (and indeed are against a lone mage), each can easily be dispelled by the spell 

or prayer Dispel Magic. However, if they are not dispelled, they have the following effect. 

 

Summon Air Spirits 

 

Translate the spell power of the spell being cast in to a value: 

1: 1  7: 28 

2: 3  8: 36 

3: 6  9: 45 

4: 10  10: 55 

5 :15  11: 66 

6: 21  12: 78 

Divide this number by the level of the mage (round normally). Subtract one if the mage has an 

appropriate Domain Mastery or three for Domain Dominance. Subtract 1 if the mage is a 

companion or ally of the caster. Make a roll on the revised d6 and add the total to the number 

you have just calculated; if you get 7 or more, the spell fails. E.g. if the value was a 2, then on a 

5-6 the spell would fail. 

 

Miscast Magic 

 

The procedure for Miscast Magic is very similar. The only difference is that the raw spell values 

are doubled (e.g. a spell of spell power 3=12), the spell only affects one person and there are no 

modifiers for the target being an ally of the caster. Also, magic resistance must be overcome for 

Miscast Magic but not for Summon Air Spirits. 

 

If a Spell Fails 

 

If a spell fails, then one of three things may happen (roll a d6). 

1-3: Spell fizzles. Nothing happens. 
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4-5: Targeted, directional or locational spells: spell targets random other person (appears in 

random other place/goes in random other direction). Other spells fizzle. 

6: Spell rebounds on caster. 

 

 

Permanence 

 

The spell Permanence allows you to cast certain spells so that they have a longer duration than 

normal. With sufficient mana, a spell can be cast that will last for centuries. The rulers of a 

country will often hire many wizards to cast many such spells upon a palace or other important 

building meaning that sometimes magic will linger long after a city has been abandoned. 

 

To cast Permanence you must know the spell Permanence and also the spell that you wish to 

make permanent (note that wizards of all races can learn Permanence). In addition, a gemstone is 

required to act as a focus (this gemstone is frequently fixed in something so that it cannot be 

moved as, for many permanent spells, moving the stone will destroy the spell).  

 

Each spell has a base cost (in mana) and a base time. By paying three times the base cost you 

cast the spell for the base time. For each base cost you pay beyond this amount, the length of 

time that the spell lasts will double. For example, if base cost = 10mana, base time = 1 hour, 

paying 50 mana would make it last for 4 hours; paying 150 mana would make it last for 4096 

hours (just over half a year). Naturally, these high costs means that wizards often need to work 

together (using link) to cast such spells. 

 

Boosting, maintenance and decay 

A permanent spell can be boosted quite easily. If a permanent spell is in existence, to boost it 

further all one needs to do is to pay 3x the base cost. Then, for every base cost you pay beyond 

this, the time that the spell will last will double. For example, if a spell would have lasted another 

10 years, (and has a base cost of 10 mana), by paying 40 mana you could double it to 20 years; 

by paying 60 it would last 80 years. 

 

Some permanent spells (e.g. Dispel Magic) can be cast at varying strengths. To boost it from a 

lower strength to a higher strength you need to pay the difference between what it would take to 

cast the spell as it is now and what you would need to pay to cast it at the boosted strength. 

 

For any permanent spell, every year you need to pay the base cost in maintenance. If you do not, 

the spell will decay by 1% (i.e. if it would have lasted 1000 years, it will now only last 990 

years). This means that a spell that would have lasted for 1000 years will actually fade to nothing 

in around 270 years if it is not maintained.  

 

If a permanenced spell ends or is dispelled, the gem that was used as a focus crumbles to dust. 

 

Dispelling 

Permanced spells can, of course, be dispelled: however, this is usually much harder to do than 
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for normal spells. All of the permanced spells my be dispelled (unlike normal spells). To dispel a 

permanced spell one must pay either (mana cost that it would take to cast spell in present state + 

50%) mana or (mana cost that it would take to cast spell in present state +50%)/5 favour. 

 

Spells that can be Permanenced 

 

The following spells can be made permanent.  

 

 Balls of Light 

 Beacon 

 Bend Light 

 Command Trolls 

 Dephlogisticate 

 Detect Magic 

 Dispel Magic 

 Fiery Torch 

 Hydrate 

 Illusion 

 Induce Charge 

 Invocation of Summoning 

 Miscast Magic 

 Mist 

 Phosphorescence 

 Scry 

 Shield  

 See Invisibility 

 See Truth 

 Sphere of Silence 

 Wall of Fire 

 Wards 

 Windstorm

 

A description of these permanced spells follows below.  

 

Spell name (gem needed to imbue it): base cost/base time. 

Description of any differences to spell in permanenced form (e.g. area, etc.). “As normal” 

means it is exactly like the spell description. 

 

The majority of permanenced spells cannot be moved. For these spells, moving the 

gemstone focus more than 1m from its original place will cause the spell to fail. Spells 

marked with an ^ may be moved. 

 

NB1: The gems are described in the same way as for Imbue Object (e.g. P2 = amber). See 

“Appendix B: Spells, Prayers and Rituals”. 

NB2: The range on any range spells may be voluntarily made smaller (or a different 

shape) if you wish, providing that the new shape would fit inside the original one.; e.g. a 

10m sphere could be made a 5m by 2m by 2m cuboid, or a 10m radius shell of thickness 

1cm. 

NB3: All permanenced spells may be cast using Inversion for 50% extra cost. 

 

Balls of light (F2): 5mana/6hours. 

Exactly as normal spell except balls cannot move at will, they float gently near focus. 

 

Beacon (P2)^: 3mana/1 hour 

As normal 
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Bend Light (E2): 10mana/1 hour. 

As normal. 

 

Command Trolls(M1)^: 10mana/24 hours 

As normal. 

 

Dephlogisticate (F2):  10mana/30 minutes. 

As normal. 

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, the radius will decrease by 1%, in addition to 

the normal effect. 

Has a multiplier depending on radius. 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5* 1* 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x3 x5 x10 x20 x50 x100 x200 x500 x1000 

*Requires a ruby. 

 

Detect Magic (P2)^: 2mana/10minutes or 5mana/10minutes 

The first variant will simply glow brightly when magic is present. It can be set to ignore 

certain types of magic. The second type requires one or more extra gems; this variant, as 

well as glowing, will tell the bearer of the other gems (providing he is in the spell’s 

range) what magic is present. By multiplying the cost by 5, one can cause a perment 

detect magic to detect magic which has used “Inversion.” 

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, the radius will decrease by 1%, in addition to 

the normal effect. 

The spell also has a multiplier, depending on range: 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5* 1* 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x3 x5 x10 x20 x50 x100 X200 x500 x1000 

*Requires a diamond (or two diamonds, for second variant) as focus instead of an amber. 

 

Dispel Magic (P2): Xmana/1 hour 

Will dispel any spell or prayer of 2X/3 power (or that cost 2X/15 favour for an advanced 

prayer, or all basic prayers if X=15 or more) that exists in or enters in to its radius. Only 

works on spells or prayers that “dispel magic” normally works on. By increasing the cost 

by 50% (and adding an extra gem stone focus) it can be turned on and off at will by the 

one holding the second gem. 

Each time it dispels a spell it loses 1 day or 1% of its duration, which ever is greater, 

meaning that this spell needs continual attention.  

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, X will decrease by 1%, as will the radius. This 

is in addition to the standard effects for not paying the maintenance. 

The spell has a multiplier, depending on range: 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5* 1* 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x3 x5 x10 x20 x50 x100 x200 x500 x1000 

*Requires a diamond as focus. 

 

Fiery Torch(F2): 5mana/6hours 

As normal but centred on the focus. 
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Hydrate (W2): 10mana/1hour 

As normal 

 

Illusion (M1): 8mana/5minutes 

As normal. Illusion centred within 50ft of focus. 

 

Induce Charge (P2): 8mana/1 hour 

As normal 

 

Invocation of Summoning(Variable):X/24hrs 

X=half the cost required to summon the creature(s) normally. If summoning the creature 

normally requires a gemstone then this gemstone is required in addition to the gemstone 

required to permanence it. The gemstone required to permanence the spell is of the same 

domain as the creature summoned and will be of the same type within that domain 

required to summon that creature. If no gemstone is required to summon the creature then 

the gemstone required is the lowest gemstone in the same domain as the creature. Note 

that each creature summoned requires its own gemstone. 

 

Miscast Magic (C1): 20mana/1hour 

As normal.  

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, the radius will decrease by 1%, in addition to 

the normal effect. This is in addition to the standard effects for not paying the 

maintenance. 

Has a multiplier depending on radius, as in table:  

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5* 1* 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER X1 x2 x3 x5 x10 x20 x50 x100 x200 x500 x1000 

*Requires a diamond. 

By paying the base cost, one may “key a person in to the spell”, meaning that it doesn’t 

affect them. The person must be touching the focus at the time. 

 

Mist (A2): 10mana/1hour. 

Has a multiplier depending on radius, as in table. The mist can’t be dispersed by non-

magical means. If a spell (e.g. Sun’s Splendour) clears the mist in an area, the mist will 

come back after the other spell has finished. 

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, the radius will decrease by 1%, in addition to 

the normal effect. 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5* 1* 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x5 x10 x50 x200 x500 x1000 x2500 x10000 x50000 

*Requires a sapphire. 

 

Phosphorescence(P2): 5mana/6hours 

As normal but radius of 100m. 

 

Scry (M1)^: 5mana or 10mana/30 minutes. 

Requires a focus such as a mirror, glass ball, etc. For 5 mana base cost, allows you to 
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view an area or person. For 10 mana base cost, allows you to see as if you were looking 

out from another such focus and to talk to anyone using the other focus (i.e. your voice 

comes out of it). It costs 10 mana to connect each focus with each other focus, meaning 

hub based networks are the norm.  

 

Shield, any type (P2): Xmana/1hour 

A permanent shield can block all types of magic, clerical and wizardly, not only those 

which can normally be blocked by a shield. Every spell it stops reduces its stopping 

capacity by (offensive spell cost/X) and its duration by either (offensive spell cost/X)x5 

hours or (offensive spell cost/X)%, whichever is higher. If X>30 it requires a diamond.  

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, X will decrease by 1%, as will the radius. 

Has a multiplier depending on radius 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5* 1* 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x3 x5 x10 x20 x50 x100 x200 x500 x1000 

*Requires a diamond. 

 

See Truth (M1)^: 10 mana/1hour 

As normal. 

 

Sphere of Silence (P2): 10mana/1hour 

As normal.  

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, the radius will decrease by 1%, in addition to 

the normal effect. 

Has a radius multiplier: 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5* 1* 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x5 x10 x50 x200 x500 x1000 x2500 x10000 x50000 

*Diamond is required. 

 

True Sight (M1)^: 10mana/1hour 

As normal. 

 

Wall of Fire(F1): 15mana/1hour 

As normal. If a section is put out by, e.g. a rainstorm it will reappear 5 minutes 

afterwards. 

 

Wards(P2): Xmana/1hour 

Sets a ward around an area. The ward can do a number of things, and depending on 

which it does will affect X. A ward may be set to do more than one thing at once. 
EFFECT INCREASE IN X OTHER POINTS 

Act as a hard ethereal ward. +2 mana  

Act as a soft ethereal ward. +2 mana  

Act as an ethereal ward against magical spying +2 mana  

Give warning of any evil/good things who pass it. +1 mana Requires two or more 

gems; one as the 

focus, the other(s) 

provide a warning to 

their holders. 

Give warning of any thing that passes it. +1 mana Requires two or more 
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gems; one as the 

focus, the other(s) 

provide a warning to 

their holders. 

Block magic or detect magic Variable See rules for “detect 

magic” or “shield”. 

Deal anyone evil/good/of a certain race/everyone a hit of 

Force=N on entering. (A force effect). 

+(N(N+1))/2+5 

(minimum +5) mana. 

 

Prevent anyone entering. +50 mana  

Prevent vision in to area +2 mana  

Prevent listening in to area +2 mana  

Reduce any evil auras inside by X (in terms of hiding 

them from those outside). 

+X/25 mana  

NB: If X≥5, a diamond is required. 

 

In addition, there is a radius multiplier: 

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, the radius will decrease by 1%, in addition to 

the normal effect. 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5* 1* 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x3 x5 x10 x20 x50 x100 x200 x500 x1000 

*Requires a diamond. 

  

Windstorm(A1): 20mana/1hour 

As normal. Has a radius multiplier: 

If the yearly maintenance cost is not paid, the radius will decrease by 1%, in addition to 

the normal effect. 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 5* 10* 50* 100* 1000* 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x5 x10 x50 x200 x500 x1000 x2500 x10000 x50000 

*Requires a sapphire. 

 

Polymorphing 

 

When a Polymorph spell is cast, the subject is turned in to a random creature type. First a 

random roll is made to decide the type of creature, then another random roll is made to 

determine the exact creature. The caster gets to shift each roll up or down depending on 

his experience level and no. of increases. Level 1-3: 1 shift, Level 4-6: 2 shifts, Level 7-9: 

3 shifts, Level 10-12: 4 shifts and Level 13+: 5 shifts. The caster gets one bonus shift for 

each cost increase he pays on the spell; however, the maximum total number of shifts 

allowed for the caster is equal to twice the shifts he would get based on level alone (e.g. 

maximum total of 4 shifts (2 from level and 2 from increases) at levels 4-6). The skill 

Polymorph Control will give him an additional shift (after calculating all other shifts). 

The target may, if he wishes, choose to make counter shifts. These are dependent on 

level: 

 1-3: 0 counter shifts; 4-6: 1 counter shift; 7-9: 2 counter shifts; 10-12: 3 counter 

shifts; 13+ 4 counter shifts. 

 The skill Polymorph Control grants you an additional shift. 

 If a wizard or priest you get one bonus counter shift. 

 If you have total magic resistance of 15 or greater you get one bonus counter shift. 
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This shift does not stack with the bonus from being a wizard or priest. 

 

NOTE, if a person has 4 shifts, he could make 1 on the 1
st
 roll, 3 on the second or any 

other similar combination but not 4 on each roll. To work out shifts and counter shifts use 

the following procedure: 

 The first roll is made. 

 The caster and target each declare simultaneously (e.g. by writing it down or 

using dice to represent it) the number of shifts or counter shifts they wish to use 

on the first roll and in which direction. All shifts must be in the same direction; 

ditto counter shifts. 

 If the counter shifts are in the same direction as the shifts then the counter shifts 

have no effect. If the counter shifts are in the opposite direction, the actual 

number of shifts that are made = shifts – counter shifts. NB: this number can 

never be less than 0: counter shifts can only resist shifts, not shift the result 

themselves, unless the target has the skill Polymorph Control. 

 The process is repeated for the second roll.  

 

When you Polymorph, everything you are carrying (other than other living things) 

becomes part of your new form and you can only get it back when you return back to 

your own form. Polymorphing lasts for 12 hours. A Polymorphed person gains all the 

characteristics of the creature turned in to except Will, Intelligence, Wisdom and magic 

resistance. 

 

Endurance is dealt with separately. If you polymorph in to a creature with fewer 

Endurance points than you currently have then you will get that creature’s full 

Endurance. Every Endurance point you lose whilst polymorphed you will also have lost 

when you transform back. If you polymorph in to a creature with fewer Endurance points 

than you currently have then you will get the same fraction of that creature’s full 

Endurance as you currently have of your own full Endurance (round normally). When 

you transform back your Endurance in your original form will be the same fraction of 

your normal full Endurance as the fraction of full Endurance you had in polymorphed 

form. Transformation between two alternative forms is dealt with in the same way. 

 

For example, you have 2Endurance (max=3) and transform in to something with 

maximum 6 Endurance. You will start with 4 (4=(2/3)*6) Endurance in your 

Polymorphed form. Whilst Polymorphed you lose 2 Endurance, taking you down to 2. 

You transform back. You will now have 1 (1 = (2/6)*3) Endurance in your normal form.  
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Polymorphing Table 

 
Type Small Avian Aquatic Domestic Forest Swamp Exotic Predator 

(mammal

ian) 
 

Predator 

(other) 

Large Undead Monster Demon Elemental 

Exact Fly 

Toad 

Spider 
(poisonous, 

small) 

Mouse 

Tortoise 
Cat 

Dog 

Monkey 

Duck 

Ostrich 

Sparrow 
Swallow 

Owl 

Albatross 

Hawk 
Tarathin 

Eagle 

Minnow 

Salmon 

Marlin 
Otter 

Octopus 

Seal 

Killer-
whale 

Shark 

Serra 

Chicken 

Ferret 

Sheep 
Pig 

Cow 

Donkey 

Mule 
Wolf-

hound 

Squirrel 

Fox 

Badger 
Bear 

(black) 

Deer 

(red) 
Bonnacon 

Moorcat 

Grizzly 

bear 

Nelci Padda 

Apsa Ekorre 

Menamo 
Gharial 

Alcherian 

Swamp 

Panther 
Swamp 

Worm 

Snake (non 

poisonous) 

Mongoose 
Parrot 

Llama 

Camel 

Parandus 
Snake 

(poisonous) 

Yale 

Boa 
constrictor 

Beasthunt

er dog 

Wolf 
Jaguar 

Cheetah 

Leucrota 

Lion 

Spider 

(poisonou

s) 
Amphisb

aena 

Alligator 

Scitalis 
Jaculus 

Hydrus 

Horse 

(battle 

trained) 
Giraffe 

Hippo 

Rhino 

Elephant 

Zombie 

Skeleton 

Wraith 
Wight 

Spectre 

Greater 

wraith 

Grakim 

Aralan 

Hrethran 
Firedrake 

Giant 

(12ft) 

Basilisk 
Giant 

(20ft) 

Wyvern 

Greater 
Wyvern 

Mernal 

Nasku 

Rahvashda 
Goruthang 

Sthand 

Tactorus 

Barthantu 

Winged 

Water 

Air 
Earth 

Fire  

Spirit 

 

 

Raise the Dead 

 

The Order prayer Raise the Dead will raise a person from the dead, even if they have 

been dead a long time or if the body is not present or has been destroyed. Casting Raise 

the Dead requires the presence of five people who knew the person well. Those involved 

must be selected in the following order: 

 

1) Close companions of the fallen who were with him when he died. 

2) Close family members (the closer the better). 

3) Close friends who have known him a long time. 

 

The caster does not need to be one of these five and, indeed, does not even need to have 

known him. If five such people from the categories above cannot be assembled then the 

person may not be raised. It is also not possible to, e.g. substitute a friend if there is a 

close family member or someone with him when he died who is alive. 

 

Once the prayer is cast, the five people taking part in it (not necessarily the caster) will 

each be confronted with an avatar of Andur. Then one of two things may happen (at the 

GM’s choice): either the avatar will then challenge them each with a riddle or puzzle or, 

alternatively, he may invite them to a riddle competition in which each of them is both 

asked and asks him a riddle (or puzzle).  

 

In the first case, each person is asked a riddle or puzzle (which may be of any form the 

GM desires). The players may not confer. The fact that the players’ characters have 

different Intelligence scores is simulated by adjusting the puzzle and the time in which to 

solve it according to how intelligent their characters are (i.e. a more intelligent character 

would have an easier puzzle/riddle and more time in which to solve it). If it is the first 

time that this person has been raised from the dead then the puzzles are of a difficulty 

such that a person with 5 Intelligence would find it averagely difficult (6=easy, 7=very 

easy, 4=hard, 3=very hard, etc.). Each time a person is raised the puzzles get harder: if it 

is the second time the person has been raised then 7 Intelligence will mean an average 

puzzle; if the third time then 9 Intelligence will mean an average puzzle and so on. 

 

The result of the prayer depends on how many people answer correctly: 
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0: Caster loses 1SC, 1VC (randomly). Person stays dead. 

1: Person stays dead. 

2: Person comes alive and loses 1SC, 1VC (randomly). 

3: Person comes alive. 

4: Person comes alive and gains a temporary blessing (for 1 mission). The blessing will 

either be of Order or of the person’s own faith. 

5: Person comes alive and gains a permanent blessing. The blessing will either be of 

Order or of the person’s own faith. 

 

Alternatively, a puzzle competition may be had. Again, players may not confer. Each 

player asks the avatar of Andur (i.e. the GM) a riddle or puzzle. The GM may specify 

what types of puzzles are allowed; as an example he could allow any single one or 

combination of riddles, logic puzzles, mathematical problems, world trivia (e.g. 

knowledge of history and geography about the game world) or anything else he desires. 

Note that mathematical problems and world trivia should always be offered with an 

alternative (e.g. riddles or logic puzzles) as a character must have the appropriate skill 

(e.g. Mathematics or Historical Lore) to ask a question on the former, but anyone can ask 

a riddle or logic puzzle. The puzzles set by the players must be reasonably able to be 

solved and the players must know the answers themselves. After this, the GM will ask the 

player a problem of the same type as they posed him. As before, the puzzles vary in 

difficulty and in the length given the player to solve it according to their Intelligence (as 

before, 5 Intelligence means an average problem if it is the first time the person has been 

raised, increasing to 7, 9 and so on each time the person is raised). The players do not 

have to make their puzzles easier to reflect their character’s Intelligence; however, the 

GM is given less time to solve it the more intelligent the player is.  

 

One point is earned for each puzzle answered correctly by a player and one point is 

earned for each puzzle the GM doesn’t get. The result of the prayer depends on how 

many points are acchieved. 

0: Caster loses 1SC, 1VC (randomly). Person stays dead. 

1-2: Person stays dead. 

3-4: Person comes alive and loses 1SC, 1VC (randomly). 

5-7: Person comes alive. 

8-9: Person comes alive and gains a temporary blessing (for 1 mission). The blessing will 

either be of Order or of the person’s own faith. 

10: Person comes alive and gains a permanent blessing. The blessing will either be of 

Order or of the person’s own faith. 

 

If a person comes alive they are raised on full Endurance, mana and favour. 

 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 

 

   Travelling on the ethereal can be done by anyone using the spell or prayer Travel on the 

Ethereal, as well as anybody using an ethereal gateway. It is very useful but can be risky. 

On the ethereal plane, you are a thought form, which represents your real shape. You can 
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travel very quickly (50 +ESms
-1

) as if at a height and can swoop down as if you were 

flying. You can survey the countryside for a long way around. You will see people and 

animals as auras, the colour and shape of the auras will give you information on what 

they are, their attitudes (e.g. good, evil, mad etc.) and a general impression of what they 

are doing. If a lot of people are gathered together (e.g. in an army) you will only be ably 

to get a rough approximation of how many there are. You can’t travel over large bodies 

of water (a river does NOT count as a large body of water) and very heavy rain will 

confuse things. To leave the ethereal you must build a gate to the physical plane and go 

through it (see below). 

    On the ethereal, when you spend time there there is a danger that you may run in to 

“turbulence”. This would consist of unwanted images, leaks from higher planes, escaped 

dreams etc. For every 10 minutes you spend there (round up) you will meet “turbulence” 

on a 5-6. You must also make such a roll every time you go to a new area on the ethereal 

(e.g. if you move a sizeable distance (over 5 miles) by searching with need). To 

determine how serious it is, roll 5d6. Then add 2d6 to your Ethereal Strength (ES – see 

below). If the answer is greater than or equal to the “turbulence” roll you have defeated it.  

If not, roll 2d6 to find what happens.  

2-5: You have weakened it enough to make it dissipate. 

6-7: You are forced to abandon the ethereal.  

8-9: You are forced to abandon the ethereal and lose 1 Endurance point. 

10-11: You are thrown out of the ethereal and lose 1 Endurance point. The “turbulence” 

is also sent down to the physical plane where it becomes d(level) magical creatures with 

random characteristics. For each creature, for each SC and VC roll a d6 to determine its 

value. In addition roll another d6: on a 6 it can fly. Roll a further d6: on a 5-6 it can only 

be harmed by magic and magical weapons. Its magic resistance = d12+8.  

12:Roll again on the table below: 

2-6: lose 2 Endurance points, lose 1Int, Wis or Will (determine randomly); d(level) 

magical creatures appear. 

7: lose 2 Endurance points, lose 2 Int, Wis or Will (determine randomly; d(level) magical 

creatures appear. 

8-9:Lose 3 Endurance points, lose 1 Int, 1 Wis, 1 Will; d(level) + 2 magical creatures 

appear. 

10-11: Lose 4 Endurance points, lose 2 Int, 2 Wis, 2 Will; 2d(level) magical creatures 

appear. 

12: Lose 5 Endurance points, lose 3 Int, 3 Wis, 3 Will; 3d(level) magical creatures 

appear. 

 

If more than one person is on the ethereal at the same time and place then you need only 

make one turbulence roll to see if there is turbulence. If there is turbulence then each 

person must fight it. However, a person who beats the turbulence may add half the 

amount (round down) his roll exceeded the turbulence roll to a companion’s score, in 

order to help him fight off the turbulence. 

 

Ethereal Combat – Qualitative 

 

    Another danger is that you may meet an enemy. If you do you must fight or flee. He 
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may well chase you if you flee. To fight you can both summon “illusions” which, here on 

the ethereal, are real. Normal magic and prayers can’t be performed. The higher 

experience level you are, the more complex and powerful illusions you can summon, e.g. 

at level one you could summon a man with a sword, but at level 17 you could summon a 

mighty encircling host. A higher experience level also determines how quickly you can 

summon illusions. A level difference of 1 would make little difference to the outcome.  

    As well as illusions, you can create gates to the physical plane. It is necessary to do 

this in order to leave the ethereal. You can only create a gate to the physical plane within 

500ft of your body.  

    You can also create lines of force. These hold an enemy in place. You can create 

spears of light which when thrown can knock an enemy backwards (e.g. through a gate to 

the astral plane) or can break through or weaken a gate (especially when only half 

complete) or a line of force. These spears of light can be blocked. The more you are 

doing one of: summoning illusions, creating gates, lines of force and creating and 

blocking spears of light the less well you can do all the rest. You can die and lose 

Endurance points on the ethereal plane. Any injuries taken here are real on the physical 

plane. 

 

Ethereal Fighting – Quantitative 

 

The key variable that determines your strength when fighting on the ethereal is your 

Ethereal Strength (ES). Calculate this in the following way: 

 

ES = Wisdom + Will + Intelligence + Level adjust* 

*Level adjust is equal to “your current level minus the level when you got “travel on the 

ethereal”. (remember, you start at level 0). If you do not have Travel on the Ethereal and 

are simply using an ethereal gateway then your level adjust is 0. If you haveTravel on the 

Ethereal as a spell and a prayer your level adjust bonus does not stack – you use the 

higher of the two modifiers. 

Your base ES may be modified by things that happen on the ethereal in combat. Your net 

ES refers to your ES for that round.  

 

To determine who goes first in a combat make a Reactions roll as normal. This is the only 

use of a physical statistic on the ethereal. (NB: someone could, of course, be lurking in 

ambush and summoning things before the combat started). 

 

In each round you may do some of the following major activities: 

 Cast spears of light 

 Hold someone in place with a line of force 

 Fight 

 

You may also do some of the following summoning activities: 

 Summoning 

 Creating gates 

 

You may also do minor activities: 
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 Block spears of light 

 Try to break free (if someone is holding you) 

 

For every major activity you do your net ES = your base ES –2. These penalties stack. 

You may do one summoning activity without affecting your net ES (irrespective of what 

else you do); however, if you are summoning an illusion and creating a gate your net ES 

= your base ES –2. This penalty stacks with the penalties for doing major activities. You 

must declare all the activities you are doing in your round at the start of your round. 

Once you have had your round, that net ES remains your net ES until the beginning of 

your next round. 

 

Summoning 

You may summon “illusions” with the force of your mind. On the ethereal, these illusions 

are real. You may not summon more than one illusion at once. On your turn, to summon 

an illusion, declare what illusion you are summoning. The GM will tell you its cost (see 

table for a guide to costs). Then add your net ES for that round to your summoning total. 

When your summoning total equals or exceeds the cost of the illusion, the illusion is 

created (any extra ES points that round are lost). You may never summon more than one 

illusion at once and you may never summon an illusion that costs more than three times 

your base ES. If you are summoning an illusion you may, if you wish, choose to spend 

one (or more rounds) in which you do not concentrate your energies on summoning it. 

This means that you are not counted as “summoning” when reckoning up major 

activities. However, rather than increasing, the summoning total of your illusion will 

decrease by 3 in this round. You may also abandon summoning an illusion at any time – 

this causes it to vanish (i.e. its summoning total to go to 0). 

 

A summoned illusion will obey you totally in so far as it is able. You may dismiss it at 

will; if you do not it will dissipate in 30 minutes. However, it can only attack your enemy 

if there are no enemy illusions present – this is one of the bizarre aspects of the ethereal. 

Ethereal summonings fight as their counterparts in the real world would with two 

exceptions: they may move freely in the 3D space of the ethereal and they may not use 

spells or spell-like abilities. A summoning has “ethereal hit points” equal to its 

summoning cost and each turn will inflict (EL)d6 “ethereal hit points” of damage on its 

opponents. If a summoning is attacking a person, consider one endurance point to be 

equal to ten ethereal hit points; if a person is attacking a summoning they will attack as 

normal (for the ethereal – see “Fighting”, below); a light wound does three “ethereal hit 

points”, a heavy wound in a limb to do five “ethereal hit points” and the loss of an 

endurance point to be the loss of ten “ethereal hit points”. 

 

Summonings may be hurt by spears of light. A spear of light will take off as many hit 

points as it has net force (see “spears of light”). Summonings only move at 5ms
-1

, 

meaning that it is not usually practical to summon summonings to guard you and then 

travel. 
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ILLUSION SUMMONING COST 

Creature (effective level 1-3) 5xEL + 5 

Creature (effective level 4-6) 6xEL + 6 

Creature (effective level 7-10) 7xEL + 7 

Creature (effective level 11-16) 8xEL + 8 

Small inanimate object (e.g. bowl, mirror) 5 

Large inanimate object (e.g. wall, chariot) 15 

Magic weapon, item or artifact (PR1-3) 5xPR + 5 

Magic weapon, item or artifact (PR4-7) 6xPR + 6 

Magic weapon, item or artifact (PR8-12) 7xPR + 7 

Magic weapon, item or artifact (PR13-18) 8xPR + 8 

Magic weapon, item or artifact (PR19-25) 10xPR + 10 

Summoning n things of the same type (e.g. n 
skeletons, n crossbows, etc.) 

nx(cost for 1) – 2n + 1 

Small natural feature (e.g. large tree) 15 

Medium natural feature (e.g. waterfall) 30 

Large natural feature (e.g. river) 50 

Huge natural feature (e.g. small volcano) 75 

 

Items not in this table may be summoned and should be given a summoning cost by the 

GM that fits in with those given on this table. 

 

There is a cap as to the magnitude of any single thing that a person may summon. The 

maximum summoning cost is 4x(ES-10) (minimum 10). The number of illusions that a 

person is able to summon at once is equal to ES/10 (round normally, minimum 1). 

 

Creating gates 

Creating a gate to the physical plane is done in exactly the same way as summoning an 

illusion. Like with summoning illusions, you may not create more than one gate at the 

same time. However, you may create a gate and summon an illusion simultaneously. A 

gate to the physical plane has a cost of 30 summoning points. Once created, a gate will 

remain for 6 hours unless destroyed by spears of light (in the same way that illusions can 

be destroyed). 

 

Spears of Light 

A spear of light is an ethereal projection of power, hurled from you towards a target. A 

spear of light reflects your nature and hence could actually be composed of “black light”. 

Each spear of light that you hurl counts as a separate major activity. 

The following are valid targets for a spear of light: 

 Another person upon the ethereal. 

 A gate (completed or incomplete). 

 An illusion (completed or incomplete). 

To calculate the Force of a spear of light add your net ES to 2d6. This is the Force with 

which the spear of light will strike, unless it is blocked.  

A spear of light may be blocked. A spear of light may be blocked by anyone within 100m 

(they do not need to be directly in front of it as it is not a physical blocking) but may only 

be blocked by one person (unless a special ethereal power is being used, such as ethereal 

meld). To block a spear of light add your net ES to 2d6. Subtract the result from the 
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Force of the spear of light: the result is the net Force of the spear of light (if 0 or less, the 

spear of light is fully blocked). For every spear of light you block take one point from the 

summoning total of either an illusion or a gate that you are building (if you are not 

building or summoning then ignore this). 

 

The rules for how much damage a spear of light does to an illusion or gate have been 

described; the following table details the amount of damage it does to a person. 
≤2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-12 13-16 17-24 25-32 ≥33 

Nothing Knocked 

back. -1 net 

ES next 

round 

Knocked 

back. -2 net 

ES next 

round 

-1 end. 

Knocked 

back. -3 net 

ES next 

round 

-1 end. 

Knocked 

back. -4 net 

ES next 

round. –1 

net ES the 

round after. 

-1 end. 

Knocked 

back. -5 net 

ES next 

round. –2 

net ES the 

round after. 

-2 end. 

Knocked 

back. -6 net 

ES next 

round. –3 

net ES the 

round after. 

-3 end. 

Knocked 

back. -9 net 

ES next 

round. –6 

net ES the 

round after.  

Death 

 

Holding Someone in Place 

You may hold someone in place on the ethereal. If you do this they will be unable to 

move very much or flee the ethereal (their combat abilities are unimpaired). To hold 

someone in place is a major activity. To attempt to hold someone in place, each of you 

roll 2d6 and add it to your net ES. If you score more (not equal to) your opponent then 

you have held them. You may attempt to hold more than one person; however, each 

person you attempt to hold counts as a major activity.  

 

If you already have hold of someone then next round (assuming they haven’t broken free) 

you may maintain the hold without having to roll; however, maintaining the hold still 

counts as a major activity. You may, of course, release hold of someone at any time you 

wish. 

 

If you are being held then, if you wish, on your turn you may try to break free. To do this, 

each person should add 2d6 to their net ES. If you score more (not equal to) your 

opponent then you have broken free. You may only try to break free once per round. If 

you try to break free then take one point from the summoning total of either an illusion or 

a gate that you are building (if you are not building or summoning then ignore this). 

 

Fighting 

It is possible to enter in to direct melee combat on the ethereal though this is shunned by 

most people other than a few militant members of certain clerical orders. At will you may 

summon weapons and armour to shroud your spirit form: these will reflect your nature 

and will always be the same (unless your nature changes greatly); however, their apparent 

form is irrelevant: the mind is the true battlefield here. Combat takes place in the same 

way on the physical plane using the following net values for rolls (round normally but 

round after all calculations are complete): 

 

HA: (Int/2) – 2 – (opponent’s int/4). 

Agility: Wis/2. 

Force: (Will/2) – 2 – (opponent’s Will/4). 

 

Any wounds that appear on you here (including loss of Endurance) exist in the real 
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world. If you are fighting a summoning, you will deal damage to the summoning in terms 

of “ethereal hit points” (see “Summoning”, above).  

 

Fighting is a major activity; however, if you do not attack, merely defend (reflected in the 

modifiers to HA and the Agility) then your net ES only decreases by 1. You may not 

initiate combat with someone if you are being held.  

 

Ethereal Abilities 

 

There are many different things that you can do on the ethereal, other than the base ones 

described above. Learning the spell or prayer Travel on the Ethereal gives you the ability 

to do three of the following (chosen when learned). Other abilities may be learned at the 

cost of one rudiment of a skill apiece. Someone without the spell or prayer Travel on the 

Ethereal may also learn these at the cost of one rudiment of a skill apiece. If you are 

using more than one at once then each one beyond the first causes a –1 modifier to all the 

rolls. If you are fighting someone on the ethereal at the same time, this causes a –2 to the 

roll for an ethereal ability and a –2 to your net ES. All these modifiers stack. All of these 

abilities cost either 1 favour or 5 mana. If using an ethereal gateway, each cost 1 point, as 

does entering the ethereal. The ethereal gateway has 10 points, and when these are used, 

it is drained and useless. You can use mana and favour interchangeably (assuming you 

have Travel on the Ethereal as a spell and prayer). You may also use ethereal gateway 

points interchangeably with either. 

 

Give Message 

You can attempt to implant a message in to another person’s head while they are 

dreaming. To see if they successfully receive a message, an Intelligence roll must be 

made based on their Intelligence. The more complex the message, the worse the modifier 

for this roll. 

 

Read Thoughts 

You can enter in to someone’s mind and attempt to read their thoughts in a similar way to 

the Potion of Insight. In order to see if you are successful, an Intelligence roll must be 

made. For every point your subject is more intelligent than you, however, you receive a –

1 modifier. 

 

Mind Control 

You can take over someone’s mind and then control them. You must compare your 

Wills; then roll a d6 for each. If your d6 score plus your Will value is higher than theirs, 

you have taken over their mind. If they are awake when you first seize control you 

receive a –2 modifier. You can control a mind for as long as you wish; however, you will 

have to make another roll to maintain control under the following circumstances:  

 You try to make the person do something greatly contradictory to their normal 

(subconscious) will (e.g. attack a comrade, injure themselves, etc.) 

 Every round that you are fighting someone else on the ethereal. 

 If you meet turbulence (whether or not you defeat it). 

 Every minute that elapses. 
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If you are mind controlling someone you have access to both your knowledge and theirs; 

however, you only have access to their body’s abilities. This is particularly crucial with 

regards to spell and prayer casting. If you mind control a wizard you may cast any spells 

that he knows; if you are also a wizard you may cast any spells that you know as well. 

However, if you are a wizard mind-controlling someone who is unable to cast spells (i.e. 

has no mana) then you will be unable to cast any spells. If you are mind controlling a user 

of clerical magic, you will only be able to cast either prayers that they know or prayers 

that you know that would potentially be available to them in their faith. 

 

If you are forced to fight someone on the ethereal, you can fight much less effectively if 

you are controlling someone’s mind. If you fight turbulence when you are controlling 

someone’s mind you receive a –2 to your initial roll to see if you defeat it. You may not 

mind-control any body (including your own) whose occupant is on the ethereal (or for 

any other reason without its spirit). The body cannot function without the spirit: if the 

owner is on the ethereal there is simply no mind to control. 

 

Necessity 

You can search for something that you need. This is done in a series of steps, each of 

which takes you closer to the object of your search. Each step is made blind, with your 

eyes closed. You may only search for a general concept – for example, “home”, “rescue”, 

“advice”, “salvation”, “prisoners” etc. This means that you may end up finding 

something you don’t expect which may be useful, useless or even dangerous. You also 

cannot see how you got from one place to the next, so you will have to recognize where 

you are from your surroundings. Also, remember, if it is an object you find, you will not 

be able to take it back with you from the ethereal.  

 

The necessity must be very great – usually more than just “find someone because I need 

to know where there is”; usually lives, the fate of the world or a life-changing decision 

must be involved. The greater the necessity, the more likely this is to work – if the need is 

trivial you may end up going nowhere or, worse, going somewhere you don’t want to be. 

 

Ethereal Wards 

This allows you to set two types of wards, hard wards and soft wards. Both of these 

wards have a centre (which can be a person and thus will move with the person) and last 

for 24 hours unless destroyed. Both types of wards cost 5 mana/1 favour/1 point to set 

and extend in a sphere of 100ft radius from the centre (radius may be increased by paying 

an extra 5mana/1favour/1point for every 100ft of increase). Hard wards prevent any 

enemy crossing them on the ethereal plane, and also protect against scrying or other 

magic at a distance (although some very powerful magic can break through). Hard wards 

are clearly visible to anyone on the ethereal. Soft wards are invisible to those on the 

ethereal and merely give warning that someone has crossed them (on the ethereal) or that 

magic has crossed them. The person crossing them is unaware that this warning has been 

given.  

Soft wards cannot be destroyed. Hard wards, on the other hand, can be broken at a cost of 

10 mana/2 favour/2 points. This totally destroys them, and they will do nothing else. You 
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will know immediately if one of your wards has been destroyed. Hard wards can also be 

evaded; this also costs 10 mana/2 favour/2 points. It is possible for someone to slip 

through a hard ward without being stopped by it and without being detected. However, 

every single person who wishes to pass through must pay this cost, and they must pay 

each time they wish to cross (although you can cross and then get out again without 

paying again). Wards can only be broken or evaded by people on the ethereal plane, not 

by magic at a distance. 

 

Wards Against Scrying 

This allows you to set a ward which will protect all those inside against all forms of 

magical scrying. Anybody scrying for anybody or anything inside the wards will receive 

a void result; anyone scrying the area will see an opaque screen where the ward is. A 

ward against scrying is a a sphere of 100ft radius from the centre (radius may be 

increased by paying an extra 5mana/1favour/1point for every 100ft of increase). 

 

View Dreams 

You may view the dreams of someone who is sleeping. To see if you are successful make 

an Intelligence roll with a +2 modifier. For each Will point that your opponent has more 

than your Intelligence you receive a –1 modifier. 

 

Manipulate Dreams 

You may manipulate someone’s dreams, causing their dreams to obey your will. To do so 

make an opposed Will check (you get a +2 modifier). If you are successful then you can 

make them dream anything you like. Every five minutes you must do another check 

(though need not spend more mana/favour/points). 

 

Ethereal Meld 

You may meld your strength with another person on the ethereal. Both people must have 

the ability Ethereal Neld. More than two people may meld; however, each person must 

pay 5 mana/1 favour/1 point for each person he is melding with (e.g. if 4 people melded 

each person would need to pay 15 mana/3 favour/ 3 points). When melded, you act (in 

terms of ethereal combat) as one person, though injuries are still taken separately. Your 

ES is given by (Meld ES)
2
 = ESA

2
 + ESB

2
 + ESC

2 
+ … . Ethereal Meld also allows you to 

use your Meld ES against turbulence. 

 

 

Turn Undead 

 

The affect of the prayer Turn Undead on various undead is as follows. This table 

supercedes any normal magic resistance of the creatures involved, though a creature 

which can “mana burn” will still do so. One full flask of holy water has the same affect as 

one casting of turn undead. 

 

Creature Effect 

Dread wraith -1 Endurance 

Gerith Dead 
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Greater wraith -2 Endurance 

Lich -1 Endurance 

Mummy -2 Endurance 

Skeleton Dead 

Spectre -1 Endurance 

Wight -2 Endurance 

Wraith Dead 

Wraith lord -1 Endurance 

Zombie Dead 
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Experience And Related Subjects 
 

 

Experience 

 

Every time characters complete a mission, they become more experienced. At low levels, 

each time a character completes a mission they will gain a level; at higher levels, they 

will need to complete more than one mission to advance to the next level (with the 

number of missions required increasing with increasing level). If a character has 

completed a number of missions at a level, this will be indicated by one or more prime 

symbols: for example, a character who has completed two missions at level five would be 

at level 5’’ (“five double prime”). On completing the next mission he would advance to 

level 6. A mission is considered to be an amount of playing time of between 4 and 10hrs 

(on average should be 6 or 7) in which something significant is accomplished or 

undertaken in the game world. 

 

Note that a factor of this experience system is that it includes “downtime” as a requisite 

part of advancing a level. Each time you complete a mission (or get a prime), before you 

can realise this prime you must spend around two months not adventuring, gaining 

valuable life experience. Until you do this, the prime is not an actual prime but is instead 

“a prime in potentia”. This is reflected in the “doing things in between missions”. If you 

do not do this then you will not gain the prime (and cannot advance levels) until you do 

so. You may not qualify for more than two primes in potentia without realising them by 

doing downtime. Any more adventuring you do will not gain you more primes, in 

actuality or in potentia. 

 

A character starts on level 0. By the time they have chosen all their skills and attributes 

before their first mission they will be on level 1. The maximum level is level 17. Levels 

greater than 10 are not commonly seen. 

 

When you complete a mission, perform the following actions in this order. 

1) Regain any Endurance, favour or mana points back to your maximum (unless 

otherwise stated by the GM). 

2) Collect any reward. (Unless otherwise stated by the GM) 

3) Roll for promotion (if appropriate) 

4) Make any purchases (Unless otherwise stated by the GM) and do in-between-

mission activities. 

5) Advance one degree (i.e. gain another prime or advance a level) and gain any 

level increases (if advancing a level) (e.g. new skills, VCs). 

 

The amount you improve per level you go up varies depending on how experienced you 

are. Use the following table to determine what bonuses you should get. The “level” 

column refers to your current level, not the level you are advancing to. 

VCs and SCs gained are random: roll a d6 to determine which you gain. Note that if 

Speed is randomly selected as the SC which improves then it increases by 10ft/5km. 
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Level Skills 

gained 

VCs gained SCs gained Favour 

gained  

Power? 

 

Missions 

required to 

gain next 

level 

1 1 1 0 1 No 1 

2 1 1 0 1 No 1 

3 2 1 0 1 No 2 

4 2 1 1 1 No 3 

5 2 2 1 2 Yes 3 

6 2 2 1 2 No 3 

7 2 2 1 2 No 4 

8 2 2 1 2 No 4 

9 2 2 1 2 No 4 

10 2 2 1 2 No 4 

11 2 2 1 2 Yes 5 

12 2 2 1 2 No 5 

13 2 2 1 2 No 5 

14 2 2 1 2 No 5 

15 2 2 1 2 No 5 

16 2 2 1 2 No 6 

17 No No No No No Infinite 

 

 

Blessings  

 

Blessings can only EVER be given to people with Honour 15 or above. All a character’s 

blessings will be lost if that character’s Honour falls below 15. In addition, the character 

will be smitten, losing 1 random VC for each blessing that he had. The blessings will not 

be restored if the character’s Honour later becomes above 15.  

 

1)Aura. All people will like you unless they have reason not to (+4 on diplomacy rolls). 

Even enemies will respect you and will frequently not attack you and may deal with you 

honourably and try to see your point of view. (Order) 

 

2)Leadership: Once per day you may summon a spiritual companion to aid you. This 

spiritual companion is always the same. It begins two levels lower than you are (ignore 

any primes) and of the same profession but will advance a full level every time that you 

do. It can only be hurt by magical weapons and spells.  Once summoned he will stay for 

two hours.(Order) 

 

3)Winged feet: Your Speed is doubled (double AFTER taking in to account other                                                    

modifiers). This applies to both short distance and long distance Speed. You may also fly 

(at normal Speed), as with the spell Flight. Creatures that can already fly (naturally) have 

their fly Speed increased by 50%. (Life) 

 

4)Vision of eagles: You can see through any illusion and see anything invisible. You are 

also treated as having the skill Mage Sight if you don’t already have it. (Life) 
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5)Endurability: You can ignore all but the strongest extreme of heat and cold. Even 

dragon fire’s effect on you is minimised. Fireballs would have a –4 penalty to Force; an 

Ice Lance just knock you back. (Earth) 

 

6)Resolute: Gain immunity to all mind magic. Gain +3 on all Will rolls against panic, 

fear or incapacity.                          (Earth) 

 

7)Righteousness: You ignore the all the effects of wounds other than loss of 

Endurance.(War) 

 

8) Combat prowess. You are proficient with all weapons, and are treated as if you had a 

specific weapon skill in any weapon you pick up. If you already have a specific weapon 

skill in that weapon, you gain +2F when using that weapon. (War) 

 

9)Invisibility: You can, at will, assume the effects of the spell “invisibility” (Silence) 

 

10)Insight: You can see other people’s thoughts at will. This is subject to magic 

resistance; it is classed as having Spell Power of seven for this purpose. (Silence) 

 

11)Shapeshifter: At will you can alter your appearance; changing your face, body and 

even your race and gender. You may not turn in to a non-humanoid form, nor may you 

alter your height by more than 20% or your weight by more than 30%. (Chaos) 

 

12) Child of Fortune: You may force the reroll of up to 5 dice rolls per mission. These 

dice rolls must either affect you or affect something occurring within 100ft of you. You 

may not use this blessing to reroll the same dice roll more than once. (Chaos) 

 

Whenever a character finishes a mission then, if his honour is 20 or more, he has a small 

chance of being blessed. This chance is equal to Level*(Honour
2
)/1,000,000. To work 

this out, roll 6d10, one by one. Your score is equal to: 

1
st
 d10 x 100,000 + 2

nd
 d10 x 10,000 + 3

rd
 d10 x 1000 + 4

th
 d10 x 100 + 5

th
 d10 x 10 + 6

th
 

d10. If your score is equal to or less than your level*(Honour
2
) – double this if you are a 

priest – then you are blessed. You will receive a random blessing for one mission. If a 

character has Honour 50 or more then naturally the same process is done. However, in 

addition, if his score is equal to or less than level*(Honour
2
)/10,000,000 (again, doubled 

if a priest) then the blessing is permanent. 

 

If you are blessed, whether permanently or for one mission, there is a 50% chance of the 

blessing being of your own order and a 50% chance that it won’t be. Roll a d20: 

1-5: First blessing from your own order. 

6-10: Second blessing from your own order. 

11: First blessing from the other orders. 

12: Second blessing from the other orders. 

13: Third blessing from the other orders. 

… 

20: Tenth blessing from the other orders. 
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NB: “First”, “Second” and so on refer to the order that they are written in the manual. 

 

A character who spends an in-between-mission activity “Working and praying in a 

temple” has a small chance of being blessed (provided his Honour is 20 or higher). If you 

do this, make another roll, exactly as if you had just finished a mission and follow the 

same procedure as above. (Note that the Honour value you should use is your Honour 

before you gain the four Honour for working and praying in the temple). Do this each 

time you “work and pray in a temple”. 

 

A priest of level 5 or above may cast one blessing (appropriate to his faith) per mission. 

The priest automatically knows the blessings – he does not have to learn them. He may 

then cast this blessing on someone (not himself) once per mission at a cost of 1 favour 

(cast as a basic prayer). The blessing lasts for 24 hours and he may only cast a blessing 

once per mission. At levels 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 and 17 the number of times per mission he 

can cast a blessing increases by one. If you became a priest later than level 1 you must 

have been a priest for at least 4 levels to cast blessings.  

 

 

Powers 

 

When a character reaches level 6, and again when he reaches level 12, he may choose a 

power. A power is a significant improvement to the character which in many ways will 

help to define the path he is taking. For example, a warrior with the Weapon Master skill 

can be better with that weapon than any person without this power with similar base 

abilities and skills. Taking the power, therefore, defines him as primarily a fighter. 

 

The powers vary greatly in their effects. Most powers are only available to certain 

professions or specialisations, and others have pre-requisite skills (it is acceptable if these 

skills are taken at the same time as the power – i.e. upon obtaining level 6 or 12). There 

are also some powers which have a pre-requisite of another power: i.e. can only be taken 

at level 12. NB: Power bonuses stack with all non-power bonuses. However, a power’s 

effects will not stack with the effects of a power that was prerequisite to the second 

power. For example, if you are a Weapon Master Excelse, you only receive +3 on your 

weapon – you do not receive an additional +1 from having Weapon Master. 

 
Power Professions 

available to 

Other pre-

requisites 

Effect 

Artificer Researcher, 

Alchemist, 

Archery 

Either carpentry or 

metal working, 

Alchemy or Rune 

Smithing. 

-20% cost, +2 on rarity rolls for all magical 

items. 

Domain 

Dominance 

Any wizard Domain Mastery See rules under “Wizard Specialisation”, 

above. 

Domain 

Mastery 

Any wizard Magic lore See rules under “Wizard Specialisation”, 

above. 

Fast Caster Any wizard, 

priest or gryphon 

None May cast three spells or prayers every two 

rounds (quick spells are not included in this 

reckoning). If casting at maximum Speed you 

will cast one spell or prayer every odd 
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Power Professions 

available to 

Other pre-

requisites 

Effect 

numbered round and two every even 

numbered round. 

Favoured by 

(Deity) 

Any  None Gain +20% favour. You never have to make 

a roll to see if you can use a basic prayer. 

You may ignore the Honour restrictions when 

casting prayers. 

Financial 

Acumen 

Trader; any 

engineer 

Read Gain 15% extra money from all things that 

gain you money (excluding picking up loot). 
Bonus on investing in a business. 

Financial 

Wizardry 

Trader; any 

engineer 

Financial Acumen Gain 35% extra money from all things that 

gain you money (Excluding picking up loot). 

Bonus on investing in a business. 

Golden Tongue Diplomat; orator 

(not spy); knight 

Charisma; Lie; 

Empathy 

Receives a +2 bonus to diplomatic promotion 

rolls, +1 bonus to military promotion rolls 

and +2pp per mission. Receives a +4 bonus 

in diplomacy rolls. 

Great 

Craftsmanship 

Any engineer; 

Researcher, 

Archivist, wizard 

(not battle mage) 

Improved 

Woodworking, 

Improved Metal 

working, Rune 

Smithing, Artificer. 

This reduces the effective PR of making an 

artifact to 80%, providing you are the prime 

creator.  

-10% cost, +1 on rarity rolls for all magical 

items (Stacks with bonus from Artificer). 

Great Stealth Any thief; spy Improved Stealth See rules under “Stealth”, above. 

Holy Might Any Honour >15 You gain +1HA, +1F, +1A against anything 

evil. 

Improved 
Stealth 

Any thief; spy Stealth See rules under “Stealth”, above. 

Lightning 

caster 

Any wizard, 

priest or gryphon 

Fast caster You may cast two spells or prayers every 

round (quick spells are not included in this 

reckoning). 

Lucky  Any None You may force the reroll of up to 3 dice rolls 

that affect you each mission, and up to 1 dice 

roll for “in between mission” things. 

Mage of Many 

Forms 

Any wizard or 

priest 

Polymorph Control May cast spells or prayers when 

polymorphed (or otherwise transformed) in to 

other forms. 

Magical 

Aptitude 

Any non-wizard 

or non-gryphon 

Magic lore. Gain +5 mana per Intelligence point (or +4 

per Intelligence point if a dwarf or orc). 

Every time your Intelligence increases you 

will gain another 5 mana. You may learn 

spells appropriate to your race. You may not 
use spell books, agarvé or agarvémar, the 

spell “Empathic Sacrifice” or the skills “Tap 

nodes” or “tap leylines”.  

Magical 

Resistance 

Any Magic lore Gain +3 magic resistance. 

Magical 

Resistance 

(improved) 

Any Magical Resistance Gain +7 magic resistance. 

Master of 

Summoning 

Any wizard or 

priest 

Invocation of 

Summoning or 

Ritual of 

Summoning 

If a wizard, gain +2d20 + 2 on the roll to try 

to control a creature, gain –1 on the roll to 

see whether a creature is hostile and casting 

cost reduced by 10%. If a priest, casting cost 

of the ritual is reduced by 20%. 
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Power Professions 

available to 

Other pre-

requisites 

Effect 

Master of the 

Ethereal 

Any Travel on the 

Ethereal 

Gain +2 to your base ES. Gain +1 to any rolls 

made on the ethereal not to do with combat 

(e.g. Mind Control). Can see soft wards. May 

ethereally meld with people who do not have 

the ethereal ability “ethereal meld” providing 

you pay the cost. 

Nature’s Friend Ranger; Pioneer Animal lore, 
Animal Affinity 

Once in between each mission you may use 
one of your “in between mission” activities to 

tame a wild animal. The animal may be a 

black bear, eagle, wolf, horse or other animal 

of similar or lesser power. This costs nothing 

and is always successful. From then on this 

animal will be your steadfast companion 

(providing you do not mistreat it), will obey 

and protect you and will have a telepathic 

link with you, allowing you to communicate 

with it. You may have up to “your level/2 

(round down)” animal companions at a time. 

If a companion is killed you lose 2 Honour. 

Nature’s Kin Ranger; Pioneer Nature’s Friend, 

Veterinary 

As with Nature’s Friend; however, you may 

now have up to your level of animal 

companions at a time. Furthermore, these 

animals may be any natural animal (though 

you must of course find one: i.e. it must be 

native to the area you are looking for it in). 

Procurer Diplomat; Spy 

(not orator);  

trader; engineer 

Read; Charisma; 

Perception 

The rarity of all items is reduced by 3. Can 

always buy government restricted equipment. 

Very Lucky Any Lucky You may force the reroll of up to 7 dice rolls 

that affect you each mission, and up to 3 dice 

roll for “in between mission” things. 

Weapon Master Any warrior; 

siege specialist; 

assassin; battle 
mage, Explorer. 

Specific weapon 

skill in that 

weapon. 

You gain this power for one specific weapon 

(e.g. “axe” – you would then be an “Axe 

Master”). Gain +1HA, +1F when using that 
weapon. If it is a parrying weapon you also 

gain +1 to parrying. You may be a Weapon 

Master for two different weapons if you take 

the power twice. 

Weapon Master 

Excelse 

Any warrior; 

siege specialist; 

assassin; battle 

mage. 

Weapon Master in 

the weapon you 

wish to gain it in. 

As with Weapon Master, you gain this power 

for one specific weapon that you already have 

mastery of. Gain +3HA, +2F when using that 

weapon. If it is a parrying weapon you also 

gain +3 parrying.  

 

 

Starting at a Level Higher Than Level 1 

 

It may frequently be the case that you wish to create a character that is more powerful 

(i.e. more experienced) than a level 1 character. An obvious reason to do this is because if 

a party was, on average, level 5 then, if one of the party died, if he started with a level 1 

character this character would not fit in to the party balance (in general it is desirable that 

the difference between the highest and lowest level character (using the effective level, if 
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the characters are of different races) should not be more than two). In order to create an 

experienced character, follow the following procedure, referring where necessary to the 

table below. 

 

NB: It should be noted that this is a guide, particularly for NPCs. If the GM wishes to 

create an NPC with different attributes for game purposes he should feel free to; 

similarly, a player, upon consultation with the GM, might alter some things.  

 

You may also naturally add any things that a character would have certainly obtained (for 

example, after consultation with the GM, the Honour bonus per level gained by a priest; 

wizards may gain a small number of imbued objects in spells that they can cast for half 

price; traders may double the value they get on the “sources of income” column, etc.). 

 

1) Choose the character’s race.  

2) Add on the correct number of VCs and SCs from the table below.  

a. All SCs are allocated randomly.  

b. For VCs, you may allocate them as you wish; however, to increase any 

VC to higher than (your level + 2) costs two points per point raised over 

this threshold.  

3) Make any racial modifiers to VCs and SCs. 

4) Work out your favour – a component based on your wisdom plus the additional 

favour from the table. 

5) Optional: If you wish you may play a character that has hit middle age, old age or 

even “ancient” age. If so, roll on the aging tables. 

6) Choose the character’s profession (with specialisation if desired). Apply any 

modifiers and results from these to the character, including skills. 

7) Choose the characters skills, including bonus skills based on your intelligence. 

You can also choose spells or prayers here.  

8) If starting at level 6 or higher, take a Power. If starting at level 12 or higher, take 

two Powers. 

9) Determine any sources of income. Account for these appropriately according to 

your background (land, a patent of minor nobility, the tavern you own which you 

leave occasionally to go adventuring). 

10) Through discussion with the GM, determine your honour, and also whether you 

have any government, military or guild rank. 

11) Make your purchases. For rare items, you may make one roll on the rarity table 

per level. 

 

EXPERIENCED CHARACTER CREATION TABLE 
Level VCs SCs Skills Skills from 

Bonus Int. 

Additional 

Favour 

Income Money 

1 / / / / / / / 

2 13 0 4 (Int-2)/4 1 (d6-4)x2 13 

3 15 0 6 (Int-2)/2 2 d6-3x2 25 

4 17 0 9 (Int-2) 3 2(d6-1)x2 125 

5 20 1 12 7x(Int-2)/4 4 4d6x3 700 

6 23 2 15 5x(Int-2)/2 6 4d6x30 4 000 

7 26 3 19 13 x(Int-2)/4 8 4d6x100 15 000 
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Level VCs SCs Skills Skills from 

Bonus Int. 

Additional 

Favour 

Income Money 

8 29 4 23 17 x(Int-2)/4 10 4d6x250 42 000 

9 33 5 27 21 x(Int-2)/4 12 4d6x1000 135 000 

10 36 6 31 25 x(Int-2)/4 14 4d6x5000 450 000 

11 40 7 35 29 x(Int-2)/4 16 4d6x20000 1 270 000 

12 44 8 39 17 x(Int-2)/2 18 4d6x100000 5 150 000 

13 48 9 44 39 x(Int-2)/4 20 4d6x500000 21 430 000 

14 53 10 49 11 x(Int-2) 22 4d6x3000000 67 800 000 

15 57 11 54 49 x(Int-2)/4 24 4d6x12x106 210 000 000 

16 62 12 59 55 x(Int-2)/4 26 4d6x5x107 750 000 000 

NB: To create a character with experience between two levels (e.g. level 4’, or level 5’’) then, for each 

statistic (e.g. money or number of skills) construct a line of the form y=kxlevel (where y is the statistic in 

question and k and x are variables to be determined) that passes through the points for the levels 

immediately before and after the point where you wish to start (i.e. level 4 and level 5 for 4’). Assume that 

primes are evenly distributed in a linear fashion between any two consecutive levels (i.e. 4’ is 1/3 of the 

way between levels 4 and 5) and use this line to determine your starting value for that statistic. 

 

A Note on Levels 

 

The following table is a guide to the sort of people that may be found at each level. 

Obviously there are exceptions: e.g. a child king would not be of high level. It also gives 

the average number of these people per 100 million of the population. 

 
Level Description and examples No. per 100 

million of 

population 

1 Peasants, novice adventurers, adolescents. 78 million 

2 People with a little bit of experience. Caravan guards, apprentice wizards or 

craftsmen, etc. An army veteran who now ran a tavern might well be level 3.  

20 million 

3 1.5 million 

4 Competent people. Seasoned mercenaries or mercenary captains. If the average 

merchant hired a wizard to do something the wizard would probably be level 4 

or 5. Moderately successful merchants. The ambassador to a minor country. 

Experienced journeymen or junior masters. Junior officers in an army. 

200 000 

5 30 000 

6 Fairly powerful people; respected and well known within their own country. In 
a prosperous capital city of a medium sized country the majority of the half 

dozen most prosperous merchants would be likely to be level 6. There would 

be a similar number of level 6 wizards. People occupying moderately high 

level (but not top) posts in government. The commander of 1000 men or so in 

an army. A baron or earl of a medium sized town/province; not one of the 

major powers in the kingdom but definitely in the region. 

5000 

7 Powerful figures, well known throughout their own kingdom and in the regions 

nearby. Most significant nobles, generals, the high priests of a kingdom, chief 

advicers, the most powerful wizard in a smallish country might be level 8, 

major ambassadors to a country’s most important neighbour, the best castle 

builder in the country or nearby, etc. 

750 

8 150 

9 Very strong figures, though just below the level to really stand out. The kings 

of many countries; the most powerful noble in a kingdom, a good general, a 
chief adviser to a more powerful ruler; the chief priest on a continent. 

30 

10 Very powerful figures, verging on the legendary. Certainly will be well known 5 
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Level Description and examples No. per 100 

million of 

population 

11 across the world while they are alive. Frequently there will only be two or three 

people of this level on a continent; even if there were three, if one was a 

warrior another a wizard and the third a healer each would be the most 

renowned person on the continent in their field. Great rulers, mighty wizards, 

the richest trader on the continent with monopolies in every country, a 
charismatic and powerful high priest who is more influential than any ruler on 

the continent, etc. 

2 

12 Great heroes; the mightiest (or best in another way) person of a generation. A 

warrior king who founds a new kingdom; the greatest wizard of a century, a 

deadly assassin etc. 

1 

13-17 Truly legendary figures, the sort who are remembered through centuries and 

millennia of history. Usually the most powerful person (or wisest, etc.) in the 

world while they live, sometimes by a long way. An example would be 

Alexander the Great. 

<1 

 

Labourer Profession 

 

Many of the people in the roleplaying world will not belong to one of the 18 professions 

that PCs belong to. Of course, many NPCs will: a merchant is clearly a trader and a 

wizard a mage; soldiers are warriors; a king is likely to be a warrior, a knight or a 

diplomat (or other things) and so forth. However, a farmer, a housekeeper or a shoemaker 

do not fall in to these categories.  

 

Instead, we define a new profession known as the labourer profession. This incorporates 

all categories that do not fall in to the 18 PC categories, including servants, peasants, 

townsmen, etc. A labourer will have the same SCs and VCs as any other member of his 

race; however, he will start with between 3 and 5 skills, at least three of which will be 

Occupational Skills directly related to his occupation. He can gain levels (though will 

usually be low level). He does this in the same way as a PC; however, most of his new 

skills will be invested in Occupational Skills. 

 

 

Aging 

 

As a character gets older, they will change. In general, old age brings increased frailty 

and weakness, though may also bring greater wisdom and insight. Different races age at 

different rates and have different life expectancies; the table below shows the age at 

which each of the races is considered to have met maturity, middle age, old age, ancient 

and maximum life expectancy (all ages given in years). When a character reaches 

“ancient” a roll should be made for them to determine their maximum age: when the 

character reaches that age they will die. Note that when creating an expererienced 

character you are free to create a character who is middle aged or older. If you choose to 

do this then simply follow the aging procedure at each level (when you’re creating your 

character and adding VCs and SCs) where they would have hit a new age category 

(assume that once they hit maturity they gained levels at a constant pace as they aged). 
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RACE MATURITY MIDDLE 

AGE 

OLD  ANCIENT MAXIMUM 

Human 16 40 60 75 +d20* 

Dwarf 25 90 125 140 +2d20* 

Elf 30 150 200 210 +5d20* 

Orc 15 35 50 60 +d10* 

Isp’te’ra Worker 2 20 25 30 +d3* 

Warrior 3 35 45 50 +d6* 

Mage 12 45 80 100 +d10* 

Gryphon 12 35 70 90 +d20* 

Mountain troll 21 555 80 90 +2d12* 

*Any dice which show their maximum here (e.g. “20” on a d20) should be rerolled and 

the total of all the dice added. For example, a dwarf who rolled a 20 and a 15 would reroll 

the 20. If he then got, for example, a 8 he would die of old age at 183 (20+15+8+140). 

 

Effect on Characteristics 

 

As a character passes each of the aging barriers his characteristics may increase or 

decrease. The table below indicates how each of a character’s characteristics changes. 

Note that it is assumed any starting characters have reached maturity.  

 
Characteristic Middle Age Old Ancient 

Increase? Decrease? Increase? Decrease? Increase? Decrease? 

Strength  No No No -1 No -1 – R(+0) 

Force No R(-2) No R(+1) No R(+2)  

– R(+1) 

Toughness No No No R(-1) No R(+1)  

– R(+0) 

Agility No R(-2) No R(+2) No R(+3)  

– R(+4) 

Hit Ability No No No R(-3) No R(-2)  

– R(0) 

Speed No R(-2) No R(+1) No -1 – R(-1) 

Dexterity No R(+0) No R(+4) No -1 – (+4)   

Will  R(+0) R(+0) R(-1) R(+1) R(+0) R(+0) 

Intelligence R(-2) No R(-2) No R(-1) R(+1) 

Wisdom +1 0 +1 + R(-2) No R(0)+R(+1) 

+R(+2) 

R(0) 

Reactions No R(+0) No R(+4) No -1 - R(+4)  
– R(+0) 

Endurance No No No R(+1) No -1 - R(+2)  

– R(0) 

PA No -1 No -2 No -3 

 

Explanation of notation 

 No: Indicates that this statistic will not increase/decrease. 

 +n: This statistic increases by n. 

 -n: This statistic decreases by n. 

 R(+n): Make a roll on a d6 against this statistic to see if it changes. If this appears 

in the “increase” column then if you get less than or equal to your score in that 

statistic it will increase by 1. If it appears in the “decrease” column then if you get 
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more than your score in that statistic it will decrease by 1. The “n” refers to the 

number that you add to your dice roll as a modifier. 

 If Speed increases or decreases it changes by plus or minus 10ft; your long 

distance Speed increases or decreases by 5km. 

 For example, an elf with Agility = 2 hits middle age. There is no chance that his 

Agility will increase; however, in the decrease column it says R(-2). He rolls a d6. 

On a 4 or less (4-2 = 2) his Agility will stay the same; otherwise it will decrease to 

1. 

 If both the increase and decrease column have an R(+n) in them, the character 

rolls on both. Apply the rolls additively and make them simultaneously. 

 Sometimes you will have to make more than one roll in the increase or decrease 

column. Again, apply these additively and make them simultaneously. 

 This system helps to realistically ensure that characters are more likely to 

decrease in their poor statistics than in their good ones. 

 VCs can never be reduced below 0. 

 Strength can never be reduced below 1. 

 Speed can never be reduced below 10ft and long distance Speed below 10km. 

 All other SCs can never be reduced below –2. 

 PA may never decrease below 0. 
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In Between Missions And Abstracted Matters 
 

 

In Between Mission Activities 

 

In between missions, i.e. after a character has earned a prime or a level increase, he must 

spend around 2 months downtime in order to realise that prime (until he does so it merely 

exists as a “prime in potentia”) (see “Experience”, above). A character thus has 2 months 

each of 28 days, to spend doing something “offstage”. 

 

Each character may decide to do up to two of the following actions (Note some 

characters may be able to do more or less, depending on their profession). These actions 

are in addition to the normal things that occur (e.g. buying equipment, gaining skills and 

attribute increases, etc.) All of these actions have some beneficial effects, and some 

negative effects. Many actions can be undertaken for money (the normal course of 

events) or can also be done voluntarily, thus gaining Honour (an N/A in the table 

signifies that this action can not be done as voluntary work). NOTE: a character does not 

have to do any actions, but may do up to two if he chooses.  

 

In addition to this, a character will have a small amount of time to himself. He may spend 

up to 5 days doing his own activities and still do two of the activities listed below. The 

table details the situation for characters depending on the number of activities they could 

normally do and the amount of time they can spend doing their own thing. 

 
Number of “in between mission 

activities” character can 

normally do. 

Time spent doing own activities 

as opposed to ones listed here 

Number of “in between mission 

activities” character can 

actually do. 

1 0-8 1 

 9-56 0 

2 0-5 2 

 6-30 1 

 31-56 0 

3 0-5 3 

 6-18 2 

 19-35 1 

 36-56 0 

 

The money earned for each of the jobs marked with an asterisk is that earned by a level 1 

character. Multiply by the character’s level to reflect their greater experience (NB: do not 

multiply Honour gained if voluntary). Similarly, for the three training opportunities, 

multiply the cost by the character’s level in order to reflect the difficulty of finding 

suitably difficult training. 
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Action Requires Money gained. Honour gained 

(if voluntary). 

Other effects. 

Military service Nothing Varies (see 

below) 

12 See below 

Become ordained 

as a priest 

3,0,0 x level squared None N/A See “priests” 

above 

Specialise in your 

profession. 

Nothing None  N/A See 

“specialization” 

above 

Work as a monster 

handler* 

(Monster) Handler 

or Master (monster) 

Handler 

4,0,20 (+0,3,8 

for every 

additional 

Handler skill; 

+2,1,15 for one 

Master Handler 

skill, +0,3,16 

for every 
additional 

Master Handler 

skill). 

5 Allows you to 

make one bonus 

search for a 

monster with +4 to 

the roll. If you 

have a master 

handler skill for 

that monster you 
receive +6 to the 

roll.  

Work as a scribe*. Read. Int. >2 4,2,12 (+1,0,0 

for each native 

language; 

+0,5,8 for each 

fluent 

language); 

+1,1,20 if an 

archivist).  

4 None 

Work as a ranger*. Track. Reactions >2 4,6,10 + 1,0,0 

for Animal 
Affinity or 

Animal Lore. 

+2,2,12 if a 

ranger.  

6 None 

Work as a Hunter* Hide and either 

Bows or Polearms 

3,3,8 (+1,0,0 for 

Bows; +1,4,0 

for Trained 

Looker; +2,2,12 

for Furrier; 

+0,5,4 for 

Track) 

2 None 

Work as a 

blacksmith*. 

Metal Working 2,5,6 (+2,2,12 

forImproved 
Metal Working) 

4 None 

Work as a 

carpenter*. 

Carpentry 2,5,6 (+2,2,12 

for Improved 

Carpentry) 

4 None 

Work as an 

engineer*. 

Must be an engineer. 

Force >2 

3,7,10 (+0,6,15 

for every 

engineering 

skill beyond 

first 3). 

6 None 

Work as a 

researcher*. 

Must be wizard, 

priest or scholar. Int 

5,1,4 (+1,0,0 for 

Read, Scholar 

6 None 
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Action Requires Money gained. Honour gained 

(if voluntary). 

Other effects. 

>2, Wisdom >2 or Perception. 

+0,6,6 for each 

Llore skill; 

+1,1,0 for each 

native language 

(other than the 
first); +0,7,15 

for each fluent 

language; + 

0,5,6 for each 

intermediate 

language; 

+0,2,0 for each 

basic language 

+1,3,18 if a 

researcher; 

+0,4,4 if an 

archivist).  

Work as a healer*. The skill Heal 7,7,18 (and +2 
Honour) (+ 

1,0,0 for spell 

Heal or prayer 

Heal). +1,3,20 if 

a healer. 

9  None 

Work as a 

musician*. 

Musician 9,4,10. (+3,6,8 

for Power 

Golden tongue) 

3 None 

Work as an 

alchemist* 

Alchemy, at least 

one Specific Potion 

Skill 

6,2,16 (+1,0,0 

for every 

Specific Potion 

Skill beyond the 

first that you 
have the VCs to 

use) 

6 None 

Work as a rune 

smith* 

Rune Smithing, at 

least one Specific 

Rune skill, the 

required VCs 

6,6,10 (+1,0,0 

for every 

Specific Rune 

Skill beyond the 

first that you 

have the VCs to 

use) 

7 None 

Collect herbs Herb Lore or 

rudiments in Herb 

Lore 

None N/A Make five rolls on 

the herb table. 

Someone with 

rudiments in Herb 
Lore only makes 

two rolls. 

Tame an animal The power Nature’s 

Friend or Nature’s 

Kin 

None N/A Gain an animal 

companion. First 

time does not 

count against a 

ranger’s limit on 

IBMAs. 
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Action Requires Money gained. Honour gained 

(if voluntary). 

Other effects. 

Learn a new 

skill/spell/prayer. 

8,6,0 None N/A You gain the skill, 

spell or prayer. 

Work for the 

government. 

Must hold a position 

in the government. 

Your salary. N/A You may have an 

additional roll on 

the promotion 

table. If you do 

this once, you roll 
with a –3 

modifier; if you 

spend two “in 

between mission” 

sessions doing 

this, you receive 

no modifier. 

Speak out as a 

virtuous 

representative of 

the people. 

Must hold a position 

in the government. 

Your salary. 10 

Honour. 

N/A 0/+1/-1/-1/-2 

Numbers refer to 

your increase/ 

decrease in rank. 

Embark on a 

charity drive 

Must own a non-

profit business 

Variable N/A See details below. 

Invest in a business Variable Variable. N/A See details below 

Regeneration 
treatment 

A lost limb; 110C None N/A Regain limb 

Purchase a 

commision 

350 crowns 

(lieutenant) 

None N/A See Military 

Service, below for 

more details. 

Work and pray in a 

temple. 

None None 4 Small chance of 

gaining a blessing. 

Join a guild  Varies, depending 

on guild. 

Varies, 

depending on 

guild. 

N/A (See “Guilds” 

below) 

Train with armed 

forces** 

6,4,0 None N/A 0/-1Int /+1End/ 

+1Will/+1Will, 

+1End, -1Dex 

Study at wizards’ 

university** 

6,4,0 None N/A 0/-1End/ +1Int/ 

+1Wis/+1Int, 

+1Wis, -1 React 

Enrol for 

government  
espionage course** 

6,4,0 None N/A 0/-1Wis/ +1Dext/ 

+1React/ +1Dext, 
+1 React, -1Will 

*Multiply money by character’s level. 

**Multiply cost by character’s level. 
 
To calculate which of the five effects listed in “Other Effects” actually happens, use the table below:  

2-4 5 6-7 8-9 10-12 

Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 Event 4 Event 5 

 

 

Conscription And Military Service 

 

Between missions, one thing a character may do is enlist in an army. Also, sometimes 

mass war means everyone is conscripted in to the army. This will have various effects: 
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chiefly among them, the person will earn some money, they may be injured and they may 

also be promoted. Being promoted is useful as it means that if the character does military 

service again, he will earn more money and is less likely to be injured. It could also give 

him status.  

 

If a character does military service, first he must decide in which branch he wishes to 

enlist (you may enlist as either a fighter, scout, engineer, healer or mage).  Depending on 

his profession, he may not be able to do all of these (though all characters can enlist as 

fighters). Depending on his profession, this will then give a base value for money earned, 

promotion likelihood and chance of injury. Next, work out money earned. After this, roll 

for injuries, and finally roll for promotion.  

 

Money 

 

Each character will earn a base amount of money from military service depending on 

their profession and type of service done (i.e. fighter, scout, etc.). Then modify it as 

follows:  

For being in the Mercenaries’ Guild: +8%/+12%/+20% 

For level: Multiply by character level 

For rank: Multiply by e
rank/2 

Finally: Divide by 3 

 

Injuries 

 

To determine if you are injured, roll 2d6. If you get an 11 or less you are injured. This 

means a character of low military rank and with no connections (e.g. in the Mercenaries’ 

Guild) is extremely likely to be injured. Any references to “the injury roll” refer to this 

roll, not to the one below. There are modifiers to this roll depending on the branch of the 

service you are in and your profession; depending on your rank, and depending on 

whether or not you are in the Mercenaries’ Guild. On a natural 2 you will always be 

injured. If you are injured, roll on the following table to determine what your injury is 

(note: VCs and SCs lost are determined randomly): 

 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Death -2VC, 

-1SC 

-2VC -1VC, 

-1SC 

-1VC -1SC -1VC -1VC, 

-1SC 

-2VC -2VC, 

-1SC 

Death 

If you die, then this has the following effect: 30 crowns is deducted as the cost of 

resurrecting you, though you will still get your pay. If, after being paid, you cannot afford 

resurrection and you do not have enough spare funds to cover the cost then you will die 

permanently. In addition, as field resurrection is typically not good quality, you lose 2VC 

and 2SC. 

 

Promotion 

 

There are 12 ranks that you can advance through. The higher your rank, the more money 

you earn and the less likely you are to be injured. The ranks are: Private; Corporal; 

Sergeant; Sergeant-Major; Lieutenant; Captain; Swordmaster; Knight-Lieutenant; 
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Knight-Captain; Lord Lieutenant; Lord Captain; Lord Commander. These ranks can be 

considered to be numbered 1-12. You receive a bonus on the injury roll equal to (your 

rank divided by 2) (round down).  

To determine if you are promoted, roll 2d6. If you achieve the number necessary for 

promotion (determined by your profession and what branch of the service you enlisted 

for), you will be promoted. If you were injured this time, receive a +1 modifier on this 

roll. You also receive a positive modifier for being in the Mercenaries’ Guild. Finally, 

you receive a modifier (which could be positive or negative) on this roll equal to (your 

level – your rank). A person who has achieved officer rank (i.e. lieutenant or higher) will 

continue to draw a salary even if they do not do military service. This salary is equal to 

5x(rank-4)
2
C. High rank is not usually directly transferable between armies, although low 

rank is (i.e. if you were a sergeant in one army you can probably join up as a sergeant in 

another). This is ultimately up to the discretion of the GM. 

 
Branch/profession Money Injuries Promotion 

FIGHTER (any 

profession) 

/ / / 

If a warrior (any sort) 6,0,0 0 7 

If any other profession 2,6,0 -1 10 

SCOUT (spy or any thief) / / / 

Any eligible profession 8,5,0 0 9 

ENGINEER (standard 

engineer (not craftsman) 

or siege specialist) 

/ / / 

Standard engineer 6,0,0 +1 9 

Siege specialist 10,4,0 +1 8 

HEALER (any) / / / 

Healer 9,2,0 +2 10 

Non-healer priest 5,1,0 +2 11 

Non-healer non-priest 1,0,0 +2 12 

MAGE (any wizard) / / / 

Battle mage 12,7,0 0 8 

Other wizard 10,4,0 -1 9 

 

Purchasing a Commission 

 

In most armies, officers do not typically start out as privates. Although it is possible to 

rise from the ranks, it is more usual for officers to purchase a commission as a lieutenant. 

Not only does this give you a headstart in rank (and therefore money), higher rank also 

reduces the likelihood that you will be injured.  

 

In some countries this will require some kind of military training (which will take an in-

between-mission-activity); however, in others it may just require a sum of money. In 

such countries it is also, sometimes, possible to buy yourself the rank of captain. The 

exact rules that apply in a country are determined by the GM. It is also possible that a 

rank may be awarded as a reward for services rendered outside of the regular army. 

 

To purchase the rank of lieutenant costs 350crowns.  

To purchase the rank of captain costs 1600 crowns. 
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Businesses 

 

It is possible for a character to own a business. The word “business” includes everything 

from a blacksmith’s shop or tavern to ownership of a fleet of trading ships. It does not 

include land ownership which is discussed below, under “Land Ownership”. Investing in 

a business is done as an “in between mission activity”: assuming the initial investment is 

successful, the character will then continue to own this business and each mission it will 

provide with an income (Note that businesses may make a loss).  

 

Benefits 

 An income aside from that earned adventuring. The most crucial benefit. 

 Status in the eyes of the world.  

 If a character owns a business in which he could work (for example a blacksmith 

who owns his own shop) he may work there instead of working for others as an 

“in between mission activity”. This will earn him 20% more money than working 

for another person would. 

 A venue to practice your own craft. For example, if you are an alchemist and wish 

to brew up a potion, it is extremely unlikely that a rival alchemist would let you 

use his premises. 

 

Note that a person who buys a business should specify what and where it is. In other 

words, on his character sheet he should not say “I have bought a medium quality inn for 

60 crowns” but instead “I own “The Black Swan”, a medium sized prosperous inn 

located in the north-east of the city Argenteus, Rodinia” (cost 60 crowns). 

 

There are many different types of businesses in which a person could invest. The table 

below does not attempt to list all of them, merely some of the most common – details of 

others can be worked out (GM discretion) using the following table as a guide. Any type 

of business has the following characteristics: 

 

 Minimum investment. The cost to buy it. It takes a certain amount of money to 

buy the building and equipment necessary for even a minor blacksmith. 

 Maximum investment. The amount of money beyond which it gets difficult to 

keep expanding. For example, a blacksmith may expand, hiring new people and 

buying bigger premises but there is a limit as to how big he can realistically get: 

the business can never provide as much as a fleet of trade ships potentially could. 

You may, of course, start a new business of the same sort. 

 Risk. The inherent risk in such a venture. Gives your modifier on the “start up” 

table. 

 Profitability. Determines the amount of money you are likely to earn from every 

crown invested. 

 Other factors. For example, you may not “expand” a ship – you have to buy a new 

one. 
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List of Businesses 

 
Business Minimum 

Investment/C 

Maximum 

Investment/C 

Risk Profitability Other factors 

Basic trade shop 

(blacksmith’s; 

carpenter, etc.) 

10 275 8 X=6 

D=2.5% 

 

Luxury trade shop 

(jeweller’s; high 

quality seamstress) 

90 1900 8 X=7 

D=3% 

 

Tavern (low quality) 5 30 8 X=5 

D=2% 

 

Tavern (medium 
quality) 

10 70 8 X=5 
D=2.5% 

 

Inn (low quality) 8 45 8 X=6 

D=2.5% 

 

Inn (medium quality) 30 350 8 X=6 

D=3% 

 

Inn (high quality) 80 1450 10 X=7 

D=4% 

 

Restaurant (high 

quality) 

70 1300 10 X=8 

D=4.5% 

 

Warehouses 2 300 6 X=4 

D=1.5% 

 

Land trading business 

(e.g. pack horses, 

merchant wagons, etc.) 

(local, small scale) 

5 100 8 X=6 

D=2% 

Note that one 

“business” can be 

upgraded between 

these three as if it 

was the same 

business; 
however, for the 

time when you 

“go national” you 

cannot use the 

+15% bonus or 

lower risk bonus 

gained for 

reinvesting in a 

business you 

own. 

Land trading business 

(e.g. pack horses, 

merchant wagons, etc.) 
(national, medium 

scale) 

35 5000 9 X=7 

D=3% 

Land trading business 

(e.g. pack horses, 

merchant wagons, large 

scale, international) 

500 500 000 10 X=8 

D=4% 

Fishing boat (coastal) 15 450 7 

1/50 
sink 

X=5 

D=2% 

If you own a ship 

you cannot 
“upgrade it”. You 

must buy a new 

one. However,  

the new ship (of 

the same sort) 

counts as the 

same business.  

Fishing boat (deep sea) 240 6500 9 

1/35 

sink 

X=6 

D=2.5% 

Riverboat 180  1000 (per ship); 

6 ships per 

region 

9 

1/60 

sink 

X=8 

D=3.5% 

Coastal ship 1700 12 000  (per 

ship); 8 ships per 

region 

10 

1/40 

sink 

X=8 

D=3.5% 

Ocean going ship 8 000 45 000 (per 

ship); 10 ships 

per region 

11 

1/30 

sink 

X=9 

D=5% 
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Business Minimum 

Investment/C 

Maximum 

Investment/C 

Risk Profitability Other factors 

Bank/money lender 5 000 5 000 000 9 X=6 

D=2% 

 

 
How Much Can You Invest? 

 

Every time you invest in a business it takes one of your “in between mission activities” (it 

takes time and effort to set up a business). There are two limits as to how much you 

invest in one activity: a business limit, determined by the business, and a character limit, 

determined by your character. The smaller of these two determines the amount that you 

can invest. 

 
Business limit 

When starting a new business you may invest any amount of money above the minimum 

investment and below the maximum investment. If expanding an existing business you 

may invest any amount providing you do not exceed twice the maximum limit (though 

there is a penalty for exceeding the maximum limit). 

 

Character limit 

The amount that you can invest depends primarily on your character level. The amount 

that can be invested per character level is shown in the table below. This, however, can 

be modified by a number of factors, all of which are additive.  

 
Factor Effect 

Investing in a business you already own +15% 

Being a trader +35% 

The power Financial Acumen +5% 

The power Financial Wizardry +10% 

Not having the skill Read. -10% 

Intelligence ≥ 3 +10% 

Intelligence ≤1 -10% 

Intelligence ≤0 -35% 

Intelligence ≤-1 -100% 

Having the skill Charisma +5% 

Investing in a business that you could work in and have knowledge of 

(for example, a blacksmith’s shop if you have Metal Working).  

+25% 

Being in a guild which oversees what you are doing 

(apprentice/journeyman/master) 

+10%/+20%/+35% 

Being in the merchant’s guild (non directly trading businesses (e.g. 

blacksmith’s)) 

+5%/+12%/+20% 

Being in the merchant’s guild (directly trading businesses (e.g. 

taverns, ships, warehouses, etc.) 

+15%/+30%/+50% 

 
Level Base amount possible to invest 

1 15C 

2 30C 

3 40C 

4 125C 

5 600C 
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Level Base amount possible to invest 

6 5000C 

7 15 000C 

8 40 000C 

9 100 000C 

10 250 000C 

>10 No limit 

 

Risk 

 

Whenever you invest in a business (either starting a new one or expanding it), you must 

roll 3d6. If you get a number equal to or higher than the “risk number” your business is 

successful: you either gain a new business or the value of the existing business increases 

by that amount. If you roll lower than the “risk number” the investment fails and you gain 

nothing. The value of an existing business will not increase if you fail your risk roll.  

 

There may be modifiers to your roll: 

 Investing in an existing business: +2 

 Being in a guild which oversees the business you are in: +1 (journeyman); +2 

(master)  

 If you are in the merchants’ guild you instead receive +1(apprentice), 

+2(journeyman) or +3(master). 

 Having no connection to the business (i.e. couldn’t work in it; not in an 

appropriate guild, etc.): -1 

 Intelligence ≤0: -1 

 Situational modifiers (imposed by the GM for, e.g. starting in the middle of a 

war). 

 

A few businesses (usually ships) have a small chance of catastrophically failing (e.g. 

sinking). The chance of this happening is indicated in the risk column as, e.g. 1/30 

meaning your ship has a 1/30 chance of sinking. 

 

Profit 

 

To find out how much profit you gain, roll 3d6 on the profit table. The profit table has the 

form shown below, and is defined by two key variables, D and X (given in the business 

table above). In the table below, X = 6, D = 2%. 

 
3 4 5 6=X 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
-6% -4% -2% 0 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18% 20% 22% 24% 

 

Your business will have made (or lost) the amount given in the table. The percentage 

refers to the net value of the business. If your business has made a loss then you will have 

to cover the loss out of your own profit. If you cannot do this (or do not wish to) you 

must sell the business (you will still have to pay the debt out of your own pocket). This is 

the reason why, despite the fact that you gain advantages from investing more money in 

an existing business, it is wisest to have a diverse array of businesses (e.g. a merchant 
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might own 3 coastal trading ships as well as having a large wagon-based trading empire). 

 

Modifiers 

 Being in a related guild. D is 4%/6%/10% greater. 

 Being in the merchants’ guild. D is 2%/3%/5% greater for non directly trading 

businesses (e.g. blacksmiths). For directly trading businesses (trading ships, 

merchant caravans, warehouses, banks, etc). D is 8%/12%/20% greater and X = 

X-1. 

 Intelligence ≤0. D is 20% less. 

 Situational modifiers (at the discretion of the GM). 

 

Agents 

 

Busy characters or those with no aptitude for commerce may pay an agent to set up a 

business for them. The major advantage of this is that it does not take an in-between-

mission- activity; however, the disadvantage is that it is considerably less profitable. If 

using an agent the following rules apply: 

 

 Risk is increased by +1 as the agent might try to swindle you. None of the other 

modifiers except for “Investing in an existing business” and “Having Intelligence 

≤0” apply. 

 The agent takes 30% of the money you invest as his commission. So, if you invest 

100crowns, the business will only be valued at 70crowns and will generate profit 

accordingly. 

 No matter what guilds, etc. you belong to, X and D will not be modified when it 

comes to working out profit. Situational modifiers may apply. 

 

Selling a Business 

 

If you decide to sell a business, you may do so using the procedures as for auctions. The 

“estimated value” is normally 90%; however, if the business has just made a loss then the 

estimated value is only 70% (it is 80% if it just broke even). 

 

 

Non-Profit Businesses 

 

It is possible for a character to designate a new business as “non-profit” upon its being set 

up.  Once a business is instituted as a “non-profit” business, the character acts as a 

manager and general overseer but all profits must be re-invested in the business.  This is 

done automatically and no further in-between-mission activities are required to do this.  

Investing additional money in to a “non-profit” business has no impact upon the “non-

profit” status; if a character with a “non-profit” business wishes to expand in the same 

sector he must start an entirely new business. 

 

“Non-profit” businesses differ from ordinary businesses in the following key ways: 
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 If a character uses an in-between-mission activity working in a field where he is 

managing a “non-profit” business (e.g. working as a healer in a hospital) he only 

gains 10% more income than usual (as opposed to 20% for ordinary businesses). 

 

 The risk factor is +1 since fewer investors are likely to wish to contribute to a 

business where they have no profit motive, bankers are unlikely to allow them to take 

out loans etc.  In addition, ordinary benefits from membership of the Merchants’ 

Guild are halved (round down). 

 

 If overall profit > 0%, then profit is half that of an ordinary business as staff are paid 

more and have greater benefits and margins are squeezed. Any benefit from 

membership of the Merchants’ Guild is negated. 

 

 All profit is automatically re-invested in to the business.  The manager may 

legitimately take 10% of the profit (i.e. the manager is only receiving in total 5% of 

what he would get for the same level of investment in an ordinary business).  The 

manager may choose to waive this fee. 

 

 The manager gains Honour equal to (money invested/level-money factor*)^1/2 (see 

below) every time he invests money in to the “non-profit” business, including the first 

time.  Unlike the automatic re-investment of profit (see above) this does take up an 

in-between-mission activity. 

 

*Level-Money Factor is defined as 1/10 of the base money that a character starting at that 

level would receive. 

 

Selling “non-profit” businesses 

“Non-profit” businesses may be sold. As for normal businesses, this is done using the 

procedure for auctions; however, the estimated value is 80% of their full value, or 60% if 

they have just made a loss (70% if they broke even).  This money is automatically 

considered to be invested in to the “non-profit” business, though the manager is entitled 

to a 10% handling fee (i.e. on average 8% of the total value). 

 

Siphoning Profit and Sales 

 

Sometimes the 10% management fees for the running and sale of “non-profit” businesses 

is insufficient for greedy managers and they may siphon off either the operating profit or 

the sale price.  However, such a manager will always lose Honour and runs an additional 

risk of being caught. 

 

The manager may siphon off up to 100% of the profit or sales, but loses Honour as per 

follows: 

 

(Fraud Factor)  x (amount siphoned/level-money factor) x (Honour Band Modifier). 

 

Fraud Factor  (FF) is equal to 1 for every 20% or part thereof siphoned off (e.g. a 
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manager who took 50% of the profits total would have a FF of 2, since 10% is legitimate 

management fee). 

 

Honour Band Modifier is as follows: Dishonourable: x1/10; Disreputable x1/4; 

Respectable x1/2; Honourable x1; Virtuous x3; Saintly x5.  Note that many people will 

be sceptical of dishonourable and disreputable characters running a “non-profit” business. 

 

Siphoning money always has a minimum Honour loss of 1. 

 

In addition to losing Honour, there is a chance that people will work out that money has 

been siphoned.  Roll (FF) d10 with the following modifiers: Charisma –1, Empathy –1, 

Lie –3, Unspecialised thief  -½level (round up), thieves’ guild –1/-3/-5, appropriate 

government ministry –Rank/2 (round up), -(Int-4), +CFF*.  If the modified total is greater 

than or equal to 10, the character is caught.  The business is immediately taken from him, 

all Honour penalties are doubled and additional sanctions may be imposed upon him 

(fines, demotion, dismissal from government office, loss of pp…even lynching!) as per 

GM’s discretion. 

 

*CFF is Cumulative Fraud Factor, which is the total FF that has been defrauded from the 

company so far.  If no money is siphoned off that mission, the manager can automatically 

reduce CFF by (Int/2) (round up). In addition, if he spends an in-between-mission activity 

on charity drives he can divert additional attention and reduce it by a further (Int). Such a 

charity drive will also increase the value of the business by (Int)d4%. CFF is never 

reducable below zero. 

 

Worked Example 

The noble Father Goodwill decides to set up a “non-profit” food store, selling cheap food 

for local peasants, modelled as a Basic Trade Shop.  He is level 5 and decides to invest 

240C of his own money, gaining Honour equal to (240/60)^1/2 = 2.  Succeeding on the 

risk roll, the newly founded Welfare Foods rolls a 10 for the profit roll in his first 

mission, making 5% (12C).  Father Goodwill is automatically entitled to 1,1,14 of this 

whilst the rest is reinvested (taking the total value to 250,6,10.  

 

Following a tragic accident where he was landed on by a clumsy tarath with a drunken 

handler, the late Father Goodwill’s business passes to his corrupt son-in-law Skema.  

Skema decides to siphon off 40% of the profits, so a total of 50% including his legitimate 

10% fee.  The profit roll is again a 10, making 5% (now 12,4,7).  Skema is therefore 

taking 6,2,3 (5,0,3 more than he is entitled to), with 6,2,4 being reinvested in the 

company.   

 

For his corruption, the level 3 Skema loses Honour = 2 (FF) x (5,0,3/2,4)^1/2 x ¼ (since 

Skema is already disreputable), for a total of one Honour lost (since one Honour is 

always lost as a minimum).  However, he must also roll for being found out.  Since 

Skema has Lie, Int 2 and Apprenticeship in the Thieves’ Guild, he rolls (2d10-2).  

Unfortunately for him, he rolls an initial 13, modified to 11.  Welfare Foods is seized 

from his control and an angry mob of peasant farmers begins to build on his doorstep… 
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Illegal Businesses 

 

Just as some noble characters may choose to operate non-profit businesses, other, less 

honourable characters may decide to run illegal businesses. Such activities are not 

without risks: should the authorities find out the person may face public scandal or even 

jail, hard labour or execution. However, illegal businesses can be extremely profitable 

and, in addition, the criminal contacts that one would build up can greatly aid someone in 

finding illegal objects. 

 

When setting up an illegal business a player should choose the normal business from the 

list that most closely resembles his illegal business: for example, a smuggling enterprise 

would be a trading business of some kind whilst someone dealing in stolen jewellery 

would be analagous to a luxury trade shop. However, the following key differences 

between legal and illegal businesses apply: 

 

 The risk is +3. Illegal businesses operate outside the law and face many 

challenges that are not faced by legal businesses. In addition, a character does not 

gain benefits from membership of the merchant’s guild; instead, identical benefits 

are now conferred by being in the thieves’ guild. 

 All profits are doubled. Note that losses are also doubled. Benefits from being in 

the merchants’ guild are changed to granting a bonus of +4%/+6%/+10% to D for 

a directly trading illegal businesses (e.g. smuggling) or nothing for non-directly 

trading businesses. Instead, membership of the thieves’ guild grants you 

+8%/+12%/+20% bonus to D and, in addition, X=X-1. 

 Every time, including the first, that a character invests money in to an illegal 

business he loses Honour equal to (money invested/level-money factor) x 

(Honour Band modifier). 

 Illegal businesses may be sold at the same rate as normal businesses. 

 

Honour Band Modifier is as follows: Dishonourable: x1/10; Disreputable x1/4; 

Respectable x1/2; Honourable x1; Virtuous x2; Saintly x3.   

 

The Honour penalty is always at least 1 Honour. 

 

Criminal Contacts 

 

Running an illegal business may often give a character contacts in the criminal 

underworld. As well as any in-game effects that may be incorporated by the GM and 

players, this is represented by making it easier for a player with an illegal business to find 

illegal items. To work out the bonus, first work out the total base value of all of the 

player’s illegal businesses.  

The bonus is as follows: 

Value < 49crowns:    no bonus 

50 crowns<Value<499crowns:  +1 bonus 
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500crowns<Value<4999 crowns:  +2 bonus 

Value > 5000crowns:   +3 bonus 

 

The player may reduce the rarity of any illegal rare items by the value of the bonus. He 

may add the number to his roll on the the roll to locate a rare item and may take the 

number away from his roll to see if he is injured. 

 

Illegal Non-Profit Businesses 

 

   Whilst it might seem counter-intuitive, it is possible to have an illegal non-profit 

business. For example, a patriot selling weapons to a resistance movement would 

certainly be committing acts considered illegal by the government of the country 

concerned so all the risks of illegal businesses would apply. However, if he kept very 

little money himself and donated it to the cause (i.e. reinvesting it in the business) it 

would be a non-profit business.  

   A less honourable example would be a person who uses a non-profit business as a front 

for an illegal business. The non-profit aspect makes it easier for him to conceal his illegal 

doings; however, in reality he is simply skimming off the profits and using it to find and 

obtain illegal items. 

    

When running an illegal non-profit business, the following apply: 

 The risk factor is +3, the same as for a normal illegal business. There is no extra 

penalty for it being non-profit. As with a normal illegal business, bonuses to risk 

from the merchants’ guild are replaced by bonuses from membership of the 

thieves’ guild. 

 If the profit > 0%, the total profit is half that of a normal illegal business; in other 

words, it is the same as for a normal business. If profit <0%, the loss is the same 

as for a normal illegal business. Bonuses from guilds are the same as for a normal 

illegal business.  

 As with a legal non-profit business, all profit is automatically re-invested in to the 

business.  The manager may legitimately take 10% of the profit (i.e. the manager 

is only receiving in total 5% of what he would get for the same level of 

investment in an ordinary business).  The manager may choose to waive this fee.  

Similarly, the manager may choose to skim off the profits: this process is 

conducted in the same way as for a legal non-profit business. 

 When investing in an illegal non-profit business, both the Honour bonus from 

investing in a non-profit business and the Honour penalty from investing in an 

illegal business are summed to give the total change in your Honour. 

 A non-profit business makes it easier for you to conceal the illegality of your 

business.  

 Illegal non-profit businesses may be sold at the same rate as normal non-profit 

businesses. 

 

Concealing Yourself From the Law 

 

Whenever you own an illegal business there is a danger that you will be found out and 
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discovered. The larger the business, the more danger there is. Let X be defined as the 

total value rating of all of your illegal businesses: 
TOTAL VALUE OF ILLEGAL BUSINESSES X 

Value<49C 1 

50C<Value<299C 2 

300C<Value<1999C 3 

2000C<Value<12499C 4 

12500C<Value<49999C 5 

Value > 50000C 6 

 

Each mission you must roll Xd10 with the following modifiers: Charisma –1; Empathy –

1; Perception –1; Lie –3; Unspecialised thief  -½level (round up); thieves’ guild –1/-3/-5; 

appropriate government ministry –Rank/2 (round up); -(Int-4); non-profit business –4; 

+Front Rating*; +Cumulative Factor**.  

If you get a 10 or higher you have been found out. There is not enough evidence for a 

court conviction; however, it is likely that you will face scandals, demotions, loss of 

government position or guild status and your business will suffer greatly (reduces by 

(score-9)x10% of total value).  

If you get a 15 or higher then you have been caught red-handed and prosecuted: the 

business will be seized and if you do not flee the country you may well suffer, depending 

on the business, imprisonment, execution, loss of all rank, lands and money, etc. 

 

*Front Rating: To calculate your front rating work out the proportion of your businesses 

(in terms of total value) that are illegal and that are legal. Express both as a percentage. 

Subtract the percentage that are legal from the percentage that are illegal, divide by 10 

and round down. The result is your front rating. For example, if 62% of your businesses 

are legal and 38% illegal your front rating will be (38-62)/10 = -2.4 = -2. Your front 

rating may never be greater than 5 or less than –5. 

 

**Cumulative Factor. Every mission your cumulative factor increases by 1. If you wish, 

you may choose to “sit tight”. If you do this, none of your illegal businesses make any 

profit; however, you may reduce your cumulative factor by (int). (You may never reduce 

it below 0). Note that if your illegal business is a non-profit one then if you embark upon 

a charity drive as an in-between-mission-activity (see non-profit businesses, above) then 

your cumulative factor will be reduced by 1. 

 

 

Land Ownership 

 

Other than investing in businesses, a major way of investing is to buy land. Unlike a 

business which is risky and time consuming, buying land is much simpler and safer. 

However, it is much less profitable, generating a small, steady income each mission. 

 

Land can either be owned outright or you can have the right of overlordship over a land. 

The latter means that someone else owns the land but that you collect the tax revenues. It 

is not possible to buy the right of overlordship over land; however, if you are granted a 

title of nobility for any reason then this will usually come with a large area of land that 
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you are lord over and that will pay you tax (it will also usually come with a smaller 

amount of land that you personally own). The tax revenue for a piece of land is 20% of 

the income of the land.  

 

To buy land does not take an in-between-mission activity. Instead, all you need to do is 

declare your intention to buy it. You can only buy land if there is some available: you 

could not buy 50,000 acres of arable farmland in a city state whose borders stopped at the 

city walls or a gold mine in a nation with no gold. Most land is classed as uncommon: in 

practice, this will only affect you if you are buying a huge amount as the amount 

available is usually in the thousands of acres. Many mines are classed as rare. The GM 

may, of course, alter these rarity values to fit the situation. 

 

In general you can buy land in the country where you are resident or a citizen; you may 

be able to also buy land in other countries if they are nearby. The more land you are 

buying, the more likely there are to be difficulties (even possibly in your own country): 

buying 50,000 acres is going to attract a lot more official attention than buying a 20 acre 

plot. Ultimately this is up to the discretion of the GM. 

 

Whenever you buy land you should clearly note down where it is (for example, north-

eastern Siluria). This is so that if anything major happens (for example a war) then you 

will know if your land is affected. If, for example, the region containing your land is 

conquered by another country then you may well lose it.  

 

If the exact type of land you wish to buy is not in the table then choose the type that is 

most like it after consultation with the GM. In addition, you should list exactly what the 

land is that you own (e.g. “sheep farm” rather than just “pastoral farmland”). 

 

Land Rarity Purchase 

price/C 

Revenue per 

mission/C 

Bonuses to revenue 

AGRICULTURE (prices and revenues are per 100 acres. Divide revenue by 5 to get tax revenue). 

Arable farmland 4d10 x 
1000 

acres  

200 10 Herblore +5%. Ministry of Agriculture 
+3*Rank%.  Farmers’ guild 

+8/+12/+20%. 

Orchards 4d6 x 100 

acres 

425 25 Ministry of Agriculture +4*Rank%.  

Farmers’ guild +8/+12/+20%. 

Pastoral 

farmland 

4d10 x 

3000 

acres 

75 4 Animal lore +5%. Ministry of 

Agriculture +3*Rank%.  Farmers’ guild 

+8/+12/+20%. 

Forest 3d12 x 10 

000 acres 

25 1 Carpenters’ guild +3/+5/+8%. Ministry 

of Public Works +2*Rank %. 

Wasteland 

(swamps, etc.) 

5d10 x 50 

000 acres 

10 0,2,0 None 

MINES AND QUARRIES (prices are for small/medium/large/huge. Divide revenue by 5 to get tax revenue) 

Copper, Tin, 

Lead mine 

3/4/6/8 550/2000/7500/ 

28000 

30/120/500/2000 Miners’ Guild +8/+12/+20%. Ministry 

of Public Works +3*Rank%. 

Silver mine 7/9/10/11 2500/11500/ 

40000/175000 

150/750/3000/ 

15000 

Miners’ Guild +8/+12/+20%. Jewellers’ 

Guild +2/+4/+6%. Ministry of Finance 

+3*Rank%; Ministry of Commerce 

+2*Rank%. 

Gold mine 9/ 5500/ 21000/ 350/1500/4500 Miners’ Guild +8/+12/+20%. Jewellers’ 
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10/  

12 /  

12/8 

55000/250000 /25000 Guild +3/+5/+8%. Ministry of Finance 

+4*Rank%; Ministry of Commerce 

+3*Rank%. 

Iron mine 6/7/9/10 1000/3500/ 

12000/ 50000 

50/200/750/3500 Miners’ Guild +8/+12/+20%. 

Blacksmith’s Guild +3/+5/+8%. 

Ministry of Defence +5*Rank%. 

Ministry of Public Works +2*Rank %.  

Stone quarry 5/6/7/9 475/1750/ 

10000/37000 

25/110/650/2500 Stonemasons’ guild +8/+12/+20%. 

Ministry of Public Works +3*Rank %. 

Marble quarry 7/9/11/12 3200/ 14000/ 
53000/ 210 000 

200/1000/4000 
/18000 

Stonemasons’ guild +8/+12/+20%. 
Ministry of Public Works +2*Rank %. 

Ministry of Religion +4*Rank %. 

TOWNS (Cannot be bought; you can only be granted overlordship of. Revenue given is the tax revenue). 

Village (20-200 

people) 

N/A N/A 2 + 3*Government Rank%.  

Small town (200-

1000 people) 

N/A N/A 10 

Medium town 

(1000 – 5000 

people) 

N/A N/A 60 

Small city (5000 

– 20000 people) 

N/A N/A 350 

Large city 

(>20000 people) 

N/A N/A 2000 

 

 

Guilds 

 

If you wish, your character may choose to join a guild. There are a variety of guilds to 

join and, to do so, your character must be eligible (for example, you must have the skill 

Metal Working to join the Blacksmiths’ Guild). Joining a guild is something you do as an 

‘In Between Mission Activity’. You join as an apprentice. When you have gained 

sufficient prowess in the craft you will become a journeyman, and then, when you are 

considered expert, you will become a master. The exact details of advancement are 

described in more detail below. You may not belong to more than one guild; however, 

you may resign from a guild at the cost of (pp/5)*(pp/5-1)/2C (this is done instantly). No 

experience may be carried over in to another guild. 

 

The cost of joining a guild is 1C x your level squared (or 0,4,0C at level 0). However, 

you do get a considerable number of benefits: 

 Status. This is perhaps the most important. Being a guild member, particularly a 

journeyman or master, will mean you are much more likely to be respected when 

talking to, e.g. merchants, guard commanders, etc. In some guilds it also gives 

you a ready excuse to be on the road. Furthermore, some guilds may be very 

useful at certain points: for example, a journeyman musician would have little 

difficulty in gaining access to a castle by offering to play to entertain the lord, or a 

master thief would be instantly respected if making contact with the thieves in 

another city. 

 You receive a 5%/10%/15% discount on all items that your guild makes. You also 

receive 2%/5%/10% more when you sell them. This can benefit your entire party. 
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 In a mission, if you stop at any towns large enough to have a guild office there 

(the size of a town required depends on the guild: even a small town will have a 

blacksmiths’ guild, but a large city might be required for a jewellers’ guild), then 

you may receive a small amount of healing and refreshing free of charge. This 

will restore 1 Endurance point, 10 mana and 2 favour (the mana and favour if 

appropriate). 

 Many guilds have other benefits. Note, if a guild gives bonuses for promotion in a 

ministry, then this bonus is +1 for an apprentice, +2 for a journeyman and +3 for a 

master unless otherwise stated. Any bonuses given like this: 1/2/3 refer to benefits 

for apprentice/journeyman/master. 

 
GUILD REQUIRED OTHER EFFECTS 

Alchemists’ Intelligence ≥ 2, Dexterity ≥ 2, 

Herblore 

Can use any potions, ignoring the level 

restrictions. Bonus for promotion in Ministry of 

magic. Can sell potions at ¾ of full price. Bonus 
money for working as an alchemist 

(+8%/+12%/+20%). 

Blacksmiths’ Metal Working Bonus for promotion in Ministry of Public 

Works. Bonus money for working as a rune 

smith or a blacksmith (+8%/+12%/+20%). 

Carpenters’ Carpentry Bonus for promotion in Ministry of Public 

Works. Money bonus for working as a carpenter 

(+8%/+12%/+20%). 

Engineers’ Must be an engineer (or 

specialised engineer). Must have 

at least 3 engineering skills (e.g. 

Traps, Carpentry, Repair). Force 

≥ 2 

Bonus for promotion in Ministry of Public 

Works. Money bonus for working as an engineer 

“in between missions” (+8%/+12%/+20%). 

Farmers’  At least two of: Animal Lore, 

Animal Affinity, Ministry of 
Agriculture position. 

+1 in searching for rare animals. Can always buy 

GR animals. Bonus for promotion in Ministry of 
Agriculture. Bonus money for owning land. 

Healers’ At least 2 of the skill, spell or 

prayer Heal.  

+1/2/3 Honour per mission. +1 for promotion 

(whatever your rank) in any ministry. 

(+8%/+12%/+20%) for working as a healer. 

Jewellers’ Gem Lore Receives a +1 on any searches for gems. You 

also will find 7 gemstones on a gem search, and 

all your search items will be shifted up by two 

spaces. 

Mercenaries’ At least 3 full weapons skills. At 

least 8 points in Reactions, will 

and Endurance (added up) 

The discount only applies to military equipment 

other than weapons (which are made by 

blacksmiths); e.g. naphtha, caltrops, etc. 

Promotion bonus in Ministry of Defence. If you 

do government service, receive 

(+8%/+12%/+20%) to the money earned and 
+1/+2/+3 on the injury and promotion rolls. 

Merchants’ Intelligence ≥2; Read Bonus on promotion for Ministry of Commerce 

or Finance. Bonuses on investing in businesses 

Miners’ Mining. Endurance ≥ 3, Force 

≥2 

Bonus for promotion in Ministry of Public 

Works. Bonus on owning mines. 

Musicians’ The full skill Musician Bonus on promotion for Ministry of Public 

Amenities. Receive +10%/+15%/+25% money 

for working as a musician in between missions. 

Porters’ None None 
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Rivermen’s Boats.  Bonus on promotion for Ministry of Commerce. 

Can always buy boats (even though they are 

GR). 

Seafarers’ Ships Bonus on promotion for Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs.   

Stonemason’s 

guild 

Quarrying Bonus for promotion in Ministry of Public 

works. Bonus for owning quarries. 

Tailors’ Furrier None 

Thieves’ Must be a thief. Does not bring respect amongst government 

officials/merchants. Does amongst criminals. 

+1/+2/+3 on locating illegal item rolls; -1/-2/-3 
on the injury roll at this time. Also receives +1 

on searching for rare illegal items. Bonuses for 

running illegal businesses or for skimming 

money from non-profit businesses. 

Wizards’ Must be a wizard. Must have at 

least 4 Intelligence and 4 

Wisdom; also Magic Lore.  

+1 for searching for all magical items other than 

potions or gems. If a master, may, at the cost of 

an additional 185C per spell, learn a spell of 

another race (no more than once per mission). 

Bonus on promotion for ministry of magic. +1 on 

roll for studying at wizard’s university (and the 

base price is only 5,0,0) 

 

Advancement in a Guild 

 

Your prowess in a guild will increase the more time you devote to the craft. Whilst you 

will gradually gain prowess (measured in prowess points (pp)) just by performing 

missions (this represents the fact that seniority does count for something), if this is all you 

do it will take a long time before you reach journeyman, and many many missions (25) 

before you attain the rank of master. If, however, you practice your craft in between 

missions, your expertise will increase far more rapidly and you will advance through the 

ranks much more quickly. Note that no matter what skills, positions, attributes you have 

initially, you start wth 0pp; only things gained after you join can gain you prowess points. 

It takes a total of 35pp to become a journeyman and a total of 75pp to qualify as a master. 

 

There are five main ways in which you can gain prowess points: 

Seniority: Each time you complete a mission you gain 3pp. This is true in all guilds. 

Skills: Some skills are directly related to your craft. Gaining such a skill will give you 

1pp. Gaining two *s in such a skill will also give you 1pp, the pp being gained with the 

second *. 

Attributes: Improving in some VCs and SCs will make you better fitted to your craft. 

Each time you improve a rank in one of these you gain1pp (if you lose a rank you will 

lose 1pp). 

Minor prowess: These things do make you more expert in your craft, but not as much as 

major prowess activities. They are typically activities to do with training rather than 

proper, hands on experience. It could also represent prestige. Each minor prowess activity 

gains you 2pp. 

Major prowess: There is seldom any substitute for real, hands-on experience, and this is 

what most major prowess activities are. Each major prowess activity gains you 4pp. 
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GUILD SKILLS ATTRIBUTES MINOR 

PROWESS 

MAJOR 

PROWESS 

Alchemists’ Scholar, Magic 

Lore, Alchemy, any 

Specific Potion 

Skill. 

I, Wis None Work as an 

alchemist 

Blacksmiths’ Repair, Improved 

Metal working, 

Rune Smithing, any 
Specific Rune Skill. 

F, D Promotion in 

Ministry of Public 

Works. Work as an 
engineer. 

Work as a rune 

smith. 

Carpenters’ Repair, Boats, 

Ships, Improved 

Carpentry. 

D Promotion in 

Ministry of Public 

Works. Work as an 

engineer 

None 

Engineers’ Any other 

engineering skill. 

F, Wis Promotion in 

Ministry of Public 

Works. 

Work as an 

engineer 

Farmers’  Animal lore, 

Animal Affinity, 

Veterinary 

Wis, St Promotion in 

Ministry of 

Agriculture. 

None 

Healers’ Skill, spell or 

prayer Heal. 

Wis Specialising as a 

healer. 

Work as a healer. 

Jewellers’ Metal Working, 

Jewel Smithing 

I, D None None 

Mercenaries’ Any weapon skill. 

Equitation or 
Advanced 

Equitation. 

HA, F, E, R  Training with the 

armed forces. 
Specialising as a 

battle mage or siege 

specialist. 

Promotion in 

Ministry of Defence 

Military service 

Merchants’ Gem Lore, 

Charisma, 

Geographical Lore, 

Ships, any full skill 

invested in a 

modern language. 

I, Will Specialising as a 

trader. Promotion in 

the Ministry of 

Commerce or 

Finance. Work as a 

scribe. 

Invest in a business. 

Miners’ Repair, Metal 

Working, Carpentry 

F, E Promotion in 

Ministry of Public 

Works. 

None 

Musicians’ Charisma. D None Work as a musician 

Porters’ None S None None 

Rivermen’s Ships, Carpentry E, Wis Promotion in 

Ministry of 

Commerce. 

None 

Seafarers’ Boats, Carpentry, 

Geographical Lore,  

E, Wis Promotion in 

Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs 

None 

Stonemasons’ Siegecraft D, F Promotion in 

Ministry of Public 

Works 

None 

Tailors’ None D None None 

Thieves’ Hide, Low 

Movements, Gem 

Lore, Lie, Picklock, 

D, Will Enrol for 

government 

espionage course. 

None. 
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Traps, Dagger 

Throwing, Code 

Breaking, 

Unwritten Codes. 

Invest in an illegal 

business. 

Successfully find an 

illegal item. 

Wizards’ Magic Lore, Mage 

Sight, Gem Lore, 

Tap Leylines/ 

Nodes/Vital 
Energies. Any spell. 

I, Wis Train at wizards’ 

university. 

Promotion in 

Ministry of Magic. 
Work as a 

researcher. 

None 

 

 

Government Positions 

 

   It is possible for characters to obtain a position in the government. This is done either as 

a reward at the end of a mission or can be bought. To buy yourself in costs 5C and, in 

either case, you start as an Administrative Officer. You may also buy yourself in at a 

higher level (up to Higher Executive Officer) by paying 25C x Rank
2
. When you enter 

government service, you must choose a ministry. These are listed below. You can never 

change ministry or hold rank in more than one ministry. You have a salary equal to ½e
x
 

2d3 crowns with x equal to your sqrt(2*rank). (Administrative Officer has rank one, 

Permanent Secretary rank 9). A thief gets a 30% bonus on this roll. At the end of each 

mission, you will receive half your salary. If you spend time working in the ministry as 

an “in between mission activity” you will receive your full salary.  

 

The names of the ranks listed here are an example: different countries may have different 

names for these ranks (and/or a different number). In addition, local government ranks 

(e.g. mayor of a town) should be dealt with using a similar system: the mayor of a village 

or small town would have rank equivalent to a Higher Executive Officer. 

 

You may never hold a rank higher than your level +2. 

 

You may get promoted. You are promoted through the following ranks: (i) 

Administrative Officer, (ii) Executive Officer, (iii) Higher Executive Officer, (iv) 

Principal, (v) Senior Principal, (vi) Assistant Secretary, (vii) Under Secretary, (viii) 

Deputy Secretary and (ix) Permanent Secretary. In between each mission you get an 

automatic roll on the promotion table. This roll receives a –7 penalty. If you spend time 

working on your ministry (as an “in between mission activity”) you will get additional 

rolls which are made at a lower penalty (see “in between mission activities”). However, 

you may never be promoted more than once per mission. 

 

To see if you are promoted roll 2d10. On a 20 you are promoted. There are modifiers to 

this roll which are listed below. Diplomats always get an additional +2 to this roll, 

whereas warriors always get -1. Orcs get a –3 to this roll. The skills Charisma, Lie, 

Leadership, Empathy, Read and Perception also always give +1 on this roll. You also 

receive a modifier due to your Honour: 1-5 =-2; 6-10 =-1; 11-20=0; 21-30=+1; 31-40 = 

+2; >40 = +3.  There is an additional penalty reflecting the fact that it you need to be 

more skilled to be promoted to higher levels. Thus: To Executive Officer: -0, to Higher 
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Executive Officer: -2: to Principal: -5: to Senior Principal: -8; to Assistant Secretary: -12; 

to Under Secretary: -15; to Deputy Secretary: -18; to Permanent Secretary: -22. A natural 

20 always succeeds and a natural 2 always fails. 

 

Instead of making this roll, you may also promote yourself by bribery, by paying 25 

crowns x the level you wish to reach squared. However, you can never promote yourself 

to the rank of Assistant Secretary or higher by bribery.  

 
MINISTRY BONUSES ON PROMOTION ROLL AREAS OF AUTHORITY 

AGRICULTURE Worshipper of Earth or Life +2, Heal +1, #Equitation 

+1, elf +2; Advanced Equitation +1; Veterinary +1; 

Creature Lore +1; Animal Lore +2; Animal Affinity 

+2; pioneer +1 

Crop growing, farming, sale of 

produce, rationing, etc. 

COMMERCE Read +1 (+2 total), Equitation +2, Boats +2, 

Languages +1, thief +1; Animal affinity +1; Fly +1; 

Animal lore +1; Mining +1; Advanced Equitation +1; 

Ships +2; Furrier +1; Explorer +1; trader +2; 
Barter+1 

Trade inland and seaborne, 

maintenance and guarding of 

highways, permits etc. 

DEFENCE Equitation +1, Worshipper of Order +1, Worshipper 

of War +2, 4 weapons skills +1, Animal Affinity +1, 

Fly +1, Creature Lore +1, Historical Lore +1, 

Geographical Lore +1, Mage-sight +1, Advanced 

Equitation +1; Ships +1; warrior, siege specialist or 

battle mage +1; any Master(monster) Handler +1 

(max +1 from this).  

Troop movements, city defence, 

wars etc. 

FINANCE Read +1 (+2 total), Codebreaking +2, thief +2; trader 

+1; Barter +1; Mathematics +2; scholar +1;  

Tax collecting, budget allocation 

etc., influential in all decisions. 

FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS 

Diplomat +2 (+4); Explorer +2; each modern 

language at fluent +1, Charisma +1 (total +2), Lie +1 

(total +2), Swords and Dagger throwing +1; Fly +1; 

Geographical lore +1; Ships +1; trader +1; pioneer 
+1; spy +2 

Foreign countries and races, 

embassies, treaties etc. 

HISTORY Wizard +1, Priest +1, Code Breaking +1, Traps +1, 

Picklock +1, engineer +1; Historical lore +2; Scholar 

+1; explorer +1; researcher +1; archivist +2; Each 

ancient language at fluent +1 

Artifacts, studying, research, lore 

etc. 

INTELLIGENCE Thief +1, Each modern language at fluent +1, 

Empathy +1 (total +2), Hide +1, Code Breaking +2, 

Dagger throwing +1; Defensive Combat +1; 

Geographical lore +1; Low Movements +1; Fly +1; 

spy +2; assassin +1. 

Espionage and counter espionage. 

INTERIOR Thief +2, Code Breaking +1, Equitation +1, Picklock 

+1, 2 weapons skills +1; Fly +1; Geographical Lore 

+1; assassin +1, spy +1; Low Movements +1; 

Unwritten Codes +1 

Police, maintaining law and order, 

etc. 

MAGIC Wizard +2, Priest +1, Languages +1, dwarf –1; 
Magic Lore +1; Mage-sight +1; Tap Leylines +1; Tap 

Nodes +1; Tap Vital Energies +1; priest +2; Spell 

Enhancement +1;  

Spells and research of, wizard 
deployment, weather, scrying etc. 

PUBLIC 

AMENITIES 

Charisma +1, Empathy +2 (+3 total), Worshipper of 

Life +1, elf +1, Read +1 (+2 total), boats +1; Ships 

+1; each Musician skill +1; Juggle +1; Barter +1;  

Health, education and 

entertainment. 

PUBLIC WORKS Engineer +2, Metal Working +1, Repair +1, 

Carpentry +1, Worshipper of Earth +1; Mining +1; 

Canals, bridges, passes, roads, city 

buildings etc. 
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MINISTRY BONUSES ON PROMOTION ROLL AREAS OF AUTHORITY 

Low Movements +2; Stone Masonry +1; Repair +1; 

Improved Metal Working +1; Improved Carpenty +1.  

RELIGION Perception +1 (+2 total), Empathy +1 (+2 total), 

Healing +1; Theology +1; Dark rites +1; Magic lore 

+1; Priest +2; Historical lore +1; Each ancient 

language at fluent +1; Chivalry +1. 

Churches, temples, priesthoods, 

etc. 

As well as a salary, before each mission, a person in government service may influence 

matters to the benefit of the mission. He may only do so in the areas of authority of his 

ministry. Areas do overlap considerably. The higher rank he holds, the more he can do 

and it should be understood that a deputy undersecretary can do very little whereas a 

cabinet minister can do a lot. Following are examples of possible actions, although these 

are just a few of the many things that could be influenced. The scope for variety is almost 

infinite. 
MINISTRY POSSIBLE ACTIONS 

AGRICULTURE Order villagers to give you horses.  

Give extra ration cards for use as bribes. 

COMMERCE Arrange for a boat to transport you from x to y. 

Give you a road pass or certifications for one mission 

DEFENCE Arrange for a patrol to be at place x at a certain time. 

Scout an area before the mission sets off. 

FINANCE Allow something to be bought from the government restricted equipment list. 

Allow an item to be sold at full instead of half price. 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS Force a country to be friendly with you. 

Give you diplomatic immunity for a mission. 

HISTORY Arrange for the loan or hire of an artifact. 

Give information on a place you are going. 

INTELLIGENCE Release information on a certain place. 

Assassinate a prominent person. 

INTERIOR Arrange for police to cast a blind eye on your activities. 

Give you a police escort from x to y 

MAGIC Scry a certain area before you leave. 
Allow a wizard to learn a spell not appropriate to his race at the end of the mission. 

PUBLIC AMENITIES Arrange for regeneration treatment if someone has lost a limb. 

Arrange for a travelling theatre to go to place x which you can hide yourself in. 

PUBLIC WORKS Build a bridge over a river.  

Allow access through a tunnel normally restricted. 

RELIGION Provide acolytes to help in a ritual. 

Let you have shelter in a temple. 
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Appendix A: What Really Happens 
 

The reader will have noticed that a large number of game mechanics are phrased in terms 

of “mission”; for example, “gain X income per mission” or “you regain your Endurance 

or mana at the end of each mission.” Naturally, a mission is an arbitrary term used to aid 

game balancing and playability; in the real world, even the real role play world, people 

themselves do not organise their lives in to arbitrary mission periods. 

 

The details below allow you to convert from the game system in to what really happens. 

It should be noted that is strongly recommended not to use the “what really happens” 

system for play: it has not been game balanced. However, as well as giving insight in to 

how, for example, the wizard who does military service manages to cast spells in his “in-

between-mission” time, it also provides a useful mechanism for handling NPCs, many of 

whom, despite staying at the same level for many years and not going on “missions”, 

nevertheless manage to cast spells, regain mana and Endurance, earn money and so forth. 

In addition, in very rare circumstances, a GM might want to take in to account this 

system for PCs (for example, if a very long sea voyage occurred in the middle of a 

“mission”). 

 

 Each day that passes, a person regains 1/28 of his total mana, favour and 

Endurance. If he is able to rest in a secure and safe environment, for example a 

guild house or a temple, he regains 1/22 of his total mana, favour and Endurance. 

 Any things which occur X times per mission which occur in-mission; for example 

a staff which shoots a fireball X times per mission, actually occur X times per 

month. 

 Any things which occur X times per mission which occur out-of-mission; for 

example a business which generates a certain amount of money per mission, 

actually occur once every three months. 
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Appendix B: Spells, Prayers and Rituals 

 
All Spells and Prayers 

 
1. Air Punch 

2. Animal Calming 

3. Animal Friend 

4. Animal Speak 

5. Animate 

6. Animate Corpses 

7. Animate Trees 

8. Antisonic Burst 

9. Apathetic Projection 

10. Arc Lightning 

11. Armour of Chandark 

12. Armour of Faith 

13. Avalanche 

14. Balls of Light 

15. Bargain 

16. Beacon 

17. Beast Control 

18. Beast Mastery 

19. Become Eagle 

20. Become Owl 

21. Become Wolf 

22. Bend Light 

23. Benevolent Aura 

24. Berserk Curse 

25. Blanket of Silence 

26. Bless 

27. Blight of Chaos 

28. Blizzard 

29. Block Mind 

30. Bolt of Life 

31. Breathe 

32. Burning Armour 

33. Burst Banks 

34. Call to Arms 

35. Calm of Nature 

36. Can’t Speak 

37. Celestial Might 

38. Change of Form 

39. Change Weather 

40. Channel Matrix 

41. Chaos Bolt 

42. Claw Shock 

43. Claws of Accuracy 

44. Claws of Adamant 

45. Cloak of Winds 

46. Clone 

47. Cloud of Horror 

48. Command the Waves 

49. Command Trolls 

50. Communal Prayer 

51. Commune With 

Nature 

52. Compulsion 

53. Conceal 

54. Confusion 

55. Continual 

Polymorph 

56. Control Undead 

57. Counterspell 

58. Courage 

59. Create Beast Hound 

60. Dancing Lights 

61. Dark Curse 

62. Deafen 

63. Deafen, Mass 

64. Defence of the Four 

Winds 

65. Dephlogisticate 

66. Destroy Wards 

67. Detect Evil 

68. Detect Magic 

69. Detect Minds 

70. Dispel Magic 

71. Divination 

72. Dominion of the Sky 

73. Drain Life 

74. Dread 

75. Drowsiness 

76. Earth Bind 

77. Earth Fall 

78. Earth Meld 

79. Earth Tremor 

80. Earth’s Anchor 

81. Earth’s Resistance 

82. Earthquake 

83. Elemental 

Endurance 

84. Empathic Link 

85. Empathic Sacrifice 

86. Empathy 

87. Energy Discharge 

88. Epitome of Chance 

89. Escalate Conflict 

90. Esprit de Corps 

91. Evil Projection 

92. Extra-Sensory 

Tongue 

93. False Death 

94. Farsight 

95. Feet of Wings 

96. Feign Death 

97. Fetching 

98. Fiery Torch 

99. Final Strike 

100. Fireball 

101. Fireball, Homing 

102. Flight  

103. Flotsam of Fortune 

104. Fly True 

105. Force Duel 

106. Forced March 

107. Friends 

108. Gauntlet of 

Lightning 

109. Ghostly Claws 

110. Giant Stature 

111. Glow of Life 

112. Glow of 

Righteousness 

113. Golden Tongue 

114. Gravitational Flux 

115. Growth of Chaos 

116. Hailstorm 

117. Heal 

118. Heal Wounds 

119. Healer’s Touch 

120. Hear Thoughts 

121. Heroic Demise 

122. Hidden Evil 

123. Hide Trail 

124. Holy Visit 

125. Holy Weapon 

126. Honour in War 

127. Hydrate 

128. Hydroblast 

129. Hypnotic Possession 

130. Ice Lance 

131. Ice Lance, Homing 
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132. Ice Storm 

133. Illusion 

134. Imbue Object 

135. Imbue Weapons 

136. Immolation 

137. Immunity 

138. Induce Charge 

139. Inversion 

140. Invisibility 

141. Invisibility Sphere 

142. Invocation of 

Summoning 

143. Justice 

144. Lamp of Fire 

145. Leap of Faith 

146. Lightning Bolt 

147. Life Channel 

148. Link 

149. Living Ram 

150. Magic Resistance 

151. Magic Resistance, 

Greater 

152. Mana Shield 

153. Martial Spirit 

154. Mass Summoning 

155. Meteor Shower 

156. Mind Healing 

157. Mind of Turmoil 

158. Mind Shield 

159. Miraculous Survival 

160. Miragic Form 

161. Miscast Magic 

162. Mist 

163. Mist of Lights 

164. Mutatis Mutandis 

165. Night Sight 

166. Nimbus 

167. Nondescript 

168. Non-Lethal Fire 

169. Nourish 

170. Nullify 

171. Paralysis 

172. Permanence 

173. Pestilential Visage 

174. Petrify 

175. Phosphorescence 

176. Pick Lock 

177. Poison Immunity 

178. Polymorph 

179. Preservation 

180. Posession 

181. Projectile Feathers 

182. Rainstorm 

183. Raise the Dead 

184. Raise Undead 

185. Raise Undead, 

Greater 

186. Raison D’etre 

187. Range 

188. Renewal 

189. Renormalise 

190. Repair Wounds 

191. Resurrect 

192. Revitalise 

193. Righteous Cause 

194. Ring of Earthfire 

195. Rust 

196. Sanity  

197. Scry 

198. See Invisibility 

199. See Truth 

200. Sensory Reversal 

201. Shadow Meld 

202. Shatter 

203. Shield 

204. Shield: Illusory 

205. Shield: Layering 

206. Shield: Reflective 

207. Shield: Resistive 

208. Shimmering Veil 

209. Shriek of Fear 

210. Shrunken Form 

211. Sicken 

212. Sleep 

213. Slipstream 

214. Sphere of Protection 

215. Sphere of Silence 

216. Stabilise 

217. Starburst 

218. Stasis 

219. Steady Steed 

220. Strength of 

Chandark 

221. Summon Air Spirits 

222. Summon Aralan 

223. Summon Birds 

224. Summon Chaos 

Monster 

225. Summon Grakim 

226. Summon Hrethran 

227. Summon Moorcat 

228. Summon Spectre 

229. Summon Steed 

230. Summon Unicorn 

231. Summon Warrior 

Spirit 

232. Summon Whales 

233. Summon Wraith 

234. Summon Greater 

Wraith 

235. Sun’s Rays 

236. Sun’s Splendour 

237. Telepathic 

Conference 

238. Telepathy 

239. Teleport 

240. Terror 

241. Time Flux 

242. Tornado 

243. Touch of Death 

244. Toughen Armour 

245. Toughen Armour, 

Mass 

246. Travel on the 

Ethereal 

247. True Shape 

248. Truth Spell 

249. Turbulence 

250. Turn Undead 

251. Twilight Glow 

252. Unholy Sponge 

253. Unholy Sponge, 

Mass 

254. Valour 

255. Vampiric Touch 

256. Vibrational Sensing 

257. Vine Block 

258. Vow of Silence 

259. Wall of Fire 

260. Wall of Madness 

261. Wards 

262. Wards of Warning 

263. Warrior 

264. Water of Life 

265. Weaken 

266. Weapon of 

Chandark 

267. Weapon of Faith 

268. Weather 

Enhancement 

269. Wind Storm
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Spell Lists by Race 

 

Elven Spells 

 

Animal Speak 
Can speak to animals 

 

Animate 
Wakens sleeping or 

unconscious people. 

 

Balls of Light 
Creates small balls which 

light the area. 

 

Bend Light 
Hides an area from sight. 

 

Benevolent Aura 
Keeps evil creatures away 

from an area. 

 

Breathe 
Lets up to 6 people breathe 

under water. 

 

Burning Armour 
Heats armour of enemies. 

 

Calm of Nature 
Prevents plants and animals 
from attacking. 

 

Celestial Might 
Grants combat bonuses and 

defends against enemies. 

 

Channel Matrix 
Extracts mana from gems 

 

Cloak of Winds 
Group invisibility 

 

Command the Waves 
The water will do your 

bidding. 
 

Counterspell 
Counters enemy magics. 

 

Dephlogisticate 
Makes fire burn less 

effectively in an area. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 
enchantments. 

 

Dominion of the Sky 
Allows you to control the 

weather. 

 

Empathic Sacrifice 
You or an ally lose 

Endurance to gain mana. 

 

Empathy 
See emotions and thoughts. 

 

Energy Discharge 
Burst of energy confuses 
spells such as Detect Magic. 

 

Final Strike 
Deadly fireball using your 

life energy. 

 

Fireball 
Ball of fire that harms 

enemies. 

 

Fly True 
Makes a missile strike its 

target. 

 

Gauntlet of Lightning 
Many lightning bolts blast the 

area in front of you. 

 

Heal Wounds 
Instantly heals wounds. 

Endurance is not increased. 

 

Hide Trail 
Hides your trail whilst 

creating an illusion of 

another. 

 

Hydrate 
Grants an object resistance to 

fire. 

 

Illusion 
Creates a soundless illusion. 

 

Imbue Object 
Imbues a spell in to a gem for 

later instant use. 

 

Inversion 
Can cast spells indetectably. 

 

Invisibility 
Makes a person invisible. 

 

Invocation of 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Lightning Bolt 
Blasts your enemies with 
lightning. 

 

Link 
Two wizards may link to 

share mana. 

 

Mana Shield 
Prevents an enemy wizard 

from casting spells. 

 

Miragic form 
Disguises you as another 

humanoid. 

 

Miscast Magic 
Causes an enemy’s magic to 

backfire. 

 

Mist 
Cloud of mist shrouds an 

area. 
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Nourish 
Multiple people regain 

Endurance. 

 

Permanence 
Makes other spells 

permanent. 

 

Polymorph 
Turns you or another in to a 

random creature. 

 

Revitalise 
Restores Endurance and cures 

disease and poison. 

 

Rust 
Enemy’s weapons will rust. 

 

Scry 
Can see a person and 

communicate with them. 

 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 

 

See Truth 
See through illusions. 

 

Shield 
Creates a shield which blocks 

magic. 

 

Starburst 
A chain reaction of enemy 
deaths. 

 

Summon Unicorn 
Summons a unicorn. 

 

Summon whales 
Cetaceans of all kinds will 

come and may aid you. 

 

Teleport 
Teleports you or others a 

short distance. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Wards 
Create wards to defend 
against enemies or magic. 
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Human Spells 

 

Animate 
Wakens sleeping or 

unconscious people. 

 

Beacon 
Lets you know where an item 

is. 

 

Bend Light 
Hides an area from sight. 

 

Benevolent Aura 
Keeps evil creatures away 

from an area. 

 

Block Mind 
Blocks telepathic emanations 
from an area. 

 

Breathe 
Lets up to 6 people breathe 

under water. 

 

Burning Armour 
Heats armour of enemies. 

 

Burst Banks 
Causes a river to flow at your 

direction. 

 

Celestial Might 
Grants combat bonuses and 
defends against enemies. 

 

Channel Matrix 
Extracts mana from gems 

 

Command the Waves 
The water will do your 

bidding. 

 

Compulsion 
Causes someone to obey you. 

 

Confusion. 
Confuses enemies so they 

may attack each other. 

 

Counterspell 
Counters enemy magics. 

 

Dephlogisticate 
Makes fire burn less 

effectively in an area. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Empathic Sacrifice 
You or an ally lose 

Endurance to gain mana. 

 

Energy Discharge 
Burst of energy confuses 

spells such as Detect Magic. 

 

Feet of Wings 
Gives multiple people the 

power of flight. 
 

Fiery Torch 
A large torch gives light. 

 

Final Strike 
Deadly fireball using your 

life energy. 

 

Fireball 
Ball of fire that harms 

enemies. 

 

Flight 
Grants the power of flight. 

 

Force Duel 
A person becomes oblivious 

to all but one former enemy. 

 

Gauntlet of Lightning 
Many lightning bolts blast the 

area in front of you. 

 

Heal Wounds 
Instantly heals wounds. 

Endurance is not increased. 

 

Hydrate 
Grants an object resistance to 

fire. 

 

Ice Lance 
Lance of ice blasts enemies. 

 

Imbue Object 
Imbues a spell in to a gem for 

later instant use. 

 

Inversion 
Can cast spells indetectably. 

 

Invocation of 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Lightning Bolt 
Blasts your enemies with 

lightning. 

 

Link 
Two wizards may link to 
share mana. 

 

Mana Shield 
Prevents an enemy wizard 

from casting spells. 

 

Permanence 
Makes other spells 

permanent. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 

 

Rainstorm 
Creates a large rainstorm. 
 

Renormalise 
Strips target of all 

enchantments and bonuses. 

 

Revitalise 
Restores Endurance and cures 

disease and poison. 
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Ring of Earthfire 
Ground explodes all around, 

destroying enemies. 

 

Rust 
Enemy’s weapons will rust. 

 

Scry 
Can see a person and 

communicate with them. 

 

Shield 
Creates a shield which blocks 

magic. 

 

Starburst 
A chain reaction of enemy 

deaths. 

 

Teleport 
Teleports you or others a 

short distance. 
 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Wall of Fire 
Creates a large wall of fire 

 

Wall of Madness 
Creates an invisible wall of 

madness. 

 

Wards 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic. 

 

Warrior 
Grants an extra attack per 

round to target.
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Dwarven Spells 

 

 

 

 

Avalanche 
Causes an avalanche. 

 

Burst Banks 
Causes a river to flow at your 

direction. 

 

Channel Matrix 
Extracts mana from gems 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 
 

Earth Fall 
Caves in the roof of a tunnel. 

 

Earth Tremor 
Small tremor knocks people 

down. 

 

Empathic Sacrifice 
You or an ally lose 

Endurance to gain mana. 

 

Energy Discharge 
Burst of energy confuses 

spells such as Detect Magic. 

 

Final Strike 
Deadly fireball using your 

life energy. 

 

Fireball 
Ball of fire that harms 

enemies. 

 

Heal Wounds 
Instantly heals wounds. 

Endurance is not increased. 

 

Imbue Object 
Imbues a spell in to a gem for 

later instant use. 

 

Immolation 
Strong protection against fire. 

 

Induce Charge 
Warps lightning away from 
you. 

 

Inversion 
Can cast spells indetectably. 

 

Invocation of 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 
your bidding. 

 

Link 
Two wizards may link to 

share mana. 

 

Mana Shield 
Prevents an enemy wizard 

from casting spells. 

 

Meteor Shower 
Meteors strike an area, 

hurting your enemies. 

 

Permanence 
Makes other spells 

permanent. 

 

Phosphorescence 
Ground glows faintly, 
providing light. 

 

Pick Lock 
Opens locks. 

 

Ring of earthfire 
Ground explodes all around, 

destroying enemies. 

 

Shatter 
Destroys a non-magical 

weapon. 

 

Shield 
Creates a shield which blocks 
magic. 

 

Starburst 
A chain reaction of enemy 

deaths. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Wards 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic. 
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Orcish Spells 

 

Berserk Curse 
Subject attacks whoever is 

nearest. 

 

Burst Banks 
Causes a river to flow at your 

direction. 

 

Channel Matrix 
Extracts mana from gems 

 

Command Trolls 
Forces a troll to obey you. 

 

Dark Curse 
Target loses 1Endurance and 

1 temporary VC and SC. 
 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Empathic Sacrifice 
You or an ally lose 

Endurance to gain mana. 

 

Energy Discharge 
Burst of energy confuses 
spells such as Detect Magic. 

 

Escalate Conflict 
Causes two arguing people to 

start fighting each other. 

 

Final Strike 
Deadly fireball using your 

life energy. 

 

Fireball 
Ball of fire that harms 

enemies. 

 

Imbue Object 
Imbues a spell in to a gem for 

later instant use. 
 

Immolation 
Strong protection against fire. 

 

Inversion 
Can cast spells indetectably. 

 

Invisibility 
Makes a person invisible. 
 

Invocation of 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Link 
Two wizards may link to 
share mana. 

 

Mana Shield 
Prevents an enemy wizard 

from casting spells. 

 

Mass Summoning 
Summons 3 elementals or 9 

lesser monsters. 

 

Non-Lethal Fire 
Your hand is wreathed in fire, 

providing light. 

 

Permanence 
Makes other spells 

permanent. 

 

Ring of earthfire 
Ground explodes all around, 

destroying enemies. 

 

Shatter 
Destroys a non-magical 

weapon. 

 

Shield 
Creates a shield which blocks 

magic. 

 

Summon Aralan 
Summons an aralan. 

 

Summon Grakim 
Summons a grakim. 

 

Summon Wraith. 
Summons a wraith. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Wards 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic. 
 

Warrior 
Grants an extra attack per 

round to target. 

 

Weaken 
Target loses HA, F, A, R. 
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Isp’te’ra Spells 

 

Air Shield 
Shield of air protects target 

from blows. 

 

Animal Friend 
Target can speak with and 

has affinity with animals. 

 

Bend Light 
Hides an area from sight. 

 

Benevolent Aura 
Keeps evil creatures away 

from an area. 

 

Calm of Nature 
Prevents plants and animals 
from attacking. 

 

Channel Matrix 
Extracts mana from gems. 

 

Cloak of Winds 
Group invisibility. 

 

Courage 
Grants will bonuses to nearby 

allies. 

 

Defence of the Four 

Winds. 
Protects group against 1/3 of 

blows. 

 

Dephlogisticate 
Makes fire burn less 

effectively in an area. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 
magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Earth’s Anchor 
Target cannot be harmed if he 

is touching the earth. 

 

Earth’s Resistance 
Target gains high magic 

resistance. 

 

Elemental Endurance 
Group can tolerate extreme 

hot or cold. 

 

Empathic Sacrifice 
You or an ally lose 

Endurance to gain mana. 

 

Energy Discharge 
Burst of energy confuses 

spells such as Detect Magic. 

 

Friends 
Makes hostile person or 

people cooperative. 

 

Glow of Righteousness 
Up to six people ignore 

wounds. 

 

Heal Wounds 
Instantly heals wounds. 

Endurance is not increased. 

 

Healer’s Touch 
Restores Endurance and cures 

disease and poison. 
 

Hide Trail 
Hides your trail whilst 

creating an illusion of 

another. 

 

Hydrate 
Grants an object resistance to 

fire. 

 

Imbue Object 
Imbues a spell in to a gem for 

later instant use. 

 

Immolation 
Strong protection against fire. 

 

Induce Charge 
Warps lightning away from 

you. 

 

Inversion 
Can cast spells indetectably. 

 

Invisibility 
Makes a person invisible. 

 

Link 
Two wizards may link to 

share mana. 

 

Magic Resistance 
Grants low magic resistance. 

 

Magic Resistance, 

Greater 
Grants a group medium 

magic resistance. 

 

Mana Shield 
Prevents an enemy wizard 

from casting spells. 

 

Mind Shield 
Protects people from mind 

magic. 

 

Mist 
Cloud of mist shrouds an 

area. 

 

Nourish 
Multiple people regain 

Endurance. 

 

Permanence 
Makes other spells 

permanent. 
 

Poison Immunity 
Gives group high resistance 

to poison. 

 

Sanity 
Dispels mind magic or grants 

1hr of sanity. 
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Scry 
Can see a person and 

communicate with them. 

 

Shield: Illusory 
Creates a shield that appears 

stronger than it is. 

 

Shield: Layering 
Allows you to layer your 

shields. 

 

Shield: Reflective 
Shield that reflects spells 

back at the caster. 

 

Shield: Resistive 
Strong shield that blocks 

magic. 

 

Shimmering Veil 
Protects against missile 

weapons. 

 

Sphere of Silence 
Prevents sound from leaving 

an area. 

 

Stabilise 
Stabilises an area to prevent 

falling earth. 
 

Steady Steed 
Prevents a horse from 

panicking. 

 

Toughen Armour 
Target gains 2 Toughness. 

 

Toughen Armour, Mass 
Up to six people gain 1 

Toughness. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

True Shape 
Restores a polymorphed 

person to their true shape. 

 

Vibrational Sensing 
Can detect others via their 

vibrations. 
 

Wards 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic. 

 

Water of Life 
Converts Endurance loss in to 

temporary damage. 
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Gryphonic Spells 

 

Arc Lightning 
Lightning strikes multiple 

enemies. 

 

Blizzard 
Snows over large area. 

 

Bolt of Life 
Missile makes you and target 

lose Endurance. 

 

Channel Matrix 
Extracts mana from gems 

 

Claw Shock 
Successful claw attacks may 

stun opponent. 
 

Claws of Accuracy 
Claws gain +2HA. 

 

Claws of Adamant 
Claws gain +2F. 

 

Command the Waves 
The water will do your 

bidding. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Dominion of the Sky 
Allows you to control the 

weather. 

 

Empathic Sacrifice 
You or an ally lose 

Endurance to gain mana. 

 

Final Strike 
Deadly fireball using your 

life energy. 
 

Fire Shock 
Blue fire stuns and harms 

enemies. 

 

Fireball 
Ball of fire that harms 

enemies. 

 

Fireball, Homing 
Homing ball of fire that 

harms enemies. 
 

Fly True 
Makes a missile strike its 

target. 

 

Gauntlet of Lightning 
Many lightning bolts blast the 

area in front of you. 

 

Ghostly Claws 
Attacks get two chances to do 

damage. 

 

Hailstorm 
Large hailstorm causes 
disruption to those below. 

 

Ice Lance 
Lance of ice blasts enemies. 

 

Ice Lance, Homing 
Homing lance of ice blasts 

enemies. 

 

Ice Storm 
Storm of ice causes severe 

penalties to those below. 

 

Illusion 
Creates a soundless illusion. 
 

Imbue Object 
Imbues a spell in to a gem for 

later instant use. 

 

Inversion 
Can cast spells indetectably. 

 

Invocation of 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Lightning Bolt 
Blasts your enemies with 

lightning. 

 

Link 
Two wizards may link to 

share mana. 

 

Living Ram 
Subject may ram, unharmed, 

through walls. 

 

Mana Shield 
Prevents an enemy wizard 

from casting spells. 

 

Meteor Shower 
Meteors strike an area, 

hurting your enemies. 

 

Mist 
Cloud of mist shrouds an 

area. 
 

Permanence 

Makes other spells 

permanent. 

 

Projectile Feathers 
Each round, hardened 

feathers strike enemy. 

 

Rainstorm 
Creates a large rainstorm. 

 

Rust 
Enemy’s weapons will rust. 

 

Scry 
Can see a person and 

communicate with them. 

 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 

 

Shriek of Fear 
Unearthly cry causes 

paralysis and fear. 
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Slipstream 
Two gryphons together can 

fly much faster. 

 

Starburst 
A chain reaction of enemy 

deaths. 

 

Sun’s Rays 
Sunlight lights an area, even 

if underground or at night. 

 

Sun’s Splendour 
All clouds and storms vanish 

before the sun. 

 

Teleport 
Teleports you or others a 

short distance. 

 

Tornado 
A tornado appears, under 
your control. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Wall of Fire 
Creates a large wall of fire. 

 

Weather Enhancement 
Allows you to strengthen the 

power of weather spells. 

 

Wind Storm 
Fierce, gusting winds tear at 

all in the sky.
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Dark Spells 

 

Animate Corpses 
Fallen bodies rise as 

skeletons or zombies. 

 

Berserk Curse 
Subject attacks whoever is 

nearest. 

 

Clone 
Pulls two clones of yourself 

back from the future. 

 

Create Beast Hound 
Turns a dog in to a ferocious 

beast hound. 

 

Dark Curse 
Target loses 1Endurance and 

1 temporary VC and SC. 

 

Destroy Wards 
Destroys enemy wards. 

 

Drain Life 
Enemies lose Endurance 

whilst you gain mana. 

 

Dread 
Many enemies must take will 

rolls. 

 

Imbue Weapons 
Weapons become imbued 

with dark poison. 

 

Possession 
You may control another 

person. 

 

Raise Undead 
Raises a skeleton or zombie 

from a dead corpse. 

 

Raise Undead, Greater 
Raises a wight from a dead 

corpse. 
 

Sicken 
Enemies become diseased. 

 

Summon Spectre 
Summons a spectre. 

 

Summon Wraith 
Summons a wraith. 

 

Summon Greater 

Wraith 
Summons a greater wraith. 

 

Terror 
Target flees in panic. 

 

Touch of Death 
Subject causes those they 
touch to rot and decay. 

 

Unholy Sponge 
Protects undead from holy 

water. 
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Prayer and Ritual List by Order 

 

Order Prayers and Rituals 

 

Basic Prayers 

 

Armour of Faith 
You gain Endurance from 

your Honour. 

 

Become Eagle 
You become an eagle. 

 

Bolt of Life 
Missile makes you and target 

lose Endurance. 

 

Communal Prayer 
You may use another 

worshipper’s favour. 

 

Detect Evil 
Detects evil things or 

determines target’s Honour. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Farsight 
Locates objects within 

10miles. 

Fetching 
Brings small objects to you if 

within 5miles. 

 

Golden Tongue 
Lets someone speak 

charismatically. 

 

Heal 
Restores Endurance. 

 

Heroic Demise 
Ally gains large bonuses but 

will die in 24hrs. 

 

Justice 
Smites enemies of lower 

Honour. 

 

Lamp of Fire 
Bright light in sky illumines 

large area. 

 

Magic Resistance 
Grants low magic resistance. 

 

Mist of Lights 
Lets people see what they 

expect to see. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 

 

Raison D’etre 
Grants target bonus to one 

VC at expense of all others. 

 

Righteous Cause 
Grants multiple attacks but 

prohibits defence. 

 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 

 

Summon Air Spirits 
Tiny elementals distract spell 

casters. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Truth  
Detects truth or forces subject 

to tell the truth. 

 

Turn Undead 
Kills or harms undead 

creatures.

 

 

Advanced Prayers 
 

Bargain 
Ask for anything but the price 

will be high. 

 

Block Mind 
Blocks telepathic emanations 
from an area. 

 

Martial Spirit 
Group gain substantial 

combat bonuses. 

Mind Shield 
Protects people from mind 

magic. 

 

Nullify 
Creates a region in which 
magic will not work. 

 

Raise the Dead 
Powerful resurrection prayer; 

riddles are asked. 

 

Stasis 
Puts willing target in to 

suspended animation 

 

Summon Warrior Spirit 
Summons spirit elemental at 
cost of Endurance.
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Rituals 
 

Atonement 
Accept strictures to make 

amends for wrongdoing. 

 

Banishment 
Banishes a ghost or 

summoned creature. 

 

Bargain of Anthuran 
Summons your ancestors but 

you age. 

 

Dispelling 
Dispels other rituals, 

particularly wards. 

 

Holy Water Creation 
Creates holy water 

 

Land’s Oneness 
Sacrifice makes land well 

again and free of curses. 

 

Oath Binding 
Makes an oath unbreakable. 

 

Redemption 
President sacrifices himself to 

redeem others. 

 

Righteousness 
Many people ignore wounds. 

 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Warding 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic.
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Life Prayers and Rituals 

 

Basic Prayers 

 

Bless 
Target gains 2HA, 1T. 

 

Communal Prayer 
You may use another 

worshipper’s favour. 

 

Detect Evil 
Detects evil things or 

determines target’s Honour. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Empathic Link 
Can feel what others feel and 

manipulate them. 

 

Farsight 
Locates objects within 

10miles. 

 

Fetching 
Brings small objects to you if 

within 5miles. 

 

Heal 
Restores Endurance. 

 

Life Channel 
Sick person sickens half as 

fast but you get ill too. 
 

Magic Resistance 
Grants low magic resistance. 

 

Mind Healing 
Can heal minor mental 

illnesses. 

 

Polymorph 
Turns you or another in to a 

random creature. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 

 

Renewal 
Washes away the weariness 

of a group of people. 

 

Resurrect 
Raises a recently killed, intact 

person from the dead. 

 

Shimmering Veil 
Protects against missile 

weapons. 

 

Summon Birds 
Birds will flock to do your 
bidding. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 

 

Turn Undead 
Kills or harms undead 

creatures. 

 

Twilight Glow 
Fills area with golden light. 

 

Wards of Warning 
Sounds warning if anyone 

crosses them.

 

 

Advanced Prayers 
 

Bargain 
Ask for anything but the price 

will be high. 

 

Block Mind 
Blocks telepathic emanations 

from an area. 

 

Commune With Nature 
Gain knowledge of 

surrounding area. 

 

Glow of Life 
Multiple people gain Speed 

and Agility. 

 

Holy Visit 
Good creatures gain stats, 

evil creatures lose them. 

 

Immunity 
Protects people from poisons. 

 

Mind Shield 
Protects people from mind 

magic. 

 

Revitalise 
Six people gain 1 Endurance. 

 

Sphere of Protection 
Powerful protection against 

evil and undead. 
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Rituals 
 

Alranian Hargeth 
Cures many of plague or 

sickness. 

 

Banishment 
Banishes a ghost or 

summoned creature. 
 

Dispelling 
Dispels other rituals, 

particularly wards. 

 

Fertility 
Increases crop yields. 

 

Forest of Eriithrea 
Trees grow in a year. 

 

Ghyalaman Dhome 
Cures people of magical 

mind control/delusions. 

 

Harinath Tilan 
Powerful ward against evil, 

undead and demon. 

 

Holy Water Creation 
Creates holy water 

 

Life’s Breath 
Statue comes to life. 

 

Restoration 
Cures brain damage or 

magical brain illnesses. 

 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Warding 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic.
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Earth Prayers and Rituals 

 

Basic Prayers 

  

Air Punch 
Knocks target unconscious. 

 

Animal Calming 
Wild animals are less likely 

to attack you. 

 

Animate Trees 
Trees lash at your enemies. 

 

Beast Control 
You may seize control of an 

animal, controlling it. 

 

Become Wolf 
You become a wolf. 
 

Communal Prayer 
You may use another 

worshipper’s favour. 

 

Conceal 
Hides a stationary group. 

 

Courage 
Grants will bonuses to nearby 

allies. 

 

Detect Evil 
Detects evil things or 

determines target’s Honour. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 
enchantments. 

 

Divining 
Lets you detect water, caves 

or gold. 

 

Earth Bind 
Prevents target from 

teleporting. 

 

Extra-Sensory Tongue 
May taste things to which 

you have line of site. 

 

Farsight 
Locates objects within 

10miles. 

 

Fetching 
Brings small objects to you if 

within 5miles. 

 

Heal 
Restores Endurance. 

 

Magic Resistance 
Grants low magic resistance. 

 

Night Sight 
Grants group perfect but 

colourless night vision. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 

 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 
 

Shadow Meld 
Lets you blend in to shadows. 

 

Sleep 
Target falls asleep. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 
plane. 

 

Turn Undead 
Kills or harms undead 

creatures.

 

Advanced Prayers
  

Bargain 
Ask for anything but the price 

will be high. 

 

Block Mind 
Blocks telepathic emanations 
from an area. 

 

Change Weather 
Alters weather if your god 

consents. 

 

Earth Meld 
Group gains Toughness and 

can hide on the ground. 

 

Earthquake 
Causes a medium earthquake. 
 

Earth’s Resistance 
Target gains high magic 

resistance. 

 

Hydroblast 
Cone of water shoots from 

your hand. 

 

Mind Shield 
Protects people from mind 

magic. 

 

Stabilise 
Stabilises an area to prevent 

falling earth. 

 

Vine Block 
Vines reach out of the 

ground, trapping enemies.
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Rituals
 

Banishment 
Banishes a ghost or 

summoned creature. 

 

Cure Lycanthropy 
Heals werewolves. 
 

Dispelling 
Dispels other rituals, 

particularly wards. 

 

Earth Binding 
Person gains kinship with 

area of land. 

 

Earth’s Ward 
Prevents a natural disaster, 

e.g. volcano. 

 

Fertility 
Increases crop yields. 
 

Holy Water Creation 
Creates holy water 

 

Incarceration 
Imprisons someone below 

ground. 

 

Land’s Oneness 
Sacrifice makes land well 

again and free of curses. 

 

Roathra 
Stone becomes five times 

harder. 

 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Transformation 
Permanently changes 

someone in to an animal. 
 

Warding 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic.
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War Prayers and Rituals 

 

Basic Prayers 

 

Air Shield 
Shield of air protects target 

from blows. 

 

Armour of Chandark 
Armour can ward off 

incorporeal attacks. 

 

Beast Mastery 
Repels beasts of war and 

grants you control of them. 

 

Call to Arms 
Negates panic. 

 

Communal Prayer 
You may use another 

worshipper’s favour. 

 

Detect Evil 
Detects evil things or 

determines target’s Honour. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Farsight 
Locates objects within 

10miles. 

 

Fetching 
Brings small objects to you if 

within 5miles. 

 

Forced March 
Prevents tiredness for 

24hours. 

 

Heal 
Restores Endurance. 

 

Holy Weapon 
Weapon gains bonuses 
against evil creatures. 

 

Honour in War 
Destroys a non-magical bow. 

 

Magic Resistance 
Grants low magic resistance. 

 

Nimbus 
Shrouds target in golden 

light. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 

 

Range 
Increases range of missile  

weapon. 

 

Repair Wounds 
Helps prevent incapacity due 

to injuries. 

 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 

 

Summon Steed 
Summons a battle trained 

mount for you to ride. 

 

Toughen Armour 
Target gains 2 Toughness. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Turn Undead 
Kills or harms undead 

creatures. 

 

Valour 
Grants bonuses to Reactions. 

 

Weapon of Chandark 
Weapon appears and strikes 

at an enemy.

Advanced Prayers 
 

Bargain 
Ask for anything but the price 

will be high. 

 

Block Mind 
Blocks telepathic emanations 

from an area. 

 

Esprit de Corps 
As long as one person is 

unpanicked, all are. 

 

Magic Resistance, 

Greater 
Grants a group medium 

magic resistance. 

 

Mind Shield 
Protects people from mind 

magic. 

 

Strength of Chandark 
Person ignores wounds and 

will fight on –ve Endurance. 

 

Summon Aralan 
Summons an aralan. 

 

Summon Hrethran 
Summons a hrethran for you 

to ride. 

 

Toughen Armour, Mass 
Up to six people gain 1 

Toughness. 
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Weapon of Faith Weapon gains bonuses based on your Honour.

Rituals 
 

Banishment 
Banishes a ghost or 

summoned creature. 

 

Branheim’s Gate 
Catapult stones become 
explosive. 

 

Dispelling 
Dispels other rituals, 

particularly wards. 

 

Fire 
Inferno causes mass 

destruction. 

 

Guardians of Visea 
Many weapons can harm 

magical creatures. 

 

Holy Water Creation 
Creates holy water 

 

Jinassen’s Heart 
Many people gain Will 

bonuses. 

 

Lamentation 
Transports wounded people 

back home. 

 

Righteousness 
Many people ignore wounds. 
 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Warding 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic.
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Silence Prayers and Rituals 

 

Basic Prayers 

 

Antisonic Burst 
Silences area for 10s. 

 

Become Owl 
You become an owl. 

 

Can’t speak 
Prevents target from speaking 

for 1hr. 

 

Communal Prayer 
You may use another 

worshipper’s favour. 

 

Deafen 
Target becomes temporarily 
deaf. 

 

Detect Evil 
Detects evil things or 

determines target’s Honour. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Detect Minds 
Lets you detect all minds 

within 200m. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Farsight 
Locates objects within 

10miles. 

 

Feign Death 
Subject appears to be dead 

unless they move. 

 

Fetching 
Brings small objects to you if 

within 5miles. 

 

Heal 
Restores Endurance. 

 

Hear Thoughts 
Makes someone’s thoughts 

audible to you or to all. 

 

Invisibility 
Makes a person invisible. 

 

Magic Resistance 
Grants low magic resistance. 

 

Nondescript 
Target blends in; people 

glance over him. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 

 

Scry 
Can see a person and 

communicate with them. 
 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 

 

See Truth 
See through illusions. 

 

Telepathy 
Allows telepathic 

communication. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 
 

Turn Undead 
Kills or harms undead 

creatures. 

 

Vow of Silence 
Subject may not speak but 

gains bonuses.

 

Advanced Prayers 
 

Bargain 
Ask for anything but the price 

will be high. 

 

Blanket of Silence 
Long-term deadening of 

sound in an area. 

 

Block Mind 
Blocks telepathic emanations 

from an area. 

 

Deafen, Mass 
Targets become temporarily 

deaf. 

 

Drowsiness 
Gradually cause multiple 

targets to fall asleep. 

 

False Death 
Subject’s metabolism slows. 

They will seem to be dead. 

 

Invisibility Sphere 
Mass invisibility. 

 

Mind Shield 
Protects people from mind 

magic. 

 

Summon Moorcat 
Summons a moorcat. 

 

Telepathic Conference 
Telepathy with more than one 

person.
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Rituals 
 

Banishment 
Banishes a ghost or 

summoned creature. 

 

Dispelling 
Dispels other rituals, 

particularly wards. 

 

Divination 
Ask question about past, 

present or future; get cryptic 

response. 

 

Divine Comprehension 
Gain all knowledge of a 

magical item or artifact. 

 

Holy Water Creation 
Creates holy water 

 

Idthian Eternity 
Slow time by a factor of 1000 

in an area. 

 

Larachian Refuge 
Utterly hide an area. 

 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 
 

Tathned Beresza 
Transforms a person in to a 

spirit. 

 

True Confidentiality 
Person is unable to betray a 

secret. 

 

Warding 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic.
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Chaos Prayers and Rituals 

 

Basic Prayers 

Change of Form 
Changes you in to another 

humanoid. 

 

Chaos Bolt 
Bolt has random, usually 

harmful, effect on enemy. 

 

Communal Prayer 
You may use another 

worshipper’s favour. 

 

Dancing Lights 
Fluctuating, colourful lights 

provide light. 

 

Detect Evil 
Detects evil things or 

determines target’s Honour. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 

 

Epitome of Chance 
Casts random spell or prayer. 

 

Farsight 
Locates objects within 

10miles. 

 

Fetching 
Brings small objects to you if 

within 5miles. 

 

Flotsam of Fortune 
Creates minor useful object. 

 

Giant Stature 
Doubles target’s size. 

 

Gravitational Flux 
Gravity in an area changes 

randomly. 

 

Heal 
Restores Endurance. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 

 

Magic Resistance 
Grants low magic resistance. 

 

Mind of Turmoil 
Target suffers severe mood 

swings. 

 

Miscast Magic 
Causes an enemy’s magic to 

backfire. 

 

Polymorph 
Turns you or another in to a 

random creature. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 

 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 

 

Sensory Reversal 
Target’s eyes and ears 

exchange roles. 

 

Shrunken Form 
Target shrinks to half his 

size. 
 

Summon Air Spirits 
Tiny elementals distract spell 

casters. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Turbulence 
Creates turbulence to disturb 

the ethereal plane. 

 

Turn Undead 
Kills or harms undead 
creatures. 

   

Advanced Prayers 

 

Bargain 
Ask for anything but the price 

will be high. 

 

Blight of Chaos 
Target suffers random loss of 

stats. 

 

Block Mind 
Blocks telepathic emanations 

from an area 

 

Continual Polymorph 
Target polymorphs every 

three rounds. 

 

Growth of Chaos 
Target gains random bonuses 

to stats. 

 

Mind Shield 
Protects people from mind 

magic. 

 

Miraculous Survival 
Target will amazingly survive 

death. 

 

Mutatis Mutandis 
All things struck by target 
must polymorph. 

 

Summon Chaos 

Monster 
Summons a chaos monster 

with random stats. 

 

Time Flux 
Time’s Speed keeps altering 
around a person.
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Rituals 

 

 

  

Ancestral Wisdom 
Talk to ancestors who will 

give advice. 

 

Banishment 
Banishes a ghost or 

summoned creature. 
 

Bellicose Delirium 
Causes mass insanity where 

people run riot. 

 

Dispelling 
Dispels other rituals, 

particularly wards. 

 

Divine Retribution 
Huge meteor shower brings 

destruction.  

 

Holy Water Creation 
Creates holy water 

 

Karazan’s Voyage 
Transports you to the future. 

 

Primal Fury 
Creates a ferocious storm 

over a wide area.  

 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Warding 
Create wards to defend 

against enemies or magic. 

 

Yonala’s Joy 
Polymorph thousands of 

people.
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Death Prayers and Rituals 

 

Basic Prayers 

 

Apathetic Projection 
Enemies feel weak and suffer 

penalties. 

 

Communal Prayer 
You may use another 

worshipper’s favour. 

 

Control Undead 
You seize control of an 

undead from its master. 

 

Detect Evil 
Detects evil things or 

determines target’s Honour. 

 

Detect Magic 
Detects and identifies enemy 

magic. 

 

Dispel Magic 
Dispels enemy spells and 

enchantments. 
 

Evil Projection 
Makes people think that you 

are evil. 

 

Farsight 
Locates objects within 

10miles. 

 

Fetching 
Brings small objects to you if 
within 5miles. 

 

Heal 
Restores Endurance. 

 

Hidden Evil 
Prevents “Detect Evil” spells 

from detecting you. 

 

Magic Resistance 
Grants low magic resistance. 

 

Paralysis 
Bolt of energy paralyses 

target. 
 

Pestilential Visage 
Target appears to rot, causing 

attackers to flinch. 

 

Petrify 
Weak willed opponents are 

paralysed by fear. 

 

Preservation 
Preserves a small object. 
 

Raise Undead 
Raises a skeleton or zombie 

from a dead corpse. 

 

See Invisibility 
Target can see invisible 

things. 

 

Travel on the Ethereal 
Gives access to the ethereal 

plane. 

 

Vampiric Touch 
Touched person loses 
Endurance and you gain it.

 

Advanced Prayers 
  

Animate Corpses 
Fallen bodies rise as 

skeletons or zombies. 
 

Bargain 
Ask for anything but the price 

will be high. 

 

Block Mind 
Blocks telepathic emanations 

from an area 

 

Cloud of Horror 
Those within turn on and slay 

each other. 

 

Hypnotic Possession 
Targets sway mindlessly to 

and fro. 

 

Mind Shield 
Protects people from mind 

magic. 
 

Raise Undead, Greater 
Raises a wight from a dead 

corpse. 

 

Summon Spectre 
Summons a spectre. 

 

Summon Wraith 
Summons a wraith. 

 

Summon Greater 

Wraith 
Summons a greater wraith. 

 

Unholy Sponge, Mass 
Protects multiple undead 

from holy water.

 

 

Rituals 
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Banishment 
Banishes a ghost or 

summoned creature. 

 

Decay 
Causes centuries of decay 

within seconds. 

 

Dispelling 
Dispels other rituals, 

particularly wards. 

 

Everlasting 

Summer/Winter 
Season lasts for ever. 

 

Soul Binding 
Traps a soul in to a gemstone. 

 

Soul Devouring 
Feeds souls to demons in 

exchange for servitude. 

 

Summoning 
Summons creatures to do 

your bidding. 

 

Warding 
Create wards to defend 
against enemies or magic.
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Spell and Prayer Descriptions 

 

Spells and prayers are described in the following standard format: 

 

NAME        Spell Power:   
Casters:         Honour Loss:  

Cost:          Domain: 

Range:    Area:    Duration:   MR?:  

Shielded?   Dispelled?   Blocked?   Dodged?  
Description 

 
Name: The name of the spell or prayer. A (Q) in brackets after the name indicates it is a quickspell. 

 

Spell Power: Gives an indication of the power of the spell or prayer. Is important in some calculations;  

 for example, magic resistance. 

 

Casters: Who is able to cast the spell. This will be given in the following format:  

Spell: El; Prayer:Li, Ea.  
The abbreviations after “spell” may be El (Elven), Hu (Human), Dw( Dwarven), Is (Isp’te’ra), Or (Orcish), 

Gr (Gryphonic) or Da (Dark).  

The abbreviations after “prayer” may be Or (Order), Li (Life), Ea (Earth), Wa (War), Si (Silence), Ch 

(Chaos), De (Death). 

Note that if a spell or prayer can be cast as both a spell or a prayer then you must specify which you are 

learning it as when you learn it.  

 

Honour Loss: The amount of Honour that you lose when you cast the spell or prayer. Usually only  

 applies to Dark spells and Death prayers. 

 

Cost: How much the spell or prayer takes to cast. If there is more than one way to cast it these will  
all be given; for example “20mana or 5mana + amethyst or 3favour”. Note that you must have the spell 

“Channel Matrix” to use gemstones to cast a spell. Even if something is both a spell and a prayer then, 

unless you have learnt it twice (as both a spell and a prayer) if you learnt it as a spell you must pay mana 

not favour and if you learnt it as a prayer you must pay favour, not mana. The word “Basic” indicates that 

this is a basic prayer and thus costs 1 favour (see rules on casting basic prayers, under “Prayers”, above). 

Some spells and prayers may be increased; i.e. more mana or favour paid in order to make the spell or 

prayer more powerful. If this is the case the increase cost will be shown in brackets after the cost; for 

example 10(5)mana; basic(1)favour; 13mana + ruby(amethyst). The first spell costs 10mana and each 

increase costs 5 mana; the second is a basic prayer for which the increase costs 1 favour and the third is a 

spell that costs 13mana and a ruby whilst the increase is an amethyst. A description of what the increase 

does will be given in the description. Unless there are instructions to the contrary in the spell description 
there is no limit to the number of times a spell may be increased. 

 

Domain:Only applies to spells, not prayers. All spells belong to one of nine domains: Power (P),  

Earth (E), Air (A), Fire (F), Water (W), Conflict (C), Mind (M), Healing (H) or Dark (D). The domain of a 

spell determines a number of things such as which gems can be used to help in casting the spell and is also 

important with regards to wizard specialisation and higher level powers (see “Wizard Specialisation” and 

“Powers”, above). Some spells belong to more than one domain. If any of these letters are followed by a 

number (1 or 2) then that spell can be imbued in to an object. If no letters are followed by a number, the 

spell cannot be imbued. If the number is a 1, the primary gem of that domain is needed as a focus to imbue 

it, if a 2 then the secondary gem will suffice as the spell is less powerful (domains with only one gem (e.g. 

Healing) will have a 1). For Dark spells that can be imbued, the D will be followed by a letter after the D 

indicating which bloodstone is required: GGD(Greater golden dragon); OGD(Other greater dragon); 
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LGD(Lesser golden dragon); OLD(Other lesser dragon) WW(Wingless worm); W(Wyvern); B(Basilisk); 

F(Firedrake). If no letter follows the D then the spell can not be imbued. 

 

Range: The range at which the spell or prayer can be cast. The target or centre of the spell or prayer must be within 

this range. “Personal” means the spell or prayer can only be cast on yourself (or using yourself as the 

centre); “Touch” means you must be touching the target. With the exception of “Personal” and “Touch” 

spells and prayers, the range of any spell or prayer may be doubled by doubling the price (double after any 

increases). This can only be done once. Note that any spell or prayer that can be cast upon another can be 

cast upon yourself, unless specifically stated in the spell description. 

 

Area: The area that the spell or prayer affects. Unless otherwise stated in the spell description, this area refers to a 

circle (or sphere, if appropriate) of radius equal to the figure stated under “area” and centered on the target 
person or place. Some spells or prayers, for example those that just target a person, not an area, say “N/A”. 

 

Duration: The time that the spell or prayer will last. “I” means that it takes place instantaneously. “P”  

means that it lasts permanently, until either dismissed by the caster or dispelled by someone else. 

 

MR?: Whether or not magic resistance applies against this spell or prayer. Note that the target of a spell or prayer 

may always choose to voluntarily lower his magic resistance to allow a spell or prayer to work. Y means 

that it does, N or N/A means that it doesn’t. 
 
Shielded?: Whether or not the spell or prayer can be blocked by the spells “Shield”, “Resistive Shield”,  

“Reflective Shield” and “Illusionary Shield”. Y means that it does, N or N/A means that it doesn’t. Note 

that even if it says “Y” then if it is a prayer, the spell “Shield” will not stop it although the latter three will. 

 
Dispelled?: A spell or prayer that has numbers of the form (X(Y)/Z) here may be dispelled by the spell  

or prayer “Dispel Magic”. When you cast Dispel Magic, roll a d6. If Dispel Magic is cast as a spell, paying 

X mana dispels the magic on a 3-6. Paying X + Y mana dispels it on a 2-6. Paying X + 3Y mana dispels it 

for certain. If Dispel Magic is cast as a prayer, Paying Z favour dispels it on a 3-6. Paying Z + 1 favour 

dispels it on a 2-6 and paying Z + 3 favour dispels it for certain.  
 
Blocked?: Refers to whether a spell or prayer can be blocked by an ordinary shield. Note that even if  

it says “Yes”, you must be able to see the spell or prayer (either because it produces a visible effect or 

because you have the skill Magesight or are using Detect Magic) in order to block it. In order to block a 

spell or prayer you must first make a Reactions roll with the following modifier depending on how far 

away you are: ≤5ft: -3; ≤20ft: -2; ≤30ft: -1; ≤50ft: 0; ≤100ft: +1; ≤250ft: +2; ≥250ft: automatically pass. If 

you make the Reactions roll you can then attempt to block the spell or prayer by making an ordinary shield 

roll. 

Most shields have a Magic Shielding value of 0. To these, the above discussion applies. However, a shield 

with a Magic Shielding value can be used to block any spell or prayer with spell power equal to or less than 

its Magic Shielding value. Note that the normal rules for blocking spells with a shield apply. If you try to 

block a spell or prayer of spell power 1 greater than the Magic Shielding value of your shield (unless it 

could be blocked by a conventional shield) then your shield will quiver alarmingly and the spell or prayer 
will pass on unaffected. If you try to block a spell or prayer of spell power 2 greater than the Magic 

Shielding value of your shield (unless it could be blocked by a conventional shield) then your shield will 

shake itself in to dust and the spell or prayer will pass on unaffected.. 

 
Dodged?: Whether or not it is possible to dodge a spell or prayer. Note that even if it says “Yes”, you  

must be able to see the spell or prayer (either because it produces a visible effect or because you have the 

skill Magesight or are using Detect Magic) in order to dodge it. In order to dodgea spell or prayer you must 
first make a Reactions roll with the following modifier depending on how far away you are: ≤5ft: -3; ≤20ft: 

-2; ≤30ft: -1; ≤50ft: 0; ≤100ft: +1; ≤250ft: +2; ≥250ft: automatically pass. If you make the Reactions roll 

you can then attempt to dodge the spell or prayer by making an ordinary dodge roll. 
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AIR PUNCH        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain:N/A 

Range: 50ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y 
An invisible, inaudible bolt of dense air flies from you, in a straight line, to hit someone. If it hits their head, they 

will be knocked unconscious for one combat round. Because it goes in a straight line the target must be either 
stationary or moving in a very predictable fashion, meaning it is usually useless in combat situations. It can, 

however, be very useful for knocking out a guard, for example. Against a stationary target it is sure to hit; a walking 

(predicatably) target will be hit on a 3-6 (on a d6); a running (predictably) target will be hit on a 5-6 (on a d6). It 

cannot be used against someon who is not moving predictably. 

 

 

AIR SHIELD        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Is; Prayer: Wa      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8mana or Basic       Domain: C1 

Range: 30ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 
Creates an invisible, unbreakable shield of air that floats next to a person, protecting them exactly as if it were a 

conventional shield. 

 

ANIMAL CALMING      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal Area: 1mile  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N 
An image of harmlessness and friendship in to the minds of all animals in the area, making them less likely to attack 

you and more likely to cooperate with you. 

 

ANIMAL FRIEND       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 7mana        Domain: E2 

Range: 10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 2hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Grants a person the ability to talk to animals and the skills animal lore and animal affinity. 

 

ANIMAL SPEAK       Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3mana        Domain: E2 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: 2hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Gives you the ability to talk to animals. 

 

 

ANIMATE        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Hu, El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12mana or 2mana+topaz      Domain: E,A  

Range: 50ft  Area: 30ft  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N  Dodged? N 

Targets up to 5 people within the range of the spell. Wakens and animates people asleep, unconscious or 

incapacitated due to pain or wounds. 
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ANIMATE CORPSES      Spell Power: 5  
Casters:  Spell: Da; Prayer: De      Honour Loss: 5 

Cost: 4 favour or 35mana or 5mana+wyvern  bloodstone   Domain: D(WW) 

Range: 750ft  Area: 200ft  Duration: 20mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (40(6)/7) Blocked? N  Dodged? N 

Raises all dead bodies within range of the caster as skeletons or zombies (caster’s choice). What is more, monster or 

animal bodies will arise, should they be present. As new creatures/people die, their skeletons will also rise (although 
no body will rise more than once).  

 

 

ANIMATE TREES       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 500ft  Area: 75ft  Duration: 5mins  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

The trees will come alive and will start lashing out with their branches at enemies. A tree strikes with HA2, F4, 

T12,E8 but cannot move its roots. It will also not attack someone who is directly protecting themselves with fire 

(e.g. a torch) – providing they don’t try to light the tree itself. 

 

 

ANTI-SONIC BURST      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal Area: 150ft  Duration: 10s  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

A wave of noise emanates from you, such that it destructively interferes with all noise produced in the area for the 

duration. This negates all noise in the area, creating a zone of silence. 

 

APATHETIC PROJECTION     Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 1 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 50ft  Duration: 15mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

You project an image of apathy, causing all enemies to make a Will roll each round or suffer  –1 HA,    -1A. Is 

classed as mind magic. 

 

ARC LIGHTNING       Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 35mana or 10mana+sapphire     Domain: A1 

Range: 600ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

A lightning bolt shoots from you to strike one target, making it lose two Endurance points. Secondary arcs then leap 

from that person to up to (caster level) others who may not be more than (caster level x10ft) away from them. Each 

secondary arc does 1 point of damage. No person may be hit by more than one secondary arc. 

 

ARMOUR OF CHANDARK     Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets a suit of heavy or full plate armour (of any material). The armour is able to ward off incorporeal attacks 

(such as that of a wraith). 
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ARMOUR OF FAITH      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain:  N/A 

Range: 10ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled?   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target gains a number of temporary Endurance points equal to (their honour/5) (round down). These last for 1 hour, 

and are lost before any permanent Endurance points. However, for each temporary Endurance point the target loses, 
they lose 5 honour (this will never reduce a person below 1 honour). 

 

 

AVALANCHE       Spell Power: 7  
Casters:  Spell: Dw       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana + emerald       Domain: E1 

Range: 10 000ft   Area: 300ft  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Causes an avalanche. The area refers to the initial area that is disrupted by the avalanche – the actual avalanche itself 

may be much larger. Can only be performed in mountains/hills where an avalanche could potentially occur 

naturally, once the initial area is disrupted. 

 

B 

BALLS OF LIGHT       Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5(2)mana        Domain: F2 

Range: 100ft   Area: 10ft  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (5(2)/1) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A 

Creates five 1ft radius balls of light which illuminate an area approximately 10ft radius. The balls can be placed at 

will within the range and can be moved at will at a rate of 10ft per round. Each increase creates another 3 balls and 

increases the range by 30ft. The balls can’t harm people. 

 

 

BARGAIN        Spell Power: 12 
Casters:  Prayer: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 1 permanent favour + variable     Domain: N/A 

Range: N/A   Area: N/A  Duration: N/A  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

You talk personally with your deity and may ask for whatever you wish. There is no upper limit on what you may 

ask for, providing it is within the power of your deity. Your deity will then demand a price: if you decide the price is 

worthwhile then you may accept; if not then nothing will happen, except for the fact that you always lose 1 

permanent favour even if you do reject the deal. Typical prices for some actions are detailed below (note that these 
prices are in addition to the one permanent favour): 

Duplicating the effect of any basic prayer of your own order: 1 favour. 

Duplicating the effect of any basic prayer of another order: 2 favour. 

Duplicating the effect of an advanced prayer of your own order: price of prayer. 

Duplicating the effect of an advanced prayer of another order: price of prayer +2 favour. 

Duplicating the effect of a spell: spell power +2 favour. 

Instead of asking for these prices, your deity may also ask for other things, particularly if the favour you are asking 

is more unusual or powerful (for example long distance teleportation, sinking a ship, curing a plague, changing 

someone’s mind, etc.). These could include you performing a task for your deity, for example a pilgrimage or a form 

of crusade; erecting a temple or statue to your deity; undertaking a vow of conduct (for example abstaining from 

meat, praying twelve times a day, etc.) for a period of time (or forever), a giving of your strength (i.e. loss of 
characteristics) or even, in extreme cases, a sacrifice of your own life. Of course, a price need not be only one thing: 

it could be any combination of the above. In general, a deity will ask a steeper price for something which is not 

serving its own goals and ideals. 
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BEACON        Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3(2)mana        Domain: P2 

Range: 1000miles Area: N/A  Duration: 30s  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Allows you to pinpoint an object. You become aware of the direction and distance of the object from where you are 

now. You do not get to see the area around the object. You must know the object: i.e. have handled it or seen it 
closely, have seen pictures or heard a very good description of it or hold some kind of connection for it (e.g. if you 

had the scabbard of a sword you could find the sword). You could not say, “Find X’s left shoe” using purely the 

assumption that X would probably be wearing shoes. Each increase doubles the range. 

 

BEAST CONTROL       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 150ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged?N   

Allows you to seize control of one natural animal. This control is begrudged, and the animal will not cooperate with 

you unless forced. You could hold it stationary without much difficulty but to force it to actually do something you 

would have to concentrate on it (i.e. not cast other prayers, fight or do other such demanding things) and defeat it in 

an opposed Will roll (+1 modifier to you) each round. Note that modifiers may apply to this roll if it is domesticated 

and its normal owner is urging it to act against you. 

 

BEAST MASTERY       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: CL*10ft  Duration: 10mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Any beast of war (including horses, beast hunter dogs, and so forth) will not enter a circle of radius=caster level x5 

ft. In addition, each round you may target one such beast (within caster level x20ft) and command it (in the same 

way that you could command an obedient animal that would normally obey you). Each increase increases the radius 

by caster level, the number of animals per round you can target by 1 and the dispelling cost by (5(1)/1). 

 

BECOME EAGLE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: P  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

You become an eagle until you choose to change back. Can only be cast upon yourself. 

 

BECOME OWL       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: P  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

You become an owl until you choose to change back. Can only be cast upon yourself. 

 

BECOME WOLF       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: P  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

You become a wolf until you choose to change back. Can only be cast upon yourself. 
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BEND LIGHT       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Hu, El, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12(5)mana or turquoise(5)mana     Domain: A 

Range: 500ft   Area: 50ft  Duration: 24hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (15(4)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Hides everything in the area from anyone looking in from outside. To those outside it appears as if the area inside 

resembles the countryside around. Each increase increases the area by 50ft and the dispelling cost by (6(1)/1). 
 

 

BENEVOLENT AURA      Spell Power: 8 
Casters:  Spell: Hu, El, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20mana + emerald       Domain: E1 

Range: Touch   Area: 100ft  Duration: 6hours MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   
Creates an aura of such goodness that anything with evil intentions towards you – or towards the object or person 

which the spell is protecting, if the aura is protecting a special object or person - will not enter the area around a 

fixed point (that cannot be mobile). Anything with evil intentions must make a Will roll with a –12 modifier each 

round or else will flee in panic until it is outside the aura. The spell may only be cast by people with 35 honour or 

higher. Note that people with Honour Band “saintly” and extremely noble creatures such as unicorns may enter, 

regardless of their intentions. 

 

 

BERSERK CURSE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Or, Da       Honour Loss: 1  

Cost: Orc: 10mana or 5mana +zircon; Dark: 10mana   Domain: M1,D(F) 

Range: 180ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 5mins  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Yes  Dispelled? (12(3)/3) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Target goes berserk and attacks whatever is nearest to the best of their abilities. If more than one person/creature is 

nearest then roll randomly. The target will not attack their own horse if they are riding one. Honour loss only applies 

if the spell is cast as a dark spell, not if it is cast as an orcish spell. 

 

 

BLANKET OF SILENCE      Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5(1)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 1000ft   Area: 150ft  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

No sound can be made or heard within the area. Each increase increases radius by 50ft, the duration by 15 minutes 

and the dispelling cost by (6(1)/1). 
 

 

BLESS        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: 5mins  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  

Target person gains +2H.A., +1Toughness. 
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BLIGHT OF CHAOS      Spell Power: 6 
Casters: Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 90ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (38(7)/7) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Target person suffers random gains or losses of all SCs and VCs with the exception of Endurance. For each SC and 

VC roll 1d6. 1:-3; 2:-2; 3,4: -1; 5: no change; 6: +1. Strength will not decrease below 1, nor Speed below 10ft. If 
Speed increases by +X interpret this as meaning an increase of 10ft; long distance Speed increasing by 5km. 

 

 

BLIZZARD        Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3mana+Pearl       Domain: W2 

Range: 1mile   Area: 6miles  Duration: 4hours MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? (42(7)/7) Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Creates a large but quite gentle snow storm throughout the area. The snow will settle. After the snow has been 

falling for a little while (enough to start building up a bit), the cold will cause people to suffer from a minus 

1HA,F,A,R,D. The snow may also make it more difficult to walk through, slowing people. The duration refers to the 

time it snows for – after this, the snow may remain, though if it is hot it will soon melt. 

 

 

BLOCK MIND       Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Prayer: All; Spell: Hu      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana(5mana or zircon) or 3(1)favour    Domain: M1 

Range: 2500ft   Area: 25ft  Duration: 24hrs  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (16(3)/3) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Blocks any telepathic emanations from mind, devices or ethereal travels from the target. Area is fixed and cannot be 

moved (or centred on a moving object/person). Each increase increases the area by 25ft, the range by 250ft, the spell 

power by 1 and the dispelling costs by (6(1)/1). 

 

 

BOLT OF LIFE(Q)       Spell Power: 1 or 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or; Spell: Gr      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3mana or Basic       Domain: C 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: 5s  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y   

Cast on an arrow, bolt, or other missile. If it hits someone/something, that person will lose as many Endurance 

points as you wish, although you will also lose that many, as your life energy has gone in to the missile. If the 

missile misses or the spell is negated by magic resistance then you do not lose Endurance points. The spell can only 
be blocked or dodged by blocking or dodging the missile in which it is imbued. Holding the bow from which the 

arrow is shot is sufficient to cast the spell – you do not need to hold the arrow (though you could hold the arrow and 

cast the spell before passing it to someone to shoot it, providing it was all done within one round). The spell power 

is 2 if it is a prayer and 1 if it is a spell. 

 

 

BREATHE        Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Spell: Hu, El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 25mana or 5mana + pearl      Domain: W1 

Range: 25ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 4hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  

Allows up to 6 people to breathe under water. 
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BURNING ARMOUR      Spell Power: 8 
Casters:  Spell: Hu, El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana+ruby       Domain: F 

Range: 1000ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 5mins  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Affects up to ½n(n+1) targets where n is the caster’s level. The armour of all targets heats up, dealing them damage 

each round. Damage done: Full plate armour: F=6; heavy armour: F=4 Light armour: F=2 (this is fire damage). The 
damage continues until they can remove their armour: if they are giving their whole attention to doing this this takes 

2 rounds for light armour, 3 rounds for heavy armour and 5 rounds for full plate armour. The duration refers to the 

time in which the armour is being heated: it will retain its heat for longer than this. Note that cooling the armour 

(e.g. with Hydroblast, Rainstorm, etc.) will not last long – the armour will soon heat up again – but will reduce 

damage until the people can get out of their armour. 

 

 

BURST BANKS       Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: Hu, Dw, Or      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 30mana + lapiz lazuli or 15mana +pearl    Domain: W 

Range: 5000ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? Y   

Causes a river to burst its banks and flow overland as you command. The river will spread out, dissipate and lose its 

force the further you make it go from the bank – unless you, for example, divert it in to a ravine. You must 

constantly control the river’s direction or else it will revert to its natural course. You can still move, fight, cast spells 

etc. whilst doing this but if you are, for example, panicked or knocked unconscious then you cannot. However, you 

could if you regained consciousness and the 30mins were not yet complete. 

 

CALL TO ARMS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 500ft  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

All friendly people (up to a maximum of caster’s level squared, starting with those closest to the caster) within range 

who had lost control of themselves due to fear/injuries etc. immediately become able to act, as if they had passed all 
Will rolls up to this point. Any future Will rolls are made as normal. 

 

CALM OF NATURE      Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: El, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 35mana or 3mana +emerald     Domain: E 

Range: Personal  Area: 1000ft  Duration: 10mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   
All wild animals, animated plants and other forces of nature within the area will be at peace and will not attack (you 

or anything else). Magically controlled natural beasts and birds will be removed from their owner’s control (this 

does not affect natural bonds such as the affection of a dog for his master, though the master would not be able to 

make the dog attack anything for the spell’s duration). The removal from owner’s control is permanent; also, any 

(free-acting) creature that had been previously angered by an act of yours will remain calm after the spell has ended, 

unless conditions are such to anger it again. 

 

CAN’T SPEAK       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 400ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? Y  Dodged? N   

Target person is unable to speak. 
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CELESTIAL MIGHT      Spell Power: 11 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 25mana + diamond       Domain: P 

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Up to (caster’s level) people become imbued with raw power, gaining +2 HA, F, T and A as well as +6 magic 

resistance and. The brilliance of their essence shines forth, meaning all who stand before them must take a Will roll 
(-2 modifier) or else cower. Those who do not directly oppose you will not even attempt to stand before you. Any 

person who strikes a target of the spell in melee will suffer a blow, unblockable and undodgable, of equal force to 

the one that they struck. This return blow is the only part of the spell that can be negated by magic resistance. 

 

 

CHANGE OF FORM      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs   MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Can only be cast on a human, orc, elf or dwarf. Changes the target in to a random one of the other three races and 

also reverses their gender. The features, build and overall appearance of the target remain similar to what they were 

originally, but suitably altered to those of their new race and gender. This spell can be cast consecutive times on the 

same person: each time it is their current race and gender, not their original, that are altered.  

 

 

CHANGE WEATHER      Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5 favour        Domain: N/A   

Range: 15miles  Area: 5miles  Duration: 6hrs  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Allows you to change the weather in the target area. It must be for a purpose of which Drynnioch approves: i.e. 

directly aiding his cause, goals or ideals. You may not have extreme weather conditions: for example, you could 

have a thunderstorm but not a hurricane; the sun coming out, but not making it hotter than it could potentially be for 

that place; a snow storm (even if unseasonal) but not –60°C weather. 

 

 

CHANNEL MATRIX(Q)      Spell Power: 1 
Casters: Spell: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 0         Domain: P 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

The skill “Gem Lore” is required in order to use this spell. Allows you to gain mana from the crystalline matrix of a 
gemstone. The gemstone is consumed in the process. Being a quickspell, this spell may be cast simultaneously with 

any other spell, and up to 3 gemstones may be leached of power in one round. Details of the mana provided by each 

gem may be found under “Gemstones” in the main portion of the manual. The spell is required in order to utilise any 

gem as a component in the casting cost of a spell. The spell is also a pre-requisite for the spell “Imbue Object” and 

the skill “Enhance Spell”. As such it is a vital spell for any wizard and should be learnt as soon as possible, 

preferably immediately. 
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CHAOS BOLT       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 750ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? Y  

Target suffers a random effect, according to the details below. If the effect is one that duplicates an effect that can be 

dispelled then the prayer can be dispelled. To decide the effect, roll a d20: 
1-5: Target loses 1 Endurance.    

6-8: Target suffers –1 to three random VCs (potentially including Endurance). 

9: Target halves in size as with Shrunken Form.   

10: Target doubles in size, as with Giant Stature. 

11: Target’s gender is reversed.  

12: Target glows and turns bright purple, green and orange. 

13: Target is polymorphed (you make the shifts).   

14: Target is polymorphed (they make the shifts). 

15: Target is teleported randomly as with Leap of Faith.   

16: Target gains the ability to fly. 

17: Target gains +1 to two random SCs (if Speed, +10ft and +5km long distance).  

18: Target gains the ability to see people’s thoughts as if he had drunk a potion of Insight. 
19: Target goes berserk as with Berserk Curse.  

20: Target gains perfect night vision. 

 

 

CLAW SHOCK       Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8mana        Domain: P2 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 15mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y   

Someone’s claws become wreathed in electric fire. If the claws wound someone, the wounded person must roll 

equal to or less than their Toughness on a d6 or be stunned for a round. The spell can only be dodged or blocked by 

dodging the claws themselves. 

 
 

CLAWS OF ACCURACY      Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 7mana        Domain: C1 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? (7(3)/2) Blocked? N/A    Dodged?N/A   

Target’s claws gain +2HA. 

 

 

CLAWS OF ADAMANT      Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 7mana        Domain: C1 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? (7(3)/2) Blocked? N/A    Dodged?N/A   

Target’s claws gain +2F. 
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CLOAK OF WINDS       Spell Power: 4  
Casters:  Spell: El, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 25mana or 10mana + turquoise     Domain: A1 

Range: 50ft   Area: 15ft  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Cloaks a group of people, making them invisible and inaudible, providing that they all stay close enough together 

that a 15ft radius circle could be drawn around them. If anyone in the group attacks then the spell is destroyed, 
(although they will gain the benefit of surprise).  

 

 

CLONE        Spell Power: 25 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: 30mana + lesser dragon bloodstone + diamond   Domain: D, P 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Creates two identical clones of yourself. It does this by reaching forward in time and pulling your future self back in 
to this time. These clones have the same characteristics as you (including Endurance, mana, etc. but not including 

the spell components or mana of the “Clone” spell you have just cast) and also have all the same equipment as you 

are actually touching at the moment (with the exception of anything living). The clones can fight and act 

autonomously, though they are subordinate to you and will always help you; basically, it is as if one “compound 

mind” (your own) was controlling the three bodies. The clones’ equipment cannot be used by anyone other than the 

clone: you cannot, e.g. drink a cloned potion. If you are killed when one of your clones is alive, your entire 

consciousness (i.e. “you”) is transferred to the body of the nearest clone. If, after one hour, the clones have not been 

killed they will vanish. You will also vanish for two hours (as you have now been pulled back in time) and will 

reappear in two more hours time. 

 

 

CLOUD OF HORROR      Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 4 

Cost: 5favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 750ft   Area: 50ft  Duration: 15mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N  Dodged? N    

Creates an illusion to all within the cloud that their comrades are their worst enemies, and they will fall upon and 

slay each other. Each round, they may make an Intelligence roll with a –1 modifier (use revised d6) to see if they see 
through the cloud: once the illusion is pierced, it will not return for that person. Is classed as mind magic. 

 

 

COMMAND THE WAVES      Spell Power: 7 
Casters:  Spell: Hu, El, Gr      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20mana + pearl       Domain: W 

Range: 10miles  Area: 3miles  Duration: 90mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (65(9)/12) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Throughout the area affected, the sea will do your bidding, rising up or calming down as you command. This would 

let you, for example, keep the seas flat in a storm or whip up waves large enough to swamp any boat that carries less 

than 50 people (50-100people would be touch and go; a boat large enough to carry more than 100 people would 

survive (if competently manned) though would not be able to pursue you). You may shift the area affected as many 

times as you wish within the duration; however, if you are whipping up waves it takes around 5minutes to whip 

them up to full strength in an area and if you move to another area they will quickly die down. 
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COMMAND TROLLS      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10(5)mana        Domain: M 

Range: 75ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (15(4)/3) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Allows you to fully command a troll (that already exists). Mountain trolls are immune to this spell. The last 

“Command Troll” spell to be cast on a troll takes precedence. Each increase increases the duration by 24hrs. 
 

 

COMMUNAL PRAYER(Q)     Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Prayer: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 0         Domain: N/A 

Range: 10ft   Area: N/A  Duration: P  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  
One worshipper or priest can pray with another (of the same order), meaning his favour can be used by the other. 

Only the “primary worshipper” (the one doing the prayer) is required to have “Communal Prayer”. 

 

 

COMMUNE WITH NATURE     Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3 favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: Varies  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

You gain intimate knowledge of the surrounding area with a radius in miles = to the caster’s level. This will tell you 

full details of paths, trees, forests, streams, animal lairs and so forth (unless they are magically concealed); it will not 

alert you to the presence of people (unless they are disturbing the area, e.g. cutting down trees).  

 

 

COMPULSION       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana        Domain: M1 

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Causes one person to do almost whatever you command, including betraying and attacking his comrades (you may 

not order him to kill himself or to passively await obvious death). Each round check to see if the spell will work for 

that round: compare Will roll, +2 to you. Whilst you are trying to compel the target (even if you fail for that round) 

you must concentrate your full attention on it: you may only move, you may not attack or cast other spells. If you 

are wounded by any means or are being directly attacked in melee then you take a –2 to your roll (for a net bonus of 

0 when added to the standard +2 modifier). You must try to compel the target each round, otherwise the spell will 
end; the spell will also end if you voluntarily end it, become unconscious, panicked or otherwise incapable of 

holding it. 

 

 

CONCEAL        Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 75ft   Area: 20ft  Duration: 4hrs  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Completely hides a group of people if they are not moving. 
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CONFUSION       Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana + zircon or 20mana     Domain: M1 

Range: 500ft   Area: 15ft  Duration: 15mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (25(5)/5) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Lays a web of confusion over a group of people. Totally confuses them: they will wander randomly within the 

affected area. The spell cannot distinguish between friends and enemies. Each round, they may make an Intelligence 
roll with a –1 modifier (use revised d6) to see if they see through the spell: if they do so they will act normally. Once 

the confusion is pierced, it will not return for that person. If a person in the cloud is attacked they receive a +3 to 

their Intelligence roll that round. 

 

 

CONTINUAL POLYMORPH     Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 2favour        Domain:  N/A 

Range: 1000ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? 12(4)/3) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Target person polymorphs every 15s (3 rounds). The target of the spell, not the caster (unless the caster is also the 

target), gets to make the shifts on the polymorph table based on their own level and skills. 

 

 

CONTROL UNDEAD      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 1 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 250ft   Area: N/A  Duration: P  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Seizes control of an undead of bestial Intelligence. It will now obey you, even if it had previously been commanded 

by another master. 

 

COUNTERSPELL       Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Gem (varies)       Domain: Varies 

Range: 2500ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

A wizard with this spell may use any of the “Opposed” gems to counter a spell as it is being cast. The gem is 

consumed in the counterspell and the spell being countered has absolutely no effect (though the wizard who cast it 

will use mana/gems as if it had taken place as normal). The following gems may be used to counter spells; each gem 

has a certain domain that it can counter and may only counter spells with spell power equal to or less than a certain 

number: 

Gem Domain it Counters Maximum Spell Power Countered 

Red Tiger’s Eye Earth 4 

Snowflake Obsidian Fire 3 

Sunstone Water 3 

Peace Agate Conflict 2 

Leopard Jasper Mind 2 

Obsidian Fire 2 

Aquamarine Air 2 

The spell power of Counterspell is the same as the spell that is being countered; the domain is the opposite of the 

spell that is being countered (see “Domains and Wizard Specialisation”, above). A Counterspell can itself be 

countered, though bear in mind that Counterspell is not a quickspell.  
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COURAGE        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer, Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 50ft  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged?   

Any friendly people within the area will receive +2 to all Will rolls to do with combat for the next hour. Increase 

increases radius by 15ft, modifier by +1 and dispelling cost by (5(1)/1). 

 

CREATE BEAST HOUND      Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 4 

Cost: dog + 18mana or dog + 3mana + firedrake bloodstone  Domain: D 

Range: 60ft   Area: N   Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Targets a dog. Turns the dog in to a ferocious beast hound dog (see the Bestiary for statistics) which will obey the 

caster. 

 

 

DANCING LIGHTS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 150ft   Area: Varies  Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A   

Creates a host of tiny, scintillating lights which frequently change colour and brightness. They illuminate an area 

between 10ft and 100ft radius around the range (every round the area increases by 10ft, decreases by 10ft or stays 

the same with equal probability; area starts at 30ft). The area will not increase beyond 100ft or decrease below 10ft. 

 

DARK CURSE       Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Or, Da       Honour Loss: 1 

Cost: 8mana        Domain: P, D(BB) 

Range: 150ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? (7(2)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

The target loses 1 Endurance point. In addition, for the next minute, he suffers a –1 penalty to one random VC (not 

Endurance) and one random SC. These affects are cumulative, should the target be hit by more than one dark curse. 

The duration and the dispelling only refers to the loss of the VC and SC. The honour loss only applies if it is cast as 

a dark spell, not if it is cast as an orcish spell. 

 

DEAFEN        Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 450ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Target becomes deaf. 

 

DEAFEN, MASS       Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Prayer, Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3(1)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 750ft   Area: 300ft  Duration: 3hrs   MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Deafens all people and creatures within the area, up to a maximum of twice the caster’s level squared (if there are 

more people than that in the area, those closest to the centre of the area become deafened). Each increases increases 

the range by 150ft, the area by 50ft, the maximum number of people by caster’s level squared and the dispelling cost 

by (6(1)/1). 
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DEFENCE OF THE FOUR WINDS    Spell Power: 7 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana + sapphire       Domain: A1 

Range: 50ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets up to six people. For those people, for the duration of the spell all damage resulting from natural wounds 

(including those caused by weapons, teeth, claws etc. but not including damage from spells, fire, poison etc.) will be 
negated if that person rolls a 5-6 on a d6. Roll for each wound separately, as it occurs. 

 

 

DEPHLOGISTICATE      Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana or 2mana + amethyst     Domain: W1, F2 

Range: 350ft   Area: 20ft  Duration: 45s   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

All fire in the area burns much less effectively (minus 3 to the Force of all fire (e.g. fireballs); ordinary torches will 

go out). 

 

 

DESTROY WARDS       Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 1 

Cost: 2mana + basilisk’s bloodstone     Domain: D(W), P 

Range: 200ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Destroyes any wards of current strength less than 50mana or 250RC. If the strength is greater than 50mana or 

250RC it reduces the strength (i.e. the duration) by 50 mana or 250RC. 

 

 

DETECT EVIL       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: Varies  Duration: 1hr or I MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A   

In its normal form allows you to detect evil people, creatures, magical items or spells. For more details see the 

section “Evil Auras” in the main section of the manual. Alternatively, if targeted at a non-evil person it will tell you 

that person’s Honour Band (this alternative use is instantaneous and you can target it at a range of up to 250ft). 

 

 

DETECT MAGIC(Q)      Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: All; Prayer: All      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 2mana or basic       Domain: P 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: 10mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (4(1)/1) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A   

Allows you to detect any magic (prayers or spells) within a range of: 

Spells and prayers: Spell power squared x100ft. 
Magic items: ½ PR squared x 20ft. 

Rituals: (Ritual cost/100) squared x 50ft. 

If you detect magic then you may make a Wisdom roll using magic lore in order to see if you can determine the 

details of it. 
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DETECT MINDS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 25ft   Area: 500ft  Duration: 2hrs   MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Allows target to detect all minds within the area; from this he can extrapolate where those people are and thus can 

almost “see”. Note that someone would not detect mindless creatures nor would he detect minds hidden using magic 
such as “Block Mind”. 

 

 

DISPEL MAGIC       Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: All; Prayer: All      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: P 

Range: 1000ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Allows you to dispel spells or prayers that have numbers of the form (X(Y)/Z) after the word “Dispelled?” in their 

description. When you cast Dispel Magic, roll a d6. If dispel magic is cast as a spell, paying X mana dispels the 

magic on a 3-6. Paying X + Y mana dispels it on a 2-6. Paying X + 3Y mana dispels it for certain. If dispel magic is 

cast as a prayer, Paying Z favour dispels it on a 3-6. Paying Z + 1 favour dispels it on a 2-6 and paying Z + 3 favour 

dispels it for certain. Dispel magic is counted as having a spell power 1 less, the same or 1 more than the spell it is 

dispelling, depending on whether it will dispel on a 3-6, on a 2-6 or for certain. 

 

 

DIVINING        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic (1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch  Area: 100ft  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Allows you to sense where ONE of the following is: water; caves; gold. 

 

 

DOMINION OF THE SKY      Spell Power: 8 
Casters:  Spell: El, Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20 + sapphire       Domain: A,W 

Range: 30miles   Area: 10miles  Duration: 12hrs  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? N    Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Allows you to change the weather in the target area. You may not have extreme weather conditions: for example, 

you could have a thunderstorm but not a hurricane; the sun coming out, but not making it hotter than it could 

potentially be for that place; a snow storm (even if unseasonal) but not –60°C weather. 
 

 

DRAIN LIFE(Q)       Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 3 

Cost: 0         Domain: D, H 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y   

If you touch them, an enemy loses one Endurance point, and you gain 10 mana. Note that touching an enemy 

provokes an attack of opportunity. The attack works through clothes or light armour but not through heavy armour. 

The spell is cast as you touch the person. It can only be blocked or dodged by blocking or dodging the touch that 

carries it. 
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DREAD        Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 3 

Cost: 20mana or 6mana + basilisk bloodstone    Domain: D(B), M 

Range: 250ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Up to 6 enemies must take a Will roll with a –2 modifier or else flee in panic. Each round the modifier becomes 1 

more beneficial to the target. 
 

 

DROWSINESS       Spell Power: 4 
Casters:   Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 750ft  Duration: 30mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked?   Dodged? N   
At any time for the duration you may target as many people as you like within the area at any one time. Whilst you 

are concentrating on people you may not fight, cast other prayers or do other demanding things (though you may 

walk). Each person you target must make an opposed Will roll with you. You get a +2 modifier to this roll. If they 

fail, then the first time they fail they lose –1HA, -1F, -1A; the next time they lose another –1HA, -1F, -1A, and the 

third time they fail they fall asleep for 4hrs or until either shaken violently for 3 rounds. If you stop targeting 

someone, even for just a round, then they regain all lost stats and if you start again later, the whole process begins 

again. You get a –1 for each person beyond the 1st you target. If more than one person is targeting someone (via 

“Communal Prayer” – the second worshipper need not have the prayer Drowsiness but must still concentrate fully 

on them) you get an extra +2. 

 

 

EARTH BIND       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 150ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 90mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Target person is unable to teleport. 

 
 

EARTH FALL       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Dw       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana        Domain: E2 

Range: 80ft   Area: 10ft  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Creates an earthfall (in a tunnel) of specified or lesser area that caves in the roof and blocks the tunnel. 
 

 

EARTH MELD       Spell Power: 5  
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 4(1) favour.       Domain: N/A 

Range: 25ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (25(5)/5) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets up to 6 people. Each person gains +2 Toughness and, in addition, can hide almost totally by laying flat on 

the ground. Each increase allows you to target an additional person and increases dispel cost by (6(1)/1). 
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EARTH TREMOR       Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Dw       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana        Domain: E2 

Range: 150ft   Area: 10ft  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Creates a very small, minor, localised earthquake that knocks everyone in that area down. 

 
 

EARTH’S ANCHOR      Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12(8)mana + turqoise      Domain: E 

Range: 5ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (22(5)/5) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target person will be unaffected by wounds and cannot lose Endurance providing his feet (or shoes) are in contact 
with the earth (must be rock or earth, not the man-made stone). He can be trapped (e.g. in a net) and can be harmed 

by spells that do not cause Endurance loss. Each increase increases duration by 10 minutes. 

 

 

EARTH’S RESISTANCE      Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Spell: Is; Prayer: Ea      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 25mana or 17mana + amber or 5 favour    Domain: E 

Range: 10ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A  

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

One person gains +9 magic resistance. 

 

EARTHQUAKE       Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 5miles  Area: 1/2mile  Duration: 15s  MR?: N 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Creates a moderate (c. Richter 5.5) earthquake centered on a target spot you choose. You can only choose the 

epicentre accurately to within 300ft (100m). Buildings within the area will suffer some damage; e.g. some may 

collapse, some walls fall down, etc. Would not be enough to, for example, shake down the walls of a castle. Is likely 

to cause panic. 

 

ELEMENTAL ENDURANCE     Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15(5)mana or 3(5)mana + amethyst     Domain: F2 

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets up to 6 people and lasts for 1 day. Lets them ignore any ill effects that come from “normal” cold or heat 

(e.g. can withstand desert conditions, or ice and snow). Does not protect against, e.g. fireball or Ice Lance. Each 

increase increases duration by 6hrs, number of people by two and dispel cost by (5(1)/1). 

 

EMPATHIC LINK       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 75ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 90mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Can feel what other people are feeling (but not see their thoughts). The increase allows you to manipulate their 

moods to a small extent: for example, you could not make a happy person miserable but you could insert a small but 

nagging doubt that all was not well. 
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EMPATHIC SACRIFICE(Q)     Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 0         Domain: P 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

If someone (who may be yourself) voluntarily sacrifices an Endurance point, you gain 10 mana. As it is a quickspell 

you may cast this simultaneously with other spells, and people may lose any amount of Endurance points in one 
round. However, you may not drain more than one person per round. 

 

 

EMPATHY        Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Spell: El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana or 6mana +zircon      Domain: M1 

Range: 25ft   Area: 30ft  Duration: 45mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (18(5)/3) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Allows target to see inside the mind of another (who must be within 30ft) divining their thoughts and intentions (but 

not influencing them). In addition to its obvious uses, in combat the person with Empathy gains +2 Agility if 

attacked by the person whose mind they are in, and that person suffers –1 Agility against the person with Empathy’s 

attacks. Only one mind at a time can be entered.  

 

 

ENERGY DISCHARGE      Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Dw, Or, Is      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8mana        Domain: P2 

Range: Personal  Area: 5ft  Duration: 5mins  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (12(4)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Lets out a burst of uncontrolled energy around the caster. This energy will confuse detect magic spells; although 

enemies will still be able to detect you are there and that you are doing something, they won’t know what it is (until 

and unless the spell gets more than 5ft from you).  It also helps to counter the spell “Summon Air Spirits”. 

 

 

EPITOME OF CHANCE      Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 100ft   Area: Varies  Duration: Varies MR?: Varies   

Shielded? Varies Dispelled? Varies Blocked? Varies  Dodged? Varies   

Casts a random spell or prayer. You must first choose a target (who may be yourself). Then randomly select one of 

the spells or prayers (not rituals) – select from all races and orders, including dark spells and death prayers. If the 

spell has no target or is one that is always centred on the caster then the spell takes place as normal. If it has a target 
or targets an area then it takes place as normal, targeting the person chosen (or centred on the area where he 

currently is). If it has more than one target then you may select additional targets. If for some reason the spell cannot 

take place then nothing happens. The spell power, duration, whether it can be dispelled, etc. are all determined by 

the spell that actually gets cast. 

 

 

ESCALATE CONFLICT      Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 7mana        Domain: M1 

Range: 90ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Targets two people who are already at odds with each other/arguing. This spell will cause their conflict to escalate 

up to the point of them coming to blows and attempting to kill each other. 
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ESPRIT DE CORPS       Spell Power: 4 
Casters: Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3favour        Domain:  N/A 

Range: 30ft   Area: 50ft  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets a group of up to 8 people. Provided that they stay close enough together that it would be possible to draw a 

50ft radius circle around them then, as long as one of them is unafraid and able to act freely (with regards to Will 
rolls), all of them are. If someone does fail a Will roll, however, this should be kept track of as if all eight do, they 

will then be panicked. 

 

 

EVIL PROJECTION      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 1 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch  Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target gains an evil aura of strength 40.  

 

 

EXTRA-SENSORY TONGUE     Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 15ft  Area: 10ft  Duration: 12hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Allows the subject to “taste” any object within the area that he has a direct line of sight to. Though the person will 

experience the taste just as if he had licked/eaten it, he will not actually have done so, meaning this prayer is often 

useful for alchemists or food tasters. 

 

FALSE DEATH       Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 4favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: 36hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (25(5)/5) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Must be cast on a willing subject. The subject’s metabolism slows; their breathing and heart rate all but stops. Their 

skin goes pasty and pale and in all ways they will seem to be dead. After 36hrs they will awaken unharmed. 

 

FARSIGHT        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: 10miles   Area: 5ft    Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? N/A    Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Can locate any known object or person and let you see it and a bit of its surroundings. Each increase increases the 

range by 5 miles and the area by 5ft. 

 

 

FEET OF WINGS       Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana + sapphire or 35mana     Domain: A1 

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 4hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (45(8)/9) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Gives up to caster’s level people the power of flight. 
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FEIGN DEATH       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs   MR?: N/A  

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target person will appear to be dead when inspected by all non-magical means. They can give themselves away by 

blatant movement (e.g. getting up and walking), so the subject must be willing. 
 

 

FETCHING        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: 5miles   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  
Can transport, instantaneously, any small object (under 5 weight units) from where it is to where you are now. You 

must be able to clearly visualise the object and where it is in relation to its surroundings. Works well in conjunction 

with Farsight. Each increase increases weight limit by 5 weight units and distance by 3miles. Can be increased a 

maximum of 3 times. 

 

FIERY TORCH       Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana        Domain: F2 

Range: Personal  Area: 75ft  Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? (7(2)/1) Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Creates a large torch projecting from caster’s hand which illuminates the area. 

 

FINAL STRIKE       Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Dw, Or, Gr     Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: F 

Range: 1250ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? Y   

Must have the spells Fireball and Empathic Sacrifice. A Final Strike is a means whereby a wizard can use his life’s 

energy to fuel a last, desperate attack that would otherwise probably not succeed. It is typically used by defeated 

mages who wish to take their enemy with them, or by wizards protecting comrades against an extremely powerful 

foe. In casting Final Strike, all of a wizard’s mana, plus all of his Endurance points converted in to mana (including 

10 mana to go from 0 Endurance to death) are combined to fuel a powerful Fireball which is launched at the enemy. 

This Fireball can exceed the normal limits restricting the number of increases that a Fireball may have, but otherwise 

acts exactly as a Fireball (see Fireball, below). Note that if you know the spell Homing Fireball you may make your 

Final Strike homing. A wizard who casts Final Strike may not be resurrected by any means short of direct divine 
intervention. The spell power = 1+mana spent/10. 

 

FIREBALL        Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Dw, Or, Gr     Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10(5)mana.        Domain: F2/F1 

Range: 750ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? Y   

Creates a ball of fire of radius 2ft that travels in a straight line from the caster to the target, hitting anything in its 

path and doing an F=0 blow of fire damage. Each spell increase increases F by 2 and radius by 1ft. Maximum F=12. 

An amethyst is required to do F=6 or 8 and a ruby to do F=10 or 12. Note that it can only be dodged providing that 

you are within 5ft of the edge of the ball. The spell’s domain is F2 up to F=4 or F1 for F>4. The spell power for the 

different Fireball strengths is:  

F=0: 2;  F=2: 2;  F=4: 3;  F=6: 6;  F=8:7;  F=10: 9;  F=12: 10.  
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FIREBALL, HOMING      Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15(5)mana.       Domain: F2/F1 

Range: 1000ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Must already have the spell Fireball. Functions in exactly the same way as a normal Fireball, except that it will 

home in on its target, changing direction and following it, meaning that it cannot be dodged. As with a Fireball, 
maximum F=12. An amethyst is required to do F=6 or 8 and a ruby to do F=10 or 12. The spell’s domain is F2 up to 

F=4 or F1 for F>4. The spell power for the different fireball strengths is:  

F=0: 3; F=2: 3; F=4: 4; F=6: 6; F=8:6; F=10: 9; F=12: 10.  
 

FLIGHT        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana        Domain: A2 

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (12(3)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Grants target the power of flight. 

 

 

FLOTSAM OF FORTUNE      Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 5ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  

You create a random small object. The object appears either in your hand or on the ground next to you (your 

choice). To determine what object you create, roll a d20 on the following table: 

1: Dagger  2: 1 crown  3: 30ft of rope  4: Small apple pie  

5: Pen and paper  6: Filled water flask 7: 2 days’ rations  8: Compass  

9: Hammer  10: Sturdy pair of shoes 11: Small glass beads 12: Net  

13: Warm clothing 14: Tankard of ale 15: Pain killing herbs 16: Small trowel  

17: Bucket  18: Tinderbox and torch 19: Trowel  20: Hammock 

 

 

FLY TRUE(Q)       Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: El, Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana        Domain: C1 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: 5s  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? Y  Dodged? N  

This can be cast on any thrown or fired item. It will cause it to automatically strike its target. Holding the bow from 

which the arrow is shot is sufficient to cast the spell – you do not need to hold the arrow (though you could hold the 

arrow and cast the spell before passing it to someone to shoot it, providing it was all done with in one round). The 

missile cannot be dodged but can be blocked with a shield. 

 

 

FORCE DUEL       Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana or 5mana + onyx      Domain: C1 

Range: 120ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 15mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (21(5)/4) Blocked? N   Dodged? N   

Makes target oblivious to all except fighting one person who he already perceives as an enemy. 
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FORCED MARCH       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range:     Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A   

Targets a person or animal. That person can travel at a forced march for up to 24 hours without suffering the usual 

penalties for doing so. Each increase allows you to targets an additional person and increases the dispel cost by 
(6(2)/1). 

 

 

FRIENDS        Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 6mana(6 or zircon)       Domain: M 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Makes someone who is hostile but not extremely so (i.e. a guard who won’t let you in somewhere, not a guard who 

is coming towards you to attack you) friendly and cooperative. The first increase makes the spell affect up to 5 

people; the second up to 25. Cannot be increased more than twice. 

 

 

GAUNTLET OF LIGHTNING     Spell Power: 8 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20mana + sapphire       Domain: A,P 

Range: 250ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N   Dodged? Y   

Inside each fist rests the power of over a dozen lightning bolts. When you open your hand they will stream forth in a 

fan (45° wide). Each lightning bolt that hits a person (assume they are evenly spaced within the fan and in three 

layers vertically), will do one Endurance point of damage, assuming it beats magic resistance. Each bolt travels for 

250ft. If the bolts strike a building or wall they will blast a hole in it (unless the wall is >10ft thick; if both hands are 

used simultaneously the wall would need to be >15ft thick). If blocking Gauntlet of Lightning with a magic shield, 

each bolt that impacts is considered to have spell power ½, up to a maximum of spell power 8 if 16 or more are 

blocked. 
 

GHOSTLY CLAWS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana or 3mana + amber      Domain: C1 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 15mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (14(4)/3) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Two ghostly claws hover alongside the target’s real claws and move with them. This means if he hits someone, he 
gets to roll on the damage table twice and take both results. If the attack is dodged or blocked with a shield, both 

attacks are blocked. 

 

GIANT STATURE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A  

Range: 350ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 90mins MR?: Y  

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N   Dodged? N   

Target grows to twice his current size, gaining +3Force, +3Strength, +20ftSpeed (+10km long distance Speed) and –

2Agility. Note that clothes, armour, weapons and all other equipment do not resize: if you are wearing armour (or 

clothes) you will burst out of them, probably destroying them. This spell has no effect on someone who is already 

under the effect of a Giant Stature prayer. If cast on someone under the effect of a Shrunken Form prayer it returns 

them to their normal size (and normal statistics for when they are that size). 
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GLOW OF LIFE       Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 75ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Up to caster’s level people gain +2 Agility, +30ft Speed and +15km long distance Speed for the duration. 

 
 

GLOW OF RIGHTEOUSNESS     Spell Power: 9 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: 15mana + diamond       Domain: P1  

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets up to 6 people. For the duration of the spell, targets will ignore all effects of wounds other than Endurance 
loss. They will not suffer penalties to statistics, incapacity due to wounds or need to make Will rolls due to pain. 

This applies to all wounds, whether caused by weapons, fire, magic, poison or any other means. 

 

 

GOLDEN TONGUE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  

Target person gains +4 to diplomacy rolls.  

 

 

GRAVITATIONAL FLUX      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A  

Range: 250ft   Area: 5ft  Duration: 5mins  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

In the area (a 5ft radius cylinder which is 20ft high), gravity suddenly alters to point up. From then on gravity alters 

randomly: each round there is a 50% chance of it pointing up or down. If you are outside (or somewhere with a 

>20ft high ceiling), when gravity changes to point up anyone and anything caught in the area will be flung violently 

up (make a roll for injuries as if they had fallen off their horse) and flattened, lengthways, 20ft up (at the boundary 

between where gravity points down and points up). Unless they can fly they will be unable to move away from here, 

though they will be able to talk, cast spells, move their arms (and so could, potentially, throw a rope around 

something and drag themselves out). If you are inside then you will be flattened against the ceiling. If you pass an 

Agility roll then you will be unharmed; otherwise make a roll for injuries as if you had fallen off your horse but with 
a +1 modifier. The first time this occurs you must make a Reactions roll with a –2 modifier or else automatically fail 

the Agility roll. It will potentially be possible to walk along the ceiling; however to do so you must make a Will roll 

and an Intelligence roll each with a –1modifier. To jump out of the reversed gravity area (i.e. from the ceiling to the 

floor) you must make an Agility roll; if you fail roll for injuries as if you had fallen off your horse. When gravity 

returns to its normal direction, anything and everyone floating is flung to the ground. If you pass an Agility roll you 

will be unharmed; if not, make a roll for injuries as if you had fallen off your horse. 
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GROWTH OF CHAOS      Spell Power: 6 
Casters: Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 90ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (38(7)/7) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Target person suffers random gains or losses of all SCs and VCs with the exception of Endurance. For each SC and 

VC roll 1d6. 1:+3; 2:+2; 3,4: +1; 5: no change; 6: -1. Strength will not decrease below 1, nor Speed below 10ft. If 
Speed increases by +X interpret this as meaning an increase of 10ft; long distance Speed increasing by 5km. 

 

HAILSTORM       Spell Power: 2 or 3 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12(6)mana        Domain: A2/A1 

Range: 5miles   Area: 3000ft  Duration:45mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   
Creates a large hailstorm. Hailstorms make it difficult for those below to fight, shoot, etc. (For example, -1HA, -1F 

to melee fighting; -3HA –1F to firing a bow). Horses may bolt. Increase increases radius by 1500ft, changes the 

domain to A1 and the spell power to 3 and increases the dispelling cost by (8(2)/1). It can only be increased once. 

 

HEAL         Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A  

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target person gains one Endurance point. The prayer has no effect on any physical injuries and deleterious effects 

that a person may be suffering due to them – these must be bandaged by normal means (the skill “Heal”). Each 

increase restores an additional point of Endurance. Heal will also act as an antidote in unpoisoning someone (2 

Endurance points would be needed to unpoison someone who was doubly poisoned). If you wish you may mix these 

uses; for example, if someone was poisoned then spending 3 favour would unpoison them and restore two 

Endurance. Note that you may heal yourself. 

 

HEAL WOUNDS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Dw, Is      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana        Domain: H1 

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target person instantly recovers from all damage and wounds (e.g. penalties to stats are removed, incapacity due to 

pain or fear is eliminated, etc.). Their Endurance is unchanged. You may heal yourself as well as others. 

 

HEALER’S TOUCH      Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana+topaz       Domain: H 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target person gains 3 Endurance points and finds his body cleansed of tiredness, disease and poison. 

 

HEAR THOUGHTS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain:  N/A 

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 10mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N   Dodged? N   

You are able to hear target person’s thoughts. The increase allows you to make their thoughts audible to everyone 

within 30ft of them. 
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HEROIC DEMISE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: N/A 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 20ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 6hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Target person (who must be willing) gains +4 to all VCs and SCs (for Speed, gain +40ft and +20km long distance 

Speed). They may attack twice as often per round. However, when the spell’s duration is ended they will die. They 
may not be resurrected by any means short of direct divine intervention. 

 

 

HIDDEN EVIL       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Reduces a person or object’s evil aura by 50. Each increase reduces the aura by another 50.  

 

HIDE TRAIL        Spell Power: 2  
Casters: Spell: El, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana        Domain: E2 

Range: 5ft   Area: 30km   Duration: I   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (15(4)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Creates an illusion of a trail in one direction, while completely hiding yours in every way. The area does not refer to 

a radius; instead your trail is hidden for 30km; the false trail extends for 30km. 

 

HOLY VISIT        Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 500ft  Duration: 15mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Summons the essence of Llennarvin. All good creatures (maximum 2x level, or 5x level if a priest)  gain +2 to all 

characteristics (except Endurance; for Speed gain +10ft and +5km long distance Speed). All evil creatures 

(maximum 2x level, or 5x level if a priest) lose –1 to all characteristics  (except Endurance; for Speed lose 10ft and 

5km long distance Speed. Strength will not be reduced below 1 nor Speed below 10ft). Can only be used once per 

caster per mission. Lasts 15mins or until all enemies within sight have been defeated. 

 

 

HOLY WEAPON       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2)  Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  

One weapon gains +1HA, +1F against all evil creatures. It can harm magical creatures (if they are evil).  

 

 

HONOUR IN WAR       Spell Power: 2 
Casters: Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A  

Range: 750ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Destroys a non-magical bow. 
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HYDRATE        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana or 5mana + lapiz lazuli     Domain: W2 

Range: 250ft   Area: 250ft
3
  Duration: 90mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? (12(3)/3) Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Targets a material or object up to the size of the wall of a house (up to 250ft3). That object will not catch alight 

easily; it is as if it soaked in water. Normal fire (e.g. from torches) would not burn it; oil or naphtha would only 
make it smoulder (unless much was used) and a fireball would need to be F=6 to set it alight. 

 

 

HYRDROBLAST       Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 2favour        Domain: N/A  

Range: Personal  Area: 30ft cone  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N   Dodged? Y  

A cone of water shoots from your hand (it is spray, not solid water). Cone is 30ft long, 10ft wide (at widest part). 

Will knock over anyone in its path, knock down e.g. a weak fence, quench fires, counter any fireball and do 2 

Endurance points of damage to a fire elementals or 1 to a demon. 

 

 

HYPNOTIC POSSESSION      Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 3 

Cost: 4(2)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 100ft   Area: 30ft  Duration: 30mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Targets up to 5 people or sentient creatures who must be close enough together that one could draw a 30ft radius 

circle around them all. These people will sway mindlessly back and forth as long as you are concentrating on them. 

Although you cannot command them (other than simple commands like “go there”, they will forget everything, and 

will not resist if someone kills them. Each turn they can attempt to break free but must make a Will roll (theirs 

against yours) to which you receive a +2 modifier. If they break free then they are free forever. Each increase 

increases the number of people you can target by 2 and your bonus to Will rolls by 1. Whilst you are trying to 

compel the target (even if you fail for that round) you must concentrate your full attention on it: you may only move, 
you may not attack or cast other spells. If you are wounded by any means or are being directly attacked in melee 

then you take a –2 to your roll (for a net bonus of 0 when added to the standard +2 modifier). Is classed as mind 

magic. 

 

 

ICE LANCE        Spell Power: 2 
Casters: Spell: Hu, Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana or 4mana + lapiz lazuli     Domain: W2  

Range: 750ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? N  Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y  

A lance of ice shoots out from your hand. The target loses two Endurance points. 

 

 

ICE LANCE, HOMING      Spell Power: 3 
Casters: Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana or 9mana + lapiz lazuli     Domain: W2  

Range: 750ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? N  Blocked? Y  Dodged? N  

Must have the spell “Ice Lance”. A lance of ice shoots out from you and homes in on its target meaning that it 

cannot be dodged. The target loses two Endurance points. 
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ICE STORM        Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15(5)mana or 8(5)mana + lapiz lazuli    Domain: W2 

Range: 3miles   Area: 750ft  Duration: 45mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (21(5)/4) Blocked? N   Dodged? N   

Creates a ferocious storm of ice over the area. This impairs visibility and causes all people to suffer from a minus 

2HA, F, A,R,D. Each increase increases radius by 250ft, duration by 15mins and dispelling cost by (7(2)/1).  
 

 

ILLUSION        Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: El, Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8(4)mana        Domain: M1 

Range: 150ft   Area: 5ft    Duration: 1hr  MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A    Dispelled? (11(3)/3) Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   
Creates a soundless illusion. The illusion may not be larger than approximately 5ft radius; i.e. a human or a horse 

(though of course it does not have to be spherical). Each increase increases the area by 5ft, the duration by 1hr and 

the dispelling cost by (5(1)/1). An illusion can not harm or affect anything and anyone or anything who comes in to 

contact with it will simply pass through it. 

 

 

IMBUE OBJECT       Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: P 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Requires the spell “Channel Matrix”. If you have this spell then you can imbue an object with another spell. To do 

so costs the casting cost of the spell + 20% and an appropriate gemstone (which is consumed). If a spell has a 

gemstone component, this may/must (depending on spell) be used as well as the gemstone that you are using as a 

focus of the spell. Note that you must always pay the full cost to imbue an object, even if you have an object such as 

an agarvé that would normally reduce the cost. Almost any object can be imbued (including weapons, statues, tools, 

lumps of wood, etc.) For more details on how imbued objects work, see “Imbued Objects”, above. The spell power 

is counted as the spell power of the imbued spell. 
 

 

IMMOLATION       Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Spell: Dw, Or, Is      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 25mana or 5mana + amethyst     Domain: F  

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 4hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Gives someone protection against fire (a –8 to the Force of any fire).   

 

 

IMMUNITY        Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 2hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (18(5)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Up to caster’s level people gain a –4 (which is beneficial) to all poison rolls made for the duration of the spell. 
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INDUCE CHARGE       Spell Power: 1 
Casters: Spell: Dw, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8mana        Domain: P2 

Range: 150ft   Area: 3”  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Induces an electric charge on a piece of ground. If a lightning bolt comes within 10ft of it (horizontally) the 

lightning bolt will be warped to that point. You may not use this spell to warp lightning to hit a person or creature, 
though it could be used to hit a tree or wall instead of the ground. If used to defend agains “Gauntlet of Lightning” a 

maximum of three bolts will be warped to it. 

 

 

INVERSION(Q)      Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3mana*spell power       Domain: P 

Range: N/A   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Can invert the weaves of any spell, by paying (3*Spell power) mana in addition to its casting cost. This means 

detect magic spells and anything that senses magic will not be able to detect that that spell exists, let alone identify 

it. Other than that, the spell has exactly the same effect as normal. This is not really a spell, more something that can 

be applied to a spell. It is very useful when fighting other wizards as they will be less able to shield against or 

counter your spells (they will not detect them until too late, unless they produce a visual effect). It is also very useful 

in combination with spells such as Invisibility or Hide Trail as otherwise the deception is easily seen by someone 

using Detect Magic. 

 

 

INVISIBILITY       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: El, Is, Or; Prayer: Si     Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 9(4)mana or basic(1)      Domain: A2 

Range: Touch   Area:   Duration:45mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A   

Makes 1 person inaudible and invisible. Each increase adds another 15mins to the duration. If you attack or cast a 

spell or prayer you will become visible for two rounds. 

 

 

INVISIBILITY SPHERE      Spell Power: 5  
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 4(2)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 10ft*caster’s level Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (25(5)/5) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Creates a sphere of invisibility around the caster. The sphere may be made smaller than the area specified but must 
be a minimum of 10ft radius; furthermore, it may not be altered once made. Anyone outside the sphere cannot see 

anyone inside the sphere. Scrying specifically on a person will detect them, but any magical means of viewing the 

area that does not specifically target a person will not. Each increase increases max. radius by caster level x 5ft and 

duration by 1 hour. 

 

 

INVOCATION OF SUMMONING    Spell Power: Varies  
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Dw, Gr, Or     Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: Varies 

Range: 25ft  Area: N/A  Duration: Varies MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Allows you to summon creatures to serve you. See section above on “Invocation of Summoning”. 
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JUSTICE        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: Varies 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 500ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Target person loses X Endurance where X = (your Honour Band – their Honour Band –d4). The target must be 

either sentient or be evil (or both). For this purpose, all evil people and creatures are counted as having Honour Band 
=0. X cannot be greater than 3. If X is negative then you lose that much Endurance instead of your target. Whatever 

the result, you lose (Honour Band of target) Honour for presuming to judge others. 

 

 

LAMP OF FIRE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 500ft   Area: 1000ft  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Creates a large lamp, 100ft up in the sky. Within 150ft of the point on the ground immediately below it, glare causes 

–2 HA, -1F. The area is well lit within 650ft of the point on the ground direclty below it and dimly lit within 1000ft.  

 

 

LEAP OF FAITH       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N/A  

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

You teleport 30*d10ft in a random direction. Roll a d12 to determine what direction. (Random does not include 

“up” and “down”, merely radial directions). 

 

 

LIGHTNING BOLT       Spell Power: 2 
Casters: Spell: El, Hu, Gr      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12mana        Domain: A2, P1 

Range: 750ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Bolt of lightning strikes enemy. Can only strike from the sky (i.e. can’t use indoors) though clouds are not 

necessary. Will take off 2 Endurance points.   

 

 

LIFE CHANNEL       Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A  

Range: 25ft   Area: N/A  Duration: P   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Opens a channel between you and the subject of the spell through which life energy can pass. Any wounds, illnesses 

or poisons acting on the subject thus take twice as long to take effect; however, you will suffer the same effect as the 

subject. 
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LINK(Q)        Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 0         Domain: P 

Range: 10ft   Area: N/A  Duration: P  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Two wizards can link, meaning one can control the mana of the other (and combine it with his own, for more 

powerful spells). Only the controlling wizard need have the spell “Link”. It is only possible to link voluntarily and 
there is no limit to the number of wizards who may link. If a wizard is greater than 10ft from all other wizards in the 

link (not just the link controller) then any mana coming from the distant wizard is reduced by (distance-10)% where 

distance is the distance between him and the nearest wizard in the link. The effect is cumulative: for example, if 

there was the link controller and 20ft away there was another wizard, followed by a third another 20ft away. The 

wizard 40ft away would have his mana attenuated by 10% (=20-10) on passing it to the middle wizard; then both his 

mana and the middle wizard’s would be attenuated by another 10% on passing it to the link controller, meaning that 

the outer wizard’s mana was reduced by a total of 19% (1-0.9*0.9). 

 

 

LIVING RAM       Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana or 3mana + turquoise     Domain: E 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: 5s  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N  Dodged? Y  

If cast upon a person who is diving towards an obstacle (such as a wall), then if that person then folds his wings and 

legs around himself he will go as far through the obstacle as his momentum would carry him and will be totally 

unharmed by the force of the collision. A fast dive by a gryphon would easily have enough momentum to smash 

through a wooden house wall, but probably not, e.g. a 3ft thick stone wall of a castle. People who are crashed in to 
will suffer a blow of Force equal to Speed*(weight/250) (add 1 if person has skill “Dive” or 2 if “Improved Dive”. 

 

 

MAGIC RESISTANCE      Spell Power: 2  
Casters:   Prayer: All; Spell: Is      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic or 8mana or 2mana + amber     Domain: P2 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  

Grants target +3 magic resistance. 

 

 

MAGIC RESISTANCE, GREATER    Spell Power: 7 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa; Spell: Is      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 40(7)mana or 2(7)mana + diamond or 6(1)favour   Domain: P1 

Range: 25ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Up to five people gain +6 magic resistance. Each increase lets you target an additional person. 
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MANA SHIELD       Spell Power: Varies  
Casters:  Spell: All       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 0         Domain: P 

Range: 1000ft   Area: N/A  Duration: P  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

If your current mana is greater than 2X, where X is an enemy wizard’s maximum mana, you can shield that wizard 

from using any magic. The enemy wizard will not be able to use magic until you lift the shield. Your 2X mana will 
not be used up; however, whilst you are shielding the enemy you can only use mana that cost less than (your current 

mana – 2X). Note that you can still replenish your mana using gems/potions/etc. This spell takes a round to cast, just 

as other spells do. If you have enough mana you can shield more than one enemy wizard at once. If you are 

panicked or knocked unconscious  you will not be able to maintain the block. If you become wounded or fighting 

then you must make a Will roll (each round that someone wounds you or that you fight) in order to maintain the 

block. The spell power is counted as X/10. 

 

 

MARTIAL SPIRIT       Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 4favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 40ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (30(6)/6) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets up to caster’s level people. These people gain +1 HA, +1F and Will rolls to do with battle receive a +3 

modifier.  

 

 

MASS SUMMONING      Spell Power: 10 
Casters:  Spell: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20mana + diamond       Domain: P1 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A   Dodged?   

Summons either: 3 aralen, 3 wraiths and 3 grakim OR  1 earth, 1 fire and 1 air elemental. 

 

 

METEOR SHOWER      Spell Power: 2 or 3 
Casters:  Spell: Dw, Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12(6) mana       Domain: A2/A1 

Range: 1500ft   Area: 10ft  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

A meteor shower targets the area doing an F=-1 blow to everyone there. All struck must make a Will roll with a +1 

modifier or be panicked. The increase means it strikes with F=2, the Will roll has a –1 modifier instead of a +1, the 
area is increased by 5ft, the range by 250ft, the spell power to 3 and the domain increased to A1. Can only be 

increased once. 

 

 

MIND HEALING       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 20ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A   

Will heal non-magically caused mental illnesses.  
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MIND OF TURMOIL      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 75ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: Y  

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Target suffers severe mood swings, from manically happy to suicidally depressed; from utterly uncaring to beside 

himself with worry and anguish. These moods change on a timescale of approximately five minutes. 
 

 

MIND SHIELD       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: All; Spell: Is      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5(5 or zircon) mana or 1(1)favour     Domain: M 

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A   
Places a shield over a person which prevents any mind magic on a 1/6 chance. Each increase places the shield over 

an additional person, or increases the chance of protection for all people by 1/6 (i.e. it costs only one favour more to 

increase a 3/6 shield for 5 people to either a 4/6 shield for 5 people, or a 3/6 shield for 6 people). Will not protect 

someone if they are already affected by mind magic.  

 

 

MIRACULOUS SURVIVAL     Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 3days  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

If, during the duration, target person would normally die, he will instead miraculously survive. For example, if he 

was “killed” by a sword he would be gravely wounded but would recover fully; if killed by poison he would fall 

down, unconscious and ill but after a little time his body would beat back the poison and be well again. If being 

executed by an axeman, the axe would twist in the man’s hand and he would miss; a fall from a cliff might leave 

him unconscious and bones broken, but alive (and not permanently crippled, either). Death by any manner will be 

prevented. However, only one death is prevented: the prayer then ends. If the target person is “killed” again then this 

time he will die (unless, of course, the prayer has been recast). Each person may not be the target of more than one 
“Miraculous Survival” prayer at the same time. 

 

 

MIRAGIC FORM      Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 7(3)mana or 2(3)mana + zircon     Domain: M1 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: 6hrs  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (8(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged?  N/A 

Disguises a person totally as another person/humanoid of similar size. Increase increases duration by 3hrs. 

 

 

MISCAST MAGIC       Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Spell: El; Prayer: Ch      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12mana or 2mana +onyx or basic     Domain: C 

Range: 300ft   Area: N/A   Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? (13(4)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Causes target’s magic to backfire. For more details see section on “Miscast Magic and Summon Air Spirits”, above. 

Works only against wizardly, not clerical magic. 
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MIST         Spell Power: 1/2/3 
Casters:  Spell: El, Is, Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5(5(10))mana       Domain: A2/W2 

Range: 500ft   Area: 50ft  Duration: 2hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (6(2)/1) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Creates an area of mist. The first increase costs 5 mana, increases the area to ½mile radius, the range to 1mile, the 

duration to 3hrs, the spell power to 2, the domain to A2/W1 and the dispel cost by (6(2)/1). The second increase 
costs a further 10 mana, increases the area to 5mile radius, the range to 15miles, the duration to 6hrs, the spell power 

to 3, the domain to A1/W1 and the dispel cost by (11(4)/2). May not be increased more than twice. 

 

 

MIST OF LIGHTS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 350ft   Area: 30ft  Duration: 15mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Makes all people in the area see what they would expect to see. For example, guards watching over an area, 

expecting no intrusion, would continue to see empty fields even if a small group were to walk across them. Or 

someone would not notice that an item, always usually in the same place, had disappeared. It does not make you 

invisible, you just sort of slip through the cracks in people’s consciousness without them noticing so if you do 

anything loud, very demonstrative (e.g. start a huge fire) or walk up right next to them then they will notice.  

 

 

MUTATIS MUTANDIS      Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y   

If target person hits another in melee combat (i.e. does at least a light wound in damage) then the person struck will 

polymorph. The polymorphing person, not the striker, gets to make the shifts based on their own level and skills. 

Magic resistance refers to the person being struck, not the person on whom the spell is originally cast (it is assumed 

that they would not wish to resist this highly beneficial spell). The spell can only be dodged or blocked by blocking 
the blow. Each time the target of the spell hits another, even if he hits the same person more than once, they must 

polymorph again. The duration refers to the length of time that the target person retains this ability; polymorphed 

people remain polymorphed for 6hrs. 

 

 

NIGHT SIGHT       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 20ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 4hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets up to 6 people. They get perfect, albeit colourless night vision, even in pitch blackness. 

 

 

NIMBUS        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch   Area: 25ft  Duration: 6hrs  MR?: N/A  

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target person becomes shrouded in a golden light, that provides reasonable light for, e.g. exploring a tunnel. 
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NONDESCRIPT       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range:    Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  

Target person becomes nondescript; anyone seeing him just glances over him and assumes he should normally be 

there (e.g. a servant in a palace, “just another person” in a street). This will not help you if the person seeing you 
knows that no-one should be there, and you will still have your normal appearance to anyone who examines you 

with their suspicions raised. 

 

 

NON-LETHAL FIRE      Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana        Domain: F2 

Range: 50ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (6(2)/1) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Target person’s hand and lower arm becomes wreathed in apparently real fire; however, it produces only light, not 

heat. By moving his arm he can “throw” the fire up to 150ft in to the distance to illuminate other objects (it always 

also stays on his arm); however, the thrown fire will only illuminate the distant objects for a few seconds. 

 

 

NOURISH        Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: El, Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 30mana + topaz or 2mana + emerald + topaz   Domain: H1/E2 

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Up to 8 people gain up to 2 Endurance points and all physical wounds are fully healed. Does not affect poison. 

 

 

NULLIFY        Spell Power: 7 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 6favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 20ft  Duration: 10mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (45(8)/9) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Creates a golden sphere around the caster. Inside that sphere, no spells or prayers of spell power 6 or less will 

function, runes, potions and magical artifacts of PR 3 or less will temporarily lose their abilities,  and magical 

abilities of creatures of effective level 6 or less (e.g. basilisk’s gaze) will be neutralised. An area spell that happened 

to include this area would still have its normal effect outside the area. Naturally, just as no-one can cast spells or 

prayers (of spell power 6 or less) in to the area, those inside (including the caster of Nullify) the area cannot cast 
them either, even if their area of effect would be outside the area.  

 

 

PARALYSIS        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A  

Range: 75ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30s   MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y  

Paralyses target for 6 combat rounds. 
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PERMANENCE       Spell Power: Varies  

Casters:  Spell: All       Honour Loss: 0 
Cost: Varies        Domain: Varies 

Range: Varies   Area: Varies  Duration: Varies MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? Varies Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  

Allows you to make spells permanent. For more details see section on “Permanence”, above.  

 
 

PESTILENTIAL VISAGE      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 1 or 3 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: 40ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Targets 1 person. Creates an illusion that that person is a rotting, animated corpse. Although people will not believe 
the illusion, it will weaken their resolve, meaning if they attack that person in melee they must make a Will roll (+1 

modifier) or be unable to attack that round. Even if they pass the Will roll they will suffer –1 F, -1HA when 

attacking hand to hand. The increase means the prayer targets up to 6 people, increases the dispelling cost by 

(6(2)/1) and the range by 10ft. 

 

PETRIFY        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 1 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 200ft  Duration: 20mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Targets as many people (who must be closer than 200ft) as you wish each round. You may choose new targets each 

round. You make an opposed Will roll with each target. The following modifiers apply to your roll: 

 For each person beyond the first who you target: -1.  

 For each other person who is targeting the target: +1 

 Target is 50-100ft away: -1 

 Target is further away than 100ft: -2 

 You are actively fighting or casting another spell or prayer: -1 

 You were wounded last round: -1 

 Your target is being actively attacked: -2 

If your roll is higher than (not equal to) theirs, they are frozen with fear for a round, and cannot act in any way, not 

even run or defend themselves. Unlike many other such spells (e.g. “Compulsion”) you are free to fight or cast 

spells and prayers whilst using Petrify though you will take a penalty to your roll if you do so. Is classed as mind 

magic. 

 

PHOSPHORESCENCE      Spell Power: 1  
Casters:  Spell: Dw       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana        Domain: P2 

Range: Touch   Area: 1mile  Duration: 6hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (6(2)/1) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Makes any surface (for example the ground; the walls of a tunnel), glow faintly.   

 

PICK LOCK        Spell Power: 1  
Casters:  Spell: Dw       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana        Domain: E 

Range: 5ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Unlocks any lock (with the exception of magical locks). 
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POISON IMMUNITY      Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 16(6)mana or 5(6)mana + topaz     Domain: H1 

Range: 30ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (20(4)/4) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Grants up to 6 people a -4 (beneficial) bonus against  any poison or poison-like effects. Each increase increases 

number of people by 2 and duration by 10mins. 
 

 

POLYMORPH       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: El; Prayer: Li, Ch      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8(4)mana or basic(1) favour     Domain: H 

Range: 250ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 6hrs  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N   
Lets you turn any one person or creature (including yourself) in to a random other creature. See section on 

“Polymorphing”, above, for more details. Each increase gives you an extra shift. 

 

 

POSSESSION       Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: 2mana + basilisk’s bloodstone     Domain: De(B), M 

Range: 75ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N   Dodged? N   

Causes one person to do almost whatever you command, including betraying and attacking his comrades (you may 

not order him to kill himself or to passively await obvious death). Each round check to see if the spell will work for 

that round: compare Will roll, +3 to you. Whilst you are trying to compel the target (even if you fail for that round) 

you must concentrate your full attention on it: you may only move, you may not attack or cast other spells. If you 

are wounded by any means or are being directly attacked in melee then you take a –2 to your roll (for a net bonus of 

+1 when added to the standard +3 modifier). You must try to compel the target each round, otherwise the spell will 

end; the spell will also end if you voluntarily end it, become unconscious, panicked or otherwise incapable of 

holding it. 

 
 

PRESERVATION       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: All; Spell: Hu      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8mana(topaz) or basic      Domain: H 

Range: 10ft   Area: 1 ½ft  Duration: 15days MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A   

When cast around a small object (no bigger in area than a 1 ½ft radius sphere) the object inside will not decay, die or 
go off. Only works on plants or non-living things (e.g. milk, meat, flowers). Each increase increases the radius by 

1ft, the duration by 5days and the dispel cost by (5(2)/1). 

 

 

PROJECTILE FEATHERS     Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana or 8mana + onyx      Domain: C1 

Range: 20ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1minute MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y   

Each turn up to three of target’s feathers can fly off and strike someone, similar to if they were thrown daggers. You 

may choose whether the “daggers” all hit the same or different targets. This does not affect anything else the target 

could do that turn. Range = 30ft, HA=1, F=2. The “daggers” can be blocked or dodged as usual. 
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RAINSTORM       Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Spell: Hu, Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10(5)mana        Domain: W2 

Range: 15miles   Area: 5miles  Duration: 2hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (13(3)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Creates a mild rainstorm. Each increase increases the area by 3miles, the range by 15miles, the duration by 1hr and 

the dispel cost by (6(2)/1). 
 

 

RAISE THE DEAD       Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 5ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A   Dodged? N/A  
Raises a person from the dead, even if they have been dead for a long time or their body has been destroyed. See 

section on “Raise the Dead”, above, for more details. 
 

 

RAISE UNDEAD       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Da; Prayer: De      Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: 5mana or basic       Domain: D(F) 

Range: 75ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Raises a skeleton or zombie (your choice) from the body of a dead humanoid. This undead creature will obey you 

absolutely. 

 

 

RAISE UNDEAD, GREATER     Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Da; Prayer: De      Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: 16mana or 3mana + basilisk’s bloodstone or 2favour   Domain: D 

Range: 75ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Must have “Raise Undead”. Raises a wight from the body of a dead humanoid. This undead creature will obey you 

absolutely. 
 

RAISON D’ETRE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 15ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  
Target person gains +2 to any one VC (your choice but not Endurance) and a –1 penalty to all other VCs (except 

Endurance). 

 

 

RANGE        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 20ft   Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   
Increases the range of a missile weapon by 50%. Gives +1 to HA for attacks within normal range. 
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RENEWAL        Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 25ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A   

Targets up to 5 people. Makes those people recover from their weariness and feel as if they are thoroughly refreshed. 

NOTE: they only feel this, they are still tired and if they go on for too long (too long being 24hrs+Endurance*8hrs 
+2d6hrs) they will die of exhaustion. 

 

 

RENORMALISE       Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 22mana + amber       Domain: P1 

Range: 500ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N  Dodged? N   

Targets a person. Strips them of all spell or prayer granted abilities. 

 

 

REPAIR WOUNDS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 120ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets a person. Reduces their “Endurance points lost this combat which might cause incapacity” total by 3. This 

may mean the person is no longer incapacitated. It does not, however, actually restore Endurance points. 

 

RESURRECT       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 5ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Can raise a person from the dead if they have died less than half an hour ago. The body must be present and intact 

(if, e.g. an arm is torn off then the arm will remain off). A body disfigured too badly to live (e.g. the head cut off; 

very severely burned; turned in to a zombie or skeleton) can not be resurrected by this prayer. The person comes 

alive with 0 Endurance. 

 

 

REVITALISE       Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Prayer: Li; Spell Hu, El      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3favour or 18 mana      Domain: Healing 

Range: 75ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets up to 6 people. Each person regains 1 Endurance point. 

 

RIGHTEOUS CAUSE      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 25ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 15mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets a person. That person can attack three times as often. However, they can’t dodge, parry, cast spells and 

prayers or use a shield. Note that this does not stack with the berserk ability of a berserker (see “Stacking Details”, 

above). 
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RING OF EARTHFIRE      Spell Power: 8  
Casters:  Spell: Hu, Dw, Or      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20mana + ruby       Domain: E1/F1 

Range: 2000ft   Area: 200ft  Duration: 15s  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N   Dodged? N  

Around the target point the earth explodes in a continual ring travelling outwards. To represent the fact that the 

explosions travel outwards at a finite Speed it will immediately (as you cast it) explode outwards as far as 100ft; 
then, on your next round (i.e. after everyone else has had one round in which they could potentially move) it 

explodes outwards to its full radius of 300ft. You may voluntarily limit it to a smaller radius if you wish but may not 

alter the shape. Each person caught in the explosion will be thrown to the ground and suffer an F=2 blow. It will also 

cause panic: all people hit must make a Will roll with a –3 modifier.  

 

 

RUST         Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Gr      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana + emerald or 10mana + pearl or 17mana + turquoise  Domain: W1 

Range: 150ft   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Targets up to 5 people. All non-magical weapons and armour have a 50% chance of rusting and being rendered 

useless. 

 

 

SANITY        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana or topaz       Domain: H 

Range: Touch   Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Restores someone to full sanity. This will basically free someone from any form of mind magic. If the person is 

insane due to chronic illness, the spell will give them 1 hour of sanity. 

 

SCRY         Spell Power: 1 or 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si; Spell: Hu, El, Is, Gr     Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8(5)mana or basic(1)      Domain: P2 

Range: 500miles  Area: N/A  Duration: 15mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N/A    Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Lets you see someone you can clearly visualise. You can see what they are doing and hear them. The increase 

allows you to talk to them.  

 

SEE INVISIBILITY       Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Spell: El, Gr; Prayer: All     Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana or 2mana + onyx or basic     Domain: M1 

Range: 20ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Target person can see all invisible things. 

 

SEE TRUTH        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: El; Prayer: Si      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 10mana or 2mana + onyx or basic     Domain: M1 

Range: 25ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A  

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Target person can see through all illusions, mind confusions and so forth. This includes being unaffected by prayers 

such as “Cloud of Horror” as well as being unaffected by classical illusions (such as from the spell “Illusion”. 
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SENSORY REVERSAL      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 30ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Target sees through his ears and hears through his eyes. Thus, a person who had been blindfolded would, if targeted 

by this spell, be able to see but not hear.  

 

 

SHADOW MELD       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 45ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Target person blends in to the shadows. This translates to +5 on the hiding roll, providing there are shadows or 

darkness present to blend in to. 

 

 

SHATTER        Spell Power: 1  
Casters: Spell: Dw, Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 8mana or 2mana + onyx      Domain: C1 

Range: 150ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Shatters a non-magical weapon or shield. 

 

 

SHIELD        Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Dw, Or      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: P2/P1 

Range: Personal  Area: caster’s level*10ft Duration: c’s level*1hr MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Shields a sphere from any magic coming in from outside that can be “shielded.” Does not stop clerical magic (even 

if the prayer states that it can be “shielded”). A shield has a certain spell power: every time a spell of spell power X 
impacts upon the shield subtract X from the spell power of the shield. If a spell of Y impacts upon a shield of spell 

power Z where Y is greater than Z then the spell is weakened before it gets through: for a spell which depends on a 

numerical component then reduce the numerical component accordingly (e.g. reduce the Force of a fireball); for a 

spell which either works or not (e.g. “Polymorph”) then the spell works on an (Y-Z)/Z chance. If a shield is ever 

reduced to 0 spell power or less then the wizard who cast it will be dazed and confused for a round (unable to fight, 

cast spells, dodge or move fast). The cost for a shield of various spell powers is: 

1: 7mana  7: 50mana    

2: 14mana  8: 56mana   

3: 21mana  9: 62mana   

4: 28mana  10:68mana 

5: 35mana  11: 74mana 
6: 43mana  12+: (5*(spell power –12))+80mana 

A shield is classed as having domain P2 for a spell power 1 shield or domain P1 for all other shields. 
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SHIELD, ILLUSORY      Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: P 

Range: Personal  Area: caster’s level*20ft Duration: c’s level*2hrs MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled?  N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

By paying the amount of mana shown below you create a resistive shield of the given spell power (see “Shield, 

Resistive”, below); however, you also create an illusion that there is a resistive shield of four times that spell power 
surrounding you.  

1: 7mana  7: 50mana    

2: 14mana  8: 56mana   

3: 21mana  9: 62mana   

4: 28mana  10:68mana 

5: 35mana  11: 74mana 

6: 43mana  12+: (5*(spell power –12))+80mana 

 

 

SHIELD, LAYERING      Spell Power: 0 
Casters: Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 0         Domain: P 

Range: Personal  Area: caster’s level*20ft Duration: c’s level*2hrs MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Isp’te’ra possess the unique ability to layer their shields. Using this spell (which is likely to be possessed by almost 

all isp’te’ra mages) an isp’te’ra can interweave other forms of shield in any order he wishes, to create them as one 

shield. He must specify the order in which the shields are as the outer ones will be hit (and thus destroyed) first. He 

will not suffer the disorientation caused by the destruction of a shield unless the entire shield is broken. He can cast 

a compound shield of this nature in 1 round.  

 

 

SHIELD, REFLECTIVE      Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: P 

Range: Personal  Area: caster’s level*20ft Duration: c’s level*2hrs MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled?  N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Shields a sphere from any magic, including clerical magic, coming in from outside that can be “shielded.” Any spell 

that strikes it will be reflected back upon its caster (if it is a spell with a physical effect like fireball, the effect will 

just bounce off as if from a mirror). A shield has a certain spell power: every time a spell of spell power X impacts 
upon the shield subtract X from the spell power of the shield. If a spell of Y impacts upon a shield of spell power Z 

where Y is greater than Z then the spell is weakened before it gets through: for a spell which depends on a numerical 

component then reduce the numerical component accordingly (e.g. reduce the Force of a fireball) and part will be 

reflected; for a spell which either works or not (e.g. “Polymorph”) then the spell works on an (Y-Z)/Z chance and is 

reflected on its caster if it doesn’t. If a shield ever fails (reduced to 0 spell power or less) then the wizard who cast it 

will be dazed and confused for a round (unable to fight, cast spells, dodge or move fast). The cost for a shield of 

various spell powers is: 

1: 7mana  7: 50mana    

2: 14mana  8: 56mana   

3: 21mana  9: 62mana   

4: 28mana  10:68mana 
5: 35mana  11: 74mana 

6: 43mana  12+: (5*(spell power –12))+80mana 
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SHIELD, RESISTIVE      Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: P 

Range: Personal  Area: caster’s level*20ft Duration: c’s level*2hrs MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled?  N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Shields a sphere from any magic, including clerical magic, coming in from outside that can be “shielded.” A shield 

has a certain spell power: every time a spell of spell power X impacts upon the shield subtract X from the spell 
power of the shield. If a spell of Y impacts upon a shield of spell power Z where Y is greater than Z then the spell is 

weakened before it gets through: for a spell which depends on a numerical component then reduce the numerical 

component accordingly (e.g. reduce the Force of a fireball); for a spell which either works or not (e.g. “Polymorph”) 

then the spell works on an (Y-Z)/Z chance. If a shield ever fails (reduced to 0 spell power or less) then the wizard 

who cast it will be dazed and confused for a round (unable to fight, cast spells, dodge or move fast). The cost for a 

shield of various spell powers is: 

1: 4mana  7: 25mana    

2: 7mana  8: 28mana   

3: 10mana  9: 31mana   

4: 14mana  10: 34mana 

5: 18mana  11: 37mana 

6: 22mana  12+: (3*(spell power –12))+40mana 

 

SHIMMERING VEIL      Spell Power: 1/2/3 
Casters:  Spell: Is; Prayer: Li      Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: 5(5)mana or basic(1)      Domain: P2 

Range: 25ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Creates a shimmering veil of light around a person, protecting them from missile attacks on a 5-6. The increase 

either increases the protection to a 4-6, or increases the subject to up to 6 people. It can, therefore, be increased to a 

maximum of twice (so it will protect up to 6 people on a 4-6). Each increase also increases the spell power by 1, the 

range by 10ft and the dispel cost by (6(2)/1). 

 

SHRIEK OF FEAR       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12 mana        Domain: P 

Range: 20ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Whenever target dives to attack, the sound of his dive makes an unearthly terrifying shriek as he comes towards 

them (which naturally gets louder as he gets closer). The group of people he is diving towards must make a Will roll 

(modified = their level – (attacker’s level + 3)) or be panicked and run away. Also, the person he attacks at the end 

of that dive will, even if they pass the Will roll, be too frightened to dodge. If the attacker has the skill “dive” the 

Will roll gets a minus 1 modifier; if he has “improved dive” the Will roll gets a minus 2 modifier and, even if a 

person passes, he will receive –1HA,F,A on the turn he passes and the turn immediately following. 

 

SHRUNKEN FORM       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 350ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 90mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N  
Target shrinks to half his current size, gaining -2Force, -2Strength (will not be reduced below 1),  and Speed being 

halved. Note that clothes, armour, weapons and all other equipment does not resize: if you are wearing armour (or 

clothes) you will be swamped in them and will probably have to get out of them in order to function. This spell has 

no effect on someone who is already under the effect of a Shrunken Form prayer. If cast on someone under the 

effect of a Giant Stature prayer it returns them to their normal size (and normal statistics for when they are that size). 
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SICKEN        Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 3 

Cost: 30mana or 5 + wyvern’s bloodstone     Domain: D(WW), H 

Range: 150ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Targets up to 6 people. They will automatically become poisoned (no roll required). If they were already poisoned 

they will become double poisoned, and so forth.  

 

 

SLEEP        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch  Area: N/A  Duration: 2days  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N 

Target person who must be already sleeping or unconscious will sleep for two days. It will not be possible to wake 

him by non-magical means. 

 

 

SLIPSTREAM       Spell Power: 1 or 2 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 6(6)mana        Domain: A 

Range: 50ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 6hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (7(2)/1) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Can only be used when two gryphons are flying near each other. Allows both gryphons to fly 50% as fast. The 
increase lets the spell affect up to 8 gryphons, increases the range by 50ft, the dispel cost by (7(2)/1) and increases 

the spell power from 1 to 2. 

 

 

SPHERE OF PROTECTION     Spell Power: 7  
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 6favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: caster’s level*10ft Duration: c’s lvl*10mins MR?: Y, partial. 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  
Grants +5 magic resistance to all people within the sphere against evil spells or prayers only (maximum 2x level 

people, or 5x level if a priest). Can also cause all undead within the sphere (maximum 2x level, or 5x level if a 

priest) to lose 2 Endurance points. This takes 1 round and also destroys the sphere of protection. The magic 

resistance refers to these undead taking damage; it does not apply to any other parts of the spell.  

NB: If there are more people/undead than can be affected, those closest to the caster are affected first.  
 

 

SPHERE OF SILENCE      Spell Power: 1/2/3/4 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: 8(4)mana        Domain: P2/P1 

Range: Personal  Area: 30ft  Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Creates a sphere of silence around a person. The area may be made smaller if you wish, though the shape may not be 

changed. No sounds made inside the sphere can be heard outside (sounds made inside the sphere can be heard 

inside; sounds made outside can be heard inside). Each increase increases the maximum radius by 15ft, the duration 

by 30mins, the dispel cost by (5(2)/1) and the spell power by 1. May be increased a maximum of 3 times. After two 

or 3 increases its domain is considered to be P1. 
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STABILISE        Spell Power: 5  
Casters:  Spell: Is; Prayer: Ea      Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: 4favour or 32 mana or 4mana +emerald    Domain: E1 

Range: 10miles  Area: 1mile  Duration: 4hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Stabilises all walls, tunnels, and slopes in the area against collapse. If cast immediately after an avalanche had 

started it would be able to stop it in its tracks. 

 

 

STARBURST       Spell Power: 12 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Dw, Gr      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 40mana + diamond       Domain: P 

Range: 3500ft  Area: 30ft  Duration: I   MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Targets a person. That person loses 6 Endurance points and may be stunned for 7 rounds. All people within 5ft lose 

5 Endurance points and may be stunned for 6 rounds; all people within 10ft lose 4 Endurance points and may be 
stunned for 5 rounds; all people within 15ft lose 3 Endurance points and may be stunned for 4 rounds; all people 

within 20ft lose 2 Endurance points and may be stunned for 3 rounds; all people within 25ft lose 1 Endurance points 

and may be stunned for 2 rounds; all people within 30ft may be stunned for 1 round. To see if a person is stunned 

roll a d6 for that person. If the roll is equal to or less than their Toughness then they are not stunned. For each person 

affected make two magic-resistance rolls: one for the stunning and one for the Endurance loss. 

 

 

STASIS        Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 4favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 5ft  Area: N/A  Duration: P   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (25(5)/5) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Puts someone (who must be cooperating and willing) in to suspended animation until the prayer is dispelled. The 

person will not age in any way, nor does he need food, water or air; however, he is not immune to harm: if someone 

stabbed him or a large rock fell on him then he would die. 

 

STEADY STEED       Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3mana        Domain: E 

Range: 15ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A  

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (4(1)/1) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Cast on an equine animal, it will prevent that animal from bolting or panicking. 

 

STRENGTH OF CHANDARK     Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 4favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 20ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 2hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (25(5)/5) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Allows someone to ignore all effects of wounds other than Endurance loss. They will not suffer penalties to 

statistics, incapacity due to wounds or need to make Will rolls due to pain. This applies to all wounds, whether 

caused by weapons, fire, magic, poison or any other means. Furthermore, that person may continue fighting without 

dying on negative Endurance points, until he reaches (minus(normal maximum Endurance)), whereupon he will die. 

Note that if a person is reduced to negative Endurance points then they will die when the prayer wears off, unless 

healed to 0 Endurance or greater before the spell ends. 
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SUMMON AIR SPIRITS      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or, Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 750ft  Duration: 90mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Summons many tiny, invisible air spirits that flock the area. They are particularly attracted to magic and will thus 

severely distract any spell casters. For more details see “Summon Air Spirits and Miscast Magic”, above.  

 

 

SUMMON ARALAN      Spell Power: 2 or 3  
Casters:  Spell: Or; Prayer: Wa      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12mana or 2favour       Domain: P 

Range: 10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr or 3hrs MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N    Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Summons an aralan to serve you. The spell is considered to have spell power 2 and last for 1hr if cast as a spell and 

spell power 3 and last for 3hrs if cast as a prayer. 

 

 

SUMMON BIRDS       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 1250ft  Duration: 45mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

All birds within the area will swarm to you and do your bidding. Note that this prayer only calls existing birds, it 
does not create birds. The birds will obey individual instructions (e.g. one would fly to where you command) or can 

be directed to attack others. 

 

SUMMON CHAOS BEAST     Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 4favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A  

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Summons a chaos beast to serve you. The chaos beast has random characteristics. For each SC and VC roll a d6 to 

determine its value. In addition roll another d6: on a 6 it can fly. Roll a further d6: on a 5-6 it can only be harmed by 

magic and magical weapons. Its magic resistance = d12+8. Finally, roll a d6 for its behaviour: on a 1-4 it serves you, 

on a 5 it flees (though will attack anyone who attacks it) and on a 6 it attempts to rend and devour you (or others if 

they attack it), following which it attacks everyone nearby indiscriminately.  

 

SUMMON GRAKIM      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Or       Honour Loss: N/A 

Cost: 12mana        Domain: P 

Range: 10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N    Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Summons a grakim to serve you. 
 

SUMMON HRETHRAN      Spell Power: 3 
Casters: Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 2(1)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 15ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N    Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Summons a battle trained hrethran for you to ride. Each increase increases the duration by 2hrs. 
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SUMMON MOORCAT      Spell Power: 3 
Casters: Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 2(1)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 15ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N    Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Summons a moorcat to serve you. Each increase increases the duration by 2hrs. 

 

SUMMON SPECTRE      Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Spell: Da; Prayer: De      Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: 3favour or 6mana +basilisk’s bloodstone    Domain: D,P 

Range:10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Must have “Summon Wraith”. Summons a spectre to serve you. 

 

SUMMON STEED       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: 15ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Summons a battle trained mount for you to ride. Each increase increases the duration by 2hrs. 

 

 

SUMMON UNICORN      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12(6)mana        Domain: E1 

Range: 25ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N    Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Can only be performed by people of 35 honour or greater. Summons a unicorn to aid you. The unicorn will help 

you, carry you or fight for you but will not aid you in anything that is evil or of dubious morality. A unicorn will not 

allow anyone on its back unless they have at least 45 honour (or unless they are an innocent (i.e. a young child)). 

 

 

SUMMON WARRIOR SPIRIT     Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 4(1)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 45mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Summons a spirit elemental to serve you. The caster must give up Endurance points for every Endurance point the 

spirit has (at least one for E=0). These Endurance points may not be regained in any way whilst the spirit warrior 
remains in existence, though after the spirit elemental has gone, been dismissed (or been killed) they may be healed 

just as any other lost Endurance points may. Increase increases duration by 15mins. 

 

 

SUMMON WHALES      Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Spell: El       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 7mana + pearl       Domain: W1 

Range: Personal  Area: 30miles  Duration: 6hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? N  Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 
All whales within the area will come to you. Note that this prayer only calls existing whales, it does not create 

whales.  They are likely to cooperate with you, though will refuse to do actions which would be all but suicidal. The 

spell gives you the ability to negotiate and speak with them.  
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SUMMON WRAITH      Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Or, Da; Prayer: De     Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: 15mana or 3mana+firedrake bloodstone or 5mana+amber or 2favour Domain: D,P 

Range: 10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Summons a wraith to serve you. The honour loss only applies if it is cast as a dark spell or death prayer, not if it is 

cast as an orcish spell. You may not use the 3mana + firedrake bloodstone if casting it as an orcish spell; you may 

not use the 5mana +amber if casting it as a dark spell. 

 

 

SUMMON WRAITH, GREATER     Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Spell: Da; Prayer: De      Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: 3favour or 6mana +basilisk’s bloodstone    Domain: D,P 

Range:10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Must have “Summon Wraith”. Summons a greater wraith to serve you. 

 

 

SUN’S RAYS        Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: 5mana        Domain: F2 

Range: Personal  Area: 750ft  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (6(2)/1) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

The sun’s light shines down, illuminating the area around you. These rays can even penetrate through solid earth to 

illuminate tunnels underground. The rays pierce through mist or other weather conditions. 

 

 

SUN’S SPLENDOUR      Spell Power: 3 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana + amethyst       Domain: F1 

Range: Personal  Area: 1mile  Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Causes the sun to appear and shine through the clouds, gradually dispersing any storms and burning away mist. Any 

mist will be gone within 5mins and rain or snow within 10mins. Starts with the sun starting to come through just 

above, and spreads outwards, ultimately (after ½ hour) affecting the entire area of 1mile radius. The effect is centred 

on you and  moves with you. 

 

 

TELEPATHIC CONFERENCE     Spell Power: 4  
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3(1)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 1000ft  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Allows you to join up to eight other people in telepathic conference. You must be able to either see them or else be 

within 1000ft. Each increase adds (4(1)/1) to the dispelling cost and either two people to number, 1000ft to distance 

or 1 hour to duration. 
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TELEPATHY       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 1000ft  Duration: 1hr  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Allows you to communicate telepathically with someone. You must be able to either see them or else be within 

1000ft of them. You can only communicate with one person at once. Lasts for 1 hour. Each increase adds (6(2)/1) to 
the dispelling cost and either 250m to distance or 1 hour to duration. 

 

 

TELEPORT        Spell Power: 1 or 2 
Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Gr      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5(5)mana        Domain: P2/P1 

Range: Touch  Area: 750ft  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Lets you teleport yourself or another person (who must be willing) up to 750ft away. You must be able to either see 
the place or have studied it extremely well. The person(s) teleported will take a round after being teleported to 

recover from the disorientation (unable to fight, cast spells or move fast), and so you cannot teleport next to 

someone and immediately stab them unawares. The increase allows you to teleport up to 6 people (all of whom must 

be touching each other or you whilst you touch one of them) and increases the spell power to 2 and the domain to 

P1. You can only increase this spell once. 

 

 

TERROR        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 1 

Cost: 10mana or 3mana + firedrake’s bloodstone    Domain: D(B), M 

Range: 1000ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Target enemy must take a Will roll with a –3 modifier or else flee in panic. Each round the modifier becomes 1 more 

beneficial to the target. 

 

 

TIME FLUX        Spell Power: 7 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: 6favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 30ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 60s  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (38(8)/7) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Time alters around target person, Speeding up and slowing down erratically. Each round, roll a d6 for that person 

with the following result for the time quotient (TQ): 1: -1; 2:0, 3-4:1, 5:2, 6:3. The TQ indicates how fast time is 

going around that person. -1: twice as fast; 0: normal; 1: half as fast: 2: a third as fast and 3: a quarter as fast.  

If TQ is positive, the subject gets: 

TQ + 1 “rounds” this round. In each round he can do everything he normally could to a round.  

+TQ to HA and to Agility till the next round. 

If TQ =-1 he insteads takes a –3 penalty to HA and Agility and cannot act this round. Next round he will be able to 
act as normal, but do not roll the dice; he simply gets 1 round (and keeps the penalties to HA and A). The round 

after this, roll the dice as normal. 

Note that duration refers to “normal” time not to time around the target. 
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TORNADO        Spell Power: 6 or 10  
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 25mana + turquoise (sapphire)     Domain: A1 

Range: 1500ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 15mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (45(9)/8) Blocked? N  Dodged? Y  

Creates a tornado. The tornado has a radius at the base of 5ft, rising to a width of 25ft at a height of 250ft. The 

tornado can only be centred to an accuracy of 50ft (d10*5ft from the target point; choose direction randomly using a 
d12). Each turn, other than the first, you may move the tornado up to 100ft in a straight line. This does not interfere 

with anything else that you can do in the round; however, if you are panicked or unconscious then you cannot move 

the tornado: it will just remain stationary. Anyone who is caught by the base of the tornado may attempt to dodge it. 

If they fail then they will be swept up in the tornado. Their next round they will spend in the tornado, taking an F=8 

blow from the buffeting (armour bonuses may be counted). This round they cannot cast spells or prayers. The round 

after they are thrown out of the tornado. They land 30ft+d10*10ft in a random direction (use a d12) from the current 

base of the tornado and must make an Agility roll. If they fail then they take three F=4 blows to the body (armour 

bonuses to Toughness do not apply) and are stunned for d4 rounds; if they succeed then they take one F=4 blow to 

the body (armour bonuses to Toughness do not apply) and are stunned for d4-2 rounds. The increase, adding a 

sapphire to the casting cost, increases the range by 1000ft, mean that it can’t be dispelled, increases the spell power 

to 10 and allows you to create three tornados instead of 1. The tornados do not have to start in the same place and 

you can move all three of them 100ft each round. 

 

 

TOUCH OF DEATH      Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 2 

Cost: 2mana + wyvern’s bloodstone     Domain: D, H 

Range: 10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 15mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N   Dispelled? (45(9/8) Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y 

Targets a person. Anyone who that person touches will begin to rot and decay. Assuming that their magic resistance 
does not prevent it they lose two Endurance points and must make a poison roll with a +3 modifier or begin rotting. 

If a person becomes “triply poisoned” with rot then they will rot and decay to nothing in seconds. This spell also 

causes fear (magic resistance does not apply to this as the fear is a natural by-product, not magically caused). A 

touched person must make a Will roll with a –1 modifier (or a -3 modifier if they failed their poison roll). Any 

enemies who see a person begin rotting (i.e. fail their poison roll) must make a Will roll with a +1 modifier. Any 

enemies who see a person rot and decay to nothing in seconds must make a Will roll with a -2 modifier. Anyone 

who fails a Will roll will flee in panic. It should be noted that touching an enemy provokes an attack of opportunity. 

The attack works through clothes or light armour but not through heavy armour. It can only be blocked or dodged by 

blocking or dodging the touch that carries it. 

 

TOUGHEN ARMOUR      Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Spell: Is; Prayer: Wa      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 9mana or basic       Domain: C1 

Range: 25ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Target person’s Toughness increases by 2. 

 

TOUGHEN ARMOUR, MASS     Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Is; Prayer: Wa      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana or 6mana +onyx or 2favour     Domain: C1 

Range: 50ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (15(4)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Targets up to 6 people. Gives each of them a +1 bonus to Toughness. 
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TRAVEL ON THE ETHEREAL     Spell Power: 1 
Casters:  Spell: All; Prayer: All      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana or basic       Domain: P 

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Allows you to enter the ethereal plane. For more details see “The Ethereal Plane”, above. 

 

 

TRUE SHAPE       Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: 10mana        Domain: P 

Range: 1000ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N/A    Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Returns one polymorphed or otherwise shape-changed person or creature to their true shape. If cast on someone who 

can (or must) keep shape-changing then there is nothing to stop them changing again; for example, a werewolf in the 

full moon would be restored for a few seconds then change back to a wolf, a shape changer could immediately 

change his appearance next round and someone under the influence of “Continual Polymorph” would still 

polymorph the next time it came for them to do so. 

 

 

TRUTH        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: 75ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged? N 

If cast on a person then, for the duration, you will know whether anything that person says is true or not. The 

increase reduces the range by 45ft, increases the dispelling cost by (6(2)/1) and makes it so that the target is unable 

to lie. 

 

 

TURBULENCE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Ch       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: 1000ft  Duration: 10mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Induces turbulence on the ethereal plane above you. The turbulence is stationary – it does not move with you. 

Anybody on the ethereal plane (or who enters it) will have to overcome the turbulence in exactly the same way that 

they would overcome naturally occuring turbulence. If the turbulence is overcome it disperses; if not it stays till the 
end of the duration and may ensnare new people. Note that if you yourself enter the ethereal plane at that point you 

will have to deal with the turbulence yourself (unless someone has dispersed it). Each increase increases the strength 

of the turbulence by +2 (to a maximum of +6). 

 

 

TURN UNDEAD       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: All except De      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain:  N/A 

Range: 75ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N 

Shielded? Y   Dispelled? N/A    Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Lets you kill or severely harm an undead creature. This bypasses the normal magical resistance of such creatures. 

The exact details of how much damage is done to various types of undead is detailed in “Turn Undead”, above.  
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TWILIGHT GLOW       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: Personal  Area: C’s level*2000ft Duration: 4hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

The area is suffused with a golden glow, making visibility similar to early dusk. 

 

UNHOLY SPONGE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Da       Honour Loss: 1 

Cost: 12mana or 4mana + firedrake’s bloodstone    Domain: D, W 

Range: 15ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (15(4)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Targets a person or creature affected by holy water. This person may now be hit by up to 10 full flasks of holy water 

without being effected. Any subsequent flasks have normal effects. Note that this spell does not protect against the 

prayer “Turn Undead”. 

 

UNHOLY SPONGE, MASS     Spell Power: 5 
Casters:  Prayer, De       Honour Loss: N/A 

Cost: 4favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 125ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (28(6)/5) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  

Targets caster’s level people or creatures affected by holy water. Each of these people may now be hit by up to 3 full 
flasks of holy water without being effected. Any subsequent flasks have normal effects. Note that this spell does not 

protect against the prayer “Turn Undead”. 

 

VALOUR        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 100ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Up to N(N+1) people (N=caster’s level) within range gain +2 to Reactions, but only for determining the combat 

order. This means you should shift people up in the combat order when the spell is cast. 

 

VAMPIRIC TOUCH      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: De       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A  

Range: Personal  Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? Y  Dodged? Y 
If you touch someone, they lose an Endurance point and you gain an Endurance point. This may not take you over 

your maximum Endurance. Note that touching an enemy provokes an attack of opportunity. The attack works 

through clothes or light armour but not through heavy armour. It can only be blocked or dodged by blocking or 

dodging the touch that carries it. 

 

VIBRATIONAL SENSING      Spell Power: 1  
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5mana        Domain: E2 

Range: 30ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 6hrs   MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (6(2)/1) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Up to 6 people gain the ability to detect where other people are through the vibrations they make. A person walking 

normally on hard ground could be detected 150ft away. They can use this to determine where people are (providing 

they are close enough and that the other person is moving) as easily as they could see. 
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VINE BLOCK       Spell Power: 4 
Casters:  Prayer: Ea       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 3(1)favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: 350ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 4mins  MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N  Dodged? Y  

Strong, flexible vines reach out from the ground and bind the legs and arms of someone tightly, preventing them 

from moving. The vines have F=4; to escape the victim must defeat the vines on an opposed Force check. Once they 
have escaped then they have escaped for good. Someone on the outside trying to hack away the vines could do so in 

3 rounds. Each increase increases the Force of the vines by 2 (to a maximum of 12), the dispel cost by (6(2)/1) and 

the time it would take to hack them away by 4. 

 

 

VOW OF SILENCE       Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Si       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A  

Range: 10ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 24hrs  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (9(3)/2)  Blocked? N  Dodged? N 

Target person cannot speak but gains +1HA, F, R, A, D. Note: if they can communicate in other ways (e.g. 

telepathy) they do not gain the bonuses. 

 

 

WALL OF FIRE       Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Spell: Hu, Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 12mana        Domain: F2 

Range: 500ft  Area: 300ft  Duration: 30mins MR?: N 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

Creates a wall up to 300ft long on either side of the target point (note that the area in this case does not specify a 

radius!). The wall is 100ft high. It is only possible to position the wall accurately to within a few feet meaning that it 

cannot be placed on top of someone. Anyone passing through the wall will suffer damage from fire, F=4. The wall, 

being fire, can set fire to grass but will quickly be put out by water; for example “Rainstorm” would destroy it 

within a round whilst “Hydroblast” would put out the section which it covered (and the area immediately above it). 

 

 

WALL OF MADNESS      Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Hu       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20mana        Domain: M1 

Range: 500ft   Area: 300ft  Duration: 1hr  MR?: Y 

Shielded? N  Dispelled? (25(5)/5) Blocked? N/A    Dodged? N/A   

Creates an unseen wall up to 300ft long on either side of the target point (note that the area in this case does not 

specify a radius!). The wall is 100ft high. It is only possible to position the wall accurately to within a few feet 

meaning that it cannot be placed on top of someone. If anyone runs in to it they will go insane (which could be cured 

by, e.g. “Sanity” or “Mind Healing”). If it is pierced by iron (not just touched) it will collapse and the wizard who 
cast it will be stunned for a round and lose an Endurance point. 

 

WARDS        Spell Power: Varies 

Casters:  Spell: El, Hu, Dw, Is, Or      Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: P 

Range: Varies  Area: Varies  Duration: Varies MR?: Varies 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? Varies Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A  
Allows you to create wards which may perform a wide variety of functions. For full details see the section on 

“Wards” under “Permanence”, above. 
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WARDS OF WARNING      Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Prayer: Li       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic(1)        Domain: N/A 

Range: 300ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 12hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (9(3)/2) Blocked? N  Dodged?N  

Sets continuous wards around an area. The wards may be of any shape but must be no more than 300ft away. If 

anyone crosses them or tries to pass magic through them (including if they dispel them) they will sound an alarm. 

Each increase increases the range by 150ft. 

 

 

WARRIOR        Spell Power: 2 
Casters:  Spell: Hu, Or       Honour Loss: 0  

Cost: 10mana        Domain: C1 

Range: 30ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 20mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (12(3)/3) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Grants target one extra attack per round. Extra attack is added after all other modifiers. 

 

 

WATER OF LIFE       Spell Power: 7  
Casters:  Spell: Is       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20mana + pearl       Domain: W 

Range: 15ft Area: N/A   Duration: 3hrs  MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Targets up to 6 people. For the next three hours, any injuries that cause the loss of Endurance points do the 

following: the first Endurance point due to any one injury or effect will only cause a temporary loss of Endurance. 

Though the person will still be affected as normal, these temporarily lost Endurance points will return at a rate of 1 a 

day, starting the next day. Any subsequent Endurance points lost caused by each injury are treated as normal. If a 

person is reduced to less than no Endurance points by temporary losses he will only be unconscious and 

incapacitated, not dead. 

 

 

WEAKEN        Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Or       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 15mana        Domain: C1 

Range: 120ft  Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? (18(4)/4) Blocked? N  Dodged? N 

Targets person loses 2HA, 2F, 2A, 2R. 

 

 

WEAPON OF CHANDARK     Spell Power: 2  
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Basic        Domain: N/A 

Range: 500ft  Area: N/A  Duration: I  MR?: Y 

Shielded? Y  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N  Dodged? N  

A weapon (of your choice) appears and takes a sweeping blow at one of your enemies. The weapon cannot be 

dodged, parried or blocked and has HA=Wisdom, F=Will. Will not harm a worshipper of Chandark. 
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WEAPON OF FAITH      Spell Power: 6 
Casters:  Prayer: Wa       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 5favour        Domain: N/A 

Range: Touch  Area: N/A  Duration: 30mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A   Dispelled? (31(6)/6) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

One weapon becomes holy, and gains +X to HA and F, where X = your total maximum favour/5 (round down; 

maximum 5), along with the ability to harm magic creatures. 

 

 

WEATHER ENHANCEMENT(Q)     Spell Power: Varies 
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: Varies        Domain: W,A 

Range: 50miles  Area: Varies  Duration: Varies MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? N/A   Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N 

Often used effectively in conjunction with “Link” though can be used alone. This is a useful spell when more than 

one party is trying to control the weather at the same time, using conflicting spells such as, e.g. “Sun’s Splendour” 
and “Blizzard”. Normally, the latest weather spell to be cast determines the weather conditions. However, using 

“Weather Enhancement” you can either try to maintain existing weather conditions (whether natural or caused by a 

spell) or to add power to a spell that is trying to change the weather. Essentially, you channel X mana of power (X 

may not exceed more than 10 mana per wizard per round (the mana cost of the weather spell being cast does not 

count against this limit)) in to creating the weather conditions you want. The group who has the most power behind 

their spells will cause the weather to begin to alter in their favour (note that it would take several rounds to change 

fully unless you have dramatic power superiority (i.e. a factor of 2 supremacy)).  

 

 

WINDSTORM       Spell Power: 3  
Casters:  Spell: Gr       Honour Loss: 0 

Cost: 20mana or 6mana + turquoise     Domain: A2 

Range: 10miles  Area: 1mile  Duration: 90mins MR?: N/A 

Shielded? N/A  Dispelled? (23(5)/4) Blocked? N/A  Dodged? N/A 

Creates a large wind storm. The winds are of sufficient strength to seriously interfere with most creatures’ flying 

(gryphons can fly in it, though at –30ft Speed, -1A, but most other creatures (except air elementals and hawks) will 

have their fly Speed reduced by at least half and their Agility reduced by at least 2). 
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Rituals 

 

Ritual of Alranian Hargeth  
Ritual of Ancestral Wisdom 

Ritual of Atonement 

Ritual of Banishment 

Ritual of the Bargain of Anthuran 

Ritual of Bellicose Delirium 

Ritual of Branheim’s Gate 

Ritual of Cure Lycanthropy 

Ritual of Decay 

Ritual of Dispelling 

Ritual of Divination 

Ritual of Divine Comprehension 

Ritual of Divine Retribution 

Ritual of Earth Binding 

Ritual of Earth’s Ward 

Ritual of Everlasting Summer/Winter 

Ritual of Fertility 

Ritual of Fire 

Ritual of the Forest of Eriithrea 

Ritual of the Guardians of Visea 

Ritual of Ghyalaman Dhome 

Ritual of Harinath Tilan 

Ritual of Holy Water Creation 

Ritual of Idthian Eternity 

Ritual of Incarceration 

Ritual of Jinassen’s Heart 

Ritual of Karazan’s Voyage 

Ritual of Lamentation 

Ritual of Land’s Oneness 

Ritual of the Larachian Refuge 

Ritual of Life’s Breath 

Ritual of Oath Binding 

Ritual of Primal Fury 

Ritual of Redemption 

Ritual of Restoration 

Ritual of Righteousness 

Ritual of Roathra 

Ritual of Soul Binding 

Ritual of Soul Devouring 

Ritual of Summoning 

Ritual of Tathned Beresza 

Ritual of Transformation  

Ritual of True Confidentiality 

Ritual of Warding 

Ritual of Yonala’s Joy

 

 

Rituals are given in the following format: 

 

Name of Ritual (Faith(s) which can perform it) 
Base Cost = x 

Potential variables (e.g. number of people effected) and how that effects the cost. 
Description. 

Required rare items. 
Restrictions on casting. 
 

Notes: 

Rituals marked with a #  can be centred other than around the caster by multiplying the cost by 

(log10X)
2
 where X is the distance (in metres) between the president and the place where you wish 

the effect to be centred (minimum multiplier = x1). 

 

Ritual of Alranian Hargeth (Life) 
Base cost = 100  
Add to the base cost 50(log10(P)+1)2 where P is the maximum number of people you wish it to affect. 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(100))2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 

The ritual of Alranian Hargeth will cure anyone within the affected radius of any contagious disease or plague. Each 

ritual can only target one disease.  
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Requires N litres of holy water where N = cube root of P (minimum 1) 

Requires the freshly shed (within 5 minutes before the start of the ritual) genuine tears of someone who is mourning 

a victim of the disease (contributes 50 to RC) 

Requires 1-5 pints of unicorn milk (each adds 20 to RC) 

Must be cast in the presence of a body that has died from the disease. 

 

Ritual of Ancestral Wisdom (Chaos) 
Base cost = 30  

Multiply by n(n+1)/2 where n is the number of generations back that you wish to go. 

You may speak to any of your ancestors (or allow another person to speak to any of their ancestors). The ancestor 

will talk, give advice and so forth. They will have a more global view of the situation but are by no means 

omniscient – and will also be rooted in the thinking of their own time. They will have the same character they had 

when alive so may need to be persuaded and cajoled. Furthermore, if they have a reason to dislike their descendant 

(for example, they were at odds when alive) then they will probably be unhelpful. 

Requires n litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires something that connects you to the ancestor to whom you wish to talk. This could be an object which they 

had owned (perhaps which has been in the family since that time); the condition could also be satisfied by 

performing the ritual in a place where the person had lived, was buried or was otherwise important to them. 

 

Ritual of Atonement (Order) 
Base cost = 350 

The ritual of atonement is a powerful ritual that can only be used on a willing recipient. The recipient will have 

committed some wrong-doing (either in the eyes of everyone or just in his own eyes) and wishes to bind himself to 

one or more promises in order to atone for his wrong. The recipient will commit to one or more promises; these may 

be as mild or as stringent as are wished and may either last for ever or have a fixed time limit (e.g. “Never to harm a 
child”; “Not to eat meat for a year”; “To pray twice a day for a month”; “To make a pilgrimage to Aesthen within 

the next five years”; etc.). There is no limit to the number of promises that may be made. The ritual does not stop the 

recipient breaking his oath; however, if he does so then he will instantly lose one of each VC and one of each SC 

(i.e. all 12 characteristics decrease by 1). This loss is totally irreversible by any means other than direct divine 

intervention. 

Requires 5 litres of holy water. Each holy water used contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires a white Crown of Senren flower. Contributes 15 to the RC. 

Can only be cast on a willing recipient. 

 

Ritual of Banishment (All faiths) 
Base cost = 100 +ES2 

ES refers to the ES of the ghost being banished.  

The ritual of banishment will banish a ghost from the ethereal plane (in other words, it gets rid of the ghost 

permanently). A holy circle must be drawn around the area where the ghost is. A ritual of banishment may also be 
used to dispatch a demon or other summoned creature; in such a case, take ES = 3CR + 5. Again, the holy circle 

must be drawn around the creature. The circle does not keep the ghost or creature inside it: it must be restrained 

within the circle by some other means or else the ritual will fail. 

Requires ES litres of holy water. Each holy water used contributes 5 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of the Bargain of Anthuran (Order) 
Base cost = 250RC.  

Multiply by √(N) where N is the number of ancestors you wish to summon. 

Multiply by √(G) where G is the number of generations back that you are going. 

Summons the spirit of one or more of your ancestors. Your ancestors will appear in the prime of their lives. They 

will be wearing clothes and carrying any items that were iconic to them (for example, a family sword); otherwise 

they will not have any significant equipment (but if an ancestor was, for example, a warrior, he will be wearing 

armour and carrying the weapons he used and so forth). The ancestor will aid you, talk to you and fight for you; if 
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you were on bad terms with your ancestor then you may need to cajole them but unless you, for example, committed 

patricide, they will ultimately help. The ancestors can be harmed by ordinary weapons. They may stay as long as 

you wish (unless “killed” in which case they will vanish, their souls otherwise unharmed) but, while they are here, 

you will age 1 month for every hour for every ancestor that is present (e.g. if 4 ancestors stayed for 3hours you 

would age a year). You may not summon a spirit if they are a ghost or if their soul was destroyed. 

Requires N + G litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires something that connects you to the ancestor to whom you wish to talk. This could be an object which they 

had owned (perhaps which has been in the family since that time); the condition could also be satisfied by 

performing the ritual in a place where the person had lived, was buried or was otherwise important to them. 

 

Ritual of Bellicose Delirium (Chaos)# 
Base cost = 65  

Add to the base cost 5(log10(P)+1)2 where P is the maximum number of people you wish it to effect. 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(100))2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 

Multiply by (√(t/4))*(1+t/40) (minimum1) where t is the number of hours you wish it to last. 
The ritual of Bellicose Delirium will make all people (up to the maximum) within the area aggressive and insane. 

All people may make one Will role with a –3modifier to resist the affect; if they fail they will be affected for the 

duration of the ritual (or unless dragged outside the area of effect or cured in some other, magical, way). They will 

pick fights with anyone, including family, friends and strangers, at the drop of a hat and these fights will quickly 
develop in to real aggression and trying to kill each other. They will also commit violent acts such as setting 

buildings alight and will be largely uncaring of their own safety. 

Requires 1pint of essence of feverfew (contributes 15 to the RC). 

 

Ritual of Branheim’s Gate (War) 
Base cost = 10  
Multiply by (ln(W/5)+1)2 where W is the weight of material affected (in lbs).  

Multiply by sqrt(F(F+1)/2) where F is the Force that each stone will explode with. A stone must weigh at least four 

times as much (in lbs) as the F with which it will explode. 

The ritual of Branheim’s Gate will enchant rocks or stones that are to be thrown by a catapult. As well as doing their 

regular damage, the stone will explode, dealing damage to those around it. Any it hits will suffer a Force F blow; 

those within 5ft will suffer a Force (F-1) blow, those within 10ft will suffer a Force (F-2) blow and so on, up until 

those within F*5ft who suffer a Force 0 blow. 

Requires an iron meteorite that weighs at least 1lb. Contributes 30 to the RC. 

Requires the scales of a firedrake. Contributes 4 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Cure Lycanthropy (Earth) 
Base cost = 200+50L 

L is the werewolf’s level 

Although the Order of Earth tends to see lycanthropy as a blessing rather than a curse, it nevertheless recognises 

there are some, particularly those who are not strong enough to retain control of themselves during the 

transformation, who wish to be rid of it. As a result they have developed this ritual. The subject of the ritual must be 

bound and the ritual is then conducted. The werewolf is purged of lycanthropy and returns to his original state. 

Requires L litres of holy water. Each holy water used contributes 5 to the RC. 
Requires a sprig of wolfbane. Contributes 1 to the RC 

Can be cast on a willing or unwilling recipient. 

Can only be cast at full moon whilst the transformation is occurring. 

 

Ritual of Decay (Death) 
Base cost = 850. 

Multiply by (√(D))*(1+D/10) (minimum x1) where D is the radius of effect. 

From the president’s fingers, decay spreads within seconds, creating the decay of 500 years within the area. Wood 

will rot away, collapse and decay. Food will go bad. Even stone may erode to some extent. Living things are 
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unaffected. 

Requires a greater dragon bloodstone. Contributes 300 to the RC. 

Requires a human sacrifice. Contributes as normal to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Dispelling (All faiths) 
Base cost =(3X/2)*(1+X/25000) where X is the RC of the ritual you are dispelling. 

This ritual will dispel the following rituals: Ritual of Idthian Eternity; Ritual of the Larachian Refuge; Ritual of 

Transformation; Ritual of Warding; Ritual of Yonala’s Joy. It will also dispel wizard-created wards (treat the wards 

as if they had been created by the Ritual of Warding).  

Requires √X litres of holy water. Each contribute 5 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Divination (Silence) 
Base cost = 250 

You may ask a question about any aspect of the past, present or future. Ruth will respond with one or more cryptic 

statements and/or visions which will shed light on problem. 

Requires a feather from a 17 year old owl. Contributes 15 to the RC. 
May not be cast by the same person more than one time per month.  

 

Ritual of Divine Comprehension (Silence) 
Base cost = 130 

Cast upon an object or artifact. You will gain full awareness of its history, why it was created and all of its magical 

properties. 

Requires a rare hesperana berry which much be eaten by the president. Contributes 10 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Divine Retribution (Chaos)# 
Base cost = 25 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(20))3 (minimum x1) where d is the radius in metres of the effect. 

Multiply by F(1+F/10) where F is the Force of the strike (minimum 1). 

Creates a terrifying meteor shower striking at the area concerned. All people outside take a hit of the given Force 

and must also make a Will roll with a –F modifier or flee iin panic. 

Requires a meteorite (iron or stony) that weighs at least 1lb. Contributes 30 to the RC. 
Requires at least one sacrifice that contributes at least 25 to the RC. Contributes as normal to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Earth Binding (Earth) 
Base cost = 200  

Multiply by log(D+1)2 where D is the radius of the area in miles (minimum 1square mile). 

Reduce cost by 30%*(T2/100) where T is the time in years that the person has lived on the land. 

The ritual of Earth Binding will bind a person to an area of land. Whilst on that land they gain +2Toughness, 
+1Reactions, +1Endurance and +4 magic resistance. They will heal and recover mana and favour three times as fast 

as normal. They will have intimate knowledge of the land, able to sense anything that occurs in it, including where 

all people and creatures are. They will also feel the land’s pain. They will be able to speak to and call all the 

creatures living there (who normally make it their home, not migrants); these creatures will never harm them and 

will aid them. The vegetation will subtly draw aside to let them pass more easily; it will not obstruct or poison them. 

However, outside of the land, the person will not heal or recover favour or mana. They will have –1 Endurance and 

–1 Toughness and will feel a longing to return. If the person is ever callous or cruel to the land (for example 

savagely chopping down trees; refusing to defend it; callously starting wildfires) then the bond will be broken and 

may not be remade. The person will permanently lose 1 Endurance and 10 honour. 

Requires 5 litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires something special and emblematic of the area to which the person is being bound; for example, the fruit of 
the oldest tree. Contributes 5-50 to the RC. 

Person being bound must have made the land his home for at least one year and must have lived in reasonable 

harmony with it up to that point. 
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A person can only be bound to land that is reasonably natural; for example a forest or an area of mountains. This 

does not necessarily mean that no-one else can be living in it. 

 

Ritual of Earth’s Ward (Earth) 
Base cost = 8000  

The ritual of Earth’s Ward will prevent an earthquake or volcano from occuring. The earthquake or volcano will 

then not occur but the energy/magma/etc. will be changed to the state that it would be if it had happened (i.e. there 

won’t be another one for years). 

Requires a semi-willing or truly willing sacrifice (contributes as standard to RC).  

Requires 30 litres of holy water (each contributes 5 to the RC). 

Requires the freely given blood of a bronze dragon (1 pint) (500 RC). 

Must be cast in an area so that the participants will be endangered by the disaster if they fail to complete it in time. 
 

Ritual of Everlasting Summer/Winter (Death)# 
Base cost = 500 

Multiply the base cost by (log10(d)+1)
2
 where d is the radius of effect (minimum x10). 

Makes it remain summer or winter over the area concerned. If summer, rains will not fall (even if that area would 

normally be quite wet) and the land will gradually be baked. If winter, snows will fall and spring will not come. The 

effects get worse the longer the ritual continues. 

Requires the hearts of three lesser dragons (gold, red and green for summer; bronze, blue and silver for winter) 

(each contributes 500 to RC). 

Requires the sacrifice of at least 10 people (Contribute normally to RC).   

Must be carried out in the season which you wish it to remain.  

 

Ritual of Fertility (Life, Earth) 
Base cost = 2X  

Multiply by the base cost by (log10(d) +1)2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 

Minimum total cost = 20. 

The ritual of fertility will increase all crop yields in the area affected by X%.  
May only be performed at the spring equinox. 

For Life: Requires the planting of n trees where n = square root of radius in km (round down, minimum 1). Each 

tree contributes 10 to the RC.   

For Earth: Requires the sacrifice of n sheep or goats (or similar) where n = square root of radius in km (round 

down, minimum 1). Each contribute normally to the RC. 

Requires X litres of holy water (each contributes 5 to the RC). 

For X≥16, requires the first leaf of the year of a tree at least 1000 years old (contributes 35 to the RC). 

 

Ritual of Fire (War) 
Base cost = 35 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(10))3 where d is the radius in metres of the effect. 

Multiply by F(1+F/10) where F is the Force of the fire (minimum 1). 

Multiply by t(1+t/2) where t is the number of minutes you wish it to last (minimum 1). 

Creates a fire storm around the caster. Everything outside of a five foot radius around the caster out to the maximum 

radius will be caught in it. The fire storm is 2ln(d)m high directly over the caster, decreasing in a straight line to 5m 

high at the outer radius. Note that the caster will frequently choose to sacrifice himself to the fire; in this case his 

sacrifice may contribute to the RC just as a normal sacrifice would. Although the fire storm lasts for only t minutes, 

it will set many things alight so natural fires may burn for much longer. 
Requires the heart of a lesser red dragon. Contributes 500 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of the Forest of Eriithrea (Life) 
Base cost = 5 

Multiply the base cost by √(N) where N is the number of trees you wish to affect. 
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Multiply by (1+R/100) where R is the radius in miles that you wish to affect. 

Affects up to N newly planted trees. These trees will grow rapidly and grow to full maturity within one year.  

Requires 3log10(N) silver nutmegs (minimum 1). Each contributes 3 to the RC. 

Must be cast in early spring. 

Each tree must be planted by hand and a drop of honey placed by it as it is planted. 

 

Ritual of the Guardians of Visea (War) 
Base cost = 55 

Multiply the base cost by (log10(P)+1)2 where P is the maximum number of weapons you wish it to affect. 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(1000))2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 

Makes all weapons in the area (up to the maximum number) able to harm creatures that can normally only be 

harmed by magical weapons for the next 24hrs. 

Requires 5log10(P) litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC.  

Requires a flawless shard of obsidian, 3ft long, fashioned in to the shape of a blade. Contributes 70 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Ghyalaman Dhone (Life)# 
Base cost = 50  

Add to the base cost 5(log10(P)+1)2 where P is the maximum number of people you wish it to effect. 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(100))2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 

The ritual of Ghyalaman Dhone will cure people of any magically induced mind control or influence that may be 
affecting them, restoring them to their normal senses.  

Requires the petals of an iranthia flower that flowers only once per 11 years. This contributes 20 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Harinath Tilan (Life)# 
Base cost = 4250  

Base cost may be multiplied by (d/5)2 where d is the radius of effect in km (minimum multiplier = 1). Add 600 for 

every day you wish it to last beyond the first. 

Creates a powerful warding sphere over a radius of 5km that defends against evil magic and creatures.The sphere 

has the following effects: 

 Grants +6 magic resistance to anything good when resisting evil spells or prayers. 

 Any unnatural evil creature (including merge-beasts, undead, demons, beast hound dogs, etc.) takes 1 

Endurance point of damage when it enters the sphere.  

 All good people get +1HA, +1F, +1T against anything evil. 

 All good people get +2 Will when making Will rolls for fear, panic or mind control against anything evil. 

 All evil people get –1 Will when making Will rolls.  

 Acts as an unbreakable hard ward against evil ethereal powers. All evil ethereal people suffer –3ES whilst 

in the ward. 

Requires 100 litres of holy water (each contributes 5 to the ES). 

Requires the truly willing sacrifice of a unicorn (contributes 1500 to the ES). 

Requires the presence of a new born baby less than a day old (the baby is not harmed by the ritual) 

 

Ritual of Holy Water Creation (All faiths except Death) 
Base cost = 500 

Add to the base cost 10x(square root L) where L is the number of litres of holy water to be created. 

This ritual will convert water in to holy water.  
 

Ritual of Idthian Eternity (Silence) 
Base cost = 450 
Multiply by d(1+d/25)/5 (minimum 1) where d is the radius in feet of the affected area. 

Slows time in the effected area by a factor of 1000 (meaning 8hrs pass every year). Everything in the area is affected 

– one could, for example, detect it by noticing that the flames of candles did not flicker. Anyone stepping in to the 
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area would be caught, frozen, like a fly in amber: there would be no way of removing them without dispelling the 

ritual. The ritual may be dispelled at will by the caster. 

Requires a perfectly preserved insect in amber. Contributes 30 to the RC. 

Requires 10litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Incarceration (Earth) 
Base cost = 2600 

Multiply by (1+d/100) where d is the lateral distance in miles from you that you wish the person to be buried. 

Transports a person to a person-sized cavity of rock 100ft below the surface of the earth and confines them there. 

The ritual will sustain that person so that they do not need to breathe or eat: they will just stay there until they die of 

old age, reflecting upon their sins. The person is unable to get out of the prison by any means, including magical; 

however, conceivably someone else could break in and release them. However, the cavity is impervious to scrying 

and teleportation. The president has a telepathic link to the confined person, providing they are within 25miles of the 

place where they are imprisoned. The president can, however, block the confined person from their mind, though the 
confined person cannot do the same to the president (though he may, of course, refuse to answer). If he is within 

25miles, the president can recall the imprisoned person at will. 

Requires 5 litres of holy water. Each adds 5 to the RC. 

A chain of alternating links of iron and granite must be placed around the person’s leg. Contributes 24RC.  

A recitation of the (genuine) wrongs and evils done by the person must be recited whilst the ritual is performed. This 

recitation must take at least 30mins. 

 

Ritual of Jinassen’s Heart (War)# 
Base cost = 15  

Multiply the base cost by (log10(P)+1)2 where P is the maximum number of people you wish it to effect. 

Multiply by x(x+1)/2 where x is the bonus to Will (minimum x1). 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(1000))2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 

The ritual of Jinassen’s Heart will give the targeted number of people a bonus of x to their Will for the next 24 
hours.  

Requires the sacrifice of a firedrake (contributes as normal to RC). 

 

Ritual of Karazan’s Voyage (Chaos) 
Base cost = 50 

Multiply the base cost by ln(T+1)*(1+T/1,500,000)*(1+10/(ln(T+1)) where T is the number of hours in to the future 

that you wish to go. T must be at least 1.  
Multiply by (log(d))2 (minimum x1) where d is the radius in feet of the area surrounding you that you wish to affect.  

Sends the affected area and everyone in it in to the future. The process is somewhat chaotic meaning that your 

destination cannot be perfectly predicted; the actual amount of time you go is equal to T + (2d10-11)*5% hours (5% 

meaning 5% of T).  

Requires lnT litres of holy water (minimum 1). Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires the sacrifice of a troll (contributes as normal to the RC). 

 

Ritual of Lamentation (War)# 
Base cost = 25 

Multiply the base cost by (log10(P)+1)2 where P is the maximum number of weapons you wish it to effect. 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(1000))2 (minimum x1) where d is the radius in metres of the effect.  

Multiply (log(S)/ln(1000))2 (minimum x1) where S is the maximum distance in miles that you wish for them to be 

transported. 

Instantly transports all seriously wounded people in the area back to the house of a loved one (wife, mother, brother, 

etc.). Who the person goes to is decided by the closeness of the relationship (so if someone was married it would 

usually be their wife) and, to a lesser extent, by proximity (to decide between two brothers, for example). 

Requires 3log10(P) litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC.  

Requires 10 tears, one from each of someone weeping for the dead of the battle or other calamity.  
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Ritual of the Land’s Oneness (Earth, Order) 
Base cost = 6000-9 000 

The cost of the ritual, excluding the sacrifice, is 4000. 

The ritual of the Land’s Oneness affects a region (usually a country), no matter how large or small. It will rid that 

kingdom of any curses or magics that may be affecting the weather or blighting the growth of crops; furthermore, it 

ensures normal weather for a year and protects the land from any other such curses or spells. 

Requires the truly willing sacrifice of the king (or emperor, or duke; in other words supreme ruler) of the region. 

Requires wyvern scales from 10 wyverns (contributes 100 in total to RC). 

Requires 10 litres of holy water (each adds 5 to RC). 
 

Ritual of the Larachian Refuge (Silence) 
Base cost = 550 

Multiply the base cost by (log10(d)+1)2 where d is the radius of effect (minimum x1). 

Conceals an area, essentially removing it from the map. People walking up to it will simply appear on the other side, 

no scrying spells can see in, the countryside (or buildings around) subtly change so as to make it seem as if nothing 
is wrong. Ethereal travelling cannot detect it. The area might be detected by careful use of, e.g. sextants. There must 

be a way to get in – one tiny area where the illusion is imperfect that will be known to the creator. This would be 

almost impossible to find unless you knew where it was. Can be undone at will by the creator. Will become seen (in 

a ghostly, ethereal way) under the dark of a total solar eclipse. 

Requires N litres of holy water where N = cube root of d (minimum 1). Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires the root of a jerjuna bush (contributes 60 to RC). 

Can only be cast on the night of a new moon. 

 

Ritual of Life’s Breath (Life) 
Base cost = 750 

Will make a carving or statue of a person or creature alive. The stone or wood will transform to flesh and blood and 

the person will be truly alive in every way. They will have no memory of any time before they became alive; 

however, if they are adult they will be able to speak, care for themselves and so forth. The person will age and die as 
normal. They cannot be transformed back to a statue and are in every way indistinguishable from an ordinary 

person. 

Requires 10 litres of holy water. Each litre contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires the statue to be watered with tears of someone grieving purely  for another, not for themselves.  

 

Ritual of Oath Binding (Order) 
Base cost = 260 
Cast upon a person, as they are swearing an oath to do something. They must do what they have vowed to do. If they 

ever try not to then their body will not let them; if they try to Force themselves (or they are Forced to) their body 

will seize up in spasms, causing them unbearable pain. The oath can be released by casting the same ritual again (at 

the same cost). 

Requires 6 litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires the fur of a faithful dog that died defending its master. Contributes 10 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Primal Fury (Chaos)# 
Base cost = 2X  

Multiply the base cost by √(T) where T is the time in hours you wish the storm to last (minimum 1).  

Multiply the base cost by (log10(d) +1)2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 
Creates a furious storm throughout the area with ferocious thunderstorms, torrential rain and gusting winds.   

May only be performed in a place where lighting has struck within the last month.  

Requires 3-10 dorsal feathers from an adult gryphon (they will take several months to regrow and the gryphon is 

unable to fly whilst they are regrowing). 
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Ritual of Redemption (Order) 
Base cost = 3500 

Multiply by d
2
/h (minimum1)where d is the radius in km of the effect and h is the honour of the sacrifice. 

All people within the area of effect immediately gain sqrt(h) honour. This will immediately cause them to reevaluate 

their actions and lives from the perspective of someone who naturally had the honour that they now had. Although 

some will just go back to their original way of life, many will be ashamed, conscience stricken and repentant and, at 

least for a while, make an effort to live better, make amends and cease their evil actions. Naturally, the more honour 
they gain the more likely this is to happen. 

Requires 50 litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires the truly willing sacrifice of the president who must be a saintly (i.e. honour >50) person. This contributes 

as normal (typically 1500-4000) to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Restoration (Life) 
Base cost = 250 

The Ritual of Restoration will restore the mind of a person whose mind has been vegetabilised, damaged or turned 

insane. The person’s mind will be restored to the point before they went insane or mad. Will not cure long-term 

degenerative illnesses or similar.  

Requires that the president be someone who knew the subject closely beforehand. 

Requires that the exact cause of the madness/brain damage/etc. be known, as well as the circumstances in which it 

was done.  
Requires 1 pint of yale milk from a pure white yale (contributes 15 to the RC).  

 

Ritual of Righteousness (Order, War) 
Base cost = 125 

Multiply the base cost by (log10(P)+1)2 where P is the maximum number of people you wish it to affect. 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(1000))2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 

All targets will ignore all effects of wounds other than Endurance loss for the next 6hrs. They will not suffer 
penalties to statistics, incapacity due to wounds or need to make Will rolls due to pain. This applies to all wounds, 

whether caused by weapons, fire, magic, poison or any other means.  

Requires log10(P) pints of saliva from a hydrus. Each contributes 25 to the RC. 

Requires five drops of blood, one from each of five men wounded by the enemy. Each drop contributes 2 to RC. 

 

Ritual of Roathra (Earth) 
Base cost = 15 
Multiply the base cost by √(V) where V is the volume in cubic metres that you wish to affect (minimum 1).  

Affects stone. The stone becomes five times harder and tougher than before; it would be much harder to pick-axe or 

sledge-hammer through and will take five times longer to erode.  

Requires √(V)/5 litres of holy water (round normally), each of which contributes 5 to the RC. 

Can only be cast at dawn. 

Requires a tooth of a mountain giant. Contributes 4 to the RC. 

 

Ritual of Soul Binding (Death)# 
Base cost = 80  

Add to the base cost 15*level2. 

The ritual of Soul Binding will trap a person’s soul in to a gem. The soul will remain in that gem, trapped, until the 

gem is shattered. The person can either be alive or dead. If they are dead then the person cannot be resurrected in 

any way while their soul is trapped. If they are alive then the person will become mindless and zombie-like, utterly 
obedient to the person who owns the gem. If a soul-trapped person’s body is killed, their soul will remain inside the 

gem and the situation is exactly as if they had had their soul trapped when they were dead. 

If a gem is shattered and there is a soul-less live body within 50m then the soul will fly to it and inhabit it, even if it 

is not that soul’s original body. The soul retains all its original memories though over time its thinking will become 

more and more influenced by its new body. If there is no soul-less body within 50m then the soul will ascend to the 
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gods, just as it normally does when a person dies. The body of a soul-trapped person will die within 30minutes from 

the time when the gem which contained their soul was smashed unless a soul inhabits their body. 

Once the soul is trapped, the priest holding the gem can, if he wishes, communicate with it or cause it pain. He may 

also leach power from it. Once a month he can leach energy from each soul he possesses. The soul inside will lose a 

level, losing 2 random VCs and one random SC (if it was ever resurrected). The priest, however, will regain one 

Endurance and 3 favour. He will also, upon draining a soul from level 4 to level 3, from level 7 to level 6 and level 

10 to level 9, gain one permanent favour. A soul reduced to level 0 is utterly destroyed and the gem is free for use 

again. 

Requires a gem. More powerful gems can trap more powerful souls: see the table below. 

Gemstone Level can be trapped Gemstone  Level can be trapped 

Diamond 15 Amber 4 

Ruby 10 Jasper 4 

Emerald 10 Agate 4 

Sapphire 10 Zircon 3 

Pearl 8 Lapis lazuli 3 

Opal 7 Garnet 2 

Red Tiger’s 

Eye 

7 Jade 2 

Amethyst 6 Bloodstones 

Turquoise 6 Great golden dragon 25 

Tiger’s Eye 6 Other great dragon. 20 

Snowflake 

Obsidian 

6   

Sunstone 6 Golden lesser dragon 18 

Topaz 5 Other lesser dragon 15 

Peace Agate 5 Wingless worm. 12 

Obsidian 5 Greater wyvern 11 

Leopard 

Jasper 

5 Wyvern. 10 

Aquamarine 5 Basilisk. 8 

Onyx 4 Fire drake. 5 

If dead, the person must have just died (within half an hour of the beginning of the ritual) and either the site of death 

or the body must be within 10m of the president. If alive, the person must be within 10ft of the president. 

For souls of level 5 or greater, requires a basilisk heart (adds 100 to RC). 

 

Ritual of Soul Devouring (Death)# 
Base cost = 15  

This ritual is used in conjunction with the Ritual of Summoning. When you summon a creature, if you have a gem 

containing a soul, then you may use this soul to entrap a demon. When the demon is summoned, you give it the soul 

within the gem which the demon will devour (meaning that that person can never be resurrected in any way; if the 

person was alive when their soul was trapped then their soulless body will drop dead (though may of course be 

reanimated as a skeleton or zombie)). At the same time you transfer the essence of the demon in to the gem. The 

soul that you feed the demon must be of equal or higher level than the effective level of the demon. With its essence 

trapped, the demon will stay for ever instead of for only 24hrs and it will be utterly obedient to you. If the gem is 

smashed then the demon will be free to do what it wishes, usually stay and devour  people. 
Requires a gem in which a soul is trapped.  

 

Ritual of Summoning (All) 
Base cost = 10. Then add: 

RC cost (1 creature) = (CR of creature)3 

RC cost (2 different creatures) = (CR of creature 1)3 + (CR of creature 2)3 
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RC cost (n identical creatures) = 0.9n(CR of creature)3 

Multiply by (1+total number of creatures/10) 

The above cost applies to all creatures that habitually exist in other circles of existence (e.g. elementals, demons, 

wraiths) – though they may also exist in this circle. It is not possible to summon a creature that does not habitually 

exist in another circle of existence (e.g. a lion); however, by paying double cost one may summon the spirit of such 

a creature (which will fight and behave in the same way as that creature normally would, though under your 

command). A creature is summoned for 24hrs. You may increase the duration by 24hrs by paying ½ the cost again. 

There is no limit to the number of times you may do this (so 72hrs would cost twice as much). 

 

Ritual of Tathned Beresza (Silence) 
Base cost = 1250 

Permanently transforms a person (who may be the president) in to a spirit. They will essentially become a ghost, 

gaining all of the abilities of a ghost except that they are not bound to a certain place and if they are killed then they 

will definitely die (unlike a ghost). Note that if they were killed they could potentially become a ghost (though this is 

unlikely – it is only as likely as an ordinary person becoming a ghost). Their former body will collapse, lifeless, at 

the end of the ritual. 

Requires 15 litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

Requires a white szelkhi flower picked in a lunar eclipse. Contributes 40 to the RC. 

May only be cast at dusk on the night of a new moon. 
 

Ritual of Transformation (Earth) 
Base cost = 425 

Double the cost if the target is not willing. 

Permanently transforms a person (who may be the president) in to any natural animal. The person retains their own 

mind and awareness though as time goes on their thoughts and actions will be increasingly dominated by the form 
which they have taken – eventually (after years) it is possible that only a vestigial memory of humanity might 

remain, though this is not always the eventual result. 

Requires the sacrifice of an animal of the same kind that the person is being transformed in to. This contributes as 

normal to the RC cost. 

 

Ritual of True Confidentiality (Silence) 
Base cost = 115 
Double the cost if the recipient is not willing. 

Add 30 to the RC if you wish them to be able to divulge the information to some people (who you specify). 

Cast upon a person, it will prevent that person from ever telling a secret to any one. They may not speak, write or in 

any way communicate the secret, nor may they ever intentionally hint at the secret through their actions. It is 

possible that they could betray it unknowingly and unintentionally. By paying an extra 30RC you may make it so 

that they can speak of the matter to some people, identified at the time of the casting; these people may be identified 

either individually or by means of fitting a certain condition (e.g. “Only to people who show you a certain sign”). 

Requires 4 litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC. 

The recipient must be placed inside a coffin that has been used. 

 

Ritual of Warding (All faiths)# 
The base cost depends on what the ward does, how long it lasts and how much it costs: 

Add the following to the base cost: 

 
EFFECT INCREASE IN 

BASE COST 

OTHER POINTS 

Act as a hard ethereal ward. +20  

Act as a soft ethereal ward. +20  

Act as an ethereal ward against 

magical spying 

+20  
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EFFECT INCREASE IN 

BASE COST 

OTHER POINTS 

Give warning of any evil/good 

things who pass it. 

+10 Gives warning to the president or selected participants 

in the rite 

Give warning of any thing that 

passes it. 

+10 Gives warning to the president or selected participants 

in the rite 

Detect magic +35 Gives warning to the president or selected participants 

in the rite 

Block magic (both clerical and 

wizardly)  

X Every wizardly spell it stops reduces its stopping 

capacity by (10*offensive spell cost/X) and its 

duration by either (10*offensive spell cost/X)x5 hours 

or (10*offensive spell cost/X)%, whichever is higher. 

Each prayer it stops reduces its stopping capacity by 

(2*offensive prayer cost/X) and its duration by either 

(2*offensive prayer cost/X)x5 hours or (2*offensive 

prayer cost/X)%, whichever is higher. A ritual of 

warding can block all magic, clerical and wizardly. 

Deal anyone evil/good/of a 
certain race/everyone a hit of 

Force=N on entering. (A force 

effect). 

+5(N(N+1))/2+5 
(minimum +50). 

 

Prevent anyone entering. +500  

Prevent magical scrying +30 Stops vision and sound 

Prevent vision in to area +20  

Prevent listening in to area +20  

Reduce any evil auras inside by 

X (in terms of hiding them from 

those outside). 

X/3  

Multiply base cost according to the radius you wish it to affect: 

RADIUS/km 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 5 10 50 100 1000 

MULTIPLIER x1 x2 x3 x5 x10 x20 x50 x100 x200 x500 x1000 

Multiply base cost according to the time you wish it to last: (minimum x1). 

Multiplier =1 +ln((time in hours)/12)/ln2. 

The ritual creates a ward around a given area, centered on the caster.  
 

Ritual of Yonala’s Joy (Chaos)# 
Base cost = 75 

Multiply the base cost by (log10(P)+1)2 where P is the maximum number of people you wish it to affect. 

Multiply by (ln(d)/ln(1000))2 where d is the radius in metres of the effect (minimum x1). 

Multiply by √(t/6)*(1+t/200)2 (minimum1) where t is the number of hours you wish it to last. 
Polymorphs all people (up to the maximum) within the area. Each person gets to control their own shifts and 

receives shifts as normal depending on their level and skills. The people remain polymorphed for t hours, though 

any individual person can be restored to their normal shape in the same way as if they were the victim of an ordinary 

polymorph spell. 

Requires 5log10(P) litres of holy water. Each contributes 5 to the RC.  

Requires 10 chameleons killed in the process of changing colour. Each contributes 2 to the RC. 
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Appendix C: Bestiary 
 

 

 The group of a creature refers to its immediate group: for example, wyverns, basilisks and firedrakes are all 

dragonkind. Category is a higher grouping (such as “animal”). These are important; for example, the spell 

“animal speak” only works on animals.  

 Intelligence: Bestial (e.g. sheep) (Intelligence –1 or less); high bestial (e.g. wolf, eagle, troll) (Intelligence 

0); sapient (e.g. human, elf, dragon). Sapient is subdivided further in to your Intelligence scores; i.e. all 

sapient creatures have an Intelligence of at least 1 (thus it is possible for a “sapient” creature to actually 

only have high bestial Intelligence if his Intelligence score is 0). 

 Capable of speech refers to whether or not it is capable of human speech. Some creatures, such as triffids, 
are capable of communication with each other but not of human speech – they would receive a “no” here. 

 Civilised refers to whether or not it builds cities, towns etc. Thus a great dragon would not be classed as 

civilised. 

 Habitat should not be taken as a hard and fast rule. Most creatures can travel, or be transported. 

 Domesticable refers to whether or not a creature can typically be domesticated; obviously, with magic, 

almost any creature can be controlled, but just because a mage can control zombies or basilisks with spells 

does not mean that these creatures count as “domesticable.” 

 “Evil” is, in general, only fixed for unintelligent creatures or monsters. Many creatures, such as humans, 

can sometimes be evil and sometimes not. This is significant for the “detect evil” spell. 

 Unless otherwise specified, a creature can use all of its attacks once each combat round. 

 “W” under a characteristic such as Hit Ability or Force indicates that this is dependent on the weapon.  

 “V” under a statistic such as Endurance or Reactions indicates that this is variable. 

 “D” under any characteristic indicates that this characteristic is not typically used for this creature (e.g. 

Force for a mouse), and as such it is up to the games master’s discretion. 

 Speed is given in the form Xft/Ykm. Xft refers to their Speed over short distances and Ykm refers to their 

long distance Speed. 

 Details of Will rolls caused by creatures are not given, and is left to discretion. This is because, although 

some creatures are innately frightening (e.g. skeletons), the exact degree of fear is so varied. For example, 

level one characters might be terrified by skeletons, necessitating a Will roll with –1 modifier each round; 

on the other hand, creatures as weak and common as skeletons would not cause a level 6 character to bat an 

eyelid. 

 The Will of creatures is given for use in spells such as possession or terror. However, this should not 
always be taken literally: for example, undead such as zombies or wraiths have Will 0, indicating that they 

have no mind of their own: however, they are immune to fear.  

 The number in brackets after the name of the creature indicates the effective level of the creature. This 

usually indicates the level at which a character could realistically defeat the creature in single combat 
(though for some creatures, it may not refer purely to its fighting abilities, just as a level 5 thief is weaker in 

combat than a level 5 warrior but the thief has other abilities). 
 
 

CREATURE NAME:  ALBATROSS (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of up to 10ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 
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      SPEED:    50ft/120km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:0  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:4  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large sea-bird, can fly for enormous distances; wings adapted for gliding. White. Considered bad luck to kill one. If 

shot at, receive –1 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). 
 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ALCHERIAN (“Swamp Moose”) (2) 
 

GROUP: Ungulate   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   5-6ft high at shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Not usually 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamp 

      SPEED:    55ft/45km 

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:2  Force:2 
 

 

ATTACK1:Kicking with hind legs 

Hit Ability:2  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Antlers 

Hit Ability:1  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:Can only attack things  

        immediately in front. 

ATTACK3:Trample attack 

Trample rating = d4 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large moose that inhabits swamps 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ALLIGATOR (3) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   Typically 6-12ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamp 

      SPEED:   (land) 20ft/15km  
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         (water)   30ft/25km 

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:2  Force:3 

         

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:3  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Tail 

Hit Ability:0  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Large carnivorous reptile. Lives in swamps, and spends a large amount of the time in the water, or else on the land 

nearby. Will often lurk in water with just the nostrils showing. Note that the stats given are for a typical alligator; a 

smaller alligator will be weaker, a larger one stronger. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  AMPHISBAENA (3) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:    3-4ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    25ft/20km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:1(each head)Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bite (twice per round, once from each head) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1  Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (0/2) (lose 1 end and  
       may be poisoned). 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The amphisbaena is snakelike reptile with two legs and two heads – one in the correct place and the other at the end 

of a long tail. Both heads are venomous. It can scuttle forwards or backwards in a contorted posture (the jaws of one 

head sieze the other by the throat). Its eyes glow and it does not shirk the cold. Each round there is a 1/6 chance that 

it will not be able to do anything as the heads fight for dominance. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   APSA EKORRE (“Giant squirrel”) 
 

GROUP: Ungulate   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    3ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
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HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    30ft/20km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:1  Force:0 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bite 

Hit Ability:4  Force:0   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Blue-back squirrels; hunt in packs; scavengers and frequently attack wounded beasts. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ARALAN (3) 
 

GROUP: Aralan   CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:  Slightly larger than man-size INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   11  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    70ft/55km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:1 
 

 

ATTACK1:Claws 

Hit Ability:4  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:Claws are poisonous. (0/2) 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A scaled carnivorous beast, resembling a cross between a lynx (claws and body), a goat (body and legs) and an 

iguana (head and scales). They tend to hunt in packs.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  BADGER (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   About 3ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 
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ATTACK1:Claws and teeth 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Black and white striped nocturnal omnivore; lives in a set underground.   

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  BASILISK (3-5) 
 

GROUP: Basilisk   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 

 

 
SIZE:  Typically 6ft, but can be up to 15ft INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   16  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    20ft/17km 

For 6ft: 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 7 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:2  Force:4 

For 12ft: 

Endurance: 2 Toughness:10 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:3  Force:6 

 

ATTACK1:Constriction 

Will try to constrict you. Constriction rating is (F+d6) each combat round; this keeps adding up and when it exceeds 

10 times your toughness, you lose an endurance point, and the constriction rating starts from 0 again next combat 
round. For creatures of toughness 0 or less, the number that must be exceeded in order to make it lose an endurance 

point is: T=0:5; T=-1:3; T=-2:2; T=-3 or less:1. 

ATTACK2:Petrification 

If you look in to a basilisk’s eyes you will be turned to stone. If you are turned to stone, you can only be restored by 

a stone to flesh ointment or spell. If a basilisk looks at itself (e.g. in a mirror) it will be turned to stone itself. 

ATTACK3:Fangs 

Hit Ability:6  Force:3  Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (+3/3).  

             

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large snake-like creature, distantly related to dragons. Can occasionally be controlled by magic, but is usually found 
wild, as only the most fool-hardy (and evil) mages would attempt to breed basilisks. Not usually found near habited 

areas, due to the fact that people will kill them as they are so destructive. If it is killed and dies through a way that 

involves bleeding it will produce a bloodstone. Has a very acute sense of smell, and once it has heard or smelled 

someone it will frequently follow them until it has killed them.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  BEAR, BLACK (2) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:    About 5ft INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    30ft/30km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:1  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws 

Hit Ability:3  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large omnivorous mammal with a heavily built body, short powerful limbs and a very short tail. Hibernates and has 

fur. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  BEAR, GRIZZLY (3) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    9ft tall   INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 
      SPEED:    40ft/35km 

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:4  Force:6 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws 

Hit Ability:3  Force:6   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large omnivorous mammal with a heavily built body, short powerful limbs and a very short tail. Hibernates and has 
fur. Capable of standing on its hind legs. Is powerful enough to knock someone backwards, or hit more than one 

person at once in a sweep of its forepaws. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  BEAST HOUND DOG (4) 
 

GROUP: Canine   CATEGORY: Magical construct 
 

 
SIZE:   4ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   11  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
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CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    45ft/40km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:4  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous jaws. (+1/+3) 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Should not be confused with a beast-hunter dog. Large, magically created, evil dog, created by transforming and 

ordinary dog. Is under the control of the mage who transformed it, not the original owner of the dog.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  BEAST-HUNTER DOG (2) 
 

GROUP: Canine   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:        4ft at the shoulder  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    45ft/40km 

 
Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, domesticated dog, similar to a very large mastiff. Originally bred for hunting large monsters such as trolls, 

wyverns and giants. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  BOA-CONSTRICTOR (2-4) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE: Typically 12ft, but can be up to 30ft INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Jungle 
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      SPEED:    15ft/12km 

For 12ft: 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 7 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:2  Force:4 

For 20ft: 

Endurance: 2 Toughness:10 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:2  Force:6 

 

ATTACK1:Constriction 

Will try to constrict you. Constriction rating is (F+d6) each combat round; this keeps adding up and when it exceeds 

10 times your toughness, you lose an endurance point, and the constriction rating starts from 0 again next combat 

round. For creatures of toughness 0 or less, the number that must be exceeded in order to make it lose an endurance 

point is: T=0:5; T=-1:3; T=-2:2; T=-3 or less:1. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large non-venemous snake. The heading “boa constrictor” includes several species, as well as related species such 

as the anaconda. Green and can be hard to see; kills by constriction. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   BONNACON (3) 
 

GROUP: Bovine    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:  The size of a large ox or deer INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Rarely 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    65ft/45km 
 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Kicking 

Hit Ability:2  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Discharge 

-1HA, -1F to anyone caught within it; must take a F=-1 fire hit each round. Sets light to trees and bushes. Spreads by 

30ft per round to cover a maximum of 3 acres. 

ATTACK3:Trample attack 

Trample rating = d3 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A large, hirsute, bovine creature; at the front end, the horns curve in on themselves so that no points protrude. When 

fleeing from hunters it emits a voluminous acrid discharge that can spread over three acres, set light to trees and 

bushes and even burn the hair of hunting dogs. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  CAMEL (1) 
 

GROUP: Beast of burden  CATEGORY:  Mammal 
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SIZE:  4-5 ft high at the shoulder  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Desert 

      SPEED:    70ft/50km 
 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Kicking with hind legs 

Hit Ability:2  Force:3  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Trample attack 

Trample rating = d3 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Humped desert mammal, with splayed feet and coverings for eyes, ears and nostrils. Can go without food and water 
for a long time.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  CAMELEOPARDERPENT (5) 
 

GROUP: Serpentine   CATEGORY:  Monstrosity 
 

 
SIZE:  20-25ft tall; 6-10f tradius  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forests, plains 

      SPEED:    45ft/50km 

 

Endurance: 6 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 4 Agility:1  Will:5  Force:6 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:6  Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous, -1End. Poison Roll (+3) or suffer - 

      1HA/A/D/R; triple-poisoned is paralysed. 

ATTACK2:Bludgeoning 

Hit Ability:3  Force:4  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The product of a deranged magical experiment, the cameleoparderpent is a cross between a cameleopard (giraffe) 

and a rattlesnake. The snake portion (complete with giant rattle) simply extends upwards into the neck of the 
cameleopard, though the head contains the sharp, venomous fangs of the rattlesnake. The cameleoparderpent 

possesses a paralysing poison. 
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CREATURE NAME:  CAT (1) 
 

GROUP: Feline    CATEGORY:   Mammal 
 

 
SIZE:    About 1ft INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Wil:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws and teeth 
Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Domesticated feline common as a pet. Agile and a good climber; is known for killing mice and small birds.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  CHEETAH (3) 
 

GROUP: Feline    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE: 3ft at the shoulder; 5ft long  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Savannah 

      SPEED:    160ft/40km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Yellow with black spots. Exceptionally fast carnivore, though has little stamina.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  CHICKEN (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:  A bit more than 1ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions:D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:N/A 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Domesticated edible and almost flightless bird.   

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   CINOMOLGUS (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of up to 2 1/2ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:   Near cinnamon  

      SPEED:    65ft/40km 

  
Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 
Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Medium sized bird of prey with reddy/purple feathers that makes its nest at the top of cinnamon bushes out of reach 

of humans. Cinnamon from such bushes is a valuable component in certain rituals. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  COW (1) 
 

GROUP: Bovine    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   About 5-6ft high  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Grassy places 
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      SPEED:    40ft/20km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 1 Agility:0  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Charging/trampling/stampeding 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:D  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Trample attack 

Trample rating = d3 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Domesticated beast, used to provide milk, meat and leather. A grazer that chews the cud. Sometimes has horns 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  CROCODILE (3) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   Typically 6-12ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamp 

      SPEED:   (land) 20ft/15km  

         (water)   30ft/25km 
 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:2  Force:3 

         

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:3  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Tail 

Hit Ability:0  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large carnivorous reptile. Lives in swamps, and spends a large amount of the time in the water, or else on the land 
nearby. Will often lurk in water with just the nostrils showing. Note that the stats given are for a typical crocodile; a 

smaller crocodile will be weaker, a larger one stronger. 

 

D 

CREATURE NAME:  DEATH WOLF (3) 
 

GROUP: Canine   CATEGORY:  Nightrunner 
 

 
SIZE:  3ft at the shoulder; 140lb  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   11  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
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EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    95ft/45km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous saliva, will  

        corrode organic matter (+1/+3) 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Death wolves are huge, black, wolf-size dogs, with unnaturally tough hinds and poisonous bites. They are a key part 

of the nightrunner forces, typically being used in scouting or as part of small patrols, though also in full scale battles. 

Their stamina is formidable and, though they can run as fast as a horse, will easily run it in to the ground in a 

prolonged chase.  

 
 

CREATURE NAME:  DEER, RED (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:   Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   4ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 
      SPEED:    65ft/42km 
 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:3  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:N/A 

Hit Ability:N/A  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Dark brown deer with antlers that are shed each year; ruminant.  

 

 

DEMONS 
Demons are a class of creatures inhabiting another (evil) circle of existence. Demons may be summoned by rituals 

and other spells; they may also (very rarely) manage to gain entrance in to our world by themselves. There are a 

large number of different demons of different powers; however, all demons are characterised by the following 

characteristics: 

 A delight in killing, pain and carnage. 

 Immunity to poison. 

 Immunity to fire. 

 Magic resistance of 16 or higher. 

 Evil. 
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 Vulnerability to holy water (1 flask takes off 1 endurance). 

 Vulnerability to water in general. Throwing water at one won’t hurt it; however, a demon which, e.g. falls 

in a river will lose 1end. per round. Hydroblast would take off an endurance point, and a very heavy 

rainstorm would weaken it. 

 Demons gain their powers from the life energies of those they slay, gaining 1 power per endurance point 

they remove. 

 All demons may swap 10 power to gain endurance point (though this may not take them over their 

maximum). Demons of high bestial or lower intelligence do this automatically as soon as they reach 10 

power; demons with magical abilities do not: it is their choice whether to use this power for endurance or to 

fuel their abilities. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DEMON, BARTHANTU (7) 
 

GROUP: Demon   CATEGORY:  Demon 
 

 
SIZE:  8ft at the shoulder; 15ft long INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   23  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    85ft/60km 

 

Endurance: 6 Toughness: 8 Reactions: 3 Agility:0  Will:8  Force:9 

 

 
ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:6   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK2:Front claws (2 per round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:9   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK3:Trampling. 

Trample rating 2d4+4 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Huge behemothal demon slightly resembling a giant, carnivorous, demonic, hippopotamus crossed with a bear. Its 
stocky form is a tower of strength and it can charge with surprising swiftness (as fast as a horse over a few 100ft). 

An aura of fear surrounds it; any who come within 50ft must take a will roll each round with a –1 modifier or flee in 

panic. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DEMON, GORUTHANG (6) 
 

GROUP: Demon   CATEGORY:   Demon 

 

 
SIZE:    6ft tall   INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
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HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    65ft/45km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 7 Agility:4  Will:6  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Broadsword (twice per round) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:6   Parrying:-4   Other:None 

ATTACK2:Sabre (twice per round) 

Hit Ability:8  Force:1   Parrying:-6   Other:None 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Goruthang are swift and deadly warriors, more than a match for all but the finest mortal warriors. Carrying a sword 

in each hand they can launch a devastating attack, whilst parrying or evading most incoming blows. They can parry 

once with each weapon per round. Has the following spell-like abilities: scry and scry(communicate); travel on the 

ethereal (ES=16, Will = 6, int =2, wis=2) with abilities give message, read thoughts and ethereal meld. Can use any 

ability once per kill (maximum “stored” power = 24; when summoned have 5).  

 
 

CREATURE NAME:  DEMON, MERNAL (2) 
 

GROUP: Demon   CATEGORY:  Demon 
 

 
SIZE:    3ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   16  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    45ft/35km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:2  Force:1 

 

 
ATTACK1:Claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small creatures that resemble deformed monkeys. Can climb and leap through trees and attack in swarms. Not very 

intelligent. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DEMON, NASKU (3) 
 

GROUP: Demon   CATEGORY:  Demon 

 

 
SIZE:  4ft tall; wingspan 6ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   17  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 
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      SPEED:    75ft/70km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:3  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK2:Spitting poison (once every 2 rounds) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous saliva, those  

        hit lose 1end. (+1/+3). If hits  

        head, 1/3 chance of blind for 5  
        rounds. 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small, ugly flying creatures with bat like wings, long claws and poisonous saliva. Typically attack in groups, where 

they will spit saliva, aiming for the head against those who can harm them (archers, spell-casters) and the body for 

others.  Large numbers of them will bombard the most dangerous target (e.g. an archer) simultaneously. After their 

enemies are dead they will devour them, though they also kill for pleasure. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DEMON, RAHVASHDA (5) 
 

GROUP: Demon   CATEGORY:  Demon 

 

 
SIZE:  5ft at the shoulder; 400lb  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   19  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    100ft/110km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 4 Agility:2  Will:6  Force:5 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:5   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Rahvashda are huge, ferocious wolf-like demons of great strength and toughness. They are fast over all terrain and 

can track by smell or by the trace of magic. They can climb brilliantly and are able to climb trees (if they can 

support their weight), cliff faces and are hardly slowed by a steep mountain path. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DEMON, SOHARADON (12) 
 

GROUP: Demon   CATEGORY:  Demon 
 

 
SIZE:    11ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   32  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 
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CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:   (air) 60ft/65km 

         (land) 40ft/50km 

 

Endurance: 10 Toughness: 9 Reactions: 6 Agility:1  Will:9  Force:6 

 

 

ATTACK1:Flaming Greatsword  

Hit Ability:7  Force:11   Parrying:-3/-3   Other:Smash shields  

         on 5-6. –1 end to fire. 
 

ATTACK2:Spells (2 per round). 

A Soharadon can cast all dark spells, in addition to Fireball, Wards, Wall of Fire, Shield, Teleport, Dispel Magic, 

Heat Armour, Miragic form, Ring of earthfire, Energy Discharge; Counterspell; Travel on the Ethereal (all abilities); 

Meteor Shower; Permanence. Cost to cast in power = cost in mana/10 (round normally; minimum 1). A requisite 

gem can be replaced by: amethyst: 3 power; ruby: 7 power. 

 

ATTACK3:Mind control/mana leach 
May mind control any demons of high bestial intelligence or lower. It may then, as a free action, leach endurance 

points from them (max 10 power per round), gaining 1 power per endurance point. 

 

ATTACK 4:Mass possession. 
Each round may cast possession (as the spell); cost = 1 power); (will = 9). A Soharadon may possess up to 144 

people at once with no penalties. Each person possessed may, as usual, make a will roll each round to see if they can 

escape the possession (the Soharadon rolls separately for each person). 

 

ATTACK5:Dread 
As the spell. Costs 2 power. 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The Soharadon is a mighty demon lord, having the form of a large human-shaped demon with bat wings, and great 

claws. It will sometimes attempt to disguise itself as a human using Miragic form, though it will be revealed in its 

true form on the ethereal. In combat it makes use of its mighty greatsword and spells (can only cast 1 spell per round 

when in the air), as well as its terrifying mental abilities. It also carries a mage-shield (and has the skill “Shields”). It 
possesses the skill “Dive”. A Soharadon has domain dominance (fire) and domain dominance (death). A Soharadon 

typically begins with 45 power (max = 144). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DEMON, STHAND (6) 
 

GROUP: Demon   CATEGORY:  Demon 

 

 
SIZE:  8ft tall; 14ft wingspan  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   20  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    70ft/90km 
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Endurance: 4 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 4 Agility:1  Will:4  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws  

Hit Ability:6  Force:3   Parrying:N/A   Other:None 

 

ATTACK2:Fireball 

As spell. F=2 cost 1 power; F=4 costs 2 power; F=6 costs 6power. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, powerful flying creatures with bat like wings and long arms that end in taloned hands. It may cast up to one 
fireball per round, providing it has the power. It gains one power per kill (maximum “stored” power = 24; when 

summoned have 5). Sthand typically engage in melee combat unless badly wounded, rather than merely flying high 

and fireballing enemies. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DEMON, TACTORUS (7) 
 

GROUP: Demon   CATEGORY:  Demon 
 

 
SIZE:    6ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   23  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 

HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    40ft/50km 

 
Endurance: 2 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 5 Agility:1  Will:5  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws  

Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A   Other:None 

 

ATTACK2:Spells (2 per round). 

A Tactorus can cast all dark spells, in addition to Fireball, Wards, Wall of Fire, Shield, Teleport, Dispel Magic, Heat 

Armour, Ring of earthfire, Energy Discharge; Counterspell; Travel on the Ethereal (all abilities); Meteor Shower; 

Permanence. Cost to cast in power = cost in mana/10 (round normally; minimum 1). A requisite gem can be 

replaced by: amethyst: 3 power; ruby: 7 power. 

 

ATTACK3:Mind control/mana leach 
May mind control any demons of high bestial intelligence or lower. It may then, as a free action, leach endurance 

points from them (max 10 power per round), gaining 1 power per endurance point. 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A large human-sized demon with bat like wings and clawed hands. Can fly, though can only cast one spell per round 

whilst in the air. A canny spell-caster though a weak combatant it chiefly relies on its spells in combat – it will 

typically try to sit somewhere on a high crag and rain spells down. A tactorus has domain mastery (fire) and domain 
mastery (death). A Tactorus begins with 25 power (max 84). 
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CREATURE NAME:  DONKEY (1) 
 

GROUP: Beast of Burden  CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   3-4ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    50ft/35km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Kicking with hind legs 
Hit Ability:2  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Horse-like animal with long ears. Slightly smaller, less agile and slower than a horse. Less tractable. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   DRAGON, LESSER, BLACK(11) 
 

GROUP: Lesser Dragon  CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 

 

 
SIZE: Body 50-60ft; wingspan 120-140ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   24   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No  

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountain/ 

          Desert 

      SPEED:    105ft/110km 

 

Endurance: 10 Toughness: 9 Reactions: 6 Agility:4  Will:12  Force:10 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:12   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 
Hit Ability:4  Force:10   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Tail (if appropriate) 

Hit Ability:2  Force:12  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK4: Blast of Fear (once every 5 rounds) 

May fire out a blast of fear (maximum distance away is 100m) which targets everything in a 10° cone. Everything 

there must pass a will role (-6 modifier) or flee in panic. 

ATTACK5:Energy leaching.  

A black dragon is surrounded in negative energy. A non-magical weapon that touches it will crumble. If it strikes 

you with its claws you lose 1 endurance in addition to any other damage it does. For every 7 endurance points a 

black dragon leaches it gains one itself. 
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ATTACK6:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=12, to F=0 for 25m away. 

(Fire is a 60° cone) 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The lesser dragons are not simply younger versions of their cousins, the great dragons; rather they are an entirely 

different species, being lesser in lifespan, intelligence, size, strength and magical prowess. Even so, lesser dragons 
are still an awe-inspiring sight (will roll with –4 modifier). All lesser dragons are totally immune to fire and possess 

the skill “Dive”. Though of an intelligence to fully understand speech, they are physically incapable of speech and 

(with the exception of the lesser golden dragon) cannot speak by means of their own magical powers. Reclusive and 

powerful, a lesser dragon does not care for the company, opinions or needs of others – whether other dragons or the 

lesser races such as humans (they will pay heed to great dragons). A very large range of territory is needed to 

support a lesser dragon and they will hunt without care of others in this range – a lesser dragon is not a good 

neighbour. A seriously wounded dragon will usually fly away and find somewhere else to live unless it has young. 

Lesser dragons live for several hundred years (c. 500 average for green up to c. 700 for golden); they take around 50 

years to grow to their full maturity and lay an egg about once a century. They are very protective of their young. 

Red, black, silver and bronze lesser dragons are all more powerful than blue and green but less powerful than gold 

lesser dragons. Red dragons have the hottest flame and the most potent fiery attack.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   DRAGON, LESSER, BLUE(9) 
 

GROUP: Lesser dragon  CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE: Body 40-50ft; wingspan 100-120ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   22   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No  

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountain/ 

          Desert 

      SPEED:    100ft/100km 

 

Endurance: 8 Toughness: 8 Reactions: 5 Agility:4  Will:10  Force:8 

 

 
ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:10   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:8   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Tail (if appropriate) 

Hit Ability:2  Force:10 Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK4:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=10, to F=0 for 20m away. 

(Fire is a 60° cone) 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The lesser dragons are not simply younger versions of their cousins, the great dragons; rather they are an entirely 

different species, being lesser in lifespan, intelligence, size, strength and magical prowess. Even so, lesser dragons 

are still an awe-inspiring sight (will roll with –4 modifier). All lesser dragons are totally immune to fire and possess 

the skill “Dive”. Though of an intelligence to fully understand speech, they are physically incapable of speech and 

(with the exception of the lesser golden dragon) cannot speak by means of their own magical powers. Reclusive and 
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powerful, a lesser dragon does not care for the company, opinions or needs of others – whether other dragons or the 

lesser races such as humans (they will pay heed to great dragons). A very large range of territory is needed to 

support a lesser dragon and they will hunt without care of others in this range – a lesser dragon is not a good 

neighbour. A seriously wounded dragon will usually fly away and find somewhere else to live unless it has young. 

Lesser dragons live for several hundred years (c. 500 average for green up to c. 700 for golden); they take around 50 

years to grow to their full maturity and lay an egg about once a century. They are very protective of their young. 

Blue and green lesser dragons are the least powerful of the lesser dragons, being weaker physically and possessing 

no magic. Blue lesser dragons are slightly tougher and stronger than green lesser dragons, though less agile.  

 
 

CREATURE NAME:   DRAGON, LESSER, BRONZE (11) 
 

GROUP: Lesser Dragon  CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE: Body 60-70ft; wingspan 145-160ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   25   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No  

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountain/ 

          Desert 

      SPEED:    100ft/120km 
 

Endurance: 15 Toughness: 12 Reactions: 7 Agility:3  Will:14  Force:14 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:16   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:12   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Tail (if appropriate) 

Hit Ability:2  Force:16  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK4:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=12, to F=0 for 30m away. 
(Fire is a 60° cone) 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The lesser dragons are not simply younger versions of their cousins, the great dragons; rather they are an entirely 

different species, being lesser in lifespan, intelligence, size, strength and magical prowess. Even so, lesser dragons 

are still an awe-inspiring sight (will roll with –4 modifier). All lesser dragons are totally immune to fire and possess 
the skill “Dive”. Though of an intelligence to fully understand speech, they are physically incapable of speech and 

(with the exception of the lesser golden dragon) cannot speak by means of their own magical powers. Reclusive and 

powerful, a lesser dragon does not care for the company, opinions or needs of others – whether other dragons or the 

lesser races such as humans (they will pay heed to great dragons). A very large range of territory is needed to 

support a lesser dragon and they will hunt without care of others in this range – a lesser dragon is not a good 

neighbour. A seriously wounded dragon will usually fly away and find somewhere else to live unless it has young. 

Lesser dragons live for several hundred years (c. 500 average for green up to c. 700 for golden); they take around 50 

years to grow to their full maturity and lay an egg about once a century. They are very protective of their young. 

Red, black, silver and bronze lesser dragons are all more powerful than blue and green but less powerful than gold 

lesser dragons. Bronze dragons are physically the strongest and most powerful of all the lesser dragons though lack 

the ability to cast spells. 
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CREATURE NAME:   DRAGON, LESSER, GOLDEN (13) 
 

GROUP: Lesser Dragon  CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 

 

 
SIZE: Body 55-65ft; wingspan 135-150ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   26   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No  

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountain/ 
          Desert 

      SPEED:    115ft/110km 

 

Endurance: 12 Toughness: 10 Reactions: 7 Agility:4  Will:16  Force:12 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:14   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:12   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Tail (if appropriate) 
Hit Ability:2  Force:14  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK4: Golden Aura 

An aura surrounds a golden dragon to a distance of 10ft. Any who are within this aura and who strike the dragon 

automatically lose an endurance point. 

ATTACK5:Burning rays (two per round) 
Each turn a ray lashes out of the golden dragon’s eyes. This ray counts as a force 12 fire hit, and can set a tree 

blazing.  

ATTACK6:Arc lightning 
A golden dragon can cast “arc lightning” once per round. 

ATTACK7:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=14, to F=0 for 30m away. 

(Fire is a 60° cone) 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The lesser dragons are not simply younger versions of their cousins, the great dragons; rather they are an entirely 

different species, being lesser in lifespan, intelligence, size, strength and magical prowess. Even so, lesser dragons 

are still an awe-inspiring sight (will roll with –4 modifier). All lesser dragons are totally immune to fire and possess 

the skill “Dive”.  Though of an intelligence to fully understand speech, they are physically incapable of speech and 

(with the exception of the lesser golden dragon) cannot speak by means of their own magical powers. Reclusive and 

powerful, a lesser dragon does not care for the company, opinions or needs of others – whether other dragons or the 
lesser races such as humans (they will pay heed to great dragons). A very large range of territory is needed to 

support a lesser dragon and they will hunt without care of others in this range – a lesser dragon is not a good 

neighbour. A seriously wounded dragon will usually fly away and find somewhere else to live unless it has young. 

Lesser dragons live for several hundred years (c. 500 average for green up to c. 700 for golden); they take around 50 

years to grow to their full maturity and lay an egg about once a century. They are very protective of their young. 

Red, black, silver and bronze lesser dragons are all more powerful than blue and green but less powerful than gold 

lesser dragons. Golden dragons are the most powerful of the lesser dragons; physically they are second only to the 

bronze dragons and magically they are without peer. Golden dragons are immune to fear and have very high magic 

resistance to any mind magic. They can speak telepathically to other creatures.  
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CREATURE NAME:   DRAGON, LESSER, GREEN(9) 
 

GROUP: Lesser Dragon  CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 

 

 
SIZE: Body 35-45ft; wingspan 90-110ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountain/ 
          Desert 

      SPEED:    125ft/105km 

 

Endurance: 7 Toughness: 8 Reactions: 7 Agility:5  Will:10  Force:7 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:10   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:7   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Tail (if appropriate) 
Hit Ability:2  Force:9  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK4:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=12, to F=0 for 30m away. 

(Fire is a 30° cone) 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The lesser dragons are not simply younger versions of their cousins, the great dragons; rather they are an entirely 
different species, being lesser in lifespan, intelligence, size, strength and magical prowess. Even so, lesser dragons 

are still an awe-inspiring sight (will roll with –4 modifier). All lesser dragons are totally immune to fire and possess 

the skill “Dive”. Though of an intelligence to fully understand speech, they are physically incapable of speech and 

(with the exception of the lesser golden dragon) cannot speak by means of their own magical powers. Reclusive and 

powerful, a lesser dragon does not care for the company, opinions or needs of others – whether other dragons or the 

lesser races such as humans (they will pay heed to great dragons). A very large range of territory is needed to 

support a lesser dragon and they will hunt without care of others in this range – a lesser dragon is not a good 

neighbour. A seriously wounded dragon will usually fly away and find somewhere else to live unless it has young. 

Lesser dragons live for several hundred years (c. 500 average for green up to c. 700 for golden); they take around 50 

years to grow to their full maturity and lay an egg about once a century. They are very protective of their young. 

Blue and green lesser dragons are the least powerful of the lesser dragons, being weaker physically and possessing 
no magic. Green lesser dragons are the fastest and most agile of the lesser dragons. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   DRAGON, LESSER, RED (11) 
 

GROUP: Lesser Dragon  CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE: Body 50-60ft; wingspan 120-140ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   24   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No  

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
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EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountain/ 

          Desert 

      SPEED:    105ft/110km 

 

Endurance: 10 Toughness: 9 Reactions: 6 Agility:4  Will:12  Force:10 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:12   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:10   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
ATTACK3:Tail (if appropriate) 

Hit Ability:2  Force:12  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK4: Fire Bolts (twice per combat round) 

Each Fire Bolt is a force 8 fireball with all the normal damage (range 100m). In addition, wherever a Bolt hits the 

ground explodes around it on all sides in a “Ring of Earthfire” with a 30ft radius. 

ATTACK5:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=15, to F=0 for 30m away. 

(Fire is a 60° cone) 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The lesser dragons are not simply younger versions of their cousins, the great dragons; rather they are an entirely 

different species, being lesser in lifespan, intelligence, size, strength and magical prowess. Even so, lesser dragons 

are still an awe-inspiring sight (will roll with –4 modifier). All lesser dragons are totally immune to fire and possess 

the skill “Dive”. Though of an intelligence to fully understand speech, they are physically incapable of speech and 

(with the exception of the lesser golden dragon) cannot speak by means of their own magical powers. Reclusive and 

powerful, a lesser dragon does not care for the company, opinions or needs of others – whether other dragons or the 

lesser races such as humans (they will pay heed to great dragons). A very large range of territory is needed to 

support a lesser dragon and they will hunt without care of others in this range – a lesser dragon is not a good 
neighbour. A seriously wounded dragon will usually fly away and find somewhere else to live unless it has young. 

Lesser dragons live for several hundred years (c. 500 average for green up to c. 700 for golden); they take around 50 

years to grow to their full maturity and lay an egg about once a century. They are very protective of their young. 

Red, black, silver and bronze lesser dragons are all more powerful than blue and green but less powerful than gold 

lesser dragons. Red dragons have the hottest flame and the most potent fiery attack.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   DRAGON, LESSER, SILVER (11) 
 

GROUP: Lesser Dragon  CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 

 

 
SIZE: Body 45-55ft; wingspan 115-130ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   25   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No  

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountain/ 

          Desert 

      SPEED:    115ft/110km 

 

Endurance: 10 Toughness: 9 Reactions: 6 Agility:4  Will:12  Force:10 
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ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:12   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:10   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Tail (if appropriate) 

Hit Ability:2  Force:12  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK4: Lightning bolt  

One lightning bolt is gained per round; the dragon may “store” up to five (which may all be released at once, though 

no more than one may strike any given target). 

ATTACK5: Reflective wings 
Any magic attack that strikes a silver dragon’s wings is reflected back at the owner (if the dragon passes its dodge 

roll it may use the wing in this way). In addition, once per round (if it is sunny and when it is not reflecting a spell or 

in close combat) the dragon may focus the sun’s rays on a person, blinding them for 5 rounds. Assuming the person 

realises what the dragon is doing, can see them clearly and is not distracted they may block with a shield (at a –1) or 

dodge (at a –2) 

ATTACK6:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=14, to F=0 for 35m away. 

(Fire is a 30° cone) 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The lesser dragons are not simply younger versions of their cousins, the great dragons; rather they are an entirely 

different species, being lesser in lifespan, intelligence, size, strength and magical prowess. Even so, lesser dragons 

are still an awe-inspiring sight (will roll with –4 modifier). All lesser dragons are totally immune to fire and possess 

the skill “Dive”. Though of an intelligence to fully understand speech, they are physically incapable of speech and 
(with the exception of the lesser golden dragon) cannot speak by means of their own magical powers. Reclusive and 

powerful, a lesser dragon does not care for the company, opinions or needs of others – whether other dragons or the 

lesser races such as humans (they will pay heed to great dragons). A very large range of territory is needed to 

support a lesser dragon and they will hunt without care of others in this range – a lesser dragon is not a good 

neighbour. A seriously wounded dragon will usually fly away and find somewhere else to live unless it has young. 

Lesser dragons live for several hundred years (c. 500 average for green up to c. 700 for golden); they take around 50 

years to grow to their full maturity and lay an egg about once a century. They are very protective of their young. 

Red, black, silver and bronze lesser dragons are all more powerful than blue and green but less powerful than gold 

lesser dragons. Silver dragons have devastating reflective abilities. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DUCK (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   about 1’6”  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 

HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Lakes, rivers 

           and wetlands 
      SPEED:    D 

  

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 
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ATTACK1:N/A 

Hit Ability:N/A  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Any of about 50 species of short-legged waterbirds with webbed feet and flattened bills. Can fly (though is fairly 

ungainly) and swim. Can also be eaten.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  DWARF (Character level) 
 

GROUP: Dwarf    CATEGORY: Intelligent humanoid 

 

 
SIZE:   About 4 1/2ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Not usually DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied; likes   

     mountains 

     SPEED:    25ft/28km 

  

Endurance: V Toughness: 2 Reactions: V Agility:0  Will:2  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon dependent 

Hit Ability:W  Force:W  Parrying:W  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Short, stocky humanoids; frequently with beards. Strong, tough and powerful, though not usually agile or dexterous. 

Known for their skill in mining, weapons of choice tend to be axes, morningstars, war hammers and other weapons 

of this nature, though they are capable, with training, of using any weapon. Long-lived: 250 years for a dwarf 

approximately equals 70 for a human. Note that as they are intelligent creatures, dwarf statistics may vary wildly 

from this. 

 

E 

CREATURE NAME:  EAGLE (2) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   6ft wingspan  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forests and mountains 

      SPEED:    80ft/65km 

  

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 4 Agility:2  Will:2  Force:2 
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ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, fierce and powerful bird of prey. Builds eyries in mountains and tall trees which it will defend fiercely. If 

attacked, attacker receives a –2 in the “to hit” column (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). Eagles possess the skill 

“Dive”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, AIR (6) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 
SIZE: Varies constantly; roughly 5-6ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   19  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Sky 

      SPEED:    175ft/200km 

  

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 5 Agility:4  Will:5  Force:1 

 

 
ATTACK1:Fists. Can attack twice each combat round. 

Hit Ability:5  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

An air elemental is made of air, and is thus very hard to see; it is only distinguishable by a faint outline around its 

body. Its shape is constantly in flux. Can fly – it is totally at home in the air, just as a fish would be in water. Can 

make itself invisible (each person must roll 1d6 each combat round, they see it on a 5-6). Can only be harmed by 

magical weapons. If attacked, attacker receives a –2 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). It 

possesses the skill “Improved Fly”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, AIR, GREATER (8) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 
SIZE: Varies constantly; roughly 6-7ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   26  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Sky 

      SPEED:    200ft/250km 
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Endurance: 3 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 6 Agility:6  Will:7  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists. Can attack twice each combat round. 

Hit Ability:6  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK2:Tornado. Can cast the gryphonic spell “tornado” at will. It cannot do this and attack in a round. At any 

time it may have up to 5 tornados present at once (or 8 if it is not attacking). 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A greater air elemental is made of air, and is thus very hard to see; it is only distinguishable by a faint outline around 

its body. Its shape is constantly in flux. Can fly – it is totally at home in the air, just as a fish would be in water. Can 
make itself invisible (each person must roll 1d6 each combat round, they see it on a 6). Can only be harmed by 

magical weapons. If attacked, attacker receives a –2 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). It 

possesses the skill “Improved fly” and “Dive”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, CALORIC (7) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 
SIZE:    7-8ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varies 

      SPEED:    45ft/60km 

  
 

Endurance: 4 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 4 Agility:2  Will:6  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists  

Hit Ability:5  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:  

 

ATTACK2:Temperature control. A caloric elemental can, every 5 rounds, alter the temperature in its surroundings 

up to 50ft away. Typically it will make it cold, causing everyone to take –2 cold penalties (warm clothing works as 

normal). It can also make it hot, making everyone take –2 heat penalties (fire protection unguent will work against 

this, providing you’re not wearing warm clothing). In addition, any weapon that touches it it will immediately 
become very hot or very cold – in either case, the person concerned must make a will roll (-2 modifier) to continue 

holding it. If they do continue holding it, they will lose 1 endurance points every 2 rounds. Any attack that makes 

contact with a person’s armour causes the armour to become as if affected by a Heat Armour spell for 3 rounds. 

Alternatively it can make it use Chill Armour which has the same effect but with cold. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A caloric elemental appears to be made of a dull, slow moving fluid. It has control over the flow of heat; as such no 

spells or effects that work by causing a change of temperature (e.g. Fireball, Icelance, naphtha) will have any effect. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, EARTH (6) 
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GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:   8ft tall, very broad INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Not cities 

      SPEED:    20ft/30km 
  

 

Endurance: 5 Toughness: 8 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:8  Force:7 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists 

Hit Ability:6  Force:7   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Appears to slightly resemble a large troll, but apparently made of earth and rock. Slow, but very powerful. Could 
quite easily smash through a wooden wall. If perfectly still it will exactly resemble a rock, particularly if you’re not 

looking for it. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, EARTH, GREATER (8) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 
SIZE:   9ft tall, very broad INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   24  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Not cities 

      SPEED:    20ft/30km 

  
 

Endurance: 8 Toughness: 11 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:10  Force:10 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists 

Hit Ability:6  Force:10 Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Appears to slightly resemble a large troll, but apparently made of earth and rock. Slow, but very powerful. Could 

quite easily smash through a wooden wall. If perfectly still it will exactly resemble a rock, particularly if you’re not 
looking for it. Can only be hurt by magical weapons. A greater earth elemental can move (at speed = ½) through 

solid rock.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, ETHER (7) 
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GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:    Formless INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ethereal 
      SPEED:    365ft/750km 

  

 

Endurance: 6 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 7 Agility:4  Will:8  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Ethereal fighting 

Hit Ability:3  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK2: Ethereal Abilities. They possess all ethereal abilities. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A creature of pure ether, inhabiting the ethereal plane, ether elementals rarely deign to notice those on the physical 

plane. However, if they do, they are by no means harmless. They are able to use all the manifesting abilities of a 

ghost and have 50 manifesting points per day. Those who disturb them on the ethereal should be especially wary. On 

the ethereal plane they fight as anyone else does; however, they only receive a –1 to their ES for every major 

activity they do instead of the usual –2. Ether elemenentals are immune to turbulence  and have ES35. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, FIRE (6) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:    6-7ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   19  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Fire, lava,   

        volcanoes 

      SPEED:    45ft/60km 

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:6  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists 

Hit Ability:7  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:If strikes someone, that person  

       will lose 1 end. from burns; the attack is  
       then resolved normally. 

ATTACK2:Fire stream (can only be used every other combat round; range 100ft) 

Hit Ability:2  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other: Anyone dodging receives +1. If  

       hit, lose –1 end. Can hit more than 1  

       person 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Man-shaped being made of pure fire. Very vulnerable to water (for example, throwing a bucket of water on it would 

cause it to lose 1end.) and to water spells such as hydroblast. Can only be harmed by magical weapons or by water. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, FIRE, GREATER (8) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 
SIZE:    7-8ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   25  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Fire, lava,   

        volcanoes 

      SPEED:    65ft/80km 
 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 5 Agility:4  Will:9  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists 

Hit Ability:8  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:If strikes someone, that person  

       will lose 1 end. from burns; the attack is  

       then resolved normally. 

ATTACK2:Fire stream (can only be used every other combat round; range 250ft) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other: Anyone dodging receives +1. If  

       hit, lose –1 end. Can hit more than 1  
       person. Burn damage as normal. 

 

ATTACK3: Fire spawn. Can only be used every 5 combat rounds, and not in conjunction with fire stream. The 

greater fire elemental throws off three small balls of fire up to 150ft away. If these hit anyone that person will lose 1 

end (it aims at HA=-1). These spawns have 0 endurance, 3 toughness, 3 agility and speed 5; they cannot attack other 

than by using a fire stream once per round. This fire stream has HA1, F=0, burn damage as normal, range 50ft. The 

spawns can only be killed by magical weapons or water. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Man-shaped being made of pure fire. Very vulnerable to water (for example, throwing a bucket of water on it would 

cause it to lose 1end.) and to water spells such as hydroblast. Can only be harmed by magical weapons or by water. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, GLASS (6) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 
SIZE: Varies constantly; roughly 6-7ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   19  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
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HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varies 

      SPEED:    95ft/140km 

  

 

Endurance: 4 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 7 Agility:6  Will:5  Force:5 

 

 

ATTACK1:Slashing (two attacks per round).  

Hit Ability:8  Force:5   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK2: Shattering. If a portion of a glass elemental is hit by a (net) F=10 blow it will shatter, dealing 2 

endurance point of damage to all within 5ft and 1 to all within 10ft (targets may make an agility roll; if you 
pass then take (net roll – 6) away from the number of endurance points you lose). This can incapacitate the 

elemental. If the shattered portion is the body, the whole elemental will explode, dealing 4 endurance to any 

within 5ft, 3 to any within 10ft, 2 to any within 15ft and 1 to any within 25ft. (targets may make an agility 

roll; if you pass then take (net roll – 6) away from the number of endurance points you lose). 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A glass elemental is made of glass, but glass that flows and moves. It moves like quicksilver, dodging, slashing and 

so forth. It is immune to any ray or beam attacks (e.g. Paralysis) and will reflect them back to its caster.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, LIGHTNING (6) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 
SIZE:    6-7ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   19  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varies 

      SPEED:    250ft/180km 

  

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 8 Agility:5  Will:5  Force:1 

 

 
ATTACK1:Fists (2 attacks per round)  

Hit Ability:9  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:Each attack does 1 end zapping 

       damage. If blocked by a shield blocker 

       loses 1 endurance. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A creature of lightning and electricity, a lightning elemental moves with devastating speed. Its attacks electrocute 

their target. Any metal weapon which hits it in melee causes the hitter to lose 1 endurance due to being electrocuted. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, PRIMORDIAL SLIME (6) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
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SIZE: Varies constantly; roughly 6-7ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Caves 

      SPEED:    25ft/30km 

  

 

Endurance: 5 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 5 Agility:0  Will:5  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists.  
Hit Ability:4  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:Corrosion. Treat as a poison roll 

       (-2/2) 

 

ATTACK2: Corrosion. Any non-magical weapon which hits it will, unless protected by a Rune of Resistance, 

corrode, taking –1HA, 1F. This affect is cumulative, but a weapon which reaches –3HA, 3F is destroyed. 

Shields corrode in a similar way but do not suffer penalties; however, 3 hits will destroy a shield. Armour 

will also corrode; 2 hits will destroy the armour in one portion of the body, or 3 hits for crystal armour. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
A primordial slime elemental is made of slime and typically lurks in dark, dank caves and tunnels underground. Its 

shape can alter at will, though slowly – it could, for example, flow under the crack in a door. Can only be harmed by 

magical weapons. Its slime is corrosive. Two or more slime elementals can merge, forming a larger elemental. The 

new elemental will have +2F, +1T, +1Will and endurance equal to the endurance of the two smaller ones. A large 

element can also split again into two of normal size (and will automatically do so if reduced to 4 endurance). There 

is no limit to the number which can combine. A slime elemental can also split into two smaller elementals; it will 

automatically do so if reduced to 2 endurance. These will have –2F, -1T, -1Will and have half the endurance of the 

parent (if an odd number, one gets half + ½, the other half – ½). 
 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, SAND (6) 

 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 

SIZE: Varies constantly; roughly 6-7ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 

HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Desert 

      SPEED:    115ft/100km 

  

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 5 Agility:4  Will:5  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists.  

Hit Ability:6  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
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ATTACK2: Abrasion. Anyone it flies through will suffer an F=2 hit to the body and be blinded for d2 rounds. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A sand elemental is made of sand. Its shape is constantly in flux and it can either fly or burrow at will through the 

sand. Can only be harmed by magical weapons. If attacked, each attacker receives a –2 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if 

firing a bow at long range).  Possesses the skill “Fly”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, SAND, GREATER (8) 

 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 
 

 

SIZE: Varies constantly; roughly 8-9ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 

HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Desert 

      SPEED:    95ft/110km 

  
 

Endurance: 5 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 5 Agility:3  Will:6  Force:5 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists. 

Hit Ability:4  Force:5  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2: Abrasion. Anyone it flies through will suffer an F=4 hit to the body and is blinded for d3 rounds. 

ATTACK3: Sandstorm. At will it may summon a sandstorm. This covers an area of up to 100ft, centred up to 150ft 

from the creature. It lasts for 30s. Anyone in it is blinded (whilst in it), disoriented (moves randomly), moves at half 

speed and takes an F=2 hit to the body each round. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A greater sand elemental is made of sand. Its shape is constantly in flux and it can either fly or burrow at will 

through the sand. Can only be harmed by magical weapons. If attacked, each attacker receives a –2 on the “to hit” 

table (or –3 if firing a bow at long range).  Possesses the skill “Fly” and “Dive”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, SPIRIT (8) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:    8-9ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   23  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Magical    

        areas 

      SPEED:    60ft/75km 

 

Endurance: 4 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 6 Agility:4  Will:8  Force:4 
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ATTACK1:Fists (can attack twice in each combat round) 

Hit Ability:8 Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:If struck, target must roll equal to or less  

     than their toughness on a d6 or be stunned for a  

     round. 

ATTACK2:Spirit ball (ranged weapon; used once per combat round (range 200ft)) 

Hit Ability:4 Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:Can be blocked by shield. If struck, target  

     must roll equal to or less than their toughness on  

    a d6 or be stunned for a round. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Man-shaped being, translucent, pale blue with sparks and lighting (as if it was made out of visible electricity). The 

most powerful type of elemental. Can only be harmed by magical weapons.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, SPIRIT, GREATER (10) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:    9-10ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   30  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Magical    
        areas 

      SPEED:    95ft/110km 

 

Endurance: 6 Toughness: 8 Reactions: 8 Agility:5  Will:11  Force:6 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists (can attack twice in each combat round) 

Hit Ability:8 Force:6   Parrying:N/A  Other:If struck, target must roll equal to or less  

     than their toughness on a d6 or be stunned for a  

     round. 

ATTACK2:Spirit ball (ranged weapon; used once per combat round (range 500ft) 

Hit Ability:6 Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:Can be blocked by shield. If struck, target  
     must roll equal to or less than their toughness on  

    a d6 or be stunned for a round. 

 

ATTACK3: Can cast Arc Lightning once per 5 combat rounds. Cannot be combined with a spirit ball attack. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Man-shaped being, translucent, pale blue with sparks and lighting (as if it was made out of visible electricity). The 

most powerful type of elemental. Can only be harmed by magical weapons. Any spell cast upon a greater spirit 

elemental restores its health by 1 endurance point. It can implode most wards.   

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, VITAL ESSENCE (7) 
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GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE: Varies constantly; roughly 7-8ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varies 
      SPEED:    75ft/110km 

  

 

Endurance: 7 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 5 Agility:3  Will:6  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists  

Hit Ability:5  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:Resolve the attack using only  

       the toughness of the armour (ignore 

 innate toughness). Any attack that would do a light 

wound or more, roll 
 a d4. Target heals that many endurance 

 points (will not take them above their 

 maximum) and ages that many years.  

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Quivering, pulsating, always in motion, a vital essense elemental is constantly moving and changing colour (shades 

of green with hints of yellow and blue). Though its attacks do not do conventional damage, those it touches will find 
that their metabolism drastically speeds up briefly. This can be an advantage – the person will heal – but is also bad 

as it causes them to age. If this takes the person over any aging thresholds, the appropriate modifiers should be 

applied. A vital essense elemental regenerates 1 endurance point every 2 rounds. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, WATER (5) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:    5-6ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Water 
      SPEED:   (land) 20ft/25km 

         (water) 70ft/100km 

  

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:5  Force:2 

          

ATTACK1:Fists 

Hit Ability:4  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Man-shaped being composed of water. Amphibious. Can only be harmed by magical weapons.  

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, WATER, GREATER (7) 
 

GROUP: Elemental   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:    6-7ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   25  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Water 

      SPEED:   (land) 20ft/25km 

         (water)70ft/100km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:8  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists (in water can attack twice per combat round) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 
ATTACK2: Can create whirlpools in a similar way to the way in which an air elemental can create tornadoes. 

These would be big enough to sink a small boat but not a large ship. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Man-shaped being composed of water. Amphibious. Can only be harmed by magical weapons.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, WINGED (2) 
 

GROUP: Elemental    CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of about 8ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Sky 

      SPEED:    40ft/55km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:2  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:Easy to block (see below) 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A bit like a flying snake/bird/lizard. Their attacks can be blocked with any weapon on a 5-6, with the exception of 
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bows, pike, dagger, sabre, lance, morning star (can’t block); short sword (blocks on a 6) and mace or quarterstaff 

(blocks on a 4-6). Winged elementals can only be harmed my magical weapons; however, an appropriate 

conventional weapon which scores a serious wound on a wing will break the bone, causing the winged elemental to 

spiral down to the ground. If a winged elemental touches the ground it will explode; if you are touching it at this 

point you will be badly burned and lose an endurance point. If you attacked with a weapon then you will be OK. If 

attacked, attacker receives a –1 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEMENTAL, WINGED, GREATER (4) 
 

GROUP: Elemental    CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of about 10ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   16  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Sky 

      SPEED:    45ft/65km 

  

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 3 Agility:1  Will:4  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:4  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:Easy to block (see below) 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A bit like a flying snake/bird/lizard. Their attacks can be blocked with any weapon on a 5-6, with the exception of 

bows, pike, dagger, sabre, lance, morning star (can’t block); short sword (blocks on a 6) and mace or quarterstaff 

(blocks on a 4-6). Winged elementals can only be harmed my magical weapons; however, an appropriate 

conventional weapon which scores a serious wound on a wing will break the bone, causing the winged elemental to 

spiral down to the ground. If a winged elemental touches the ground it will explode; if you are touching it at this 

point you will be badly burned and lose two endurance points. If you attacked with a weapon then you will be OK. 

If you are just close by you will only lose 1. If attacked, attacker receives a –1 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if firing a 

bow at long range). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELEPHANT (5) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:    12ft high INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Savannah 

      SPEED:    50ft/40km 

 

Endurance: 6 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:3  Force:10 
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ATTACK1:Feet 

Hit Ability:0  Force:10   Parrying:N/A  Other:Can’t be parried. 

ATTACK2:Trunk 
Hit Ability:2  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:Can block attacks as if a shield. 

ATTACK3:Trample attack 

Trample rating = 2d4 +2 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large mammal with a thick, grey, wrinkled skin, a large head, tusks, big ears and a flexible trunk.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ELF (Character level) 
 

GROUP: Elf    CATEGORY: Intelligent humanoid 

 

 
SIZE:   About 6ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Not usually DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied; likes 

          forests. 

      SPEED:    35ft/32km 

 

Endurance: V Toughness: 1 Reactions: V Agility:2  Will:2  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon dependent 
Hit Ability:W  Force:W  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Fair, swift, agile humanoids; tall and slender. A tendency to like forests and animals, and their favoured weapon is 

the bow. Long-lived: they live for many centuries before dying, though have a correspondingly low birth rate. As 

intelligent creatures, elven statistics may vary greatly from what is given here. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  FERRET (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    1.2ft long INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    D 
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Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Domesticated variety of the polecat. Long and thin; similar to a weasel. Usually has yellowish-white fur and pink 

eyes, but may be dark brown.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  FIREDRAKE (3) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE: 2-3ft at the shoulder; 3-4ft long  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   13  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamps, deserts  

          and mountains. 

      SPEED:   (air) 50ft/45km 

         (land) 20ft/20km 

 
Endurance: 1 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:3  Force:3 

                    

 

ATTACK1:Claws and teeth.  

Hit Ability:4  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Fire (can only use infrequently; e.g. every 4-5 combat rounds). 

Breathes fire directly in front of it (over 1 or at most 2 people if very close together); range about 2ft.  

Force of fire = 1. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Resembling a small dragon, a firedrake is about the size of a large hound, though possesses green scales which cover 

its body, a long sinuous neck with a reptilian head, and two wings. A firedrake can fly, though will not usually fly 

particularly high (though will easily fly higher than trees; just not like an eagle or hawk). To hit a firedrake in the 

air, the attacker will receive –1 to his H.A. (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). Fire drakes possess the skill Dive. 

Firedrakes can breathe fire, though they will only do so if the need seems great, and the fire is not particularly hot or 

fierce (compared to that of other forms of dragonkind such as wyverns). If it is killed and dies through a way that 

involves bleeding it will produce a bloodstone.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  FLY (1) 
 

GROUP: Insect    CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:    <1”  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   3  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    D 
 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:N/A 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small flying insect. Has a pair of wings, antennae and compound eyes. They can walk on walls and ceilings and are 

usually considered pests. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  FOX (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:  2ft long plus tail of 1.3ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 
Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Red, dog-like mammal. A nocturnal predator with a bushy tail, which makes an underground den. Grey foxes and 

white, Arctic foxes are also known. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GERITH (1) 
 

GROUP: Gerith    CATEGORY:  Undead 

 

 
SIZE:  About 3-3 ½ ft high  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   4  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
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CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Mainly forest 

      SPEED:    15ft/10km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 1 Agility:0  Will:1  Force:0 

 

 

ATTACK1:Touch 

Hit Ability:4  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other:If hit lose 1 endurance. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small, child-size greenish undead. They are covered in a deadly acid which can dissolve flesh in seconds. They then 

absorb the dissolved matter through their skin. A touch will start to dissolve you (lose 1 endurance); any arrow that 

hits them will dissolve; a non-magical sword or shield will come back pitted and corroded (five hits is enough to 

destroy a sword or shield). If a gerith absorbs enough food it will split in two (a process which takes around 5 

seconds). A dead gerith (unless killed by “turn undead”) provides enough food to produce 2-3 new geriths when 

absorbed by its companions. Typically hunt in swarms at dawn or dusk: bright light (natural or unnatural) or total 

darkness will paralyse them, rendering them unable to move. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GOLEM (4) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Monster 

 

 
SIZE:    8-9ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   N/A  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    N/A 

      SPEED:     20ft/40km  

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:8  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fist (2 each round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Constructs; large, tough, slow. Immune to all magic except fire and lightning. Lightning will shatter them, killing 

them instantly; fire will heal them. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   GHARIAL (2) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   Typically 4-8ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  
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MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    River 

      SPEED:   (land) 25ft/15km 

         (water) 35ft/25km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 3 Agility:1  Will:1  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:3  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large carnivorous reptile similar to a crocodile. Typically found in rivers. 

 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GHOST (Varies) 
 

GROUP: Spirit     CATEGORY:  Undead 

 

 
SIZE:    As in life INTELLIGENCE:  Sentient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   23  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    Sometimes DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Many 

      SPEED:    V 

 

Endurance: V Toughness:V Reactions:V Agility:V Will:V  Force:V 

 

 

ATTACK1:Ethereal abilities 

See ethereal rules. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Sometimes when a sentient creature (or, more rarely, a creature of high bestial intelligence) dies it may become a 

ghost. A person’s soul, when faced with the dreary prospect of eternity upon the ethereal plane, almost always flies 

upwards to the astral plane where it merges with its god (or ancestor spirit, etc.). Some, however, have pressing need 

to remain: the need to see justice done; for revenge; unfinished business, etc. (Note that if a soul does not fly 

upwards within the first hour, it will not be able to go in the future unless forced there by some intermediary, e.g. a 

powerful priest or until the pressing reason it decided to stay is resolved). The less a soul would mind remaining 

upon the ethereal, the more likely it is to remain a ghost. The decision on whether or not to remain a ghost is not a 

conscious one as at this time the soul will be thrashing in the trauma of death; rather it is an unconscious one. 

 
When turning a creature in to a ghost, the following procedure is used.  

 Creature loses all physical statistics (except reactions) and becomes an ethereal creature.  

 Calculate its ES from before (whether or not it was able to travel on the ethereal before). Then add 5. This 

is the ghost’s ethereal score which will never increase further. 
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 Its endurance is now equal to ES/5 (round down). 

 As an ethereal creature the ghost gains the following: 

o All ethereal abilities.  

o Immunity to turbulence 

o A permanent bonus of +4 on rolls made to avoid being held. 

o A 50% bonus to its ethereal speed. 

o Manifesting abilities (see below – “Manifesting” 

o The ability to hide (see below – “Killing ghosts”) 

 A ghost is bound to a certain point and finds it difficult to travel far from this point. This place is often its 

place of death, its home when it was alive, the site of some important item of significance to it etc. A ghost 

retains its full ES whilst within (ES)m of this site. Outside this radius, the ghost’s ES is equal to ES/(1 

+log10(x/ES) where x is the distance in m from the site to which the ghost is bound. Its will is also reduced 
correspondingly, meaning it is harder to, e.g. mind control people along way away from the site to which it 

is bound. 

 A ghost may not travel so far away from its home site that its ES falls below 5. 

 A ghost normally recovers endurance points at a rate of ¼ of its maximum per week; however, if it has not 

spent at least ¾ of that week within its home radius it will not recover the endurance point. Similarly, it will 

not recover its manifestation points (see below). 

 A ghost will gradually fade over time. Every century that passes the ghost’s ES will decrease by one. When 

the ghost’s ES falls below 5 (not at 5, below 5) it is too weak to hold itself together and will dissipate, 

being gone for ever. 

 

A ghost may manifest itself – i.e. make itself visible on the physical plane in a number of ways. Each of these cost a 
certain number of manifestation points. A ghost receives a number of manifestation points per week equal to its 

ES/4 though it may never have more manifestation points than its ES. Note that spending manifestation points does 

not decrease a ghost’s ES (not even temporarily). 

 
Manifestation Minimum ES of ghost 

in order to perform 

Cost/manifestation 

points 

Any of the normal ethereal abilities 5 1 (per 

5mana/1favour that 
it would normally 

cost) 

Appearing (for 30mins) 5 1 

Making a sound (for 30mins) 5 1 

Interacting in a very minor way with the physical 

world (e.g. person would feel a light brush; moving 

hair) 

8 1 

Thowing or pushing something larger, e.g. a pen, 

coin, etc.* 

10 2 

Sustained movement of something larger; e.g. a pen, 

coin, etc. for 2-3 minutes.* 

15 5 

Throwing or pushing something quite heavy, e.g. a 

chair.* 

15 5 

Sustained movement of something heavy, e.g. a 

chair (e.g. for 5-10mins).* 

25 10 

Sustained full presence (for 5mins) e.g. able to fight 

physically (though with HA, F, A as if on 

ethereal).* 

35 15 

Making it chilly (i.e. enough to be felt; raise goose 

pimples) 

8 1 

Making it very cold (real shivering, everyone 15 5 
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receives –1 to stats like in snowstorm) 

Making it extremely cold (water freezes suddenly; 
everyone receives –3 to stats) 

30 12 

Hide on the ethereal (see “Killing ghosts”, below) 5 3 

NB: A ghost is always able to travel through solid objects at will, even if manifesting. 

*A ghost manifesting itself in any of these ways may be hurt (see below). 

 
Killing ghosts 

It is very hard to kill ghosts. Naturally, as creatures of the ethereal, they cannot normally be harmed by physical 

objects. Even when they are manifesting themselves strongly (those marked with a *), they can only be harmed by 

spells, prayers or by weapons with the ability to harm magical creatures and even these have a 50% miss chance. 
Furthermore, as a free action (but not after an enemy’s action has been declared) a ghost may simply stop 

manifesting itself. 

 

Ghosts can, of course, be harmed in ethereal combat. However, it is very hard to kill a ghost who wants to escape 

given their bonuses to escaping and speed. Furthermore, a ghost has the ability to hide on the ethereal. Providing a 

ghost is not held, it may hide on the ethereal – hiding its soul amongst the countours and folds of the ethereal. If it 

does this it cannot be detected and cannot affect anything, though it can observe. It can remain in this state for as 

long as it likes, though must pay the manifestation cost (3 points) for every 24 hours it stays like that. 

 

If a ghost is ever reduced to less than 0 endurance points, it does not necessarily die. Unless it is reduced to –3 

endurance points or lower, it may instead still survive, severely wounded. Roll 3d6. On an 18, the ghost dies. 
Modify your roll by adding (attacker’s ES/ghost’s ES) (round down) to your score. (The attacker counts as the 

person (or conglomeration, if using ethereal meld) who struck the final blow (or who was holding the ghost if it was 

killed by a summoning)). The ghost will be severely damaged but its soul will return, unconscious and unaware, to 

the place where it is bound. Here it will be as if it was hiding on the ethereal (without having to pay any 

manifestation cost) and it will heal 1 endurance point per week. Once it has reached 0 endurance it will awake and 

be free to act as normal. 

 

The other way to get rid of a ghost is to conduct a ritual of banishment (see “Rituals”). This can be very demanding, 

especially with a powerful ghost.  

 
 

CREATURE NAME:  GIANT (4-7) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:   10ft – 25ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   14  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Sometimes DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Usually mountains 

      SPEED:   (12ft): 45ft/60km 
         (20ft) 80ft/100km 

 

12ft 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 1 Agility:0  Will:4  Force:8 

20ft 

Endurance: 5 Toughness:8 Reactions:1 Agility:0  Will:6  Force:12 

 

ATTACK1:Fists or club 
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Hit Ability:1  Force:8/12 Parrying:N/A  Other:Can often hide from it in small  

       niches. 

ATTACK2:Trample attack 

12ft: trample rating = d6 +1 

20ft: trample rating = 2d4 + 1 

ATTACK3:Throwing boulders and other such items. 

Hit Ability:-2  Force:8/12 Parrying:N/A  Other:Apply modifiers for people  

       hiding.  

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, brutish humanoids. Typically solitary.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GIANT, ICE (9) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:    30ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Sometimes DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Usually    

        mountains 

      SPEED:    110ft/120km 

 

Endurance: 8 Toughness:10 Reactions:3 Agility:0  Will:8  Force:16 

 

ATTACK1:Icy Greatsword 
Hit Ability:8  Force:27 Parrying:N/A  Other:Can often hide from it in small  

       niches. Can’t be parried. Will split a  

       shield on a 4-6 (on a 6 if Rune of Res). 

       Does 1end. ice damage. 

ATTACK2:Stamping. 

Trample attack as if speed = 30ft. Can be dodged but not blocked. Damage is 3d4+2. 

ATTACK3:Throwing boulders and other such items. 

Hit Ability:0  Force:16 Parrying:N/A  Other:Apply modifiers for people  

       hiding.  

ATTACK4:Icy breath. Breathes out, making it colder (-1 to all stats unless warm clothing) in 100ft radius. If does 

this every round, keeps getting colder, until it hits –3 to all stats. Also, with each breath, an icelance flies out of the 
mouth and strikes a target. 

ATTACK5:Wall of ice (every five rounds). By sweeping his sword instead of attacking, can create a wall of ice 

(must have constant curvature) up to 50ft long, 5ft wide and 15ft high. Must do 30F of damage to a 5ft cube section 

to shatter it. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Elemental giant, predecessor of the brutish hill giants of today. Immune to all magic belonging to the water domain, 
to cold and to ice.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GIANT, FIRE (9) 
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GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Monster 

 

 
SIZE:    30ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Sometimes DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Usually    

        mountains 
      SPEED:    110ft/120km 

 

Endurance: 8 Toughness:10 Reactions:3 Agility:0  Will:8  Force:16 

 

ATTACK1:Fiery Greatsword 

Hit Ability:8  Force:27 Parrying:N/A  Other:Can often hide from it in small  

       niches. Can’t be parried. Will split a  

       shield on a 4-6 (on a 6 if Rune of Res). 

       Does 1end. fire damage. 

ATTACK2:Stamping. 

Trample attack as if speed = 30ft. Can be dodged but not blocked. Damage is 3d4+2. 
ATTACK3:Throwing boulders and other such items. 

Hit Ability:0  Force:16 Parrying:N/A  Other:Apply modifiers for people  

       hiding.  

ATTACK4:Fireball. Each round can cast an F=6 fireball. Alternatively, can cast F=10 every other round. 

ATTACK5:Wall of fire (every five rounds). By sweeping his sword instead of attacking, can create a wall of fire 

(must have constant curvature) up to 50ft long, 2ft wide and 20ft high. Can leap through it but deals F=8 fire 

damage.  

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Elemental giant, predecessor of the brutish hill giants of today. Immune to all magic belonging to the fire domain, to 

fire and to heat. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GIANT, STORM (9) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:    30ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Sometimes DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Usually    

        mountains 

      SPEED:    110ft/120km 

 

Endurance: 8 Toughness:10 Reactions:3 Agility:0  Will:8  Force:16 

 

ATTACK1:Greatsword of Lighting 
Hit Ability:8  Force:27 Parrying:N/A  Other:Can often hide from it in small  

       niches. Can’t be parried. Will split a  

       shield on a 4-6 (on a 6 if Rune of Res). 
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       Does 1end. lightning damage. 

ATTACK2:Stamping. 

Trample attack as if speed = 30ft. Can be dodged but not blocked. Damage is 3d4+2. 

ATTACK3:Throwing boulders and other such items. 

Hit Ability:0  Force:16 Parrying:N/A  Other:Apply modifiers for people  

       hiding.  

ATTACK4:Chain Lightning. Every three rounds can cast Chain Lightning 

ATTACK5:Shocking aura. All weapons within 50ft glitter and shine with electricity. If they attack or deal damage, 

they do 1 endurance of lightning damage. However, if they touch the giant’s armour, shield or sword it deals the 

wielder 1 end. lightning damage. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Elemental giant, predecessor of the brutish hill giants of today. Immune to all magic such as lightning, shocking, etc. 

or belonging to the air domain. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GIANT, STONE (9) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:    30ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   23  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Sometimes DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Usually    

        mountains 

      SPEED:    110ft/120km 

 
Endurance: 10 Toughness:11 Reactions:3 Agility:0  Will:9  Force:18 

 

ATTACK1:Greatsword of Might 

Hit Ability:8  Force:29 Parrying:N/A  Other:Can often hide from it in small  

       niches. Can’t be parried. Will split a  

       shield on a 2-6 (4-6 if Rune of Res). 

ATTACK2:Stamping. 

Trample attack as if speed = 30ft. Can be dodged but not blocked. Damage is 3d4+3. 

ATTACK3:Throwing boulders and other such items. 

Hit Ability:0  Force:18 Parrying:N/A  Other:Apply modifiers for people  

       hiding.  
ATTACK4:Stone shattering. By swinging his sword and hammering at the ground, a stone giant can cause the 

ceiling or tunnel roof to cave in at that point in an earthfall. The sword will also shatter any stone walls or other 

obstacles it is swung at. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Elemental giant, predecessor of the brutish hill giants of today. Immune to all magic belonging to the earth domain. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GIRAFFE (2) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:    18ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Savannah 

      SPEED:    95ft/55km 

  

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness:1 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Kicking 
Hit Ability:3  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Tallest known mammal; the long neck is half the height.  Has a mottled yellow and brown skin, small horns on its 

head and a tufted tail. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GOBLIN (1) 
 

GROUP: Orc    CATEGORY: Intelligent humanoid 

 

 
SIZE:    4-5ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Usually  DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    30ft/30km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon dependent 

Hit Ability:W  Force:W Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Essentially goblins are small orcs, usually subordinate to their larger and more powerful cousinss. Humanoid in 

appearance, goblins, like orcs are innately inclined to evil; however, they are not totally beyond the pale (in the way 

that nightrunners are). Orcs and goblins (they usually live together) will form their own societies (though these are 

usually are advanced tribal/semi-feudal, and lack the advanced cities, ships, etc. of humans, elves and dwarfs) and 

will also be sometimes found in small numbers in the cities of the civilisations of other races, though they will 

usually be on the fringes of society. Orcs and goblins have also been known to make treaties with other races and do 

have a sense of honour; they are not totally inimical to the “good” races though, in the long term, their aims will 

seldom coincide. In addition, orcs are far more likely to become followers of evil forces.  
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CREATURE NAME:  GRAKIM (3) 
 

GROUP: Grakim   CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:   7-8 ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    50ft/40km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 10 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:3  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws 
Hit Ability:4  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Grakim are large, green, bear-sized creatures, with tough leathery skin that move by bounding (like a frog or 

kangaroo). They have five large eyes, evenly spaced around their circular head. They have no necks. The weakspot 

of a grakim is its large eyes: in order to hit a grakim’s eyes, you receive a HA of –3 on your roll with a bow, or –6 

with a normal weapon (as they are so high up). 

 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GREAT DRAGON, GOLDEN (24) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:   Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of over 200ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   42  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Desert 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 
ATTACK1:Claws 

ATTACK2:Teeth 

ATTACK3:Fire 

ATTACK4:Magic 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The single most powerful creature in the world. A golden dragon is incredibly tough, powerful and strong. Capable 

of flight. They are formidable mages, with magic powerful enough to more than equal that of the most powerful 

human or elven wizard, and most spells merely reflect off their hide. They breathe fire fierce and powerful enough 
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to destroy a small village in under a minute. An entire army, complete with high level mages and priests would be 

needed to even think about confronting a golden dragon; even then, success would be unlikely, especially as a 

golden dragon can be severely wounded and still recover in time. If it is killed and dies through a way that involves 

bleeding it will produce a bloodstone. Golden dragons, like other great dragons, are highly intelligent; however, they 

do not form communities in the normal sense of the word (either with themselves or with others). Great dragons are 

extremely reclusive and isolationist.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GREAT DRAGON, OTHER COLOUR (21) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 

 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of over 150ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   38  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Desert 
      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws 

ATTACK2:Teeth 

ATTACK3:Fire 

ATTACK4:Magic 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Though less powerful (both physically and magically) than the golden dragon, all great dragons are exceptionally 

powerful. Other colours include red, green, blue and black. A great dragon dragon is incredibly tough, powerful and 

strong. Capable of flight. They are formidable mages, with magic powerful enough to more than equal that of the 

most powerful human or elven wizard. They breathe fire fierce and powerful enough to destroy a small village in 

under a minute. An entire army, complete with high level mages and priests would be needed to even think about 

confronting a great dragon; even then, success would be unlikely, especially as a great dragon can be severely 

wounded and still recover in time. If it is killed and dies through a way that involves bleeding it will produce a 

bloodstone. All great dragons are highly intelligent; however, they do not form communities in the normal sense of 

the word (either with themselves or with others). Great dragons are extremely reclusive and isolationist.  

 
 

CREATURE NAME:  GROTHARK (1) 
 

GROUP: Nightrunner  CATEGORY:  Nightrunner 
 

 
SIZE:    9ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 
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      SPEED:    80ft/60km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon dependent 

Hit Ability:W  Force:W Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, humanoid blendings of man and boar. They stand on their hind legs. They are the footsoldiers of the 

nightrunner forces and will typically use broadswords, spears and axes. They usually wear light armour, and 
sometimes heavy armour. Grotharks are known to infrequently use crossbows, though they receive –2HA with this 

weapon. Grotharks are bestial in nature, take pleasure in killing and destroying and prefer to eat human flesh. 

Despite their ferocious aspect and appearance, they may be easily killed by a trained warrior, though would cause 

carnage amongst less disciplined troops. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  GRYPHON (character level +2) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY: Intelligent other 

 

 
SIZE: Body about 6ft long; wingspan:12-14ft INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   13  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountains; 

          forests  

      SPEED:    120ft/150km 

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:2  Force:5 

 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:5   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Dropping things (especially trees – a favoured strategy) 

Discretion 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The body, talons and claws of a lion, but other than than closely resembling a giant bird of prey. Varying kinds (i.e. 

some more like falcons; others more like eagles). Feathered all over. Superb fliers – can fly swiftly and change 

direction quickly; can gain and lose altitude very swiftly and can fly high (several thousand feet up). They have very 

keen eyesight. Intelligent, civilised and capable of speech, they are very reclusive, though have been known to 

cooperate with humans on occasion. If attacked, attacker receives a –2 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if firing a bow at 

long range). Gryphons are magical creatures and all gryphons have some spell casting ability. As intelligent 

creatures, gryphon statistics (particularly VCs) can vary radically from those given here. 
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CREATURE NAME:  GUACON (7) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE:   40ft long; 20ft tall INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   23  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamp/Jungle 

      SPEED:    62ft/40km 

 

Endurance: 8 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 4 Agility:0  Will:5  Force:9 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bite 
Hit Ability:6  Force:11 Parrying:N/A  Other: Can’t be parried 

 

ATTACK1:Claws (2 per round 

Hit Ability:3  Force:9   Parrying:N/A  Other:Can’t be parried 

 

ATTACK3:Trample attack 

Trample rating = 2d4 +4 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

In legend, the offspring of a dragon and an iguana, the guacon resembles an enormous iguana or monitor lizard with 
the head and jaws of a dragon. Not intelligent, guacons typically inhabit swamps and jungles, preying on those who 

come nearby. They have been known to hunt elephants, but typically survive on smaller prey – their eyes are 

particularly sensitive to motion. The bloodstone of a guacon is equivalent to that of a Wingless Worm. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  HAWK (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of 2-3ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 
      SPEED:    180ft/130km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
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Any of a group of small to medium sized birds of prey. Keen eyesight. If attacked, attacker receives a –2 on the “to 

hit” table (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). Hawks possess the skills “dive” and “improved dive”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  HIPPOPOTAMUS (4) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:  5.5ft high; 7000lb  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Rivers 

      SPEED:    65ft/15km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:3  Force:8 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bite 

Hit Ability:3  Force:5   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Trample attack 

Trample rating = d6 + 2 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, herbivourous, semi-aquatic mammal. Rapidly dehydrates, so must stay near water; capable of moving at up 

to 30mph over short distances. Erratic temperament; will upset boats for no reason: more people are killed by the 

hippopotamus than by the crocodile. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  HORSE, BATTLE-TRAINED MOUNT (2) 
 

GROUP: Beast of burden  CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:    4-5ft high INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    85ft/50km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:2 

 

 
ATTACK1:Kicking or rearing 

Hit Ability:3  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Biting 

Does not usually cause serious hurt, but can be very effective against another horse, which might cause the other 

horse to throw its rider. (successful on a 5-6 (can be shielded or dodged) – rider must make an reactions roll to stay 
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on (a +2 if they have advanced equitation, -2 if they don’t have full equitation. 

ATTACK3:Trample attack 

Trample rating = d4 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A horse that is specially trained for battle. See main manual sections on “Horses” and “Mounted and Chariot 

Combat” for more details. You must have the full skill in equitation to ride a battle-trained mount. Riding one allows 

you to add the horse’s agility to your own. It will rarely bolt in a normal battle, and is much less likely to when faced 

by, e.g. strange monsters, magic, etc. It can attack, just as you ca,n in a battle and its kicking and rearing may help to 

deter enemies from attacking you. If you fall off your horse (or it dies), you must make a withdrawal roll. A battle-

trained mount is able to wear horse-mail. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  HORSE, NORMAL (1) 
 

GROUP: Beast of burden   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   4-5ft high  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    85ft/50km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:2 

 

 
ATTACK1:Kicking (can not tell it to do this; it won’t fight for you in battle. 

Hit Ability:3  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Trample attack 

Trample rating = d3 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Hoofed mammal. Grazer. Used extensively for riding, pulling things, agriculture and other such purposes.   

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  HRETHRAN (3) 
 

GROUP: Hrethran   CATEGORY:  Monster 

 

 
SIZE:   4-5ft high  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:    100ft/55km 
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Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:3  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws (kicking forwards and backwards – can attack forwards and backwards in one round if 

enemies are appropriately placed) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:3  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Biting 

Does not usually cause serious hurt, but can be very effective against another horse, which might cause the other 

horse to throw its rider. (successful on a 4-6 (can be shielded or dodged) – rider must make an agility roll to stay on 

(+2 if they have advanced equitation, -3 if they don’t have full equitation. Horse must make a will roll with a –1 

modifier. 

ATTACK3:Trample attack 
Trample rating = d4 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A beast that closely resembles a horse; however, Hrethran are carnivorous and possess sharp teeth and claws. Riding 

a horse in combat against a hrethran (either wild or ridden) is very risky, as only the best trained horse will tolerate 

the wounds inflicted by a hrethran and not bolt. As such, a trained hrethran, rare and difficult to control as it is, is a 

formidable advantage in battle. Trained hrethren will wear horse-mail. All that applies to a battle-trained mount 

(regarding combat in battle) applies here.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  HUMAN (Character level) 
 

GROUP: Human   CATEGORY: Intelligent humanoid 

 

 
SIZE:   About 6ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Not usually DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    30ft/30km 

 

Endurance: V Toughness: 1 Reactions: V Agility:1  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon dependent 

Hit Ability:W  Force:W Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

This creature should need no description! Note that as intelligent creatures, human statistics may vary widely from 

those given here. 

I 

 

CREATURE NAME:   HYDRUS (4) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:   Typically 6-9ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   13  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamp/river 

      SPEED:    40ft/35km 
 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 3 Agility:4  Will:5  Force:3 

                    

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:5  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:Causes swelling (see below) 

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Not to be confused with the hydra, the hydrus is a noble reptilian beast that inhabits the rivers and swamps of hot 

areas. If it can be trained it will make an incredibly loyal and faithful companion or guardian. It employs intelligent 
tactics against its reptilian enemies, chiefly crocodiles and wyverns. If one should be asleep with its mouth open, the 

hydrus will coat itself with slippery mud and slip in to the open mouth. This will prompt the crocodile or wyvern in 

to an involuntary swallow. Once inside the hydrus will exert all its strength and burst out of the stomach, killing its 

swallower but itself emerging unscathed. The hydrus’ bite produces great swellings. If not treated these cause 

sickness (-1 to all physical stat) after 3-5 days; fever (mind wanders, don’t know what your doing) after 6-8 days, 

unconsciousness in 7-10 days and death in 10-15 days. The only treatment is to rub the swellings with cow dung. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ISP’TE’RA (Character level +2 primes) 
 

GROUP: Insectoid   CATEGORY: Intelligent other 

 

 
SIZE:   5-6ft long;  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:   Underground, esp.  

         In  mountains 

      SPEED:    90ft/70km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Front claws (use like swords) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:2   Parrying:-3  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Isp’te’ra are large intelligent insectoids, similar in appearance to giant termites. They walk on 4 legs and use their 

fore-limbs for handling things and fighting. Capable of carrying a person riding on them, though it is rare that they 

would submit to this. Social structure not dissimilar to ants (i.e. queen, soldiers, workers). Isp’te’ra are reclusive and 

isolationist; however, they are also honourable and dislike evil. Isp’te’ra are known to have mages (which specialise 
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in defensive magic); however, these stats given here are for a typical cho-ja soldier. Isp’te’ra, being intelligent 

creatures, can have statistics significantly different from these. 

 

J 

CREATURE NAME:  JACULUS (4) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   Typically 8-10ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamp,forest 

      SPEED:   (land) 25ft/30km 

         (air) 70ft/N/A 

  

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:2  Force:3 

         

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large carnivorous reptile with large skin membranes on which it can glide. Green – blends in with the leaf canopy 

of trees excellently. Can climb superbly quickly. When in a tree it will wait until an animal passes below and then 

launch itself upon it, straight for the animal’s neck. When attacking from a tree in this way it receives +2HA, +2F. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  JAGUAR (3) 
 

GROUP: Feline    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:  3ft at the shoulder; 6ft long INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Jungle 

      SPEED:    85ft/60km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Large yellow cat, with black splodges. Can climb trees. Camouflage and stalking are more important in its hunting 

than speed. 
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CREATURE NAME:  LEUCROTA (2) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:  4-5ft long; 3ft at shoulder  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Grassland 

      SPEED:    60ft 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:1  Will:3  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws 
Hit Ability:4  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The offspring of a hyena and a lioness, the leucrota is a bizarre looking creature. It has a well proportioned body but 

a long equine head that is disfigured by a mouth that parted fully back to its ears and is filled not with teeth but with 

horizontal strips of bone. Out of the mouth comes a voice resembling human chatter. Hunts in packs. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   LICH (Character level +2) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Undead 

 

 
SIZE:   As base creature  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   Variable  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   Sometimes 

EVIL?    Sometimes DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Variable 

      SPEED:    V 

 

Endurance: V Toughness: V Reactions: V Agility:V Will:V  Force:V 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon 

Hit Ability:W  Force:W Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

ATTACK2:Spells (most liches (except former battle mages) can only use spells or attack conventionally each 

round, not both. 

As base creature. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
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Some powerful wizards, unwilling to die, decide instead to make a pact with death. Essentially they trade their soul 

in exchange for eternal life. Though they may be slain and will, to an extent, continue to age, they will not die. This 

pact with death also grants them a number of powers such as improved toughness and magic resistance and greater 

spell casting power, particularly with dark magics. 

 
It cannot be denied that most wizards who are willing to forfeit their soul in this way are called to this eventuality 

for evil purposes: the majority of liches are evil beings who frequently practice dark arts such as necromancy. 
However, some wizards are willing to make the bargain for other reasons: devotion to a cause; a hungering desire 

for knowledge or the wish to watch over and protect their descendants may all be sufficiently great inducements to 

become a lich. For this reason a lich will not necessarily have negative honour: instead honour is determined 

normally. Even if a wizard dabbles slightly more in the dark arts once he becomes a lich, this will not necessarily 

make him have a negative honour modulus, any more than a normal wizard who dabbles slightly in necromancy is 

necessarily evil.  

 
Despite this, from a theological point of view, a lich’s soul is forever damned. For this reason, no gods will answer 

his prayers: a lich casts prayers as if he was a death worshipper. This is also the reason why liches are affected by 

holy water and sunlight. The views of the five faiths on the matter varies: Order considers it to be a personal and just 

bargain – an individual’s choice – though would frown on it if done for purely selfish reasons; War and Earth are 

both quite strongly disapproving, except in the most noble of causes, Silence does not see anything particularly 

wrong with it while Life views all undead, including liches, as abominations that must be destroyed. Of course, just 

as on other matters, many wizards (and other people), even if technically worshippers of a faith, may not necessarily 

adhere to the mainstream viewpoint (though priests usually will, as will many others). 

 
To become a lich is not an easy process. First the difficult and complex spell ritual, “Become Lich” must be learned; 

learning this costs two costs. Then the spell itself must be performed. The spell costs 500 mana all of which must be 

discharged in one round; it may be aided by others (through the use of the spell “link”) but at least 250 mana must 

be supplied by the mage becoming a lich. Agarvé and agarvémar may be used as normal. A wizard may also use 

gems or empathic sacrific to get the required amount of mana but it should be remembered that a maximum of 3 

gems or one person may be drained in a round whilst another spell (i.e. “Become lich”) is being cast. 

 
When someone becomes a lich the following effects occur immediately. 

 
 +4 toughness 

 New endurance = 3x(old endurance +1) 

 Gain +4 magic resistance. 

 The ability “Spell Speed”. This ability is identical to the power “Fast Caster” but it stacks with both Fast 

Caster and Lightning Caster. 

 Gain the power “Domain Mastery: Death”. If you already have this power gain the power “Domain 

Dominance: Death”. 

 Gain +2 mana per level. 

 Gain +1 mana per intelligence point. 

 Your soul is eternally damned. 

 Lose 20 honour. 

 Lose any blessings. You may never have blessings. 

 Regardless of your honour, you cast prayers as if a death worshipper. 

 Gain vulnerability to holy water and turn undead (see “Turn Undead”). 

 Gain immunity to poison. 

 Gain immunity to lightning. 

 Gain +3 on any rolls involved in defending against mind magic (this doesn’t include the magic resistance 

roll). 

 Gain vulnerability to light. Faint light (up to as strong as dim candle light or moonlight) does not bother 
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you. Moderate light (as in indoors light, or light outside on an overcast day) causes pain (and thus will want 

to be avoided); a will roll with a –1 modifier must be made each round in order to act. Bright direct sunlight 

causes extreme pain; a will roll with a –5 modifier must be made each round in order to act. You also lose 

an endurance point per half hour in such light. 

 As undead, normal healing will not affect a lich. However, they regain an endurance point per hour. 

 A lich can command undead with bestial intelligence. Not including any undead that the lich will normally 

be to command (e.g. because he had raised them), a lich may, as a free action, seize command of up to 

(character level)2 undead, regardless of who else is commanding them. These undead must be within 1 mile 

per character level of the lich to remain under command and the lich must have line of sight to them when 

it seizes command of them. It may not seize command of undead from a higher level lich; if seizing 

command from a lower level lich it may only seize command of (higher level – lower level)2.  

 
Liches gain levels like normal people; however, in addition to this, for every century that a lich lives he gains the 

following bonuses: 

 +1 intelligence. 

 +1 Wisdom 

 +1 endurance 

 One magical power (a magical power being defined as one that improves spell casting, e.g. Domain 

Mastery/Dominance, Fast Caster, Master of the Ethereal, etc.) 

 Three mental skills, spells or prayers. 

In addition, even their pact with death cannot totally negate the effects of aging. Every hundred years they must role 

on the “ancient” section of the aging table for all SCs, reactions, Dexterity and PA. The normal limits to how much 

statistics may decrease due to age apply. 
 

 

CREATURE NAME:  LION (3) 
 

GROUP: Feline    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 
 

SIZE:  4ft at the shoulder; 6ft long INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Savannah 

      SPEED:    90ft/65km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:3  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large yellow, powerfully built cat with a mane and long tail; typically hunts in groups.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  LLAMA (1) 
 

GROUP: Beast of burden  CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:   4ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountains 

      SPEED:    45ft/40km 
 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Kicking 

Hit Ability:2  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Relative of the camel; very hardy and requires little food and water. Very sure-footed and resistant to cold – an 

excellent mountain beast. Can’t be ridden.  

 

M 

CREATURE NAME:  MARLIN(2) 
 

GROUP: Fish    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   about 7ft long  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:    130ft/170km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:4  Will:1  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 
Hit Ability:4  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large fish, very fast and streamlined with an elongated snout.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   MENAMO (“Lesser spotted wolf”) (1) 
 

GROUP: Canine   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   2’6” high at shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
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EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Not usually 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    80ft/50km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
A small, spotted wolf; hunts in packs. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   MERGE-BEASTS(6) 
 

GROUP: Merge-beast   CATEGORY: Magical construct 
 

 
SIZE:   7-10ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    70ft/70km 

 
Endurance: 5 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 5 Agility:3  Will:6  Force:6 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws (can attack twice each round; once for each arm) 

Hit Ability:8  Force:6   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Monstrous blends of animal and human, created by magic. There are various kinds (e.g. wolves, bears, eagles 

(which can fly), apes) depending on which animals were used. Many of them can climb. Naphtha will take off 1 

endurance; a full drenching with holy water (i.e. using a whole “holy water”) will take off 2 endurance. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  MINNOW (1) 
 

GROUP: Fish    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:    4”  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   3  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Rivers/ponds 

      SPEED:    D 
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Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:N/A 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small fresh-water fish that feed on insects and larvae.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  MONGOOSE (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    1.5ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   4  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Sometimes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forests 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small carnivorous mammal; greyish in colour with a long tail. Agile, and renowned for its ability to kill snakes. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  MONKEY (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE: Varies (bought/polymorph is about 2ft) INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    35ft/25km 

 
Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 2 Agility:3  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:4  Force:-1  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Stats given are for the 2ft kind. Any of a number of species of (usually) tree dwelling primates; frequently with a 

prehensile tail and “hands and feet”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   MONKEY-HYDRA (6) 
 

GROUP: Serpentine   CATEGORY: Monstrosity 

 

 
SIZE:   15-18ft long  INTELLIGENCE:  High Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   16  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    60ft/40km 
 

Endurance: 6 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 5 Agility:2  Will:4  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bite (x5, once for each head) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The creation of some deranged magical experiment, the monkey-hydra has a snake-like body with a strong, 

prehensile tale, two grasping hands and five heads, each resembling a different type of magic. It will frequently 
propel itself rapidly through the trees using its arms and tail before launching itself upon an enemy. Each head acts 

and can think independently and if one is cut off or killed (each head has End1) two more will grow in its place. It 

can only be killed by stabbing it in the heart and to get close enough to do that (unless using a reach weapon such as 

a spear) will bring one within range – and provoke attacks of opportunity from all five of the heads (each of which 

can make two AoOs per round). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  MOORCAT (3) 
 

GROUP: Feline    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:  4ft high at the shoulder  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest, moors 

      SPEED:    85ft/65km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:2  Force:2 
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ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, powerful cat, usually greyish in colour; can blend in to its surroundings to become almost invisible and is 

extremely stealthy. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  MORGALAN (5) 
 

GROUP: Morgalan   CATEGORY:  Monster 

 

 
SIZE:    6ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   17  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    30ft/30km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:1  Will:7  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fire shock 

Blue lighting shoots from their hands. A –1 to any dodging (greater penalties may apply if more than one fire shock 

is directed at someone simultaneously) If it hits someone, that person will go in to convulsions and lose an 

endurance point. They must roll equal to or less than their toughness on a d6 or be stunned for a round. 

ATTACK2:Mind control 
Morgalen possess extremely powerful mind magic. Any being not protected by some form of mind shield will be 

immediately be the subject of an ongoing possession spell. A Morgalan has will 7, so it would be required to get a 

10 on your roll to beat it. The area of effect is approximately 100m circle around each Morgalan; however, if more 

than one are together, the area increases by 100m for each additional Morgalan and the Morgalen also receive a +1 

to their possession roll. A group of Morgalen can control a maximum of 10*N2 people, where N is the number of 

Morgalen (people closest to the Morgalen will be controlled first – they cannot choose who they control). The area 

of effect is blocked by rock, thick walls and thick metal and cannot turn corners; however, anyone whose will is 

beaten by more than 6 will be permanently mind controlled for 24 hours. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
A Morgalan is a human shaped figure, totally covered in a red cloak which appears to be part of them. The cloak has 

a hood, which goes all round the “head” and is also totally red. However, they can sense minds (or the absence of 

minds, if under a shield), and can “see” using their mental powers. Protruding from the sleeves of their “cloaks” are 

shrivelled, hand-like claws. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  MOUSE (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:    3”  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   3  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:N/A 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small rodent with small ears and a long thin tail. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  MULE (1) 
 

GROUP: Beast of Burden  CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   3-4ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    50ft/40km 
 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:3  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Kicking with hind legs 

Hit Ability:2  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Sterile, horse-like animal; the offspring of a female horse and a male ass. A hardy pack animal; very sure footed. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  MUMMY (7) 
 

GROUP: Mummy   CATEGORY:  Undead 
 

 
SIZE:    5-6ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   20  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 
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      SPEED:    25ft/25km 

 

Endurance: 7 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:8  Force:8 

 

 

ATTACK1:Punching 

Hit Ability:6  Force:8   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK2:Magic 

Up to three times a day a mummy can use any of these special abilities (total 3 times, not each one 3 times): 

Sandstorm: Summons the power of the sands in a mighty sandstorm, as bad as any you would find naturally. Can 

direct the sandstorm. There must be sand present. 
Become Sand: The mummy can turn in to grains of sand and fly in this sand form like the wind. He can go through 

keyholes and under doors. He cannot be hurt by normal means in this state, but can only remain in it for up to 2 

hours. 

Mighty Dread: The mummy causes all looking upon him to be panicked, and take will rolls with –4 modifiers. 

Water to blood: The mummy can touch water and turn all contiguous or nearly contiguous water within a mile in to 

blood. 

Summon locusts: The mummy can create a great swarm of locusts (about the size of a field). 

Sickness: The mummy can cause up to 25 people within 100m to come out in boils of sickness. They will die within 

three days unless they are healed. The sickness is not contagious. 

Control undead: The mummy can seize control of all lesser undead within half a mile. 

Curse of the mummy: The mummy can curse one person. That person receives –3 to all stats (except endurance; 
Strength will not be reduced below 1; speed reduced by 30ft and long distance speed by 15km, but not below 

10ft/10km) for 24 hours. The same person may not be cursed more than once per 24hrs. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

An animated mummified creature of great power. Most lesser undead will obey a mummy, and it is a brave 

adventurer who tackles one. Like zombies, mummies are relatively unharmed by most weapons unless they are 

hacked to pieces (which is very difficult to do). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  NAKED MOLE RAT, GIANT (3) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Elemental 

 

 
SIZE:    8-9ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   11  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH INTO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Underground 

      SPEED:    60ft/40km 

  

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:3  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth.  

Hit Ability:8  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
A giant version of an ordinary naked mole rat. It lives in huge burrows underground. When fighting an intruder in its 

tunnel, its knowledge of the tunnel and its ease of being underground means that each time an opponent attacks the 

mole rat gets an attack of opportunity. By curling up and contorting itself it can turn around in its tunnel. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   NELCI PADDA (1) 
 

GROUP: Amphibian   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   Typically 2-3ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamp 

      SPEED:   (land) 20ft/10km 

         (water) 25ft/20km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 
ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:2  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:Infectious bite (poison -3/1) 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Giant toothy toads that inhabit the swamps of Idriana. They attack in packs and are plentiful, living in water-logged 

holes underground. Can sometimes be scared of by firearms. Their bite is infectious, due to the swampy waters 

where they live, and acts as a weak poison. Their blood, when mixed with crushed lauca, makes a deadly poison. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   NELCI PADDA (4) 
 

GROUP: Incorporeal   CATEGORY:  Undead 

 

 
SIZE:   Typically 4-5ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High Bestial  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   14  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    N/A 

      SPEED:    45ft/20km 

          

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:4  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Touch 
Hit Ability:4  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:If does damage, target loses 1 random VC or  

       SC; the Fiend gains it. 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Spectral beings of twisted magic, Nijenhuis Fiends are a more deadly relative of the wraith. They are incorporeal 

and almost, though not entirely, unaffected by gravity. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  OCTOPUS (1) 
 

GROUP: Mollusc   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    6ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 
      SPEED:    20ft/10km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Tentacles 

Hit Ability:4  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:Can cling on with their suckers. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

An aquatic mollusc with eight arms covered with rows of suckers and a small round body. They can vary their 
colouring to match the background and can swim using their arms or by jet propulsion. They can also release clouds 

of ink when frightened. Giant octopuses are known to exist, and in some areas, rare poisonous octopuses have been 

found. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  OGRE (5) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Monster 

 

 
SIZE:    8-9ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   12  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountains/  
       SPEED:    45ft/50km  

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 5 Agility:4  Will:4  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Grab/Slam (May use up to two grab/slams and claw attacks each round, one with each hand.) 

Hit Ability:2  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:Same range as a spear. 

ATTACK2:Claw 

Hit Ability:4  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other: Same range as a spear. 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, tough but surprisingly fast and agile humanoids, ogres are much quicker than their cousins, the brutish trolls, 

though no more intelligent. They possess extremely tough horns on their heads that are much valued to adorn 

helmets. Ogres form close family bonds and are often found in pairs. Their favoured tactic is to grab anyone rushing 

towards them with the attack of opportunity they receive (as the person enters their range) and slam them prone to 

the ground then, next turn, claw at them on the ground. Ogres have the skill Dodge. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ORC (character level) 
 

GROUP: Orc    CATEGORY: Intelligent humanoid 

 

 
SIZE:    5-6ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Usually  DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    None 

      SPEED:    30ft/40km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon dependent 

Hit Ability:W  Force:W  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Humanoid in appearance, orcs are innately inclined to evil; however, they are not totally beyond the pale (in the way 

that nightrunners are). Orcs will form their own societies (though these are usually are advanced tribal/semi-feudal, 

and lack the advanced cities, ships, etc. of humans, elves and dwarfs) and will also be sometimes found in small 

numbers in the cities of the civilisations of other races, though they will usually be on the fringes of society. Orcs 

have been known to make treaties with other races and do have a sense of honour; they are not totally inimical to the 

“good” races though, in the long term, their aims will seldom coincide. In addition, orcs are far more likely to 

become followers of evil forces. As intelligent creatures, orc statistics may differ widely from those stated here. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  OSTRICH (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    8ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Semi-arid 

      SPEED:    80ft/35km 
 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:2 
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ATTACK1:Kicking 

Hit Ability:3  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large flightless bird with exceptionally strong legs and feet that allow it to run at high speed.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  OTTER, RIVER (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    3-4ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Sometimes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Rivers 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Aquatic carnivore of the weasel family with thick, brown fur; short limbs; webbed toes and long, compressed tails. 

Otters are social, agile and playful and live on fish. Other species of otter such as sea otters also exist.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  OWL (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   Wingspan of 2-3ft INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Sometimes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    45ft/45km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:1  Force:1 
 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:4  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Nocturnal birds of prey. Capable of soundless flight and with very acute hearing. Various species exist. If attacked, 

attacker receives a –1 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). Owls possess the skill “Dive.” 

 

P 

CREATURE NAME:  PARANDUS (2) 
 

GROUP: Bovine    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   The size of a large ox  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Sometimes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Hot climates 

      SPEED:    55ft/40km 

 
Endurance: 2 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:2  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Horns 

Hit Ability:4  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Kicking with hind legs 

Hit Ability:2  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Trample attack 

Trample rating = d3 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Extravagantly antlered, shaggy of coat and a dark blue in colour. When frightened it can hide by assuming the 

colour of its background. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  PARROT (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:    1-2ft high INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Sometimes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Jungle 

      SPEED:    35ft/45km 
 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:2  Force:0   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Usually brightly coloured tropical bird with powerful hooked bills and feet adapted to tree climbing. Is capable of 

imitating human speech.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  PIG (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:  3-4ft long; 2-3ft high  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    25ft/15km 

 
Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 1 Agility:0  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Trample attack 

Trample rating: d2. 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Omnivorous domestic beast, usually pink in colour. Renowned for being fat; will eat almost anything.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  PIGEON (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   About 1ft high  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   4  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    D 

 
Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small flying bird. Is particularly notable for its homing abilities, and can be used, if trained, to carry messages in this 

way.  
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R 

CREATURE NAME:  RATS, GIANT 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   3-4ft long; 80lb  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    75ft/40km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 
Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Giant rats are very aggressive, they are ruthless predators with keen senses of smell, hearing and sight. They are fast, 

agile and can “leap” on to someone; if they attack a horse in this way the horse is very likely to bolt and rear. They 

are known for going in to a feeding frenzy at the smell of blood and, when in this state, will attack anything in sight 

(including each other), rather like sharks. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  RHINOCEROS (4) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   6ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Savannah 

      SPEED:    90ft/60km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:4  Force:7 

 

 

ATTACK1:Horn 

Hit Ability:3  Force:7   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Trample attack 
Trample rating = d6 + 2 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large one horned mammal, with wrinkled skin made shield-like plates. A rhino has powerful, medium length legs 

and is capable of charging at high speeds. 
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S 

CREATURE NAME:  SALMON (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   About 3ft long  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean/river 

      SPEED:    70ft/80km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 2 Agility:3  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 
Hit Ability:4  Force:0  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large carnivorous fish; can leap up waterfalls. Returns to its river of birthing to spawn.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SCITALIS (4) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   Typically 6-8ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   13  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Desert 
      SPEED:    10ft/15km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness:4 Reactions: 1 Agility:1  Will:5  Force:5 

                    

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:5   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 
DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large carnivorous reptile. Elegantly patterned with beautiful iridescent markings; so impressive are these that all 

who observe it must make a will roll each round (-2 modifier) or be fascinated, unable to move. The modifier 

reduces to 0 if the scitalis has bitten them this round. As people stand marvelling, the scitalis will catch them and eat 

them. 
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CREATURE NAME:  SEA-SERPENT (4+n where n = number of heads) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE:    40-50ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   17+n  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:    55ft/90km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:3+n Force:8 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bludgeoning (may bite or bludgeon once with each head per combat round) 
Hit Ability:2  Force:8   Parrying:N/A  Other:Easy to block with shield (+1); 

       in which case you will be just knocked  

       backwards and must roll a d6  and take away 2. If  

       you roll ≤toughness you are OK; if not you are  

       stunned. 

ATTACK2:Biting (may bite or bludgeon once with each head per combat round) 

Hit Ability:5  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, serpent-like beast that inhabits the ocean. Will not hesitate to attack ships. When biting, a sea-serpent will be 
more vulnerable (as its mouth is vulnerable); in here it only has toughness 2. Sea-serpents can come in several 

varieties: the most noticeable difference between varieties is the colour and the number of heads. Double-headed 

sea-serpents are fairly common, but it is possible to find varieties with many more heads. If it is killed and dies 

through a way that involves bleeding it will produce a bloodstone (wingless worm). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SEAL (2) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   About 4-5ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:   (land) 10ft/7km 
         (water) 60ft/60km 

  

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:1(land) Will:2  Force:2 

                   3(water)  

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 
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Hit Ability:6  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Aquatic carnivorous mammal with a streamlined body and flippers. Breed on land.Usually hunt fish, squid and 

crustaceans. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   SERRA (6) 
 

GROUP:  Fish   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:  25-35ft long (80ft wingspan) INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   11  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 
      SPEED:    70ft/110km 

 

Endurance: 4 Toughness: 2 Reactions:4 Agility:3  Will:5  Force:5 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:5   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Wing buffets (if appropriate) 

Hit Ability:3  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Tail (if appropriate) 

Hit Ability:3  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
ATTACK4:Landing 

Treat as a trample attack but omit the opposed force roll. Trample rating = 2d3+2. GM’s discretion used as to 

whether it sinks a ship. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Huge fish with great “wings” (really fins) whose greatest delight is to take to the air and race against ships. Its speed 

frequently gives it success at first but it lacks the stamina to keep up with a ship for a long distance. It will 

sometimes spread its wings upwind of a ship to becalm it. A serra will not usually attack a ship unless provoked, 

preferring just to race it; however, occasionally they have been known to attack without provocation. 

 
 

CREATURE NAME:  SHARK (1-5) 
 

GROUP: Fish    CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    6ft-30ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 
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      SPEED:   (12ft) 70ft/80km 

         (25ft) 50ft/65km 

 

12ft 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:3  Force:3 

25ft 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:4  Force:5 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:3(12ft) Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

               5(25ft) 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, cartilaginous fish with sharp teeth. Typically has a streamlined body, forked tail and high dorsal fin. 

Incredibly acute sense of smell, and will sometimes go in to a feeding frenzy at the smell of blood. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SHEEP (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   3ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    25ft/20km 

 
Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 1 Agility:0  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:N/A 

Hit Ability:N/A  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Domesticated grazing animal, reared for meat and wool. Have lots of wool, and occasionally horns. Usually white.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SKELETON (1) 
 

GROUP: Skeleton   CATEGORY:  Undead 

 

 
SIZE:  Typically human sized  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varies 

      SPEED:    30ft/30km 
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Endurance: 0 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 1 Agility:0  Will:0  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon dependent 

Hit Ability:W  Force:W Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The skeleton of a once living creature, a skeleton is created by magic from the body of the dead creature. A skeleton 

cannot be harmed by arrows/crossbow bolts and it is hard to harm it with weapons such as a spear or a sabre. The 

bones must be broken to incapacitate it – a skeleton will continue to fight if, for example, one of their arms is lopped 
off. Other forms of skeleton besides the humanoid are also possible and will usually be more powerful (for example, 

skeletal trolls, giants, grizzly bears, lions or elephants).  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SNAKE, NON-POISONOUS (1) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:    2-4ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 
 

 

ATTACK1:Biting people 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

This form of snake refers to a number of species of small, non-poisonous snake (the size refers to the sort that you 

buy or polymorph in to). Larger non-poisonous snakes are covered under “boa-constrictor.” Snakes are legless 

reptilian carnivours.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SNAKE, POISONOUS (2) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:    2-4ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 
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      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bite 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1  Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (0/+2) 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

This form of snake refers to a number of poisonous species of snake. Larger poisonous snakes (such as cobras (up to 

14ft in length)) are also known; however, the size given here refers to the sort that you buy or polymorph in to. The 
virulence of the poison varies from species to species; however, in the sort that you buy or polymorph in to, the 

poison is assumed to be deadly enough to have a serious effect on a human or horse, and will have the normal 

effects of poison.   

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SPARROW (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   Under 1ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   3  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Woods 

      SPEED:    D 

 
Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small bird with brown plumage. It is inconspicuous, intelligent and adaptable, with a cheery chirp and untidy 

nesting habits. It is omnivorous.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SPECTRE (4) 
 

GROUP: Spirit    CATEGORY:  Undead 
 

 
SIZE:    5-6ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   19  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 
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      SPEED:    125ft/160km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 5 Agility:4  Will:0  Force:0 

 

 

ATTACK1:Touch 

Hit Ability:6  Force:0   Parrying:N/A  Other:If a spectre touches you you lose 

       1 end. If you are a wizard you also lose 

       d6x5 mana. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A swift and deadly relative of the wraith, spectres can fly and are feared opponents. They can drain mana from a 
wizard and will also feast on the energy radiated from gems; draining them dry and useless in time. For every 5 

endurance points a spectre drains (10 mana counts as 1 endurance point) a spectre will gain 1 end (it can never have 

more than 2 endurance though, and any gained in excess to its maximum will be lost after an hour). A person 

attacking a spectre will get a –2 on the “to hit” table (or –3 if firing a bow at long range). A spectre possesses the 

skill Improved Fly. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SPHINX (4) 
 

GROUP: Feline    CATEGORY: Magical construct 

 

 
SIZE: Typically lion-sized; i.e. 4ft at shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   25  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 
      SPEED:    45ft/90km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 4 Agility:1  Will:6  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws (two claws; each can attack once each combat round) 

Hit Ability:3  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A sphinx is a magical construct with the shape of a lion with a human head. It is made out of stone, and they are 
used as intelligent guardians. If a person comes in to the vicinity of a sphinx, the sphinx will turn in to flesh and 

blood and will say something to the person (what the sphinx says could be always the same (e.g. “what is the 

password?”, or drawn from a bank of possible questions (e.g. a random riddle out of 100 riddles, meaning that it 

rarely asked the same one twice); what it says would have been determined at the time of construction). If the person 

gives the correct response, the sphinx will make a reply (which could be simply “Correct, you may pass” or could be 

a set of detailed instructions), will turn back to stone and allow the person to pass (one person may sometimes 

answer for a whole group, depending on the instructions of the sphinx). If the person gives the wrong response or 

fails to answer, the sphinx will attack them. If the sphinx is “killed” it will turn back to stone and there will be a very 

short interval in which the person may pass it (though the sphinx will challenge them again if they return). If anyone 

touches the sphinx in its stone form it will come to life and attack them; as before, if “killed” it will turn back to 

stone. It is thus very difficult to destroy a sphinx, as the only way to do so is to shatter the stone statue, and after 

each blow it will come to life, forcing you to “kill” it again. The high magic resistance of the sphinx is true in both 
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its flesh and its stone form. Larger sphinxes can be created (there is no limit to the possible size of a sphinx) and 

these will be more powerful. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SPIDER, POISONOUS, SMALL (1) 
 

GROUP: Insect    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   About 6”across  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   3  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bite 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (0/+1) 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

This refers to a number of species of web-spinning, poisonous arachnids. A bite by one of them will have the normal 

effects of poison.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SPIDER, POISONOUS, LARGE (2) 
 

GROUP: Insect    CATEGORY:  Monster 

 

 
SIZE:   About 4ft across  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   6  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    20ft/10km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 2 Agility:2  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Bite 

Hit Ability:3  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (0/+2) 

ATTACK2:Web throwing 
Hit Ability:1  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other:Will stick to you and bind you.  

       Quite hard to cut through (like rope). 

       Each web is about 3ft across  

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
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Large arachnids, with a posionous bite. They act in a way very similar to normal spiders, only on a larger scale. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SPIDER, POISONOUS, GIANT (6) 
 

GROUP: Insect    CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:   10-12ft across  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   12  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    50ft/35km 

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 4 Agility:2  Will:4  Force:3 

 

 
ATTACK1:Bite 

Hit Ability:3  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (+2/+4) 

ATTACK2:Kicking with leg (can attack with up to 3 legs each round). 

Hit Ability:1  Force:5   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Webthrowing 

Hit Ability:2  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other: Will stick to you and bind you.  

       Very hard to cut through (only magic  

       weapons or a lot of hacking). 

       Each web is about 8ft across 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
Giant, elephant-sized spiders. The only weak point is the eyes (T=1), which are large and compound. Legs only have 

T=3, but smashing a leg will have little effect on the spiders as a whole, and the legs also have A=3. The body is 5-7 

ft off the ground. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SQUIRREL (1) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   9” long plus tail  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   4  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Sometimes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forest 

      SPEED:    D 

 
Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small, tree-dwelling mammal with a bushy tail. Can be grey or red. Likes nuts, and buries them as a winter store.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  SWALLOW (1) 
 

GROUP: Avian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   About 1ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   4  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:    D 

 
Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:Beak and claws 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small, insect eating bird with long, narrow wings and a forked tail. Swallows fly very swiftly and has a dark blue 

back with a brown head and throat. 

 

T 

CREATURE NAME:   SWAMP PANTHER (4) 
 

GROUP: Feline    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:   6-7ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Rarely 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamp 

      SPEED:   (land) 120ft/75km 

          

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:3  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 
Hit Ability:6  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK2:Claws 

Hit Ability:4  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
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DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Huge, powerful cat, similar to the moorcats of the old world but larger and deadlier. Like a moorcat, it is usually a 

dull grey in colour and can fade into its surroundings to become almost invisible. A stealthy hunter, it will climb 

trees and attempt to drop on someone, breaking their neck (treat as a trample attack d4+1, can only be dodged not 

blocked). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   SWAMP WORM (7) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 

 

 
SIZE:  50-80ft long; 5-6ft in radius INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   26  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Swamps 

      SPEED:    75ft/60km 

 

Endurance: 7 Toughness: 7 Reactions: 2 Agility:1  Will:7  Force:8 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:4  Force:10 Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (+2/4) 

 

ATTACK2:Bludgeoning 
Hit Ability:3  Force:8  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Squashing 

Treat as a trample attack. Trample rating = 2d3 + 2 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, worm-shaped relative of the dragons, but without wings, magic or intelligence. A swamp worm is a variety of 

wingless worm with a similarly acute hearing and sense of smell. Though not quite as large or powerful as its desert 

cousin, it has a poisonous bite and can move through water as easily as on land. If someone attempts to climb on it, 

it will dive to shake them off. Prefers horse flesh to human. If it is killed and dies through a way that involves 

bleeding it will produce a bloodstone (Wingless Worm). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  TARATH (4) 
 

GROUP: Tarath    CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of 70-80ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   12  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    35ft/100km 

 

Endurance: 5 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:2  Force:1 
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ATTACK1:Landing on top of someone. 

Treat as a trample attack but omit the opposed force roll. Trample rating is 2d3+2. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A larger variety of the tarathin. Large flying creature, with grey-green leathery skin (like on an elephant) and huge 

leathery wings. It can not fly particularly fast, nor is it a particularly agile or good flyer. It does, however, have a 

huge amount of stamina and can fly for several days with a heavy load without landing. It is herbivorous and has 

almost no means of attack (i.e. no teeth suitable to bite someone with, nor any claws). Capable of transporting 20-25 

people, who will be riding on it (providing a trained handler is also riding). In some areas tarath are used as military 
or pricy civilian transport. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   TARATHIN (2) 
 

GROUP: Tarath   CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:  Wingspan of 15-20ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    105ft/ 100km 

 
Endurance: 2 Toughness: 2 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:3  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Wing buffeting 

Hit Ability:0  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large flying creature, though much smaller than its large cousin, the tarath. It has grey-green leathery skin (like on 

an elephant) and leathery wings. It is much faster and more agile than a tarath but can only fly for a few hours before 

needing to land. It is herbivorous and has almost no means of attack (i.e. no teeth suitable to bite someone with, nor 

any claws). Capable of transporting up to 2 people, who will be riding on it (one of whom must be a trained handler) 
providing that these people are not too large. Tarathin are frequently used as scouts. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  TOAD (1) 
 

GROUP: Amphibian    CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:    2-10”  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   3  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Sometimes 
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HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ponds 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:None 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Any of the more terrestrial warty-skinned members of the tailless amphibians. They live in cool, moist places and 
lay their eggs in water. 

 
 

CREATURE NAME:  TORTOISE (1) 
 

GROUP: Reptile   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:    6” to 1ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   4  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    D 

 

Endurance: D Toughness: D Reactions: D Agility:D Will:D  Force:D 

 

 

ATTACK1:None 

Hit Ability:D  Force:D  Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Small, four-legged reptile with a shell. It can withdraw the head and legs in to the shell at times of danger. 

Herbivorous and without teath, the mouth forms a beak. Tortoises are renowned for moving slowly. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  TROLL (3) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY:  Monster 
 

 
SIZE:    9-10ft tall INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   9  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountains/  

          forests 
      SPEED:     25ft/30km  
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Endurance: 2 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:4  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Mace 

Hit Ability:0  Force:6   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, tough, strong, stupid humanoids. They have a tough hide and will eat almost anything. They are able to come 

out in daylight. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  TROLL, MOUNTAIN (6) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY: Sapient Humanoid 

 

 
SIZE:    10-11ft tall INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  
MAGIC RESISTANCE:   14  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes 

EVIL?    Usually  DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountains  

      SPEED:    35ft/30k  

  

Endurance: 6 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 3 Agility:0  Will:5  Force:6 

 

 

ATTACK1:Weapon dependent 

Hit Ability:W  Force:W Parrying:W  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Mountain trolls are not only stronger and tougher than their lesser brethren, they are also more intelligent. Extremely 

powerful, mountain trolls are not stupid, brutish creatures like most trolls; rather they are an intelligent race. 

Mountain trolls do not usually build large cities or towns, instead they usually have a tribal or village existence; this 

does not stop them, however, forging their own weapons and armour or making other simple goods they need. A 

mountain troll will typically wear heavy armour and wield a mighty greatsword or axe; in combat they are deadly 

and a company of mountain trolls together will cut a path through almost any opposition. Mountain trolls frequently 

command normal trolls when fighting. The orcish spell “troll command” has no effect on mountain trolls. Like orcs, 

mountain trolls are innately inclined to evil though are not totally beyond the pale. Trolls have been known to fight 
on the side of good; however, they are far more likely to be found in the service of evil.  

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  UNICORN (4) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
 

 
SIZE:  4-5ft at the shoulder  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 
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EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Forests 

      SPEED:    115ft/90km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:7  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Horn 

Hit Ability:6  Force:3   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Kicking or rearing 

Hit Ability:3  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Trample attack 
Trample rating = d4 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

White, horse-like animal with a long, sharp horn on its forehead. Swift. Renowned for its goodness and purity. Very 

wary of humans, elves and dwarfs. A unicorn will not allow anyone on its back unless they have at least 45 honour 

(or unless they are an innocent (i.e. a young child)). 

 

W 

CREATURE NAME:  WEREWOLF (Level+1) 
 

GROUP: Humanoid   CATEGORY: Sapient humanoid 

 

 
SIZE:    Wolf-sized INTELLIGENCE: Sapient/high bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   Variable  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes/No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   Yes/No 

EVIL?    Sometimes DOMESTICABLE?  N/A 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    95ft 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:V  Force:1 

 

 
ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None  

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Werewolves are normal humanoids (e.g. elves, dwarfs, humans) that are afflicted by a curse. Most of the time they 

are completely normal; however, on the three nights of the full moon they transform in to a fearsome wolf (the 

moonlight does not have to shine on them; they will transform as soon as the moon is up). When transformed, 

werewolves, like wolves, have extremely acute senses of smell and hearing. When transformed, they gain the 

statistics given above with the following bonuses: 

 Endurance = level. 

 Bonus to toughness equal to their level. This bonus does not apply to silver weapons: against such 

weapons, the bonus is lost and the werewolf is left with just their innate toughness of 1. 

 A bonus to force equal to half their level. 

 A bonus to hit ability equal to half their level. 

 Their magic resistance increases by 6. 
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When a werewolf transforms he must make a will roll in order to retain control of himself. This will roll always 

receives a +1 bonus but receives a penalty equal to half the werewolf’s level. A werewolf with polymorph control 

receives +1 to this roll. If the werewolf fails to make the will roll he loses control of himself in the transformation. 

His intelligence is reduced to zero (high bestial) and his will increased by three. He becomes a ferocious wolf with 

no control over his own actions and no memories of his normal self. He will seek to rend and kill any living creature 

he sees or senses and is classed as an evil creature. The werewolf will not regain control of himself until the moon 
sets and he returns to his normal form. The werewolf will have no memory of any actions committed whilst he had 

lost control of himself. Assuming the werewolf passes his will roll, he remains in control of his actions.  

 
If a werewolf (in control of himself) is ever panicked or incapacitated due to pain he must make another roll to see if 

he remains in control of himself. He must make such a roll for every round in which he remains in a 

panicked/incapacitated due to fear state. The above modifiers apply to this roll with the additional modifier that he 

takes a penalty of however much he failed the will roll by (the one to avoid panic/incapacitation due to pain). If he 
loses control then the situation is exactly as if he had lost control at the transformation (and he should immediately 

be given another will roll against the fear or incapacitation using his improved will). Note that transformation is 

treated in the same way as polymorphing as far as transferring injuries and endurance point loss from one form to 

another are concerned.  

 
A werewolf may also, if he wishes, transform at other times. In the two nights immediately preceeding the three full 
moon nights a werewolf may transform in to a wolf. He may also do the same in the two nights immediately 

following the three full moon nights. If he transforms at these times, the following differences apply: 

 Bonuses to force, hit ability, toughness and endurance are halved. 

 Their magic resistance only increases by 4. 

 The werewolf receives a +3 bonus instead of a +1 bonus on the roll to remain in control of himself. 

 If he loses control of himself, his will is only increased by two instead of by three. 

 Unless he loses control of himself, a werewolf may freely transform throughout the night. When the moon 

sets he will immediately return to his normal self. 

 If he loses control of himself then he will stay as a wolf until the moon sets. 

 

In the three nights preceeding and the three nights following the above four nights, a werewolf may also transform. 
If he transforms at these times, the following differences apply (compared to a full moon transformation: 

 Bonuses to force, hit ability, toughness and endurance are quartered. 

 Their magic resistance only increases by 2. 

 The werewolf receives a +5 bonus instead of a +1 bonus on the roll to remain in control of himself. 

 If he loses control of himself, his will is only increased by one instead of by three. 

 Unless he loses control of himself, a werewolf may freely transform throughout the night. When the moon 

sets he will immediately return to his normal self. 

 If he loses control of himself then he will stay as a wolf until the moon sets. 

 

A werewolf may not transform in the other 15 nights of the month (assuming a 28 day month and lunar cycle) nor 

may he transform in the day time. 
 

Any time a werewolf bites someone then roll a d20. If they roll a 1 then they become a werewolf. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WHALE, KILLER (5) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:   20-30ft long  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:    80ft/80km 

 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 2 Reactions:4 Agility:4  Will:4  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:6  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, black and white toothed whale. Is known to attack other whales and to throw itself up beaches to kill seals. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WHALE,OTHER (1-7) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   5ft – 100ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   10  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:    V 
 

Endurance: V Toughness: V Reactions: V Agility:V Will:V  Force:V 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:V  Force:V   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Any of a number of species of marine mammals entirely adapted to living in water. They have flippers, horizontal 

tail flukes and a blow hole, through which they breathe. They communicate by singing “songs” under water, which 
can be heard over hundreds of miles. There are two types of whales: toothed whales and larger, baleen whales. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:   WIGHT (3) 
 

GROUP: Wight    CATEGORY:  Undead 
 

 
SIZE:    5-6ft  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   12  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 
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EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    30ft/40km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 3 Reactions: 2 Agility:0  Will:0  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Claws 

Hit Ability:5  Force:4    Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (+1/3) 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 
A man-shaped undead, much more powerful and deadly than the shambling zombies. Fierce in combat, though slow, 

the poisonous claws of a wight mean that even a warrior who kills his wight may die soon after. Like zombies, 

wights are relatively unharmed by most weapons unless they are hacked to pieces (which is very difficult to do). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WINGLESS WORM (8) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE:  100-200ft long; 5-6ft in radius INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   24  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Deserts 

      SPEED:    85ft/75k 

 
Endurance: 8 Toughness: 8 Reactions: 3 Agility:0  Will:7  Force:10 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth 

Hit Ability:4  Force:12 Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

ATTACK2:Bludgeoning 

Hit Ability:3  Force:10 Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Squashing 

Treat as a trample attack. Trample rating = 2d4 + 3. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Large, worm-shaped relative of the dragons, but without wings, magic or intelligence. A wingless worm is 

extremely large and has acute hearing and sense of smell. It has scales and it is possible to climb on top of it, though 

it can roll. If it is killed and dies through a way that involves bleeding it will produce a bloodstone. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WOLF (2) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 
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SIZE:   3ft at the shoulder INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:    90ft/65km 

 

Endurance: 1 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:2  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 
 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A grey, dog-like animal. A highly social predator, it usually hunts in packs. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WOLFHOUND (2) 
 

GROUP: Mammal   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:  3ft at the shoulder  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   8  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Ocean 

      SPEED:    80ft/50km 
 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:3  Will:1  Force:1 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth and claws 

Hit Ability:6  Force:1   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A breed of dog especially designed to hunt wolves. A wolfhound receives +1A against wolf-like animals (and its 

opponent receives –1A); however, wolfhounds also receive –1A against humanoids. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WRAITH (2) 
 

GROUP: Spirit    CATEGORY:   Undead 
 

 
SIZE:    6ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   13  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
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HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Caves, mines 

      SPEED:    40ft/45km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 0 Reactions: 3 Agility:2  Will:0  Force:0 

 

 

ATTACK1:Touching 

Hit Ability:2  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other:If a wraith touches you it will 

       suck out your life: you lose 1end. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Ghost-like, man-shaped creatures that infest mines, ruins, caves, abandoned buildings, etc. A wraith has no real 
substance and thus cannot be hurt by conventional weapons. They will, however, flinch back if pierced by steel or 

fire (though these will not actually harm them). A spirited defence in this way may cause a wraith to retreat. They 

can be killed quite easily with magical weapons. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WRAITH, GREATER (4) 
 

GROUP: Spirit    CATEGORY:   Undead 
 

 
SIZE:    6.5ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   18  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Caves, mines 

      SPEED:    40ft/45km 

 
Endurance: 2 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:0  Force:0 

 

 

ATTACK1:Touching 

Hit Ability:2  Force:N/A Parrying:N/A  Other:If a greater wraith touches you it   

    will suck out your life: you lose d3end. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Ghost-like, man-shaped creatures that infest mines, ruins, caves, abandoned buildings, etc. A greater wraith has no 

real substance and thus cannot be hurt by conventional weapons. They will, however, flinch back if fire (though this 

will not actually harm them). Unlike a normal wraith, a greater wraith has no fear of steel. A spirited defence in this 
way may cause a greater wraith to retreat, though they are quite persistent. For every 5 endurance points a greater 

wraith leeches, it gains an endurance point itself. (it can never have more than 3 endurance though, and any gained 

in excess to its maximum will be lost after an hour). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WRAITH, DREAD (8) 
 

GROUP: Spirit    CATEGORY:   Undead 
 

 
SIZE:    7ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  
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MAGIC RESISTANCE:   24  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Caves, mines 

      SPEED:    60ft/75km 

 

Endurance: 5 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 6 Agility:3  Will:0  Force:3 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists 

Hit Ability:4  Force:3  Parrying:N/A  Other:In addition to normal damage, If  

      a dread wraith touches you it will suck  
      out your life: you lose d3 end. You will 

      also permanently lose 1 random VC. 

        

ATTACK 2:Destroy matter 

Instead of attacking normally, a dread wraith can reach out to touch a shield, weapon or other such object, 

destroying it and causing it to disintegrate. Magical items are usually immune to this effect. 

 

ATTACK3:Mana burn 

If struck by a spell, the wraith-lord can send negative energy back down the path of the spell to the caster, causing 

the caster to lose 1 endurance and 5xd6 mana (or, if struck by a prayer, including “Turn undead”, does the same but 

causes caster to lose 1 endurance and d6 favour). 
 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Ghost-like, man-shaped creatures that infest mines, ruins, caves, abandoned buildings, etc.Unlike its lesser brethren, 

a dread wraith is unharmed by fire or steel, and can move through such barriers with ease (parrying or shields are no 

use against its attacks). Furthermore, it’s very touch leaches the life and strength from a person, weakening them for 

ever. Dread wraiths have some intelligence, and can do more than just act on instinct. Providing it is in a wraith 

infested place, (anywhere with a dread wraith is very likely to have other wraiths) it can summon other wraiths to its 

aid; it summons all within hearing of its fearful wail, typically d2 greater wraiths and 2d3 wraiths (they may take up 

to a minute or so to arrive though). For every 8 endurance points a greater wraith leeches, it gains an endurance 

point itself. (it can never have more than 8 endurance though, and any gained in excess to its maximum will be lost 

after an hour). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WRAITH-LORD (12) 
 

GROUP: Spirit   CATEGORY:  Undead 
 

 
SIZE:    8ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   30  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    80ft/95km 

 

Endurance: 10 Toughness:7 Reactions: 9 Agility:4  Will:8  Force:8 

 

 

ATTACK1:Fists (attacks twice per combat round) 
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Hit Ability:10  Force:8   Parrying:N/A  Other:You lose d3end. in addition to  

       any other damage. You will also lose 

       1 random VC (permanently). 

ATTACK2:Energy bar 

Flings out arm; a bar of energy shoots out and knocks people over. 

ATTACK3:Enveloping 

An enveloped creature will constantly lose endurance points at a rate of 3 per combat round and is not  able to do 

anything. It will also lose 1 random SC (permanently). 

ATTACK4:Mana burn 

If struck by a spell, even if the spell is negated via magic resistance, the wraith-lord can send negative energy back 

down the path of the spell to the caster, causing the caster to lose 1 endurance and 5xd6 mana (or, if struck by a 

prayer, including “Turn undead”, does the same but causes caster to lose 1 endurance and d6 favour).  

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

One of the most powerful creatures in the world, with the exception of the great dragons. A wraith-lord is a being of 

negative energy and contact with it destroys life and even inanimate matter. Non-magical weapons have no effect on 

it and disintegrate. Holy water would take off 1 endurance point (using a full flask). It can move through shields 

which will be weakened, quickly disintegrating. Other matter it passes through will also disintegrate. Totally 

inimical to all forms of life. Providing it is in a wraith infested place, (anywhere with a wraith-lord is very likely to 

have other wraiths) it can summon other wraiths to its aid; it summons all within hearing of its fearful wail, typically 

d2 dread wraiths, 2d3 greater wraiths and 3d4 wraiths (they may take up to a minute or so to arrive though). For 

every 12 endurance points a greater wraith leeches, it gains an endurance point itself. (it can never have more than 

15 endurance though, and any gained in excess to its maximum will be lost after an hour). 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WYVERN (5) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE: Body 7-8ft; wingspan 18-20ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   19   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    80ft/75km 

 

Endurance: 3 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:4  Force:4 

 

 
ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire; it will use teeth more frequently than fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK1:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK1:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire; it will use teeth more frequently than fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=7, to F=0 for several 

meters away. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A wyvern resembles a small dragon, having scales, a draconic head, wings and a tail. Capable of flight. Wyverns lay 

eggs, and a wyvern’s egg and blood both have magical properties. If it is killed and dies through a way that involves 
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bleeding it will produce a bloodstone. Wyverns possess the skills “dive” and “improved dive”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WYVERN, GREATER (6) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 
 

 
SIZE: Body 10-12ft; wingspan 25-30ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   21   CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    70ft/65km 

 

Endurance: 5 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:4  Force:6 

 

 
ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire; it will use teeth more frequently than fire)  

Hit Ability:6  Force:6   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:6   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK3:Tail 

Hit Ability:2  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:Poisonous (+1/2) 

ATTACK4:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire; it will use teeth more frequently than fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=10, to F=0 for several 

meters away. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

A greater wyvern is a larger and more powerful variety of wyvern. It is frequently mistaken for a small dragon by 

the ignorant, though anyone who has seen even a lesser dragon could never make such a mistake. Unlike ordinary 

wyverns, greater wyverns possess a vicious tail studded with poisonous spines and are also large enough to pick up 

and carry off a full grown adult – if flying, will frequently use a grab attack with its teeth.. Capable of flight. Like 

wyverns, greater wyverns lay eggs, and a wyvern’s egg and blood both have magical properties. If it is killed and 

dies through a way that involves bleeding it will produce a bloodstone. Greater wyverns possess the skills “dive” 

and “improved dive”. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  WYVERN, WOOLLY (5) 
 

GROUP: Dragonkind   CATEGORY:  Dragonkind 

 

 
SIZE: Body 7-8ft; wingspan 18-20ft  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial 

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   20  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 
CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Occasionally 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountains 

      SPEED:    80ft/75km 
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Endurance: 4 Toughness: 6 Reactions: 4 Agility:3  Will:4  Force:4 

 

 

ATTACK1:Teeth (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire; it will use teeth more frequently than fire) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK1:Claws (can attack once with each front claw per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:4   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK1:Fire (cannot attack with teeth and breath fire; it will use teeth more frequently than fire) 

If you are caught in fire you will suffer a hit depending on how far away you are: close, F=5, to F=-1 for several 

meters away. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

The woolly wyvern is a variant of the normal wyvern that has adapted to the cold ice and snow of the mountains. It 

is covered in a thick coat of reddish-brown hair, except around the claws and jaws. The wooly wyvern is slightly 

tougher and hardier than the normal wyvern, though its fire is less powerful. Capable of flight. Wyverns lay eggs, 

and a wyvern’s egg and blood both have magical properties. If it is killed and dies through a way that involves 

bleeding it will produce a bloodstone. Woolly wyverns possess the skills “dive” and “improved dive”. 

X 

Y 

CREATURE NAME:   YALE (3) 
 

GROUP: Ungulate   CATEGORY:  Animal 

 

 
SIZE:   3-4ft high  INTELLIGENCE:  High bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   7  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? Yes  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    No  DOMESTICABLE?  Yes 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Mountain 

      SPEED:    75ft/45km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 1 Reactions: 3 Agility:4  Will:1  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Kicking with hind legs 

Hit Ability:2  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

ATTACK2:Horns. (May attack/parry once with each horn per combat round) 

Hit Ability:4  Force:1   Parrying:-1  Other:Can only attack things  

        immediately in front. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Goat-like animal with the head of a boar and the tail of a lion. Is very agile, similar to a mountain-goat, and is 

capable of being domesticated and carrying riders on its back (though would be a bit small for a tall human). It has 

self-swivelling horns, which it can swivel at will. 

 

 

CREATURE NAME:  ZIKALTHRA (4) 
 

GROUP: Nightrunner  CATEGORY:  Nightrunner 
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SIZE:    7ft tall  INTELLIGENCE:  Sapient  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   14  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  Yes 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? No  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    45ft/40km 
 

Endurance: 2 Toughness: 5 Reactions: 4 Agility:1  Will:5  Force:2 

 

 

ATTACK1:Zikalthra’s broadsword (can attack and parry twice per combat round) 

Hit Ability:6  Force:5   Parrying:-4  Other:Poisonous blade (+1/+3) 

        

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Zikalthra are vaguely human in appearance, though they have no hair and are dull grey in colour. Their eyes have no 

irises. They are phenomenonally fast, agile, and powerful, able to wield their poisonous broadswords as if they were 
a sabre; in addition, their gaze causes fear, meaning their opponent receives a –2 to any dodge rolls. Zikalthra are 

superior to grotharks and death wolves in the nightrunner hierarchy. 

 

Z 

CREATURE NAME:  ZOMBIE (1) 
 

GROUP: Zombie   CATEGORY:  Undead 
 

 
SIZE:   5-6ft high  INTELLIGENCE:  Bestial  

MAGIC RESISTANCE:   5  CAPABLE OF SPEECH?:  No 

CAN POLYMORPH IN TO? No  CIVILISED?   No 

EVIL?    Yes  DOMESTICABLE?  No 
HURT BY HOLY WATER? Yes  HABITAT:    Varied 

      SPEED:    20ft/30km 

 

Endurance: 0 Toughness: 4 Reactions: 1 Agility:0  Will:0  Force:2 
 

 

ATTACK1:Hands 

Hit Ability:1  Force:2   Parrying:N/A  Other:None 

 

 

DESCRIPTION AND OTHER DETAILS 

Slow, shambling, undead creatures. They are not greatly affected by arrows or crossbow bolts, and must be 

dismembered in order to be killed. 

 


